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In Memoriam

Yahiko Kambayashi

(1943–2004)

In great sadness we received notice of the sudden and untimely passing away of
Prof. Yahiko Kambayashi on Friday, February 6, 2004.

Prof. Kambayashi, one of the leading international pioneers of database re-
search, completed his Ph.D. at Kyoto University in 1970. In his early academic
career, Prof. Kambayashi’s research topics were logic circuits design, switching
theory, and automata theory. From 1971 to 1973 he was a Visiting Research As-
sociate at the University of Illinois, Urbana, where he developed a logic design
method called the transduction method, which is now widely used by major US
and Japanese logic design software vendors. After his return to Kyoto University
as a faculty member in 1973, Prof. Kambayashi started to focus his research on
databases. His major research results include an algorithm for the calculation of
key dependencies, new inference rules for embedded multivalued dependencies,
processing methods for cyclic queries, and new concurrency control mechanisms.
In 1984, he became a professor at Kyushu University, where he extended his re-
search area to geographic information systems, schema design in network data
models, and concurrency control. In 1990, he was appointed as a professor at
Kyoto University, where he conducted several very important practical research
projects including studies of applications of database technologies to groupware
and distance education systems. From April 2003, he served as Dean of the
Graduate School of Informatics at Kyoto University.
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Prof. Kambayashi published numerous articles in major journals and confer-
ences. He also was the author and editor of many books and conference proceed-
ings.

Prof. Kambayashi was also a great educator. A record number of Japanese
and foreign students received M.S. and Ph.D. degrees under his supervision at
Kyoto University and Kyushu University. Many of them are now serving as
faculty members at universities in Japan and other countries. Prof. Kambayashi
also taught courses at McGill University (1979), Kuwait University (1982) and
Wuhan University (1984) as a visiting professor.

Prof. Kambayashi was an IEEE fellow, a trustee of the VLDB Endowment, a
member of the SIGMOD Advisory Committee, a vice-chair of the ACM Tokyo/
Japan Chapter, chair of the DASFAA Steering Committee, co-chair of the WISE
Society and WISE Steering Committee, a member of the CODAS Steering Com-
mittee, a member of the ER Steering Committee, a member of the RIDE Steering
Committee, a co-editor-in-chief of the World Wide Web Journal, an associate
editor of ACM TODS, and a member of the editorial boards of several interna-
tional journals. He was a winner of the ACM SIGMOD Contribution Award in
1995 for his many professional services in Japan and internationally.

Prof. Kambayashi helped to found the DEXA series of conferences and was
one of the initiators of the DaWaK conference for which he served as General
Chair from the very beginning in 1999.

Those who knew Prof. Kambayashi remember the energy and stamina with
which he not only tackled his own research issues but also supported his col-
leagues, staff, students, collaborators and guests. Not only profound insights
and expertise, but also his friendship and generous hospitality attracted many
researchers and students.

Prof. Kambayashi is survived by his wife and two sons. His sudden leave is not
only a tragic loss to his family but also a great loss to the whole international
research community. Many of us will remember him as a friend, a mentor, a
leader, an educator, and as our source of inspiration. We express our heartfelt
condolence and our deepest sympathy to his family.

PC Chairs of DaWaK 2004
Mukesh Mohania (IBM India Research Lab, India)
Wolfram Wöß (FAW, Johannes Kepler University of Linz, Austria)

DEXA President and Vice-President
Roland Wagner (FAW, Johannes Kepler University of Linz, Austria)
A Min Tjoa (Vienna University of Technology, Austria)

Former PC chairs of DaWaK
Werner Winiwarter (University of Vienna, Austria)
Masatoshi Arikawa (University of Tokyo, Japan)
A Min Tjoa (Vienna University of Technology, Austria)

June 2004



Preface

Within the last few years, data warehousing and knowledge discovery technology
has established itself as a key technology for enterprises that wish to improve
the quality of the results obtained from data analysis, decision support, and the
automatic extraction of knowledge from data.

The 6th International Conference on Data Warehousing and Knowledge Dis-
covery (DaWaK 2004) continued a series of successful conferences dedicated to
this topic. Its main objective was to bring together researchers and practition-
ers to discuss research issues and experience in developing and deploying data
warehousing and knowledge discovery systems, applications, and solutions.

The conference focused on the logical and physical design of data warehous-
ing and knowledge discovery systems. The scope of the papers covers the most
recent and relevant topics in the areas of data cubes and queries, multidimen-
sional data models, XML data mining, data semantics and clustering, association
rules, data mining techniques, data analysis and discovery, query optimization,
data cleansing, data warehouse design and maintenance, and applications. These
proceedings contain the technical papers selected for presentation at the confer-
ence.

We received more than 100 papers, including 12 industrial papers, from over
33 countries, and the program committee finally selected 40 papers. The confer-
ence program included an invited talk by Kazuo Iwano, IBM Tokyo Research
Lab, Japan.

We would like to thank the DEXA 2004 Workshop General Chairs (Prof.
Roland Wagner, Prof. A Min Tjoa) and the Organizing Committee of the 15th
International Conference on Database and Expert Systems Applications (DEXA
2004) for their support and their cooperation. Many thanks go to Ms. Gabriela
Wagner for providing a great deal of assistance as well as to Mr. Raimund
Angleitner-Flotzinger and Mr. Andreas Dreiling for administering the confer-
ence management software. We are very indebted to all the Program Committee
members and external reviewers who reviewed the papers very carefully and in a
timely manner. We would also like to thank all the authors who submitted their
papers to DaWaK 2004; they provided us with an excellent technical program.

September 2004 Mukesh Mohania
Wolfram Wöß
Pankaj Garg
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Conceptual Design of XML Document Warehouses 

Vicky Nassis1, R. Rajugan2, Tharam S. Dillon2, and Wenny Rahayu1 

1 Dept. of CS-CE, La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia 
{vnassis,wenny}@cs.latrobe.edu.au 

2 Faculty of Information Technology, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia 
{tharam3,rajugan}@it.uts.edu.au 

Abstract. EXtensible Markup Language (XML) has emerged as the dominant 
standard in describing and exchanging data among heterogeneous data sources. 
XML with its self-describing hierarchical structure and its associated XML 
Schema (XSD) provides the flexibility and the manipulative power needed to 
accommodate complex, disconnected, heterogeneous data. The issue of large 
volume of data appearing deserves investigating XML Document Warehouses. 
But due to XML’s non-scalar, set-based semi-structured nature, traditional data 
design models lack the ability to represent XML design level constructs in an 
abstract and implementation-independent form which are crucial for designing 
complex domains such as data marts and data warehouses, but also during their 
operational and maintenance phase. We utilize Object Oriented (OO) concepts 
to develop a conceptual model for XML Document Warehouses. In this paper 
we propose a conceptual design formalism to build meaningful XML Document 
Warehouses (XDW). Our focus includes; (1) conceptually design and build 
meaningful XML (warehouse) repository (xFACT) using OO concepts in inte-
gration with XML Schema constructs, (2) conceptually model and design vir-
tual dimensions using XML conceptual views [10a] [10b] to satisfy warehouse 
end-user requirements and (3) use UML package diagrams to help logically 
group and build hierarchical conceptual views to enhance semantics and ex-
pressiveness of the XDW.  

1   Introduction 

Data Warehousing (DW) has been an approach adopted for handling large volumes 
of historical data for detailed analysis and management support. Transactional data in 
different databases is cleaned, aligned and combined to produce good data ware-
houses. Since its introduction in 1996, eXtensible Markup Language (XML) has 
become the defacto standard for storing and manipulating self-describing information 
(meta-data), which creates vocabularies in assisting information exchange between 
heterogenous data sources over the web [22]. Due to this, there is considerable work 
to be achieved in order to allow electronic document handling, electronic storage, 
retrieval and exchange. It is envisaged that XML will also be used for logically en-
coding documents for many domains. Hence it is likely that a large number of XML 
documents will populate the would-be repository and several disparate transactional 
databases.  
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The concern of managing large amounts of XML document data arises the need to 
explore the data warehouse approach through the use of XML document marts and 
XML document warehouses.  

Since the introduction of dimensional modeling which, evolves around facts and 
dimensions, several design techniques have been proposed to capture multidimen-
sional data (MD) at the conceptual level. Ralph Kimball’s Star Schema [11] proved 
most popular, from which well-known conceptual models SnowFlake and StarFlake 
were derived. More recent comprehensive data warehouse design models are built 
using Object-Oriented concepts (structural relationships, Object cubes or data cubes) 
on the foundation of Star Schema. In [7] [8a] [8b] and [18] two different OO modeling 
approaches are demonstrated where a data cube is transformed into an OO model 
integrating class hierarchies. The Object-Relational Star schema (O-R Star) model [9] 
aims to envisage data models and their object features, focusing on hierarchical di-
mension presentation, differentiation and their various sorts of embedded hierarchies.  

These models both object and relational have a number of drawbacks namely they 
are; (a) data-oriented without sufficient emphasis or capturing user requirements, (b) 
extensions of semantically poor relational models (star, snowflake models), (c) origi-
nal conceptual semantics are lost before building data warehouses as the operational 
data source is relational, (d) further loss of semantics resulting from oversimplified 
dimensional modeling, (e) time consuming if additional data semantics are required 
to satisfy evolving user requirements and (f) complex query design and processing is 
needed, therefore maintenance is troublesome. When applying these approaches to 
the design of XML document warehouses, it is important to consider XML’s non-
scalar, set-based and semi-structured nature. Traditional design models lack the abil-
ity to utilise or represent XML design level constructs in a well-defined abstract and 
implementation-independent form.  

One of the early XML data warehouse implementation includes the Xyleme Pro-
ject [16]. The Xyleme project was successful and it was made into a commercial 
product in 2002. It has well defined implementation architecture and proven tech-
niques to collect and archive web XML documents into an XML warehouse for fur-
ther analysis. Another approach by Fankhauser et al. [5] explores some of the changes 
and challenges of a document centric (such as EDI messages, eBooks) XML ware-
house. Both these approaches offer some powerful implementation and architectural 
design insights into XML warehouses but, coupling them with a well defined concep-
tual and logical design methodology may help future design of such XML warehouse 
for large-scale XML systems. For these given reasons, in this paper we propose a 
conceptual modelling approach to the development of an XML Document Warehouse 
(XDW). 

1.1   Our Work 

UML, a widely adopted standard for Object-Oriented (OO) conceptual models is the 
foundation to build this conceptual model for XML document warehousing, consider-
ing that its graphical notation complies with the user(s) and domain expert(s) under-
standing. Our proposed methodology provides; (a) a conceptual design, using UML, 
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for the XDW meaningful XML FACT repository (xFACT), (b) conceptually model 
and design virtual dimensions using XML conceptual views [10a] [10b] to satisfy 
warehouse end-user requirements and (c) use UML package diagrams to logically 
group and build hierarchical conceptual views to enhance semantics and expressive-
ness of the XDW.  

The main aspects to our methodology are as follows; (1) User requirements (UR): 
Assist in determining different perspectives of the document warehouse rather than 
data/documents, (2) XML Document structure [13]: Using XML document capability 
in accommodating and explicitly describing heterogeneous data accompanied with 
their inter-relationships semantics (unlike flat-relational data), (3) XML Schema: 
Describes, validates and provides semantics for its corresponding instance document 
(XML document) [15]. Also, it can capture all OO concepts and relationships [4] [6] 
as well as intuitive XML specific constructs, such as ordering explained in Section 
1.2 and (4) Conceptual Views [10a][10b]: A conceptual view describes how a collec-
tion of XML tags relates to the direct use of a domain user at the conceptual/abstract 
level. A typical XML domain may contain XML documents ranging from few to 
many thousands of semantically related clusters of XML documents depending on the 
real world requirement. Only a subset of the XML tags cluster, its specification and 
their data values (information), which collectively form a conceptual view, may be of 
interest to the domain user at a point in time. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; In Section 1.2, we outline some 
unique XML Schema concepts that are captured and modeled using UML, while 
Section 1.3 provides a brief description of the example case study used in this paper, 
of which, we will be gradually building XML warehouse model (using UML). Sec-
tion 2 is dedicated to in-depth discussion of the XDW conceptual model (with exam-
ples), followed by the conclusion in Section 3. 

1.2   XML Schema and OO Concepts 

A widely used approach for conceptual modeling to developing XML Schemas is the 
OO conceptual model, frequently expressed in UML [6]. In order to understand the 
semantics that must be captured in abstract models of XML Data Warehouses, two 
significant issues are raised (1) ordered composition and (2) homogeneous composi-
tion. An illustration of each case is provided in the sections that follow using the 
proposed mapping techniques in [6] for the transformation of the OO diagrams to 
XML Schema. The examples are extracted from the complete UML diagram in Fig-
ure 5.  

1.2.1   Ordered Composition 
Consider the following XML Schema fragment: 
 

<xs:element name="Publ_Papers" type=" Publ_PaperType"/> 
<xs:complexType name="Publ_PaperType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Paper_ID" type="xs:ID"/> 
   <xs:element name="Paper_Desc" type="xs:string"/> 
   <xs:element name="Paper_Length" type="xs:short"/> 
   <xs:element name="Publ_Abstract" type="Publ_AbstractType"/> 
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   <xs:element name="Publ_Content" type="Publ_ContentType"/>  
   <xs:element name="Publ_Reference" type="Publ_ReferenceType"/> 
  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:complexType name="Publ_AbstractType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Abst_PaperID" type="xs:IDREF"/> 
   <xs:element name="Abst_Contents" type="xs:string”/> 
  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:complexType name="Publ_ContentType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Cont_PaperID" type="xs:IDREF"/> 
   <xs:element name="Cont_NoOfPages" type="xs:short"/> 
   <xs:element name="Cont_WordsCount" type="xs:short"/>    
  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:complexType name="Publ_ReferenceType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="reference_ID" type="xs:ID" nillable="false"/> 
   <xs:element name="NoOfReferences" type="xs:string" nillable="false"/> 
  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
 

The composite element Publ_Papers is an aggregation of the sub-elements 
namely Publ_Title, Publ_Abstract and Publ_Content. Interpreting this 
XML Schema section we observe that the tag <xs:sequence> signifies that the 
embedded elements are not only a simple assortment of components but these have a 
specific ordering. Hence we add to UML an annotation that allows capturing of the 
ordered composition as shown in Figure 1, utilizing stereotypes to specify the ob-
jects’ order of occurrence such as <<1>>, <<2>>, <<3>>, .… ,<<n>>. Figure 1b shows 
the XML Schema segment above modeled applying this UML notation.  

 

Component A
<<1>>

Component B
<<2>>

Component C
<<3>>

Composite Object

1 1 1

 
a. UML Stereotype for an Ordered Composition 

Publ_Abstract
<<1>>

Abst_PaperID
Abst_Contents

1
1

Publ_References
<<3>>

Reference_ID
NoOfReferences

Publ_Papers

Paper_ID
Paper_Desc
Paper_Length

Publ_Content
<<2>>

Cont_PaperID
Cont_NoOfPages
Cont_WordsCount

 
b. The XML Schema Fragment for an Ordered
Composition shown in UML 

Fig. 1. Figures 1(a) and 1(b): Ordered composition example 

1.2.2   Homogeneous Composition 
In a homogeneous aggregation, one “whole” object consists of “part” objects, which 
are of the same type [19]. Two important cases are considered when applied to the 
homogenous composition, which are as follows: 
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1.2.2.1 Case of One-to-Many Relationship 
Consider the XML schema segment below of the relationship between the two ele-
ments Publ_Chapter and Publ_Section. 
 
<xs:element name="Publ_Chapter" type="Publ_ChapterType"/> 
<xs:complexType name=" Publ_ChapterType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Ch_No" type="xs:short"/> 
   <xs:element name="Ch_Title" type="xs:string"/> 
   <xs:element name="Ch_Keywords" type="xs:string" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

   <xs:element name="Publ_Section" type="Publ_SectionType" minOccurs="1"  
   maxOcurs ="unbounded"/>  

  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:complexType name="Publ_SectionType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Section_Title" type="xs:string"/> 
   <xs:element name="Section_Contents" type="xs:byte"/> 
   <xs:element name="Section_Figures" type="xs:anyType"/> 
   <xs:element name="Section_Tables" type="xs:byte"/> 
   <xs:element name="Section_SubSection" type="Publ_SectionType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
 

It is declared that the object Publ_Chapter can consist of one or more 
Publ_Sections. We specify the maxOccurs value of Publ_Section to “un-
bounded” (default value is ‘1’) enabling the element Publ_Section to occur from 
one to many times within Publ_Chapter. We consider the assumption that a given 
section cannot be contained in any other chapter from the papers submitted. This 
characteristic is shown in Figure 2a using the proposed UML notation while Figure 
2b shows the model corresponding to the XML Schema fragment below. 

 

Com ponent A

Com pos i te Objec t

1.. .n

 
a. UML Notation for a Homogeneous Composi-

tion featuring One to Many  relationship 

P u b l_ C h a p t e r

C h _ N o
C h _ T i t le
C h _ K e y w o r d s

1 . . n1 . . n

P u b l_ S e c t io n

S e c t io n _ T i t le
S e c t io n _ C o n t e n t s
S e c t io n _ F ig u re s
S e c t io n _ T a b le s

nn

 
b. Homogeneous Composition example 

Fig. 2. Figures 2(a) and 2(b): Homogeneous composition (Case 1) 

1.2.2.2. Case of Many-to- Many Relationships 
Consider the XML schema segment below of the relationship between Publ_Year 
and Publ_Month elements: 
 

<xs:element name="Publ_Year" type="Publ_YearType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
<xs:complexType name="Publ_YearType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Yr_Year"/> 
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   <xs:element name="Yr_SpecialEvents"/> 
   <xs:element name="Publ_Month" type="Publ_MonthType" nillable="false"  
   maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
<xs:complexType name="Publ_MonthType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Month_Name"/>    
  </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
 

In this category a composite object (Publ_Year) may have many components 
(Publ_Months) and each component may belong to many composite objects. The 
maxOccurs value equaling to “unbounded” in both elements forms the many-to-many 
relationship between Publ_Year and Publ_Month elements. The UML notation 
illustrating this case is shown in Figure 3a while Figure 3b shows the model corre-
sponding to the XML Schema fragment below.  

1.3   An Example Case Study 

As a motivating example for this paper, we intent to gradually build a conceptual 
model of an XDW based on a simplified (academic) conference publication system 
(CPSys). To illustrate the purpose of this paper we highlight only a few, simplified 
warehouse user requirements. These requirements include (a) chronological listing of 
author details, sorted by conferences, (b) alphabetical listing of all proceedings ar-
ranged according to the conference date and year. Each listing should include pro-
ceedings title, ISBN, conference, editor listing and the table of contents, (c) alpha-
betical listing of all proceedings together with abstract lists with cross-reference to 
author/(s) details, (d) chronological listing of conferences and workshops listed with 
their associated publications, and (e) chronological listing of conferences and work-
shops listed with their associated abstract list, together with their authors. 

 

Component A 

Composite Object 

1...n 

1...n 

 
a. UML Notation for a Homogeneous Composition 
featuring Many to Many relationship 

P u b l _ Y e a r

Y r _ Y e a r
Y r _ S p e c ia l E ve n t s

n

n

P u b l_ M o n t h

M o n t h _ N a m e

 
b. Homogeneous Composition example (n:m) 

Fig. 3. Figures 3(a) and 3(b): Homogeneous composition (Case 2) 

Due to page limitations, in this paper, we provide only a very brief discussion on 
capturing and modeling user requirements, as it can be found in many published lit-
eratures in this area such as [21]. In the next section, we outline our proposed XDW 
conceptual with embedded examples to highlight some important model concepts.  
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XML
Documents

(Transactions)
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XML
Documents

(Transactions)

Virtual Dimensions 
(XML Conceptual View)

Virtual Dimensions 
(XML Conceptual View)

XDW Model

 
Fig. 4. XDW Context Diagram 

2   XML Document Warehouse Model 

The XDW model outlined below, to our knowledge, is unique in its kind as it is util-
izes XML itself (together with XML Schema) to provide; (a) structural constructs, (b) 
metadata, (c) validity and (d) expressiveness (via refined granularity and class de-
compositions). The proposed model is composed of three levels (1) User Require-
ment Level, (2) XML Warehouse Conceptual Level and (3) XML Schema Level. A 
context diagram of this model is given in Figure 4, below. The first level, the user 
requirement level composes of two elements; (a) warehouse user requirement docu-
ment and (b) OO requirement model which includes UML use-case diagrams and 
descriptions. The second level of the XDW model is composed of the XML FACT 
repository (xFACT, discussed in Section 2.4 below) and the dimensions that satisfy 
warehouse user requirements captured. The (XML) Schema level of the model in-
volves transformation of the conceptual model into XML Schema.  

2.2   User Requirement Level 

The first level of the XDW model captures the warehouse end-user requirements. As 
opposed to the classical data warehouse models, this requirement model does not 
consider the transactional data as the focal point in the design of the warehouse.  The 
XDW model is designed based on the user requirements. The transactional 
data/documents are considered only to refine existing user requirements, if such a 
need arises. This level is further divided into two more sub-components, which are 
discussed below.   
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2.2.1   Warehouse User Requirements 
The warehouse user requirements correspond to written, non-technical outline of the 
XML warehouse. These are usually the typical or the predictable results expected of 
an XDW. Also, these user requirements can be further refined and/or enhanced by the 
participation of domain experts or the operators of the transactional system in ques-
tion. In addition, further refinement can be added to this model by using approaches 
that generate user requirement documents such as analysing frequent user query pat-
terns [21] or other automated approaches. 

2.2.2   OO Requirement Model 
The OO requirement model transforms all non-technical user requirements into tech-
nical, software model specific concepts using UML (actors, use-case, and objects) to 
represent. Again, the OO requirement model can be further refined through the in-
volvement of domain experts, system analysts, programmers or the operators of the 
transactional system.  

2.3   XML Warehouse Conceptual Level in UML 

The process of deriving the XDW conceptual model involves taking the formalized 
user requirements expressed in UML and then validating them against the XML 
transactional system to check for data availability. In the case of no or lack of transac-
tional data highlights ambiguous the user requirements (which has to be re-defined 
and/or modified) for future warehouse requirements. At a later stage during the trans-
actional system maintenance, these will then be considered as the future user re-
quirements.  

The XDW conceptual model is composed of; (1) an XML FACT repository 
(xFACT) and (2) a collection of logically grouped conceptual views. The xFACT is a 
snapshot of the underlying transactional system/(s) for a given context. A context is 
more than a measure [1] [7] or an item that is of interest for the organization as a 
whole. In classical data warehouse models, a context is normally modeled as an ID 
packed FACT and associated data perspectives as dimensions. Usually, due to con-
straints of the relational model, a FACT will be collapsed to a single table, with IDs 
of its dimension/(s), thus emulating (with combination of one or more dimension/(s)) 
a data cube (or dimensional data). A complex set of queries is needed to extract in-
formation from the FACT-Dimension model. But, in regards to XML, a context is 
more than a flattened FACT (or simply referred to as meaningless FACT) with em-
bedded semantics such as those explained Section 1.2 as well as with non-relational 
constructs such as set, list, and bag. Therefore, we argue that, a meaningless FACT 
does not provide semantic constructs that are needed to accommodate an XML con-
text.   

The role of conceptual views is to provide perspectives to the document hierarchy 
stored in xFACT repository. Since conceptual views can be grouped into logical 
groups, each group is very similar to that of a subject area (or class categories) [2] 
[20] in Object-Oriented conceptual modeling techniques. Each subject-area in the 
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XDW model is referred to as Virtual Dimension (VDim) to keep in accordance with 
dimensional models. VDim is called virtual; since it is modeled using XML concep-
tual views [10a] (which is an imaginary XML document) and behaves as a dimension 
in the given perspective. The following sections discuss in detail the modeling of 
VDims, xFACT repository and the issues associated with them.  

2.4   XML FACT Repository (xFACT) 

XML FACT repository (xFACT) is composed of an XML Schema, which is con-
structed from the XDW conceptual model and its XML document (formed from the 
transactional XML document sources). It is a snapshot of the underlying transactional 
system/(s) for a given context. A context is a meaningful collection of classes and 
relationships, which is designed to provide perspectives (with the help of one or more 
conceptual views) for business intelligence. Due to page limitation, we only presented 
some fragments (see Section 1.2) of the xFACT (XML) Schema, which provides the 
metadata and validity for the xFACT repository. 

2.4.1   Meaningful FACT 
In building the xFACT, we vary from modeling traditional data warehouse flat FACT 
tables such that, we add meaning. That is to say, the xFACT is more semantically 
descriptive due to its interconnected relationships and decomposed hierarchical struc-
tures (Figure 5). The relationships considered in xFACT are not restricted to associa-
tion (1:1, 1:m, n:m) relationships, but also homogenous composition (with shared 
aggregation with cardinality 1:n and n:m) specialization/generalization and ordering 
as discussed in Section 1.2. We utilize XML schema definition language to describe 
the xFACT semantics (classes, relationships, ordering and constraints).  Therefore, 
modeling of the xFACT is constrained only by the availability of XML schema ele-
ments and constructs. 

Figure 5 shows the complete model of the xFACT designed for our case study, 
where the real-world object Publications is hierarchically de-composed into 
Publ_Papers and Publ_Conference. Publ_Papers is further decomposed (with 
ordering) into Publ_Abstract, Publ_Contents and Publ_References. Such 
decompositions are necessary to provide granularity to a real-world object and if 
needed, additional semantics can be added at the design time at different levels of 
hierarchy. For example, the Publ_Conference class hierarchy is decomposed with 
additional semantics such as Publ_Region, Publ_Country and Publ_City. An-
ther example is the relationship between the parent class Publ_Person and the de-
rived sub-classes Publ_Referee and Publ_Author, which form a generalization 
relationship (ISA).  

Since the flexibility of XML Schema in handling complex structures is greater 
than any other model, it provides extra intuition to make the xFACT table as expres-
sive as possible. In addition, the process of iterative refinement of user requirements 
conducted at the design stage helps in modeling such a FACT. Building the xFACT 
provides the well-defined repository for designing/constructing of expressive VDims. 
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Fig. 5. The complete xFACT of the example case study 

2.5   Virtual Dimensions 

A user requirement, which is captured in the OO Requirement Model is transformed 
into one or more Conceptual Views [10a] in association with the xFACT. These are 
typically aggregate views or perspectives of the underlying stored documents of the 
transaction system/(s). In addition, if required, further constructs (such as computed 
attributes or joint values) can be added to the conceptual view/(s) to satisfy the under-
lying user requirement. A valid user requirement is such that, it can be satisfied by 
one or more XML conceptual views for a given context (i.e. xFACT). But a typical 
situation may arise where, a user requirement exists for which there is no transac-
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tional document or data fragment exists to satisfy it. If this does occur, further en-
hancements are made to the user requirement to make it feasible to model with the 
existing xFACT. Such situation indicates that there is no transactional document or 
document fragment to satisfy the end user requisite. Therefore modeling of VDim is 
an iterative process where user requirements are validated against the xFACT in con-
junction with the transactional system.  

 

A-Z_List_By_Years
<<VDim>>

A-Z_Author_List
<<VDim>>

Authors_By_Conference
<<VDim>>Authors_By_Insit

itute

 

Fig. 6. A conceptual view hierarchy with 
<<construct>> stereotype 
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<<VDim>>

 

Fig. 7. VDim “Abstract” Package Contents 

A VDim is modeled at the XDW conceptual level using a new UML stereotype 
called <<VDim>>. This stereotype is similar to a UML class notation with a defined 
set of attribute and methods. The method set can be either constructors (to construct a 
VDim) or manipulators (to manipulate the VDim attribute set). Also note that we 
model the relationship between an xFACT and a VDim with a dashed, directed line, 
denoting the <<construct>> stereotype (shown in Figure 6-7). Though VDims can 
have additional semantic relationships such as generalization, aggregation, associa-
tion [10a] [10b], such relationships can be shown using standard UML notations. In 
addition to this, two VDims can also have <<construct>> relationships depending 
on dependencies (e.g. Figure 7, between VDim Abstract_List_by_Year and 
VDim Abstract_List_by_Keyword).  
 
Definition 1: One Virtual Dimension composes of one (or more logically grouped) 
conceptual view, thus satisfying one (or more logically related) user document ware-
house requirement/(s). 

2.5.1   UML Packages as Dimensions 
Earlier, we stated that semantically related conceptual views could be logically 
grouped together as grouping classes into a subject area. Further, a new view-
hierarchy and/or constructs can be added to include additional semantics for a given 
user requirement. In the XDW conceptual model, when a collection of similar or 
related conceptual views are logically grouped together, we called it aggregated or 
grouped Virtual Dimension (Figures 6-7), implying that it satisfies one or more logi-
cally related user requirement/(s). In addition, we can also construct additional con-
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ceptual view hierarchies such as shown in Figures 6-7. These hierarchies may form 
additional structural or dependency relationships with existing conceptual views or 
view hierarchies (grouped VDims) as shown in Figures 8-9. Thus it is possible that a 
cluster of dimensional hierarchy/(ies) can be used to model a certain set of user re-
quirement/(s). Therefore we argue that, this aggregate aspect can give us enough 
abstraction and flexibility to design a user-centered XDW model. 
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Fig. 8. A VDim hierarchy (derived 
from grouped VDims) 
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Fig. 9. “Authors”, “Abstracts” & “Conference_List”
package 

In order to model an XML conceptual view hierarchy or VDim and capture the 
logical grouping in among them, we utilize the package construct in UML. Accord-
ing to OMG specification;  

“A package is a grouping of model elements. Packages themselves may be nested 
within other packages. A package may contain subordinate packages as well as other 
kinds of model elements. All kinds of UML model elements can be organized into 
packages.” [12].  

This in practice describes our logical grouping of XML conceptual views and their 
hierarchies. Thus we utilize packages to model our connected dimensions (Figure 8). 
Following the similar arguments above, we can show that, the xFACT (shown in 
Figure 5) can be grouped into one logical construct and can be shown in UML as one 
package. In Figures 9 & 10, we show our case study XDW model with xFACT and 
VDims connected via <<construct>> stereotype.   

In summary, we gradually introduced the XDW conceptual model in UML and 
fragments from sections 2.3 – 2.5. First the complete xFACT model is shown in Fig-
ure 5 while the xFACT stereotype of ordering is shown in Figure 1. The xFACT 
semantic relationships are shown in Figures 2, 3 & 4. Then we introduced virtual 
dimensions (VDim, shown in figures 7,8 & 9) with the <<construct>> stereotype. 
Later the complete XDW model (similar to that of the Star Schema for relational 
model) is shown in figures 9, & 10 using the UML package construct. Please note 
that, due to space limitations, the attributes set of the VDim and that of some xFACT 
classes are not shown. Also, in the xFACT class hierarchy, the cardinality of the 
composition and the association relationships should be treated as 1, unless specified.  
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Fig. 10. XDW Conceptual Model (in UML) 

3   Conclusion and Future Work 

XML has become an increasingly important data format for storing structured and 
semi-structured text intended for dissemination and ultimate publication in a variety 
of media. It is a markup language that supports user-defined tags and encourages the 
separation of document content from presentation. In this article, we present a coher-
ent way to integrate a conceptual design methodology to build a native XML docu-
ment warehouse. The proposed XML design methodology consists of user require-
ment level, warehouse conceptual level and XML Schema level, which capture 
warehouse user requirements and the warehouse model respectively. The only model 
we did not discuss here in detail is the OO user requirement model, as many litera-
tures exist for that purpose. 

For future work, a lot of issues deserve investigation. The first subject matter is the 
mapping of the conceptual model in XML Schema level.  This includes converting 
the xFACT and VDim into XML Schema using the transformations discussed in the 
papers [6] and [23]. In the case of VDims, this is actually the transformation of be-
tween the conceptual views into XML View [10a] [10b] schemas. Other steps in our 
future work include; (a) the techniques to map operational XML documents to 
xFACT (the equivalent of the classical data warehouse Extract-Load-Transform proc-
ess), (b) access the data warehouse including XML queries for OLAP processing and 
(c) aggregate functions.  
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Abstract. There has been a lot of work to optimize the performance of rela-
tional data warehouses. Three major techniques can be used for this objective:
enhanced index schemes (join indexes, bitmap indexes), materialized views, and
data partitioning. The existing research prototypes or products use materialized
views alone or indexes alone or combination of them, but none of the prototypes
use all three techniques together for optimizing the performance of the relational
data warehouses. In this paper we show by a systematic experiment evaluation
that the combination of these three techniques reduces the query processing cost
and the maintenance overhead significantly. We conduct several experiments and
analyse the situations where the data partitioning gives better performance than
the materialized views and indexes. Based on rigorous experiments, we recom-
mend the tuning parameters for better utilization of data partitioning, join indexes
and materialized views to optimize the total cost.

1 Introduction

Data warehousing technology uses the relational data schema for modeling the under-
lying data in a warehouse. The warehouse data can be modeled either using the star
schema or the snowflake schema. In this context, OLAP queries require extensive join
operations between the fact table and dimension tables [11,15]. To improve the query
performance, several optimization techniques were proposed; we can cite materialized
views [1,2,3,10,16], advanced indexing techniques including bitmapped indexes, join
indexes (for supporting star queries), bit-sliced indexes, projection indexes [7, 8, 9, 14,
16] and data partitioning [4, 5, 12]. The data table can be fragmented into three ways:
vertically, horizontally or mixed. In the context of relational warehouses, the previous
studies show that horizontal partitioning is more suitable. Commercial RDBMSs like
Oracle9i offer various options to use horizontal partitioning: Range, Hash, and Hybrid.
This type of horizontal partitioning is called primary horizontal partitioning and it can
be applied to dimension tables. Another type of horizontal partitioning is called derived
horizontal partitioning [4]. It consists in decomposing a table based on the fragmen-
tation schema of another table. For example, let us consider a star schema with three
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dimension tables (Customer, Time and Product) and a fact table Sales. The former ta-
ble can be decomposed into two fact fragments Sales1 and Sales2 that represent all
sales activities for only the male customers and all sales activities for only the female
customers, respectively. This means that the dimension table Customer is virtually par-
titioned using range partitioning on Gender column.

In this paper, we conduct experiments to show the effect of the combination of the
three major optimization techniques by using the APB1 benchmark [13] under Oracle
9i. Along this study, the effect of updates (append and delete operations) is consid-
ered. Since the derived horizontal partitioning is not directly supported by commercial
RDBMSs like Oracle9i, we present an implementation to make it operational (in this
paper, we use fragmentation and partitioning interchangeably).

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the necessary back-
ground and we present our explicit solution to implement the derived horizontal par-
titioning in commercial systems; in Section 3, we present experiments for comparing
joins indexes and partitioning and we summarize the main tuning recommendations
when using the three techniques; in Section 4 we present experiments for exploring the
combination of the three techniques; Section 5 concludes and points some perspective.

2 Background

2.1 Benchmark

For our study, we use the dataset from the APB1 benchmark [13]. The star schema of
this benchmark has one fact table Actvars and four dimension tables:

Actvars(Product level, Customer level, Time level, Channel level, UnitsSold, DollarSales,
DollarCost) (24 786 000 tuples)

Prodlevel(Code level, Class level, Group level, Family level, Line level, Division level)
(9 000 tuples)

Custlevel(Store level, Retailer level) (900 tuples)
Timelevel(Tid, Year level, Quarter level, Month level, Week level, Day level) (24 tuples)
Chanlevel (Base level, All level) (9 tuples)
Two new attributes, week level and day level have been added to Timelevel table

to facilitate an adequate management of updates (see section 2.3). This warehouse has
been populated using the generation module of APB1. This warehouse has been in-
stalled under ORACLE 9i on a Pentium IV 1,5 Ghz microcomputer (with a memory of
256 Mo and two 7200 rps 60 Go disks) running under Windows 2000 Pro.

2.2 Workloads

The workloads used for our experiments focus on star queries. Each one has local re-
strictions defined in the involved dimension tables. We consider restrictions defined
with predicates having only equality operator: A = value, where A is an attribute name
of a dimension table and value ∈ domain(A). When a query Qi of a workload involves
such a restriction, the workload that we consider will have ni potential queries, where
ni represents the cardinality of domain(A). In other words, there is a potential query
for each different value of domain(A). Qi is called a parameterized query, and Qi(ni)
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denotes its set of potential queries. For example, if we consider the parameterized query
involving the predicate gender = “M”, the workload will have 2 potential queries: one
with the previous predicate and another with gender = “F”.

2.3 Update Operations

Since the materialized views and indexes are redundant data structures, they should
be maintained periodically to reflect the interactive nature of the data warehouse. The
cost of maintaining materialized views, indexes and even fragments should be taken
into account when combining these three techniques in order to reduce the maintenance
overhead. In this study, we incorporate updates into the workload. We suppose that they
occur at regular intervals and a certain number of queries are executed between two
updates. Based on the periodicity of updates, we consider two scenarios (that keep the
size of the data warehouse constant):

1. UD (that means that Updates occur each Day). It consists in deleting the N oldest
tuples of the fact table and inserting N new tuples (N is equal to the average activity
of a day). Since our warehouse memorizes 24 786 000 tuples in the fact table for
a period of 517 days, the activity of one day corresponds to an average of 47 942
tuples. So, with this scenario, 47 942 old tuples (of the fact table) are deleted and
47 942 new tuples are inserted.

2. UW (that means that Updates occur each Week). This scenario is similar to the pre-
vious one, except that the periodicity of the update operations is a week. Therefore
335 594 old tuples are deleted and 335 594 new ones are inserted in the fact table.

For these scenarios, we measure the time that Oracle uses to execute all operations
(updating the raw data, the materialized views, the indexes and the fragments).

2.4 Cost Models for Calculating the Total Execution Time

Let S be a set of parameterized queries {Q1,Q2, . . . ,Qm}, where each Qi has a set of
potential queries (Qi(ni)). To calculate the total time to execute S and one update, we
use two simple cost models called Independent Total Time(TI) and Proportional To-
tal Time(TP). In TI, we suppose that the frequencies of the queries are equal and inde-
pendent of the number of potential queries Qi(ni). In the second one, the frequency of
each Qi is proportional to its ni. Each model (TI and TP) will be used under the scenar-
ios UD (where we consider TID and TPD) and UW (by considering TIW and TPW).
Let t(O) be the execution time of an operation O (that can be a query, an UD or an UW).
We define four cost models according to each models: TID, TIW, TPD, and TPW and
defined as follows:

TID(α) = α
(
∑i=1..m

t(Qi)
)
+ t(UD) (1)

TIW(α) = α
(
∑i=1..m t(Qi)

)
+ t(UW), where α is a positive integer, (2)

TPD(β%) = 0.01 ∗β∗
(
∑i=1..m

ni ∗ t(Qi)
)
+ t(UD) (3)

TPW(β%) = 0.01 ∗β∗
(
∑i=1..m

ni ∗ t(Qi)
)
+ t(UW) (4)
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where β is an integer taken in the interval [0, 100]. In other words, TID(α) and TIW(α)
give the total time needed to execute α times each query plus an update. TPD(α%) and
TPW(α%) give the total time required to execute β% of the potential queries plus an
update.

2.5 An Implementation of the Derived Horizontal Partitioning

To partition dimension tables, Oracle provides several techniques: range, hash and hy-
brid partitioning. The attributes used for partitioning are called fragmentation attributes.
Oracle and the existing commercial systems do not allow partitioning of the fact table
using a fragmentation attributes belonging to a dimension table, as we will illustrate in
the following example.

Suppose that we want to partition the fact table Actvars based on the virtual frag-
mentation schema of the dimension table ProdLevel (we assume that this former is
partitioned into 4 disjoint segments using the attribute class level). This will accelerate
OLAP queries having restriction predicates on Class Level. Based on this fragmenta-
tion, each tuple of a segment of the fact table will be connected to only one fragment of
dimension ProdLevel. To achieve this goal (fragmenting the fact table based on the frag-
mentation schema of ProdLevel), we partition the fact table using one of the different
partitioning modes (Range, Hash, Hybrid) available in the commercial systems based
on the foreign key (Product level)1. This fragmentation will generate 900 fact segments
instead of 4 segments2. This example motivates the need of a mechanism that imple-
ments the derived fragmentation of the fact table. To do so, we propose the following
procedure:

1- Let A = {A1, . . . ,Ap} be the set of fragmentation attributes.
2- For each Ai(1 ≤ i ≤ p) do

2.1- Add a new column (attribute) called connecti (whose domain is an integer)
in the fact table. %This column gives the corresponding segment of each tuple of the fact
table. For example, if the value of connecti of a given column is 1; this means that this tuple is
connected (joined) to the segment 1 of the dimension table used to partition the fact table%

2.2- For each tuple of the fact table, instanciate the value of connecti.
3- Specify the fragmentation of the fact table by using the attribute connecti with one
of the partitioning modes (range, hash, hybrid, etc.).

To take into account the effect of data partitioning, the queries must be rewritten
using the attribute connecti. This implementation needs extra space (for storing the
attribute(s) connecti). It requires also an extra time for the update operations.

1 The foreign key is the single attribute that connects the fact table and the dimension table.
2 The number of fragments of the fact table is equal the number of fragment of the dimension

table.
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3 Comparing Derived Partitioning and Join Indexes

3.1 Queries

For this comparison, we consider separately eight queries Q1 to Q8. The queries Q1 to
Q5 have one join operation and one restriction predicate. The queries Q6 to Q8 have
two joins operations and two restriction predicates. Each restriction predicate has a
selectivity factor. The workload and the star schema used in our experiments are given
in [6] (due to the space constraint).

3.2 Experimental Results

To identify the situations where the use of derived partitioning is interesting, we have
conducted three series of experiments: (1) without optimization techniques; (2) only
data partitioning is used (and depends on each query), and (3) only join indexes are
used. When the data partitioning is used, we have considered for each query, a number
of partitions equal the number of different values of its restriction attribute. Based on
this number, we use the range mode (R) when it is small, otherwise, the hash mode
(H) is used. The hybrid mode is used when queries have two join operations and two
restriction predicates.

Table 1. The results for the first serie (without optimization techniques)

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

Query time (s) 106 61 63 53 54 61 59 56

UD (s) 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68

UW (s) 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

TID(1) 174 129 131 121 122 129 127 124

TID(10) 1128 678 698 598 608 678 658 628

TPD(5%) (s) 89 105 118 269 878 214 493 2588

TPD(25%) (s) 174 251 320 1075 4118 800 2192 12668

TIW(1) 181 136 138 128 129 136 134 131

TIW(10) 1135 685 705 605 615 685 665 635

TPW(5%) (s) 96 112 125 276 885 221 500 2595

TPW(25%) (s) 181 258 327 1082 4125 807 2199 12675

When the join indexes are used, we select one index for the queries with one join
and two indexes for those with two joins. For each query, we report the extra space used
either by the partitioning or by the indexes, the query time, the update time for UD and
UW, TID(α) and TIW(α) for two values of α(1 and 10), the values of TPD(β%) and
TPW(β%)) for two values of β (5 and 25). The results are reported in the three tables
Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 (one for each series).

3.3 Comments

Based on these results, the following comments are issued:

Query Time: We observe that partitioning gives a profit even for a low selectivity. The
profit is very important with a high selectivity (when the number of different values for
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a restriction attribute is greater than 50). Join indexes give also a profit as soon as the
selectivity is sufficiently high (more than 10 different values for the selection attribute).
But partitioning gives better results compared to join indexes.

Update Time: Join indexes are in general much more efficient than partitioning. Par-
titioning performs as well as indexes only for low selectivity and for daily updates.
With partitioning, it is important to limit the number of partitions (less than 100 for
our benchmark), otherwise the update time becomes very high. Therefore, we need to
partition the fact table into a reasonable number of segments.

TI and TP Model: It appears that partitioning is in general much more interesting
than join indexes. Join indexes give better results only for high selectivity and small
values of α and β (this means that the query frequency is almost the same as the update
frequency).

These series of experiments summarize the following tuning recommendations
when optimizing a parameterized query:

Rule 1: Data partitioning is recommended when (1) the selectivity factor of restriction
predicate used in the query is low or (2) when the frequency of the update operation is
low compare to the query frequency.

Rule 2: Join indexes are recommended when (1) the selectivity is high or (2) when the
frequency of the update is similar to the query frequency.

In addition it is important to note that partitioning requires an additional space more
significant than those required by indexes. But it remains acceptable (10% of the total
space occupied by the warehouse if the number of partitions is limited to 100). This
additional space is justified by the fact of adding a new column (connect) in the fact
table (see Section 2.3).

Table 2. Results for the second serie (data partitioning) (the best score for the three situations is
represented in bold)

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

Number of

partitions

4

(4R)

12

(12R)

15

(15R)

75

(75H)

300

(300H)

48

(4R*12H)

144

(12R*12H)

900

(12R*75H)

Extra space (Mo) 74 90 123 170 194 156 174 431

Query time (s) 53 9 13 4 1 11 2 1

UD (s) 69 70 70 88 112 86 105 135

UW (s) 105 92 121 154 199 144 164 220

TID(1) 122 79 83 92 113 97 107 136

TID(10) 599 160 200 128 122 196 125 145

TPD(5%) (s) 80 75 80 103 127 112 119 180

TPD(25%) (s) 122 97 122 164 187 218 177 360

TIW(1) 158 101 134 158 200 155 166 221

TIW(10) 635 182 251 194 209 254 184 230

TPW(5%) (s) 116 97 131 169 214 170 178 265

TPW(25%) (s) 158 119 173 230 274 276 236 445
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Table 3. Results for the third serie (join indexes) (the best score for the three situations is repre-
sented in bold)

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8

Join indexes JI1 JI2 JI3 JI4 JI5 JI1+JI2 JI2+JI3 JI2+JI4

Extra space (Mo) 11 8 20 35 59 19 28 43

Query time (s) 152 24 57 26 8 19 9 3

UD (s) 69 69 71 69 68 68 71 69

UW (s) 98 99 101 101 104 109 110 110

TID(1) 221 93 128 95 76 87 80 72

TID(10) 1589 309 641 329 148 258 161 99

TPD(5%) (s) 99 83 117 168 188 114 136 204

TPD(25%) (s) 221 141 299 563 668 296 395 744

TIW(1) 250 123 158 127 112 128 119 113

TIW(10) 1618 339 671 361 184 299 200 140

TPW(5%) (s) 128 113 147 200 224 155 175 245

TPW(25%) (s) 250 171 329 595 704 337 434 785

Join operation

V1

V2

V3

Actvars Timelevel

Prodlevel

Chanlevel

SE

AG

V4

Actvars Timelevel

AG

AG

AG

Aggregation

Q9

Q13

Q14

Q10

a

b

Q11

Fig. 1. The materialized views V1 to V4 used in case 2 and in case 3

4 Combining the Three Techniques

4.1 The Queries and the Cases

To evaluate the result of combining the three techniques, we conduct experiments using
six SJA (Select, Join, Aggregation) queries noted Q9 to Q14. All queries are parameter-
ized, except the query Q14. To capture the effect of the data partitioning, the number of
restriction predicates in each query (except the query Q14) is equal the number of join
operations.

Since a fragment is a table, the three techniques can be combined in various ways:
selecting indexes and/or views on a partitioning, installing indexes and/or partitions on
views, selecting views and indexes separately. We consider the following cases:
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Case 0 (for comparison purpose): None optimization technique is considered;
Case 1 (to test separately the ability of a set of joins indexes): The four join indexes
JI1 on actvars (timelevel.month level), JI2 on actvars(prodlevel family level), JI3 on
actvars(prodlevel.grouplevel), JI4 on actvars(chanlevel.all level);
Case 2 (to situate separately the performances of a set nested materialized views): The
three nested views of figure 1a;
Case 3 (idem as the previous one with one view more): The views of figure 1a and
figure 1b;
Case 4 (to show the interest of associating a star transformation with join indexes):
The star transformation3 with the four join indexes of case 1, plus the bitmap index
incorporating the join with Timelevel, plus the view V4 of figure 1b;
Case 5 (to evaluate the partitioning): The derived partitioning into 96 partitions using
month level (12R) + all level (8H) (R and H mean Range and Hash, respectively);
Case 6 (to test partitioning): The derived partitioning into 72 partitions using all level
(9R) + family level (8H);
Case 7 (to test partitioning): The derived partitioning into 144 partitions using all level
(9R) + family level (16H);
Case 8 (to test partitioning in association with indexes): The derived partitioning into
72 partitions using all level (9 R) + family level (8H), plus the bitmap index on act-
vars(derived attribute of month level), plus the join index JI3;
Case 9 (to test partitioning): The derived partitioning into 96 partitions using
month level (12R) + H(family level (8H);
Case 10 (to test partitioning in assocition with index): The derived partitioning into 96
partitions using month level (12R) + H(family level (8H) plus the join index JI3
Case 11 (to test partitioning in association with index): The derived partitioning into
96 partitions using month level (12R) + H(family level (8H), plus the join JI3, plus the
view V4 of figure 5b.

4.2 Experimental Results and Comments

The results obtained for these 12 cases are reported in table 4 (ES means extra space).
The execution times are given in seconds. In table 4 we found also the extra space
which is needed to install the different objects (indexes, views, partitions), the values
of TID(α) and TIW(β) for two values of α (1 and 10), the values of TPD(β%) and
TPW(β%)) for two values of β (1 and 10).

When partitioning is used, the number of partitions should be limited to a reason-
able value (less than 100 for our benchmark). With a number of partitions greater than
100, the time used for the updates becomes very high. Moreover some partitioning can
disadvantage queries (for example case 6 for Q9 and Q13). Update times are highest
when materialized views are used. This limits seriously the interest of the views in this
kind of situations. However some configurations can give good global results despite

3 The star transformation is a powerful optimization technique that relies upon implicitly rewrit-
ing (or transforming) the SQL of the original star query. The end user never needs to know
any of the details about the star transformation. Oracle’s cost-based optimizer automatically
chooses the star transformation where appropriate.
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Table 4. The results of the experiments for studying the combination of the three techniques (best
score in bold, second score in grey)

Case

ES

Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 UD UW TID

(1)

TID

(10)

TIW

(1)

TIW

(10)

TPD

(1%)

TPD

(10%)

TPW

(1%)

TPW

(10%)

0 61 59 65 63 58 102 65 74 473 4145 482 4154 8383 81216 8392 81225

1 158 28 5 3 29 1 102 76 138 244 1756 306 1818 600 5587 662 5649

2 301 12 1 1 77 10 103 131 292 335 2171 496 2332 - - - -

3 302 12 1 1 77 10 1 147 390 249 1167 492 1410 - - - -

4 167 29 5 2 20 1 1 113 236 171 693 294 816 494 4805 617 4928

5 279 15 10 4 31 36 97 90 145 283 2020 338 2075 2012 19445 2067 19500

6 268 78 12 1 1 71 97 98 185 358 2698 445 2785 2860 29879 2947 29966

7 297 97 6 1 1 91 126 161 217 483 3381 539 3437 3592 36628 3648 36684

8 303 46 12 1 2 1 97 122 258 281 1712 417 1848 367 4664 503 4800

9 279 16 2 1 12 35 97 90 164 253 1720 327 1794 1533 15936 1607 16010

10 305 15 2 1 12 1 97 96 176 224 1376 304 1456 315 3701 395 3781

11 305 16 2 2 12 1 1 169 485 203 509 519 825 468 4576 784 4892

high update times and views can be profitable in association with others techniques.
Materialized views are profitable for parameterized queries if we select a view for each
value of the parameter. In general, this is not acceptable due to the huge storage and
update time that we should allocated to them (materialized views). We observe also that
the extra space needed to install the objects (indexes, views, partitions) remains less
than 300 Mo (i.e. about 15% of the total space occupied by the warehouse).

The important observation is that join indexes alone, or materialized views alone,
or partitioning alone do not provide the best results for TI or for TP. Best results are
obtained when two or three techniques are combined: case 4 which combines through a
star transformation the join indexes, a bitmap index and a view; case 10 which combines
partitioning and a join index; case 11 which at more associates a view. Case 4 is well
suited for TI but not for TP. Case 10 and 11 give good results both for TI and for TP.
Combinations involving partitioning are recommended when the database administrator
wants to optimize parameterized queries first.

We observe also that some configurations are good for several situations. It would
be very interesting to determine such robust configurations since they remain valid after
some changes in the use of the data warehouse (changes in the frequencies of queries,
changes of queries, ...).

5 Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to explore the possibilities of combining materialized
views, indexes and partitioning in order to optimize the performances of relational data
warehouses. Firstly, we have proposed an implementation of derived horizontal parti-
tioning that allows the use of different modes of partitioning available (like range, hash
and hybrid). We have compared join indexes and horizontal derived partitioning. Our
results show that partitioning offers better performance (for query processing time),
especially when the selectivity of the restriction predicates is low. With regard to the
updates, it is less interesting, primarily when the number of partitions is high. When
updates and queries interleave, a partitioning on an attribute A with n different values
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is advantageous as soon as a parameterized query on A is executed more than 0.05*n
times between two updates. This work shows that the two techniques are rather com-
plementary. There is thus interest to use them jointly as it had been already underlined
through a theoretical study [5].

We have further compared different configurations mixing the three techniques to
optimize a given set of queries. It appears that each technique used alone is not able to
give the best result. Materialized views contribute in optimizing parameterized queries,
but they require huge amount of storage (but they remain a good candidate for optimiz-
ing non parameterized queries). Along these experiments, two performance scenarios
are distinguished: the first one is based on a star transformation with join indexes with
complementary structures such as bitmap indexes or views; another one based on parti-
tioning with complementary structures such as join indexes or views. We have noticed
that the second scenario is robust since it gives good results for different situations.

Our experiments do not cover all the various uses of a warehouse. Different points
should be explored in the future such as: the consideration of other types of queries
(those having restrictions with OR operations, nested queries, etc.); the influence of
other kinds of updates. Nevertheless, these results allow us to list some recommenda-
tions for better tuning the warehouse: (1) the horizontal derived partitioning can play an
important role in optimizing queries and the maintenance overhead, (2) incorporation of
updates into the workloads may influence the selection of materialized views, indexes
and data partitioning, (3) partition the fact table into a reasonable number of fragments
rather having a huge segments. We think that these recommendations open the way for
new algorithms for selecting simultaneously fragments, indexes and views in order to
accelerate queries and optimize the maintenance overhead.
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Abstract. Data Warehouse (DW) is a dimensional database for providing decision 
support by means of on-line analytical processing (OLAP) techniques. Another 
technology also used to provide decision support is Geographical Information Sys-
tem (GIS). Much research aims at integrating these technologies, but there are still 
some open questions, particularly regarding the design of a geographical dimen-
sional data schema. This paper discusses some related work and proposes 
GeoDWFrame that is a framework based on the star schema and has been specified 
as guidance for designing geographical dimensional schemas. Some experimental 
results are also given. 

1   Introduction 

Data Warehouse (DW) [1,2,3,4] and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) [4,5] are 
traditional technologies for decision support. DW is a dimensional database that is 
organised over two types of tables: 1) dimensions – address descriptive data and 2) 
facts – address measuring data. According to Kimball [2,3], most useful facts are 
numerical, additive, and continuously valued and the dimensional data are intrinsi-
cally desnormalized and normally organized in hierarchical structures to support 
different levels of aggregation. Another kind of dimensional database is a Data Mart 
(DM) [1,2,3,4], which can be defined as a specific or departmental DW1. Regarding 
OLAP, it is a specific software category for providing strategic and multidimensional 
queries over the DW data.  

Another technology for decision support, but specifically inside of a spatial con-
text, is the Geographical Information System (GIS) [6,7]. This system helps in acquir-
ing, manipulating, examining and presenting geo-objects. Each one of these objects is 
composed of its descriptive information (conventional data) and its geographical 
reference (geometrical data). These objects are viewed as maps that can be combined, 
one above the other, in order to provide layers of geo-information. 

                                                           
1  In this paper, we do not make a rigorous distinction between DW and DM. 
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Concerning the integration among DW, OLAP and GIS, some research has already 
been done (see section 3). However, these approaches do not deal with open and 
extensible solutions and do not converge on some points of the dimensional scheme 
of a Geographical DW (GDW). In order to address the first problem, the Geographical 
On-Line Analytical Processing Architecture (GOLAPA) [8,9] was proposed. Regard-
ing the second problem, we propose the framework GeoDWFrame, which is based on 
the star schema [1,2,3,4] and guides the design of GDW schemas. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief 
overview of geographical decision support. Section 3, discusses some related work. 
Then, section 4, proposes the framework GeoDWFrame. Following this, some ex-
perimental results are given in section 5 and section 6 presents our conclusions and 
future work. 

2   Geographical Decision Support 

Decision support can be defined as a field of information technology that permits the 
processing of large database in order to extract information to help in understanding 
the behaviour of the business data of an organization. DW, OLAP and GIS are tools to 
provide decision support, but different to DW and OLAP, GIS are essentially transac-
tion-oriented tools. That is, it allows, with few restrictions to execute the traditional 
transactional operations (insert, delete, update and query) over its data. To the con-
trary, DW/OLAP essentially just permits to load and query of its data. 

Although a detailed study about the requirements of an Analytical GIS2 (AGIS) has 
not yet been completely done, we understand that the use of a GDW for this kind of 
system could bring a lot of benefits. With a GDW, an AGIS takes the advantage of the 
dimensional approach and of the DW intrinsic concepts [1] (subject-orientated, inte-
grated, time-variant and non-volatile) and moreover, the GDW explicitly will separate 
the transactional environment data of the decision environment data, which will pre-
vent that any operation that occurs in the transactional environment will not be re-
flected in the decision environment. 

Some research (see section 3) has been addressed on the GDW, but some points 
still need to be further discussed, especially the design of its dimensional schema. 
However, this research agrees in one point: that the GDW schema is an extension of a 
start schema. That is, it extends this schema to insert geographical data, which are 
normally defined in a dimension known as Spatial or Geographical. We highlight 
that a GDW should keep the intrinsic concepts of a DW and moreover provide support 
to store, index, aggregate and analyse (in table or map) geo-data. Realize, as a DW, a 
GDW requires a data staging processing [3] to address spatial data heterogeneities. In 
other words, before loading these data into a GDW, they must be cleaned and inte-
grated, for example, they must have correct granularity, representation and topology 
and the spatial data must have the same format, scale, projection and spatial reference 
system.  

                                                           
2  We understand an AGIS as a GIS that basically just allows load and query of data. 
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With regard to geo-granularity, we highlight that a GDW must support queries 
over features that are not known in advance (e.g. an ad-hoc area or intersected areas). 
In order to address this, the finest geographical granularity of GDW must be defined 
by features that symbolize points-objects. These features represent the finest geo-fact 
and where these occur, and these also can be successively aggregated to compose 
another fact of a feature defined on running time. For example: “sales in 2003 by 
state and stores where the stores are located X distance from a point Y”. In this ex-
ample we process the OLAP query (e.g. “sales in 2003 by state and stores”), then we 
process the GIS query (e.g. “where the stores are located X distance from a point Y”) 
and finally we process the intersection of last queries. Figure 1 depicts this example. 
Note, if regions of store (polygons-objects) were the finest geo-granularity, we would 
not have enough information for processing this query, because we need the facts 
occurred in locations of stores (points-objects) to answer this query. 

 
Analytical Result

- Region A   = 112
+ store 1   =   28
+ store 2   =   30
+ store 3   =   54

-Region B    =   88
+ store 4   =   33
+ store 5   =   55

-Region C    =   49
+ store 6   =   49

store 1

store 2

store 3

store 4
store 5

store 6

Region A
Region B

Region C

X

Y

Geographical Result Geo-Analytical Result

- Region A   =   84
+ store 2   =   30
+ store 3   =   54

-Region B    =   55
+ store 5   =   55

-Region C    =   49
+ store 6   =   49

store 2
store 3store 5

store 6

Region ARegion B

Region C

 

Fig. 1. Finest geo-granularity vs. queries over ad-hoc areas 

3   Related Work 

Much research [10–19] addresses the use of DW with geographical data, but most of 
them do not propose a true GDW, because in some cases [18,19] the descriptive data 
are handled in DW while the spatial data are handled in GIS, which stores its data in 
proprietary files (e.g. .SHP and .MIF). 

From previous research, the work of Han et al [10,11] is the more relevant, be-
cause this also proposes a framework to address a true GDW, that is, both the descrip-
tive and geometrical data are stored in GDW. The framework of Han et al. is based on 
a star schema and considers three types of dimensions and two types of measures. 
The dimensions are: non-geometrical (all levels contain only descriptive data), geo-
metrical-to-non-geometrical (the finest granularity level contains only geometrical 
data and the others only descriptive data) and fully-geometrical (all levels contain 
only geometrical data). With regard to the measures, these are: numerical (only addi-
tive data) and spatial (a collection of pointers to spatial objects). Figure 2 shows an 
example of a GDW based on this framework. In the Figure 2, Temperature, Precipita-
tion and Time are non-geometrical dimensions, Region-name is a fully-geometrical 
dimension, area and count are numerical measures and region-map is a spatial meas-
ure. 
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Fig. 2. GDW model of Han et. al [10] 

With regard to the research of Han et al, there are four issues that need to be fur-
ther discussed. These issues motivated the proposal of the GeoDWFrame. The first 
debates the use of spatial measures. In any DW, a fact (or measure) is a quantitative 
value and not a collection of pointers. For this, we understand that a spatial measure 
will be defined as a textual field, which needs first to be parsed for just afterwards to 
be processed, probably increasing the cost and complexity of computing. Another 
point about spatial measures is: if spatial dimensions already address the spatial data, 
why not process this data to achieve an equivalent result to spatial measure. This 
would be more natural, because dimension intrinsically deals with textual fields and 
these data would not need to be parsed. Based on Figure 2, Figure 3 exemplifies the 
use of a spatial measure, where Collection_of_Spatia_id is a spatial measure. Figure 4 
shows how to achieve an equivalent result to Figure 3, without applying the spatial 
measure. In Figure 4, Time and Spatial are dimensions and Temperature and Precipi-
tation are numerical measures. Note that despite the Figures showing the information 
in different forms, the Figures have equivalent information. 

 
Time Temperature Precipitation Collection of Spatial_ids 
March cold 0.1 to 0.3 {AL04, AM03, … XN87} 
March cold 0.3 to 1.0 {AM10, AN05, … YP90} 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 3. An example applying spatial measure [10] 

 

Time Spatial Temperature (OC) Precipitation 

March AL04 2.5 0.1 
March AM03 3.0 0.2 
March . . . . . . . . . 
March XN87 1.5 0.3 
March AM10 3.5 0.4 
March AN05 2.0 0.7 
March . . . . . . . . . 
March YP90 1.5 0.9 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

Fig. 4. The previous example (Fig. 3) without applying spatial measure 
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The second ponders the intrinsic redundancy of dimensional data [1,2,3] and its 
impact over the high cost of storing geometrical data in common dimensions. The 
GDW model in discussion does not present an approach to minimize this issue, but a 
GDW can have more than one dimension with the same spatial levels (e.g. the Store 
and Customer dimensions have the same levels: Counties, Regions, States and Cities) 
or even if a GDW has just one dimension with spatial levels, there will still be the 
intrinsic dimensional redundancy of geometrical data to be addressed. 

The third argues that a geometrical-to-non-geometrical dimension just allows 
geometrical data in the finest granularity level. This fact may limit its use, because in 
practice, it is relevant that a GDW can permit geometrical data at any level. Other-
wise, just the finest granularity level could be drawn on the map. And finally, the 
fourth questions where the descriptive data of geographical objects are. These are 
useful for OLAP queries, but the dimensions in discussion just handle geometrical 
data. 

4   GeoDWFrame 

Kimball [2,3] defined several techniques and guidelines to build a conventional DW. 
From Kimball’s work and the discussion above, we propose the framework 
GeoDWFrame. From the evaluation of four issues previously discussed, we decided 
that GeoDWFrame, respectively: 1) does not apply spatial measure, 2) normalizes the 
geometrical data, 3) provides geographical data in any dimensional level and 4) stores 
the descriptive data of geo-objects. In order to provide support for these issues, 
GeoDWFrame proposes two types of dimensions, namely: geographical and hybrid. 
The first one is classified into primitive and composed, while the second one is classi-
fied into micro, macro and joint. The primitive and composed dimensions have at all 
levels (or fields) just geographical data (e.g. client addresses and its geo-references), 
while the others deal with geographical and conventional data (e.g. client addresses 
and its geo-references plus ages and genders). Besides these dimensions, the 
GeoDWFrame, as in any DW, also supports dimensions with just conventional data 
(e.g. a product dimension). In the sequence, the differences between primitive and 
composed dimensions are given. 

A primitive geographical dimension represents the geo-coding data (geometries) 
used to handle spatial objects. Basically, it can be implemented using two approaches: 
1) a relational database with long field (e.g. Text, Long or BLOB) or 2) a                  
pos-relational database that supports a geometry abstract type (e.g. Oracle 
SDO_GEOMETRY or DB2 ST_GEOMETRY). With regard to the first approach, it 
allows the storage of geo-coding data in a textual or binary format, but the spatial 
processing (e.g. query and indexing) is performed by geographical software and not 
by the database system. Regarding the second approach, the database system per-
forms the spatial processing, but the spatial extensions have not been standardized yet 
(e.g. divergence of spatial operators and spatial data type), which results in a proprie-
tary solution.  
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Figure 5 shows an example of how the last approaches can model polygons. In the 
Figure 5-a, the fields GeoPK, Xmim, Ymim, Xmax and Ymax are conventional (e.g. 
Varchar2 or Number) while the Geo is a long field. In Figure 5-b, the GeoPK field is 
also conventional, but the Geo is a geometry abstract type. These fields represent the 
identification of an object (GeoPK), its Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) (Xmim, 
Ymim, Xmax and Ymax) and its geo-coding (Geo). Realize that a primitive geographi-
cal dimension just deals with geometrical data. For this, it is not appropriate to OLAP 
queries. However, this is essential to: 1) support geo-operations, 2) draw the features 
and 3) keep the historic of the geo-objects applying slowly changing dimensions 
[2,3]. 

 
GeoPK : Conventional
Xm im    : Conventional
Ym im    : Conventional
Xm ax   : Conventional
Ym ax  : Conventional
Geo   : Long Field

GeoPK : Conventional 

Geo  : Geom etry Abstract Type

a) Relational approach b) Pos-relational approach  

Fig. 5. Examples of how representing a primitive geographical dimension 

 

The quantity of fields in a primitive geographical dimension may change accord-
ing to: 1) the type of the spatial object (e.g. a point does not need a MBR), 2) the 
geographical software that will be used (e.g. TerraLib [20] needs more fields to han-
dle multi-polygons) and 3) the chosen approach (relational or pos-relational). How-
ever, basically we can focus on two fields: one to store the identification of the spatial 
object (GeoPK) and another to store its geographical representation (Geo). 

In GOLAPA, in order to be as open and extensible as possible, the primitive geo-
graphical dimension is implemented using the relational approach with the Geogra-
phy Mark-up Language (GML) [21]. Note, in the future, when the spatial extensions 
of pos-relational database are completely standardized, these will be able to be used 
as well. 

Concerning the composed geographical dimension (Figure 6), it contains fields to 
represents its primary key, the description of the geo-objects and its foreign keys to 
primitive geographical dimensions. In Figure 6, the geographical hierarchy is known 
in advance (Region→Property→Lot), which allows it to aggregate the levels of this 
hierarchy using conventional methods [22]. However, when the geographical hierar-
chy is unknown in advance (at design time), it is necessary, during the GDW building 
process, to apply spatial indexing methods [23] to define the order existing among the 
geographical objects. Realize that without the primitive geographical dimensions a 
dimension with spatial data would have to store their descriptions and geo-references 
together. Then due to the: 1) intrinsic redundancy of dimensional data and 2) high 
costs of storing the geo-references (compared to foreign keys to primitive dimension), 
this approach would result in a high cost of storage. 
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Fig. 6. An example of a composed geographical dimension 

With regard to hybrid dimensions, that is, micro, macro and joint, these are de-
scribed as follows. A micro hybrid dimension handles conventional and geographical 
data, but the geographical ones represent the finest geo-granularity of the dimension, 
which must represent points-objects (e.g. Addresses and Lots). Note that due to the 
small spatial granularity, other dimensions rarely share these geo-referenced data. A 
micro hybrid dimension (Figure 7) has conventional fields and two geographical 
fields (the descriptive and the foreign key for its primitive geographical dimension). 
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Fig. 7. An example of a micro hybrid dimension 

A macro hybrid dimension, different to a micro hybrid dimension, handles geo-
graphical data that are usually shared (e.g. Countries, Regions, States and Cities). The 
schema of a macro hybrid dimension can be defined based on two approaches: 1) 
conventional fields plus one foreign key to a composed geographical dimension or 2) 
conventional fields plus one foreign key to each primitive geographical dimension 
that corresponds to each descriptive geographical field. Note that in the first one, the 
composed geographical dimension minimizes the number of foreign keys in the 
macro hybrid dimension and also can work as a mini-dimension or a role-playing 
dimension [2,3]. Figures 8 and 9 show these approaches, which can be applied in 
Figure 10 as well. In Figures 8 and 9, we assume Lot as the finest geo-granularity, for 
this, its geo-data must be defined as points-objects. However, in Figure 10, we as-
sume Region, Property and Lot as polygons-objects and the Address as the finest geo-
granularity, that is, points-objects. 

A joint hybrid dimension merges the micro and macro approaches in just one di-
mension. Figure 10 draws an example of this dimension and Figure 11 shows the 
GDW of Figure 2 designed according to the GeoDWFrame. In Figure 11, the Tem-
perature and Precipitation dimensions are useful to answer queries, such as, “what is 
the area where the temperature description is cold and the precipitation range is 0.1 
to 0.3”. 
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Fig. 8. An example of a macro hybrid dimension 
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Fig. 9. Another example of a macro hybrid dimension 
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Fig. 10. An example of a joint hybrid dimension 
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Fig. 11. The GDW of Figure 2 according to GeoDWFrame 
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In Figure 11, all measures are numerical facts. Region_name is a composed geo-
graphical dimension with its foreign keys to each primitive geographical dimension, 
while Temperature, Precipitation and Time are conventional dimensions. 

5   Experimental Results  

In order to gather some experimental results, we have extended a conventional Data 
Mart (DM) by some adding geographical properties according to the GeoDWFrame. 
Figure 12 presents the Sales_Fact_1997 DM, as our experimental dimensional 
schema.  

 

Fig. 12. The dimensional schema of Sales_Fact_1997 

We have used the Sales_Fact_1997 DM of Food-Mart DW, because it can be eas-
ily acquired from the SQL Server CD installation [24]. To build the geographical 
Sales_Fact_1997 DM according to GeodwFrame we basically have: 1) updated its 
schema by: 1.1) defining the dimensions and its geo-levels (County, State and City of 
Store and Customer), 1.2) identifying the finest geo-granularity (City), 1.3) creating 
the dimensions (Store and Customer as macro hybrid dimensions, Shared as a com-
posed dimension and County, State and City as primitive dimensions); 2) coded                  
the geo-data into GML – we have get SHP files and use the tool Degree 
Viewer/Converter [25] to generate the GML data; 3) loaded the GML geometries in 
the County, State and City dimensions; 4) loaded the name of geo-objects and the 
foreign keys for the County, State and City dimensions into the Shared dimension; 5) 
added into Store and Customer dimensions the foreign key to Shared dimension; and 
finally, 6) removed the County, State and City levels of Store and Customer dimen-
sions, because these now compose the Shared dimension. Figure 13 shows the 
Sales_Fact_1997 dimensional schema based on GeoDWFrame. 
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Fig. 13. The dimensional schema of Sales_Fact_1997 based on GeoDWFrame 

Figure 13 shows that the applied updates have kept the essence of 
Sales_Fact_1997 schema. That is, the Customer and Store dimensions have been 
lightly updated while the remained dimensions and fact table have been completed 
preserved. It demonstrates the GeoDWFrame applicability and shows that its use 
guides the design of geographical dimensional schemas in order to reduce costs (the 
schema is lightly updated and free of geometry redundancy). Also, it does not apply 
spatial measure and allows the use of geometrical data at any level. Thus, 
GeoDWFrame provides an important contribution in the GDW design issue. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 

Much research addresses the use of DW with GIS, but still lacks a consensus about 
the dimensional model of GDW. Aiming to address this, we analysed some related 
work (identifying its convergent and discussion points) to propose the framework 
GeoDWFrame. It is proposed to guide the design of geographical dimensional sche-
mas that must support analytical, geographical or analytical-geographical operations. 
To provide this support, GeoDWFrame proposes two types of dimensions: geo-
graphical (primitive and composed) and hybrid (micro, macro and joint). The use of 
these dimensions aims to minimize the geo-data redundancy and moreover provide a 
natural support to multidimensional and/or geographical tools, because the GDW will 
handle descriptive and geometrical data and will not apply spatial measure. Note that 
according to GOLAPA, the GeoDWFrame uses GML to define geo-data, but the 
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GeoDWFrame is not limited to GOLAPA and, for this reason, it can use geometry 
abstract types to handle geo-data. Applying the GeoDWFrame in large GDW (with 
vector or raster data) and investigating the challenges to extract, transform and load 
geo-data into a GDW (based on the GeoDWFrame), composes our future work. 
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Abstract. Data warehouses (DW) with enormous quantities of data put major 
performance and scalability challenges. The Node-Partitioned Data Warehouse 
(NPDW) divides the DW into cheap computer nodes for scalability. Partitioning 
and data placement strategies are relevant to the performance of complex que-
ries on the NPDW. In this paper we propose a partitioning placement and join 
processing strategy to boost the performance of costly joins in NPDW, compare 
alternative strategies using the performance evaluation benchmark TPC-H and 
draw conclusions.   

1   Introduction 

Data warehouses (DW) are large repositories of historical data used mainly for analy-
sis. The applications that allow users to analyze the data (e.g. iterative exploration) 
have to deal with Giga or Terabytes of data, while users require fast answers. As re-
turn-on-investment considerations become crucial, it is desirable that scalability be 
obtained dynamically and at reasonable cost without throwing away low cost plat-
forms.  

Over the past there has been an large amount of work on related and intertwined is-
sues of data allocation [1, 4, 6, 11, 16] and query processing strategies in parallel and 
distributed databases [3, 8, 9, 13]. Data allocation in parallel and distributed databases 
has been studied extensively, typically in heavy transactional environments. In an 
early work [10] compares full partitioning with clustering the relations on a single 
disk, concluding that partitioning is consistently better for multi-user workloads but 
can lead to serious performance overhead on complex queries involving joins, with 
high communication overheads. [4] proposes a solution to data placement using vari-
able partitioning. In that work the degree of partitioning (nº of nodes over which to 
fragment a relation) is a function of the size and access frequency of the relation. 
Again, experimental results in [4] show that partitioning increases throughput for 
short transactions but complex transactions involving several large joins result in 
reduced throughput with increased partitioning.  

Heavy query environments such as a data warehouse with complex query patterns 
can exhibit such a high communication overhead, as complex joins are executed over 
several relations.  Whether the data warehouse is a set of “pure” star sub-schemas, 
with a set of dimensions describing business elements and very large facts with busi-
ness-related measures, or a less structured warehouse schema such as TPC-H [17], the 
common features are some very big relations, typically facts, with tens to hundreds of 
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million rows and heavy join activity over those big relations and other smaller ones. 
This is exactly the kind of environment where speedup and scale-up can be hampered 
by heavy communication costs. We focus on join processing costs in this paper. 

One of the crucial issues with partitioning in the presence of costly joins, which we 
review more profoundly in the next section, is the need to exchange significant 
amounts of data between nodes, which is especially costly given slow interconnects. 
Parallel hash-join algorithms [5, 7] (PHJ) provide an efficient way to process heavy 
joins in such environments. Data placement algorithms on the other hand typically do 
not bother with the join strategy and its relationship with the query workload.  

In this paper we propose the use of workload-based placement and PHJ processing 
of joins in the specialized structure and context of the data warehouse to speedup 
complex joins. We show why the use of PHJ is relevant in the NPDW and take into 
consideration workload access patterns in a simple but new way when determining 
data placement or reorganization of the data in NPDW.   

Related work on partitioning and processing strategies includes other join process-
ing strategies such as PRS [15] or placement dependency [3, 9]. PRS partitions one 
relation and replicates the other ones and placement dependency co-locates relation 
partitions exhibiting dependency [3, 9]. Once again, these strategies assume data 
placement to be done independently from join processing. In [18] an automated parti-
tioning and placement strategy is proposed for generic databases and in [11] an auto-
mated partitioning and placement strategy is designed for DB2 which uses the query 
optimizer to evaluate costs of alternative allocations. Our work is related to these ones 
but focuses on a simple allocation strategy targeted at data warehouses and which 
does not require any tight integration with the query optimizer as in [11].  

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses the partitioning issue. Sec-
tion 3 describes data placement generically in NPDW. Section 4 discusses relevant 
processing costs in NPDW. Section 5 discusses our solutions to data placement and 
processing that result in small overheads.  Finally, section 6 analyzes some experi-
mental performance results using the TPC-H decision support benchmark [17]. Sec-
tion 7 contains concluding remarks.   

2   The Partitioning Issue 

The basic partitioning problem is well described in [9]. Assuming all queries of the 
form Q={ target | qualification}, where target is a list of projected attributes and quali-
fication is a list of equi-joined attributes, let a query be Q={R1.A,R2.B | R1.A=R2.A  
R2.B=R3.B} and assume that R1 and R2 reside in different nodes shown in Figure 1. 
Then, not all of the three relations can be partitioned to process the join, since the first 
join predicate requires that R2 be partitioned on A and the second join predicate re-
quires that R2 be partitioned on B. We may choose to partition R1 and R2 on A and 
replicate R3 or to partition R2 and R3 on B and replicate R1. The problem is then to 
decide which set of relations to partition.  

 

Relation Tuples Site 1 Site 2 
R1 12000 R1  
R2 10000  R2 

Fig. 1. Example Layout of R1 and R2 
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The partition and replicate strategy (PRS) [15] involves partitioning R1 into two 
fragments F11, F12 and sending F12 to site 2. Relation R2 is sent to site 1 and then each 
site processes its part of the join: R1 xA R2 = (F11 xA R2) �  (F12 xA R2) processed in 
parallel in sites 1 and 2, where xA denotes an equi-join on attribute A.  

Using hash-partitioning [5, 8, 12], it is possible to obtain a more efficient result. 
We first define hash-partitioning. 

Definition 1. A relation Ri is hash-partitioned on attribute A into d disjoint fragments 
{Fij} if 1) Ri= � Fij; 2) Fij  Fik=Ø for j�k; and 3) ∈∀T  Fij: h(T.A)=cij, where h() is a 
hash function and cij is a constant for a given j. 

Hash partitioning allows the expression R1 xA R2 to be processed faster as (F11 xA 
F21) �  (F12 xA F22), as fragments are results of hashing the relations such that F11 xA 
F22= Ø and F12 xA F21= Ø. The join cost at each site is now smaller as only a fragment 
of R2 is joined instead of the whole relation. Communication costs are also reduced, 
as only a fragment instead of the whole relation R2 must be moved. On the other 
hand, hash-partitioning R1 and R2 introduces some overhead. However, if a query 
joins R1 to R2 by another join attribute or one of the relations participates in a join 
with other relation on a different attribute, it is necessary to repartition the fragments 
and redistribute them before this other join can take place. For instance, R1 can be 
repartitioned by repartitioning fragments F11 and F21 in parallel and exchanging data 
to build F’11 and F’21 in nodes 1 and 2 respectively. Although repartitioning can occur 
in parallel at all nodes, it entails processing and data communication costs.  

Unbalanced placement and processing load is a concern with hash-partitioning 
which can be minimized by using a suitable hash function, managing and allocating a 
number of fragments larger than the number of nodes for better load balancing. With 
this concern taken into consideration, hash-partitioning can be advantageous. Our 
objective is to minimize extra communication overheads due to partitioning or reparti-
tioning needs as well as join processing costs. Join processing cost is minimized by 
joining only fragments from all except small relations. Communication overhead is 
minimized in the above example when F11,  F21 are initially located at node 1 and F12, 
F22 are initially located at node 2, as the join can proceed without any (re)partitioning 
and communication costs (except to merge partial results). It is therefore important to 
determine the best hash-partitioned placement in the presence of a query workload. 

3   NPDW Placement Basics 

A Node Partitioned Data Warehouse (NPDW) is a data warehouse divided into a set 
of nodes and a query processing middle layer that uses those nodes for fast query 
processing. In order to process joins efficiently, we propose hash-partitioning every 
large relation and replicating small ones. If we consider a strict star schema with only 
small dimensions and a single large fact, Figure 2 shows the resulting data placement. 
Join processing in the system of Figure 2 is similar to the PRS strategy, but with rela-
tions already replicated at the processing nodes. As a result, all nodes can process 
independently and return their partial answer for a posterior merge step to obtain the 
final answer. 
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Fig. 2. Basic Star-Partitioning 

Actual schemas are typically more complex than a pure star, resulting in not so in-
dependent node processing of partial queries and higher repartitioning and communi-
cation costs. Schemas can have several stars with cross-querying, possibly larger 
dimensions and possibly a less pure star design. Joins with large dimensions and with 
more than one fact are frequent. The most important concern in such an environment 
is how to partition facts and large dimensions horizontally to solve the partitioning 
issue described in section 2 as efficiently as possible. More generically, the concern is 
how to handle data placement and join processing for larger relations and therefore 
minimize repartitioning and communication costs?  

TPC-H [17] provides an example schema to better illustrate our rationale. Figure 3 
summarizes the schema, which represents ordering and selling activity (LI-lineitem, 
O-orders, PS-partsupp, P-part, S-supplier, C-customer).  

 

 

Fig. 3. TPC-H schema 

For simplicity, we will portray relations PS, LI and O as facts and the remaining 
ones (P, S, C) as dimensions. For simplicity also we will assume that dimensions P, S 
and C are sufficiently small to deserve being replicated into each node. On the other 
hand, relations LI, PS and O should be horizontally partitioned into the nodes using a 
strategy that minimizes data exchange requirements while processing joins involving 
them. Joins involving only one of the horizontally-partitioned relations and any num-
ber of replicated relations require no data exchange, regardless of the partitioning 
scheme used. Therefore, we concentrate on minimizing data exchange needs for joins 
involving more than one partitioned relation (LI, O, PS) besides dimensions. 

4   Relevant Costs in the NPDW 

The main processing costs are the partitioning, repartitioning, data communication 
and local processing costs. Partition (PC) and Repartitioning Costs (PC) are related to 
scanning the relation or a node-fragment only once. They are monotonically increas-
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ing on the relation size. Since there can be two or more relations to be partitioned and 
they can be processed in parallel in two or more nodes, the partition delay PC for a 
given query is the largest partition cost among the nodes participating simultaneously. 
Repartitioning is similar to partitioning, but involves a fragment in each node instead 
of the whole relation. It is used to re-organize the partitioned relation, hashing on a 
different equi-join attribute. The fragments resulting from this repartitioning need to 
be redistributed to other nodes to process a hash-join. Data Communication Costs 
(DC) are also monotonically increasing with the size of the data transferred and equal 
between any number of nodes. We assume a switched network (and broadcast capa-
bility). Local Processing Costs (LC) are also a function of the relation size and depend 
on access paths and the size of relations participating in the join. Merging Costs (MC) 
are related to applying a final query to collected partial results at merging node.  

As in [13] we define weighting parameters: , which is a partitioning cost weight 
and  local processing weight, so that � �������	��
����������������������	�����������
processing cost (e.g. ~2 in [14]). Considering facts with size Fi, N nodes and such 
linear cost model, we can obtain a simple expression for the cost or repartitioning 
versus the cost of local processing without requiring repartitioning when the place-
ment favors local processing. For simplicity, the following expressions consider only 
two facts. The fact fragment size is Fi/N. The join-processing cost for queries requir-
ing the join between equi-partitioned facts dimensions di is: 
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The cost when facts are not equi-partitioned on a switched network is: 
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This expression includes the repartitioning overhead of an intermediate result IR 
(either the fact or the result of joining with some dimensions locally before reparti-
tioning) and the local processing cost of 1/N of the facts. The increase in cost if (2) is 

required instead of (1) is therefore β×− ⎟
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IR
,  which can be avoided many times 

if the facts are carefully placed. 

5   Placement and Processing in NPDW 

Under NPDW all nodes participate in the computation of every query, so that typical 
queries must be “broken” into subset queries to distribute into all nodes and merging 
components to merge result sets coming from nodes. We define Global Processing as 
a processing “cycle” that involves sending data to nodes, processing in each node, 
collecting results from those nodes and merging them. Local Processing is the inde-
pendent processing in a node. Query transformation produce processing and merging 
query components. 

The global processing DCCM - Distribute-Compute-Collect-Merge – shown in 
Figure 4 involves parsing the query, transforming it into a “local query” to be proc-
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essed in each node, running the local query independently in each node, collecting the 
corresponding partial results in the submitting node and merging them.    

Set operators, typically UNION ALL, are useful for merging partial results from all 
nodes. Selection and aggregation query row sets will typically be processed inde-
pendently by nodes and the partial results are merged as the union of partial result 
sets, followed by aggregation in the case of aggregation queries.  

With this strategy, most query operations (selections, projections, aggregations) 
can be processed independently by each node, followed by a merge phase that re-
ceives independent results and merges them into a final result. Some operations, in-
cluding most subqueries, require additional DCCM steps. In this paper we are con-
cerned with the placement and processing of joins in the context of NPDW.  

 

 

Fig. 4. The DCCM Procedure 

5.1   Partitioning and Placement in NPDW 

In order to determine the most appropriate partitioning strategy for a schema, knowl-
edge of the query workload is required. In our example and experiments with TPC-H 
we considered the query set with equal weight for each query. In a practical situation 
knowledge of the query set would be accompanied by expected or historic frequency 
of execution of each query. More generically, it should be possible to know the query 
set and expected workload for a given data warehouse.  

From the query workload we can determine a query workload join graph. A join 
graph GJ = (VJ, EJ) is a graph where vertices VJ correspond to attributes R.A partici-
pating in equi-joins and the edges EJ depict the set of equi-joins between those attrib-
utes. We add weights to the edges of the join graph, which correspond to the number 
of occurrences of the corresponding equi-join in the query workload. A component is 
a set of connected edges in the join graph. Figure 5 shows the weighted join graph for 
TPC-H. In this join graph, replicated relations (P, S, C) are not represented because 
they pose no repartitioning issues for processing joins. Only those relations that are 
partitioned must be represented. Relation sizes are also relevant to the algorithm.    

 

 

Fig. 5. Weighted Join Graph for TPC-H 

This join graph can be produced either manually or automatically, as long as repli-
cated relations are well identified. The next step is to decide which partitioning attrib-
utes should be chosen for each relation. The choice is based on the relation sizes and 
frequency values of the join graph. The most frequent equi-join component including 
the largest relation has top priority. In Figure 3 it is clear that LI and O (Orders) 
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should be partitioned by orderkey (O), so that joins between these two relations do not 
require any repartitioning. But if LI is partitioned by orderkey (O), the other, less 
frequent equi-join in Figure 3 (LI with PS) will require repartitioning of LI. More 
generically, the algorithm is: 

 

1. For the largest relation, find largest frequency component in the join graph; 
2. Partition intervening relations by the corresponding equi-join attribute; 
3. Delete partitioned relations from all edges in all components of the join graph, as 

their partitioning attribute is already decided;  
4. If done, stop. Otherwise, go to 1. 

 

This strategy can be effectively applied automatically to any schema and query set. 
It implies simply some knowledge of the query workload. In this paper we use TPC-H 
to exemplify the use of such strategy. 

5.2   Join Processing in NPDW  

Given the placement of relations, join processing is based on cost minimization and 
uses parallel hash-join when required, as discussed in [13]. The focus is on minimiz-
ing the repartitioning and communication costs. The complexity and relevance of the 
join processing strategy in such a system has led us to treat the subject in depth else-
where. However, we describe the basic strategy in this section using examples.  

Intuitively, the most selective joins should be processed first. For illustration pur-
poses we do not take into account different selectivities in the following examples. 

Assuming that LI and O are pre-partitioned by orderkey, a join involving relations 
LI and O (and any other number of replicated dimensions) in the TPC-H schema of 
Figure 3 is transformed into the union of the independent node joins � all nodes (FLI xo 
FO), where FX represents a fragment of X.  

A more complex join involving all partitioned relations and dimensions P, S and C 
of Figure 3 can be processed as (P xP (S xS FPS)) xPS ( FLI xo (FO xc C) ), based in 
processing joins with the smallest relations first. This processing path requires a sin-
gle repartitioning. As P, S and C are replicated in all nodes, each binary join involving 
them can be processed independently in each node, which accounts for  (FO xc C) and 
(P xP (S xS FPS)). Then, ( FLI xo (FO xc C) ) can also be processed independently with-
out repartitioning because the placement algorithm co-located O and LI fragments by 
hash-partitioning on orderkey (o). Finally, the last join requires repartitioning of the 
intermediate result ( FLI xo (FO xc C) ) by the (ps) key to join with (P xP (S xS FPS)).  

6   Experiments 

In this section we compare the performance of alternative placement and processing 
strategies in NPDW using typical TPC-H queries over the schema of Figure 3. For all 
of them, we considered a setup in which the smaller relations P, S, C were replicated. 
The alternatives evaluated are: 
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HWP (Best Strategy): The Hash-based workload partitioning strategy. It involves 
placement based on join-wise workload-based partitioning of large relations and join 
processing based on PHJ. The only extra overhead comes from repartitioning when 
needed. The placement algorithm tries to minimize such need; 
H: Parallel Hash-Join with hash-partitioned placement based on primary keys. It in-
volves placement based on primary-key partitioning and join processing based on 
PHJ. The extra overhead comes from repartitioning when the primary-key is not the 
equi-join attribute between partitioned relations. The objective is to compare the per-
formance of placement with workload knowledge (HWP) to “blind” placement (H);  
PRS: The PRS strategy [15] considering that only the largest relation (LI) is pre-
partitioned by placement. This strategy involves replicating intermediate results from 
all but one of the large relations into all nodes (broadcast). The major overheads are 
replication and processing costs as each node has to process un-fragmented interme-
diate results for all except the pre-partitioned relation; 
Round-Robin PRS (RR-PRS): This strategy involves placement by round-robin 
partitioning of facts. Join processing is similar to PRS; 
Round-Robin Hash (RR-H): This strategy involves placement by round-robin parti-
tioning of facts. Join processing with more than one partitioned fact is based on PHJ 
but involves repartitioning overhead for all partitioned facts.  
 

The differences between the strategies were apparent in the experimental results when 
processing queries with multiple partitioned relations. PRS and RR-PRS strategies 
typically incurred high replication and join processing costs in those cases; The RR-H 
strategy incurred repartitioning overhead for all partitioned relations; The H strategy 
incurred repartitioning overhead for some of the intermediate results (joins including 
the LI relation); HWP had the best results because it uses PHJ as H and RR-H but 
chooses an initial workload-dependent placement that minimizes repartitioning needs. 
Parallel hash-join algorithm is more efficient as it incurs much smaller overheads. 

The experimental evaluation was conducted by measuring the node and communi-
cation costs for the strategies assuming similar nodes on a 100Mbps switched network 
and the TPC-H decision support benchmark™ [17]. Four data sets were generated for 
these experiments corresponding to a 50GB TPC-H generation into 1, 5, 10, 25 nodes. 
Our experiments also involved transforming TPC-H queries to run against the 
NPDW.  

6.1   Performance Results 

First of all we analyze queries accessing a single fact relation, as for these queries all 
but one relation (the fact) is replicated to all nodes and all the strategies have similar 
results. Such queries account for half the TPC-H query set. Figure 6a shows the re-
sponse time results for some of these queries with a nearly linear speedup with the 
number of nodes. Another large fraction of the TPC-H queries involve joining rela-
tions LI and O besides the replicated dimensions. Figure 6b shows the response times 
of HWP for some of those queries. Once again the speedup is near to linear, as only 
1/N fragment of the facts has to be processed in each of N nodes. 

Figure 7a shows response time results for these queries comparing HWP, H, RR 
and PRS for 10 nodes. As can be seen from the Figure, the relative performance of the 
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strategies varies with the query. This is for two main reasons: the extra repartitioning 
and processing overhead of the strategies centers on different relations (H on LI, PRS 
on O, RR on LI and O) and we applied local joins and restrictions (selection opera-
tors) on the relations and dimensions before exchanging intermediate results between 
nodes in order to minimize extra overheads. In spite of this, the conclusion is that 
HWP was consistently better: on average it was 25% better than H and 46% better 
than PRS (and RR-PRS) for these queries. The only cases in which the difference is 
smaller is when the slower strategies were able to obtain a very small intermediate 
result locally before incurring the large exchange and processing overhead. HWP is 
also better than the “blind” hash strategy (H) or RR-H, which require repartitioning 
before processing the join. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Response Time Single Fact Queries 

 

Fig. 7. Response Time Comparison, Queries LI/O 

Finally, queries joining more than two facts using different join attributes require 
repartitioning in HWP as well as H and replication of all but one fact in PRS/RR-
PRS. TPC-H contains two such queries: Query Q20 joining Lineitem to Partsupp by 
ps and query Q9 joining all three relations Orders, Lineitem and Partsupp. Figure 7b 
shows the response times for these queries (secs). Our strategy was on average 26% 
better than H and 84% better than PRS/RR-PRS for these queries. 

The PRS/RR-PRS overhead increases quickly with the number of large relations 
requiring replication not only due to larger communication overhead but also due to 
much larger node processing overheads.  
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7   Conclusions 

We have proposed and studied experimentally a partitioning, placement and join 
processing solution to process join queries efficiently in a node-partitioned data ware-
house. The strategy is workload-based. Comparative evaluation against TPC-H has 
shown the advantages of the strategy and alternatives.  
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Abstract. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is an iterative
process that aims at extracting interesting, previously unknown and hid-
den patterns from huge databases. Use of objective measures of interest-
ingness in popular data mining algorithms often leads to another data
mining problem, although of reduced complexity. The reduction in the
volume of the discovered rules is desirable in order to improve the effi-
ciency of the overall KDD process. Subjective measures of interestingness
are required to achieve this. In this paper we study novelty of the dis-
covered rules as a subjective measure of interestingness. We propose a
framework to quantify novelty of the discovered rules in terms of their
deviations from the known rules. The computations are carried out using
the importance that the user gives to different deviations. The computed
degree of novelty is then compared with the user given threshold to re-
port novel rules to the user. We implement the proposed framework and
experiment with some public datasets. The experimental results are quite
promising.

1 Introduction

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is a process of extracting previously
unknown, hidden, novel and interesting knowledge from massive volumes of data
stored in databases [1, 16, 17]. It is an iterative process carried out in three stages.
The KDD process begins with the understanding of a problem and ends with
the analysis and evaluation of the results. It includes preprocessing of the data
(Data Preparation stage), extracting information from the data (Mining stage),
and analyzing the discovered knowledge (Analysis stage) [1, 17].

Actual extraction of patterns is preceded by preliminary analysis of data,
followed by selection of relevant horizontal or vertical subset and appropriate
data transformations. This is the preprocessing stage of KDD and it is considered
to be the most time-consuming stage [2]. Often, the preparation of the data is
influenced by the extraction algorithms used during the mining (second) stage.
Data mining algorithms are applied during the second stage of the KDD process,
which is considered to be the core stage. It involves selection and application
of appropriate mining algorithm to search for patterns in the data. Sometimes

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 48–57, 2004.
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combination of mining algorithms may be required to extract interesting patterns
from the pre-processed data [3, 18]. The outcome of this stage is the discovery of
models/patterns hidden in databases, which are interpreted and analyzed during
the third stage. The final stage of KDD process is analysis and evaluation of the
knowledge discovered in the second stage. Having obtained patterns/models is
not the end of the KDD process. Evaluation and analysis is equally important
(if not more), particularly in view of the proliferation of KDD techniques being
used to solve real-life applications.

It is common knowledge that the volume of patterns discovered from data
mining algorithms becomes huge due to the large size of target database [4, 5, 7, 9,
10]. Identifying interesting patterns from the vast set of discovered patterns still
remains fundamentally a mining problem, though of reduced complexity. Time
required to generate rules, space required to store, maintain and understand the
rules by end users are some of the practical issues that need attention.

The problem of reducing the volume of the discovered knowledge has been
attacked at all the three stages of KDD process. Psaila proposed analysis of data
to identify meta-patterns during pre-processing stage [19]. During the data min-
ing stage, researchers commonly use either constraints or appropriate measures
of interestingness to reduce the number of discovered rules. The third stage of
the KDD process, which aims at analysis and interpreting the discovered knowl-
edge is carried out by the end user. Post analysis of the discovered patterns as
proposed in [4, 6, 9] aids the user to focus on a small subset of discovered pat-
terns. On account of wide variation of users’ need and their subjectivity, the end
users design and develop need based filters in an adhoc manner.

1.1 Motivation for the Present Work

The approach in [4, 6, 9] assumes that the user is familiar with the domain and
has a fair idea (“general impression”) of the trends/patterns prevalent in the
domain. In case the assumption fails (end user is new to the domain), the user
is deluged with the massive volume of discovered patterns, possibly leading to
errors in decision-making.

Our work pertains to the third stage of the KDD process. We propose a self-
upgrading filter, that captures and quantifies novelty of the discovered knowledge
with respect to (user specified) domain knowledge and previously discovered
knowledge. The domain-innocent user is aided by the filter and is always returned
“novel” rules, as per the specified threshold. The threshold can be dynamically
varied to suit the needs of users of different experience levels. The proposed
filter quantifies novelty of the discovered knowledge on the basis of deviation of
the newly discovered rules with respect to the known knowledge. We consider
unexpectedness as implicit novelty.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review the literature related
to the discovery of “novel” knowledge. Section 3 presents a generic architecture of
a post-processing filter and sets the tone for the next section. Section 4 presents
our approach to quantify the novelty. Section 5 presents the effectiveness of the
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proposed framework through experiments on real-life datasets. Finally, section
6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

There are many proposals that study novelty in disciplines such as robotics, ma-
chine learning and statistical outliers detection [11–14]. Generally, these methods
build a model of a training set that is selected to contain no examples of the
important (i.e. novel) class. Then, the model built; detect the deviation from
this model by some way. For instance, Kohonen and Oja proposed a novelty
filter, which is based on computing the bit-wise difference between the current
input and the closest match in the training set [11]. In [12] a sample application
of applying association rule learning is presented. By monitoring the variance of
the confidence of particular rules inferred from the association rule learning on
training data, it provides information on the difference of such parameters be-
fore and after the testing data entering the system. Hence, with some pre-defined
threshold, abnormalities can be fairly detected.

In [14], novelty is estimated based on the lexical knowledge in WordNet. The
proposed approach defines a measure of semantic distance between two words
in WordNet and determined by the length of the shortest path between the two
words (wi, wj). The novelty then is defined as the average of this distance across
all pairs of the words (wi, wj), where wi is a word in the antecedent and wj is a
word in the consequent.

The techniques that have been proposed in statistical literature are focused
on modeling the support of the dataset and then detecting inputs that don’t
belong to that support. The choice of whether to use statistical methods or
machine learning methods is based on the data, the application, and the domain
knowledge [13].

3 Novelty Framework

The notion of novelty of the knowledge indicates the extent to which the dis-
covered rules contribute to new knowledge for a user. It is purely subjective
and encompasses the unexpectedness of discovered model with respect to the
known knowledge (domain knowledge (DK) and previously discovered knowl-
edge (PDK)). The newness of knowledge may vary not only from user to user
but also from time to time for the same user. This makes it necessary to quantify
the degree of newness at time t for user u. Figure 1 shows a generic architecture
for the proposed framework.

At time ti, database Di is subjected to the mining algorithm, resulting into
discovery of knowledge Ki. The Novelty filter process Ki, in light of knowledge
that the user already has and the previously discovered knowledge i.e. known
knowledge1. The filter can be designed based on either syntactic or semantic
1 This necessitates storage of DK and PDK in rule base before any matching techniques

can be used.
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Fig. 1. Novelty Framework Architecture

matching techniques. In this work, we focus on syntactic techniques and leave
semantic techniques for future work.

To evaluate the novelty of a rule, we have to measure the deviation at con-
junct level first. When the deviation of conjuncts of a rule has been detected, it
can be generalized to rule level. The following subsections describe the approach
for computing these two types of deviation.

3.1 Deviation at Conjunct Level

Deviation degree of a conjunct is determined based on the result of a matching
comparison of the conjuncts of currently discovered knowledge (CDK) against
those conjuncts in DK/PDK. All conjuncts in DK/PDK/CDK should have the
same knowledge representation and the rules must be comparable. A rule is
comparable if it has at least one conjunct contains an attribute that exists in
DK/PDK and the consequents are same. When comparison, the attributes, op-
erators, and attribute values of CDK are compared against attributes, operators,
and attribute values of DK and PDK respectively.

We suggest five possible degrees of deviation for the conjuncts as shown in
definition 1. We believe that, these situations of deviation degree are sufficient
enough to define the deviation at conjunct level. These degrees vary from devi-
ation degree = 0 which indicates no deviation exist between any two conjuncts,
and deviation degree = γ4 which indicates higher deviation which means that
the attributes tests are not matching at all, and therefore, implies new conjunct.

3.2 Deviation at Rule Level

The deviation of a rule can be estimated by generalizing the deviation at con-
juncts level. The rule must be comparable before any matching can be conducted.
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A rule is comparable with another rule if they have the same consequent; other-
wise, the discovered rule is having highest degree of deviation. A rule deviation
is calculated as a linear combination of deviation of the set of conjuncts of the
rules in DK/PDK. After rule deviation is computed, we have to decide either
the rule is novel or simply a deviation of an existing rule. Whether a rule is novel
or not depends on the user feeling about the domain, which is determined by a
certain threshold value.

4 Quantification of Novelty

A rule � has the form: Ȧ → Ċ where Ȧ denotes an antecedent and Ċ denotes a
consequent. Both Ȧ And Ċ are in CNF (c1 ∩ c2 . . . ck). The conjuncts cj are of
the form Ȧ1Ȯ1V̇1, where Ȧ is an attribute, Dom(Ȧ) is the domain of Ȧ, and V̇ ∈
Dom(Ȧ), Ȯ ∈ {=, <, >,≤,≥}. We consider both Ȧ and Ċ as sets of conjuncts in
our framework. In this section we give definitions, which are used subsequently
in the proposed framework. We consider two conjuncts comparable if and only
if they involve the same attributes.

Definition 1. Let c1 and c2 be two conjuncts Ȧ1Ȯ1V̇1 and Ȧ2Ȯ2V̇2 respectively.
The deviation of c1 with respect to c2 is defined as follows:

	(c1, c2) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if Ȧ1 = Ȧ2, Ȯ1 = Ȯ2, and V̇1 = V̇2

γ1 if Ȧ1 = Ȧ2, Ȯ1 = Ȯ2, and V̇1 
= V̇2

γ2 if Ȧ1 = Ȧ2, Ȯ1 
= Ȯ2, and V̇1 = V̇2

γ3 if Ȧ1 = Ȧ2, Ȯ1 
= Ȯ2, and V̇1 
= V̇2

γ4 otherwise

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(1)

γ1, γ2, γ3, and γ4 are user specified numeric quantities, such that 0 ≤ γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤
γ3 ≤ γ4 ≤ 1

Definition 2. Let S1 and S2 be two sets of conjuncts. We define a matching
function ψ(S1, S2) as follows:

ψ(S1, S2) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 iff |S1| = |S2|, ∀ci ∈ S1, ∃cj ∈ S2,such that 	 (ci, cj) = 0
1 ∀ci ∈ S1, ∃cj ∈ S2 ,such that 	 (ci, cj) < γ4

β otherwise, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1

⎫⎬
⎭
(2)

where β = 1
|S1|
∑

ci∈S1

∑
cj∈S2

Min 	 (ci, cj)
As per definition 2, ψ(S1, S2) = 0 indicates that S1 and S2 are identical,

ψ(S1, S2) = 1 indicates the extreme deviation and computed value of β quantifies
an intermediate degree of deviation.

Definition 3. Let �1 : Ȧ1 → Ċ1 and �2 : Ȧ2 → Ċ2 be two rules. We say that
�1 is comparable with respect to �2, if :

ψ(Ċ1, Ċ2} = 0 (3)
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Definition 4. Let �1 : Ȧ1 → Ċ and �2 : Ȧ2 → Ċ be two comparable rules. We
say that �1 is generalization of �2, denoted by G(�1,�2) if :

G(�1,�2) =
{

1 iff Ȧ1 ⊂ Ȧ2

0 otherwise

}
(4)

the degree of generalization of �1 with respect to �2 is defined as:

ġ = 1 − |Ȧ1 ∩ Ȧ2|
|Ȧ2|

(5)

Definition 5. Let �1 : Ȧ1 → Ċ and �2 : Ȧ2 → Ċ be two comparable rules. We
say that �1 is specialization of �2, denoted by S(�1,�2) if :

S(�1,�2) =
{

1 iff Ȧ2 ⊂ Ȧ1

0 otherwise

}
(6)

the degree of specialization of �1 with respect to �2 is defined as:

ṡ = 1 − |Ȧ1 ∩ Ȧ2|
|Ȧ1|

(7)

The next definition is the basis of computation of the degree of novelty of rule.
We, suggest that a rule’s deviation degrees can be classified into five categories,
as shown in the following definition.
Definition 6. Let �1 : Ȧ1 → Ċ1 and �2 : Ȧ2 → Ċ2 be two rules. The deviation
of �1 with respect to �2 denoted by 	(�1,�2) is computed as follows:

	(�1,�2) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 iff ψ(Ȧ1, Ȧ2) = 0 and ψ(Ċ1, Ċ2) = 0
ġ iff G(�1,�2) = 1
ṡ iff S(�1,�2) = 1
1 iff ψ(Ċ1, Ċ2) = 1
β otherwise

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(8)

where 0 ≤ ġ, ṡ, β ≤ 1 , and β, ġ and ṡ are computed as per definitions 2, 4 and
5 respectively.

As per definition 6, 	(�1,�2) = 0 indicates that �1 and �2 are identical,
	(�1,�2) = 1 indicates the extreme deviation between �1 and �2. 	(�1,�2) =
β indicates intermediate degree of deviation of �1 with respect to �2. ġ and ṡ
indicate the degree of generalization and specialization respectively as per the
case. The user is encouraged to specify the thresholds to sift novel rules based
on the computation of 	(�1,�2).

5 Implementation and Experimentation

The novelty framework is implemented and tested using real-life datasets. The
system is built using c programming language. Since, there is no other approaches
available, which handle the novelty, we could not perform any comparison against
our framework. We will explain our framework through the following experi-
ments.
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5.1 Experiment 1 – The Heart Disease Dataset

The first experiment was run on the Heart Disease Dataset that is created by
George John and appears on the UCI ML Data Repository at http://kdd.
ics.uci.edu. It contains 13 attributes and 270 instances and two classes that
determine either a person is or is not having heart disease. We obtain a set of rules
to represent a user’s domain knowledge. This set of rules has the same form as the
rules discovered by CBA rules [15]. We generate rules using CBA classifier with
0.1% and 1% to indicate minimum confidence and minimum support respectively.
Further, we partition the dataset into two groups each of which has 135 instances
which represent instances at time T1 and time T2. CBA discover 26 and 31 rules
at time T1 and T2 respectively as shown in Fig. 2.

Novel
rules

Unexpected
rules

Conform
rules

T1

T2

Total

135

135

270

5

2

12

13

25

9

16

24   7

Time     No. of Instances

Fig. 2. The discovered knowledge at time T1 and T2

For better understanding our framework, let’s consider the following set of
rules discovered by CBA at time T1:
�1 : sex = male → yes
�1 : Angina ≥ 0.5 ∩ MaxHeartRate < 150.5 ∩ ChestPain ≥ 3.5 → 2
�2 : Thal ≥ 4.5 ∩ Angina ≥ 0.5 ∩ MaxHeartRate < 150.5 → 2
�3 : Thal < 4.5 ∩ STSlope ≥ 1.5 ∩ MaxHeartRate ≥ 150.5 ∩ Age < 54.5 → 1
�4 : V essels ≥ 0.5 ∩ MaxHeartRate ≥ 150.5 ∩ ChestPain ≥ 3.5 → 2
�5 : OldPeak < 0.85 ∩ Angina < 0.5 ∩ MaxHeartRate < 150.5 → 1
�6 : V essels < 0.5 ∩ ChestPain < 3.5 ∩ Age < 54.5 → 1
�7 : OldPeak ≥ 0.85 ∩ MaxHeartRate < 150.5 ∩ ChestPain ≥ 3.5 → 2
�8 : V essels < 0.5 ∩ STSlope < 1.5 ∩ ChestPain < 3.5 → 1
�9 : Thal ≥ 4.5 ∩ OldPeak ≥ 0.85 ∩ MaxHeartRate < 150.5 → 2
The user specified domain knowledge (DK) as follows:
1. ChestPain < 3.5 ∩ Sex < 0.5 → 1
2. Sex < 0.5 ∩ Age < 54.5 → 1
3. MaxHeartRate < 147 ∩ Age < 54.5 → 2
4. ChestPain ≥ 3.5 ∩ Sex < 0.5 → 2
Notice that, the number between [ ] indicates the degree of deviation. If the user
provides the following threshold values for conforming, generalizing/specializing,
unexpected, and novel rules:
0 ≤ Deviation ≤ 0.3 — Conforming rule
0.3 < Deviation ≤ 0.3003/0.3004 —Generalizing/Specializing rule
0.3003/0.3004 < Deviation ≤ 0.6 —Unexpected rule
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Deviation > 0.6 —Novel rule.
Our framework discovered the following set of rules at time T1:

– Novel Rules.
�1[1.000], �3[1.000], �9[0.667]

– Unexpected Rules.
�2[0.333]: This rule is unexpected with respect to �1 in PDK with deviation
degree 0.33 since its deviation degree with �3 in DK is 0.7.
�4[0.433]: This rule is unexpected since its deviation degree with �1 in DK
is 1 while it is 0.43333 with respect to �1 in PDK.
�5[0.575]: It is unexpected since its deviation degree with �3 in DK is 1
while it is 0.575 with respect to �3 in PDK.
�6[0.500]: This rule is unexpected with respect to �3 in PDK with deviation
degree 0.50 since its deviation degree with respect to �1 or �2 in DK is 1.
�7[0.333]: The rule is unexpected with respect to �1 in PDK with deviation
degree 0.333 since its deviation degree with respect to �3 or �4 in DK is 1.
�8[0.575]: The rule is unexpected since its deviation degree with �1 or �2

in DK is 1 while it is 0.575 with respect to �3 in PDK.
– Conforming Rules

Due to the threshold values maintained, no conforming rules found at time
T1.

Furthermore, the following rules are discovered using CBA at time T2:
�10 : Thal ≥ 6.5 ∩ OldPeak ≥ 1.15 ∩ ChestPain ≥ 3.5 → 2
�11 : V essels ≥ 0.5 ∩ STSlope ≥ 1.5 ∩ OldPeak ≥ 1.15 → 2
�12 : Thal < 6.5∩V essels < 0.5∩OldPeak < 1.15∩MaxHeartRate ≥ 147.5 →
1
�13 : STSlope < 1.5 ∩ MaxHeartRate ≥ 147.5 ∩ ChestPain < 3.5 → 1
�14 : Thal < 6.5 ∩ V essels < 0.5 ∩ MaxHeartRate ≥ 147.5 ∩ ChestPain <
3.5 → 1
�15 : V essels ≥ 0.5 ∩ STSlope ≥ 1.5 ∩ ChestPain ≥ 3.5 → 2
�16 : Thal ≥ 6.5 ∩ V essels ≥ 0.5 ∩ ChestPain ≥ 3.5 → 2
�17 : V essels ≥ 0.5 ∩ Angina ≥ 0.5 ∩ ChestPain ≥ 3.5 → 2
�18 : Thal < 6.5 ∩ V essels < 0.5 ∩ OldPeak < 1.15 ∩ Angina < 0.5 → 1
�19 : Thal < 6.5∩OldPeak < 1.15∩Angina < 0.5∩MaxHeartRate ≥ 147.5 →
1
Applying the novelty framework to these discovered rules at time T2 taking into
consideration the same DK and the same threshold values as well as the rules
which are already discovered at time T1, the following type of rules are generated:

– Novel Rules.
�11[0.700], �16[0.667], �18[0.775]

– Unexpected Rules.
�10[0.400], �12[0.550], �13[0.350],�14[0.550], �15[0.333], �17[0.333]

– Conforming Rules.
�19[0.250]
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5.2 Experiment 2 – The Adult Dataset

The second experiment was run on the census-income database that appears on
the UCI ML. Data Repository at http://kdd.ics.uci.edu. This dataset contains 6
continuous, 8 nominal attributes, 48842 instances, mix of continuous and discrete
(train=32561, test=16281), and two classes determine either a person’s income
is ≤ 50K or > 50K. With the same confidence and support of first experiment,
we run CBA against 8 partitions of the dataset representing instances arrive
at time T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, and T8 respectively. Fig. 3 shows the different
types of knowledge that are generated. We assume that the user does not have
any background knowledge about domain and hence the discovered knowledge
is compared against PDK only.

Time No. of
tuples

Discovered
   rules

Novel Rules Unexpected rules Conforming rules

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

Total

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4561

32561

 345

 279

 318

 387

 327

 348

  298

 338

2640

42

16

15

37

25

23

19

4219

196

   
                111

  94

  125

  130

  99

  97

  91

  124

871

 192

 169

 178

 220

 203

 228

 188

 195

  1573

Fig. 3. The discovered knowledge at time T1 to T8

The results were simply enough to show the effectiveness of our frame-
work and produce different types of knowledge include conforming, general-
ized/specialized, unexpected and novel rules.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a framework for self-upgrading post-analysis filter used
in Analysis stage of KDD process. The filter is based on quantification of novelty
of the currently discovered rules (CDK) with respect to domain knowledge (DK),
and previously discovered knowledge (PDK). We capture the user subjectivity
by asking for thresholds for labeling different types of rules. The framework
is implemented and evaluated using two datasets and has shown encouraging
results.

Our future work includes enhancing the novelty framework using semantic
matching techniques. Currently the work is going on to embed the framework in
the mining algorithm, thus using it in the Mining stage of the KDD process.
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Abstract. As a side effect of unprecedented amount of digitization of
data, classical retrieval tools found themselves unable to go further be-
yond the tip of the Iceberg. Data Mining in conjunction with the Formal
Concept Analysis, is a clear promise to furnish adequate tools to do so
and specially to be able to derive concise generic and easy understandable
bases of “hidden” knowledge, that can be reliable in a decision making
process. In this paper, we propose to revisit the notion of association
rule redundancy and to present sound inference axioms for deriving all
association rules from generic bases of association rules.

1 Introduction

The last two decades witnessed the emergence of Data mining, with a clear
promise to efficiently discover valuable, non obvious information from large
databases by furnishing the adequate techniques and/or tools. Much research
in data mining from large databases has focused on the discovery of association
rules [1–3]. However, exploiting and visualizing association rules became far from
being a trivial task, mostly because of the huge number of potentially interesting
rules that can be drawn from a dataset. Various techniques are used to limit the
number of reported rules, starting by basic pruning techniques based on thresh-
olds for both the frequency of the represented pattern (called the support) and
the strength of the dependency between premise and conclusion (called the con-
fidence). More advanced techniques that produce only a limited number of the
entire set of rules rely on closures and Galois connections [4–6]. These formal
concept analysis (FCA) [7] based techniques have in common a feature, which
is to present a better trade-off between the size of the mining result and the
conveyed information than the “frequent patterns” algorithms. Finally, works
on FCA have yielded a row of results on compact representations of closed set
families, also called bases, whose impact on association rule reduction is cur-
rently under intensive investigation within the community [4, 5, 8]. Therefore,
the problem of mining association rules might be reformulated under the FCA
point of view as follows [9]:

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 58–67, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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1. Discover two distinct “closure systems”, i.e., sets of sets which are closed
under the intersection operator, namely the two “order ideals” [7]: the set
of closed itemsets and the set of minimal generators. Also, the upper covers
(Covu) of each closed itemset should be available.

2. From all the information discovered in the first step, i.e., two closure systems
and the upper covers sets, derive generic bases of association rules (from
which all the remaining rules can be derived).

Once these generic bases were obtained, all the remaining (redundant) rules
can be derived “easily”. However, none of the reported works was interested
in providing inference mechanisms to derive all the remaining rules. Indeed, a
lot of shadow zones still remain in the derivation process. For example, is it
sufficient to augment a generic exact rule’s premise by an item of the same rule’s
conclusion? Are those generic bases “self containing”?, i.e., do they contain all
the necessary information to derive all the remaining association rules?

In this paper, we try to find an answer to the above mentioned questions and
to provide the adequate tools, through inference axioms, to derive all association
rules from the generic bases. It is noteworthy that such derivation process could
be useful in a visualization prototype [10]. Indeed, aiming to avoid a user knowl-
edge overwhelming, only generic bases of association rules are visualized first.
Then, once a user focuses on a particular rule, then additional knowledge could
be furnished on demand (as recommended in Shneiderman’s guidelines [11]).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the mathematical background of FCA and its connection with the derivation of
(non-redundant) association rules bases. Section 3 introduces a new definition
of association rule redundancy and discusses in depth the process of association
rule derivation from both exact and approximative generic bases of association
rules. We provide for both generic bases a set of inference axioms that we prove
their soundness. Section 4 concludes this paper and points out future research
directions.

2 Mathematical Background

In the following, we recall some key results from the Galois lattice-based para-
digm in FCA and its applications to association rules mining.

2.1 Basic Notions

In the rest of the paper, we shall use the theoretical framework presented in [7].
In this paragraph, we recall some basic constructions from this framework.

Formal Context:
A formal context is a triplet K = (O,A,R), where O represents a finite set
of objects (or transactions), A is a finite set of attributes and R is a binary
(incidence) relation (i.e., R ⊆ O×A). Each couple (o, a) ∈ R expresses that the
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transaction o ∈ O contains the attribute a ∈ A. Within a context (c.f., Figure 1
on the left), objects are denoted by numbers and attributes by letters.

We define two functions, summarizing links between subsets of objects and
subsets of attributes induced by R, that map sets of objects to sets of attributes
and vice versa. Thus, for a set O ⊆ O, we define φ(O) = {a | ∀o, o ∈ O ⇒ (o, a) ∈
R}; and for A ⊆ A, ψ(A) = {o | ∀a, a ∈ A ⇒ (o, a) ∈ R}. Both functions φ and
ψ form a Galois connection between the sets P(A) and P(O) [12]. Consequently,
both compound operators of φ and ψ are closure operators, in particular ω = φ◦ψ
is a closure operator.

In what follows, we introduce the frequent closed itemset1, since we may only
look for itemsets that occur in a sufficient number of transactions.

Frequent Closed Itemset: An itemset A ⊆ A is said to be closed if A = ω(A),
and is said to be frequent with respect to minsup threshold if supp(A)= |ψ(A)|

|O|
≥ minsup.

Formal Concept: A formal concept is a pair c = (O, A), where O is called
extent, and A is a closed itemset, called intent. Furthermore, both O and A are
related through the Galois connection, i.e., φ(O) = A and ψ(A) = O.

Minimal Generator: An itemset g ⊆ A is called minimal generator of a closed
itemset A, if and only if ω(g) = A and �g′ ⊆ g such that ω(g′) = A [4]. The
closure operator ω induces an equivalence relation on items power set, i.e., the
power set of items is partionned into disjoint subsets (also called classes). In
each distinct class, all elements are equal support value. The minimal generator
is the smallest element in this subset, while the closed itemset is the largest one.
Figure 1(Right) sketches sample classes of the induced equivalence relation from
the context K.

Galois Lattice: Given a formal context K, the set of formal concepts CK is
a complete lattice Lc = (C,≤), called the Galois (concept) lattice, when CK is
considered with inclusion between itemsets [7, 12]. A partial order on formal
concepts is defined as follows ∀ c1, c2 ∈ CK, c1 ≤ c2 iif intent(c2) ⊆ intent(c1),
or equivalently extent(c1) ⊆ extent(c2).

The partial order is used to generate the lattice graph, called Hasse diagram,
in the following manner: there is an arc (c1, c2), if c1 � c2 where � is the
transitive reduction of ≤, i.e., ∀c3 ∈ CK, c1 ≤ c3 ≤ c2 implies either c1 = c3 or
c2 = c3.

Iceberg Galois Lattice: When only frequent closed itemsets are considered
with set inclusion, the resulting structure (L̂,⊆) only preserves the LUBs, i.e.,
the joint operator. This is called a join semi-lattice or upper semi-lattice. In the
remaining of the paper, such structure is referred to as “Iceberg Galois Lattice”.

Example 1. Let us consider the extraction context given by Figure 1 (Left).
The associated Iceberg Galois lattice, for minsup=2, is depicted by Figure 1

1 Itemset stands for a set of items.
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A B C D E

1 × × ×
2 × × ×
3 × × × ×
4 × ×
5 × × × ×

∅

A B C

AB AC AD BDAE BC

D E

BE CD CE DE

∅

A B C

AB AC AD BDAE BC

D E

BE CD CE DE

 

(∅;5)

(C;4) (BE;4) 

(AC;3) (BCE;3) 

(ABCE;2) 

{C} {B}, {E}

{A} {BC}

{AB} 

,{CE} 

{AE}, 

Fig. 1. Left: Extraction context K Right: Associated sample of equivalence relation
classes Bottom: Associated Iceberg Galois lattice for minsup =2.

(bottom)2. Each node in the Iceberg is represented as couple (closed itemset;
support) and is decorated with its associated minimal generators list.

In the following, we present the general framework for the derivation of associ-
ation rules, then we establish its important connexion with the FCA framework.

2.2 Derivation of (Non-redundant) Association Rules

Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , im} be a set of m distinct items. A transaction T , with
an identifier further called TID, contains a set of items in I. A subset X of I
where k = |X | is referred to as a k−itemset (or simply an itemset), and k is
called the length of X . A transaction database, say D, is a set of transactions,
which can be easily transformed in an extraction context K. The number of
transactions of D containing the itemset X is called the support of X , i.e.,
supp(X)=| {T ∈ D | X ⊆ T } |. An itemset X is said to be frequent when
support(X) reaches at least the user-specified minimum threshold minsup.

Association rule derivation is achieved from a set F of frequent itemsets in
an extraction context ‖, for a minimal support minsup. An association rule R is
a relation between itemsets of the form R: X ⇒ (Y −X), in which X and Y are
frequent itemsets, and X ⊂ Y . Itemsets X and (Y −X) are called, respectively,
premise and conclusion of the rule R. The valid association rules are those whose
the strength metric conf(R)= suppt(XY )

supp(X) is greater than or equal to the minimal
threshold of confidence minconf. If conf(R)=1 then R is called exact association
rule (ER), otherwise it is called approximative association rule (AR).

The problem of the relevance and usefulness of extracted association rules is
of primary importance. Indeed, in most real life databases, thousands and even
2 We use a separator-free form for sets, e.g., AB stands for {A, B}.
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millions of high-confidence rules are generated among which many are redun-
dant. This problem encouraged the development of tools for rule classification
according to their properties, for rule selection according to user-defined criteria,
and for rule visualization. In this paper, we are specially interested in the lossless
information reduction, which is based on the extraction of a generic subset of all
association rules, called base, from which the remaining (redundant) association
rules may be derived. Bastide et al. considered the following rule-redundancy
definition [13]:

Definition 1. An association rule R: X ⇒ Y is a minimal non-redundant as-
sociation rule iff � an association rule R1: X1 ⇒ Y1 fulfilling the following
constraints:

1. supp(R) = supp(R1) and conf(R) = conf(R1);
2. X1 ⊂ X and Y⊂ Y1

3.

Exact association rules, of the form R: X ⇒ (Y ), are implications between two
itemsets X and XY whose closures are identical, i.e., ω(X) = ω(XY ). Indeed,
from the aforementioned equality, we deduce that X and XY belong to the same
class of the equivalence relation induced by the closure operator ω on P(A) and
then supp(X)= supp(XY) (i.e., conf(R) = 1).

Bastide et al. characterized what they called “the generic basis for exact as-
sociation rules” (adapting the global implications base of Duquenne and Guigues
[14]). The generic base for exact association rules, that has been proved to be
lossless information, is defined as follows:

Definition 2. Let FC be the set of frequent closed itemsets extracted from the
context and, for each frequent closed itemset c, let us denote Gc the set of minimal
generators of c. The generic basis for exact association rules is as follows:
GB ={R : g ⇒ (c − g) | c ∈ FC and g ∈ Gc and g 
= c}.

The authors also characterized the informative basis for approximate asso-
ciation rules, based on extending the family of bases of partial implications of
Luxenburger [15] e.g., cover, structural and arborescent bases. The informative
basis is defined as follows :

Definition 3. The informative basis for approximate association rules is given
by: LuxB = {R| R : X ⇒ Y, Y ∈ FC and ω(X) ≤ Y and c=conf(R) ≥ minconf
and supp(Y) ≥ minsup}.

With respect to Definitions 2 and 3, we consider that given an Iceberg Galois
lattice, representing precedence-relation-based ordered closed itemsets, generic
bases of association rules can be derived in a straightforward manner. We assume
that in such structure, each closed itemset is “decorated” with its associated list
of minimal generators. Hence, AR represent “inter-node” implications, assorted
with a statistical information, i.e., the confidence, from a sub-closed-itemset to
a super-closed-itemset while starting from a given node in an ordered structure.
3 The strict inclusion is relaxed in [4].
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Rule # Implication

R1 E⇒B

R2 B⇒E

R3 A⇒C

R4 BC⇒E

R5 CE⇒B

R6 AB⇒CE

R7 AE⇒BC

Rule # Implication Rule # Implication

R8 C
.75⇒A R13 B

.75⇒CE

R9 C
.75⇒BE R14 E

.5⇒ABC

R10 C
.5⇒ABE R15 B

.5⇒ACE

R11 A
.66⇒BCE R16 BC

.66⇒AE

R12 E
.75⇒BC R17 CE

.66⇒AB

Fig. 2. Left: non-redundant exact association rules Right: non-redundant approxi-
mative association rules.

Inversely, ER are “intra-node” implications extracted from each node in the
ordered structure. For example, Generic bases of exact and approximative asso-
ciation rules that can be drawn from the context K, are respectively depicted in
Figure 2 (Left and Right).

3 Deriving All Association Rules

Little attention was paid to reasoning from generic bases comparatively to the
battery of papers to define them. Essentially, they were interested in defining
syntactic mechanisms for deriving rules form generic bases. In [16], the author
presented a definition of a generic base and the associated derivation axioms.
However, two drawbacks may be addressed. At first, only frequent itemsets are
used to define the generic base, and one can imagine the length and the number
of such frequent itemsets that could be derived from correlated extraction con-
texts. Second, the introduced generic base is not informative, i.e., it may exist
a derivable rule for which it is impossible to determine exactly both its sup-
port and confidence. In [17], the author introduced another syntactic derivation
operator, called the cover, defined as follows: Cover(X ⇒Y) = {X ∪ Z ⇒ V |
Z, V ⊆ Y ∧Z ∩ V = ∅∧ V 
= ∅}. The number of the derived rules from a rule R:
X ⇒ Y is equal to |Cover(R)|=3m-2m, where |Y|=m. For a derived rule R’, we
have conf(R’)= max { conf(Ri)| R’∈ Cover(Ri)}. In the case of dense extrac-
tion contexts, where the length of conclusion rule drawn form such contexts are
particularly high, one can claim that deriving association rule “informatively”
(i.e., with their associated confidences) is nearly unfeasible. In what follows, we
try to provide mechanisms to derive all association rules from generic bases. As
defined, generic bases of association rules provide the “maximal boundaries” in
which stand all the derivable rules. Indeed, a derivable rule cannot present a
smaller premise than that of its associated generic rule, i.e., from which it can
be derived. On the other hand, a derivable rule cannot present a larger conclu-
sion than that of its associated generic rule. That’s why we do not agree with
the conclusion’s strict inclusion relaxing in the redundancy definition presented
in [4]. Therefore, we try to revisit the redundancy definition presented in Def-
inition 1 and we will show through a toy example that it is not sufficient. For
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example, let us consider the exact rule R: AB⇒C that can be drawn from the
extraction context depicted in Figure 1 (Left). With respect to Definition 1, R is
not considered as redundant (or derivable). However, R can be easily derived, by
decomposing the rule’s conclusion, from the generic exact association rule R6:
AB⇒CE. We can converge to the same claim when we consider the approxima-
tive rule R’: A.66⇒B which can be easily derived from the generic approximative
rule R11: A.66⇒BCE without that such “derivability” is formally catched out by
Definition 1. That’s why to palliate such insufficiency, we propose the following
rule’s redundancy.

Definition 4. Let ARK be the set of association rules that can be drawn from a
context K. A rule R: X c⇒Y 4 ∈ ARK is considered as redundant (or derivable)
with respect to (from) R1: X1

c⇒Y1 if R fulfils the following conditions:

1. Supp(R)=Supp(R1) and conf(R)=conf(R1)=c
2. (X1 ⊂ X and Y ⊂ Y1) or (X1 = X and Y ⊂ Y1)

With respect to Definition 4, the rule AB⇒C is considered as derivable from
the rule AB⇒CE. Now, if we try to roughly guess how to derive association
rules from generic bases, we will find that it can be done through two inference
mechanisms. Indeed, since a generic rule’s premise is minimal then one can guess
that it is possible to augment this premise to derive another association rule.
Also, since a generic rule’s conclusion is maximal then one can derive another
rule by splitting this conclusion. In the following, we will discuss in depth the
association rules derivation process and we show that it is based mainly on a
couple of augmentation/decomposition operations.

3.1 Axiomatizing Generic Bases of Exact Association Rules

In this subsection, we will try to axiomatize the derivation of exact association
rules from its associated generic base. In the following, we introduce a set of
inference axioms, providing mechanisms to derive exact association rules from
the generic base of exact association rules, and prove their soundness.

Proposition 1. Let ERBK and EARK be the set of generic exact rules and the
set of exact association rules, respectively, that can be drawn from a context K.
Then, the following inference axioms are sound:

A0.Reflexivity: If X⇒Y ∈ ERBK then X⇒Y ∈ EARK
A1.Decomposition: If X⇒Y ∈ ERBK then X⇒Z ∈ EARK, ∀ Z ⊂ Y
A2.Augmentation If X⇒Y ∈ ERBK then X ∪ Z⇒Y-{Z} ∈ EARK, ∀ Z ⊂ Y

Proof. A0.Reflexivity: follows from the proper definition of the generic base
of exact association rules.

4 When conf(R: X
c⇒Y) =1, then c is omitted, i.e., R is written as R: X⇒Y.
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A1.Decomposition: Since X⇒Y ∈ ERBK, we know that all itemset standing
in the interval [X, XY ] belong to the same equivalence relation class, i.e.,
for all itemset I: X≤I≤XY, we have supp(X)=supp(I)=supp(XY). There-
fore, since Z ⊂ Y, then, by construction, the itemset XZ belongs to the
interval [X, XY ], i.e., [X, . . . , XZ, . . . , XY ]. Hence, supp(XZ)=supp(X) and
conf (X⇒Z)=1, i.e., X⇒Z ∈ EARK.

A2.Augmentation Since X⇒Y ∈ ERBK, then conf(X⇒Y)=1, i.e., supp(X)=
supp(XY). We have to show that the interval [XZ,XZY] is included in that
of [X,XY]. Since, X≤XZ≤XY, then X is a lower bound of XZ and from the
fact that Z ⊂ Y, we can conclude that XZY≡XY. Therefore,[XZ,XZY] ⊂
[X,XY]. Hence, conf(X ∪ Z⇒Y-{Z})=1 and X ∪ Z⇒Y-{Z}∈ EARK.

Example 2. Let us consider the generic base of exact rules depicted in Fig-
ure 2 (Left). Then by applying the axiom set, we extract the set of exact asso-
ciation rules, which are depicted in Figure 3 (Top). Note that all derived rules
using the Decomposition axiom are marked by an (∗), and those derived thanks
to the Augmentation axiom are marked by a (�).

3.2 Axiomatizing Generic Bases
of Approximative Association Rules

In this subsection, we will try to axiomatize the derivation of approximative
association rules from its associated generic base. In the following, we provide
a set of inference axioms, providing mechanisms to derive approximative asso-
ciation rules from their associated approximative generic base, and prove their
soundness.

Proposition 2. Let ARBK and AARK the set of generic approximative rules
and the set of approximative association rules, respectively, that can be drawn
from a context K. Then, the following inference axioms are sound:

A0.Reflexivity: If X c⇒ Y ∈ ARBK then X c⇒Y ∈ AARK
A1.Decomposition: If X c⇒Y ∈ ARBK then X c⇒Z ∈ EARK / |XZ|=|XY| and

Z ⊂ Y.
A2.Augmentation If X c⇒Y ∈ ARBK then X ∪ Z c⇒Y-{Z} ∈ AARK / |XZ|

=|X| and Z ⊂ Y.

Proof. A0.Reflexivity: follows from the proper definition of the generic base
of approximative association rules.

A1.Decomposition: Since, X c⇒Y ∈ ARBK then conf(X c⇒Y)=c ⇔ |XY |
|X| =c ⇔

|XY|=|X|× c. We have also |XZ|=|XY|, then |XZ|= |X|× c. Therefore, the
rule X c⇒Z holds since Z ⊂ Y. Hence, X c⇒Z ∈ EARK.

A2.Augmentation Since, X c⇒Y ∈ ARBK then conf(X c⇒Y)=c ⇔ |XY |
|X| =c. We

have to prove that |XZY |
|XZ| =c. Indeed, from Z ⊂ Y we can say that XZY≡XY.

From the equality |XZ|=|X|, we have |XZY |
|XZ| = |XY |

|X| =c. Therefore, X ∪ Z c⇒Y-
{Z} ∈ AARK.
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Example 3. Let us consider the generic base of approximative rules depicted in
Figure 2 (Left). Then by associated axiom set, we extract the set of approxima-
tive association rules, which are depicted in Figure 3 (Bottom). Note that, all
derived rules using the Decomposition axiom are marked by an (∗), and those
derived thanks to the Augmentation axiom are marked by a (�).

E⇒B B⇒E A⇒C BC⇒E CE⇒B AB⇒CE AE⇒BC

AB⇒C∗ AB⇒E∗ AE⇒B ∗ AE⇒C∗ ABC⇒E� ABE⇒C� ACE⇒B�

C
.75⇒A C

.75⇒BE C
.5⇒ABE A

.66⇒BCE E
.75⇒BC B

.75⇒CE

E
.5⇒ABC B

.5⇒ACE BC
.66⇒AE CE

.66⇒AB AC
.66⇒BE� BE

.75⇒C�

BE
.5⇒AC� BCE

.66⇒A� C
.75⇒B∗ C

.75⇒E∗ C
.5⇒AB∗ C

.5⇒AE∗

A
.66⇒B∗ A

.66⇒BC∗ A
.66⇒BE∗ A

.66⇒CE∗ E
.75⇒C∗ B

.75⇒C∗

E
.5⇒A∗ E

.5⇒AB∗ E
.5⇒AC∗ B

.5⇒A∗ B
.5⇒AC∗ B
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Fig. 3. (Top) Set of all exact association rules drawn from the context K. (Bottom)
Set of all approximative association rules drawn from the context K.

It is important to mention that for deriving all approximative association
rules, the order of applying the inference axioms is important. Indeed, we have
to apply first the Augmentation axiom and next apply the Decomposition axiom
on the resulting set of association rules, i.e., set of approximative generic rules
and those derived by the Augmentation axiom. For example, if we begin by
applying the Decomposition axiom first, we risk to miss deriving the last four
rules depicted in Figure 3, i.e., AC.66⇒B, AC.66⇒E, BE .5⇒A and BE .5⇒C.

Another fact concerning the “informative” property of the presented generic
bases. Since all the necessary information is stored in the generic exact associa-
tion rule base, it is easy to determine the support of an itemset in a derived rule.
Indeed, by concatenation of the premise and the conclusion of a generic exact
rule, we obtain the associated closed itemset and its associated support5.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we reported a syntactic and semantic discussion about generic
bases of association rules. We provided also a set of sound inference axioms
for deriving all association rules from generic bases of association rules. It is
noteworthy that, contrarily to what was claimed by many authors, generic base
of approximative association rules is not self containing. The reported algorithms
are currently under implementation in order to include them in a graphical
association rules visualization prototype [10].
5 It is known that the support of an itemset is equal to the support of the smallest

closed itemset containing it.
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Abstract. Due to the dynamic nature of online information, XML doc-
uments typically evolve over time. The change of the data values or struc-
tures of an XML document may exhibit some particular patterns. In this
paper, we focus on the sequence of changes to the structures of an XML
document to find out which subtrees in the XML structure frequently
change together, which we call Frequently Changing Subtree Patterns
(FCSP). In order to keep the discovered patterns more concise, we fur-
ther define the problem of mining maximal FCSPs. An algorithm derived
from the FP-growth is developed to mine the set of maximal FCSPs. Ex-
periment results show that our algorithm is substantially faster than the
naive algorithm and it scales well with respect to the size of the XML
structure.

1 Introduction

With the fast proliferation of available XML documents, data mining community
has been motivated to discover knowledge from XML repositories. For example,
recently, there has been increasing research effort in mining association rules
from XML documents[2]; classifying XML data [8] and clustering XML[9]. One
of the common features shared by existing work on XML mining is that they
usually mine from a collection of XML documents at a certain time point.

Due to the dynamic nature of online information, XML documents typically
evolves over time. Consequently, issues related to detecting changes to XML
documents received considerable attention recently[13][5]. Detected changes to
XML can be used in search engines, XML query systems etc, however, to the
best of our knowledge, they have never been used for data mining. In this paper,
we propose to learn knowledge from changes to XML. Particularly, we study
mining frequent patterns from a sequence of changes to an XML document.

Current work on mining frequent patterns from XML documents exploited
two types of data in XML: XML content and XML structure. The former dis-
covers which data values occur together frequently[2]; the latter finds out which
substructures usually appear together in an XML document[11]. Correspond-
ingly, changes to XML documents can be divided as changes to XML content
(also called content deltas) and changes to XML structure (also called struc-
tural deltas). Then, frequent patterns mined from XML content deltas discover
which data values frequently change together, whereas frequent patterns mined

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 68–76, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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from XML structural deltas find out which substructures are usually adjusted
together. In this paper, we focus on the latter to mine frequent patterns from
the changes to XML structure.

Discovered frequently changing subtree patterns can be useful in a wide range
of applications. We enumerate some as follows.

– Structure-based Document Clustering: Clustering XML documents
based on the structures embedded in documents is proposed in [12]. However,
it may not be accurate enough to cluster according to structures existing in
a particular snapshot only. In some cases, the evolutionary patterns of the
structures can distinguish documents with higher precision. Then frequently
changing subtree patterns mined from historical versions of different XML
documents can be used to discriminate XML documents whose structures
are similar in a snapshot but evolve differently.

– Semantic XML Search Engine: If two subtrees in an XML structure
frequently change together, it is likely that the objects represented by the
two subtrees have underlying semantic correlation. Then frequently changing
subtree patterns can be used by semantic XML search engine [6], which
returns semantically related document fragments that satisfy users’ queries.

Therefore, novel knowledge obtained by mining changes to XML documents are
useful. We then, in [4], proposed to mine Frequently Changing Subtree Patterns
(FCSP) from a sequence of changes to an XML document. Given a sequence
of historical versions of an XML document, we discovered which subtrees of the
XML structure frequently change together. In order to keep the set of discovered
FCSPs concise so that knowledge can be understood easily, we define the no-
tion of maximal FCSPs in this paper, which contains only concise information
of FCSPs. Our definition on maximal FCSPs is fundamentally different from
the traditional definition on maximal frequent patterns because of the different
framework, which necessitates developing new mining solutions.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

– A new problem of mining maximal frequent pattern from structural changes
to historical XML documents is formally defined. The inherent relationship
between discovered FCSPs is exploited to define the concise set of maximal
FCSPs.

– An algorithm, derived from the FP-growth algorithm, is developed to mine
the set of maximal FCSPs.

– Experiments are conducted to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of the
designed algorithm.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We define the problem of
maximal FCSP mining formally in Sections 2. Section 3 presents the algorithm
we developed for maximal FCSP mining. In Section 4, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of the algorithm based on some experimental results. We conclude our
work and discuss future work in Section 5.
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2 Problem Statement

In this section, we first describe some preliminary concepts and basic change
operations resulting in structural changes. Then, we define several metrics to
measure the change degree and the change frequency of substructures. Finally,
the problem of maximal FCSP mining is defined based on the metrics.

An XML document can be represented as a tree according to Document
Object Model (DOM) specification. In this paper, we model the structure of an
XML document as an unordered tree T = (N, E ), where N is the set of nodes
and E is the set of edges. Then substructures in the XML document can be
modelled as subtrees. A tree t = (n, e) is a subtree of T, denoted as t ≺ T, if and
only if n ⊂ N and for all (x, y) ∈ e, x is a parent of y in T. Actually, we treat an
XML tree T as a forest which is a collection of subtrees t ≺ T. Furthermore, we
call subtree t̂ an ancestor of subtree t if the root of t̂ is an ancestor of the root
of t. Conversely, subtree t is a descendant of subtree t̂. In the context of FCSP
mining, we consider the following two basic change operations: Insert(X(name,
value), Y), which creates a new node X, with node name “name” and node value
“value”, as a child node of node Y in an XML tree structure and Delete(X),
which removes node X from an XML tree structure.

Now we introduce some metrics which are used to measure the degree of
change and the frequency of change for subtrees. Frequently changing subtree
patterns can then be identified based on these metrics.

Degree of Change. Let <ti, ti+1> be two historical versions of a subtree t in an
XML tree structure T. Let |d(t, i, i+1)| be the number of basic change operations
which is required to change the structure of t from the ith version to the (i+1 )th
version. Let |ti∪ ti+1| be the number of unique nodes of tree t in ith version
and (i+1)th version. Then the degree of change for subtree t from version i to
version (i+1 ) is:

DoC(t, i, i+1) =
|d(t, i, i + 1)|
|ti ∪ ti+1|

��
If the two versions are the same, DoC of the subtree will be zero; if the two

versions are completely different, DoC of the subtree will be one. Obviously, the
greater the value of DoC, the more dramatically the subtree has changed.

Frequency of Change. Let <T1,T2,...Tn> be a sequence of historical versions
of an XML tree structure T. Let <Δ1,Δ2,...Δn−1> be the sequence of deltas
generated by comparing each pair of successive versions, where Δi (1≤i≤n-1 )
consists of subtrees changed in two versions. Let S be a set of subtrees, S={t1,
t2,... tm}, DoC(tj, i, i+1) be the degree of change for subtree tj from ith version
to (i+1 )th version. The FoC of the set S is:

FoC(S) =
∑n−1

i=1 Vi

n − 1
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where Vi =
m∏

j=1

Vji and Vji =
{

1, if DoC(tj , i, i + 1) 
= 0
0, if DoC(tj , i, i + 1) = 0 1 ≤ j ≤ m ��

When subtrees in a set change together in every delta, FoC of the set will be
one; when subtrees in a set never change together, FoC of the set will be zero.

Weight. Let <T1,T2,...Tn> be a sequence of historical versions of an XML
tree structure. Let <Δ1,Δ2,...Δn−1> be the sequence of deltas. Let S be a
set of subtrees, S={t1,t2,...tm}, FoC (S ) be the frequency of change for the set
S. Suppose a user-defined minimum DoC for each subtree is α, we define the
Weight of the set of subtrees as follows:

Weight(S) =
∑n−1

i=1 Di

(n − 1) ∗ FoC(S)

where Di =
m∏

j=1

Dji and Dji =
{

1, if DoC(tj , i, i + 1) ≥ α
0, otherwise 1 ≤ j ≤ m ��

If all subtrees in a set change significantly every time they change together, the
Weight of the set will be one; if subtrees in a set never change significantly when
they change together, the Weight of the set will be zero.

Frequently Changing Subtree Pattern (FCSP). An FCSP is defined to be a set
of subtrees which not only frequently change together but also usually change
significantly when they change together.

Definition 1. A set of subtrees S={t1, t2, ..., tm} is a Frequently Changing
Subtree Pattern if it satisfies the following two conditions:

– FoC of the set is no less than some user-defined minimum FoC β, FoC(S)
≥ β.

– Weight of the set is no less than some user-defined minimum Weight γ,
Weight(S) ≥ γ. ��

Maximal Frequently Changing Subtree Pattern. In classical frequent pattern min-
ing, all subsets of a frequent pattern are frequent as well. Maximal patterns are
defined to be those which do not have any frequent superset [10]. Then the com-
plete set of frequent patterns can be represented by the concise set of maximal
frequent patterns. However, in the context of FCSP mining, maximal FCSPs
cannot be defined in the same way because of the “Non Downward Closure”
property. That is, a subset of an FCSP is not necessary an FCSP as well. Then,
even if we find a set of FCSPs, in which each pattern does not have any frequent
supersets, we cannot use it to represent the complete set of FCSPs. Hence, we
examine first which FCSPs can be inferred from others.

Definition 2. Given two subtree sets S and S1, where S = S1 ∪ {t1, t2, ...,tn}.
If ∀ i (1≤i≤n), ∃ tj ∈ S1 s.t. tj≺ ti, we say S1 is subsumed by S, or S subsumes
S1, denoted as S1 ≺ S. ��
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Property 1. Given two subtree sets S and S1 s.t. S1 ≺ S. If subtree set S is an
FCSP, then S1 is an FCSP as well.

The proof is given [3]. Based on Property 1, we can infer that all subsumed
subsets of an FCSP are FCSPs as well. Then we define maximal FCSP as follows.
Definition 3. A set of subtrees is a maximal FCSP if it is an FCSP and it does
not subsumed by any other FCSPs. ��
Obviously, the set of maximal FCSP is a tightened set of FCSP, {maximal
FCSP} ⊆ {FCSP}. Moreover, the complete set of {FCSP} can be inferred from
{maximal FCSP}.

Problem Definition. The problem of maximal FCSP discovery can be formally
stated as follows: Let <T1,T2,... Tn> be a sequence of historical versions of
an XML tree structure. Let <Δ1, Δ2, ...,Δn−1> be the sequence of deltas. A
Structural Delta DataBase SDDB can be formed from the set of deltas,
where each tuple <DID, SID, DoC> comprises of a delta identifer, a subtree
identifier and a degree of change for the subtree. Let S={t1,t2,...tm} be the set
of changed subtrees such that each Δ ⊆ S. Given an SDDB, an FoC threshold
β and a Weight threshold γ, a subtree set X ⊆ S is a Frequently Changing
Subtree Pattern if FoC(X) ≥ β and Weight(X) ≥ γ. A subtree set Y ⊆ S is
a maximal Frequently Changing Subtree Pattern if it is an FCSP and
it does not subsumed by any other FCSP. The problem of maximal FCSP
discovery is to find the set of all maximal frequently changing subtree patterns.

3 Algorithms

In this section, we present the algorithm to find the set of maximal FCSPs ef-
ficiently. Before the mining process, the SDDB should be generated first from
the input of a sequence of historical XML versions. Since existing change de-
tection systems [13][5] can detect all change operations resulting in structural
changes (insert and delete), the SDDB can be constructed in a straightforward
way. Hence, the following discussion is focused on the mining procedure, with
the input of an SDDB.

3.1 Frequent Changing Subtree Pattern Discovery

We developed an algorithm in [4] to discover the set of FCSPs : Weighted-
FPgrowth, which is based on the well known FP-growth[7] for classical frequent
pattern mining. Basically, we construct a similar data structure as FPtree, where
each node in the FPtree-like structure represents a changed subtree and different
labels are used to indicate whether a subtree changes significantly or not in each
delta. Interested readers can refer to [4] for the details.
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Fig. 1. Ancestor Relationship and Modified Weighted-FPtree

3.2 Maximal Frequently Changing Subtree Pattern Discovery

The search for the set of maximal FCSPs can be achieved by a few optimization
strategies as explained below, based on Weighted-FPgrowth. In order to mine
the set of maximal FCSPs efficiently, it is advisable to examine a pattern only if
none of its superset which subsumes it is frequent. Thus, a pattern S should be
generated before any pattern S1 such that S1≺ S. According to the Definition 2
on subsumption relationship, we have the following optimizing technique.

Optimization 1 FCSPs containing subtrees rooted at nodes of higher-levels in
an XML tree should be generated earlier than those containing subtrees rooted at
nodes of lower-levels.

Optimization 1 guides how to order the list of subtrees in the head table of
Weighted-FPtree. We decide to arrange individual changed subtrees in the re-
verse order of depth-first first traversal in consideration of the following property.

Property 2. Given two subtree sets, S1 and S, such that S1 ≺ S, the projected
delta sets of S is same as the projected delta sets of S1.

The proof of the property is given in [3]. According to Property 2, we are pre-
sented with the opportunity to mine both S and S1 from a same conditional
Weighted-FPtree. For example, given the ancestor relationship shown in Fig-
ure 1 (a), we arrange individual subtrees in reverse order of depth-first traversal,
such as {t5, t4, t3, t2, t1}, then the conditional Weighted-FPtree constructed for
subtree t1 can be used to mine not only all patterns related to t1 but also all
patterns related to t2 (or t3) but t1

As explained in [4], labels of some nodes in conditional Weighted-FPtree need
to be shifted to record correct information. In this case, a conditional Weighted-
FPtree may not be sharable. Hence, we propose an alternative technique of
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shifting node labels. We append a tag to each path in the conditional Weighted-
FPtree, which indicates the states of subtrees whose patterns are currently being
mined. For example, given a transformed structural delta database shown in Fig-
ure 1 (b), where ti and ti’ mean subtree ti change significantly or insignificantly
in this delta, a Weighted-FPtree can be constructed as in Figure 1 (c). Figure 1
(d) shows the conditional Weighted-FPtree for subtree t1. Each path is appended
with a tag: “1” indicates that t1 changed significantly in this path while “-1”
indicates it changed insignificantly in this path.

Moreover, with the above scheme on ordering subtrees and the technique
making conditional Weighted-FPtree shareable, we can quickly decide whether or
not to examine a pattern, depending on the state of the pattern which subsumes
it. For example, from the conditional Weighted-FPtree shown in Figure 1 (d),
we mine pattern {t1, t2} first. Only if {t1, t2} is not an FCSP, we go on mining
{t2} from the same data structure. Otherwise, {t2} must be an FCSP but not
maximal. As shown in Figure 1 (d), there are two counts maintained by t2 to
record the Weight information for {t1, t2} and {t2} respectively. Actually, all
patterns related to subtree t2 can be decided in the same way. Thus, we do not
need to mine patterns related to t2 from the original Weighted-FPtree and have
the following optimization.

Optimization 2 From the head table of (conditional) Weighted-FPtree, only
the last subtree and subtrees which are not descendant of the subtree whose pat-
terns are just examined in the previous turn need to be mined.

When the Weighted-FPtree contains a single path, we have the following opti-
mization strategy.

Optimization 3 If the (conditional) Weighted-FPtree contains single path,
maximal FCSPs can be generated directly from subtrees in the head table which
are 1) with their node identifier as ti and 2) either last subtree or not descendant
of the subtree mined in the previous turn.

4 Experiment Results

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed algorithms. The algo-
rithms are implemented in Java. Experiments are performed on a Pentium IV
2.8GHz PC with 512 MB memory. The operating system is Windows 2000 pro-
fessional. We implemented a synthetic structural delta generator by extending
the one used in [1]. The default number of deltas is 10000 and the number of
changed subtrees is 1000.

We carried out four experiments to show the conciseness of maximal FCSPs,
the efficiency and scalability of designed algorithm compared with a naive algo-
rithm which discover the complete set of FCSPs first and then filter non-maximal
ones.

– Conciseness of maximal FCSPs: Firstly, we contrast the size of the set of
maximal FCSPs with the size of the complete set of FCSPs by varying the
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Fig. 2. Experiment Results

average depth and fanout of the ancestor relationships. As shown in Figure 2
(a), the gap between the two sizes is greater when average depth and fanout
of ancestor relationships are greater, since more FCSPs might be subsumed
by their supersets.

– Efficiency Study: We compare the execution time of the developed algorithm
against the naive algorithm by varying the threshold of min FoC from 2% to
10%. As shown in Figure 2 (b), when the threshold is lower, our algorithm is
more efficient than the naive one because the naive algorithm need to verify
more patterns, on the contrary, designed algorithm has the chance to skip
checking more patterns.

– Scalability Study I: We test the scale-up features of the two algorithms
against the number of deltas, which is varied from 8K to 80K. Figure 2
(c) shows that, when the number of deltas is larger, the gap between the two
algorithms is greater, since the more subtrees potentially be FCSPs.

– Scalability Study II: We also observed the scalability of the two algorithms
with respect to the number of discovered maximal FCSPs. As presented in
Figure 2 (d), for mining the same number of maximal FCSPs, the designed
algorithm is faster than the naive one. Furthermore, when the size of the set
of maximal FCSPs increases, the designed algorithm scales even better.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed a novel problem of mining maximal frequent patterns based
on changes to XML structures: maximal FCSP mining. An algorithm, optimized
Weighted-FPgrowth, is designed and implemented. Preliminary experiment re-
sults demonstrated that the conciseness of the set of maximal FCSPs. Moreover,
the designed algorithm is significantly more efficient than the naive algorithm.
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As ongoing work, we would like to collect real life dataset to verify the se-
mantic meaning of discovered maximal FCSPs. In addition, we would also like to
investigate issues about mining frequent patterns from content deltas and hybrid
(content and structural) deltas of historical XML documents.
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Abstract. Existing works on XML data mining deal with snapshot
XML data only, while XML data is dynamic in real applications. In
this paper, we discover knowledge from XML data by taking account
its dynamic nature. We present a novel approach to extract pattern-
based dynamic structures from versions of unordered XML documents.
With the proposed dynamic metrics, the pattern-based dynamic struc-
tures are expected to summarize and predict interesting change trends of
certain structures based on their past behaviors. Two types of pattern-
based dynamic structures, increasing dynamic structure and decreasing
dynamic structure are considered. With our proposed data model, SMH-
Tree, an algorithm for mining such pattern-based dynamic structures
with only two scans of the XML sequence is presented. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm can extract the pattern-based
dynamic structures efficiently with good scalability.

1 Introduction

Recently, with the increasing amount of XML data available, knowledge engi-
neering from XML data becomes an issue of great importance [1, 5, 9, 10]. Ex-
isting work on mining XML data includes frequent substructure mining [4, 5, 8,
9], classification [10] and association rule mining [2]. Among these, the frequent
substructure mining is the most well researched topic. The basic idea is to ex-
tract substructures (subtrees or subgraphs), which occur frequently among a set
of XML documents or within an individual XML document.

However, most of the existing frequent substructure mining techniques fo-
cus only on snapshot XML data, while, in real life, XML data is dynamic.
For example, Figure 1 (a) is an XML document that records the products,
clients, and agents in an e-commerce web site. Figure 1 (b) is the correspond-
ing tree representation of this XML document, where each node denotes for an
element/attribute; each edge represents the parent and child relationship. For
brevity, we use Pi, Ci, Mi, and Ti to represent the Product, Consultant, Model,
and Training elements whose attribute id is i. Figures 1 (c) and (d) are the tree
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ABC.com
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(b) Tree representation of the XML document

(c) Tree representation (version 2) of the XML document
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(d) Tree representation (version 3) of the XML document

ABC.com

Products Services

P1 P2
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T002 T003 T004
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Agent1 Agent2

…

Agent1 Agent2

…

P3 P4

Agent 3 Agent4 Agent 1
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P5
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Agent3

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
  <ABC.com>

<About ABC>
                   <Corporation information>
                           This is ABC.com
                  </Corporation information>
                  <Investor relations>
                         Singapore Investment Ltd
                  </Investor relations>
                  <Organization>
                       <A>
                       A department
                       </A>

                  </Organization>
             </About ABC>
             <Products>
                      <Product id=1>
                         this is Product 1
                      </Product>
                      <Product id=2>
                          <Model id=001>
                               <Agent>
                                   Agent1
                               </Agent>
                               <Agent>
                                   Agent 2
                               </Agent>
                          <Model>
                          <Model id=002>
                               <Agent>
                                   Agent1
                               </Agent>

                          <Model>

                      </Product>

             </Products>

(a) XML document part 1

…

…

…

…

…
…

<Services>
       <Consultant>

                         <Consultant id=001>
                            consultant 1
                         </Consultant>

                   </Cousultant>
                   <Trainings>
                         <Training id=001>
                            About Product 1
                         </Training>
                         <Training id=002>
                            About Product 2
                         </Training>

                  </Training>
             </Services>
  </ABC.com>

…

(a) XML document part 2

Fig. 1. An Example

representations of the second and third version of the document. We use the
black circles to represent nodes that are newly inserted; gray circles are used to
represent nodes that are deleted; bolded circles represent nodes that have been
updated. The dynamic nature of XML leads to two challenging problems. First,
is the maintenance of frequent substructures for existing mining algorithms. Sec-
ond, is the discovery of novel knowledge hidden behind the historical changes to
XML data, some of which are difficult or impossible to discover from snapshot
data. In this paper, we focus on the second issue. Consider the previous exam-
ple, following types of knowledge can be discovered. Notice that, the list is by
no means exhaustive.

– Frequently changing or frozen structures/contents : Some parts of the XML
may change more frequently and significantly (such as the structure rooted
at node products); while other structures or contents may not changed at all
(such as structure s1 in Figure 1 (b)).

– Association rules: Some structures/contents are associated in terms of their
changes. For instance, whenever the substructure rooted at node P2 changes,
the substructure rooted at node Training also changes.

– Change patterns : More and more nodes are inserted under substructure Con-
sultant, while nodes are inserted and deleted frequently under substructure
Training in the above example.

Such novel knowledge can be useful in different applications such as XML
change detection, dynamic XML indexing, and semantic meaning extraction [11].
The issue of discovering the first two types of knowledge (frequently changing
structures and association rules) has been addressed in [12] and [3]. In this paper,
we focus on discovering the pattern-based dynamic structures from versions of
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unordered XML documents. We focus on unordered XML because that the un-
ordered model is more suitable for most database applications [7]. The change
patterns can be critical for monitoring and predicting trends in e-commerce.
Consider the above example in Figure 1, it can be observed that more and more
agent nodes are inserted/deleted under product model M004/M002, while other
structures do not have such change patterns. This change patterns may indicate
that product model M004 is becoming more popular or the company is pay-
ing more efforts to this product model. We call such structures as pattern-based
dynamic structures. Better promotion, marketing, and R&D strategies can be
made based on such structures.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (1) We proposed the issue of
mining pattern-based dynamic structures from the changes to XML documents
in Section 3; (2) In Section 4, an algorithm is presented for discovering pattern-
based dynamic structures; (3) Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the
performance of the algorithm in Section 5. In the next section we discuss related
work.

2 Related Work

In this section, we review some of the structured data mining techniques.
Since XML data is semi-structured and widely used, data mining of semi-

structured data has attracted many research efforts recently [4, 5, 8, 9]. Most ex-
isting work focus on discovering the frequent substructures from a collection of
semi-structured data such as XML documents. AGM [4] is an Apriori-based algo-
rithm for mining frequent substructures. However, results of AGM are restricted
to only the induced substructures. FSG [5] is also an Apriori-based algorithm for
mining all connected frequent subgraphs. Experiments results in [5] show that
FSG is considerably faster than AGM. However, both AGM and FSG do not
scale to very large database. gSpan [8] is an algorithm for extracting frequent
subgraphs without candidate generation. It employs the depth-first search strat-
egy over the graph database. Like AGM, gSpan needs elaborate computations
to deal with structures with non-canonical forms. More recently, TreeMiner [9]
is proposed to discover the frequent embedded substructure, which is a general-
ization of induced substructure. However, the TreeMiner does not scale to very
large XML documents either.

Different from the above techniques, which focus on designing ad-hoc al-
gorithms to extract structures that occur frequently in the snapshot data col-
lections, pattern-based dynamic structure mining is to extract structures that
change frequently according to certain patterns in their change histories.

3 Definitions and Problem Statement

In this section, we first present the definitions of dynamic metrics. Next, we give
the problem statement of pattern-based dynamic structure mining from versions
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of XML documents. Preliminary concepts are not included due to the limitation
of space.

We model the structures of XML documents as unordered, labeled, rooted
trees, which is denoted as S = (N, E, r), where N is the set of labeled nodes, E
is the set of edges, r ∈ N is the root. We do not distinguish between elements
and attributes, both of them are mapped to the set of labeled nodes. Each edge,
e = (x, y) is an ordered pair of nodes, where x is the parent of y. The size of the
structure S, denoted by |S|, is the number of nodes in N .

From the example in Figure 1, we observed that different substructures of
the XML document might change in different ways. To evaluate their behaviors,
we propose a set of dynamic metrics. The first metric is called SMF (Structure
Mutation Factor). It measures how significantly a structure has changed from
one version to another. The second metric is called VMF (Version Mutation
Factor). It measures how frequently a substructure has changed.

Definition 1 (SMF). Let 〈Si, Si+1〉 be tree representations of two XML doc-
uments. Suppose s � Si. The SMF of s from document Xi to document Xi+1,
denoted by SMFi(s), is defined as: SMFi(s) = |�si

|
|si�si+1| .

Here SMFi(s) is the structure mutation factor of s from version i to i + 1.
SMFi(s) is the percentage of nodes that have changed from Xi to Xi+1 in s
against the number of nodes in its consolidation structure. For example, consider
the two structures shown in Figures 1 (b) and 1 (c), the SMF value for the
substructure rooted at node P2 from version 1 to version 2 is 0.58 (7/12). It can
be observed that SMFi(s) ∈ [0, 1].

Definition 2 (VMF). Let 〈S1, S2, · · · , Sn〉 be tree representations of n XML

documents. Suppose s � Sj. The VMF of s is defined as: VMF(s) =
∑

n

i=1
vi

n−1 ,
where vi is 1 if |	si | 
= 0; otherwise vi is 0.

Consider the 2 different versions of the XML document in Figure 1. We
calculate the VMF value for the substructure rooted at node P2. The n value
here is 3. For the first delta, |	P21

| and |	P22
| are not 0, so v1 and v2 are both

1. Then,
∑2

i=1 vi = 2. Consequently, the VMF of this substructure is 1 (2/2).
Also, it can be observed that V MF (s) ∈ [0, 1].

Given a sequence of historical versions of an XML document, the problem of
pattern-based dynamic structure mining is to extract structures that are inter-
esting with respect to their historical change behaviors. In this paper, we focus on
two types of pattern-based dynamic structures increasing dynamic structure and
decreasing dynamic structure. Based on the dynamic metrics, they are defined
as follows.

Definition 3. [IDS] Let 〈S1, S2, · · · , Sn〉 be tree representations for n versions
of XML documents. Let the thresholds for VMF, strength, and tolerance be α, β
and γ respectively. A structure s � Sj is an increasing dynamic structure
(IDS) in this sequence iff: V MF (s) ≥ α, ∀ SMFi(s) 
= 0, SMFi(s)-SMFj(s)
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< SMFi(s)*γ, SMFj is the last nonzero SMF value where i > j ≥ 1, and

strength(s) ≥ β, where strength(s) is defined as: strength(s) =
∑n

i=2
vi

(n−1)∗V MF (s) ,
where vi = 1, if SMFi(s) 
= 0 and SMFi(s) ≥ SMFj(s), otherwise vi = 0.

The IDS is defined based on the predefined thresholds for VMF, strength,
and tolerance. Here the strength is used to reflect how the overall changes of the
SMF values from one version to another comply with the increasing pattern. It
is the number of changes that follow the increasing change pattern against the
total number of times a structure has changed. The value of strength is between
0 and 1. It is obvious that a larger value of strength implies that this structure
complies better with the increasing pattern. Since it is possible that some of
the changes may not comply with the increasing pattern, tolerance is defined to
restrict other change patterns. Here tolerance is used to confine that maximal
significance of decreasing patterns in the history. That is none of the changes in
the history of an IDS structure can decreasing beyond the tolerance. The value
of tolerance is also between 0 and 1. A larger value of tolerance implies a more
relax constraint of the decreasing pattern. According to the above definition, to
be an IDS, the structure should not only change frequently (V (s) ≥ α) but also
certain fraction of the changes should comply with the increasing pattern defined
by strength (strength(s) ≥ β). And there should be no changes that decreases
beyond the tolerance (∀ SMFi(s) 
= 0, SMFi(s)-SMFj(s) < SMFi(s)*γ) as
well. Similarly, the decreasing dynamic structure is defined as follows.

Definition 4. [DDS] Let 〈S1, S2, · · · , Sn〉 be tree representations for n versions
of XML documents. Let the thresholds for VMF, strength, and tolerance be α,
β and γ respectively. A structure s � Sj is a decreasing dynamic structure
(DDS) in this sequence iff: V MF (s) ≥ α, ∀ SMFi(s) 
= 0, SMFi(s)-SMFj(s)
< SMFi(s)*γ, SMFj is the last nonzero SMF value where i > j ≥ 1, and

strength(s) ≥ β, where strength(s) is defined as: strength(s) =
∑

n

i=2
vi

(n−1)∗V MF (s) ,
where vi=1, if SMFi (s) 
= 0 and SMFi(s) ≤ SMFj(s), otherwise vi=0.

Given a sequence of historical XML document versions and the user-defined
thresholds for VMF, strength, and tolerance, the problem of discovering all the
valid IDS and DDS structures is called the pattern-based dynamic structure min-
ing problem.

4 Pattern-Based Dynamic Structure Mining

In this section, we present the pattern-based dynamic structure mining algo-
rithm. First, we elaborate on the data model we proposed for storing and rep-
resenting historical changes for versions of XML documents. Next, we propose
the algorithm for extracting the types of pattern-based dynamic structures.

4.1 Data Model

The structure of an XML document can be represented and stored as a tree such
as the DOM tree proposed by W3C. However, in our pattern-based dynamic
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structure mining problem, given a sequence of history XML documents, it is
not efficient to store them in a sequence of DOM trees. To make the pattern-
based dynamic structure mining process efficient, a flexible data model is desired.
We propose a SMH-Tree (Structure History Tree) model to store the history of
structural changes. The SMH-Tree is an extension of the DOM model with some
historical properties so that it can compress the history of changes to XML into
a single SMH-Tree. Formally, we define an SMH-Tree as follows:

Definition 5 (SMH-Tree). An SMH-Tree is a 4-tuple H = (N, A, v, r), where
N is a set of object identifiers; A is a set of labelled, directed arcs (p, l, c) where
p, c ∈ N and l is a string; v is a function that maps each node n ∈ N to a set of
values (Cn, Cv), Cn is an integer and Cv is a binary string; r is a distinguished
node in N called the root of the tree.

We now elaborate on the parameters Cn and Cv. The two parameters are
introduced to record the historical changes for each substructure. Cn is an integer
that records the number of versions that a substructure has changed significantly
enough (the structure dynamic is no less the corresponding threshold). Cv is
a binary string that represents the historical changes of a substructure. The
length of the string is equal to the number of deltas in the XML sequence. The
ith digit of the string denotes the change status of the structure from Xi to
Xi+1, where the value of 1 means this structure changed, the value of 0 means
it did not change. In this model, the types of changes are not specified in Cv

since we focus on the frequency and significance of the changes. In the SMH-
Tree, the Cv value for each structure is finally updated by using the formula:
Cv(s) = Cv(s1)∨Cv(s2)∨· · · ∨Cv(sj), where s1, s2, · · · , sj are the substructures
of s.

4.2 Pattern-Based Dynamic Structure Mining Algorithm

Based on the above data model, we design an algorithm to extract the increasing
dynamic structure and the decreasing dynamic structure respectively. In the
mining process, there are three major phases: the mapping phase, the extraction
phase, and the visualization phase. In this section, we focus on the first two
phases of the algorithms since the last phase is straightforward, in which the
IDS and DDS structures are represented in the tree representation of the XML
document.

SMH-Tree Construction Phase: Algorithm 1 describes the process of SMH-
Tree construction. Given a sequence of XML documents, the SMH-Tree is initial-
ized as the structure of the first version. After that, the algorithm iterates over
all the other versions by extracting the structural changes and mapping them
into the SMH-Tree. The SX-Diff function is a modification of the X-Diff [7] algo-
rithm that generates only the structural change from two different versions of a
document. The structural changes are mapped into the SMH-Tree according to
mapping rules described in Algorithm 2. The SX-Diff function and the mapping
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Input:
〈X1, X2, · · · , Xn〉: XML documents sequence
S(D): The corresponding DTD

Output:
H: SMH-Tree

1: H ← (S(X1) ∩ S(D2))
2: for (k = 2; k ≤ n; k + +) do
3: � = SX-Diff(Xk, Xk−1)
4: H = Mapping(H,�) //Algorithm 2
5: end for
6: Finalize(H)
7: Return(H)

Input:
H: SMH-Tree
�: Structural delta

Output:
H: The updated SMH-Tree

1: for all ni ∈ � do
2: for ni = null do
3: update Cv(ni)
4: ni = ni.parent(H)
5: end for
6: end for
7: Return(H)

(a) Algorithm 1 (b) Algorithm 2

Input:
S: The SMH-Tree
t: The number of historical XML versions
α, β, γ: Thresholds for VMF, strength, and tolerance

Output:
L: The list of nodes where all IDS/DDS rooted

1: for all nk=Top-downTraversal(S) = null do
2: if V MF (nk) ≥ α then
3: for all t ≥ i ≥ 1 do
4: If Any changes beyond the tolerance γ break
5: else If strength(nk) ≥ β then L = L ∪nk end if
6: end if
7: end for
8: else prune all descendants of nk

9: end if
10: end for
11: Return(L)

Algorithm 3

process iterate until no more XML document is left in the sequence. Finally, the
SMH-Tree is returned as the output of this phase.

Algorithm 2 describes the mapping function. Given the SMH-Tree and the
structural changes, this function is to map the structural changes into the SMH-
Tree and return the updated SMH-Tree. The idea is to update the corresponding
values of the nodes in the SMH-Tree.

Extraction Phase: In this phase, given the SMH-Tree and predefined thresh-
olds, all the valid pattern-based dynamic structures will be discovered. The ex-
traction phase is solely a traversal of the SMH-Tree. During the traversal, values
of the parameters in the definitions are calculated, compared with the predefined
values, and the valid pattern-based dynamic structures are returned. Rather
than traversal the entire SMH-Tree, the top-down traversal strategy is employed
to avoid some unnecessary traversal efforts. Based on Definitions 3 and 4, a
pattern-based dynamic structure must have a larger enough VMF value. If the
VMF value is less than the predefined threshold, then no further calculation is
needed since that structure cannot be a valid pattern-based dynamic structure.
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(a) Variation of parameters (b) Variation of datasets

(c) Execution Time (d) Size of the SMH-Tree

Fig. 2. Experiment Results

Algorithm 3 shows the pattern-based dynamic structure extraction algo-
rithm. Since there are three constrains for the valid pattern-based dynamic
structures, we check against the three constraints step by step. In each step,
a list of candidate pattern-based dynamic structures will be pruned. We first
check the VMF value of the structures against the threshold as shown in Line
2. Based on this value, we can prune out some structures for further checking as
shown in Line 8. Next, the tolerance criteria is used to further avoid unnecessary
calculation for some structures shown in Line 4. Lastly, the value of strength is
calculated and compared against the predefined threshold and the pattern-based
dynamic structures are incorporated into the final list as shown in Lines 5.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pattern-based dynamic struc-
ture mining algorithm to demonstrate its efficiency and scalability. The mining
algorithm is implemented in Java. All experiments are done on a Pentium IV 1.7
GHz PC with 256 MB RAM running windows 2000. We use synthetic datasets
generated from the DBLP and SIGMOD1.

Figure 2 (a) shows the efficiency of the algorithm using SIGMOD dataset.
The average size each version is 468Kb with the average number of nodes is 1120.
20 versions are generated. By varying the predefined thresholds of α, β, and γ,
this figure shows how such parameters affect the efficiency of the algorithm. It

1 http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets
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can be observed that as the values of α and β increases, the execution time
decreases, while the execution time increases when the value of γ increases. This
is because that the number of nodes in the SMH-Tree to be checked in the
extraction phase decreases as α and β increases, but as the value of γ increases
the constraint becomes more relax and the number of nodes to be checked grows.

Figure 2 (b) shows the scalability of the algorithm using DBLP dataset. The
values of α, β, and γ are fixed to 0.20, 0.60, and 0.10 respectively. We increase
the total number of nodes in the XML sequence by two methods. One is to in-
crease the average number of nodes (NoN) in each version, another is to increase
the total number of version (NoV) in the sequence. We also observed that the
increasing of NoN makes the extraction process more expensive compared with
the increasing of NoV.

Figure 2 (c) shows the execution time of different phases in the mining pro-
cess. Three different SIGMOD datasets with the size from 40Mb to 120Mb are
used in this experiment. It can be observed that the cost for SX-Diff phase is
around 50% of the total cost. Also, as the size of the XML sequence increases,
the percentage of SX-Diff cost increases. This is because that XML parsing re-
curs as a major bottleneck to the overall success of XML related project [6].
Figure 2 (d) presents the compression ratio of our proposed SMH-Tree model.
Four different DBLP datasets are used. It shows that the size of the SMH-Tree
is only around 40% of the original size of the XML sequence.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach to extract pattern-based dynamic struc-
tures from changes to XML documents. While knowledge extracted from snap-
shot data is important, it shown that knowledge hidden behind the historical
changes is also beneficial for e-commerce applications. Experiments have been
conducted to show the efficiency and scalability of our proposed pattern-based
dynamic structure mining algorithm.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a fast algorithm to answer range-
sum queries in OLAP data cubes. Our algorithm supports constant-
time queries while maintaining sub-linear time update and using min-
imum space. Furthermore, we study the trade-off between query time
and update time. The complexity for query is O(2�d) and for updates
O((2� 2�√

n)d) on a data cube of nd elements, where � is a trade-off pa-
rameter. Our algorithm improve over previous best known results.

1 Introduction

In a large multidimensional database, aggregate queries can potentially con-
sume enormous amount of time to process, if not properly supported by the
database. The responsiveness of both updates to the database and queries from
the database can be very poor. This is often very unsatisfactory, for example
in an interactive environment, where the user needs a fast response from the
database. To support the interactive analysis of large data sets, the On-Line
Analytic Processing (OLAP) model [1, 2] has been used and received much at-
tention.

In OLAP, the data consists of records with d + 1 attributes. One attribute
is the measure attribute and the others are called dimensional attributes. Thus,
the database can be regarded as a d-dimensional cube. The data cube [3] is a
popular data model for OLAP that allows the implementation of several impor-
tant queries. Several query types have previously been studied, including range
max/min [4, 5] and range-sum [6–10, 1].

In this paper, we study the orthogonal range-sum query on the data cube. Ho
et al. [11] introduced the prefix sum technique for fast range-sum queries. The
update time, however, is O(nd) for data cubes of nd elements. Nevertheless, the
prefix sum techniques provides a base for further improvements [9, 6–8, 10]. Poon
[12] has a very efficient structure with a query time of O((2L)d) and update time
of O((2Ln(1/L))d), where L is a parameter. The structure uses O((2n)d) storage.
Geffner et al. [8] have a structure with with a query complexity of O(2d) and an
update complexity of O((nd/2)d). The space usage in this structure is also super
linear. Chun et al. [6] presents a structure which uses a standard prefix sum
and accumulates updates in an R-tree. Their structure has, according to their
simulations, good performance, but the space usage is super linear. All the above-
mentioned structures uses extra space in order to achieve high performance for
both lookups and queries.

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 87–96, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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However, a structure saving space is the Space Efficient Relative Prefix Sum
by Riedewald et al. [9]. It does not use any extra space, but has the same
performance as the Relative Prefix Sum. Another structure that does not use
extra space is the Space Efficient Dynamic Data Cube by Riedewald et al. [9].
It has logarithmic search complexity and logarithmic update complexity.

An interesting special case is when the data cube is considered to be sparse,
and thus, the space savings could be huge if the sparsity is taken into account.
This have been studied by Chun et al. [7]. They propose a technique called
pc-pool for sparse cubes. They demonstrate the performance of the pc-pool by
simulations.

Our results does not use any extra space, has constant query complexity
while maintaining a sub-linear time update. Furthermore, our results provides
superior query-update trade-off over previous known structures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the prefix
sum cube and methods which are closely related to our structure. We present
our results together with their performance analysis in Section 3. The next sec-
tion will investigate the Space Efficient Dynamic Data Cube structure further.
First, we will analyse the complexity of the Space Efficient Dynamic Data Cube
which are omitted in the original paper.[9]. Then, a study of the query-update
complexity trade-off for the Space Efficient Dynamic Data Cube is also pursued.
Section 5 presents some further improvements to our structure and Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Prefix Sum Methods

This section will introduce methods that are closely related to our structure. All
those structures are based on the prefix sum [11]. Our work is a generalization of
both the Space-Efficient Relative Prefix Sum [9] and the Space-Efficient Dynamic
Data Cube [9]. The Space-Efficient Relative Prefix Sum can be derived as a
special case of our method.

Consider the two extremes: the original array and the prefix sum array. A
query in the orthogonal array takes O(n) time, in the worst case. An update,
on the other hand, requires only O(1) time. For an array of prefix sums, it’s the
opposite. Different techniques combines the best of those two approaches.

In the Relative Prefix Sum (RPS) [8], the data set is represented by two ar-
rays; the Overlay array (l) and the Relative prefix array (r). Each array is divided
in

√
ni blocks of

√
ni elements each, along dimension i, for i = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1.

In Fig. 1, a simple one dimensional example of the RPS is shown, where
n = 16 and the block boundaries have been emphasized with thick lines.

In r, the prefix sum relative to each block is stored.
In l, the first element of each block stores the sum of all elements (from the

data cube) of all previous blocks. In d dimensions, the situation is slightly more
complicated, but the idea is the same. Thus, there is no need to rebuild the whole
array on update. It is sufficient to rebuild the block of r and all the elements in
l, both of which have a size of O(

√
n).
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Fig. 1. Simple 1-dim RPS

Fig. 2. Simple 1-dim SRPS

The Space-Efficient Relative Prefix Sum (SRPS) by Riedewald et al. [9] is
a structure very similar to the RPS, but the space usage is smaller. Consider
the one-dimensional RPS of Fig. 1 again. If the elements in the overlay array
contains the inclusive sum (instead of the exclusive), we need only store a shorter
local prefix sum in the RPS array. It is sufficient that the local prefix sum in
the RPS array starts at the 2:nd position in the block (if the overlay sums are
inclusive). The first position in the local prefix sum in the RPS array can then be
used to store the overlay array. This way, the structure does not use more space
than the original data cube (Fig. 2). Search and update is performed similar to
the RPS.

In the Space-Efficient Dynamic Data Cube [9], the technique of the SRPS
is applied recursively on each block and on the boundary cells of each block.
However, instead of splitting the array in

√
ni blocks, each dimension is split in

2 (or any other constant). In general, we get 2d, boxes for a d-dimensional cube.
Now, call the region corresponding to the prefix sum of a block, the inner region
of each block. The inner region, in d dimensions, is all elements in a box, except
for the first element in each dimension.

The inner region is a prefix sum, but consider the data cube that would have
generated the prefix sum (the pairwise difference of the prefix sum). It is possible
to recursively apply the SDDC algorithm to that data. Instead of storing the
prefix sum in the inner region, we store the data from the recursive application
of the SDDC. The recursion continues O(log n) levels.

Now, consider the border cells of a box (cells that are not the inner region
– the first cell of each block, in the one-dimensional case). Observe that, in the
one-dimensional case, the border of each block has dimension 0 (it is a scalar). In
general, for d dimensions, the border cells contains

(
d
k

)
regions of k dimensions.

Each element (border cell) is the sum of all elements in the data cube with
smaller index. Each such sum span d − k dimensions. For each region of the
border of each box, the SDDC algorithm (of the dimensionality of the region) is
applied recursively. The elements are stored in the same place as we would have
done without recursion, thus, throwing away the old elements (from before the
recursion). Queries and updates are handled similar to the SRPS, but recursively.

This way, we get a structure (and a corresponding algorithm) requiring
O(logd n) array accesses for both update and query. See Section 4 for a per-
formance analysis, which is omitted in the original paper [9].
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3 Our Result

Our structure for range sum queries combine the techniques from both the SRPS
and the SDDC. We use a recursive storage technique to obtain fast range sum
queries (constant time) and to achieve good trade-off between queries and up-
dates. In essence, instead of storing the elements from smaller subproblems that
appear in the structure directly, our algorithm is applied recursively and the re-
sult from the recursion is stored. This results in a query performance of O

(
2id
)

while maintaining an update complexity of O
(
(2i 2i√

n)d
)
, where i is a trade-

off parameter. This improves over previous known structures, in the asymptotic
sense.

3.1 Constant Query Time

The query time of O
(
2id
)

is constant with respect to n for any i and d. Thus,
it is possible to achieve very good update performance while still maintaining
constant lookup time. We will first present the general idea and then continue
with a detailed presentation of the two dimensional case followed by the general
case.

The algorithm splits each dimension in
√

n blocks (each with side-length
√

n).
Consider Fig. 4. We make the important observation that it is not only possible

Fig. 3. 2-dimensional example

Fig. 4. Recursion in a 2 dimen-
sions

to apply the algorithm recursively within each block, but that all border regions
of k dimensions together with the corresponding border regions from other cells
in d− k dimensions form a subproblem of size O(

√
n) and dimensionality d. See

Fig. 4 for a 2-dim example of the recursion technique. Here, one row of 1-dim.
subproblems (a) form a new 2-dim. subproblem. In the same way, one column
of 1-dim. subproblems (b) form a new 2-dim. subproblem. Additionally, the first
element of all blocks (0-dim) form a new 2-dim. subproblem (c). Thus, we only
have to recurse over subproblems of the same dimensionality. In this way, we can
not only describe our fast algorithm simply, but perform the complexity analysis
of the algorithm neatly.

Consider the one-dim. example of Figure 2 again. At just one recursion level,
our structure would be the same as the SRPS. However, at two recursion levels,
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the structure would be formed in each of the inner regions as well (in order from
left: [3, 3, 5], [5, 9, 10], [3, 3, 5] and [3, 3, 5]). Unfortunately, it takes a much larger
example to actually form a two-level structure. Each border region (in order
from left: [1], [7], [27] and [32]) together form a subproblem. The structure is
recursively applied to them as well. This would yield the vector [1, 6, 27, 5]. This
vector would then be stored instead of the border elements. The structure is
applied to the pairwise difference of the elements ([1, 6, 20, 5]), not the elements
themselves. Unfortunately, the inner regions in this very small example becomes
only one element (the 6 and the 5).

Let d be the dimension of the data cube and ni, 0 ≤ i ≤ d−1 be the size of the
data cube for dimension i. Furthermore, let e(x0,x1,...,xd−1) denote the elements of
the original data cube, where 0 ≤ xi ≤ ni−1. Similarly, let g(x0,x1,...,xd−1) denote
the elements of our data structure. Next, we will present the data structure in
detail. First, a two-dimensional structure is presented, where after the general
case is introduced.

Consider a single block b(x,y) = g(k0�√n0�+x,k1�√n1�+y), x ∈
[
0,
⌈√

no

⌉
− 1
]
,

y ∈
[
0,
⌈√

n1

⌉
− 1
]

for any k0 and k1 (such that the block is within the data
cube) of an n0 by n1 structure of two dimensions. Then b(0,0) (marked “a” in
Fig. 3) will contain the sum of all elements of the original data cube that has
smaller index than both x and y (the elements to the lower left, marked “e”, in
Fig. 3). Next, consider the elements

{
b(x,0) : x ∈ [1, �

√
n − 1]

}
(marked “b” in

Fig. 4). The element b(1,0) will contain the sum of all elements from the original
data cube with smaller y-index than b(1,0), but with the same x-index. This is
shown with “d” in Fig. 3. Observe that it is not the elements of the structure that
is summed, but the elements of the original data cube. In the same way, b(2,0)

contains the sum of the elements with smaller y-index, but with x = 2 plus b(1,0).
This holds in general. The fact that b(x,0) = b(x−1,0)+e(k0�√n0�+x,k1�√n1�) makes
the elements a prefix sum. The elements

{
b(0,y) : x ∈ [1,

⌈√
n0

⌉
− 1]
}

(marked
“c” in Fig. 3) stores elements in the same way, but with coordinates swapped.

We observe that each block in the two-dimensional case contains one prefix
sum of two dimensions (white in Fig. 4), two prefix sums of one dimension (light
grey in Fig. 4) and one prefix sum of zero dimension (a scalar, dark grey in Fig.
4). In general, for d dimensions, each block will contain

(
d
k

)
prefix sums of k

dimensions. This can be realized from an algebraic point of view. The elements
for the prefix sums within a single block can be obtained by fixing selected
dimensions to 0 (relative to the block) and letting the other dimensions vary to
span the region of the prefix sum. If we choose to fix k of the dimensions, it can
be done in

(
d
k

)
ways.

Consider an arbitrary block

b(i0,i1,...,id−1) = g(k0�√n0�+i0,k1�√n1�+i1,...,k1�√nd−1 +id−1)

of our structure, where k0, k1, . . . , kd−1 selects block. Then we have that

b(i0,i1,...,id−1) =
h0∑

j0=l0

h1∑
j1=l1

. . .

hd−1∑
jd−1=ld−1

e(j0,j1,...,jd−1)
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where ij = 0 ⇔ lj = 0, hj = kj

⌈√
nj

⌉
and ij > 0 ⇔ lj = kj

⌈√
nj

⌉
+ 1, hj = kj

⌈√
nj

⌉
+ ij for j ∈ [0, d − 1]

iff ∃i ∈ {io, i1, . . . , id−1} : i = 0 .
The last condition restricts the validity of the formula to the borders of the block
(where at least one index is zero). For the rest of the block (the local prefix sum,
no indices are zero) we have that

b(i0,i1,...,id−1) =
a0+i0∑

j0=a0+1

a1+i1∑
j1=a1+1

. . .

ad−1+id−1∑
jd−1=ad−1+1

e(j0,j1,...,jd−1)

for ij ∈ [1,
⌈√

nj

⌉
− 1], aj = kj

⌈√
nj

⌉
, j ∈ [0, d − 1] .

The above discussed structure is a one-level recursive structure (i = 1, see
analysis).

Now, we present the recursion for the general case. Consider Fig. 4. Within
each block (the inner region), the algorithm can be applied recursively. Consider
the prefix sum (white elements) of the inner region of a block. The algorithm
could be applied to the original data cube that corresponds to the prefix sum
(the pairwise difference). Consider element (0, 0) of all blocks (the dark grey
elements). They also represent a prefix sum and GRPS can be applied recursively
to their pairwise difference. To see this, remember that each of those elements
contains the sum of all elements from e(0,0) up to b(0,0) (in two dimensions).
Thus, element (0, 0) from all blocks together forms a 2-dimensional prefix sum.
Similar reasoning can be applied to elements {b(x,0) : x ∈ [1,

⌈√
n0

⌉
]} and {b(0,y) :

y ∈ [1,
⌈√

n1

⌉
]} (light grey in Fig. 3). One row (or one column) of such elements

form a two dimensional prefix sum and the GRPS can be applied recursively to
those sums.

Instead of storing the elements of the structure directly, we store the elements
of the recursive application of the algorithm. This is possible since the structure
does not require extra space, and therefore, a recursive application does not
increase the space requirement. Observe that the size of each dimension of the
subproblems is O

(√
ni

)
. In general, the subproblems consists of the elements

from the data cube that can be obtained by varying the index within blocks
for certain dimensions and varying the block for the other dimensions. As an
example, we show a single box for our structure in 3 dimensions in Fig. 5.

For an update, on a one-level structure, it is necessary to rebuild one block
and all of the affected border regions (regions that include the updated element
in their sum). However, for a multi-level recursive structure, it is only neces-
sary to update the smaller block in the recursive application and the smaller
border regions. A query can be processed fairly simple: The prefix sum (or the
range-sum) can be computed by following the recursive structure and adding
the appropriate elements.

With the above compact recursive structure, our algorithm achieve the con-
stant time range sum queries.

Theorem 1. The algorithm, described above, has a range-sum query complexity
of O(2id), where i is the recursion depth and d is the dimension of the data cube.
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Proof. Let Td(n, i) denote the query complexity. Clearly,

Td(n, i) =

{∑d
j=0

(
d
j

)
Td (

√
n, i − 1) , if i > 0

1 , if i = 0
.

For i > 0, we have

Td(n, i) =
d∑

k=0

(
d

k

)
Td

(√
n, i − 1

)
= 2dT

(√
n, i − 2

)
= 2id .

At the same time, our algorithm requires sub-linear time for update operations
while maintaining constant range-sum queries.

Theorem 2. The algorithm, described above, has an update complexity of
O(2di

(
2i√

n
)d

), where i is the recursion depth and d is the dimension of the
data cube.

Proof. Let Ud(n, i) denote the update time. Hence, from the description of the
algorithm we have, Ud(n, i) = 2Ud(

√
n, i−1), if i > 0, and Ud(n, i) = nd, if i = 0.

For i > 0, we have Ud(n, i) =
∑d

k=0

(
d
k

)
Ud (

√
n, i − 1) = 2dT (

√
n, i − 2) =

2id
(

2i√
n
)d

.

3.2 Update-Query Time Trade-Off

Notice that the time complexity of range sum query and of update depends not
only on the data size nd, but also on the number of recursion levels, i, of the data
structure (parameter). By choosing the parameter i, we obtain different trade-
off between the running time of queries and updates. Hence, i can be chosen to
tailor the performance of the structure to the needs of the user. If queries are
much more common than updates, probably a constant query time is desirable.
If i = O(1), then the query complexity is always constant (with respect to n),
but the update complexity is O( 2i√

nd) with respect to n.
If, on the other hand, the maximum recursion depth possible, is chosen, we

get a query complexity of O(logd n) with respect to n and an update complexity
of O(logd n) with respect to n, which is the same as the complexity of the SDDC
[9]. Therefore,

Corollary 1. If the trade-off parameter, i = O(log log n), both the update and
range-sum complexity becomes O(logd n) (This matches the SDDC). If the trade-
off parameter i = l, for some constant l, the range-sum complexity is O(1) and
the update complexity is O( 2i√

nd) = o(nd).

3.3 Comparison to Previous Structures

Our structure has better asymptotic query-update trade-off compared to pre-
vious structures. To our best knowledge, the best previously known constant-
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query-time structure that does not require extra memory is the SRPS that has an
update complexity of O(

√
nd). For constant query complexity, our structure has

O( 2i√
nd) update complexity. The SDDC, with our proposed trade-off has a query

complexity of O(nd), for constant query complexity. The SDDC was designed
with query and update complexities of O(logd n). This can be, asymptotically,
matched by our structure by choosing the trade-off parameter, i = log log n.

Additionally, our structure will be easier to parallelize, because the data cube
is divided by O(

√
n) instead of blocks of constant size.

4 Analysis of SDDC

In this section, we will present an analysis of the SDDC algorithm [9]. Fur-
thermore, we will introduce a trade-off parameter for the SDDC, which is not
introduced in the original SDDC. It is important to observe that the trade-off
parameter is the recursion depth in both our structure and the SDDC. Our
structure, however, requires a lower recursion depth to achieve the same perfor-
mance.

Theorem 3. The range-sum complexity of the SDDC is Ω(id), where i is the
recursion depth and d is the dimension of the data cube.

Proof. Let Td(n, i) denote the range-sum complexity of SDDC. Since the SDDC
algorithm reduce the problem size by a factor of k after each recursion step, we
have Td(n, i) =

∑d
j=0

(
d
j

)
Tj(n/k, i−1), if i > 0 and d > 0 and Td(n, i) = 1, if d =

0 or if i = 0. We prove that Td(n, i) ≥ id by induction on d. For d = 1, we know
that T1(n, i) = i + 1 ≥ i.
Assume that ∀d′ < d : Td′(n, i) ≥ id

′
. Hence, Td(n, i) =

∑d
j=0

(
d
j

)
Tj(n/k, i−1) ≥∑d−1

j=0

(
d
j

)
(i − 1)j + Td(n/k, i − 1) = (i − 1 + 1)d − (i − 1)d + Td(n/k, i − 1) =

id + (i − i)d + Td(n/ki, i − i) = id + 1 ≥ id

The update time of the SDDC algorithm is as follows.

Theorem 4. The update complexity of the SDDC is Ω(nd/kdi + kdid), where i
is the recursion depth and d is the dimension of the data cube.

Proof. Let Td(n, i) denote the update complexity of SDDC. Since the SDDC
algorithm reduce the problem size by a factor of k after each recursion step, we
have Td(n, i) =

∑d
j=0

(
d
j

)
Tj(n/k, i − 1)kd−j, if i > 0 and d > 0 and Td(n, i) =

nd, if i = 0. We prove that Td(n, i) ≥ (n/ki)d+(ki)d by induction on d. For d = 1,
we have T1(n, i) = k + T1(n/k, i − 1) = 2k + T1(n/k2, i − 2) = ik + n

ki . Assume
that ∀d′ < d : Td′(n, i) ≥ (n/ki)d′

+(ki)d′
. Hence, Td(n, i) =

∑d
j=0

(
d
j

)
Tj(n/k, i−

1)kd−j =
∑d−1

j=0

(
d
j

)
Tj(n/k, i− 1)kd−j +Td(n/k, i− 1). Consider the first term in

this equation. We have
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d−1∑
j=0

(
d

j

)
Tj(n/k, i − 1)kd−j ≥

d−1∑
j=0

(
d

j

)(( n

ki−1

)j

+ kj(i − 1)j

)
kd−j =

= kd
d−1∑
j=0

(
d

j

)(( n

ki

)j

(i − 1)j

)

= kd
(
1 +

n

ki

)d

−
( n

ki−1

)d

+ kd(1 + i − 1)d − kd(i − 1)d =(
k +

n

ki−1

)d

−
( n

ki−1

)d

+ kdid − kd(i − 1)d ≥ kdid − kd(i − 1)d .

By telescoping, we obtain Td(n, i) ≥ kd(id − (i − 1)d) + Td

(
n
ki , i − i

)
= kdid +(

n
ki

)d.
5 Further Improvements

The memory access of our structure (and other similar structures) are quite scat-
tered, which could lead to poor performance on cache systems or on secondary
storage.

We can overcome most of this problem by reorganizing the memory layout
of the algorithm. In our structure, we suggest storing all the border cells from
blocks associated with one recursion call in the same place. This is automatically
performed for the inner cells (since they already are clustered into the inner
cells). Instead of storing the border cells in their respective block, we suggest
storing the border cells first (at low index) and then storing all the inner cells in
blocks that are one element smaller than before (because of the missing border
cells). This should be performed for each recursion level. This way, the data
access becomes more concentrated to the same region. See Figure 6 for a two
dimensional example.

Fig. 5. Single box of 3-dimensional struc-
ture Fig. 6. Efficient space localization

6 Conclusions

We have presented a space-efficient, range-sum data structure and algorithm for
use on data cubes. The query performance of the structure is O

(
2id
)

while the
update performance is O

(
(2i 2i√

n)d
)
. This provide better query-update trade-

off than previously known structures. The trade-off can easily be tuned via the
trade-off parameter i.
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We also presented a way to improve the space-localization of the structure,
so that access to the data cube becomes less scattered.

It would be interesting to investigate if it is possible to achieve a better
update-query trade-off. It would also be interesting to investigate the existence
of a structure with good space-time trade-off.
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Abstract. Approximate range aggregate queries are one of the most frequent 
and useful kinds of queries for Decision Support Systems (DSS). Traditionally, 
sampling-based techniques have been proposed to tackle this problem. How-
ever, its effectiveness will degrade when the underlying data distribution is 
skewed. Another approach based on the outlier management can limit the effect 
of data skew but fails to address other requirements of approximate range ag-
gregate queries, such as error guarantees and query processing efficiency. In 
this paper, we present a technique that provide approximate answers to range 
aggregate queries on OLAP data cubes efficiently with theoretical error guaran-
tees. Our basic idea is to build different data structures for outliers and the rest 
of the data. Experimental results verified the effectiveness of our proposed 
methods. 

1   Introduction 

Modern advanced information systems, such as B2B and B2C e-commerce systems, 
transactional information systems and control systems, stored huge amount of highly 
heterogeneous data. Consequently, the use of a Data Warehouse Server (DWS) for 
collecting, integrating, and making business-critical information available in a “trans-
parent-for-users” way has become mandatory. The enormous size of the multi-
dimensional data presents a main challenge of the data analysis task: it is time-
consuming to process queries over large (often tera-bytes or even peta-bytes) multi-
dimensional data sets. Fortunately, the analysis required by decision support-oriented 
tasks is often qualitative, as in the querying and reporting phases approximate an-
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swers are often sufficient. In other words, managers and analysts are more interested 
in the “trend” analysis rather than in the “punctual” analysis. 

Range aggregate queries are one of the most typical and important forms of que-
ries for DSS-based applications, as they are fundamental to many data analysis tasks. 
Range aggregate queries [7] apply an aggregation SQL operator, e.g., SUM, over a 
set of selected contiguous ranges in the domains of the dimensional attributes. Usu-
ally, such queries are resource-intensive as they have high computational overheads 
in terms of temporal and spatial needs. Sampled data can be used effectively instead 
of original data without significantly compromising the accuracy of analysis like 
OLAP. Besides this, sampling-based techniques have gained popularity as they have 
a very low computational cost. However, when data distributions are skewed, the 
accuracy of the approximate answers based on sampling can degrade significantly, as 
some outliers (i.e., values significantly distant from the mean value) might have been 
sampled. Managing outliers separately from non-outlier data is an effective solution 
to such limitation. However, previous work only focused on the choice of the outliers 
and did not address the important issue as how to organize those outliers to support 
efficient approximate query processing.  

In this paper we address the issue of providing fast approximate answers to range 
queries on OLAP data cubes. We improve the outlier-based approach by enriching it 
with theoretically-based probabilistic guarantees. Our basic idea is to separate outliers 
from the rest of the data and manage them using different data structures. Specifi-
cally, we propose a novel technique that aims to build the “workload-adaptive” tree-
like synopsis, called Tunable Partition-Tree (TP-Tree), that is used to organize sam-
ples from different partitions of the original non-outlier data. A quad-tree based index 
is proposed to organize carefully chosen outliers to provide fast response time during 
approximate query processing. We experimentally evaluated the proposed technique 
with other well-known techniques based on multi-dimensional histograms, including 
GenHist [5], EquiDepth [12], and MHist [13]. Our experimental results demonstrate 
that the proposed technique outperforms those cited. 

2   System Overview 

Fig. 1 shows an overview of our solution to approximate range aggregate query proc-
essing. Given the input data from an OLAP server, we separate outliers from non-
outliers and manage them differently: for outliers that are identified by the Outlier 
Detection module, they are organized into a quad-tree like index within a given space 
limit; for non-outliers, uniform samples are extracted and preserved in a novel tree-
like synopsis: the TP-Tree. The organization of the TP-Tree is updated in a batch 
mode by monitoring query-workload in a time window. 

The approximated answer to a range aggregate query is calculated by summing up 
the answers from probing the index of the outlier and the index of the non-outliers 
(i.e., the TP-tree). A tighter theoretical guarantee can be obtained because errors due 
to “problematic” outliers are no longer existent. 
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Fig. 1. Technique overview 

In the rest of the paper, we assume the MOLAP storage model, which is more effi-
cient for many OLAP operations than the ROLAP model. However, our techniques 
can be easily generalized to the ROLAP context by preprocessing.  

3   Outlier Detection, Indexing and Querying 

Outlier detection and management strongly depend on: (i) storage space B available 
for housing them and (ii) strategy for generating them. Traditionally, outlier detection 
has been widely investigated in statistics [1,2] and data mining [9,10] and, more re-
cently, has been considered as an efficient method for improving the degree of accu-
racy of the answers in the context of approximate query processing. 

We adopt a technique very similar to that proposed by Chaudhuri et al. in [3] that 
it exploits the proper outlier definition. Compared with [3], our approach also starts 
from the detecting outliers, but differs in that we also define a quad-tree-based index-
ing data structure that allows us to efficiently access the outlier set in the query time. 
Indexing the outliers is an important issue as otherwise it could heavily degrade per-
formances of the Approximate Query Engine. The major benefit of managing outliers 
separately is that the overall approximation error is mitigated as the error due to the 
outliers is zero (assuming enough memory is given), and the quality of the answer 
depends only on the sampling of the relatively uniform non-outliers. In detail, our 
solution consists of the following steps: 
1. Detection of the (whole) outlier set � inside the data cube - Determine all the 
outliers of the data cube that deviates Ym by at least δYm, (Ym is the absolute average 

value of the data cells and δ is a positive factor used for ranging the outlier number). 
Compared to [1], this method is more efficient yet highly effective for most real data-
sets. 
2. Extraction of a subset �B from � in dependence on the available memory size B 
- Extract a subset ΩB from the set Ω depending on the available memory size B: if 

⏐Ω⏐ ≤ B then ΩB = Ω; otherwise, determine the subset ΩB by minimizing the stan-

dard deviation of its complement set: A\ΩB. This is the optimal outlier subset accord-
ing to [1]. 
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Efficient indexing of the outlier set is our main aim: the process of evaluating the 
query over this set must not overwhelm the entire querying phase. In addition, it is 
not unreasonable to assume that when the size of data cubes is enormous, which hap-
pens very often in the context of DSS-based applications, the size of the outlier set 
will be proportionally large. This intuition is a valuable improvement over [3]. 

We propose a fast and efficient multi-resolution indexing scheme based on a multi-
dimensional quad-tree, as it is very suitable for indexing spatial data [4]. Given a d-
dimensional spatial data set D, a multidimensional quad-tree built on it, called QT(D), 
is a tree-like index such that each node can have almost 2d children nodes (see Fig. 3). 
The QT(D) building task is based on superimposing a multi-resolution grid on the d-
dimensional space. In such a way, each level l of QT(D) represents a partition P(l) of 
D in ⏐P(l)⏐ buckets, such that each bucket b of P(l) is recursively split into a number 
r of other buckets, with r belonging to the set {0,..,2d}. In our implementation, each 
node w of the quad-tree contains the following information: the bounds of the multi-
dimensional region (i.e., the bounds of the corresponding bucket) it represents, the 
sum of the outliers contained in this region, and the pointers to its children nodes if w 
is not a leaf node. If w is a leaf node, we substitute these last pointers with the logical 
addresses of the disk blocks containing the outliers indexed by w. 

Given the outlier set ΩB constructed in the outlier detection phase, we can incre-

mentally build the multi-dimensional a corresponding quad-tree QT(ΩB), by posing 

the following bound over the depth value lmax of QT(ΩB): 

max 2

1
log Bs

l
d F

Ω
≤  (1) 

where s is the size of a single outlier (expressed in bytes) and F is the overall amount 
of bytes that can be stored in a single disk block. This heuristic implies that the out-
liers contained in the bucket represented by a leaf node are mostly likely to be con-
tained in a single disk block. Furthermore, in order to minimize the overall computa-
tional overheads due to the possible great fan-out of each node of QT(ΩB), nodes 

representing buckets without outliers are not store in QT(ΩB), so that both the space 

and time complexity can be reduced to a minimum. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The index QT(ΩB) for a 2-D data cube 
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We assume that the resulting QT(ΩB) can be maintained in main memory. This al-

lows a multi-resolution approach in the evaluation of a given query Q on ΩB; this 

approach can save a lot of disk I/Os by simply using the pre-calculated sum of out-
liers values associated with each index node. The algorithm evalQueryOnQTNode 
evaluates a query Q on a node w of the quad-tree QT(ΩB) and given a query Q on a 

data cube A, the portion of answer due to the outliers of A is obtained by calling the 
previous algorithm on the root node of QT(ΩB). 

 
Algorithm evalQueryOnQTNode(Q,w) 
  sum = 0; 
  if (w.b ∩ Q ≠ ∅) then 
    if (w.b ⊆ Q) then 
      sum = sum + w.sum; 
    else  
      if (w.list().size == 0) then 
        sum=sum + readOutliers(w.diskBlock); 
      else 
        for each node c in w.list() do 
          sum = sum + evalQueryOnQTNode(Q,c); 
  return sum; 

 
wherein: (i) w.b is the bucket b of the node w; (ii) the procedure list, called on a 
node w, returns the list of the child nodes of w; (iii) the procedure readOutliers 
takes the disk block indexed by a given node w w.diskBlock, and returns the sum 
of the outliers contained in it. 

4   TP-Tree: Managing Samples Adaptively 

A fundamental issue that must be faced in the context of approximate multi-
dimensional range query processing by pre-computation is determining a partition of 
multi-dimensional data cubes. In fact, finding a set of “typical” queries as the basis to 
drive the synopses building task is the core issue of such techniques. This derives 
from the assumption claiming that typical queries must be defined starting from some 
“probable” partition, according to the particular data domain. 

We propose a different solution: the tunable workload-aware partitioning, on the 
basis of which, given a data cube A, its “current” partition Φk depends on the query-

workload against it. In such a way, in a certain temporal set starting at a given time tS 

and having size M, with M>0, {tS,tS+1,...,tS+M-1} we have a set of corresponding parti-

tions {ΦS,ΦS+1,...,ΦS+M-1}, such that Φk is the partition at the time tk. We denote the 

temporal window between two consecutive times th and tk, with h < k, as TW(th,tk); it 

is the period of the query-workload sensoring process (see Fig. 1), that is the period 
during which input queries are collected and stored. Queries are used at the time tk for 

updating the TP-Tree. So, we have: Φk = TW(th,tk). 
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4.1   Deriving the Theoretical Bound 

The TP-Tree is the codification of the current partition Φk and its configuration 

evolves as Φk evolves. In this sense, the TP-Tree is a “self-adjusting” data structure, 

meaning that it is periodically updated by an ad-hoc trigger-like procedure re-
configuring its bucket set according to the query-workload against the target data 
cube. The period of the updating procedure is defined by the width of the temporal 
window TW(th,tk) and the query-workload taken into account is formed by the set of 

queries executed against the target data cube during the time interval [th,tk]. 

In order to provide probabilistic guarantees on the approximate, we exploit the 
Hoeffding inequality [8]. In more detail, we apply the Hoeffding bound over each 
bucket b of the current partition Φk, and this allows us to obtain a probabilistic bound 

over the value of the aggregation operator AVG on b. From the value of the aggrega-
tion operator AVG, we easily derive the value of SUM one by multiplying the first by 
the size of the sampled data set, thus answering any given range-sum query Q on b. 
By iterating this procedure for each bucket b belonging to Φk that intersects Q, we 

provide the approximate answer to Q, called A(Q), along with probabilistic guaran-
tees on it. We recall that the outlier set does not add any error to the approximate 
query answering procedure (by setting an appropriate α value). 

The Hoeffding inequality asserts the following. Let Z = {Z0,Z1,...,ZM-1} be a set of 

independent random variables and let C be a scalar such that 0 ≤ Zk ≤ C, such that k 

belongs to the set {0,1,...,M-1}; furthermore, let 1

0

1 M

kk
Z Z

M

−

=
= ∑ be the sample mean 

of the set Z and let μ be the mean value of the set Z (note that μ is the unknown value 
that corresponds to the aggregation operator AVG). Then, for each ε > 0 we have:  

( )
2

2

2

1 2
M

CP Z e
ε

μ ε
−

− ≤ ≥ −  (2) 

So, we can obtain a probabilistic bound for the event μ = Z  ±ε, that is having the 
mean value of Z (i.e., μ), within ±ε the sample mean of Z (i.e., Z ). Note that Z  can 
be quickly computed from the set Z. 

In order to usefully adopt such a property in our model, the independent random 
variable set Z must be defined. We built it using random sampling over each bucket b 
of the current partition Φk: this ensures that each item of b has the same probability P0 

= 1/⏐b⏐ to be selected. We introduce the random variable set Z(k) defined on the 
current partition Φk as follows: for each bucket b belonging to Φk we define the ran-

dom variable Z0(k,b) that returns a data cell of the bucket b by applying a uniform 
sampling in [0,⏐dk⏐-1] over each dimension of A, with k belonging to the set 

{0,1,…,N-1}. In more detail, each uniform sampling on [0,⏐dk⏐-1] provides a sam-

pled coordinate sk and the set {s0,s1,…,sN-1} is obtained by iterating this single task 
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for each dimension of A. So, the sampled data cell is A[s0,s1,…,sN-1]. Furthermore, 

letting S(k,b) be the sample number for a given bucket b in Φk, the random variable 

set ZS(k,b) on b is defined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }0 0 0
0 1 1, , ,  , ,  ...,  ,S SZ k b Z k b Z k b Z k b−=  (3) 

that is, ZS(k,b) is composed of all the random variables Z0(k,b) defined on b. Note that 

the uniform sampling task ensures that the random variables belonging to the set 
ZS(k,b) are independent, as required by the Hoeffding inequality. Finally, the random 

variable set Z(k) on Φk is composed of all the random variables ZS(k,b) defined on the 

buckets of Φk. 

4.2   The TP-Tree Data Organization 

The major difference of our approach from [6] is that [6] proposed computing queries 
in an online fashion, without storing any data structure, while ours stores samples in 
an off-line fashion. Sampling offline does not affect performances at query time and 
its storage requirement is modest. In order to manage samples in an query-friendly 
manner, we propose an index structure called TP-Tree. Each node n of the TP-Tree 
contains the following data: (i) the multi-dimensional region R that represents the 
corresponding bucket b of the current partition Φk; (ii) the sampled data set S(b) built 

on b and, for each sample s belonging to S(b), the set of coordinates of s in the origi-
nal representation; (iii) the “current” number of samples ⏐S(b)⏐; (iv) the pointers to 
the child nodes (if n is not a leaf node). Note that we need to store inside the nodes of 
the TP-Tree the original coordinates of the sampled data; in fact, this information 
allows us to execute a query Q on a node n of the TP-Tree since at query time we 
need to know which samples of the node n intersect Q (this can be founded by com-
paring Q and n.R). 

5   The Overall Query Model 

The approximate answer to a query Q is calculated by summing up the query results 
against the TP-Tree and against the set of outliers (ΩB). We note that the query error 

is solely due to the error in estimating the aggregate of the non-outliers from their 
samples. In more detail, let Q be a multi-dimensional query involving the bucket set 

{b0,b1,…,bT-1} (i.e., bk ∩ Q ≠ ∅); the approximate answer to Q, called )(
~

QA , is 

obtained following these steps:  
1. Aggregate outliers – Apply Q to the outliers accessed via the index QT(ΩB); this 

step provides the (exact) portion of answer due to the outliers, called AO(Q). 

2. Aggregate non-outliers – Apply Q to the sampled data involved in it; this step 
provides the (approximate) portion of answer due to the sampled data, called AS(Q). 
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3. Combine aggregates – Obtain the approximate answer to Q by combining the 

portions of answer given by step 1 and step 2 as follows: )(
~

QA  = AO(Q) + AS(Q). 

Note that the error in estimating Q, called ε(Q), is only due to the error in estimat-
ing Q on sampled data; that is, ε(Q) = εS(Q). In Section 3, we provided the algorithm 

evalQueryOnQTNode for computing AO(Q). Now, we can provide the algorithm 

evalQueryOnTPNode for computing AS(Q). This portion of answer is computed 

by using the Hoeffding inequality (2), thus obtaining probabilistic bounds over the 
degree of approximation of the answer. The algorithm evalQueryOnTPNode al-
lows us to evaluate a given query Q on a node n of the TP-Tree by using the follow-
ing relation that provides the (approximate) answer to Q on a bucket b of Φk involved 

in it: 

( )),(),(),,( bkZbkSbkQA S=  (4) 

 
Algorithm evalQueryOnTPNode(Q,n) 
  sum = 0; 
  Set inter = null; 
  if (n.R ∩ Q ≠ ∅) then  
    if (n.R ⊆ Q) then 
      sum = sum + hoeff(n.{S}); 
    else  
      if (n.list().size == 0) then  
        inter = Util.getInterSamples(n.R,Q); 
        sum=sum + hoeff(inter); 
      else 
        for each node c in n.list() do 
          sum = sum + evalQueryOnTPNode(Q,c); 
  return sum; 

 
wherein: (i) n.R is the region of the node n; (ii) the procedure hoeff takes a sam-
pled data set I and returns the (approximate) answer to the range-sum query on I (see 
relation (9)); (iii) the procedure getInterSamples, belonging to the utility pack-
age Util, takes two multi-dimensional region R1 and R2 and returns the points of R1 

which have a not null intersection with R2; (iv) the procedure list, called on a node 

n, returns the list of the children nodes of n. 
The whole (approximate) answer to a multi-dimensional range query Q is provided 

by calling the evalQueryOnQTNode on the root node of the quad-tree QT(ΩB), 

and the evalQueryOnTPNode on the root node of the TP-Tree respectively. 

6   Experimental Results 

In the interest of space, we present only a simplified experimental results against 
synthetic data cubes, as this allows us to study the performance of our algorithms on 
datasets with various controllable features (such as dimensionality, sparseness, size 
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and distribution). To generate synthetic data cubes we randomly generate a set of 
points in the multi-dimensional space defined by the target data cube and use these 
points as the centres of cuboids and fill the cuboids according to a given data distribu-
tion. In the remainder of the paper, we denote each synthetic data cube by A = 
<d,ζ,s>, where d is the number of dimensions, ζ is the data distribution used for fill-
ing the cuboids, and s is the sparseness coefficient of the data cube. Three data distri-
butions are used: Uniform (denoted by U(umin,umax), such that each data cell value is 

uniformly distributed in the range [umin,umax]), Gaussian (denoted by G(p,σ,m), such 

that p is the number of peaks, σ is the standard deviation of the peaks, and m is the 
percentage number of data cells contained in each Gaussian bell with respect to the 
overall number of non zero data cells of the data cube), and Zipf (denoted by 
Z(zmin,zmax), where the range [zmin,zmax] is used for obtaining the parameter of the 

distribution z as uniformly distributed in this range.). We built seven synthetic data 
cubes, as listed in Table 1. We follow the same method to generate query-workload 
as that given in the previous work [11], because it can capture the user behaviour as 
well as its dynamics. 
 

Table 1. Synthetic data cubes 

Data 
Cube d � s[%] 

A0 6 U(25,75) 0.001 
A1 6 G(100,25,0.01) 0.001 
A2 6 Z(0.2,1.2) 0.001 
A3 10 Z(0.5,1.5) 0.0001 
A4 10 U(15,85) 0.0001 
A5 10 G(150,35,0.006) 0.0001 
A6 10 Z(0.3,1.0) 0.0001  

Table 2. Query-workloads 

Query-
Workload 

zmin zmax �[%] 

QWL0 0.2 0.9 1 
QWL1 0.5 1.4 1 
QWL2 0.8 1.7 1 
QWL3 0.5 1.5 ν  

 
Such a method uses Zipf distributions (as it models real-life phenomena most 

closely) and a selectivity function, denoted by V[ν] (see Table 2). In the first experi-
ment (see Fig. 3 (a), (b), and (c)) we tested the performances of the TP-Tree; in the 
second experiment (see Fig. 3 (d), (e), and (f)) we tested the scalability of the TP-
Tree, by varying the selectivity of the query-workload QWL3(ν) = <0.5,1.5,V[ν]> 

(i.e., the value of ν in the V[ν] function) against the synthetic data cubes: A4, A5, and 

A6. It can be observed that the new method outperforms previous approaches under 

most of the experimental settings. 
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Fig. 3. Performances for the query-workloads QWL0 (a), QWL1 (b), and QWL2 (c) and scalabil-

ity w.r.t. the spatial selectivity of QWL3 for the data cubes A4 (d), A5 (e), and A6 (f) 

7   Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented the TP-Tree, a tree-like “self-adjusting” synopses 
data structures for approximate range query answering in OLAP environments. TP-
Tree is based on outlier management and provides theoretical-based probabilistic 
guarantees over the degree of approximation of the answers. The main contributions 
of our proposal are: (i) low spatial-temporal computational overhead for building and 
maintaining the TP-Tree; (ii) accuracy control, due to the theoretical framework pro-
vided by the Hoeffding inequality. Experimental results clearly confirm the effective-
ness of the TP-Tree against various classes of data cubes, outperforming other well-
known similar techniques. 
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Abstract. Iceberg cubing is a valuable technique in data warehouses.
The efficiency of iceberg cube computation comes from efficient aggrega-
tion and effective pruning for constraints. In advanced applications, ice-
berg constraints are often non-monotone and complex, for example, “Av-
erage cost in the range [δ1, δ2] and standard deviation of cost less than
β”. The current cubing algorithms either are efficient in aggregation but
weak in pruning for such constraints, or can prune for non-monotone con-
straints but are inefficient in aggregation. The best algorithm of the for-
mer, Star-cubing, computes aggregations of cuboids simultaneously but
its pruning is specific to only monotone constraints such as “COUNT(∗)
≥ δ”. In the latter case, the Divide and Approximate pruning technique
can prune for non-monotone constraints but is limited to bottom-up
single-group aggregation. We propose a solution that exhibits both ef-
ficiency in aggregation and generality and effectiveness in pruning for
complex constraints. Our bounding techniques are as general as the Di-
vide and Approximate pruning techniques for complex constraints and
yet our multiway aggregation is as efficient as Star-cubing.

1 Introduction

Data Warehousing and OLAP technologies require summarised and subject-
oriented views to data for better and faster high level analysis and decision
making. To this purpose, data is modelled multi-dimensionally. In a multi-
dimensional model, dimensions such as Product and Customer-Group describe
the subjects of interest; the measure such as total sales is the target of analysis
in terms of dimensions.

A data cube generalises the SQL Group-By operator [6] to compute Group-
Bys of all combinations of dimensions. Each Group-By is a cuboid which com-
prises a set of groups grouped by the same dimensions. For example, (a1,b1, c1,d1)
is one of the groups in the cuboid ABCD. Note that upper case letters denote
dimensions and cuboids while subscripted lower-case letters denote dimension-
values and groups. The cuboid-lattice in Figure 1 for the cube on dimension A,
B, C, and D shows the parent and child relationship between cuboids. Since a
parent cuboid has more grouping-dimensions than a child cuboid, a group in the
parent cuboid is a sub-group of some group in the child cuboid. For example,
(a1b1c1) is a sub-group of (a1b1).

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 108–117, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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ABCD

ACDABDABC BCD

AB AC AD BC BD CD

DCBA

ALL

Fig. 1. A cuboid lattice

Given a dataset of k dimensions where each dimension has a cardinality
of p, potentially the cube has (p + 1)k groups. Given an aggregate function,
cubing is to compute all groups in the data cube for answering queries on ag-
gregations. SUM() COUNT() MIN() MAX(), and AVG() are common SQL aggre-
gate functions. Cubing algorithms [11, 10, 3, 8] exploit the advantage of shared-
computation by computing each child-cuboid from a parent cuboid. This ag-
gregation strategy is refered to as top-down computation. The Multiway Array
Cube [10] is the most efficient among these algorithms.

Iceberg cubes [2] were proposed to compute only interesting groups that
meet users information need. Users specify iceberg constraints on the aggregate
values of groups and only satisfying groups are computed. Iceberg constraints
can be either monotone or non-monotone [2]. A monotone constraint possesses
the property that if a group fails the constraint, so do all its sub-groups1. The
monotone property is commonly used for pruning in iceberg cubing [2]. BUC [2]
and H-cubing [7] are current iceberg cubing algorithms which apply the divide-
and-conquer approach where groups are computed before their sub-groups. Such
an aggregation strategy is called bottom up with respect to the cuboid lattice.
Pruning for monotone constraints can be easily applied to the bottom up ap-
proach.

Star-cubing [4] is the most efficient iceberg cubing algorithm. It makes use of
shared computation as in Multiway Array Cubing [10] and incorporates pruning
for monotone constraints. It is shown that Star-cubing is more efficient than
BUC and H-cubing. However, the optimisation in Star-cubing is specific to only
monotone constraints such as “COUNT(∗) ≥ δ”.

The diversity of users’ information needs means that practical constraints
are often complex and non-monotone, such as constraints with AVG or SD
(StandardDeviation). Iceberg cubing for complex non-monotone constraints is
challenging due to the difficulty of pruning. Recently, Wang et al. [9] proposed
an algorithm Divide and Approximate for pruning for non-monotone constraints.
The pruning techniques however are only suitable for BUC like bottom-up single
group oriented computation. A more detailed analysis of Divide and Approxi-
mate pruning is provided in Section 4.

In this work, we propose the iceberg cubing algorithm Bound-cubing, which
incorporates bounding techniques for pruning with complex non-monotone con-
straints. It is not only general and effective in pruning but also well suited for
an efficient top-down shared aggregation strategy. Importantly, little overhead is

1 In the literature, this is also called anti-monotone.
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incurred by bounding. Our experiments show that Bound-cubing is marginally
more efficient than Star-cubing in computing iceberg cubes with monotone con-
straints; it significantly outperforms the Divide and Approximate algorithm [9]
for non-monotone constraints.

2 Bounding Aggregate Functions for Pruning

In this section, we describe our bounding techniques for pruning. We aim at
pruning with general constraints of the form “f(x) op δ”, where f(x) is an ag-
gregate function, op is the comparison operator ≥ or ≤, and δ is a threshold.
We will focus on bounding for a single constraint; this can be easily extended
to multiple constraints. The main idea of bounding is to bound the aggregation
values of a set of groups from the same values used for computing the aggrega-
tions of the groups. The derived bounds can be used to prune the set of groups
at once.

In cube computation, aggregate functions are categorised into Distributive,
Algebraic, and Holistic functions, based on how a group can be aggregated from
its sub-groups [6].

– Distributive: An aggregate function F is distributive if for a group g, F (g)
can be aggregated from the values of F (gs), where gs groups are g’s sub-
groups. Aggregate functions SUM, COUNT, MIN, and MAX are distributive.

– Algebraic: An aggregate function F is algebraic if for a group g, F (g) can
be computed from a known M number of intermediate aggregations of g’s
sub-groups by some aggregate functions. For clarity, we call these aggregate
functions in F local aggregate functions. Aggregate functions AVG, SD, MaxN,
MinN, and CenterOfMass are algebraic. Taking AVG as an example, AVG
= “SUM(SUM(m))/SUM(COUNT(∗))”, where m is the measure. Note that
distributive functions are a special case of algebraic functions, where M =
1 with a single local aggregate funciton being F .

– Holistic: There is no fixed number of intermediate aggregate values that can
aggregate a group for a holistic function. RANK is a holistic function. There
exists no known computation methods other than computing the aggregation
from the raw data hence they are not considered in this work.

Given a cube defined on k dimensions, the data cube core [6] refers to the
k-dimensional groups. In the context of a cube, the data cube core are the
base units of aggregation which can be further aggregated to compute other
aggregations in the whole cube [6]. For example, given CUBE(A, B, C) with
SUM, the groups (a1, bi, cj) for some i can be aggregated to compute SUM((a1,
bi)), all of which can in turn be aggregated to compute SUM((a1)). We extend
this definition to define the core of a set of groups with super and sub-group
relationship, which is the basis for bounding.

Definition 1. (The core groups and the group-Core) Given a group g and the
set of its sub-groups Sg, the group-Core of g and Sg, denoted as Cg, are the set of
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sub-groups in Sg that have the maximum number of grouping-dimensions. Each
group in Cg is a core group denoted as gc.

All later discussions are implicitly within the context of g and Sg. Also, FU and
FL denote the upper and lower bound of a distributive or algebraic function F
for g and Sg respectively. The symbols +ve and -ve denote positive and negative.

Like the data cube core, gc groups are the base units of aggregations, a set
of gc groups can be aggregated to compute g or a group in Sg. Therefore, the
largest and smallest aggregations of F that can possibly be produced by any
subset of Cg are the common bounds of F for g and Sg.

While the set of base units can be any set of higher dimensional sub-groups
of gc groups for g and every group in Sg, the gc groups are the most aggregated
base units. Most stringent pruning by bounding is achieved with gc groups.

It is clear that exhaustively checking all subsets of Cg is infeasable. Further-
more, there are multiple local aggregate functions in a algebraic function F . We
formally define the boundability of an aggregate function as follows.

Definition 2. An aggregate function F is boundable if (1) the bounds for F are
made up from the boundary-values of every local aggregate function f ; and (2)
enumerating the subsets of Cg is unnecessary in deriving the boundary-values of
every f . The boundary-values of f include the max +ve, min +ve, max -ve, and
min -ve values of f . The appropriate boundary-value of each f for bounding F
is based on the context of the arithmetic operations f is in.

2.1 Bounding Distributive Functions

All distributive functions are boundable since (1) the boundary-values of the
single f prodce the bounds of F and (2) they can be derived with a single scan
of Cg. The bounds in terms of the set of gc groups of all distributive functions
for +ve and -ve measures are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The upper and lower bounds of all distributive functions

F F U F L

SUM if ∃ SUM(gc) > 0, SUM( SUM(gc) ), where if ∃ SUM(gc) < 0, SUM( SUM(gc) ), where
SUM(gc) > 0; otherwise, MAX(SUM(gc)) SUM(gc) < 0; otherwise, MIN(SUM(gc))

COUNT SUM(COUNT(gc)) MIN( COUNT(gc))

MAX MAX(MAX(gc)) MIN(MAX(gc))

MIN MAX(MIN(gc)) MIN(MIN(gc))

2.2 Bounding Algebraic Functions

Bounding covers algebraic functions that apply only the basic arithmetic oper-
ations (+, −, ×, and /) on their local aggregate functions.

The boundability of algebraic functions is illustrated by the following two
examples. Assume the measure can be +ve or -ve and let s and c be the local
aggregate values sum and count at gc groups.
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Example 1. (A boundable algebraic function) The algebraic function AVG =
SUM(s)/SUM(c). The max +ve of SUM(s) and the min +ve of SUM(c) derive
AVGU . Also both the max +ve SUM(s) and the min +ve SUM(c) are boundable,
as is shown in Table 1. AVG is boundable.

Example 2. (An unboundable algebraic function) The algebraic function (1/AVG)
= SUM(c)/SUM(s). The max +ve of SUM(c) and the min +ve of SUM(s) derive
(1/AVG)U . Unfortunately, the min +ve of SUM(s) comes from some combinations
of gc groups which cannot be determined by a single scan of Cg. (1/AVG) is
unboundable.

2.3 Optimisation for the Expression “SUM(a) /SUM(+b)”

We optimise the common expression “SUM(a) / SUM(+b)” which exists in many
algebraic functions, including AVG, CenterOfMass, and VAR (SD). For example,
VAR = SUM(s2)/SUM(c) − 2 × (SUM(s)/SUM(c))2 + SUM(s)/SUM(c) where
s2, s, and c are the square of sum, sum and count values at gc groups and
SUM(c) is always positive. The function contains three expressions of the form
SUM(a)/SUM(+b).

Theorem 1. (Bounding the expression E = SUM(a)/SUM(+b)) Given E, let
ai and bi be two intermediate aggregate values a and b in the ith gc group and
bi is always positive. Then EU = MAX(ai/bi) and EL = MIN(ai/bi).

Due to space constraints, the formal proof is omitted. The optimised EU and EL

are more stringent than the general techniques presented in Section 2.2. We use
AVG to liiustrate that the optimisation achieves more strigent bounding. AVGU

is SUM(s)U/SUM(c)L with the techniques in Section 2.2, and it is MAX(a/b)
with the optimisation. Since SUM(a)U ≥ ai and SUM(b)L ≤ bi for any ai and
bi, SUM(a)U/SUM(b)L ≥ MAX(a/b).

In the next section, we present an efficient aggregation strategy which can
easily identify Cg for incorporating bounding during computation.

3 Top-Down Multiway Aggregation

We adopt a strategy where multiple cuboids are aggregated simultaneously. The
Group-Bounding Tree (GB-tree) is built to directly represent multiple cuboids.
The simultaneous computation of multiple remaining cuboids in a data cube
involves the construction of sub-GB-trees. Bounding with Cg are incorporated
for pruning branches while building a sub-GB-tree.

3.1 The Group-Bounding Tree

A Group-Bounding Tree (GB-tree) of an aggregation F for a k-dimensional
dataset consists of a root node and k levels of branch nodes, each of which
corresponds to a dimension. A node contains a dimension-value, one or more in-
termediate aggregate values for F , and the links to its child nodes. An example
GB-tree on dimensions A, B, C, D, and E for AVG is presented in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Group-Bounding Tree

Groups and Sub-groups in the GB-Tree. In a GB-tree, a group g is repre-
sented by the nodes of g’s last grouping dimension-values on the branches con-
taining all of g’s grouping dimension-values. A sub-group of g is represented on
a subset of g’s branches that contain the additional grouping-dimension-values
of the sub-group. In the example, (a1,b1) is a sub-group of (a1) but not of
(b1). Two observations are made:
Observation 1 On a GB-Tree, the branch from the root to a node is a unique
combination of dimension-values. Each node represents a unique group and a
descendent node its sub-group.
Observation 2 The leaf nodes under a group g are g’s sub-groups having the
largest number of grouping-dimensions. They are the gc groups of g and Sg.

3.2 The Multiway Aggregation Strategy

Building a GB-tree simultaneously computes many groups. In the example,
groups in cuboids ALL, A, AB, ABC, ABCD, ABCDE are computed. For
the remaining cuboids, each non-leaf dimension of the GB-tree is dropped to
construct a sub-GB-tree; and each non-leaf dimension that is below the last
dropped dimension of a sub-GB-tree is subsequently dropped to further con-
struct sub-GB-trees. When dropping a dimension D on a GB-tree, the branches
below each di (di ∈ D) are amalgamated to form the new set of descendent levels
of the parent of the dropped dimension.

Each sub-GB-tree computes the set of child cuboids at the levels below the
last dropped dimension; they share the prefix dimensions before the last dropped
dimensions. Let a group grouped by the prefix dimensions be a prefix group;
groups subsequently aggregated are all its sub-groups.

In our example, the sub-trees of the original tree are BCDE (−A), ACDE
(−B), ABDE (−C), and ABCE (−D) where the last dropped dimension is
indicated in (). The tree ACDE, whose last dropped dimension is B and the
prefix dimension is A, computes the cuboids ACDE, ACD, and AC; they are all
sub-groups of some ai. The cuboids ADE and AD computed by further dropping
C of ACDE sub-tree are also sub-groups of some ai.
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Global Input: GB-tree T of a k-dimensional dataset, c =constraint.
//T .prefixCuboid= ∅ and T .last-droppedD = 0

Output: Bound-cubing(T )
Algorithm Bound-cubing(T ) {

foreach (g ∈ T )// g is a group on a node of T
if(constraintCheckingOK(g)) output g;

subTrees = T .dropDimensions();
foreach (sT ∈ subTrees) Bound-cubing(sT );

}
Procedure dropDimensions() {

subTrees = ∅;
foreach (i ∈ {last-droppedD +1, . . ., k} )

create sub-tree sTi;
foreach (gp ∈ prefixCuboid)// foreach prefix group

if(boundCheckingOK(gp))
sTi.amalgamate(gp , Di);//amalgamate branches of gp below Di

sTi.last-droppedD= i;
sTi.prefixCuboid= prefixCuboid ∪ {∀ Dj | j ∈ {1 . . . i−1}}
subTrees = subTrees ∪ sTi;

return subTrees;
}

Fig. 3. Bound-Cubing Algorithm
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Fig. 4. The Aggregation Strategy for all cuboids

The recursive construction of sub-trees by dimension-dropping computes all
cuboids. The Bound-cubing Algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

The computation strategy diagram for CUBE(A, B, C, D, E) is shown in
Figure 4. The cuboids in each rectangle are computed simultaneously from a
single GB-tree.

Stringent Bounding for Pruning. A sub-GB-tree computes sub-groups of
some prefix group gp. The leaf nodes of gp are the gc groups of gp and its sub-
groups. Pruning using gc groups of gp can be directly applied when building a
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sub-GB-tree. The branches under failed gp are trimmed so that they do not par-
ticipate in generating sub-trees. To ensure effective pruning, when constructing
the next level sub-trees, the prefix groups are updated and the new gc groups
are used for pruning. To illustrate, the prefix groups on ACDE tree is A; by
dropping D, ACE tree is formed which computes the cuboid ACE. The prefix
groups become AC and the ACE groups at the leaf level become the new gc

groups.

4 Related Work

We discuss the two most related work, the Divide-and-Approximate [9] and Star-
cubing [4] iceberg cubing algorithms.

Divide and Approximate-Cubing (D&A Pruning). While bounding can
handle some algebraic functions with local aggregations of both signs in × and
/ operations, they cannot be handled by D&A [9]. The constraint “ SUM/MAX”
cannot be approximated by D&A pruning when SUM and MAX can be both pos-
itive and negative values, but they can be bounded. Moreover, in D&A pruning,
the approximator can only be derived from some group g with a sub-group of
g, gs, that is grouped by all dimensions and can prune only the groups that are
sub-groups of g and super-groups of gs. This suggests that in the simultaneous
computation of multiple cuboids, it is difficult to locate the specific groups that
can be pruned by the derived approximator on the tree before the groups are
actually computed.

Star-Cubing. Both the Star-tree and the GB-tree are inspired by the H-tree [7].
Star-cubing uses star-nodes which represent all non-frequent dimension-values
to reduce the size of the Star-tree. It is shown in [4] that for monotone con-
straints, star nodes significantly improve the efficiency of iceberg cubing. It is
briefly mentioned that star nodes can also be incorporated for non-monotone
constraints such as those involving AVG. However, this may involve consider-
able additional cost. Star nodes can be easily incorporated in Bound-cubing for
monotone constraints.

Bound-cubing and Star-cubing share the spirit of multiway computation of
cuboids [10]. In Star-cubing, with a traversal of the Star-tree, only the group at
the root and the groups of the cuboid at the leaf level are computed. Bound-
cubing computes multiple cuboids at multiple levels of the GB-tree at once while
multiple Star-trees need to be built in Star-cubing.

5 Experiments

Two datasets are used for our experiments. One is real world data consisting of
88443 tuples taken from the 1990 US census [12]. The dataset has 61 attributes.
We extracted the 10 attributes with discrete domains as dimensions such as
group-quarters-type, marital-status, and occupation, with cardinalities between
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6 to 10. The measure is total-income. The other is the OLAP benchmark re-
lational tables TPC-R [1]. We constructed a single joined relation to derive a
multidimensional dataset consisting of 1 million tuples with 10 dimensions, with
cardinalities between 2 and 25.

We examine two aspects of Bound-cubing separately. First, the aggregation
strategy of Bound-cubing is compared with Star-cubing. Second, the bounding
techniques are compared with D&A for pruning effectiveness. For fair compari-
son, we have implemented all three algorithms and applied the same implemen-
tation optimisations whenever applicable. Our experiments were conducted on
a PC with an Intel Pentium R 4, 1.70 GHz CPU and 512M main memory, run-
ning Red Hat Linux7.2. All programs are written in C++. All data structures
required can fit in memory. The runtime measured excludes the I/O time.

5.1 Bound-Cubing vs. Star-Cubing

To evaluate the aggregation cost of Bound-cubing, we compare it with Star-
cubing using the monotone constraint “COUNT(∗) ≥ δ”. The runtime of both
algorithms on both datasets are recorded at different count thresholds and
shown in Figure 5. Bound-cubing is consistently faster than Star-cubing on both
datasets at all count thresholds. Bound-cubing is slightly more efficient than
Star-cubing. This can be attributed to the more simultaneous aggregation in
Bound-cubing.
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Fig. 5. Bound-cubing vs Star-cubing for Count Threshold

5.2 Bound-Cubing vs. D&A Cubing

We compare Bound-cubing with D&A cubing on the non-monotone constraint
“AVG(m) ≥ α”. Their performance is shown in Figure 6 Two observations are
made: (1) Bound-cubing is always significantly more efficient than D&A cub-
ing at all thresholds. The improvement is 2 to 15 times on census dataset and
7 times on TPCR dataset. The performance gain is attributed to the simul-
taneous aggregation and bounding for pruning. (2) While the threshold of the
constraint increases, Bound-cubing becomes faster. Surprisingly, the runtime of
D&A does not decrease with larger thresholds. This suggests that the overhead
of pruning increases with the increase in the constraint threshold. In contrast,
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bounding techniques have low overhead and the efficiency gains always outweigh
the overhead incurred in pruning.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have developed effective techniques that bound the aggregate values of
groups. The bounding techniques are general and can prune for complex non-
monotone constraints defined with distributive and algebraic functions. We have
also developed an efficient computation strategy on the Group-Bound tree that
computes multiple cuboids simultaneously. In terms of cube computation, our
contribution is a general approach for dealing with complex non-monotone con-
straints. The approach incurs little overhead and fits nicely with the multiway
aggregation strategy.
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Abstract. The use of pre-computed aggregate data is a common technique to 
address performance in Data Warehouse systems (DW), but the adoption of ag-
gregates must be transparent. An aggregate retargeting mechanism redirects a 
query to available aggregate table(s) whenever possible. In this work, we pre-
sent an aggregate retargeting mechanism that deals with multiple fact table 
schemas (MFTS), which are composed of many fact tables related by con-
formed dimensions. The algorithm provides two types of transparency: a) ag-
gregate unawareness, and b) MFTS join complexity unawareness. The algo-
rithm requires simple metadata, and it is non-intrusive. The paper presents the 
retargeting algorithm, required metadata and performance experiments.  

1   Introduction 

Data warehouses (DW) are analytical databases aimed at supporting decision-making. 
A DW is modeled in terms of fact and dimension tables, which can be arranged in a 
variety of schema types, such as star, snowflake or multiple fact tables [7][12][6]. A 
multiple fact tables schema (MFTS), or fact constellation schema, is composed of 
several fact tables, related through a set of conformed dimensions [7], i.e. dimensions 
that have the same meaning at every possible fact table. MFTSs are commonly used 
to model a DW as a set of multiple, interrelated subjects [6][12]. In relational data-
bases, On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) operations typically result in SQL que-
ries in which aggregation functions (e.g. SUM) are applied to fact table attributes, 
using dimension table attributes as grouping columns. MFTSs impose restrictions on 
the joining of facts and dimensions: distinct fact tables can only be joined if they 
represent data at the same granularity level.  

Performance is a critical issue in DW systems. Pre-computed aggregation is the 
most efficient strategy to reduce the time needed to access a large numbers of rows 
[4][9][15]. An aggregate, also referred to as summary table, is a materialized view that 
stores redundant, consolidated information. The adoption of aggregates presupposes 
the resolution of a number related problems, among them [9]: a) finding the best set of 
aggregates under space or update overhead constraints; b) efficiently computing these 
aggregate views from raw data; c) efficiently maintaining the aggregates when new 
data is shipped to the data warehouse; and d) exploring the aggregates to answer que-
ries. This paper addresses the last problem. 
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The adoption of aggregates should be completely transparent to DW users for two 
main reasons [7]: a) users typically do not have the necessary technical skills to make 
the appropriate choices on how to conveniently use aggregates to improve perform-
ance, and b) as decision requirements change constantly, aggregates may have to 
change accordingly (e.g. removal of obsolete aggregates). An aggregate retargeting 
mechanism provides this transparency, by redirecting a query, if possible, to the 
available aggregate table(s) that can answer the query [9].  

This paper presents an aggregate retargeting algorithm that handles MFTS, provid-
ing users with two types of transparency: aggregate unawareness and MFTS complex-
ity unawareness. The algorithm requires simple metadata, and it is non-intrusive. The 
paper discusses the retargeting algorithm, underlying metadata, and presents perform-
ance tests. This paper improves previous work [2] by considering aggregates that 
represent a subset of the available data (i.e. by restricting the values of dimension 
attributes) and by presenting performance experiments. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses a motiva-
tion scenario. Section 3 presents the algorithm and the required metadata. Section 4 
describes the experiments and Section 5 discusses the results. Section 6 presents re-
lated work. Conclusions and future work are addressed in Section 7. 

2   Joining Tables in MFT Schemas 

To illustrate the problem tackled, let us consider the example depicted in Figure 1.(a). 
The ����� table is considered along the dimensions ����	
����������������	������
�������������������and ����������� 	������!����, whereas the "���� table is consid-
ered along ����	
������ and ��������#����.  

(a) An MFTS extension. 

Quarterly Analysis 
Division Quarter DollarSold DollarCost 

D1 1Q/2001 3000 600 
D2 1Q/2001 5000 900 

(b) Quarterly Sales/Costs Analysis. 

Fig. 1. Example of Facts and resulting Analysis. 

Suppose that a critical query is to compare quarterly sales and costs of product di-
visions. Assuming that product D1P1 and D1P2 belong to division D1, whereas prod-
uct D2P1 belongs to division D2, the corresponding analysis is presented in Fig-
ure 1.(b). The user, unaware of the subtleties involved, might formulate the query as 

Sales    
Prod_ID Time_ID Channel_ID DollarSold 

D1P1 Jan/2001 C1   500 
D1P1 Jan/2001 C2   500 
D1P1 Feb/2001 C1 1000 
D1P1 Feb/2001 C2 1000 
D2P1 Feb/2001 C1 5000 

Costs 
Prod_ID Time_ID DollarCost 

D1P1 Jan/2001 100 
D1P2 Feb/2001 200 
D1P1 Mar/2001 300 
D2P1 Jan/2001 400 
D2P1 Feb/2001 500 
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in Figure 2, that only produces correct results when ����������$%�� ����$%�� and 
"���������$%������$%�� have both identical set of instances. Since this condition is 
not met by the tables depicted in Figure 1.(a), this query produces incorrect results. 
First, an outer join is necessary, because not all combinations of month/product pre-
sent in ����� are included in "����. Second, and most importantly, due to the ������� 
dimension, all sales corresponding to the same month/product must be aggregated 
before they can be joined to the corresponding costs fact for that same month/product, 
otherwise the same ����� record will be joined with many "���� records, one for each 
������� value. Most users do not have the technical skills for realizing these prob-
lems, and their implications in query formulation. Therefore, queries involving MFTS 
need to be hidden through specific interfaces and applications. 
 

“the sales amount and respective costs, per quarter and product division”�
����������������� 	������"&��������"�����������"����"&�������������������������
��	
�����������	
��"�����"���������
����� � �����'� "(����$%�� ���� �����'� �(����$%�� ���� ����'� "(����$%�� ���� ����'�
�� �(����$%��
��	���������������� 	������

Fig. 2. Naive input SQL query. 

3   The Retargeting Algorithm 

The retargeting algorithm handles MFTS with the use of aggregates, providing total 
transparency for users. Transparency in this context has a twofold meaning: 
a) aggregate unawareness, and b) MFTS join complexity unawareness. This retarget-
ing service is non-intrusive, and it is intended to lie between the front-end tool and the 
DBMS. It considers as input a query written by a user through a proper user interface 
(e.g. a graphical one intended for naive users). The algorithm assumes that: 

 

• Users are unaware of MFTS joining complexities, and always write their queries in 
terms of desired facts and dimensions in a single query. The retargeting service is 
responsible for rewriting the query to produce correct results despite of the DW ex-
tension, assuming as a premise that it is necessary to bring each fact table to the 
same summarization level before joining them (as explained in Section 2).  

• Users are unaware of the existence of aggregates, formulating queries in terms of 
the original base tables and dimensions. To improve performance, the retargeting 
service is responsible for rewriting the query in terms of aggregates, if possible. 

• Retargeting queries involving a single fact table (Star Schema) is a special case of 
MFTS. Other types of schemas (e.g. Snowflake) are not considered.  

3.1   Metadata 

The algorithm requires very few metadata, which is easily supplied by the DBA. 
Metadata, depicted in Figure 3 using a UML diagram, is divided into three main 
groups: tables, star schemas and relationship between star schemas. A MFTSchema is 
modeled as a set of individual StarSchemas, which can be related by derivation rela-
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tionships (derived/deriving). Aggregating the fact table of its deriving schema(s) pro-
duces a derived schema, also referred to as an aggregate schema, or simply aggregate. 
Notice that an aggregate schema can have more than one deriving schema. Thus, 
derivation relationships define a partial ordering among schemas [9], meaning that 
any derived schema can be computed from the Cartesian product of its deriving 
schemas. Only direct derivations are maintained. For the algorithm, the derivation 
relationship is represented by a directed acyclic graph G(V, E), where V represents a 
set of star schemas, and E corresponds to the set of derivation relationships between 
any two schemas [13]. Figure 4 exemplifies a derivation graph, where "���� and ����� 
are the base schemas. With respect to its deriving schema(s), an aggregate schema can 
eliminate dimensions or be related to shrunken dimensions. A shrunken dimension [7] 
has either fewer attributes with regard to the dimension it shrinks (e.g. dimension 
����"��!���� shrinks �����������  	�����!����), fewer tuples (e.g. ����"� is a 
subset of ���� where !����)�*+++) or both. We assume that the names of the attrib-
utes are not modified in shrunken dimensions/aggregates with regard to the original 
ones (i.e. from the respective deriving schemas). 
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Fig. 3. UML representation of Metadata. 

��"����� ������

,--�.�,--�/�,--�*�

,--�0�  

Fig. 4. Derivation graph for the MFTS. 

3.2   The Algorithm 

The input is a user query with the following restrictions: a) no nested queries; b) dis-
tributive aggregation functions [9]; c) all dimensions listed in the from clause apply to 
all fact tables; d) the where and having clause are a conjunction of primitive Boolean 
conditions. The algorithm is divided into 4 steps, presented below. The output of each 
step is illustrated in Figure 5, using the input query of Figure 2 and the derivation 
graph of Figure 4. The algorithm is an extension of the one presented in [7], to deal 
with multiple fact tables. 
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Step 1: Division into Component Queries 

For each fact table Fi listed in the from clause of input query Q, create a component 
query Ci such that: 

Ci from clause := Fi and all dimensions listed in the from clause of Q; 

Ci where clause := all join conditions of Q necessary to relate Fi to the dimensions, 

together with any conditions involving these dimensions; 
Ci group by clause := all attributes used in the group by clause of Q; 

Ci having clause := all conditions involving aggregation functions applied to Fi at-

tributes; 
Ci select clause := all attributes used in the group by clause of Q, in addition to all 

aggregation function(s) applied to Fi attributes;  

Step 2: Selection of Candidates for Component Queries 
This step generates the candidate set CSi for each component query, which are sche-
mas (base or aggregate) that answer Ci. For each component query, the graph is 
traversed recursively starting from the corresponding base schema, i.e. the one con-
taining the fact table Fi listed in the from clause of Ci. Notice that when the algorithm 
detects that a schema cannot answer the component query, the search stops because 
no schema derived from it would be able to answer it as well. In the worst case, Ci 
contains the respective base schema. 

For each component query Ci, generated in Step 01: 

Let n:= the node that corresponds to the base schema of Ci;  

Let CSi := Explore(Ci, n); 
 
The recursive function Explore is defined as follows: 

Explore(Ci, n) 

ResultSet := {}; 
If compatible_attributes(Ci , n) and compatible_conditions(Ci , n) and compati-

ble_aggregate_functions(Ci , n)  
Then begin 

Let ResultSet:= {n}; 
For each dn, where dn is a derived schema of n 

Let ResultSet:= ResultSet � Explore(Ci, dn); 

end; 
Return ResultSet. 

 
where compatible_attributes(q, n) is a function that verifies if all attributes of the 
component query q (clauses select, where, having) are described for the schema n; 
compatible_conditions(q, n) verifies if the set of conditions specified in the where 
clause of q is subsumed by the conjunction of conditions described over the attributes 
of the schema n [1]; and compatible_aggregate_functions(q, n) verifies whether the 
aggregation functions used in the select and having clauses of q are compatible with 
the ones described over the numeric attributes of the schema n [9]. 
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Fig. 5. Output of Algorithm Steps. 

Step 3: Selection of Best Candidates 
This step selects the best combination of candidates to rewrite the query, and this 
choice is based on the minimum accumulated size criterion, defined as the minimum 
volume of records that need to be manipulated to answer the query.  

Let T be a set of tuples (e1, …, en), where e1 � CS1, …, en � CSn, (n>0), repre-
senting the Cartesian product of candidate sets CS1 X .. X CSn. Let t be a tuple of T. 
The accumulated size of t(e1, …, en), AS(t), is a function that returns the sum of re-
cords that must be handled if the query were rewritten using t. AS(t) computes only 
once the size of a given table, in case it is included in more than one candidate 
set CSi.  

Consider all CSi sets generated in Step 2,  

Generate T = CS1 X .. X CSn 

Let t-min := min( AS(t) for all t � T);  

Step 4: Query Reformulation 
Once the best candidate for each component query is determined, the query is rewrit-
ten. If the set of best candidate resulting from Step 3 has a single element, i.e. a com-
mon aggregate for all component queries, a single query is written using that aggre-
gate and the respective shrunken dimensions. Otherwise, the query is rewritten in 
terms of views that summarize the best aggregates individually, which are subse-
quently joined. Figure 5 (Step 4) displays the rewritten query for our example, where 
"�$���� and "�$����	
� are shrunken dimensions related to aggregate ,--�0. This 
algorithm is trivial and it is not presented due to space limitations.  

4   Experiments 

The purpose of our experiments was to verify if the algorithm leads to best choice (in 
terms of query execution time) to answer a multi-fact query, considering different 
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configurations of aggregates. The set of aggregates includes both aggregates that 
summarize individual fact tables, and aggregates that summarize and join different 
fact tables (referred to as joined aggregates). We performed tests considering: (a) 
different sizes for the output, (b) different levels of aggregation (compression factor) 
and (c) four different manners of implementing the data warehouse (base and aggre-
gate schemas). The four alternatives are a combination of sorting and indexing 
properties, namely: (i) unsorted and pre-sorted tables, considering the best and the 
worst possible sorting order, (ii) tables with and without proper indexes. Best sorting 
and proper indexing are considered with regard to the target input query. A table pre-
sents the best sorting to solve a target query if its ordering matches the sequence of 
retrieving the records by the DBMS, saving I/O operations. To be realistic, we con-
sider that the tables of base schemas always have proper indexes.  

We adopted the MFTS schema of the APB-1 OLAP Benchmark [11], from which 
we selected tables %�������� and "����, considered along 3 common dimensions: �����
	
������� ������ ���	�� ������� ����� ���������, �	�������"����� 5�������� and 
�����������  	������ !����. "���� is additionally considered along the dimension 
��������#����. Figure 8 depicts the hierarchy of aggregates defined, where %�������� 
and "���� are the base tables, %i are aggregates summarizing facts of %��������, aggre-

gates "i summarize facts of "����, and %"i are joined aggregates that summarize and 
join "���� and %�������� facts. Our target input queries are the ones used to generate 
%"4, %"3, %"2 and %"1. For each of them, we executed a set of tests considering the 
presence of different aggregates. Thus, we tested how the query was answered using 
the joined aggregate of its respective level, as well as using combinations of aggre-
gate/base schemas from the previous levels. For instance, Query One retrieves the 
content of aggregate %"4. Therefore, Query One was answered by: (a) aggregate %"4 , 

(b) summarizing joined aggregates from the %"4 derivation relationship (%"3, %"2, %"1), 

and (c) summarizing and joining schemas in the derivation hierarchy of %0 and "0, 
including�base schemas %�������� and "����. This rationale applies to the experiments 
related to Query Two (%"3), Query Three (%"2) and Query Four (%"1). 
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Fig. 8. Derivation Graph. 
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Experiment data was generated using the APB.EXE program, executed in a Sun 
Ultra II - Solaris, using a market leader database management system. APB.EXE 
generates randomly data for the fact/dimension tables, given two input parameters: 
channel (used to populate dimension tables) and density (percentage that determines 
how many of the possible dimensions combinations will have corresponding facts). 
They were settled as 17 and 0.1%, respectively, resulting in fact tables with a very 
large population. Aggregate hierarchy levels are defined to obtain aggregates that 
represent approximately 75, 50, 25 and 5 percent of the base fact tables population 
(levels 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively), chosen as representative values for verifying exe-
cution behavior considering different summarization rates. These are obtained by 
eliminating the ������� dimension of fact table "����, and by recursively shrinking the 
����	
� dimension. Figure 8 displays the fact table population (#) for each base or 
aggregate schema, as well as the corresponding percent value w.r.t. the base fact ta-
ble. 

Table 1. Execution times to answer Query One. 

Source Tables 
Accumulated 

Size Indexed / Sorted 
Without In-
dexes/Sorted Indexed/Unsorted 

Without In-
dexes/Unsorted 

Inventory/Sales 13838688 3:17:51  4:06:51  
I1 × S1 10375506 0:46:42 1:39:37 0:48:30 1:52:48 
I2 × S2 7769754 0:40:45 1:13:48 0:35:32 1:28:15 

IS1 5319900 0:26:44 0:28:06 0:19:47 0:21:05 
IS2 3982626 0:24:01 0:23:13 0:17:17 0:17:41 

I3 × S3 3199518 0:19:14 0:31:50 0:18:21 0:39:45 
IS3 1635930 0:12:32 0:12:48 0:08:17 0:09:46 

I4 × S4 639648 0:05:27 0:09:04 0:06:36 0:08:59 
IS4 323676 0:04:52 0:04:46 0:05:32 0:05:09 

 
Table 1 details data related to the 34 experiments executed for Query One. Column 

Source Tables presents the tables used to solve the target query. Column Accumulated 
Size sums population of used tables. Each cell represents an execution of the target 
query in terms of the Source Tables, considering one of the 4 specific DW implemen-
tations considered. For example, the execution time of Query One on I1 × S1 is 0:46:42, 

considering that %* and "* are properly indexed and present the best sorting. Previous 
tests were done on the DBMS to determine the best and worst sorting, for each table, 
given a target query. Recall that base schemas are always indexed. 

Figure 9 presents Table 1 data graphically. The x-axis presents the Accumulated 
Size of the Source Tables and the y-axis displays execution times. Each curve corre-
sponds the execution time according to a DW implementation. We produced similar 
data for the 3 other queries (Two, Three and Four), so as to test performance consider-
ing different output population. Although absolute times changed, the patterns dis-
played in Figure 9 are maintained in all 3 sets of experiments.  

5   Experiments Discussion 

Considering execution times displayed in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 9, it is possi-
ble to observe that the criterion accumulated size always adopted make the best 
choice in the following situations:  
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Fig. 9. Query One Performance Graph 

• all candidates are indexed by proper indexes; 
• except for the base schemas (which are always candidate), none of the candidates 

are properly indexed, but they are all joined aggregates; 
 

The accumulated size may not lead to the best decision when it is necessary to join 
fact tables, or when some candidates have indexes whereas others (possibly smaller 
ones) do not. Indeed, the existence of indexes may be more significant than accumu-
lated size alone, particularly if fact tables must be joined. For instance, the time nec-
essary for executing the query based on I3 × S3 without proper indexes (Figure 9, x = 
3,199,518) is superior than the time required to compute it from IS2��(Figure 9, x = 
3,982,626), which is larger, when IS2��has proper indexes. Notice that it is even com-
parable to I2 × S2 candidate, which is significantly larger (Figure 9, x = 7,769,754), if 
both I2 and S2 are indexed. It should be observed however that the difference in time 
is not always significant and this situation does not constitute a pattern (e.g. see I4 × S4 

vs. IS3). Properly sorted tables normally produce better results, but table sorting does 
not have a significant impact on time execution. 

The results with regard to indexing are not surprising, for index role is well known 
[9]. In spite of that, the inadequate choice of our algorithm did not imply a severe 
performance degradation by considering exclusively the accumulated size. In our 
experiments, the worst case represented approximately 40 minutes, which corre-
sponds to 89% of time increase (i.e. it has not even doubled the execution time). Also, 
the impact of indexes is directly related to table population. The main advantage of 
the accumulated size criterion is that it is possible to develop a non-intrusive algo-
rithm, which does not require a detailed understanding of DBMS characteristics for 
proper parameterization and functioning. 
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6   Related Work 

The problem of exploiting aggregates for efficient query processing is addressed in 
works such as [3][5][8][14][15]. The focus of [3][5] is on the optimization of the query 
plan, with the use of new operators. [8] addresses cache management, which is suit-
able for supporting the interactive, ad hoc analyses typical of DW environments. [15] 
presents an algorithm that rewrites queries to make the best use of aggregates. The 
algorithm detects the overlapping part between an input query and one or more aggre-
gates, providing a compensation for the non-overlapping parts. With regard to 
[5][14][3], the main contribution of [15] is the complexity of input queries addressed 
(i.e. complex expressions, multidimensional aggregation and nested queries). None of 
these works address MFTS. Also, they are meant to be embedded into the database 
engine or OLAP server, and compute aggregates dynamically. 

The algorithm presented here is an extension of one proposed in [7], in order to al-
low users to deal with multiple fact tables in their input queries. The algorithm of [7] 
is used to implement a query navigator, focused on Star Schemas. Notice that this 
navigator allows a user to deal with MFTS if he/she produces two or more aggregate 
tables, each one based on a single Start Schema, and then joins the results using SQL. 
This approach does not provide the transparency with regard to the problems related 
to MFTS, since all problems highlighted in Section 2 may happen. MS Analysis [10] 
also allows joining virtual cubes, thus handling MFTS. However, virtual cubes can be 
joined only if they share at least one common dimension, provided that both cubes 
have along these common dimensions identical set of members. Thus, only a limited 
set of MFTS extensions are supported. Unlike these works, the algorithm proposed in 
this paper provides total transparency on the problems related to input queries submit-
ted to MFTS, imposes no constraints on DW extension and additionally improves 
performance by exploiting aggregates. To the best of our knowledge, other market 
leaders such as DB2 and Oracle do not handle MFTS.  

7   Conclusions 

The algorithm presented in this work deals with MFTS, providing two types of trans-
parency: a) aggregate unawareness, and b) MFTS query complexity unawareness. The 
algorithm requires simple metadata, and it is non-intrusive. Thus it can be imple-
mented as a layer in between the user front-end tool and DBMS engine.  

To test the algorithm’s performance, the experiments considered four alternative 
DW implementation scenarios that could influence the results, different input and 
output populations,  and various types of aggregates (joined aggregates vs. aggregates 
of a single fact table, different compression factors). The population of the base fact 
tables is also representative of real DW environments. We conclude that the criterion 
of accumulated size produces good results in almost all the cases. The significant 
exceptions were related to the existence of indexes, particularly in situations when 
distinct fact tables must be joined. In spite of that, the inadequate choice of the algo-
rithm did not imply a severe performance degradation. 

The main advantage of the accumulated size criterion is that it is not necessary to 
take into account DBMS internals characteristics. For instance, one has to study the 
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optimization plans and statistical data provided by a specific DBMS in order to under-
stand the heuristics and function costs applied, and how these criteria influence each 
other. This can result in a difficult algorithm parameterization, which would be spe-
cific to DBMS, platform configuration and volume of records at hand. This parame-
terization is error-prone, and could lead to questionable results if not adequately per-
formed. In opposition, the metadata required by our algorithm can be easily collected 
with simple SQL standard statements. 

Future work includes extending performance tests (e.g. more than two fact tables, 
indexing related to Boolean conditions that restrict aggregates), improving the algo-
rithm (e.g. other cost metrics, union of distributed schemas), the integration of the 
current algorithm implementation into a DW architecture, the use of the proposed 
algorithm in the context of dynamic aggregate computation, among other topics. 
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Abstract. This paper describes a scheme for partial pre-aggregation to speed up 
the response time of queries that are posed for the array-like interface, subject 
to the constraint that all pre-computed aggregates must fit into storage of a pre-
determined size. The target query workload consists of all base and aggregate 
cells that are stored in a multidimensional array (i.e. cube). These queries are 
actually range queries pre-defined by users. Due to the huge size of all possible 
aggregate cells, the emphasis of our scheme is to reduce the overhead for query 
compilation. An efficient and effective query decomposition method is devised, 
which works well with a pre-aggregation scheme whereby pre-computed aggre-
gates form a sub-cube of the full cube. A greedy algorithm is devised is to de-
rive such a sub-cube. A HOLAP engine which implements this partial pre-
aggregation scheme is described. Experimental results using both synthetic and 
real-life datasets are presented to demonstrate that the partial pre-aggregation 
scheme is viable, and for some complex queries, accelerates query execution by 
close to 300 times.  

1   Introduction 

In the recent years, the database industry has settled on HOLAP (Hybrid) OLAP as 
the main approach for implementation of OLAP (On-Line Analytic Processing) appli-
cations. A HOLAP is a combination of a MOLAP engine over aggregated data (the 
cube) and a Relational DBMS over base data.  It is more scalable than a pure Multi-
dimensional OLAP (MOLAP), but it keeps the array-like interface from its MOLAP 
engine, which offers superior performance for many OLAP applications in compari-
son to SQL, or its extended versions. According to a group of Oracle researchers, 
SQL suffers, in a fundamental way, from (i) lack of language constructs to treat rela-
tions as arrays and to define formulas over them, and (ii) lack of efficient random 
access methods for array access ([Wit03]).  

This paper is concerned with construction of an HOLAP engine that directly sup-
ports an array-style querying interface. Due to a well-documented phenomenon called 
database explosion [Pendse03], only a small portion of the set of all possible aggre-
gated data is generated and stored in the cube. This practice is called partial pre-
aggregation. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to study partial pre-
aggregation for MOLAP/HOLAP systems1. Indeed, there have been assertions that 
that every aggregate in MOLAP database must be pre-computed (e.g. [PS99], [H98]). 

                                                           
1  Some MOLAP/HOLAP vendors may have implemented their partial pre-aggregation 

schemes, but we are unaware of any description of these schemes in the literature.  
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Several research articles have been published ([BPT97], [HCKL00], [HRU96], 
[GHRU97], [SDN98], [GM99]), which studied the partial pre-aggregation problem 
for ROLAP systems. However, the research issues about partial aggregation for 
HOLAP engines are very different because of its array-like interface. Unlike views as 
defined by the CUBE-BY operator ([GBPL96]), cells in the cube are far more numer-
ous. We define query compilation as the process to search for relevant pre-aggregated 
data which would assist in computation of the answer for a query. The query compila-
tion time is generally negligible in the case of views, because they can be connected 
as a lattice ([HRU96]). In case of HOLAP engines, the query compilation time could 
be so large that it can offset any advantage in reduction in access time. Much of this 
paper is about finding an efficient query compilation scheme, an emphasis that actu-
ally drives the optimization process.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The basic concepts of HOLAP, to-
gether with the special terms we use in this paper, are explained in Section 2. The data 
structure (i.e. B-tree) to organize the non-empty cells of the cube is also discussed 
there. In Section 3, the query compilation method, which is essentially a query de-
composition method, is described. In Section 4, we describe the Greedy Algorithm, 
which selects cells whose measures will be pre-computed. In Section 5, experimental 
results are presented to show the overhead of the query processing, and to justify this 
overhead in view of reduction in query response time. Section 6 is the conclusion.    

2   Cube and HOLAP Engine 

The (full) cube is defined in this paper to be a k-dimensional array, where k is a posi-
tive integer greater than zero. Each dimension of a cube has Di members, 1<=i<=k, 
which are organized as a hierarchy. The members at the leaf level are called primary 
members. All other members in a higher level of the dimension hierarchy are called 
group members. The hierarchy is a tree hierarchy, where a member is assumed to 
have exactly one parent, except for the root.  A sub-cube is a k-dimensional array, 
which has all primary members and a subset of group members for each dimension of 
the full cube. The base cube, as a sub-cube of the cube, is the k-dimensional array, 
each dimension of which has only the primary members. This is the smallest sub-
cube.  

Fig. 1 shows dimension hierarchies of a 2-dimensional OLAP database, i.e., all 
sub-cubes built from this database are 2-dimensional cubes. All members, which are 
numbered within the interval [1,4] are primary members, and the remaining ones are 
group members. The cube contains all 7 members on each dimension. The base cube 
contains all 4 primary members, but no group members, on each dimension. 

 

a1 a2 a3 a4 b2b1

a5 a6
b5

a7

b3 b4

b6

b7

 

Fig. 1. Dimensional Hierarchies of an OLAP Database 
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A cell in the cube is labeled by a k-tuple, which is composed of its coordinates 
along the k dimensions. A cell is an aggregate cell if at least one coordinate of the 
cell is a group member of some dimension, otherwise it is a primary cell. A cell stores 
a single numeric value, which is called the measure, although the results of this paper 
are equally valid for multiple values stored in each cell.  Measures of all primary cells 
are input from a data source. The measure of an aggregate cell may be calculated 
according to the method to be discussed later in this section. The calculation can take 
place on demand, usually when its value is required for computation of the answer of 
a query, or, it can be pre-computed, i.e., before the query time. In the latter case, the 
cell is called a pre-aggregated cell. A cube is fully pre-aggregated if all aggregate 
cells in the full cube are pre-aggregated. A PPA (Partially Pre-aggregated) cube is a 
sub-cube, where all aggregate cells in the sub-cube are pre-aggregated. A group 
member that is included in some dimension of a PPA cube is called a pre-aggregated 
member of this sub-cube. A PPA cube is uniquely defined by the set of all pre-
aggregated members.  

The input to the HOLAP engine is a query, which points to a cell of the (full) cube. 
The purpose of our HOLAP engine is to determine the measure of the cell, and then 
return it as the answer of the query. In this paper, we assume that all aggregated data 
form a PPA cube. Consequently, the query whose corresponding cell is not found in 
the PPA cube, must be computed on the fly. Hopefully, cells in the PPA cube would 
help to reduce the response time of this query. The goal of this research is to find a 
PPA cube, whose storage size is not to exceed a certain pre-determined threshold, 
such that the response time of an average query is minimized. In Section 4, we will 
introduce a greedy algorithm which essentially selects group members from all di-
mensions that may form the PPA cube. For the time being, some PPA cube is as-
sumed to exist, in order that we may proceed to the discussion of the HOLAP engine.   

The HOLAP engine has two major components: the query processor and an access 
method that is based on a B-tree. The query processor is to decompose a query into a 
number of queries, or sub-queries, whose answers are readily retrievable from the 
PPA cube. The contents of the cells in the PPA cube are organized into a disk-based 
B-tree. Query decomposition is covered in Section 3.  For the rest of this section, we 
are concerned with the B-tree, or more broadly, the data storage and retrieval issues.  

We adopt an addressing scheme such that all possible cells in the full cube are 
visualized as a linear array. Let Di be the total number of primary and group members 
for dimension i. The dimensions are so named such that Di <= Di+1, for 0<= i <= k-1. 
Thus there are all together D0*…*Dk-1 cells in the cube. The address of a cell is the 
offset from the top of the linear array, and is called the key. For simplicity, all mem-
bers of each dimension, say dimension i, are mapped, on 1-to-1 basis, into a range of 
integers, {0, 1, …, Di-1}. Given the coordinates of a cell, we can now turn them into 
integers, say, (v0, …, vk-1). The key of this k-dimensional cell is then equal to 
v0*D1*…*Dk-1 + v1*D2*…*Dk-1 + … + vk-1. Conversely, given the key, the coordi-
nates also may be computed. With this addressing scheme, a cube is actually a set of 
records, in the form of <key, measure>, where measure is non-zero. Empty cells are 
not stored. A B-tree is built, with these records stored in the leaf nodes. To retrieve 
the measure in a cell, its coordinates are first converted into a key, and then locate its 
measure from the B-tree.  
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3   Query Decomposition 

A query is submitted to the HOLAP engine as a tuple T (t1, …, tk) where ti, 1<=i<=k, 
is the coordinate of the cell in the ith dimension. The terms of query and cell are used 
interchangeably in this paper. A descendant of a tuple T(t1, …, tk) is another tuple 
T’(t1’, …, tk’) such that each ti’ is a descendant of ti in the ith dimension hierarchy. T’ 
is an immediate child of T, if their components are identical except for one dimension, 
say i, such that ti’ is an immediate child (i.e. the closest descendant) of ti. There could 
be as many immediate children of T as there are dimensions. In particular, T’ is the 
immediate child of T along the dimension i.  

We define the measure of an aggregate tuple T to be a non-holistic aggregate func-
tion ([GBLP96]) of all measures of tuples which are collectively represented by the 
aggregate tuple. This measure is recursively defined as follows. If the immediate 
children of T are primary members, the measure of T is a function of measures of all 
these immediate children. If the immediate children of T are group members, the 
measure of T is a function of measures of all its immediate children of T along any 
one single dimension.  

The following result, which follows from the above definition, and is proved in 
[Luk01], offers an alternative way to compute the measure of a tuple. 

 
Lemma 1: The measure of T is an aggregate function of measures of all primary 
members that are also descendants of T.    

 
The primary tuple set (pts) of T is defined to be the set of all primary tuples that 

are descendant of T. To compute the answer to T, one needs to access all cells that are 
associated with the tuples in pts(T), retrieve their measures and then compute the 
aggregation function. There is a straightforward method to locate this set of tuples. 
Let us define a primary member set (or pms, in short) of a group member G in a di-
mension hierarchy as the set of primary members that are descendants of G. For the 
tuple T above, we can easily show that the set of tuples, which is the Cartesian prod-
uct of the primary member sets of each component of T, i.e. pms(t1) × pms(t2) ×…× 
pms(tk), is a superset of pts(T). It is a superset  because many of the tuples included in 
the Cartesian product simply do not exist. Nonetheless, assuming no prior knowledge 
of the cube, these non-existent tuples must be generated, and attempts must be made 
to access their cells.  

We define the query cost for T as the number of tuples that must be accessed for 
the computation of its answer. In the case of zero pre-aggregation, the cost of process 
a query T (t1, …, tk) is |pms(t1)|*…*|pms(tk)|. With pre-aggregated cells in the PPA, 
our query processing strategy is to decompose a given query Q into a set of queries, 
whose answers are stored in the PPA cube. The query cost of Q is the cardinality of 
this set. For the rest of this section, we will describe a process which will give the 
lowest query cost for any Q.  

Consider an arbitrary dimension hierarchy, say DH. Let m be an arbitrary member 
in the hierarchy. Let S be the set of all members in the PPA cube belonging to the 
dimension. A cover for m is defined to be a set of members in DH, e.g. {p1, …, pi} 
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such that (i) every member in the set is a member of S, (ii) every member is a descen-
dant of m in DH, and  (iii) pms(m) = pms(p1) ∪ … ∪ pms(pi). 

Note that every member m in DH has at least one cover, i.e. the set of primary 
members in DH, which are also descendants of m. A mincover of m, given S, min-
cover(m, S), is defined to be a cover with the smallest cardinality. The following algo-
rithm computes the mincover C, which is initially null. We assume that m is not in S, 
because otherwise m itself is the mincover.   

 
Algorithm 1 (FindMincover) 
FOR each primary member of m, say r,  

1. Locate all members on the path between m and r in the dimension hierarchy 
2. Let p be the closet member on the path to m that is pre-aggregated (which 

could be r itself) 
3. IF p is not already in C THEN include p into C 

END 
 

Lemma 2: The set C derived from Algorithm 1 is a cover of m and has the smallest 
cardinality among all covers of m, i.e. C = mincover(m, S).  
Proof: see [Li03].  
 

Consider now a query Q (q1, …, qk). Let Si, 1�i �k,  be the set of members on the 
ith dimension hierarchy of the PPA cube. This query will be decomposed into a set of 
pre-aggregated queries, according to the mincover of each coordinate. In particular, 
this is an optimal decomposition, as the following Lemma shows. 

 
Lemma 3: The Cartesian product: mincover(q1, S1) × mincover(q2, S2) ×…× min-
cover(qk, Sk) is the smallest set of sub-queries that must be processed in order to de-
rive the answer for Q.  
Proof: see [Li03].   

 
To conclude this Section, we have shown that if we are given a PPA cube, we can 

produce a query decomposition plan that will guarantee the lowest query cost. The 
processing overhead in produce this plan is minimal, if mincover(qi, Si) for every i, 

1�i �k, have been pre-computed before query time, although I/O may be involved in 
retrieving the pre-computed mincovers.  

4   Construction of PPA Cube 

We construct a PPA cube as follows. We begin with a base cube, and select members 
from all k dimension hierarchies for inclusion into the PPA Cube, one at a time, until 
the estimated size of PPA Cube reaches a pre-determined threshold. Then the PPA 
Cube is computed, using any of the many published algorithms ([Luk01], [BR99]). 
For the rest of this Section, we describe the member selection process using the 
‘greedy’ approach.   

The Greedy Algorithm looks for a member that would give maximum benefit per 
unit of storage, among all remaining yet-to-be-selected members. Our job here is to 
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compute the benefit that the selection of a certain member would bring, and the 
amount of storage the pre-aggregation would take up. The benefit due to inclusion of 
a new member in the PPA Cube is the reduction of the total query cost for all queries. 
This may seem to be a lot of work involved to calculate the benefit at each step of the 
Greedy Algorithm. Fortunately, it is not as difficult as it seems.  

We denote Total-QC(S1, …, Sk) as the total query cost for the PPA cube where Si, 

1� i �k, is the set of members for the ith dimension of the cube. Let M(m1, …, mk) be 

an arbitrary tuple in the full cube. By Algorithm 1, we compute mincover(mi, Si), 1� i 
�k,  the mincover of mi in the ith dimension hierarchy with Si as the set of pre-
aggregated members. Then,  

 

(1) Total-QC(S1, …, Sk) = ∑ … ∑|mincover(m1, S1)|*…*|mincover(mk, Sk)|  

 =  ∑(|mincover(m1, S1)|*…* ∑|mincover(mk, Sk)|)   
 = Dim-QC(S1) * … * Dim-QC(Sk) 

 
where each summation ranges over all members in a dimension hierarchy, and Dim-
QC(Si), 1� i �k, as the sum total of all mincover cardinalities in the dimension i, is 
the ith component of the total query cost.  

Suppose now a new member p is to be added to Si, so that Si’ =  p ∪ Si. The bene-
fit, which is dependent on p, and (S1, …, Sk), can be computed as follows: To com-
pute Total-QC(S1, …Si’, …, Sk), we need only compute Dim-QC(Si’).  

 
(2)     Benefit(p, S1, …, Sk)   

= Total-QC(S1, …, Si, …, Sk) - Total-QC(S1, …, Si’, …, Sk) 
= (Dim-QC(Si) - Dim-QC(Si’))*(Dim-QC(S1)* …*Dim-QC(Si-1)*Dim-
QC(Si+1)*…*Dim-QC(Sk)) 

 
By (2), we now know that the benefit of choosing a member p for inclusion into 

the PPA cube can be calculated by re-computing the mincovers of the members in the 
same dimension hierarchy. Specifically, we need only re-compute those mincovers 
which may be affected if p is made a pre-aggregate member.  

In general, we may compute the benefit per unit storage if a member p is made an 
aggregated member, as follows. We assume, without loss of generality, that p is 
member of ith dimension hierarchy, where Si is the current set of all aggregated mem-
bers. Let Si’ = p ∪ Si. Then, from (2),  

 
(3)     Benefit(p, S1, …, Sk)   

= (n*(|mincover(p, Si)| - 1))* 
(Dim-QC(S1)* …*Dim-QC(Si-1)*Dim-QC(Si+1)*…*Dim-QC(Sk)) 

 

where n is the number of ancestors of p in the ith dimension hierarchy between p and 
the closest ancestor of p that is already a pre-aggregated member. Next, we will com-
pute the extra storage that may be incurred by the inclusion of p to the PPA cube. This 
may be estimated using the method described in [SDNR96].   
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We will now describe the Greedy Algorithm. Initially, the base cube as the input 
database, i.e. each side of the PPA Cube, Si contains only primary members of the 
dimension.  

 
Algorithm 2 (Greedy Algorithm) 
Repeat 

1. Find mi, 1<=i<=k, in ith dimension hierarchy, mi not being in Si, such that 
Benefit(mi, S1, …, Sk) per unit storage is the largest (see benefit calculation 
in Equation (3));  

2. Choose mi such that Benefit(mi, S1, …, Sk) per unit storage is the largest  
3. Si = mi  ∪ Si;  
4. Update the storage size of PPA Cube; 
5. Update the mincovers of all ancestors of mi in the ith hierarchy;   

Until the size of the PPA cube is larger than a pre-set limit.  

5   Experimental Results 

Our experiments are performed on an Intel Pentium IV machine running Windows 
2000. The machine has a physical memory of 1.5G bytes.  

We use a synthetic and a real-life dataset for experiments. We will discuss first the 
experimental results with the synthetic dataset. It has 5 dimensions with identical 6-
level dimension hierarchy. Beginning from the top of the hierarchy, the 6 levels of a 
hierarchy have in total 1, 2, 5, 25, 50, and 100 members at each respective level. 
Thus, each dimension has 83 group members and 100 primary members. (The same 
dimension hierarchy is used for experiments in [SDN98].) The base cube has 100,000 
non-empty cells, which is expanded into the full cube, by including about 
365,000,000 non-empty aggregate cells.   

The Pre-Aggregation Ratio is the estimated size of the PPA cube relative to esti-
mated size of the full cube. We implement the Greedy Algorithm, and the Random 
Algorithm for construction of PPA cubes, given a pre-set value of the Pre-
Aggregation Ratio. The Random Algorithm, which is to select members randomly, is 
implemented for comparison purposes.  

In the query processing phase, sets of 10,000 queries are posed to the HOLAP en-
gine. The queries are cells randomly selected from the full cube, our query workload. 
The response time for answering a query is the total of two time components: (i) the 
query decomposition time, and (ii) the time to retrieve from the PPA cube the aggre-
gated values for all sub-queries. The first component includes time to locate the rele-
vant pre-computed mincovers, and compute the final query result. The second com-
ponent is mostly the total response time for all sub-queries, which is roughly 
proportional to the query cost, i.e., the number of sub-queries resulted from query 
composition. The query response time for each query is so short that we opt for meas-
uring the query response time of the whole query set, instead of individual queries. 
All 10,000 queries in a query set will have the same query complexity, i.e. a pre-
determined number of group members in a query (out of 5).  

Our experiments are designed to examine the feasibility of the scheme proposed in 
this paper. We will first show the efficiency of the query decomposition strategy. As 
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Table 1 shows, the relative query decomposition time is significant (12.3% - 34.3%), 
but not high. This is due to mostly the I/O cost in fetching the mincovers from disk, 
since every experiment has a “cold” start – initially, nothing relevant in the system 
buffer. As pre-aggregation ratio increases, this relative query decomposition time 
increases, indicating that the response time for each sub-query decreases. The oppo-
site happens in case of query complexity. As the query complexity increases, the 
relative query decomposition time decreases, indicating that the response time for 
each sub-query increases.  

Table 1. The Query Decomposition Time as a Percentage of Query Response Time (Synthetic 
Dataset) 

Query Complexity 
(# of group members in a query) 

Pre-Aggregation 
Ratio 10% 

Pre-Aggregation  
Ratio 15% 

1 27.1% 34.3% 
3 23.6% 29.4% 
5 12.3% 20.2% 

 
The next set of experiments is designed to answer the following question quantita-

tively: How well does the whole idea of Partial Pre-aggregation work? The data in 
Table 2 show that it clearly works well. If no pre-aggregation is performed, or equiva-
lently, the answers for the query set are computed directly from the base cube, the 
system could be close to 300 times slower than if a good partial pre-aggregation 
scheme is adopted. Table 2 also sheds some light on the final question: how good is 
the Greedy algorithm? It shows that Greedy consistently beats Random, and the per-
formance gap widens as the query complexity increases.  

Table 2. Query Response Time in (ms) by Algorithms – Pre-Aggregation Ratio 10% (Synthetic 
Dataset) 

Query Com-
plexity 

No Pre-
Aggregation 

Greedy Random 

1 112 44  61 
3 1708 109 188 
5 65166 223 1039 

 
We repeat roughly the same set of experiments with a real-life dataset, on SFU en-

rolment. The 5-dimensional dataset, with 2 measures, has about 20,000 records. De-
spite the significant differences between the datasets, the results are very similar. A 
detailed account of the experiments with this dataset and associated results can be 
found in [Li03].   

6   Conclusion 

After much debate on MOLAP vs. ROLAP, the database industry has settled on the 
hybrid of the two, HOLAP. Despite its name, it actually features two engines: a 
HOLAP engine to directly support an array-style query interface, e.g. a spreadsheet, 
and an expanded SQL that facilitates OLAP applications running on the RDBMS. 
This paper addresses the question of how to support efficiently array-style query in-
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terface with a partial pre-aggregation scheme. From this preliminary study, we may 
conclude that partial pre-aggregation for array-style query interfaces is feasible, and 
could significantly accelerate query response time. This study also highlights the 
importance of an efficient query processing strategy, which will generate a good 
query compilation plan. We demonstrate that an efficient and effective query process-
ing strategy is indeed possible if we decide in advance how the pre-aggregated cells 
may be organized. We show in this paper that one effective organization of pre-
aggregated cells is to pack them as a sub-cube, i.e. a PPA (partially pre-aggregated) 
cube.  

We note that the query workload consists of range queries, which are defined by 
the users as they define dimension hierarchies. Ad-hoc range queries can be decom-
posed into a number of these range queries. Generally speaking, if the number of 
these decomposed queries is very large, the response time may be too long. But we 
are encouraged by what we saw in our experiments the tremendous speedup in query 
execution even for large query sets. One of the future research directions is to study 
the extent to which the HOLAP engine, as presented here, would support the ad-hoc 
range queries vis-a-vis the ROLAP engine.   
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Abstract. On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) systems based on multidi-
mensional databases are essential elements of decision support. However, most
existing data is stored in “ordinary” relational OLTP databases, i.e., data has to
be (re-) modeled as multidimensional cubes before the advantages of OLAP tools
are available.
In this paper we present an approach for the automatic construction of multi-
dimensional OLAP database schemas from existing relational OLTP databases,
enabling easy OLAP design and analysis for most existing data sources. This is
achieved through a set of practical and effective algorithms for discovering multi-
dimensional schemas from relational databases. The algorithms take a wide range
of available metadata into account in the discovery process, including functional
and inclusion dependencies, and key and cardinality information.

1 Introduction

A prerequisite for using OLAP tools is that structures in the database are expressed in
the multidimensional paradigm. Defining the structural aspects of a multidimensional
database is an expert task, demanding knowledge of logical database design. Moti-
vated by the increasing use of OLAP tools for analyzing business data and because
existing OLAP design methods are not suited for non-professionals, this paper pro-
pose an automatic approach for discovering multidimensional structure from relational
databases, thereby easing the process of designing a multidimensional database. This
is achieved by developing practical methods for automatically discovering multidimen-
sional schemas from relational databases. The discovery of OLAP structure falls into
four general steps: (1) metadata is obtained from the data source and is (2) annotated
with data, which divides the attributes into three OLAP data categories. Next, (3) inter-
relationships among tables are discovered and from these relationships dimensions are
constructed. Finally, (4) hierarchies are discovered in each dimension.

We believe this paper to be the first to address the issue of automatic construction
of multidimensional structure from existing relational databases. In [1, 5] it is described
how to semi-automatically discover a multidimensional conceptual schema from an
XML data source, which is easier than discovering it from relational data, because the
hierarchical XML structure can often be used directly as a hierarchically organized
dimension. In [11], techniques for discovering an OLAP cube based on a priori speci-
fication of queries written by the user is presented, such that the cube contains the data
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(and only the data) needed to answer all queries. In comparison, our approach requires
no a priori knowledge and we instead discovers a more general structure. In [13], an
approach for automatically discovering a conceptual data warehouse schema from an
OLTP schema is presented, where the focus is on conceptual correctness, archived by
generating several candidate ME/R [13] schemes and evaluating them against user re-
quirements. Our focus is on logical correctness and conceptual correctness is only a
secondary goal. Moreover, our approach demands no knowledge of user requirements.
The approach taken in this paper uses among other things functional- and inclusion
dependencies (FDs and INDs) in the data source to discover multidimensional struc-
ture. In [3, 7, 9, 10, 12] algorithms for inferring all such constraints are described, but as
our focus is on OLAP, more efficient algorithms are constructed by only inferring con-
straints interesting w.r.t. OLAP. A prototype using the approach described in this paper
has been implemented in Borland Delphi 6 and initial experiments shows promising
results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of
the process of discovering multidimensional structure automatically. Section 3 defines
a model capturing the content of a source database. Section 4 presents algorithms for
discovering inter-relationships among entities and Section 5 presents algorithms for
constructing a complete multidimensional schema. Section 6 summarizes and points to
topics for future research.

2 Process Overview

Our aim is to automatically discover multidimensional structure in relational data and
present the structure as a snowflake schema [8]. The techniques are to be used prior to
(or instead of) the multidimensional modeling performed in a modeling tool, thereby
making the process of deducing multidimensional meaning from a database easier.

Informally, a snowflake schema is a

Fig. 1. System architecture

rooted tree of tables where the root is termed
a fact table. The fact table contains a num-
ber of measures which can be aggregated.
Each subtree of the root is termed a dimen-
sion and each path from root to leaf in a di-
mension is termed a hierarchy. Each hierar-
chy contains one or more levels, where level
i + 1 is a higher level of abstraction of the
data at level i [5]. For the OLAP user, the hi-
erarchies describe the basic navigation con-
structs for drill-down and roll-up operations.

The process of discovering multidimensional structure is performed in four steps
depicted in Fig. 1: First, the “Metadata Obtainer” collects metadata, such as table and
attribute names, cardinality of attributes, etc. Second, the “Multidimensional Annota-
tion” annotates the metadata with information w.r.t. OLAP; in this paper, data is divided
into three categories termed the role of the attribute: keys (used for joining tables),
measures (used for aggregation), and descriptive data (characterizing the data in some
way, i.e., dimension data). The component “Integrity Constraints” discovers FDs and
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INDs between attributes and tables and the “Schema Generator” constructs a complete
snowflake schema. Finally, the snowflake schema is stored in the metadata repository
“Metadata Store”.

Our working hypothesis is threefold: (1) the database does not contain composite
keys, (2) the name of a foreign key should resemble the name of the primary key/table
it references, and (3) each table in the database only participates in one dimension.
Arguments for our working hypothesis will be given later in the paper.

3 Metadata Model

In the following a metadata model is presented giving a precise description of the meta-
data associated with structures in the data source. The model consists of the following
sets: Metadata = {(table, attribute, type, null, unique, primary key, ForeignKey, index,
cardinality, distincts, frequency, Role)}; Tables = {t | t is a user-defined table}; At-
tributes = {a | a is an attribute from a table}; Types = {t | t is an SQL type}; ForeignKey
= {(table, pk)}; Roles = {key, measure, descriptive}; Role = {(role, confidence) | role ∈
Roles ∧ 0 ≤ confidence ≤ 1}.

Metadata contains 12-tuples for each attribute in the data source: table is a name
identifying the table, attribute is a name identifying the attribute and type states the
type of the attribute. null, unique, and primary key are booleans identifying whether
or not NULL values are allowed, if the attribute is declared unique, and if the attribute
has a primary key constraint. ForeignKey is a set stating which attribute in which table
explicitly is referenced by attribute. The element index is a boolean stating whether
or not the attribute has any index declarations and cardinality, distincts, and frequency
describes the number of tuples in table, the number of distinct values for attribute,
and the number of tuples satisfying an equality predicate on attribute. The sets Tables
and Attributes describes all the names of tables defined in the data source by a user
and all names of attributes in the tables. Each attribute has a type and the set Types
consists of all the data types defined by the SQL standard. Roles is a set consisting of
the three types of roles characterizing the attributes w.r.t. OLAP. The set Role contains
two-tuples describing the confidence of an attributes role and always contains exactly
three elements; one element for each type of role. Common for all Role sets is that they
define a probability distribution. Initially, the set Role for each attribute contains (key,
1/3), (measure, 1/3), and (descriptive, 1/3), indicating that nothing is known about the
role of the attribute.

Multidimensional Annotation. When

Fig. 2. Bayesian network

metadata is obtained, each attribute is
annotated with multidimensional infor-
mation. The roles for each attribute
are determined using a Bayesian net-
work [6] (depicted in Fig. 2) consist-
ing of eight information variables (IVs)
(representing the way each attribute is
measured) and one hypothesis variable
(HV) which contains the states “Key”, “Measure”, “Descriptive” corresponding to the
three types of roles. IVs are directly connected to the HV (“Role”) and are not related in
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any way indicating that nothing can be said about the causal relations between the ways
attributes are measured. Causal relations between IVs are unimportant here, because
hard evidence is always given for each variable. Associated with each IV is an a priori
probability distribution, i.e., one exist for attribute name, one for type, etc. See [4] for
details.

Due to the simple structure of the network, the probabilities are effectively calcu-
lated as: P (Role | V) =(

∑|V |
i=1 Vi[key] ;

∑|V |
i=1 Vi[measure] ;

∑|V |
i=1 Vi[descriptive])/x

[6], where V is a set of all IVs and Vi denotes the i’th IV with Vi[state] being the
probability of Vi being in state state.

4 Discovering Database Structure

FDs and INDs [7] are useful integrity constraints w.r.t. OLAP, as they represent many-
to-one relationships, where FDs are used for determining key attributes within one table
and INDs are used to interrelate tables. In this paper, INDs and FDs are used to deter-
mine dimensions and hierarchies in the snowflake schema.

FDs and INDs are deduced from the the data instance, i.e., it is not possible to dis-
tinguish integrity constraints holding on the schema from integrity constraints satisfying
the schema [14]. In this paper no distinction is made; if an integrity constraint is found
in the data instance, it is assumed to hold. It is furthermore assumed that keys are not
composite, which is a valid assumption due to the use of surrogate keys in real-world
databases [14]. In the following it is described how candidate keys (CKs, a special case
of FDs [14]) and foreign keys (FKs) are discovered and how this information is used to
discover INDs.

Discovering CKs. CKs assist in acquiring INDs; in order to construct the multidimen-
sional structure, FK/CK relationships must be resolved, such that the generated schema
fulfills the structural constraints of a snowflake schema. Information regarding CKs is
stored in CandKeys = {(table, attribute) | attribute is a CK in table}, where each tuple
describes which attribute is believed to be a CK in which table. Notice, that one table
can have several CKs.

It is easy to discover CKs given the set Metadata: if an attribute a ∈ Metadata
has a[frequency] = 1, then CandKeys is updated with the tuple (a[table], a[attribute]).
Notice, that if a table does not have an attribute uniquely identifying a complete tuple
the table is not subject for further processing regarding FK/CK relationships, i.e., it
is not part of the final multidimensional structure, since only tables represented in the
set CandKeys are used for building the schema. It is not possible to use tables having
no CK in the construction process, because such tables violates the strict cardinality
requirements associated with snowflake schemas. The exclusion of tables without CKs
does not regard the fact table, as the requirements for a snowflake schema does not
dictate that a fact table must have a CK. Obviously, a fact table should not be excluded
from the schema and later in this section techniques for identifying the fact table are
described.

Discovering FKs. As was the case for CKs, FKs must be identified in order to dis-
cover INDs. The set ForKeys = {(table, attribute) | attribute is a possible FK in table}
describes which attribute is a possible FK in which table.
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(1)discoverPossibleFKs(Metadata, CandKeys, ϑ):
(2) ∀a ∈ Metadata \ {b | b ∈ Metadata ∧ (b[table], b[attribute]) ∈ CandKeys} :
(3) if Pmax − Pmin ≤ ϑ then ForKeys = ForKeys ∪ {(a[table], a[attribute])} else
(4) if ((Pmax − Pmid) > (Pmid − Pmin) and Pmax value for “Key”) then
(5) ForKeys = ForKeys ∪ {(a[table], a[attribute])}
(6) else if ((Pmax − Pmid) ≤ (Pmid − Pmin) and PmaxorPmid values for “Key”) then
(7) ForKeys = ForKeys ∪ {(a[table], a[attribute])}

discoverPossibleFKs populates the set ForKeys. The pairs to consider (line 2)
are all pairs in the set Metadata except the pairs in CandKeys. Notice, that ForKeys is a
set of possible FKs. It is later determined whether or not these actually are true FKs. In
the following, Pmin, Pmid, and Pmax represents the lowest, middle, and highest proba-
bility values in a[Role], respectively. The first thing to consider (line 3) is the dispersion
of the values, that represents the credibility of the probability distribution; if the dif-
ference is “large”, the values are not close to each other and therefore it is reasonable
to assume that the multidimensional annotation of metadata have “guessed” right and
vice versa (what “large” means is determined by the user-specified input parameter ϑ).
In general, if the database design is “good”, i.e., all primary keys are declared PRIMARY

KEY, FOREIGN KEY declarations exists for all FKs, etc., then ϑ should be lower than if the
design is “bad”. If the values are close to each other (a[table], a[attribute]) is included
in the set ForKeys (line 3). If the difference is “large” further checks are needed: if the
difference between the highest and middle values is larger than the difference between
the middle and lowest values (line 4) it is known that Pmax is much larger than any of
the two other values. If Pmax is the value for “Key”, then ForKeys is updated (line 5). If
instead the difference between the highest and middle values is less than the difference
between the middle and lowest values (line 6) it is known that Pmax and Pmid are close.
If Pmax or Pmid are the values for “Key” then ForKeys is updated (line 7).

Identifying Fact Tables. The fact table (often) does not contain CKs and thus are not
processed by the above algorithms. Of course, INDs linking fact table to dimensions
has to be found. However, due to the size of the fact table (which is often several or-
ders of magnitude larger than the other tables), excluding attributes from the fact table
when discovering INDs improves performance. To avoid joins between the fact table
and other tables when discovering INDs, the fact table has to be identified before dis-
covering INDs. Identifying the fact table(s) is a semi-automatic process involving the
user: they are identified by cardinality and by the possible presence of measures. The
set Facts = {table | table is a fact table} contains information about which table(s) to
be used as fact table(s) in the snowflake schema.

Discovering INDs. Discovering INDs is necessary in order to determine relationships
between tables and forms the basis from which the different parts of the snowflake
schema is constructed. INDs must be precisely determined due to the need for referen-
tial integrity between the components of a snowflake schema. For FK A ∈ r1 to refer-
ence CK B ∈ r2 the following must hold: cardinality(r1) = cardinality(r1 �r1.A=r2.B
r2). Information regarding INDs is stored in Links = {(source, target) | source, target ∈
{(table, attribute) | table ∈ Tables ∧ attribute ∈ Attributes ∨ attribute = NULL } ∨ source
= NULL ∧ source[table] 
= target[table]∧ source[attribute] references target[attribute]},
where a tuple means that source[attribute] is a FK in source[table] referencing CK tar-
get[attribute] in target[table]. Notice, that source can be NULL as opposed to a (table,
attribute)-pair and also that the attribute field of either source or target can be NULL
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(the usage of NULL values for the tuples is described below). INDs (accidentally) hold-
ing within one table is not included in the set, i.e., the generated snowflake schema will
not contain self-referencing hierarchy levels, which is a violation of the constraints in
such a schema. In general, the set represents a non-connected, possibly cyclic digraph.
The algorithm presented shortly ensures that a cycle consist of minimum two distinct
tables, thus avoiding self-referencing hierarchy levels. In Section 5 it is described how a
cyclic digraph (if present) is transformed into a directed tree, such that no cycles exists
in the final snowflake schema.

(1)discoverINDs(CandKeys, ForKeys, Facts, Metadata):
(2) ∀a ∈ Metadata :
(3) ∀b ∈ a[ForeignKey] : Links = Links ∪ {((a[table], a[attribute]), b)}
(4) {(c, d) | c ∈ ForKeys \ {e | e ∈ ForKeys ∧ e[table] ∈ Facts}∧
(5) d ∈ CandKeys \ {f | f ∈ CandKeys ∧ f [table] ∈ Facts}} \ Links
(6) Sort (c, d) descending by output of compare(c[attribute], d[attribute], d[table])
(7) ∀(c, d) : if refIntTest((c, d), Metadata) then
(8) Links = Links ∪ {(c, d)}
(9) CandKeys = CandKeys \ {g |g ∈ CandKeys ∧ g[table] = d[table]}
(10) ∀h ∈ CandKeys : Links = Links ∪ {(NULL; (h[table], NULL))}

discoverINDs describes how INDs are discovered. Of course, if any explicit FK
declarations exist in Metadata they are included in Links before any other relationships
are tested (lines 2-3). Next, all permutations of CKs and FKs are constructed, except
for the combinations already added in line 3 (and Facts are excluded also).

To accommodate that similar names are good candidates for a FK/CK relationship
(which is described below), the function compare is invoked in line 6 for all pairs, and
the pairs are sorted descending according to the output of the function (a large output
value means a strong name similarity between the names). Of course, all elements in
the list are candidates for FK/CK relationships, but testing attributes having similar
names early is likely to decrease overall processing time of the algorithm in case of
match. This list is then tested for referential integrity (line 7) by invoking the function
refIntTest (which is described below): if it returns true, referential integrity exists and
Links is updated with (c, d).

If a table containing a CK has been referenced by a table containing a FK, then all
elements g in CandKeys having the same table as the element d is removed from the set
(line 9). The exclusion of these elements means that the table represented by d can only
participate in one FK/CK relationship; in snowflake schemas, relationships between the
dimensions are not allowed and the exclusion of the elements g renders relationships
between dimensions impossible.

When all elements in ForKeys and CandKeys have been processed (lines 4-9) it
might be the case that not all elements in ForKeys have been paired with elements
in CandKeys. But since the fact table is not processed yet, the remaining elements in
CandKeys might be paired with this table. Thus, the remaining elements in CandKeys
are included in the set Links (line 10). Since no source is referencing the remaining
elements, the field is set to NULL. Furthermore, since nothing is known about what CK
is perhaps referenced (a table can have multiple CKs), the field target[attribute] is set
to NULL.

Determining Similar Names. discoverINDs uses similarity between attribute
names and tables as a measure for which attributes references other attributes. The
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idea is that if two attributes in different tables have similar names, there is a chance that
one of the attributes references the other. The function compare : str × str × str → R
compares three strings and returns a value between 0 and 1 indicating the strength of
the match. When invoked, the function is given as input the name of a FK, the name of
a CK, and the name of the table from which the CK originate, respectively. The name of
the FK is compared to the name of the CK directly, and also to the concatenation of the
name of the table and the name of the CK. We have chosen to perform both tests because
we believe it is a common way of designing databases to use the name of the referred
table and the referred key as the name for the FK [14]. Many off-the-shelf methods for
comparing strings exist [2]. We have used a methodology based on comparing bigrams
(two consecutive letters within a string) in the input strings. To some extend the strings
being compared should resemble each other (e.g., one being a substring of the other) in
order to get a good score.

refIntTest. As described above, INDs are discovered for distinct tables. A condition
for having an IND is that the types of the attributes are the same. Furthermore, for
referential integrity between two tables to hold, it is required that the table containing
the CK has at least as many distinct values for the attribute as the table containing
the FK. There is no need to actually check if referential integrity holds if these sub-
requirements does not hold. If they hold the comparison of whether or not a FK A
references a CK B is done by issuing the SQL statement “SELECT COUNT(*) FROM r1, r2

WHERE r1.A = r2.B” and comparing the result to the cardinality of relation r1: if the
numbers are equal then A references B and the function returns true, otherwise false.

5 Constructing the Multidimensional Schema

This section describes how to construct a snowflake schema based on the information
discovered in the previous section. The process is divided into two parts: (1) discover
elements in the set Links that can be used as dimensions, (2) discover hierarchies for
each dimension.

Discover Dimensions. The set Links contains a disconnected (possibly cyclic) digraph
and each connected graph in Links (denoted a Subgraph) represents constructs which
might be used as dimensions (after some modification of the algorithm presented later
in this section). A connected graph is a dimension if the fact tables references a “root”-
node, i.e., if an IND between an attribute in a fact table and an attribute in a node of the
graph exists.

We find that confining tables to be used in only one dimension is justified by the
way databases are designed. Most “reasonable” databases aims at complying to some
normal form, in far the most cases at least 3NF, which states that tables should be de-
composed to avoid replication of data, but decomposed in a way such that dependencies
are preserved and thus the lossless-join property is achieved [14]. This means that in-
formation closely related in nature is contained within tables and it is unlikely that a
designer would construct one table describing both e.g., customers and products. This
means that data contained in a single table is most likely to belong to a single dimension
and not several dimensions.
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The set FactDim = {(fact, dim) | fact ∈ {(factTable, fk) | factTable ∈ Facts} ∧ dim
∈ {(dimTable, ck) | dimTable /∈ Facts} ∧ fact[fk] references dim[ck]} describes that
fact[fk] is a FK in fact[factTable] referencing CK dim[ck] in dim[dimTable].

discoverDimensions describes how dimensions are identified. The algorithm
is invoked once for each Subgraph in Links. The algorithm is divided into two distinct
cases, depending on whether or not Subgraph contains a cycle. It is first described how
to process a Subgraph containing a cycle (lines 2-11). If the graph contains a cycle, the
cycle has to be “broken” before the dimension can be build, since cycles in dimensions
are not allowed. All pairs (a, b) are considered, such that a is a pair (fact, fk), where
fact is a fact table and fk is a possible FK (line 3). Likewise, b is a pair (table, ck),
where table is a table from Subgraph and ck is a CK (line 4). Furthermore, (table, ck)
is participating in the cycle in Subgraph. The intention is to try to construct the largest
dimension from Subgraph, thus the root of Subgraph must be tested first. Due to the
structures that can be generated by discoverINDs, the cycle (if present) constitute
the “root” of Subgraph, thus b must be part of the cycle (line 5). To accommodate that
similar names are good candidates for an IND, the function compare is invoked, and the
pairs are sorted descending according to the output of the function (line 6). Each pair
(a, b) is then tested by the function refIntTest (line 7); if the function returns true, then
a[fk] references b[ck] and FactDim is updated with the element (a, b) (line 8), and the
algorithm is terminated. Notice, that having found an attribute in the cycle referenced
by an attribute in the fact table triggers the removal of an edge from the cycle (line 9).
Removing the edge referencing the table containing the attribute referenced by the fact-
table (i.e., the newly designated root) ensures that the largest possible tree is used as a
dimension. If a match is not found for any pairs, the algorithm is called recursively for
all the subtrees pointed to by tables participating in the cycle, i.e., the input parameter
Subgraph is now a subtree pointed to by a table in the cycle, while the tables constituting
the cycle are discarded. This means that each subtree is now considered as a separate
dimension instead of a part of the same dimension. In this way, one connected graph
in Links can represent either a single dimension or a set of independent dimensions.
If Subgraph does not contain any cycles, the second case of the algorithm (line 13) is
invoked. This part is a special case of the first part, consisting in that in the first part a
root for the tree had to be identified.

(1)discoverDimensions(Facts, ForKeys, CandKeys, Metadata, Subgraph):
(2) if Subgraph contains a cycle then
(3) Construct {(a, b) | a ∈ {(fact, fk) | fact ∈ Facts ∧ (fact, fk) ∈ ForKeys}∧
(4) b ∈ {(table, ck) | table ∈ Subgraph ∧ (table, ck) ∈ CandKeys ∧
(5) (table, ck) is part of the cycle}}
(6) Sort (a, b) descending by output of compare(a[fk], b[ck], b[table])
(7) ∀(a, b) : if refIntTest((a, b), Metadata) then
(8) FactDim = FactDim ∪ {(a, b)}
(9) Transform sequence of tables b, . . . , i, b to b, . . . , i
(10) Terminate algorithm
(11) Invoke discoverDimensions on all children of the “root”
(12) else
(13) Construct {(a, b) | a ∈ {(fact, fk) | fact ∈ Facts ∧ (fact, fk) ∈ ForKeys}
(14) b ∈ {(table, ck) | table ∈ Subgraph ∧ (table, ck) ∈ CandKeys ∧
(15) table is the root of Subgraph }}
(16) Sort (a, b) descending by output of compare(a[fk], b[ck], b[table])
(17) ∀(a, b) : if refIntTest((a, b), Metadata) then
(18) FactDim = FactDim ∪ {(a, b)}
(19) Terminate algorithm
(20) Invoke discoverDimensions on all children of the root
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Discover Hierarchies. Discovering the hierarchical structure of each dimension is nec-
essary to ensure that data is aggregated correctly when performing drill-downs or roll-
ups. For level li to roll up to li+1 (denoted li � li+1) each value in li must be
present in exactly one group made from the values of li+1. A way to test if a hierar-
chy generated by sorting by the number of distinct values of each attribute is correct,
is to perform this grouping for each consecutive pair of hierarchy levels. If no val-
ues from level li+1 are duplicated or lost when grouping on level li then li � li+1.
This test is performed by issuing the SQL statement “SELECT COUNT(*) FROM (SELECT DIS-

TINCT li, li+1 FROM r)” and comparing the result to the number of distinct values on level
li: if the numbers are equal li � li+1. Roll-up relationships are stored in Levels =
{(li, li+1) | li, li+1 ∈ Attributes ∧ li � li+1}.

(1)discoverHierarchies(Dim, Metadata):
(2) Construct list A and sort A descending by the number of distincts for each attribute
(3) for i := 1 to |A| do
(4) if test(ni , ni+1) then Levels = Levels ∪ {(ni, ni+1)} else
(5) if i + 2 ≤ |A| then
(6) for k := i + 2 to |A| do
(7) if test(ni , nk) or k = |A| then
(8) for h := i − 1 downto 1 do
(9) if test(nh , ni+1) then Levels = Levels ∪ {(nh, ni+1)}
(10) if test(ni , nk) then Levels = Levels ∪ {(ni, nk)}
(11) break inner for-loop
(12) break outer for-loop

discoverHierarchies describes how hierarchy levels are discovered for each di-
mension. Initially a list A is constructed (line 2) containing all the attributes present in
the dimension Dim given as input. A is sorted (line 2) in descending order according
to the number of distinct values. In the following ni denotes the attribute at position
i in the list A, and test(ni, nj) is a function returning either true or false depending
on whether or not ni � nj , respectively (test is described below). In line 3 a for-loop
is invoked; it iterates through all the elements present in A. It is first tested (line 4) if
ni � ni+1 and if true, then Levels is updated to include the pair (ni, ni+1) (line 4). If
ni 
� ni+1 further tests are needed: The for-loop in line 6 is invoked in order to test if
ni rolls up to any attributes following ni+1. If an attribute is found that ni rolls up to
(line 7), a for-loop is invoked (line 8), that ensures that the partially hierarchy structures
found so far is also part of an underlying hierarchy, i.e., if ni−1 � ni+1 (line 9). If this
test is passed, Levels is updated with the element (ni−1, ni+1) (line 9) if not, the next
element below ni−1 is tested. The or-part of the if-statement in line 7 is included in or-
der to ensure that if the last attribute atop ∈ A is tested and no adjacent attribute rolled
up to atop, perhaps some non-adjacent attribute rolls up to atop. If the if-statement in
line 7 is true, it is either because the roll-up test succeeded or because k is index of the
last attribute in A. In order to ensure that perhaps ni � nk, the test is performed again
in line 10 and if ni � nk, Levels is updated (line 10). If the roll-up tests succeeded
in line 7 or 9, the for-loops in line 6 and 8 are “broken” (lines 11 and 12) and the next
attributes in A are used as ni and ni+1.

The function test SQL-tests its input-attributes as described above, but since the
function is used extensively and SQL-tests are expensive, dynamic programming tech-
niques are used to speed up evaluation: for every invocation, the result of testing at-
tributes (i,j) is placed in a two-dimensional array at position (i, j), where the position
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contains true if i � j, false if i 
� j, and N/A otherwise. It is then first checked if the ar-
ray contains a result for the attributes in question and if so, the result is returned without
performing an SQL-test. Furthermore, the array is populated with implicit knowledge
of roll-up relationships based on the discovered CKs and INDs. For every table, the CK
is known and trivially functionally determines every attribute in the table [14], i.e., the
CK is known to roll-up to all the other attributes in the table. Moreover, if a FK is ref-
erencing a CK then trivially FK → CK and thereby FK � CK. Based on this implicit
knowledge, further knowledge is discovered: from the known FDs, all FDs logically
implied are calculated and these new relationships are stored in the array. In this way,
discoverHierarchies utilizes information about roll-up relationships and many
SQL-tests are avoided as opposed to not using the array structure.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Motivated by the increasing use of OLAP tools for analyzing business data and because
existing OLAP design methods requires knowledge of multidimensional design tech-
niques and extensive knowledge of the database being modeled, this paper proposed
a practical approach for discovering multidimensional structure from OLTP databases.
The approach ensures the general quality of the generated schema by discovering only
correct multidimensional structure in the data source.

The discovery of OLAP structure falls into four general steps: (1) obtain metadata
from the data source and (2) annotate it with OLAP data category information. Next, (3)
discover inter-relationships among tables and construct dimensions from these relation-
ships. Finally, (4) discover hierarchies within each dimension. Based on experiments
with a prototype using the approach described in this paper, we believe that the ap-
proach is well suited for automatic OLAP DB construction, even for large databases.

In future work, it should be investigated how to also take composite keys into ac-
count and which combinations of attributes to use as possible composite keys. Fur-
thermore, the a priori probabilities used in the Bayesian network should be based on
experiments on a large number of real-world databases. An incremental discovery ap-
proach should be investigated in case that changes made to the source data gives rise
to a schema change for the multidimensional database. The next immediate step is to
conduct qualitative analysis of resulting schemas in order to make sure our method is
applicable to a broad range of different data sets.
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Abstract. Most of the research in data mining has been focused on de-
veloping novel algorithms for specific data mining tasks. However, finding
the theoretical foundations of data mining has recently been recognized
to be even greater concern to data mining.
One promising candidate to form a solid basis for data mining is known
as inductive databases. The inductive databases are databases with a
tight integration to data mining facilities. However, it is not clear what
inductive databases actually are, what they should be and whether in-
ductive databases differ notably from the usual databases with slightly
broader notions of queries and data objects.
In this paper we aim to show that the viewpoint offered by inductive
databases differs from the usual databases: the inductive databases can
be seen as databases with ability to rank data manipulation operations.
We describe how several central data mining tasks can be naturally de-
fined by this approach and show that the proposed inductive databases
framework offers conceptual benefits by clarifying and unifying the cen-
tral data mining tasks. We also discuss some challenges of inductive
databases based on query ranking and grading.

1 Introduction

Data mining aims to extract useful knowledge from large collections of (ob-
servational) data [1, 2]. The largest effort in data mining has been devoted on
developing novel methods to reach for several correctives of this goal. For ex-
ample, there has been considerable amount of activity to invent techniques for
pattern discovery, classification, clustering and density estimation.

However, although the general goal of data mining is not very well-defined,
much less work has been devoted on finding out what that goal actually means,
i.e., whether there exists the “theory of data mining” that captures the central
tasks but is not too broad, essentially an empty concept. Recently this has
increasingly been recognized to be one of the most important current challenges
for the data mining community.

Although the main focus in data mining research has been in the develop-
ment of data analysis algorithms, there has also been some work on examining
possibilities to theoretical foundations of data mining [2, 3]. There are two main
requirements for the theory of data mining. First, it should capture most of the
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central data mining tasks naturally. Second, it should clarify and unify different
data mining tasks. Thus, the theory of data mining should be useful in practice
but still the theory should actually say something about the commonalities of
the vast methods known in data mining and support the knowledge discovery
process.

One promising candidate to serve as the theory of data mining is known
as inductive databases [4, 5]. The basic idea of inductive databases is to extend
database technologies in such way that it enables the databases to support data
mining and the knowledge discovery process. However, it is not clear what this
actually means. In this paper try to clarify this by suggesting that the most
essential difference of inductive databases compared to usual databases is the
ability to rank or grade queries, i.e., to suggest promising queries based on the
preference function determined by the data analyst.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss about
the foundations of data mining and the current view to inductive databases.
In Section 3 we describe how inductive databases can be seen as an extension
of usual databases with ranking abilities. In Section 4 we show how the cen-
tral data mining tasks can be naturally expressed by the proposed inductive
databases framework and discuss about some of the challenges they raise. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper.

2 On Foundations of Data Mining
and Inductive Databases

Data mining is currently a very popular research topic. However, relatively small
effort has been put on finding a general frameworks for data mining.

Since data mining has immediate commonalities with statistics and machine
learning, one might claim that data mining does not exist but it is just another
buzzword for getting more funding to apply techniques of statistics and machine
learning. However, this is not exactly true since there are also several distinctive
features [3]. For example, summarizing a given data set (e.g., by means of data
reduction [6] or data compression [7]) even without making any statistical as-
sumptions is an important task in data mining but this task does not fit very well
to statistics nor to machine learning. Furthermore, data mining is typically iter-
ative and interactive, an exploratory process of data analysis. This viewpoint is
not emphasized in statistics nor in machine learning. In fact, it could even cause
some troubles for them.

Although the Grand Unified Theory of Data Mining would be useful to sup-
port the existence of data mining as a scientific discipline, there is even greater
need for that because of practical reasons: systematizing the field of data mining
would benefit practical data mining of being more than a bunch of techniques.

A very promising candidate for the theory of data mining is offered by the in-
ductive databases [4, 5]. Inductive databases are databases that contain inductive
generalizations about the data, in addition to the usual data [8]. These inductive
generalizations can be e.g. clusterings, classifications or patterns. Clearly, the in-
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ductive databases can naturally support exploratory data analysis in terms of
ad-hoc querying to the inductive database [9]. The high-level notion of induc-
tive databases captures all major data mining tasks, such as pattern discovery,
density estimation, clustering, and prediction. However, it is not clear how these
tasks should be expressed in the inductive databases framework and what the
inductive databases framework should be to express these tasks in a fruitful way.

Most of the existing work on inductive databases has been rooted on pattern
discovery and the proposed inductive databases are mostly extensions of usual
database query languages [4, 10–12]. The typical model for inductive databases
consists of a data component and a pattern component, and both components
can be queried [4]. Restricting inductive databases to pattern discovery can
be motivated by the fact that there are already a large number of practical
primitives for pattern discovery available and also applicable general frameworks
have been sketched [13, 14].

However, the theory of data mining should capture all major data mining
tasks naturally in order to become commonly accepted and supported. Although
pattern discovery can be expressed quite naturally in the current models for
inductive databases, expressing some other data mining tasks such as clustering
in a natural way is not so easy. In the next section we propose a notion of
inductive databases that can be used to naturally describe all central data mining
tasks in a uniform way.

3 Inductive Databases as Ranking

A usual database consists of two components: a data model and data [15]. Also
the data model consists of two components: a data schema which essentially
restricts the collection D of possible data, and the collection Q of data manipu-
lation operations such as queries and update operations. Thus, for our purposes a
usual database can be considered as a triplet (D,Q, D) where D is the collection
of possible data, Q is the collection of possible data manipulation operations
and D ∈ D is the actual data in the database. The collections D and Q are
considered to be implicitly represented.

The central question in data mining can be expressed as “I have this data.
What should I ask about it?” The results of most data mining tasks can be seen
also as queries and their evaluation results. (See Section 4 for examples.) Thus,
if the user has a database, the question become even more concrete: “I have this
database. Which queries are relevant for this data?” Without any knowledge
about the interests of the user there are no meaningful answers. Fortunately,
expressing the preferences (in some precision) is usually possible even when
choosing the most relevant queries directly from often enormously large collection
of all queries is too difficult for the user.

This immediately gives rise to the following notion of inductive databases.
An inductive database consists of the components of a usual database and a
collection R of rankings of the data manipulation operations. (Most of the
cases it would be sufficient to consider only rankings of queries but concep-
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tually there is no need for that restriction.) Thus, an inductive database is a
4-tuple (D,Q,R, D).

A ranking is a list of data manipulation operations in Q where each data
manipulation operation occurs at most once. The most important operation
for rankings is popping the head of the list, i.e., fetching the next best data
manipulation operation w.r.t. the preference function induced by the ranking.

Already this simple operation is sufficient for many data mining tasks. For
example, also popping the last operation from the (possibly infinite) list would
be many times useful (see Section 4.1 for an example of this in the context of
frequent itemset mining) but conceptually there is no need for any new primitives
since popping the last element from the list is conceptually equivalent to popping
the first element from the reverse of the list, i.e., fetching the next worst operation
from the ranking is conceptually equivalent to fetching the next best operations
from the inverse of that ranking.

Sometimes, however, there is need for also a few other operations. For ex-
ample, it would occasionally be very useful to be able to compare the usefulness
of the data manipulation operations and also to compute the actual useful-
ness values. Fortunately, these operations are often defined as a side product of
the ranking. The reason why they are not required in the proposed inductive
databases framework is that computing them can be much more difficult that
ranking: Comparing two arbitrary data manipulation operations can be very
difficult even when fetching the next best operation is trivial. Also, meaning-
ful usefulness values do not always even exist. For example, the ranking can be
partially done by a human expert that can only express her preferences and not
the actual usefulness values. This situation occurs sometimes also due to privacy
issues. In practice, the rankings will be augmented with some additional infor-
mation. Especially the information whether two consecutive operations in the
ranking are equally good will often be of interest.

One particularly nice aspect of the proposed inductive databases framework
is that the inductive database preserves the closure properties of the underlying
usual database since the essential difference between the inductive and the usual
databases is the ranking function.

4 Expressing Data Mining Tasks by Rankings

Although the inductive databases framework proposed in the previous section
seems to be quite clean and simple, it is not yet clear whether the standard data
mining tasks can be naturally expressed by it. In this section we show how the
central tasks in data mining can be expressed in a valuable way by the proposed
inductive databases framework. We describe how different data mining tasks can
be seen as queries and query evaluations. We also highlight some challenges of
defining and computing the rankings in data mining.

4.1 Pattern Discovery
Pattern discovery is an important subfield in data mining where the goal is to
find all interesting patterns in the given data [16, 17]. The interesting patterns
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can be e.g. local regularities in the data, or parsimonious summaries of subsets
of data [18].

The most prominent examples of interesting patterns are frequent itemsets
and association rules [19, 20]. Let D be a bag (i.e., a multi-set) consisting of finite
subsets (called transactions) of a set I of items. The bag D called a transaction
database.

An itemset X is a subset of I. The frequency fr (X, D) of the itemset X ⊆ I
in a transaction database D is the fraction of sets in D containing X , i.e.,
fr (X, D) = |{Y ∈ D : X ⊆ Y }| / |D| where all collections of sets are interpreted
as bags. The frequency fr (X, D) can be seen as the empirical probability of X .
The interestingness of an itemset is considered to be its frequency in the given
transaction database.

An association rule X ⇒ Y consists of two itemsets X, Y ⊆ I. The accuracy
of an association rule X ⇒ Y in D is the fraction of transactions containing Y
that also contain X , i.e., acc (X ⇒ Y, D) = fr (X ∪ Y, D)/fr (Y, D). From the
viewpoint of probabilities the accuracy acc (X ⇒ Y, D) can be interpreted as an
the conditional empirical probability of X given Y .

However, computing all frequent itemsets or association rules is not feasible
since the number of them is exponential in the number of items in I. Instead, the
practical goal has been finding all itemsets X ⊆ I that are σ-frequent in D, i.e.,
the collection F (σ, D) = {X ⊆ I : fr (X, D) ≥ σ}, and σ-frequent δ-accurate
association rules X ⇒ Y with X and Y being σ-frequent in D and having no
common items.

In practice, several minimum threshold values σ and δ have to be tried since
it is difficult to find a good trade-off between the understandability of the pattern
collection and its descriptive power. Instead of the minimum threshold values,
one can specify the upper bound for the number of patterns to be produced but
still the same problem of finding a suitable parameter value exists. Although
the association rules are usually considered as the actual end product, most of
the attention has been devoted for finding collection of frequent itemsets [21]
since association rules can be produced from them as a simple post-processing
step [19].

The proposed inductive databases framework fits perfectly for mining fre-
quent itemsets and association rules: Itemsets and association rules can be
seen as queries. The query evaluation result for an itemset X ⊆ I in D cor-
responds to the bag cover (X, D) = {Y ∈ D : X ⊆ Y } and the query evaluation
result for an association rule X ⇒ Y corresponds to two bags cover (Y, D)
and cover (X ∪ Y, D). Conceptually the association rule query can be seen to
consist of first selecting the transactions of cover (Y, D) from D and second
cover (X ∪ Y, D) from cover (Y, D) since cover (X ∪ Y, D) ⊆ cover (Y, D).

The ranking of itemsets based on their frequencies can be claimed to solve
the frequent itemset mining task from the user point of view even better than
finding all σ-frequent sets since the inductive database naturally supports the
interactive examination of the itemsets. It also gives a slightly different view-
point to frequent itemset mining by interpreting the frequent itemset mining as
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generating frequent itemsets on demand in the order of decreasing frequencies
instead of computing the collection for different threshold values.

Instead of the itemsets with high frequencies (i.e., regularities in the data),
one can be interested also in the very rare itemsets, i.e., the surprising itemsets.
As mentioned in the previous section, conceptually this is only inverting the
ranking. Also in practice it is feasible to look for infrequent itemsets in addition
to the frequent ones [22].

Clearly, mining also other kinds of interesting patterns fits immediately to
this framework: the patterns are listed in the order of decreasing interestingness.
Thus, it can be said that ranking suits quite well for pattern discovery.

4.2 Density Estimation

In addition to local modeling, also global modeling is important in data mining.
The central global modeling tool is the estimation of probability distributions.

Based on Section 4.1 it is clear that we could present probability distributions
of a given class in decreasing order of their likelihood w.r.t. the data. The rank-
ing approach bends naturally also for other kinds of density estimation tasks. In
this section we shall show how it can be used to construct refining representation
of a probability distribution as a mixture (i.e., a convex combination) of sim-
pler distributions. This kind of hierarchical modeling occurs frequently in data
summarization since defining the right trade-off between understandability and
accuracy of the model in advance is usually very difficult.

Let us consider the situation where the database D consists of points in Rd

and we try to model the data by a mixture of d-dimensional Gaussians. Let

P (p | G1, . . . , Gm, α1, . . . , αm) =
m∑

i=1

αiP (p | Gi)

be the likelihood of p ∈ D given the Gaussians G1, . . . , Gm with weights α1, . . . ,
αm such that

∑m
i=1 αi = 1 and αi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , m. The joint likelihood

of all points in D is similarly

P (D | G1, . . . , Gm, α1, . . . , αm) =
∏
p∈D

P (p | G1, . . . , Gm, α1, . . . , αm) .

Thus, the queries are mixtures of Gaussians and the query evaluation in D results
the associated likelihoods for all points in D.

The refining mixture of Gaussians for the data can be computed as follows.
The first Gaussian G1 is the one with the maximum likelihood w.r.t. the data
D. The second Gaussian G2 is the one with maximum likelihood w.r.t. the
data points p ∈ D weighted by 1 − P (p | G1, 1) and the weights α1 and α2 are
chosen in such a way that they maximize the likelihood P (D | G1, G2, α1, α2).
Similarly the kth Gaussian Gk is the maximum likelihood estimate w.r.t. the
data D weighted by 1 − P (p | G1, . . . , Gk−1, α1, . . . , αk−1) and αk is chosen and
α1, . . . , αk−1 are scaled in such way that the updated values α1, . . . , αk maximize
the likelihood P (D | G1, . . . , Gk, α1, . . . , αk).
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This way a refining description of the data can be represented by ranking.
The previous queries (i.e., the previous mixture of k−1 Gaussians) are exploited
when computing the next best query (i.e., the mixture of k Gaussians). A similar
rankings occur also when ordering patterns w.r.t. their informativeness [23].

4.3 Clustering

Maybe the most important task in data mining is clustering, i.e., grouping data
into groups consisting of similar data. For clusterings, the proposed inductive
databases framework seems to be especially suitable: Defining clusterings un-
ambiguously is not usually very easy and thus several alternative suggestions,
possibly with associated quality values for the clusterings, are most welcome.

Let us consider k-center clustering of points in D ⊂ Rd and let the goodness of
the clustering be measured by Euclidean distance. Then the queries correspond
to k points in Rd and the query evaluations result partitions of D into k groups.
(Note that also hierarchical clustering can be described by ranking, similarly to
the refining mixtures in Section 4.2.)

An important aspect in ranking clusterings is what we would really like to
see is the listing of clusterings in such order that each prefix of the list contains a
representative collection of clusterings. For example, in the case of k-center clus-
tering w.r.t. Euclidean distance, the straightforward application of the distance
function would typically produce quite uninformative ranking: all good cluster-
ings would be essentially the same. Thus, after finding the best clustering, we
should be able to rule out the clusterings that are too similar to it. In practice,
this goal can be reached for by stochastic search techniques.

Although listing the clusterings in a very good order is not trivial, it is clear
that the rankings offer a natural way to describe the clustering tasks.

4.4 Prediction

Another data mining task with high practical relevancy is prediction of outcomes
of some unknown function for a given data based on examples of outcomes
for some other data points. A well-known special case of the prediction task
is classification, i.e., labeling unlabeled data based on another set of labeled
data (called the training data). The query in this case is the classifier and its
evaluation on D results the classification of the data points in D which is typically
a partition of D.

There are several established methods for the classification task, see e.g. [24].
Furthermore, the representations of classifiers can differ very much. This is not
desirable for the inductive databases since one of the goals of the inductive
databases is to have only a small number of primitives succinct for data mining.
A conceptually simple solution to this problem of different representations would
be to explicitly compute labelings. However, this does not make sense in general,
as the goal of classification is to generalize the knowledge extracted from the
training data to possibly infinite collections of data [25]. Also, finding a common,
understandable representation for different classifiers can be very difficult. For
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example, representing a hyperplane with a decision tree with splits of one variable
at a time is usually very awkward (and vice versa).

Based on the above observations it might seem that inductive databases can
hardly be useful in prediction tasks since there is need for possibility to represent
many kinds of predictors. However, the goal of prediction does not depend on the
method. For example, in the case of classification, the goal is to find classifiers
that are accurate also for still unclassified (and possibly unseen) data. Thus,
although the actual predictors can differ much from each other, the same ranking
functions can be used for all predictors solving the same prediction task at hand.
Of course, sometimes the ranking function has to be slightly modified based on
e.g. the preferences of the user w.r.t. different classifiers. For example, one could
prefer Bayesian methods or decision trees with small depth regardless of their
estimated prediction performance.

Thus, prediction tasks can be comfortably expressed in the proposed induc-
tive databases framework and the inductive databases framework can support
also the construction of the actual inductive database since same ranking func-
tions can be used for all different methods solving the same prediction task.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have described how inductive databases can be seen as ranking
data manipulation operations of usual databases. We have proposed an inductive
databases framework based on ranking that gives clean and simple definition
what the inductive databases essentially could be. Furthermore, we have shown
that the framework is also very suitable for expressing the central data mining
tasks naturally and it can give even some new insights to them. We believe
that the concept of ranking is relevant for data mining in general due to the
exploratory nature of data mining.

However, this paper is still far from concrete implementations of general
purpose inductive databases. There are many important open questions relevant
for the suggested concept of inductive databases ranging from technical database
theory questions to understandability and relevancy questions:

– How to summarize the ranked queries? There is often a need for summarizing
even the rankings. For example, recently pattern discovery research has been
focused on summarizing the collection of interesting patterns under the flag
of condensed representations, see e.g. [26, 27] and the references therein.

– What kind of ranking languages are useful and usable? It is clear that rank-
ings should be described by languages that are suitable for that task. Further-
more, it would be desirable if the expressive power and the computational
complexity of the language used for expressing the rankings are low.

– What kind of trade-offs there are between generality, efficiency and usefulness
of the ranking languages?

– Are there non-trivial trade-offs and relations between expressive powers of
data definition languages, data manipulation languages and ranking lan-
guages?
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– Is there a need for higher order queries? Higher order queries, e.g. queries of
queries, can be expressed by the rankings. However, there might be situations
where the real higher order queries would be truly beneficial.
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Abstract. Inductive databases (IDBs) contain both data and patterns.
Here we consider IDBs where patterns are polynomial equations. We
present a constraint-based approach to answering inductive queries in
this domain. The approach is based on heuristic search through the space
of polynomial equations and can use subsumption and evaluation con-
straints on polynomial equations. We evaluate this approach on stan-
dard regression problems. We finally consider IDBs containing patterns
in the form of polynomial equations as well as molecular fragments, where
the two are combined in order to derive QSAR (Quantitative Structure-
Activity Relationships) models.

1 Introduction: Constraints in Inductive Databases

Inductive databases [7] embody a database perspective on knowledge discovery,
where knowledge discovery processes are considered as query processes. In ad-
dition to normal data, inductive databases contain patterns (either materialized
or defined as views). Data mining operations looking for patterns are viewed as
queries posed to the inductive database. In addition to patterns (which are of
local nature), models (which are of global nature) can also be considered.

A general formulation of data mining [9] involves the specification of a lan-
guage of patterns and a set of constraints that a pattern has to satisfy with
respect to a given database. The set of constraints can be divided in two parts:
language and evaluation constraints. The first only concern the pattern itself,
the second concern the validity of the pattern with respect to a database.

Inductive queries consist of constraints. The primitives of an inductive query
language include language constraints (e.g., find association rules with item A
in the head) and evaluation primitives. The latter are functions that express the
validity of a pattern on a given dataset. We can use these to form evaluation con-
straints (e.g., find all item sets with support above a threshold) or optimization
constraints (e.g., find the 10 association rules with highest confidence).

Constraints thus play a central role in data mining and constraint-based data
mining is now a recognized research topic [1]. The use of constraints enables more
efficient induction as well as focussing the search for patterns on patterns likely
to be of interest to the end user. Several approaches exist that use constraints
for predictive models, such as size and accuracy constraints in decision trees [5].

Most work on constraint-based induction, however, is concerned with the
discovery of frequent patterns. Different types of data and patterns have been
considered, including itemsets, episodes, Datalog queries, and graphs. Designing

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 159–168, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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inductive databases for these types of patterns involves the design of inductive
query languages and solvers for the queries in these languages. For each type of
pattern, or pattern domain, a specific solver is designed, following the philosophy
of constraint logic programming [2].

Here we consider IDBs that contain models in the form of polynomial equa-
tions: constrains on these are considered and a heuristic solver is proposed. We
evaluate the use of this solver on standard regression problems. We finally con-
sider IDBs containing both the pattern domains of equations and molecular
fragments, as well as combining them in order to derive QSAR (Quantitative
Structure-Activity Relationships) models.

2 The Pattern Domain of Polynomial Equations

Here we consider the pattern domain of polynomial equations. We first define
the language of polynomial equations, then consider syntactic/subsumption con-
straints on these. We next define several evaluation primitives for equations and
finally discuss inductive queries in this domain.

2.1 The Language of Polynomial Equations
Given a set of variables V , and a dependent variable vd ∈ V , a polynomial
equation has the form vd = P , where P is a polynomial over V \{vd}. A polyno-
mial P has the form

∑r
i=1 ci · Ti, where Ti are multiplicative terms, and ci are

real-valued constants. Each term is a finite product of variables from V \ {vd},
Ti =

∏
v∈V \{vd} vdv,i , where dv,i is (a non-negative integer) degree of the variable

in the term. The degree of 0 denotes that the variable does not appear in the
term. The sum of degrees of all variables in a term is called the degree of the
term, i.e., deg(Ti) =

∑
v∈V \{vd} dv,i. The degree of a polynomial is the maximum

degree of a term in that polynomial, i.e., deg(P ) = maxr
i=1 deg(Ti). The length

of a polynomial is the sum of the degrees of all terms in that polynomial, i.e.,
len(P ) =

∑r
i=1 deg(Ti).

2.2 Syntactic Constraints
We will consider two types of syntactic constraints on polynomial equations:
parametric and subsumption constraints. Parametric constraints set upper limits
for the degree of a term (in both the LHS and RHS of the equation), as well as the
number of terms in the RHS polynomial. For example, one might be interested in
equations of degree at most 3 with at most 4 terms. Such parametric constraints
are taken into account by the equation discovery system Lagrange [4].

Of more interest are subsumption constraints, which bear some resemblance
to subsumption/generality constraints on terms/clauses in first-order logic. A
term T1 is a sub-term of term T2 if the corresponding multi-set M1 is subset of
the corresponding multi-set M2. For example, xy2 is sub-term of x2y4z.

The sub-polynomial constraint is defined in terms of the sub-term constraint.
Polynomial p1 is a sub-polynomial of polynomial p2 if each term in p1 is a sub-
term of some term in p2. There are two options here: one may, or may not,
require that each term in p1 is a sub-term of a different term in p2.
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In looking for interesting equations, one might consider constraints of the
form: LHS is a sub-term of t, t is a sub-term of LHS, RHS is a sub-polynomial
of p, and p is a sub-polynomial of RHS. Here t and p are a term and a polyno-
mial, respectively. These set upper and lower bounds on the lattice of equation
structures, induced by the relations sub-term and sub-polynomial.

Consider the following constraint: LHS is a sub-term of x2y and both xy
and z are sub-polynomials of RHS. The equation xy = 2x2y2 + 4z satisfies
this constraint, under both interpretations of the sub-polynomial constraint.
The equation x2y = 5xyz, however, only satisfies the constraint under the first
interpretation (different terms in p1 can be sub-terms of the same term in p2).

2.3 Evaluation Primitives

The evaluation primitives for equations calculate different measures of the degree
of fit of the equation to a given dataset/table. Assume that i is an index that
runs through records/rows of a database table. Denote with yi the value of the
LHS of a given equation on record i; with ŷi the value of the RHS as calculated
for the same record; and with y the mean value of yi over the table records.

Six measures for the degree of fit for an equation to a dataset, well known from
statistics, are: multiple correlation coefficient R and normalized standard devia-

tion S (R2 = 1−
∑

N

i=1
(yi−ŷi)

2∑
N

i=1
(yi−y)2

; S2 =
1
N

∑
N

i=1
(yi−ŷi)

2

y2+e−y2 ), mean/maximum absolute

error (MeanAE = 1
N

∑N
i=1 |ŷi − yi|, MaxAE = maxN

i=1 |ŷi − yi|), mean/root
mean square error (MSE = 1

N

∑N
i=1(ŷi − yi)2, RMSE =

√
MSE).

2.4 Inductive Queries in the Domain of Equations

Inductive queries are typicaly conjunctions of primitive constraints, e.g., lan-
guage and evaluation constraints. Evaluation constraints set thresholds on ac-
ceptable values of the evaluation primitives: M(e, D) < v; M(e, D) > v, where
v is a positive constant and M is one of the measures defined above. Instead of
evaluation constraints one can consider optimization constraints. Here the task
is to find (the n best) e so that M(e, d) is maximal / minimal. Language con-
straints, as discussed above, can be parametric and/or subsumption constraints.

It is rarely the case that an inductive query consists of a single constraint.
Most often, at least one syntactic and at least one evaluation or optimization
constraint would be a part of the query. For example, we might look for the
equations, where the LHS is sub-polynomial of X2Y 3 and X + Z is a sub-
polynomial of the RHS, which have the highest multiple correlation coefficient.

3 Heuristic Search for Polynomial Equations

Using constraints in the discovery of polynomial equations helps the user focus on
interesting hypotheses and can drastically reduce the space of possible equations.
However, in realistic problems with many variables, these reductions are not
enough to make the exhaustive search in Lagrange [4] feasible. This motivates
us to consider heuristic search.
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In this section, we will present a heuristic search algorithm that searches
through the space of possible polynomial equations. First, a refinement opera-
tor will be introduced that orders the space of polynomial equations. Then, the
heuristic function is defined that measures the quality of each equation consid-
ered during the search. Finally, the search algorithm based on a beam search
strategy is presented.

3.1 The Refinement Operator
In order to apply heuristic search methods to the task of discovering polynomial
equations, we first have to order the search space of candidate equations. We
will define a refinement operator, based on the syntactic constraints above, that
orders the space of equations according to their complexity. Starting with the
simplest possible equation and iteratively applying the refinement operator, all
candidate polynomial equations can be generated.

Assume we measure the complexity of the polynomial equation vd = P as
len(P ). The refinement operator increases len(P ) by 1, either by adding a new
linear term or by adding a variable to an existing term. Given an equation vd =∑r

i=1 ci ·Ti, the refinement operator produces equations that increase r by adding
a new linear term (at most one for each v ∈ V \ vd): vd =

∑r
i=1 ci · Ti + cr+1 · v,

where ∀i : v 
= Ti. It also produces refined equations that increase the degree of
an existing term (at most one for each Tj and v ∈ V \ vd): vd =

∑r
i=1,i=j ci ·

Ti + Tj · v, where ∀i 
= j : Tj · v 
= Ti. Special care is taken that the newly
introduced/modified term is different from all the terms in the current equation.

Note that the refinements of a given polynomial P are superpolynomials of P .
They are minimal refinements in the sense that they increase the complexity of
P (len(P ) by one unit. The branching factor of the refinement operator depends
on the number of variables |V | and number of terms in the current equation
r. The upper bound of the branching factor is O((|V | − 1)(r + 1)) = O(|V |r),
since there are at most |V | − 1 possible refinements that increase r and at most
(|V | − 1)r possible refinements that increase d.

The defined refinement operator is not optimal, in the sense that each poly-
nomial equation can be derived in several different ways, e.g., z = x + y can be
derived by adding x then y or vice-vesa by adding y then x. This is due to the
commutativity of the addition and multiplication operators. An optimal refine-
ment operator can be easily obtained by taking into account the lexical ordering
of the variables in V . Then, only variables and/or terms) with higher lexical
rank (than those already in) should be added to the terms and/or equations.

While an optimal refinement operator is desired for complete/exhaustive
search (to avoid redundancy), it may prevent the generation of good equations
in greedy heuristic search. Suppose the polynomials x and z have low heuristic
value, while y has a high heuristic value and x + y is actually the best. Greedy
search would choose y and the optimal refinement operator that takes into ac-
count lexicographic order would not generate x + y.

3.2 The Search Heuristic
Each polynomial equation structure considered during the search contains a
number of generic constant parameters (denoted by ci). In order to evaluate
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the quality of an equation, the values of these generic constants have to be
fitted against training data consisting of the observed values of the variables in
V . Since the polynomial equations are linear in the constant parameters, the
standard linear regression technique can be used, just as in Lagrange [4].

The quality of the obtained equation is usually evaluated using an evaluation
primitive, such as mean squared error (MSE), defined in the previous section.
We will use a MDL (minimal description length) based heuristic that combines
the degree of fit with the complexity of the equation, defined as MDL(vd = P ) =
len(P ) logN +N log MSE(vd = P ), were N is number of training examples. The
second term introduces a penalty for the complexity of the equation. Thus, the
MDL heuristic function introduces a preference toward simpler equations.

3.3 The Search Algorithm

Our algorithm Ciper (Ciper stands for Constrained Induction of Polynomial
Equations for Regression) employs beam search through the space of possible
equations. The algorithm takes as input the training data D, i.e, the training
examples, each of them containing the measurements of the observed (numeri-
cal) system variables, and a designated dependent variable vd. In addition, a set
of language constraints C can be specified. The output of Ciper consists of the
b polynomial equations for vd that satisfy the constraints C and are best wrt the
data D according to the MDL heuristic function defined in the previous section.

procedure Ciper(D, vd, C, b)
1 E0 = simplest polynomial equation (vd = c )
2 E0.MDL = FitParameters(E0, D)
3 Q = {E0}
4 repeat
5 Qr = {refinements of equations in Q

that satisfy the language constraints C}
6 foreach equation structure E ∈ Qr do
7 E.MDL = FitParameters(E, D)
8 endfor
9 Q = {best b equations from Q ∪ Qr

according to MDL }
10 until Q unchanged during the last iteration
11 print Q

Before the search procedure
starts, the beam Q is initialized
with the simplest possible poly-
nomial equation of the form vd =
c. The value of the constant pa-
rameter c is fitted against the
training data D using linear re-
gression and the MDL heuristic
function is calculated (lines 1-3).
In each search iteration, the re-
finements of the equations in the
current beam are computed first
and checked for consistency with

the specified language constraints C. Those that satisfy the constraints are col-
lected in Qr (line 5).

In case when redundant equations are generated due to the inoptimality of the
refinement operator, the duplicate equations are filtered out from the set Qr. The
refinements are computed using the refinement operator defined in Section 3.1.
In case when redundant equations are generated due to the inoptimality of the
refinement operator, the duplicate equations are filtered out from the set Qr.

Linear regression is used to fit the constant parameters of the refinements
against the training data D, and the MDL heuristic function is calculated for
each refinement (lines 6-8). At the end of each search iteration, the best b equa-
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Table 1. The regression datasets’ characteristics (left four columns). The performance
of CIPER in terms of RE, as compared to three other regression approaches: linear
regression (LR), model trees (MT), and regression trees (RT) (right four columns).

Dataset Exs Vars NERPV CIPER LR MT RT

autoprice 159 16 3.24 0.15 0.23 0.15 0.32
baskball 96 5 4.87 0.61 0.67 0.63 0.78
bodyfat 252 15 2.22 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.11
elusage 55 3 7.56 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.44
fruitfly 125 5 3.94 1.01 1.10 1.03 1.01
housing 506 14 1.24 0.19 0.29 0.17 0.28
mbagrade 61 3 6.97 0.78 0.83 0.83 1.05
pollution 60 16 7.06 0.55 0.55 0.42 0.77
pwLinear 200 11 2.68 0.15 0.25 0.11 0.33
quake 2178 4 0.35 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00
sensory 576 12 1.11 0.89 0.87 0.75 0.85
strike 625 7 1.04 0.95 0.84 0.83 0.87
veteran 137 8 3.66 0.90 0.92 0.88 0.91
vineyard 52 4 7.89 0.29 0.43 0.48 0.73

Average RE 0.55 0.59 0.54 0.67

tions, according to the MDL heuristic function, are kept in the beam (line 10).
The search proceeds until the beam remains unchanged during the last iteration.

4 Polynomial Equations on Standard Regression Datasets

We take 14 regression datasets from the UCI repository, listed in the left part
of Table 1. In addition to the number of examples (data points) and variables,
we also list the reduction of MSE (in percent) necessary to counterbalance an
increase in len(P ) of 1 in the MDL heuristic (Needed Error Reduction Per
Variable - NERPV).

We perform ten-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performance of our ap-
proach, measured in terms of RE (where RE2 = 1 − R2). We compare the
performance of our approach to the performance of linear regression (with no
feature selection, no feature elimination), model trees, and regression trees (all
of these within WEKA [10]). The results are given in the right part of Table 1.

Note that a beam of 16 was used in CIPER. Our approach performs better
than linear regression and regression trees and comparably to model trees. We
should note that this is achieved using a single equation/model over the entire
instance space, rather than a piece-wise model (as in model trees).

It is interesting to compare the complexity of the equations found by our
approach to that of model trees. The complexity of model trees can be mea-
sured as the number of parameters/constants in them, including the thresholds
in internal nodes and the coefficients in linear regressions in the leaves. The com-
plexity of equations can be measured in several ways (d + r, len(P )), including
the number of coefficients (where we count the degree of a variable in a term as
a coefficient). The average total number of parameters in model trees is 16.83
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and in regression trees 13.72. The average d, r and len(P ) are 1.64, 4.93 and
6.00, respectively. The polynomial equations discovered thus compare favorably
in terms of complexity to regression trees and model trees and are about the
same level with linear regression (which has on the average 11.93 parameters).

5 Towards Inductive Databases for QSAR

Here we first describe the pattern domain of molecular fragments. We then pro-
ceed with a proposal of how to integrate the pattern domains of equations and
molecular fragments in order to obtain an inductive database for QSAR (Quan-
titative Structure-Activity Relationships). Preliminary experiments in the do-
main of predicting biodegradability, illustrating how the two domains can be
combined, are presented.

5.1 The Pattern Domain of Molecular Fragments

The pattern domain of molecular fragments was introduced by Kramer and De
Raedt [8]. The system MolFea, which implements a solver for this pattern do-
main, looks for interesting molecular fragments (features) in sets of molecules.
Interestingness is defined as a conjunction of primitive constraint that the frag-
ment has to satisfy.

A molecular fragment is defined as a sequence of linearly connected atoms.
For instance, o−c = o is a fragment meaning: ”an oxygen atom with a single bond
to a carbon atom with a double bond to an oxygen atom”. In such expressions
’c’, ’n’, ’o’, etc. denote elements, and ’−’ denotes a single bond, ’=’ a double
bond, ’#’ a triple bond, and ’∼’ an aromatic bond. Only non-hydrogen atoms
are considered. Fragments are partially ordered by the relation ”is more general
than”/”is a subsequence of”: when fragment g is more general than fragment s,
one writes g ≤ s.

The primitive language constraints that can be imposed on unknown target
fragments f are of the form f ≤ p, p ≤ f , ¬(f ≤ p) and ¬(p ≤ f), where
f is the unknown target fragment and p is a specific pattern. This type of
primitive constraint denotes that f should (not) be more specific (general) than
the specified fragment p. E.g., the constraint ’c = o’ ≤ f specifies that f should
be more specific than ’c = o’, i.e., that f should contain ’c = o’ as a subsequence.

The evaluation primitive freq(f, D) denotes the relative frequency of a frag-
ment f on a set of molecules D. The relative frequency is defined as the percent-
age of molecules (from D) covered (by f). Evaluation constraints can be defined
by specifying thresholds on the frequency or relative frequency of a fragment on a
dataset: freq(f, D1) ≤ t and freq(f, D1) ≥ t denote that the relative frequency
of f on D should be larger than (resp. smaller than) or equal to t. For example,
the constraint freq(f, Pos) ≥ 0.95 denotes that the target fragments f should
have a minimum relative frequency of 95% on the set of molecules Pos. The two
types of primitive constraints defined above can be conjunctively combined in
order to declaratively specify the target fragments of interest.
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5.2 Combining Molecular Fragments and Equations

The basic idea of our proposal is to consider the pattern domains of equations
and molecular fragments in a single inductive database. One could then easily use
the results of one inductive query (e.g., the set of interesting features resulting
from a MolFea query) as input to another inductive query (e.g. to find a QSAR
equation for biodegradability). This is of interest as QSAR models most often
take the form of equations and molecular fragments are often used as features.

Each of the two pattern domains offers potentially useful functionality. On
one hand, equations are the approach of choice for QSAR modeling. While non-
linear transformations of bulk features are sometimes used, most often linear
equations are sought. Our constraint-based approach to equation discovery would
allow the QSAR modeler to pose inductive queries that focus the search on in-
teresting equations, such as: ”find the best equation that involves featureX”,
supposing featureX is of interest to the QSAR modeler. On the other hand,
molecular fragments (or in general substructures) are often used as features in
QSAR modeling. Using feature mining in the pattern domain of molecular frag-
ments, the QSAR modeler can find patterns involving substructures of special
interest. These can then be used in QSAR models.

The basic form of exploiting the connection between the two pattern do-
mains is to use the molecular fragments found by MolFea as input for a data
mining query looking for QSAR equations. Here one can exploit the subpoly-
nomial constraints in the equations pattern domain to ask for equations that
contain a specific molecular fragment: the fragment in question should be a sub-
polynomial of the RHS of the equation sought. However, additional constraints
can be defined. For example, one may look for equations that involve a subfrag-
ment or superfragment of a given fragment, rather than just the fragment itself.
We have implemented the latter in our system CIPER as an extension of the
subpolynomial/superpolynomial constraint.

At present, we assume all frequent fragments of interest are generated be-
forehand by MolFea and look for equations that involve the given fragments and
satisfy the constraints. For example, in the biodegradability dataset, we may
be interested in the two best equations that contain only one feature that is a
superfragment of ’c = o’. The equations logHLT = 6.9693− 1.19013∗ c = o and
logHLT = 6.91524 − 1.24286 ∗ c − c = o are returned as a result of this query.

Our constraint-based approach to equation discovery is meant for regression
problems (continuous class variable). However, we can easily adapt it to classifi-
cation problems where the features are numeric (including binary features). We
can use CIPER to perform classification via regression (multi-response polyno-
mial regression), an approach shown to perform well in many cases.

5.3 Experiments on the Biodegradability Dataset

The QSAR application that we consider here is the one of predicting biodegrad-
ability of compounds [3]. The database used was derived from the data in the
handbook of degradation rates [6] and contains the chemical structure and mea-
sured (or estimated) degradation rates for 328 chemicals. In our study we focus
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Table 2. The equation generated by CIPER on the biodegradability dataset.

logHLT = 0.0645738*logP - 0.825858*c=o + 0.374477*logP*cl + 0.487245*c-n

+ 2.43385*c~c~c~c~c~c~c~c~c~c~c~c~c~c - 0.529246*c~c~c~c~c

+ 0.757922*n=o + 0.570323*c-c-c~c~c~c~c~c - 0.632581*c-c-c-o

+ 0.817581*c-o-c - 0.621152*c-o + 0.00231708*MolWeight + 5.94176

Table 3. The predictive performance of CIPER on the biodegradability dataset, esti-
mated by 10-fold cross validation, as compared to several other learning algorithms.

Data version / Algorithm J48 (Class via) LinReg (Class via) M5 (Class via) CIPER

2 class (acc.) 71.34 74.09 78.05 78.66
4 class (acc.) 56.40 52.24 54.57 56.40

continuous (RE) 0.627 0.560 0.576

on aqueous biodegradation half life time (HLT) in aerobic conditions. The target
variable (denoted logHLT) is the natural logarithm of the arithmetic mean of
the low and high estimate of the HLT for aqueous biodegradation in aerobic
conditions, measured in hours. Two discretized versions (2-class and 4-class) of
logHLT were also considered.

The molecular weight of a compound, as well as logP, the logarithm of the
compound’s octanol/water partition coefficient, were used as features in con-
structing QSAR models, in addition to the molecular fragments discovered by
MolFea. The logP feature is a measure of hydrophobicity and can be expected
to be important since we are considering biodegradation in water. The frag-
ments were generated by Kramer and De Raedt [8], who used the two-class
version of the biodegradability dataset. They looked for features that are above
a prespecified minimum frequency threshold (0.95) for compunds that degrade
fast and below a maximum threshold (0.05) for compounds that degrade slow.
MolFea found 124 fragments, of which 69 are distinct and were used as features.

Taking the 69 fragments, logP and MolWeight as the independent and
logHLT (or the discretization thereof) as the dependent variable, we applied our
system for equation discovery CIPER to the biodeg dataset. For the continuous
version, the equation in Table 2 was generated by CIPER (with beam 4). For
the two-class and four-class version, classification via regression was performed:
as many equations were produced as the number of classes.

The predictive performance of CIPER, estimated by 10-fold cross validation,
was also measured (Table 3). It was compared to the performance of three other
algorithms: J48, Linear Regression and M5. For the latter two, comparison was
done for both the continuous (regression) and the discrete (classification via
regression) versions of the dataset.

CIPER performs much better than J48 for the two-class version and the
same for the four-class version. It performs better than linear regression (higher
accuracy, lower error / RE). It performs better than M5 for classification via
regression and slightly worse for regression. Overall, CIPER performs best. In
addition, the equation produced can be easily interpreted (e.g., three fused aro-
matic rings greatly contribute to longer degradation time).
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6 Summary and Further Work
Here we have considered the problem of predictive modeling via polynomial
equations within the framework of inductive databases (IDBs). We have de-
fined primitives for the pattern domain of polynomial equations, including lan-
guage constraints (such as sub-polynomial), evaluation primitives, evaluation
and optimization constraints. We have also shown how to combine such primi-
tives to form inductive queries in this pattern domain and presented a heuristic
solver (CIPER) for such queries. We have applied CIPER to standard regression
datasets, where it performs competitively to existing regression methods while
producing smaller models. We have then indicated how the pattern domains of
equations and molecular fragments can be combined into an IDB for QSAR and
illustrated the use of such an IDB on the problem of predicting biodegradability.

Many directions for further work exist at present. In the pattern domain of
equations, one can consider the definition, implementation and use of similarity
constraints: these allow queries of the form: ”find the equation most similar to
e, which has mean absolute error smaller than x”. Also, the pattern domain of
equations could be extended towards general equations (non-polynomial ones).
Finally, extensions towards other types of regression models (e.g. model trees)
as well as classification models would be in order.

Concerning the work towards IDBs for QSAR, we have not even completely
and formally specified the language of queries involving both fragments and
equations that can be posed to (and solved by) our current implementation:
this is an immediate direction for further work. On the technical side, further
exploration of the possibilities for integration between fragment and equation
discovery deserves attention. Tighter integration seems possible and desirable.
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Abstract. In this article we define a formalism to discover knowledge
in the form of temporal rules, inferred from databases of events with a
temporal dimension. The theoretical framework is based on first-order
temporal logic and allows the definition of the main temporal data mining
notions (event, temporal rule, constraint) in a formal way. The concepts
of consistent linear time structure and general interpretation are funda-
mentals in the design of algorithms for inferring higher order temporal
rules, (called temporal meta-rules), from local sets of temporal rules.

1 Introduction

The domain of temporal data mining focuses on the discovery of causal relation-
ships among events that may be ordered in time and may be causally related.
The contributions in this domain encompass the discovery of temporal rules, of
sequences and of patterns. However, in many respects this is just a terminologi-
cal heterogeneity among researchers that are, nevertheless, addressing the same
problem, albeit from different starting points and domains.

The main tasks concerning the information extraction from time series data-
base and on which the researchers concentrated their efforts over the last years
may be divided in several domains. Similarity/Pattern Querying concerns the
measure of similarity between two sequences or sub-sequences respectively. Dif-
ferent methods were developed, such as window stitching [1] or dynamic time
warping based matching [12]. Clustering/Classification concentrates on optimal
algorithms for clustering/classifying sub-sequences of time series into groups
(classes) of similar sub-sequences. Different techniques were proposed, as Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) [13], Dynamic Bayes Networks (DBNs) [7] or Recurrent
Neural Networks [8]. Pattern finding/Prediction methods regard the search for
periodicity patterns (fully or partially periodic) in time series databases. For
full periodicity search there is a rich collection of statistic methods, like FFT
[14]. For partial periodicity search, different algorithms were developed, which
explore properties related to partial periodicity such as the max-subpattern-
hit-set property [10] or point-wise periodicity [9]. Temporal Rules’ extraction
approach concentrated to the extraction of explicit rules from time series, like
temporal association rules [4] or cyclic association rules [16]. Adaptive methods
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for finding rules whose conditions refer to patterns in time series were described
in [6,11] and a general methodology for classification and extraction of temporal
rules was proposed in [5].

Although there is a rich bibliography concerning formalism for temporal
databases, there are very few articles on this topic for temporal data mining. In
[2,3,15] general frameworks for temporal mining are proposed, but usually the
researches on causal and temporal rules are more concentrated on the method-
ological/algorithmic aspect, and less on the theoretical aspect. In this article,
we provide an innovative formalism based on first-order temporal logic, which
permits an abstract view on temporal rules. The formalism allows also the appli-
cation of an inference phase in which higher order temporal rules (called temporal
meta-rules) are inferred from local temporal rules, the lasts being extracted from
different sequences of data. Using this strategy, known in the literature as higher
order mining [18], we can guarantee the scalability of our system (the capacity
to handle huge databases), by applying statistical and machine learning tools.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, the first-
order temporal logic formalism is extensively presented (definitions of the main
terms – event, temporal rules, confidence – and concepts – consistent linear
time structure, general interpretation). Section 3 contains a brief description of
a general methodology for temporal rules extraction, through the frame of the
proposed formalism. The notion of temporal meta-rules and the algorithms for
inferring such higher order rules are described in Section 4. Finally, the last
section summarizes our work and lists some possible future directions.

2 Formalism of Temporal Rules

Time is ubiquitous in information systems, but the mode of representation/per-
ception varies in function of the purpose of the analysis. It can be based either
on time points (instants) or on intervals (periods), may have a discrete or a
continuous structure and may be linear or nonlinear (e.g. acyclic graph). For
our methodology, we chose a temporal domain represented by linearly ordered
discrete instants.

Databases being first-order structures, the first-order logic represents a nat-
ural formalism for their description. Consequently, the first-order temporal logic
expresses the formalism of temporal databases. For the purposes of our method-
ology we consider a restricted first-order temporal language L which contains
only n-ary function symbols (n ≥ 0), n-ary predicate symbols (n > 1, so no
proposition symbols), the set of relational symbols {=, <,≤, >,≥}, a single log-
ical connective {∧} and a temporal connective of the form Xk, k ∈ Z, where k
strictly positive means next k times, k strictly negative means last k times and
k = 0 means now.

The syntax of L defines terms, atomic formulae and compound formulae. A
Horn clause is a formula of the form B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bm → Bm+1 where each Bi is a
positive (non-negated) atom. The atoms Bi, i = 1, . . . , m are called implication
clauses, whereas Bm+1 is known as the implicated clause. Syntactically, we can-
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not express Horn clauses in our language L because the logical connective → is
not defined. However, to allow the description of rules, which formally look like
a Horn clause, we introduce a new logical connective, "→, which practically will
represent a rewrite of the connective ∧. Therefore, a formula in L of the form
p "→ q is syntactically equivalent with the formula p ∧ q. When and under what
conditions we may use the new connective, is explained in the next definitions.

Definition 1 An event (or temporal atom) is an atom formed by the predicate
symbol E followed by a bracketed n-tuple of terms (n ≥ 1) E(t1, t2, . . . , tn). The
first term of the tuple, t1, is a constant representing the name of the event and
all others terms are function symbols. A short temporal atom (or the event’s
head) is the atom E(t1).

Definition 2 A constraint formula for the event E(t1, t2, . . . tn) is a conjunctive
compound formula, C1 ∧C2 ∧ · · · ∧Ck, where each Cj is a relation implying one
of the terms ti.

For a short temporal atom E(t1), the only constraint formula that is per-
mitted is t1 = c, where c is a constant. We denote such a constraint formula as
short constraint formula.

Definition 3 A temporal rule is a formula of the form H1 ∧ · · ·∧Hm "→ Hm+1,
where Hm+1 is a short constraint formula and Hi are constraint formulae, pre-
fixed by the temporal connectives X−k, k ≥ 0. The maximum value of the index
k is called the time window of the temporal rule.

Remark. The reason for which we did not permit the expression of the implication
connective in our language is related to the truth table for a formula p → q:
even if p is false, the formula is still true, which is unacceptable for a temporal
rationing of the form cause→ effect.

Practically, the only atoms constructed in L are temporal atoms and the
only formulae constructed in L are constraint formulae and temporal rules. As
a consequence of the definition 3, a conjunction of relations C1 ∧ C2 ∧ · · · ∧ Cn,
each relation prefixed by temporal connectives X−k, k ≥ 0, may be rewritten as
Cσ(1) ∧ · · · ∧ Cσ(n−1) "→ Cσ(n), – σ being a permutation of {1..n} – if and only
if there is a short constraint formula Cσ(n) prefixed by X0.

The semantics of L is provided by an interpretation I over a domain D. The in-
terpretation assigns an appropriate meaning over D to the (non-logical) symbols
of L. Usually, the domain D is imposed during the discretisation phase, which is
a pre-processing phase used in almost all knowledge extraction methodologies.
Based on Definition 1, an event can be seen as a labelled (constant symbol t1)
sequence of points extracted from raw data and characterized by a finite set of
features (function symbols t2, · · · , tn). Consequently, the domain D is the union
De ∪ Df , where the set De contains all the strings used as event names and the
set Df represents the union of all domains corresponding to chosen features.

To define a first-order linear temporal logic based on L, we need a structure
having a temporal dimension and capable to capture the relationship between a
time moment and the interpretation I at this moment.
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Definition 4 Given L and a domain D, a (first order) linear time structure is a
triple M = (S, x,#), where S is a set of states, x : N → S is an infinite sequence
of states (s0, s1, . . . , sn, . . .) and # is a function that associates to each state s
an interpretation #(s) of all symbols defined at s.

In the framework of temporal data mining, the function # is a constant and it
is equal to the interpretation I. In fact, the meaning of the events, constraint
formulae and temporal rules is not changing over time. What is changing over
time is the value of the meaning. Given a first order time structure M, we denote
the instant i (or equivalently, the state si) for which I(P ) = true by i ⇒ P ,
i.e. at time instant i the formula P is true. Therefore, i ⇒ E(t1, . . . , tn) means
that at time i an event with the name t1 and characterized by the global features
t2, . . . , tn started. A constraint formula is true at time i if and only if all relations
are true at time i. A temporal rule is true at time i if and only if i ⇒ Hm+1

and i ⇒ (H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm). (Remark : i ⇒ P ∧ Q if and only if i ⇒ P and i ⇒ Q;
i ⇒ XkP if and only if i + k ⇒ P ).

Now suppose that the following assumptions are true:
A. For each formula P in L, there is an algorithm that calculates the value of

the interpretation I(P ) in a finite number of steps.
B. There are states (called incomplete states) that do not contain enough in-

formation to calculate the interpretation for all formulae defined at these
states.

C. It is possible to establish a measure, (called general interpretation) about the
degree of truth of a compound formula along the entire sequence of states
(s0, s1, . . . , sn, . . .).

The first assumption expresses the calculability of the interpretation I. The sec-
ond assumption expresses the situation when only the body of a temporal rule
can be evaluated at time moment i, but not the head of the rule. Therefore,
for the state si, we cannot calculate the interpretation of the temporal rule and
the only solution is to estimate it using a general interpretation. This solution
is expressed by the third assumption. (Remark: The second assumption violates
the condition about the existence of an interpretation in each state si, from def-
inition 4. But it is well known that in data mining sometimes data is incomplete
or is missing. Therefore, we must modify this condition as ”# is a function that
associates to almost each state s an interpretation #(s) of all symbols defined
at s ”).

However, to ensure that this general interpretation is well defined, the linear
time structure must present some property of consistency. Practically, this means
that if we take any sufficiently large subset of time instants, the conclusions we
may infer from this subset are sufficiently close from those inferred from the
entire set of time instants. Therefore,

Definition 5 Given L and a linear time structure M, we say that M is a con-
sistent time structure for L if, for every n-ary predicate symbol P, the limit

co(P ) = lim
n→∞

#A

n
exists, where A = {i ∈ {0, . . . , n}|i ⇒ P} and # means ”car-

dinality”. The notation co(P ) denotes the confidence of P
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Now we define the general interpretation for an n-ary predicate symbol P as:

Definition 6 Given L and a consistent linear time structure M for L, the gen-
eral interpretation IG for an n-ary predicate P is a function Dn → true× [0, 1],
IG(P ) = (true, co(P )).

The general interpretation is naturally extended to constraint formulae, prefixed
or not by temporal connectives. There is only one exception: for temporal rules
the confidence is calculated as the limit of the ratio between the number of
certain applications (time instants where both the body and the head of the rule
are true) and the number of potential applications (time instants where only the
body of the rule is true). The reason for this choice is related to the presence of
incomplete states, where the interpretation for the implicated clause cannot be
calculated.

Definition 7 The confidence of a temporal rule H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm "→ Hm+1 is the

limit lim
n→∞

#A

#B
, where A = {i ∈ {0, . . . , n}|i ⇒ H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm ∧ Hm+1} and

B = {i ∈ {0, . . . , n}|i ⇒ H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm}.

For different reasons, (the user has not access to the entire sequence of states,
or the states he has access to are incomplete), the general interpretation cannot
be calculated. A solution is to estimate IG using a finite linear time structure,
i.e. a model.

Definition 8 Given L and a consistent time structure M = (S, x,#), a model
for M is a structure M̃ = (T̃ , x̃) where T̃ is a finite temporal domain {i1, . . . , in},
x̃ is the subsequence of states {xi1 , . . . , xin} (the restriction of x to the temporal
domain T̃ ) and for each ij , j = 1, . . . , n, the state xij is a complete state.

Now we may define the estimation for a general interpretation:

Definition 9 Given L and a model M̃ for M, an estimator of the general in-
terpretation for an n-ary predicate P, ĨG(P ), is a function Dn → true × [0, 1],

assigning to P the value true with a confidence equal to the ratio
#A

#T̃
, where

A = {i ∈ T̃ |i ⇒ P}. The notation co(P, M̃ ) will denote the estimated confidence
of P, given M̃.

The estimation of the confidence of a temporal rule, giving a model, is defined
as:

Definition 10 Given a model M̃ = (T̃ , x̃) for M, the estimation of the con-

fidence of the temporal rule H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm "→ Hm+1 is the ratio
#A

#B
, where

A = {i ∈ T̃ |i ⇒ H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm ∧ Hm+1} and B = {i ∈ T̃ |i ⇒ H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm}.
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Table 1. The first six states of the linear time structure M (example)

State Events State Events State Events

s1 E(peak, 10, 1.5) s3 E(plateau,3, 0.2) s5 E(valley, 15, 1.9)
s2 E(peak, 12, 1.2) s4 E(plateau,1, 0.5) s6 E(peak, 6, 1.1)

Table 2. Two temporal rules extracted from two models M̃ using the induction process

Model Temporal Rule

s1 . . . s100 X−4(t1 =peak)∧ X−4(t2 < 11) ∧ X−3(t1 =peak) �→ X0(t1 =valley)
s300 . . . s399 X−2(t1=peak) ∧ X−2(t3 < 1.1) ∧ X−1(t1 =plateau)∧ �→ X0(t1 =valley)

3 A General Methodology

A general methodology for temporal rules extraction may be structured in two
phases. The first, called discretisation phase, transforms sequential raw data
into sequences of events. Practically, this means to establish the set of events,
identified by names (constant symbol t1 ), and the set of features, common for all
events (function symbols t2, . . . , tn ). As example, consider a database containing
the daily price variations of a given stock. After the application of the first phase
we obtain an ordered sequence of events. Each event has the form (name, v1, v2),
where the name is one of the strings {peak, plateau, valley} and v1, v2 represents
the maximum variation, respectively, the standard error of the daily prices.

In the frame of our formalism, during this phase, we establish the set of
temporal atoms which can be defined syntactically in L. In the above example,
an event is defined as E(t1, t2, t3). Semantically, the domain De is defined as
{peak, plateau, valley} and the domain Df as �+ (the prices are positives real
numbers and the features are statistical functions). Furthermore, during this
phase, a linear time structure M is defined: at each time moment i, the state si

contains as information the set of events started at i (see Table 1).
The second phase, called inference phase, extracts temporal rules from the

ordered sequence of events. This phase is divided in two steps. The first step
consists in applying an induction process on a model M̃ to obtain temporal
rules. This step can be repeated for different models M̃i (see Table 2). Different
approaches – Association Rules, Inductive Logic Programming, Classification
Trees [5] – can be applied to extract rules from a database of events.

The second step consists in applying an inference process, using the pre-
viously inferred temporal rules, to obtain the final set of temporal meta-rules.
These rules are temporal rules in accordance with the Definition 3, but supposed
to have a small variability of the estimated confidence among different models.
Therefore, such a rule may be applied with the same confidence in any state,
complete or incomplete. The process of inferring temporal meta-rules is related
to a new approach in data mining, called higher order mining, i.e. mining from
the results of previous mining results. The formalism we proposed does not im-
pose what approach must be use to discover first order temporal rules (rules
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generated by the induction process). As long as these rules may be expressed
according to the Definition 3, the strategy (including algorithms, criterions, sta-
tistical methods) developed to infer temporal meta-rules remains valid.

4 Temporal Meta-rules

Suppose that we dispose of a set of temporal rules corresponding to a given
model M̃ . It is very likely that some temporal rules contain constraint formulae
that are irrelevant, i.e. by deleting these relations, the general interpretation of
the rules remain unchanged. In the frame of a consistent time structure M , it
is obvious that we cannot delete a relation from a temporal rule (noted TR) if
the resulting temporal rule (noted TR−) has a lower confidence. But for a given
model M̃ , we calculate an estimate of co(TR), which is co(TR, M̃). Because this
estimator has a binomial distribution, we may calculate a confidence interval for
co(TR) and, consequently, we accept to delete a relation from TR if and only
if the lower confidence limit of co(TR−, M̃) is greater than the lower confidence
limit of co(TR, M̃).

The estimator co(TR, M̃) being a ratio, #A/#B, a confidence interval for
this value is constructed using a normal distribution with mean π = #A/#B
and variance σ2 = π(1 − π)/#B). The lower limit of the interval is Lα(A, B) =
π−zασ, where zα is the quantile of the standard normal distribution for a given
confidence level α (usually, 0.95). The following algorithm generalizes a single
temporal rule TR, by deleting one relation.

Algorithm 1 Generalization 1-delete

Step 1 Let TR = H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hm �→ Hm+1. Let ℵ = ∪Cj, where Cj are all relations
that appear in the constraint formulae of the implication clauses. Rewrite TR, by
an abuse of notation, as ℵ �→ Hm+1. If n = #ℵ, denote by C1, . . . , Cn the list of
all relations from ℵ.

Step 2 For each i = 1, . . . , n do
ℵ− = ℵ − Ci, TR−

i = ℵ− �→ Hm+1

A = {i ∈ T̃ |i ⇒ ℵ ∧ Hm+1}, B = {i ∈ T̃ |i ⇒ ℵ}
A− ={i ∈ T̃ |i ⇒ ℵ−∧Hm+1}, B−={i ∈ T̃ |i ⇒ ℵ−}
co(TR, M̃) = #A/#B, co(TR−

i , M̃) = #A−/#B−

If Lα(A, B) ≤ Lα(A−, B−) then store TR−
i

Step 3 Keep the generalized temporal rule TR−
i for which Lα(A−, B−) is maximal.

The complexity of this algorithm is linear in n. Using the criterion of lower
confidence limit, (or LCL), we define the temporal meta-rule inferred from TR
as the temporal rule with a maximum set of relations deleted from ℵ and hav-
ing the maximum lower confidence limit greater than Lα(A, B). An algorithm
designed to find the largest subset of relations that can be deleted will have an
exponential complexity. A solution is to use Algorithm 1 in successive steps until
no more deletion is possible, but without having the guarantee to get the global
maximum.

As example, consider the first temporal rule of Table 1 and suppose that
#A = 20 and #B = 40 (giving an estimate co(TR, M̃) = 0.5, with L0.95(0.5) =
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Table 3. Parameters calculated in Step 2 of Algorithm 1 by deleting one relation

Deleted relation #A− #B− co(TR−
i , M̃) Lα(A−, B−)

X−4(t1 = peak) 24 49 0.489 0.349
X−4(t2 < 11) 30 50 0.60 0.464

X−3(t1 = peak) 22 48 0.458 0.317

0.345). Looking at Table 3, we find two relations which could be deleted (the
first and the second) with a maximum Lα(A−, B−) given by the second relation.

Suppose now that we dispose of two models, M̃1 = (T̃1, x̃1) and M̃2 =
(T̃2, x̃2), and for each model we have a set of temporal rules with the same
implicated clause H (sets denoted S1, respectively S2). Let S be a subset of
the union S1 ∪ S2. If TRj ∈ S, j = 1, . . . , n, TRj = H1 ∧ · · · ∧ Hmj "→ H ,
then consider the sets Aj = {i ∈ T̃1 ∪ T̃2|i ⇒ H1 ∧ . . . ∧ Hmj ∧ H}, A = ∪Aj ,
Bj = {i ∈ T̃1 ∪ T̃2|i ⇒ H1 ∧ . . .∧Hmj}, B = ∪Bj and C = {i ∈ T̃1 ∪ T̃2|i ⇒ H}.
The performance of the subset S can be summarized by the number of false posi-
tives (time instants where the implication clauses of each temporal rule from S are
true, but not the clause H) and the number of false negatives (time instants where
the clause H is true, but not at least one of the implication clauses of the tem-
poral rules from S). Practically, the number of false positives is fp = #(B−A)
and the number of false negatives is fn = #(C − B). The worth of the subset
S of temporal rules is assessed using the Minimum Description Length Principle
(MDLP)[17]. This provides a basis for offsetting the accuracy of a theory (here,
a subset of temporal rules) against its complexity. The principle is simple: a
Sender and a Receiver have both the same models M̃1 and M̃2, but the states of
the models of the Receiver are incomplete states (the interpretation of the impli-
cated clause cannot be calculated). The sender must communicate the missing
information to the Receiver by transmitting a theory together with the excep-
tions to this theory. He may choose either a simple theory with a great number of
exceptions or a complex theory with fewer exceptions. The MLD Principle states
that the best theory will minimize the number of bits required to encode the
total message consisting of the theory together with its associated exceptions.

To encode a temporal rule from S, we must specify its implication clauses
(the clause H is the same for all rules, so is no need to encoded it). Because
the order of the implication clauses is not important, the number of required
bits is reduced by κ log2(m!), where m is the number of implication clauses
and κ is a constant depending on the encoding procedure. The number of bits
required to encode the set S is the sum of encoding length for each temporal rule
from S reduced by κ log2(n!) (the order of the n temporal rules from S is not
important). The exceptions are encoded by indicating the sets false positive and
false negative. If b = #B and N = #(T̃1 + T̃2) then the number of bits required
is κ log2

((
b
fp

))
+ κ log2

((
N−b
fn

))
, because we have

(
b
fp

)
possibilities to choose

the false positives among the cases covered by the rules and
(

N−b
fn

)
possibilities

to indicate the false negatives among the uncovered cases. The total number of
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bits required to encode the message is then equal to theory bits + exceptions
bits.

Using the criterion of MDLP, we define as temporal meta-rules inferred from
a set of temporal rules (implying the same clause and extracted from at least
two different models), the subset S that minimizes the total encoding length.
The algorithm that find this subset S has again an exponential complexity, but
in practice we may use different non-optimal strategies (hill-climbing, genetic
algorithms, simulated annealing), having a polynomial complexity.

Because the two definitions of temporal meta-rules differ not only in crite-
rion (LCL, respectively MLDP), but also in the number of initial models (one,
respectively at least two), the second inference process is applied in two steps.
During the first step, temporal meta-rules are inferred from each set of temporal
rules based on a single model. During the second step, temporal meta-rules are
inferred from each set of temporal rules created during the step one and having
the same implicated clause. There is another reason to apply firstly the LCL
criterion: the resulted temporal meta-rules are less redundant concerning the set
of implication clauses and so the encoding procedures, used by MLDP criterion,
don’t need an adjustment against this effect.

5 Conclusions

In this article we constructed a theoretical framework to discover knowledge,
represented in the form of general Horn clauses, inferred from databases with a
temporal dimension. This framework, based on first-order temporal logic, per-
mits to define the main notions (event, temporal rule, constraint) in a formal
way. The concept of consistent linear time structure allows us to introduce the
notions of general interpretation and of confidence.

Also included in the proposed framework, the process of inferring temporal
meta-rules is related to a new approach in data mining, called higher order
mining, i.e. mining from the results of previous mining runs. According to this
approach, the rules generated by the first induction process are first order rules
and those generated by the second inference process (i.e temporal meta-rules)
are higher order rules. Our formalism does not impose which methodology must
be used to discover first order rules. As long as these rules may be expressed
according to Definition 3, the strategy (here including algorithms, criterions,
statistical methods), developed to infer temporal meta-rules may be applied.

It is important to mention that the condition of the existence of the limit,
in the definition of a consistent linear time structure, is a fundamental one: it
expresses the fact that the structure M represents a homogenous model and
therefore the conclusions (or inferences) based on a finite model M̃ for M are
consistent. However, at this moment, we do not know any methods which may
certify that a given model is consistent. In our opinion, the only feasible approach
to this problem is the development of methods and procedures for detecting the
change points in the model. In this sense, the analysis of the evolution of temporal
meta-rules seems to ba a very promising starting point.
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Abstract. After being born in industry, the topic of business intelligence (BI),
has become an active research topic, spanning research areas such as data ware-
housing, On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP), data mining, and data streams.
Ideally, BI research should be driven by industry needs. However, only little in-
formation on how BI is used in industry is currently available to the BI research
community.
This industrial paper presents the experiences that the author has obtained from
running a number of knowledge exchange activities related to BI, e.g., network
meetings and workshops, with partners in industry. The paper presents the net-
work participants, the topics of the knowledge exchange activities, and the lessons
learned over the last couple of years. For example, lessons relate to the popularity
of OLAP and data mining tools, the time spent on different tasks in BI projects,
and the importance of “soft” people-related issues. Finally, the paper makes a
recommendation on a number of future research topics that are useful in industry.

1 Introduction

The topic of business intelligence (BI) was born in industry, but has now become an
active research topic, spanning research areas such as data warehousing, On-Line Ana-
lytical Processing (OLAP), data mining, and data streams. Ideally, BI research should
be driven by industrial needs. However, only little information on how BI is used in
industry is currently available to the BI research community.

This industrial paper presents the most significant experiences that the author has
obtained from running a number of BI-related knowledge exchange activities with a set
of significant industrial BI users. The activities are a knowledge exchange network on
Business Intelligence Technology (BIT) [8] and a workshop on BI issues. The paper
presents the network participants, the topics of the knowledge exchange activities, and
the lessons learned over the last couple of years. For example, lessons relate to the
(relatively rare) use of OLAP and data mining tools, the time spent on different tasks
in BI projects, legacy compatibility, and the importance of “soft” people-related issues.
Finally, the paper used the presented to lessons to make a recommendation on a number
of future research topics that will be useful in industry.

This paper complements previous work such as [12] by providing concrete details
about experiences with the important BI issues as perceived by a number of representa-
tive companies, and presenting a number of interesting novel lessons.

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 179–188, 2004.
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A secondary aim of the paper is to inspire other researchers to start similar activities,
as the task of knowledge transfer to industry is increasingly becoming a standard task
for university researchers.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the knowl-
edge exchange setup and the BIT network. Section 3 describes the topics covered in
the activities, while Section 4 summarizes the lessons learned. Section 5 proposes a set
of research topics with particular industrial relevance, while Section 6 concludes and
points to future work.

2 The Knowledge Exchange Setup

In this section, the organization of the knowledge exchange network will briefly be
described. The background is the increased focus in many countries on transferring the
knowledge available in universities to industry. This is currently a focus area of the
Danish government, and the new law governing universities stress knowledge exchange
as the “third leg” of the universities, along with teaching and research. Thus, the purpose
of this section is to serve as an inspiration for other researchers who wish to organize
similar activities.

2.1 Nouhauz

In order to provide a forum for knowledge exchange, the Department of Computer
Science at Aalborg University has founded Nouhauz [6] whose name suggests that it
is a virtual organization (no house), and is about know-how. Nouhauz is a new forum
for discussion, co-operation and contact between IT researchers, IT students, and IT
employees in the Danish region of Northern Jutland. The point of departure is a wish
formulated by Department of Computer Science at Aalborg University to go into a
closer clinch with the IT industry in Northern Jutland. The goal is for the industry to be
an incentive to research, just as research and co-operation with students can stimulate
business.

This wish has been tried put into practice through Innovation Centre Nouhauz. The
idea is that Nouhauz’s activities already exist. In this way, Nouhauz is NOT a construc-
tion the contents of which must first be created, but a frame around an already existing
and well-tested content including research projects, student projects, educational possi-
bilities within industry, applied courses, Nouhauz research, and networks.

Several businesses do not know about this palette of activities emanating from the
Department. Nouhauz opens the possibility of gaining such knowledge, partly through
the homepage, www.nouhauz.dk, partly through a number of IT activities, and finally
through specific possibilities of co-operation with researchers and students.

The strategy is based on: networks across walls; shared ownership (participants de-
cide on content and direction); minimalist and non-profit organization (the fewest pos-
sible rules and criteria); oriented towards activities; The target group is IT researchers,
IT students, and IT employees.

2.2 The BIT Network

We now describe our particular network on Business Intelligence Technology (BIT) [8].
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The idea of a knowledge exchange network is to bring a small (less than 15 partici-
pants) and focused group of people together at regular intervals to discuss topics that are
relevant for them. The small size and relative “closedness” of the network means that
the participants get to know each other quickly. Also, the participants are chosen so that
there are no immediate competitor or vendor-customer relationships among them. This
has ensured that the participants speak very freely about their problems and solutions,
and ensures a good discussion in the network.

The network meets around six times a year, mostly in Spring and Fall. A small fee of
a few hundred euros per year is charged for each individual person participating in the
network. This is done to pay for the associated costs and, more importantly, to ensure
that only persons with a serious interest join the network.

The network was kicked off with a startup meeting where a wide range of potential
participants had been invited. The kick-off meeting contained presentations on BI re-
search at the Department of Computer Science at Aalborg University, as well as short
presentations from the potential participants about their use of BI. The most important
decision made was not to allow vendors of BI tools (of which several had shown inter-
est) to participate, as several BI user companies felt that this would destroy the desired
atmosphere of mutual trust.

2.3 Network Members

We now proceed with a short description of each company/department participating in
the network. The aim of this section is to give an impression of the diversity of the
participants, and thus, in turn, of how representative they are for the general use of BI
in industry. The individual network members are described in alphabetical order below.

BusinessMinds. BusinessMinds [1] is a Danish consultancy company specialized in
data warehousing and business intelligence. They focus on delivering solutions based
on an enterprise data warehousing architecture to ensure future growth possibilities.
With around 10 employees, BusinessMinds are (size-wise) the number two specialized
BI consulting company in Denmark after Platon, another network participant.

Database Group, Department of Computer Science, Aalborg University. The main aca-
demic partner in the network is the Department of Computer Science at Aalborg Uni-
versity which has more than 100 employees and is one of the major CS departments in
Denmark. More specifically, the network is run by the author who is a member of the
Database research group which has BI as one of its major research topics. The author
always participates in the meetings, but often 1–3 other researchers will also participate,
depending on the topic.

Department of Production, AAU. The Department of Production is a department un-
der the Faculty of Engineering and Science at Aalborg University. The Department’s
teaching and research activities are mainly related to the establishment, development,
and running of service and industrial companies both in Denmark and in other coun-
tries. The participants in the network mainly work with how to use IT to optimize the
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production process. Thus, from a BI perspective, they are BI users rather than BI re-
searchers, but their academic background gives them a different angle than the industrial
participants.

KMD. With approximately 2,500 employees, KMD is the largest “pure” software com-
pany in Denmark, and one of Denmark’s major information technology providers for
the public sector. KMD is the market leader in digital administration and has the local
municipalities as its primary customers. Founded in 1974, KMD has a large portfo-
lio of legacy systems, mainly based on mainframe technology, but has more recently
expanded to offer systems on a range of platforms.

Platon. Consultancy Founded in 1999 and with 60 employees and at least twice as
many customers, offices in Copenhagen, Århus and Oslo, Platon is the largest indepen-
dent consulting firm in the BI field in Scandinavia, and thus in Denmark. The main focus
areas are data warehousing, master data management, financial management, customer
relationship management and knowledge management. Platon does not sell software
and hardware. The services are focused on consulting, project management, solution
implementation, support and education.

Nykredit. Financial Founded in 1851, Nykredit is one of Denmark’s leading financial
services providers and the largest mortgage provider in Denmark. Nykredit has a com-
bined total outstanding amount of mortgage bonds of EUR 93.3bn at end-2003. Based
on the financing of property, Nykredit offers mortgage finance, banking, insurance as
well as estate agency services. Nykredit has around 3,200 employees and more than
540,000 customers. The IT-related functions in Nykredit employ more than 300 peo-
ple. As most financial institutions in Denmark, the system portfolio is mainly based on
mainframe technology.

SONOFON. SONOFON was founded in 1991, with a focus on mobile telecommu-
nications, and is today the second largest telco in Denmark with more than a million
own mobile subscribers and turnover of more than 600 million euros. SONOFON has
around 1500 employees of which several hundred are in IT-related functions. The IT
systems are mainly based on Unix and Oracle.

Member Summary. To summarize, the network has participations of the two largest BI
consulting companies in Denmark, three heavy IT/BI users in the public, financial, and
telecom sectors, as well as two academic departments. Thus, the author believes that the
network members are indeed representative for the state-of-the-art of industrial BI use
in Denmark, and probably also (at least in) Europe, as Denmark is traditionally among
the technologically most advanced countries in Europe. This means that the experiences
gained here will most likely be of broad interest.

3 Network Topics

Now, a description of the meeting topics so far, more or less in chronological order, is
given. The idea is to give information on which topics industry finds interesting. The
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topics of the meetings were only chosen 1-2 meetings ahead, to ensure that new interests
can be covered. The reason for presenting the topics in chronological order is to give
the reader a feeling for the alternation between “soft” organizational/methodological
issues and “hard” technical issues that were discussed in the network. This shows the
broadness of issues that industrial BI users need to address at the same time, in contrast
to BI researchers that typically concentrate on a single technical issue at a time.

Multidimensional Modeling. The first real meeting concerned multidimensional data
modeling. A presentation on modeling complex multidimensional data was given by the
author. However, only a few participants showed up. Later, multidimensional modeling
has not been discussed at all. Thus, it would seem that multidimensional modeling is
not a big issue for the industrial users, which is in contrast to the huge amount of work
on multidimensional data models done in academia.

BI Workshop. In September 2002, a two-day workshop about BI was organized by the
author. Here, a number of leading BI tool vendors was invited to present their products,
including Business Objects, Brio, and Oracle, as well as the Danish vendors Acinta and
TARGIT. A number of presentations on BI research were also given. The workshop was
finished off with a round-table discussion about the most important BI issues. Among
the conclusions were that all the market-leading BI client tools can do more or less all
that a BI user would ever require them to do. Thus, BI vendor efforts should be focused
on other areas, of which data integration was the one mentioned by most.

Using BI Tools. A follow-up meeting to the workshop concerned the use of BI client
tools and featured a presentation on the use of Business Objects at KMD. This was in-
teresting to most of the participants, as several were either already using or considering
using this tool. An observation which can be made here is that the network participants
value such opportunities to exchange practical experiences with other people using the
same tools quite highly.

ETL. The next two meetings concerned Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) tools and meth-
ods. The ETL method developed and used by Platon was presented, and demos of two
ETL tools, Microsoft Data Transformation Services and Informatica Powercenter, were
given. As several of the participants were evaluating ETL tools as part of a purchase
decision process, the network tried to coordinate the development of an “ETL tool re-
quirements list” which should capture all important aspects. Apart from the expected
technical requirements such as transformation functionality and possible data sources,
it was surprising to see how much “soft issues” related to the vendors (reference cus-
tomers in Denmark, Danish support, perceived vendor “stability”) meant.

Another important lesson was the prime importance of having tools that had full
support for mainframes, in order to ensure legacy compatibility. In fact, mainframe
compatibility was the prime factor in deciding which ETL tool to buy for at least one
participant. Another conclusion was that (bad) data quality was always an issue, some-
thing which was becoming even more evident with the trend towards “near real-time”
data warehousing.
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BI Documentation and Metadata. The next meeting was about BI metadata in a broad
sense, ranging from a presentation on the BI documentation standard at Platon, i.e., un-
structured, textual metadata, to a presentation on the OMG Common Warehouse Meta-
model (CWM) standard. None of the participants were using structured metadata in a
significant way, but there was great interest in the CWM model and people agreed that
this was the way to go to ensure compatibility among the many tools used for BI. In
fact, most agreed that CWM compatibility should be standard requirement in future BI
purchasing scenarios.

BI Requirements: Management and Prioritization. The topic of managing BI require-
ments was considered to be one of the more problematic issues in the daily life of
the participants. Most of them were bogged down by too many requests for new data,
functionality, and reports in their BI environment, and several had no standard way of
prioritizing requests, e.g., based on business value. Thus, a standard methodology for
doing this was highly desired.

BI User Acceptance: Success Criteria and Follow-Up. Another “soft issue” concerned
how to measure the success of a BI project, and how to use these measurements to
follow up in the organization. Some standard metrics such as the number of distinct
users and consumed CPU time were discussed, but the ultimate success criteria was
perceived to be what was formulated by one of the BI consultants as “BI success is
when the users allow you to turn off their old reporting system and use only the new BI
system for all reporting tasks.”

Real-Time Data Warehousing and Data Streams. The next two meetings concerned
two closely related topics, namely real-time data warehousing and data streams. There
was a presentation by Platon on the issues related to the “real-time enterprise”, most
notably the process known as Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) [2], which concerns
monitoring and reacting to business events in near real-time. In industry, the term “real-
time” is used a little differently than in the research community, as delays of, e.g., a
few minutes, in data propagation to the DW are typical. Other presentations concerned
the real-time DW activities of the author [7] and a survey of current research in data
streams [3]. These topics were very popular as most of the participants either already
had, or were planning, projects about real-time DW, mostly based on Operational Data
Store-like technology. However, the attitude towards data streams was that is was highly
interesting, but a little to early as no major vendor currently support streams.

BI Challenges in 2003–04. In January 2004, a meeting was held about what the major
BI challenges had been in 2003 and would be in 2004. On the technical side, real-time
data warehousing and so-called “second generation data warehouses” were mentioned
along with implementing procedures for ensuring data quality. However, most of the
challenges were related to “soft issues”. Optimizing BI development processes, espe-
cially the maintenance of BI systems and the set up of testing procedures, was a big
issue. Another challenge mentioned by several participants was the integration of new
BI staff members, most BI groups were growing rapidly. Finally, a number of major
challenges were related to changes in the market for the participants, e.g., the proposed
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reform of local government in Denmark, and the introduction of the Basel 2 standard in
the financial sector.

Topics Summary. As can be seen below, the topics vary from some that are quite re-
search oriented to some that are practice oriented. The whole idea of the network is to
have a good mix of research and practice topics to ensure that the researchers and the
industry people can mutually inspire and inform each other. Note that the topics alter-
nate between being of a technical nature and a more methodogical and organizational
nature. This is a desire of the participants as they often find the technical problems to
be easier to handle than the “softer” ones. Another common experience was that using
the network as a forum for exchanging practical experiences with concrete tools was
highly valued by the industrial participants.

4 Lessons Learned

We will now try to summarize the lessons learned from running the network over the
last two years, some of which more take the form of open-ended questions.

Standard Reports Are Enough. A common lesson is that standard reports, containing
pre-defined text or graphics layouts and produced at regular intervals, is by far the most
used way of interacting with the BI system. Even relatively simple analytical function-
ality like the one offered by OLAP systems seem to be used at lot less. Even though this
is probably related to the “BI maturity” of the organization, the trend will likely remain.

BI Client Tools Can Do Everything. Another common, and quite positive, lesson is that
the current BI client tools from the most popular vendors really have all the analysis
and reporting functionality that will ever be needed by 90% of the users. However, it is
often wise to purchase at choose at least two BI tool sets, one for the average (casual)
user, and one or more tool sets aimed at power users.

Converting Old Reports? A common problem seems to be the question of whether
existing reports should be converted 1-1 into a new BI system and whether this should
be done as the first step when developing a new BI system. There is often a Catch-
22 like situation, where a lot of resources will be used on re-creating existing reports
before the new BI system can provide any advantages over the old one. However, given
the two alternative reports, users tends to always trust the old report more than the new
one. Thus, no real success is achieved for the new BI system until the new system can
do significantly more than the old one. However, as noted above, the ultimate stamp
of approval of the new system is received when the users agree to “turn off” the old
reporting system. As it is often seen that the existing reports are not really optimal, it is
advisable to assess the value of old reports carefully before converting them.

No Data Mining? When looking at the topics discussed in the network, the topic of data
mining is missing completely, which is in sharp contrast to the huge research activity
in the field. Among the participants, only very few people do “real” data mining, i.e.,
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something more than just standard aggregate reports. For example, SONOFON has just
one employee doing data mining, while Nykredit has a few statisticians that really do
traditional statistics rather than data mining. The consulting companies trained quite a
lot of consultants in data mining a couple of years ago due to an expected future de-
mand, but so far only very few clients have requested data mining expertise. Again, this
issue is probably related to the maturity of BI use in the companies, as a complete DW
and basic reporting and analysis must be in place before data mining can be meaning-
fully used.

Legacy Compatibility Matters. Another lesson that is probably surprising to many re-
searchers is the emphasis most companies place on maintaining compatibility with
legacy systems, most notably mainframe-based systems. Both for ETL and BI client
tools, issues such as mainframe connectivity and integration were among the primary
decision points when purchasing software.

ETL (Still) Takes All the Time. It has long been common wisdom in data warehousing
projects that ETL issues take up to 80% of the time spent on developing a DW system.
Even though most of the participant companies were using state-of-the-art ETL tools
from the leading vendors, it seems that ETL still accounts for by far most of the devel-
opment time. The value of ETL tools thus lie just as much in making ETL programs
more similar, understandable, and better documented, as in increasing ETL programmer
productivity.

The Real-Time Enterprise Is Here. An exiting lesson is that the BI topics surrounding
the “real-time enterprise,” i.e., an enterprise that can both capture relevant data and react
to it in (almost) real-time seem to be relevant for most of the participating companies,
either now or in the near future. The analysis firm Gartner Group uses the term Business
Activity Monitoring (BAM) for this [2].

BI Systems Never Go into Maintenance Mode. For operational (OLTP) systems, most
software companies have well established procedures for when and how systems should
be transferred from development mode into (long-term) maintenance mode to ensure
that developers can be freed for new tasks. The same cycle seem beneficial for BI sys-
tems. However, there seems to be a tendency that BI systems are considered as some-
thing “new” and “special,” and thus stay in development for years without going into
maintenance mode, something which is bogging down BI developers and preventing
them from dedicating their resources to new projects. This seems to be yet another
issue of achieving “maturity” in BI use in companies.

Soft Issues Matter. A more general, but related, lesson is that “soft issues,” e.g., orga-
nizational ones, seem to be just as important as technical ones, or perhaps even more
important. Examples of such issues include how to integrate new BI people and how to
optimize BI development processes, such as maintenance or documentation.
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5 What Should BI Researchers Be Working on?

Based on the sections above, it seems that three general research areas stand out as
being particularly interesting to industry, namely data integration, real-time DW and
data streams, and “soft BI issues”.

Data integration covers issues such as ETL, data cleansing, and data quality. Re-
searchers should try to integrate these areas into a common, practically applicable
framework, e.g., along the lines of the DWQ project [4], and to have their results trans-
ferred into industrial tools, as this is probably the only way to have the techniques
applied by companies.

The topics of data streams and real-time data warehousing are already very hot
database research topics, so here is an example of a close synergy between industry and
research. Here, an especially challenging issue is the integration of data streams and
data integration (ETL, cleansing, quality) in one unified framework.

The final area, “soft issues” is really not so much a computer science area as an
information systems one, but it is nonetheless very important to industry. Here, re-
search should focus on BI process improvement, management of BI requirements, and
BI project management, as well as people issues.

On the negative side, it seems that the great research effort going into, e.g., multidi-
mensional modeling and data mining, is not really very relevant to industry. However,
the author believes that this is to quite a large extent due to the current level of “BI
maturity” in most companies.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Motivated by the author’s experiences from running BI knowledge exchange activities
and the relative lack of information about BI use in industry, this industrial paper pre-
sented the experiences that the author has obtained from running knowledge exchange
activities such as network meetings and workshops, with partners in industry. The pa-
per presented the network participants, the topics of the knowledge exchange activities,
and the lessons learned over the last couple of years. Lessons relate to the (surprisingly
low) popularity of OLAP and data mining tools, the time spent on different tasks in BI
projects, legacy compatibility, and the importance of “soft” people-related issues. Fi-
nally, the paper made some recommendations on which research topics would be useful
in industry.

In the future, the aim is to bring in researchers with other academic backgrounds
than computer science into the network. The Department of Production is already in, fo-
cusing on BI use rather than BI technology, but researchers with an economic/financial
background, e.g., in Cost-Based Accounting, could also be of great value. Additionally,
it is the aim to bring in (a few) more participants to increase the impact of the network,
and perhaps even try to invite BI tool vendors for some of the meetings.
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Abstract. Mining data streams in resource constrained environments has 
emerged as a challenging research issue for the data mining community in the 
past two years. Several approaches have been proposed to tackle the challenges 
of limited capabilities for small devices that generate or receive data streams. 
These approaches try to approximate the mining results with acceptable accu-
racy and efficiency in space and time complexity. However these approaches 
are not resource-aware. In this paper, a thorough discussion about the state of 
the art of mining data streams is presented followed by a formalization of our 
Algorithm Output Granularity (AOG) approach in mining data streams. The in-
corporation of AOG within a generic ubiquitous data mining system architec-
ture is shown and discussed. The industrial applications of AOG-based mining 
techniques are given and discussed. 

1   Introduction 

A data stream is a sequence of unbounded, very high data rate incoming data elements 
that can be read only once by an algorithm. [26] [19] [18][2]. For example in NASA 
Earth Observation System (EOS), a pair of Landsat 7 and Terra spacecraft generates 
350 GB of data per day [29] and an oil drill can transmit data about its current drilling 
conditions at 1 Mb/Second [27]. 

There are two possibilities for the data stream generators with respect to the mobile 
device. The mobile device could be the data source for example analyzing data gener-
ated by sensor nodes, oil drills and seismic readings rather than transferring these 
huge amounts of data streams to a central site to be analyzed. The mobile device re-
ceives data streams from other data stream generators for example analyzing stock 
market data that is relevant to the user, and analyzing data generated from hospitals 
around the world that could be used by a specialized medical doctor to keep up to date 
anytime anywhere by the analyzed information about the new cases that could be used 
as ad hoc information during the investigations or even the medical operations. 

Mining data streams on a mobile device raises a number of issues and challenges 
for the data mining research community. The following list presents some of these 
issues and challenges [12][23][2]: 

 

• Handling the continuous flow of data streams. 
• Minimizing energy consumption of the mobile device. 
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• Unbounded memory requirements due to the continuous flow of data streams. 
• Required result accuracy. 
• Transferring data mining results over a wireless network with a limited bandwidth. 
• Data mining results’ visualization on the small screen of the mobile device. 
• Modeling mining results’ changes over time. 
• Developing algorithms for mining results’ changes. 
• Interactive mining environment to satisfy user requirements. 

 

The techniques proposed so far in the literature try to address the above challenges 
using different approaches that will be discussed later in the next section. We have 
proposed Algorithm Output Granularity (AOG) in mining data streams. The AOG is 
distinguished from the other approaches by being adaptive and resource-aware. 

AOG is a resource aware adaptable approach in mining data streams. It is con-
cerned with the amount of knowledge stored in main memory before any incremental 
integration of the mining results for a time interval. The approach uses an algorithm 
threshold that controls the algorithm output rate according to the available memory 
and time of result residency in main memory. The time interval is the acceptable time 
for a mining technique to have the results resident in memory before incrementing the 
knowledge in order to continue processing the non-ended stream. We call the algo-
rithms that apply the AOG approach light-weight mining algorithms: LWC for clus-
tering, LWClass for classification and LWF for frequent items or patterns [12][13]. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows related techniques and projects 
in mining data streams in resource constrained environments. The AOG approach is 
discussed in details in section 3. Section 4 shows the incorporation of AOG within our 
ubiquitous data mining system architecture. The potential applications of AOG-based 
mining techniques are presented in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and dis-
cusses the future directions.  

2   Related Work 

There are different algorithms proposed to deal with the high speed nature for mining 
data streams using different techniques. Clustering data streams has been studied in 
[1], [4], [6], [7], [9], [10], [17], [24], [28]. Data stream classification has been studied 
in [11], [14], [20], [30], [36]. Extracting frequent items and frequent itemsets have 
been studied in [8], [16], [25]. Data stream mining projects reported in [21], [22], 
[23], [31], [32]. Querying data streams have been studied in [2], [33], [34], [35]. Ta-
ble 1. summarizes the most cited data stream mining techniques according to the 
mining task, the used approach and the status of implementation.  

The above algorithms tackle the problem of mining data streams using different 
methodologies. Our proposed solution for output rate adaptation has the advantage of 
the generality to any algorithm [12],[13] as well as the simplicity of implementation.  

3   Algorithm Output Granularity 

The process of data mining could be viewed as the process of building a model that 
represents the input data as accurate as possible to be used in data description or in a 
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prediction process. According to this view, there are two main factors that should be 
taken into consideration in the mining process: the tradeoff between accuracy of the 
model and size of the output and the tradeoff between the accuracy and running time 
of the mining algorithm.  

Table 1. Mining Data Stream Algorithms 

Algorithm Mining Task Approach Implementation 
VFKM K-Means Sampling and reduc-

ing the number of 
passes at each step of 
the algorithm 

Implemented and 
tested. 

VFDT Decision Trees Sampling and reduc-
ing the number of 
passes at each step of 
the algorithm 

Implemented and 
tested. 

Approximate Frequent 
Counts 

Frequent itemsets Incremental Pruning 
and update of item-
sets with each block 
of transactions 

Implemented and 
tested. 

FP- Stream Frequent itemsets Incremental Pruning 
and update of item-
sets with each block 
of transactions and 
time-sensitive pat-
terns extension 

Implemented and 
tested. 

Concept-Drifting 
Classification 

Classification Ensemble classifiers Implemented and 
tested.  

AWSOM Prediction Incremental Wavelets Implemented and 
tested (This algo-
rithm is designed to 
run on a sensor). The 
implementation is not 
on a sensor. 

Approximate  
K-median 

K-Median Sampling and reduc-
ing the number of 
passes at each step of 
the algorithm 

Analytical Study 

GEMM General Applied to 
decision tress and 
frequent itemsets 

Sampling Analytical study 

CDM Decision Trees, 
Bayesian Nets and 
clustering 

Fourier spectrum 
representation of the 
results to save the 
limited bandwidth 

Implemented and 
tested. 

ClusStream Clustering Online summariza-
tion and offline clus-
tering 

Implemented and 
tested 

STREAM-
LOCALSEARCH 

Clustering Sampling and incre-
mental learning 

Implemented and 
tested against other 
techniques 
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The requirements of mining data streams motivate the need for one-pass model 
builder. The AOG is a similarity based approach. The similarity based model is a very 
fast one-pass multipurpose model builder. The similarity based model is the process 
of storing a summary of the input data that could be used in clustering, classification 
and frequent patterns mining processes. This summary contains the means of data 
points’ clusters and the number of point in each group. A variation from that could be 
used for classification that in addition to the means and number of points, we store 
also the dominant class. Another variation could be used in the frequent patterns 
process by picking up the clusters’ means that contain the maximum number of 
points. 

The AOG approach is based on the following axioms:  
 

a) The algorithm output rate (AR) is function in a data rate (DR), i.e., AR = f(DR).   
b) The time needed to fill the available memory of the mobile device by the algorithm 

results (TM) is function in (AR), i.e., TM = f(AR).  
c) The algorithm accuracy (AC) is function in (TM), i.e., AC = f(TM).  

 

The following are the concepts used in AOG based approach: 

Algorithm Threshold: is a controlling parameter built in the algorithm logic that 
encourages or discourages the creation of new outputs according to three factors that 
vary over temporal scale: 

 

a) Available memory. 
b) Remaining time to fill the available memory. 
c) Data stream rate. 

 

The algorithm threshold is the maximum acceptable distance between the group 
means and the data element of the stream. The higher the threshold, the lower output 
size would be produced. The algorithm threshold can use Euclidean or Manhattan 
distance functions and a normalization process would be done online in case of multi-
dimensional data stream.    

Threshold Lower Bound: is the minimum acceptable distance (similarity measure) 
that could be used. As a matter of fact is the less the threshold the higher the algo-
rithm accuracy. If the distance measure is very small, it has two major drawbacks. It 
is meaningless in some applications to set the distance measure in a very small value 
such as astronomical applications. The distance between some of data elements in 
such applications is relatively high. And the smaller the threshold, the higher the run-
ning time for the model use.    

Threshold Upper Bound: is the maximum acceptable similarity measure that could 
be accepted to produce meaningful results. If the distance measure is high, the model 
building would be faster; however it has the limitation of producing meaningful re-
sults; that is not to group data elements that are totally different in the same class or 
cluster.   

Output Granularity: is the amount of generated results that are acceptable according 
to a pre- specified accuracy measure. This amount should be resident in memory 
before doing any incremental integration. 

Time Threshold: is the required time to generate the results before any incremental 
integration according to some accuracy measure. This time might be specified by the 
user or calculated adaptively based on the history of running the algorithm. 
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Time Frame: is the time between each two consecutive data rate measurements. This 
time varies from an application to another and from one mining technique to another.  

The Main Steps for Mining Data Streams Using Our Proposed Approach: 
 

1) Determine the frequency of adaptation and mining. 
2) According to the data rate, calculate the algorithm output rate and the algorithm 

threshold. 
3) Mine the incoming stream using the calculated algorithm threshold. 
4) Adjust the threshold after a time frame to adapt with the change in the data rate 

using linear regression. 
5) Repeat the last two steps till the algorithm lasts the time interval threshold. 
6) Perform knowledge integration of the results. 
 

The algorithm output granularity in mining data streams has primitive parameters 
and operations that operate on these parameters. AOG algebra is concerned with de-
fining these parameters and operations. The development of AOG-based mining tech-
niques should be guided by these primitives depending on empirical studies. That 
means defining the timing settings of these parameters to get the required results. 

AOG Parameters 

TFi The time frame i 
Di: Input data stream during the time frame i. 
I(Di): Average data rate of the input stream Di. 
O(Di): Average output rate resulting from mining the stream Di 

AOG Operations 

(Di) Mining process of the Di stream. 
([I(D1), O(D1)],…,[I(Di), O(Di)]) Adaptation process of the algorithm threshold at 
the end of the time frame i. 
� (Oi, ...,Ox)  Knowledge integration process done on the output I to the output x. 

AOG Settings 

D(TF) Time duration of each time frame. 
D(�) Time duration between each two consecutive knowledge integration process.  
 
The AOG have been used to implement a number of data mining techniques with 
encouraging results reported in [12],[13]. The incorporation of AOG within a re-
source-aware ubiquitous data mining is discussed in the following section.  

4   RA-UDM System Architecture 

The research so far in the ubiquitous data mining field does not pay much attention of 
how to exploit the increasing computation power in mobile devices in the data mining 
task preserving the limited bandwidth of data transfer. Motivated by this fact and the 
increasing need for resource-aware data analysis systems in commercial and scientific 
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applications for the huge data streams generated continuously, we propose a new 
resource aware UDM system that incorporates our approach in mining data streams 
using algorithm output granularity. Figure 1 shows our resource aware ubiquitous 
data mining (RA-UDM) system architecture. 

Resource-Aware Component 

Local Resource Information: This module has the ability to inform the system about 
the mobile device resources’ measurement such as the available memory, CPU utili-
zation, battery consumption… etc.  

Context-Aware Middleware: This component can inform the system by the envi-
ronmental information such as the available communication channels and the effec-
tive bandwidth. 

Resource Measurements: This module acts as a resource measurement receiver from 
both local and environment. 

Solution Optimizer: This module determines the data mining task scenario according 
to the available information about the local and environmental resources. This module 
is responsible for the initiation of the data mining task and the calculation of the initial 
parameters for the data mining technique. 
 

 

Fig. 1. RA-UDM System Architecture 

Mobile Light-Weight Data Analysis Agent 

Light-Weight Data Mining Agent: This module is the core of our system. It has the 
ability to perform the data mining task faster than the data stream rate. This agent uses 
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the AOG based approach. The mobility factor gives this module the ability to be 
transferred to another node to continue processing the stream in case of sudden lack 
of computing resources in the current hosting node. 

Incremental Learning and Knowledge Integration: This module has the ability to 
update the current stored results with the incoming new data from data sources or 
knowledge from the server by interacting with the data mining module. 

Data Stream Generator: If the mobile device generates data streams such as context 
information for a mobile device, or on-board sensor readings in astronomical applica-
tions [32].  

High Performance Data Mining Computing Facility: This facility can run the data 
mining applications upon the mobile device requests. It has the capability to integrate 
the knowledge produced from different nodes. It could be a grid computing facility 
with a considerable high performance. 

5   Potential Applications 

The AOG approach incorporated in RA-UDM system architecture could be used in 
different application domains. This section discusses some of the potential applica-
tions of the proposed approach. 

 
• Astronomical 

 

There are two main motivations for using a light weight approach in mining astro-
nomical data generated on-board a satellite; the infeasibility of transferring huge 
amounts of data streams to ground stations due to the limited bandwidth, and the 
limited computational power on-board the satellite. Figure 2. shows a typical scenario 
for using AOG-based approach in analyzing astronomical data streams. The projects 
described in [31][32] show the importance of such light-weight analysis algorithms 
on-board a satellite.  

 
• Business 
 

The business applications for the proposed approach can vary. Analyzing stock mar-
ket data streams received at the user’s PDA is one of the important applications [23]. 
Mining network traffic data for the purpose of monitoring and analyzing these data at 
real-time, then taking a decision about intrusion detection is another potential applica-
tion.  Mining web logs and web clickstreams are other examples. The adoption of 
AOG in such applications can overcome the problem of the high fluctuations of the 
incoming data.  

 
• Scientific  
 

One of the ambitious applications is to use a light-weight analysis for a real-time 
feedback in a physics or chemistry laboratory. The mining results could be used to 
change the experimental settings. Such an application has its importance in the accel-
eration of achieving the experiment objectives. Figure 3. shows a general framework 
for such an application.  
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6   Conclusions and Future Work 

The AOG based approach in mining data stream is a generic resource-aware approach 
that is efficient to resource constrained environments with limited processing capa-
bilities. The incorporation of AOG in the generic RA-UDM system would realize a 
robust data analysis system.  This system could be used in a number of potential busi-
ness and scientific applications that generate huge numbers of data streams. These 
applications include but are not limited to: stock market data analysis, sensor readings 
in different scientific applications and web clickstream. 

There are different directions to our future work. The implementation of RA-UDM 
within a sensor network environment is the ultimate goal of the project. The adoption 
of AOG approach to other data mining techniques is another direction of our future 
work.  The realization of the AOG approach for on-board data analysis in astronomi-
cal applications is the direction that we try to realize. For example, rather than send-
ing the data from Mars planet using the sensors on the robot, the robot can use AOG 
based analysis techniques to analyze the data stream and sending the results back to 
the earth preserving the limited bandwidth. 

 

Fig. 2. A Typical astronomical Scenario for AOG approach 

 

Fig. 3. Real-time laboratory data analysis 
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Abstract. Historically the identification of adverse drug reactions relies
on manual processes whereby doctors and hospitals report incidences to
a central agency. In this paper we suggest a data mining approach using
administrative pharmaceutical usage data linked with hospital admis-
sions data. Patients, represented by temporal sequences of drug usage,
are clustered using unsupervised learning techniques. Such techniques
rely on a distance measure, and we propose in this paper such a distance
measure for comparing drug usage sequences based on an event-type
hierarchy, based around the hierarchical drug classification system. Al-
though developed for a specific domain, we indicate that it is applicable
in other applications involving data where event types form a hierarchi-
cal structure, such as is found in telecommunications applications. The
approach modifies the Uniform Kernel K-Nearest Neighbour Clustering
algorithm to constrain the merging of clusters to those clusters within a
specified distance. The approach avoids losing clusters that are less dense
yet far apart, as would occur without such a modification, but is typical
of the types of applications we are interested in (where outliers are im-
portant). We demonstrate the algorithm through a successful application
exploring for possible adverse drug events, in particular exploring hospi-
tal admissions for severe angioedema resulting from the usage of certain
drugs and drug combinations. The interesting clusters thus identified
have given clues to medical researchers for further investigations.

1 Introduction

Systematic monitoring of adverse drug reactions is important for both financial
and social reasons. In general, the early detection of unexpected adverse reactions
relies on a local voluntary reporting system and collated statistics from overseas
agencies. The availability of a population-based prescribing data set, such as
the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) data in Australia, when linked to
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hospital admissions data, provides a unique opportunity to detect common and
rare adverse reactions as the data becomes available and at a much earlier stage
before too many patients are affected. In studying possible adverse drug reactions
from administrative data, like PBS, the entities of interest are patients contain
of all of a patients interactions with the health care system, as temporal event
sequences. Each event, for our purposes, records the dispensing of a prescribed
drug to a patient at a particular time. We can formally represent a temporal event
sequence as s =< (e1, t1), (e2, t2), . . . , (ei, ti), . . . , (em, tm) >. For each (ei, ti),
ei indicates an event type and ti is a timestamp for the event. Traditionally,
temporal event sequences have been transformed, as part of the feature extraction
stage, into a few static features describing some of the characteristics of the
sequences [1, 3]. Inevitably, information is lost in converting the original temporal
sequences into a static feature set.

When clustering patients represented by event sequences, we need to deter-
mine a “distance” between sequences. It is well known that distance determi-
nation between sequences is very complex, usually involving complicated proce-
dures such as dynamic programming [7]. In this paper, we present a method for
determining the distance between temporal event sequences as might be found in
many application areas, including health. The method takes into account sim-
ilarity of event-types, dealing with similarity at a number of levels within an
event-type hierarchy using an international drug classification system to identify
similarity between drug types. We introduce an event-type hierarchy to support
the distance measure (Section 3.2). Patients, represented by their drug usage
event sequences, are clustered using the Uniform Kernel KNN Clustering algo-
rithm [11]. We refine the algorithm with a user specified distance constraint to
avoid distant clusters being otherwise merged (Section 4.2).

Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 introduces our distance measure,
with our clustering method presented in Section 4. Experimental data and results
are given in Section 5. Conclusions and discussion follow in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Similarity of temporal sequences is a key problem in clustering temporal sequence
data. A number of different approaches have been developed for computing the
similarity between two temporal sequences and searching similar patterns us-
ing Edit Distances [4, 8, 7] or conditional probability [13]. Edit Distances use
dynamic programming to identify the minimum editing operations needed to
transform one sequence into another, and thereby measure distance based on
the number of operations required. In contrast to the common distance mea-
sure, we introduce a computationally inexpensive method using an event-type
hierarchy in this study.

Similar to clustering event sequences, but given in attribute-value represen-
tation, COBWEB [2] can produce a classification scheme on observed objects.
In [9] the authors implement the idea of agglomerative hierarchical clustering
and use frequently occurring subsequences as features describing data sequences.
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However the similarity measure defined in this paper takes into account not only
general similarity but also the similarity based on an event-type hierarchy. Tradi-
tional K-Means clustering, and related methods [5], can not be applied directly
to cluster temporal event sequences since they rely on identifying a mean as
the centroid of the cluster. For temporal event sequences, there is no concept
of a centroid. An alternative clustering method which requires only a distance
measure is K-Medoids [5]. Uniform Kernel KNN is another clustering algorithm
that only requires knowledge of the distances between all pairs of data points.

3 Distance Measure of Event Sequences

The calculation of a distance between two event sequences of different length is
rather difficult if detailed differences are all taken into account. In considering
the drug usage sequences from administrative data, the detailed differences are
not important. The PBS dataset records the date of purchase of the prescribed
drugs. For the purpose of identifying possible adverse drug reactions, the date of
usage is more relevant. Therefore with the dataset available, the best we can do is
to use the date of purchase as the approximation to the date of usage. This causes
significant inaccuracy in the time of occurrence of an event. Consequently we can
only identify what kind of drugs or drugs combinations are used during certain
periods of time with any certainty. In considering the distance between such
temporal event sequences, we might consider only two scenarios: the temporal
event sequences are similar or they are different.

Temporal event sequences might be found to be similar when we ignore
time and frequency, as in the following event sequences:< abc >, < bca >, <
aabbc >, < acbbba >. The sequences here have the same combination of events
but have different order and different frequency. The temporal event sequences
< ab >, < bcad >, < aabef >, < acmnnb > different, even though they have
some common events. In computing the distance between such event sequences,
we take into account both their similarities and their differences. We develop a
similarity measure base on event-type hierarchy to quantify the differences.

3.1 Dissimilarity of Event Sequences

We do not need to consider the difference between event sequences in detail due
to the limitations of the drug usage event sequences data. We only consider the
following three levels of dissimilarity of event sequences:
Identical Sequences. Sometime we choose not to consider the time of occur-
rences of events within a fixed time window. In this case, two sequences s and
s′ are considered identical if they differ only in the time of occurrences. The
distance between them is zero.
Same Combination of Event Types. If two sequences consist of same event
types, then the distance between two sequences is β. The β is an adjustable
parameter.
Different Combination of Event Types. If two sequences are neither identi-
cal nor composed of same event type combination, then we consider if they have
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common event types or similar event types defined by event-type hierarchy in
Section 3.2. The distance is therefore defined as follows:

distance(s, s′) = 1.0 − sim(s, s′), (1)

where sim(s, s′) is defined in Section 3.2

3.2 Event-Type Hierarchy

Consider the example of drug prescriptions where two drugs are essentially the
same but have different manufacturer and/or labels. At one level, they are clearly
identical. We introduce an event-type hierarchy to assist in this situation. The
event-type hierarchy identifies a number of levels of aggregation whereby events
might be identified as being the same at some level.

Consider drug prescriptions where drugs are identified using their ATC code1.
Figure 1 illustrates a small portion of the defined hierarchy. There are, for ex-
ample, 14 alternatives at level 1 in the hierarchy (from drugs associated with
Alimentary tract and metabolism to drugs associated with Sensory organs).

... Sensory (S)Alimentary (A)

Other (16)Stomatological (01) ...

...

...

...

Pharmaceuticals

Fig. 1. WHO Code Hierarchy

Level

Whocode A     01    AB    06

2 431

Fig. 2. Sample WHO Code

The codes used to identify drugs within the ATC system encapsulate the
hierarchy in seven characters. Drugs can be identified as A03AA01, A02BA06,
A03FA01 and C09AA01. The first character denotes the level 1 ATC code and
can be one of: A,B,C,D,G,H,J,L,M,N,P,R,S and V. The next two characters are
digits and form the level 2 ATC code. The fourth and fifth letters define the
level 3 ATC code and the final two digits identify the level 4 ATC code. Figure 2
illustrates the ATC code for a specific drug (Domiphen). This drug belongs to
alimentary tract and metabolism (A) at level 1, stomatological preparations (A01)
at level 2, and anti-infectives for local/oral treatment (A01AB) at level 3.

We identify events e1 and e2 as being the same at level i with respect to
a user supplied hierarchy, such as above, if they fall within the same node at
level i. For convenience, we identify the maximum level at which they share a

1 Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system:
http://www.whocc.no/atcddd/atcsystem.html
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node as the level at which they are the same. Thus we identify that the two
drugs A03AA07 and A03AA01 as being the same at level 3 and the two drugs
A13BD08 and A03AA07 the same at level 1.

We introduce a similarity measure with each level i = 1, 2, . . . , nl, where nl

is the number of levels in the hierarchy. We count the number of events (e.g.,
drugs) which are the same at level i and denote it as ci.

For each level we then identify the proportion of “same events” in each se-
quence (ci/|s| and ci/|s′|) and use the average as the contribution toward similar-
ity at that level. We also introduce a boost factor as the parameter θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1)
to boost the similarity measure from 0. This is particularly useful for long se-
quences.

At a specific level i we thus measure the similarity between two sequences
as:

simi(s, s′) =

{
0 if ci = 0
θ+(1−θ) 1

2 (
ci
|s|+

ci
|s′| )

nl
otherwise.

(2)

We now sum the similarities at each level, recognising that comparisons at
each level have different contributions (weighted by the adjustable parameters
γi). The total similarity between two sequences can then be expressed as:

sim(s, s′) =
nl∑

i=1

γisimi(s, s′). (3)

3.3 Distance Measure

For a pair of sequences, s and s′, we now have a distance measure based on
either their dissimilarity or, if the event sequences do not consist of the same
event type combination, a similarity measure based on the event-type hierarchy.
The final distance between the two sequences, can be expressed as Equation 4

distance(s, s′) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0.0 identical sequences
β same combination of event types
1.0 − sim(s, s′) otherwise.

(4)
The distance so defined will take values 0 ≤ distance(s, s′) ≤ 1 if the follow-

ing constraints are satisfied: 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ γi ≤ 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , nl.

4 UNKNN and Its Modifications

A distance measure can be used to cluster entities. Representing entities (e.g.,
patients) by their temporal event sequences we now describe an algorithm, and
our modification to the algorithm, to cluster the entities. After presenting the
clustering algorithm we discuss how to measure the quality of the resulting
clusters.
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4.1 Uniform Kernel KNN Clustering

Uniform Kernel KNN Clustering [11] has been used by [6] for clustering se-
quences. Uniform Kernel KNN Clustering begins by considering each sequence
as a cluster and then merging clusters based on the notion of density. We mea-
sure the density around a temporal event sequence si (si ∈ S, S is the set of all
sequences) as the number of sequences, n, within a specific region determined
by some distance d of si. d is the distance to the furthest sequence among those
sequences which are within the set of the n-nearest neighbours. The k shortest
distinct distances from si to other sequences corresponds to n sequences. Note
that n ≥ k since a number of sequences may be the same distance from si.
Figure 3 illustrates this for s1 with k = 3. Here, s2 and s3 are the same distance
from s1, hence n = 4 and d = 5.

dist=2
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dist=2

dist=3

s s 2
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s 4

s 1

3

Fig. 3. k-nearest distances
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The density of a sequence is then calculated as:

density(si) =
n

|S|d . (5)

The algorithm considers the n nearest neighbours as candidates to merge into
the cluster containing si. A cluster is merged if it has higher density than si and
there is no other closer cluster in the n neighbours having higher density than
si. The density of the new combined cluster is the maximum of the densities of
the two constituent clusters.

For all clusters that have no nearest neighbour with density greater than
itself, we merge into the cluster any other cluster containing nearest neighbours
and having equal density. This step merges “plateau neighbour regions”.

4.2 Distance Constraint

Only the density of the nearest neighbours is used in the algorithm to decide
whether clusters should be merged. For outliers, the nearest neighbours can be
sequences that are actually quite far away, leading to outliers being merged, inap-
propriately, into its “nearest neighbour”, potentially losing what otherwise may
be important, distinct clusters. We introduce a new constraint to limit the merg-
ing of clusters to just those clusters within a specified distance δ, so that the clus-
ter containing sj is merged into the cluster containing si if distance(si, sj) < δ.
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The value of δ should reflect the data being clustered. We can use a simple for-
mula to calculate δ as the global mean distance between all sequences, multiplied
by an adjustable parameter α. The effect of introducing this distance constraint
is demonstrated in Section 4.4.

4.3 Quality of Clusters

The aim of clustering is to partition objects into a number of good, non-overlap-
ping clusters. A good cluster has objects in the same cluster being close to each
other and objects in different clusters being further apart. We can measure the
quality of clustering by introducing the following concepts based on [5].

– We identify the medoid of a cluster of temporal event sequences as that
sequence in the cluster having the minimum mean distance to all other se-
quences in the cluster, which is defined as the mean inner medoid distance.
The mean inner medoid distance over all clusters is defined as overall mean
inner medoid distance.

– The mean inner cluster distance of a cluster is the overall mean distance
between each pair of sequences in the cluster. The overall mean inner cluster
distance is the mean of the inner cluster distance means over all clusters.

– The mean inter cluster distance between two clusters is the mean pairwise
distance between sequences in each cluster. The overall mean inter cluster
distance is the mean of the inter cluster distance means over all clusters
pairs.

– The overall mean inter medoid distance is the average medoid to medoid
distance over all possible pairs of clusters.

We employ the following two ratios to evaluate the quality of our clusters:

– The Inner-Inter Cluster Ratio is the ratio of the overall mean inner cluster
distance to the overall mean inter cluster distance.

– The Inner-Inter Medoid Ratio is the ratio of the overall mean inner medoid
distance to the overall mean inter medoid distance.

For a given set of clusters, smaller Inner-Inter ratios are certainly desirable.
The Inner-Inter Cluster Ratio is more accurate as a quality measure, since it
considers distance between all pairs, but is computationally more expensive.

4.4 Effect of Distance Constraint

The constrained Uniform Kernel KNN Clustering algorithm can be compared to
the unconstrained algorithm using the quality of cluster measures outlined above.
We use the sequence of drugs used by a patient over a six month period prior
to a hospitalisation for angioedema as our temporal event sequences. Table 1
compares the results with and without the distance constraint.

The additional distance constraint successfully separates a number of out-
liers. The resulting Inner-Inter Cluster and Medoid Ratios are almost halved.
The minimum distance δ is calculated from the global mean distance between
sequences, as discussed in Section 4.2. Here we use α = 0.9.
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Table 1. Comparison of clustering with and
without constraints

Additional distance constraint: Without With

Number of clusters 10 42
Inner-Inter Cluster Ratio 0.64 0.34
Inner-Inter Medoid Ratio 0.48 0.25
Outliers 3 26

Table 2. Distance parameters

Parameter Description Value

β Same combination 0.1
γ1 Hierarchy level 1 0.1
γ2 Hierarchy level 2 0.2
γ3 Hierarchy level 3 0.3
γ4 Hierarchy level 4 0.4
θ Boost factor 0.3

5 Experimental Data and Results

5.1 Data Description

The Queensland Linked Data Set [12] links hospital admissions data from
Queensland Health with the Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing’s
pharmaceutical prescription data. In the context of discovering relationships
between drug prescriptions leading to hospitalisations, we construct temporal
event sequences based on six months of prescriptions prior to a hospitalisation
for a particular disease (angioedema). Angioedema was chosen on the basis of
professional advice from Australia’s regulating agency (the Therapeutic Goods
Administration), because it represented a small population of just 222 patients,
useful for experimentation.

Angioedema is a swelling (large welts or weals), where the swelling is beneath
the skin rather than on the surface. It is associated with the release of histamine
and other chemicals into the bloodstream, and is part of the allergic response.
The swelling may occur in the face, neck, and in severe cases may compromise
breathing.

5.2 Distance Measure

The dataset was clustered using the distance measure for temporal event se-
quences described in Section 3. The parameter values used for the distance mea-
sure are listed in Table 2.

The distribution of pairwise distances over the 222 patients is shown in Fig-
ure 4 where it is clear that the distance measure is primarily above 0.8.

5.3 Clustering

We apply the Constrained Uniform Kernel KNN Clustering with k = 3 (the
number of nearest neighbours) and α = 0.9 (distance constraint parameter).

The algorithm identified 42 clusters (see Table 3). Twenty six of these were
outliers containing just one member and are not included in the Table. The
overall inner cluster distance is small and the overall inter cluster distance is
large, giving a good Inner-Inter Cluster Ratio of 0.34. Similarly, the Inner-Inter
Medoid Ratio is 0.25.

Below we identify some of the interesting clusters and their characteristics.
We only list a few interesting clusters, where the patients in the same cluster
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Table 3. Clusters details(outliers not included)

Cluster Index Cluster Size Mean Inner Medoid Dist Mean Inner Cluster Dist

0 4 0.58 0.78
5 71 0.83 0.90
8 8 0.72 0.84
11 31 0.83 0.88
12 2 0.40 0.81
14 2 0.41 0.82
16 5 0.66 0.84
18 6 0.70 0.86
19 2 0.41 0.82
23 4 0.61 0.84
25 9 0.73 0.85
26 23 0.71 0.89
35 2 0.39 0.78
36 3 0.55 0.83
38 19 0.80 0.88
41 5 0.65 0.89

Overall 0.24 0.32

share many common characteristics and the characteristics may be interesting
to the medical researchers.

– Cluster 11 has 31 patients of which 94% have used cardiovascular system
drugs. 84% of patients have used ACE inhibitors. Subsequent investigation
has identified that ACE inhibitor usage is associated with an increased risk
of hospitalisation for angioedema, a clear adverse reaction. Most patients in
this cluster have used ACE inhibitors during the six month prior to their an-
gioedema hospitalisation. There are a number of case series in the literature
demonstrating that ACE inhibitor-related angioedema is responsible for as
many as 40% of angioedema episodes [10].

– Cluster 26 has 23 patients of which 82% has taken antibacterials for systemic
use. In particular, 78% of the patients have used the amoxicillin, and it may
be of value to further investigate the relationship between this class of drugs
and angioedema.

– Cluster 16 is a small cluster with only 5 patients, all having used a com-
bination of the following four drug groups: cardiovascular system, musculo-
skeletal system, genito urinary and sex hormones, and general anti-infectives.
Since adverse drug reactions are usually rare events, a small group of patients
sharing such a pattern may be worthy of further investigation.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

This paper develops an effective method for comparing drug usage temporal
event sequences, through general dissimilarity and a similarity measure based on
event-type hierarchy. The Uniform Kernel KNN Clustering algorithm is modified
to cluster the temporal event sequences based on the proposed distance measure.
The modified algorithm ensures that outliers are retained.

The method is applied to real world drug usage sequence. The clusters pro-
duced were shown to identify significant areas for further clinical study in the
area of hospitalisation resulting from adverse drug reactions. The results revealed
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well known adverse drug reaction of angioedema caused by a popular blood pres-
sure lowering drug i.e. ACE inhibitor. Some possible unknown adverse reactions
of severe angioedema caused by usage of drugs such as anti-bacterials, amoxi-
cillin or usage of combinations of wide range of drugs may be of some values for
further investigations. Although the method has been applied to only adverse
drug reactions of severe angioedema, it can be easily applied to a wide range of
adverse effects of various medical conditions.

The initial methodology, as presented, provides many opportunities for ex-
tension and further development. For example, the current experimentation has
not included patient demographics such as gender and age, or other static fea-
tures like co-morbidity and levels of sickness. The further study may take these
static features into considerations in clustering patients in exploring possible ad-
verse drug reactions. Moreover, it is definitely interesting to study the problem
of adjusting the parameters used in the method automatically.
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Abstract. Clustering is a difficult problem especially when we consider
the task in the context of a data stream of categorical attributes. In this
paper, we propose SCLOPE, a novel algorithm based on CLOPE’s intuitive
observation about cluster histograms. Unlike CLOPE however, our algo-
rithm is very fast and operates within the constraints of a data stream
environment. In particular, we designed SCLOPE according to the recent
CluStream framework. Our evaluation of SCLOPE shows very promising
results. It consistently outperforms CLOPE in speed and scalability tests
on our data sets while maintaining high cluster purity; it also supports
cluster analysis that other algorithms in its class do not.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the data in many organizations take the form of continuous
streams, rather than finite stored data sets. This possesses a challenge for data
mining, and motivates a new class of problem called data streams [1, 2]. Designing
algorithms for data streams is a challenging task: (a) there is a sequential one-
pass constraint on the access of the data; (b) and it must work under bounded
(i.e., fixed) memory with respect to the data stream.

Also, the continuity of data streams motivates time-sensitive data mining
queries that many existing algorithms do not adequately support. For example,
an analyst may want to compare the clusters, found in one window of the stream,
with clusters found in another window of the same stream. Or, an analyst may
be interested in finding out how a particular cluster evolves over the lifetime of
the stream. Hence, there is an increasing interest to revisit data mining problems
in the context of this new model and application.

In this paper, we study the problem of clustering a data stream of categorical
attributes. Data streams of such nature, e.g., transactions, database records, Web
logs, etc., are becoming common in many organizations [3]. Yet, clustering a
categorical data stream remains a difficult problem. Besides the dimensionality
and sparsity issue inherent in categorical data sets, there are now additional

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 209–218, 2004.
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stream-related constraints. Our contribution towards this problem is the SCLOPE
algorithm inspired by two recent works: the CluStream [4] framework, and the
CLOPE [3] algorithm.

We adopted two aspects of the CluStream framework. The first is the pyra-
midal timeframe, which stores summary statistics at different time periods at
different levels of granularity. Therefore, as data in the stream becomes outdated,
its summary statistics looses details. This method of organization provides an
efficient trade-off between the storage requirements and the quality of clusters
from different time horizons. At the same time, it also facilities the answering of
time-sensitive queries posed by the analyst.

The other concept we borrowed from CluStream, is to separate the process
of clustering into an online micro-clustering component and an offline macro-
clustering component. While the online component is responsible for efficient
gathering of summary statistics (a.k.a cluster features [4]), the offline component
is responsible for using them (with the user inputs) to produce the different
clustering results. Since the offline component does not require access to the
stream, this process is very efficient.

Set in the above framework, we report the design of the online and offline
components for clustering categorical data organized within a pyramidal time-
frame. We begin with the online component, where we propose an algorithm to
gather the required statistics in one sequential scan of the data. Using an ob-
servation in the FP-Tree [5], we eliminated the need to evaluate the clustering
criterion. This dramatically drops the cost of processing each record, and allows
it to keep up with the high data arrival rate.

We then discuss the offline component, where we based its algorithmic de-
sign on CLOPE. We were attracted to CLOPE because of its good performance
and accuracy in clustering large categorical data sets, i.e., when compared to
k-means, CLARANS [6], ROCK [7], and LargeItem [8]. More importantly, its clus-
tering criterion is based on cluster histograms, which can be constructed quickly
and accurately (directly from the FP-Tree) within the constraints of a data
stream environment.

2 Maintenance of Summary Statistics

For ease of discussion, we assume that the reader are familiar with the CluStream
framework, the CLOPE algorithm, and the FP-Tree [5] structure. Also, without
loss of generality, we define our clustering problem as follows. A data stream D
is a set of records R1, . . . ,Ri, . . . arriving at time periods t1, . . . , ti, . . ., such that
each record R ∈ D is a vector containing attributes drawn from A = {a1, . . . , aj}.
A clustering C1, . . . , Ck on D(tp,tq) is therefore a partition of records Rx,Ry, . . .
seen between tp and tq (inclusive), such that C1 ∪ . . .∪ Ck = D(tp,tq) and Cα 
= ∅
and ∀α, β ∈ [1, k], and Cα ∩ Cβ = ∅.

From the above, we note that clustering is performed on all records seen in
a given time window specified by tp and tq. To achieve this without accessing
the stream (i.e., during offline analysis), the online micro-clustering component
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has to maintain sufficient statistics about the data stream. Summary statistics,
in this case, is an attractive solution because they have a much lower space
requirement than the stream itself. In SCLOPE, they come in the form of micro-
clusters and cluster histograms. We define them as follows.

Definition 1 (Micro-Clusters). A micro-cluster μC for a set of records Rx,
Ry, . . . with time stamps tx, ty, . . . is a tuple 〈L, H〉, where L is a vector of record
identifiers, and H is its cluster histogram.

Definition 2 (Cluster Histogram). The cluster histogram H of a micro-
cluster μC is a vector containing the frequency distributions freq(a1, μ

C), . . . ,
freq(a|A|, μC) of all attributes a1, . . . , a|A| in μC, In addition, we define the fol-
lowing derivable properties of H:

– the width, defined as |{a : freq(a, μC) > 0}|, is the number of distinct
attributes, whose frequency in μC is not zero.

– the size, defined as
∑|A|

i=1 freq(ai, μ
C), is the sum of the frequency of every

attribute in μC.

– the height, defined as
∑|A|

i=1 freq(ai, μ
C) × |{a : freq(a, μC) > 0}|−1, is the

ratio between the size and width of H.

2.1 Algorithm Design

We begin by introducing a simple example. Consider a data stream D with 4
records: {〈a1, a2, a3〉, 〈a1, a2, a5〉, 〈a4, a5, a6〉, 〈a4, a6, a7〉}. By inspection, an in-
tuitive partition would reveal two clusters: C1 = {〈a1, a2, a3〉, 〈a1, a2, a5〉} and
C2 = {〈a4, a5, a6〉, 〈a4, a6, a7〉}, with their corresponding histograms: HC1 =
{〈a1, 2〉, 〈a2, 2〉, 〈a3, 1〉, 〈a5, 1〉} and HC2 = {〈a4, 2〉, 〈a5, 1〉, 〈a6, 2〉, 〈a7, 1〉}. Sup-
pose now we have a different clustering, C′

1 = {〈a1, a2, a3〉, 〈a4, a5, a6〉} and
C′
2 = {〈a1, a2, a5〉, 〈a4, a6, a7〉}. We then observe the following, which explains

the intuition behind CLOPE’s algorithm:

– clusters C1 and C2 have better intra-cluster similarity then C′
1 and C′

2; in fact,
records in C′

1 and C′
2 are totally different!

– the cluster histograms of C′
1 and C′

2 have a lower size-to-width ratio than
HC1 and HC2 , which suggests clusters with higher intra-cluster similarity
have higher size-to-width ratio in their cluster histograms.

Ideally, a straightforward application of CLOPE should provide us with the
summary statistics we need. Unfortunately, CLOPE requires multiple scans of the
data, where the number of iteration depends on the desired level of intra-cluster
similarity. This violates the one-pass requirement. Furthermore, CLOPE requires
multiple evaluation of the clustering criterion for each record, an expensive op-
eration when the size of the stream is massive.

Our solution in SCLOPE is based on the following observation: the optimal
height of individual cluster histograms (for each micro-cluster) can be obtained
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Fig. 1. Each path in the FP-Tree leads to a cluster histogram H and a vector L
containing the record identifiers. Notice that records with common attributes share
common prefixes, leading to a natural way of identifying clusters.

from a FP-Tree–like [5] structure. And this can be done in one sequential scan
without the need to compute the clustering criterion. To understand this ob-
servation, we first revisit our example but this time with the FP-Tree. The
formalism and algorithm follows after that.

Figure 1 shows the FP-Tree constructed for our example. We have omitted
the count, node links and header table in the original FP-Tree definition as they
are not needed in SCLOPE. We also ignore the one-pass constraint for the time-
being, and note that the FP-Tree in the figure requires two scans – the first
to determine the singleton frequency, i.e., freq(a,D(tp,tq)), and the second to
insert each R ∈ D(tp,tq) into the FP-Tree after arranging all attributes a ∈ R
according to their descending singleton frequency.

The implication above is that similar records are inherently “clustered” to-
gether through the sharing of a common prefix in the FP-Tree. In our example,
we can visually confirm two natural clusters from the common prefixes a1, a2

and a4, a5, which suggests that C1 and C2 would be a better clustering than
C′
1 and C′

2. In other words, we can actually consider each path (from the root
to a leaf node) to be a micro-cluster, where the common prefixes suggest the
micro-clusters to merge. This leads us to the following.

Observation 1. An FP-Tree construction on D(tp,tq) produces a set of micro-
clusters (not necessary the optimal) μC

1 , . . . , μC
k , where k is determined by the

number of unique paths P1, . . . ,Pk in the FP-Tree.

Due to space, we shall skip the rationale of all our observations, and refer
the reader to our technical report [9]. Nevertheless, we want to point out the
fact that Observation 1 does not guarantee an optimal result. While this may
not sound ideal, it is often sufficient for most stream applications. In fact, a near
optimal solution that can be quickly obtained (without the need to evaluate the
clustering criterion) is preferred in the design of the online component.

Not obvious is that CLOPE’s clustering technique, which is to maximize the
height of its cluster histograms, is closely related to the properties of FP-Tree’s
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Algorithm 1 Online Micro-clustering Component of SCLOPE

on begining of (window wi) do
1: if (i = 0) then Q′ ← {a random order of v1, . . . , v|A|}
2: T ← new FP-Tree and Q ← Q′

3: for all (incoming record R ∈ D(tp,tq)) do
4: order R according to Q and ∀a ∈ R, freq(a,Q′)++
5: if (R can be inserted completely along an existing path Pi in T ) then
6: ∀a ∈ R, Li ← Li ∪ rid(Ri) ∧ freq(a,Hi)++
7: else
8: Pj ← new path in T and Hj ← new cluster histogram for Pj

9: ∀a ∈ R, freq(a,Hj) ← 1 and ∀a /∈ R, freq(a, Hj) ← 0
10: end if
11: end for

on end of (window wi) do
12: L ← {〈n, height(n)〉 : n is node in T with > 2 children}
13: order L according to height(n)
14: while (|H1, . . . | > ϕ) do
15: select 〈n, height(n)〉 ∈ L where ∀n �= m, height(n) � height(m)
16: select paths Pi,Pj where n ∈ Pi,Pj

17: Hnew ← Hi ∪ Hj

18: delete Hi, Hj

19: end while
20: output micro-clusters μC

1 , . . . , μC
ϕ and cluster histograms H1, . . . , Hϕ for wi

construction. Recall that each path in the FP-Tree can contain multiple records,
and that the construction is to maximize the overlapping (or sharing of common
prefixes) of nodes, we actually have a natural process of obtaining a good cluster
histogram for each micro-cluster. Observation 2 states this property.

Observation 2. Given a micro-cluster μC
i from a path Pi, its cluster histogram

Hi has a height that is naturally optimized (again, not necessary optimal) by the
FP-Tree construction process.

In the simplest case, once the FP-Tree is obtained, we can output the micro-
clusters as the summary statistics for offline analysis. Unfortunately, these micro-
clusters are often too fine in granularity and thus, continue to consume a lot of
disk space. One solution is to agglomeratively merge the micro-clusters until
they are sufficiently lightweight. However, doing so by evaluating the clustering
criterion will prevent the algorithm from keeping up with the data rate of the
stream. A strategy to do this efficiently is required.

Observation 3. Given any micro-cluster Ci in the FP-Tree and its correspond-
ing unique path Pi, the micro-cluster(s) that give a good intra-cluster similarity
(when merged with Ci) are those whose paths overlap most with Pi.

Essentially, the above observation answers the question: How can we quickly
determine, without the need to evaluate the clustering criterion, the micro-
cluster to merge with t+he one under consideration? Since stream applications
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require only approximate results, we can conveniently exploit the property of
common prefixes (i.e., Observation 3) to select the pair of micro-clusters to be
merged. This is realized in Algorithm 1, lines 12 − 19, where the key operation
is to merge the cluster histograms and the record identifiers.

The idea is to start at the node having more than one child (i.e., more
than one path/micro-cluster). This node would be the furthest from the root
(therefore, lines 12 − 13) and thus, contains the set of paths with the longest
common prefix. By Observation 3, any two paths passing through this node
would have a good intra-cluster similarity. Thus, we select any two paths passing
through the node, and merge its corresponding cluster histograms and record
identifiers (i.e., Hi and Hj , lines 17 − 18). This process repeats until the set of
micro-clusters are sufficiently reduced to fit in the given space.

2.2 Working in Bounded Memory

Up to this point, we have shown how the FP-Tree is used to produce the sum-
mary statistics we need. In this sub-section and the next, we discuss how we
made adjustments to satisfy the data stream constraints.

We begin with the issue of bounded memory. Without doubt, any attempt
to process an unbounded data stream is likely to exhaust the limited computing
resources before producing any results. To overcome this, we process the stream
in a sliding window fashion. We assume δ to be the space allocated for stor-
ing summary statistics in the pyramidal timeframe. In the beginning, δ will be
uniformly shared with each window having ws space. For easy discussion, this
space can be expressed in terms of the maximum number of micro-clusters (and
histograms) allowed in a given window.

At the start of each window, we begin with an empty FP-Tree and insert
each record into the data structure according to the rules given in Algorithm 1,
lines 4−9. This continues until we reach the end of the window, where we begin
FP-Tree minimization to produce the summary statistics of size ws. Clearly, by
this process, there will be a time when the δ space is filled by the first δ/ws

windows. Therefore, space must be created for the subsequent windows, i.e.,
(δ/ws) + 1, . . . , (δ/ws) + j, . . ., and so on. In the pyramidal timeframe, there are
two strategies to do so: compress and delete.

Intuitively, we first make room by compressing the statistics that became old,
and then deleting them as they become outdated. Our strategy to create space
for the subsequent (δ/ws) + 1 windows is to redistribute the δ spaces among all
the (δ/ws) + p windows created so far. In other words, rather then to have ws

amount of space for each window, we reduce ws by a fraction using a “decay”
function: (1−e−μ)×ws that is dependent on the window’s age. Thus, if we have
seen (δ/ws) + p windows, then the size of the (δ/ws) + j th window, would be
(1 − e−j/p) × ws where 1 � j � p (see [9]).

The final step is to resize the summary statistics in each window. We first
reconstruct the FP-Tree from the summary statistics. This procedure is similar
to the FP-Tree construction, where we simply insert a path (i.e., a group of
records) instead of a record at a time. We then perform minimization until the
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Algorithm 2 Offline Macro-clustering Component of SCLOPE

1: let C = {〈Hi+1, μ
C
i+1〉, . . . , 〈Hi+ϕ, μC

i+ϕ〉, . . . , 〈Hj+1, μ
C
j+1〉, . . . , 〈Hj+ϕ, μC

j+ϕ〉}
2: repeat
3: for all (CF ∈ C) do
4: move CF to an existing cluster or new cluster Cj that maximizes profit
5: if (CF has been moved to some cluster Ck) then
6: update cluster label of CF to k
7: end if
8: end for
9: until no further cluster is moved or processing time is exceeded

set of micro-clusters fit in the smaller space. Thus, older windows will have less
space allocated and depending on the domain requirements, they may be deleted
if they become obsolete.

2.3 Accessing Data in One-Sequential Pass

Our solution to the sequential one-pass access of data streams is to use an in-
cremental update strategy to compute the ordering of attributes based on their
descending singleton frequencies. The idea is simple: we begin by assuming a
default order (Algorithm 1, line 1), e.g., attributes are seen in each incoming
record. As we process each of them, we update the singleton frequency (line 4)
of each attribute before inserting the record into the FP-Tree.

Upon reaching the end of window, we update the ordering of attributes (i.e.,
line 1), and use this new ordering in the next window. As a result, a record
can have its attributes ordered differently in each window. Thus, it is possible
to obtain a sub-optimal FP-Tree (initially) depending on the initial assumed
order. Fortunately, this isn’t an issue as the FP-Tree improves on optimality as
the stream progresses. In our empirical results, this proved to be effective and
reduces the construction to a single pass.

More importantly, this strategy is crucial to the success of exploiting Obser-
vation 3 for accurate clustering. Recall that a stream’s characteristics actually
changes over time, it will not be appropriate to use an assumed or pre-computed
ordering. If it’s used, a change in the stream’s characteristics will caused all
subsequent clustering to be sub-optimal, and there will not be any mechanism
to recover from that. In that sense, our proposal is more robust because any
sub-optimality in the FP-Tree (due to changing data characteristics) will be
corrected on the next window cycle.

3 Cluster Discovery

Once summary statistics are generated, the analyst performs clustering over dif-
ferent time-horizons using the offline macro-clustering component. Since the of-
fline component does not require access to the data, its design is not constrained
by the one-pass requirement. Hence, we have Algorithm 2.
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A typical time-sensitive cluster discovery begins with the analyst entering
the time-horizon h, and the repulsion r. The time-horizon of interest usually
spans one or more windows, and determines the micro-clusters involved in the
analysis. On the other hand, the repulsion controls the intra-cluster similarity
required, and is part of the clustering criterion defined as [3]:

profit({C1, . . . , Ck}) =
[∑k

i=1

(
size(Ci)

width(Ci)r × |Ci|
)]

×
(∑k

i=1 |Ci|
)−1

The most interesting aspect of Algorithm 2 is its design for time-sensitive
data mining queries. When used together with the pyramidal timeframe, we
can analyze different parts of the data stream, by retrieving statistics of differ-
ent granularity to produce the clustering we need. And since this is the offline
component of SCLOPE (which can run independent of the data stream), our de-
sign favors accuracy over efficiency, i.e., it makes multiple iterations through the
statistics, and cluster using the profit criterion.

Nevertheless, our offline component is still fast despite the fact that it is
based on the design of CLOPE. The rationale behind this speed is that CLOPE
works with one record at a time while SCLOPE works with a group of records at a
time. In our algorithm, each micro-cluster is treated as a pseudo-record, and are
clustered accordingly to the given r value that in turn, determines the number
of clusters k. Since the number of pseudo-records are very much lower than the
physical records, it takes less time to converge on the clustering criterion.

4 Empirical Results

The objective of our empirical tests is to evaluate SCLOPE in 3 aspects: perfor-
mance, scalability, and cluster accuracy. Due to space constraints, we only report
the overall results of our experiments. The interested can refer to our technical
report [9] for all the test details.

Performance For an accurate comparison, we tested the performance of SCLOPE
using only real-life data sets from the FIMI repository (fimi.cs.helsinki.fi). When
we compared our results against CLOPE, the best algorithm for clustering cate-
gorical data sets, our proposal outperforms CLOPE by a large margin. On cases
where the required number of micro-clusters is large, e.g., 200, CLOPE takes more
than 10 hours to complete while SCLOPE comes in under 900 seconds. In all 4
real-life data sets tested, our results revealed that SCLOPE is very suitable for
processing data streams given its low runtime and insensitivity to the number of
clusters. This is crucial since the number of micro-clusters need to be inherently
large to facilitate different analysis tasks.

Scalability To test scalability, we used the IBM synthetic data generator. We
tested two aspects of scalability: the number of attributes, and the number of
records. In the first test, we injected a data set of 50K records with different
number of attributes from 467 to 4194. We then recorded the runtime of SCLOPE
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and CLOPE in creating 50, 100 and 500 clusters. In all cases, SCLOPE’s runtime
remains stable while CLOPE’s runtime rises sharply as the attributes goes beyond
800. On the second part of the test, we vary the number of records from 10K to
500K. Again, SCLOPE is faster (or on par) with CLOPE in terms of their runtime
for different number of clusters.

Accuracy In our final test, we used the mushroom data set (also from the FIMI
repository) which contains two predefined classes: 4208 edible mushrooms and
3916 poisonous mushroom. To measure the accuracy, we used the purity metric
(see [3]). In our experiment, we tried different combinations of ws and ϕ which
are the two parameters affecting the cluster quality in SCLOPE. From the results,
SCLOPE consistently attains a higher purity than CLOPE in all situations. Together
with SCLOPE’s performance, we are convinced of its potential.

5 Related Work

Much of the early works in clustering were focused on numerical data, where most
are efficient in situations where the data is of low-dimensionality. Representative
of these include k-means, BIRCH [10], CLARANS [6], and CLIQUE [11].

In recent years, there has been a large amount of categorical data accumu-
lated. Their dimensionality and size are often very much larger than numerical
data, and exhibit unique characteristics that make numerical-based techniques
awkward. This motivated the design of new algorithms leading to works such as
CACTUS [12], ROCK [7], STIRR [13], and CLOPE.

While these algorithms are an advancement over numerical solutions, they
are not designed with the constraints of data streams in mind. As a result, they
are often resource intensive. For example, ROCK has a high computational cost,
and require sampling in order to scale to large data sets. Closest to our work are
therefore CluStream, STREAM [14], FC [15], and binary k-means.

In comparing the CluStream framework, our work differs by the virtue of
the data type we investigate, i.e., we focus on categorical data. Likewise, STREAM
and FC are numerical-based techniques, and is thus different from SCLOPE. In
the case of binary k-means, a different clustering criterion is used, and its design
does not support time-sensitive cluster analysis.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a fast and effective algorithm, called SCLOPE, that
clusters an evolving categorical data stream. We chose to design our algorithm
within the framework of CluStream so that it not only outperforms algorithms
in its class, but also provide support for time-sensitive cluster analysis not found
in most preceding works.

Our empirical tests, using real-world and synthetic data sets, proved that
SCLOPE has very good performance and scalability. It also demonstrates good
cluster accuracy despite the data stream constraints imposed on the algorithm.
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More importantly, the accuracy of clusters generated by SCLOPE can be improved
by varying the resource parameters: γ and δ, or allowing an extra scan of the
data. This makes SCLOPE an attractive solution for clustering categorical data,
either in the context of streams or conventional snapshots.

The drawback with the current design of SCLOPE is the lack of an error
quantification on its approximated results. In some data stream applications, it
is desirable for the analyst to specify the allowable error in the results, rather
then to specify the amount of space. Therefore, an immediate future work would
be to extend SCLOPE to handle both situations.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new encoding scheme for GA
and employ multiple objectives in handling the clustering problem. The
proposed encoding scheme uses links so that objects to be clustered form
a linear pseudo-graph. As multiple objectives are concerned, we used two
objectives: 1) to minimize the Total Within Cluster Variation (TWCV);
and 2) minimizing the number of clusters in a partition. Our approach
obtains the optimal partitions for all the possible numbers of clusters in
the Pareto Optimal set returned by a single GA run. The performance of
the proposed approach has been tested using two well-known data sets:
Iris and Ruspini. The obtained results demonstrate improvement over
classical approaches.

1 Introduction

Clustering approaches may be classified into: hierarchical, grid-based, partition-
ing and those based on co-occurrence of categorical data [1]. Some of the existing
clustering approaches employ Genetic Algorithms (GA) in the process. However,
such clustering techniques have some drawbacks, including: 1) redundancy seems
to be a problem for the representations used [5]; 2) ensuring the validity of the
chromosomes that appear throughout the search [10]; and 3) the number of
clusters has to be specified beforehand in many of the proposed methods [10].

In this paper, we proposed a new GA-based clustering technique character-
ized mainly by the usage of multiple objectives and a new encoding scheme
based on forming a linked-list structure from objects in the same cluster. So, the
genetic operators have the effect of combining and dividing different linked lists
that correspond to different clusters. The number of clusters does not need to
be specified beforehand. A multi-objective GA [8] has been used with two con-
flicting objectives: 1) minimize Total Within Cluster Variation (TWCV); and
2) minimize the number of clusters. TWCV [10] is a measure which denotes the
sum of average distances of cluster elements to cluster center. If this measure is
used as the single objective in the search, GA tends to reduce the sizes of the
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clusters and eventually clusters with almost single elements are formed. Hence, it
is possible to use TWCV as the single objective function only with k-clustering.
However, the new representation proposed in this paper is able to encode dif-
ferent number of clusters in a fixed-length chromosome. Therefore, the search
is not limited with k-clustering and the general clustering problem is attacked
by using multi-objective GA. The Pareto Optimal set [8] obtained at the end of
the run provides different choices for the potential number of clusters and the
best corresponding TWCV. The performance of the proposed approach has been
tested using two well-known data sets: Iris [2] and Ruspini [13], which have been
widely used as benchmarks for testing different techniques; the optimal cluster-
ing in each of the two domains is known. The results obtained are compared
with the classical Group Number Encoding (GNE) [9] and it has been observed
that a clear improvement has been achieved.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Previous work is presented in
Section 2. The application of multi-objective GA to clustering and the objective
functions used are presented in Section 3. The design of the new method is
introduced in Section 4. The experimental results are discussed in Section 5.
Section 6 includes summary and conclusions.

2 Related Work

In general, two different schemes are used for representing clustering in the field
of GA. The first allocates each object to a different gene of a chromosome and
the value of the gene indicates the cluster of the object; e.g., GNE presented in
[9]. The number of clusters should be provided beforehand, and redundancy is
quite high in the GNE. An attempt to overcome these drawbacks can be found in
[4]. However, the representation used cannot encode different numbers of clusters
in a fixed length chromosome. Thus a variable length GA [3] is used to encode
the different numbers of clusters that might appear throughout the search.

GA is also used to increase the search power of other clustering methods.
The classical K-means [7] algorithm has been widely used in different clustering
applications. The initialization process in the algorithm might lead to a local
optimum [12]. To overcome this drawback, a genetic based approach has been
proposed in [11]. The method is based on encoding the cluster centers of the
classic K-means algorithm as the genes of the chromosome. Hence, the task of
the GA is to find out the appropriate cluster centers that minimize the clustering
metric. A different approach can be found in [14] where the GA is used to
search clustering rules. The aim is to eliminate the drawbacks of the classical
minimization approaches and be able to obtain clusters which can have large
differences in their sizes, densities or geometries.

The new approach proposed in this paper, shares some common properties
with the work in [10], which has a single objective, i.e., to minimize TWCV; and
the classic GNE is used as the representation of the clusters. Hence, it can only
be used with k-clustering.
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3 Multi-objective GA for Clustering

The Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm presented in [8] is multi-objective GA
based on the notion of Pareto Domination used during the selection operation.
An element is considered to be Pareto-dominant over another one only if it
is superior in terms of all the objectives used. Hence, a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions is obtained at the end of the search, such that none of the elements
is Pareto-dominant over another. Also, niching is an effective operation that
applies a pressure on the search to spread genetic population along the pareto
optimal surface.

In our clustering approach, we try to minimize the following two objectives:
1) TWCV [10], and 2) Number of clusters. It is apparent, given two different
partition sizes, the smaller the partition size is, the smaller (or equal when du-
plicated data exists in dataset) the minimum TWCV for that partition size is.
Therefore, targeting these two objectives in GA could possibly include solutions
for all different partition sizes in the Pareto optimal set.

4 Linked-List Representation for Genetic Clustering

GNE [9] is the most straightforward encoding scheme and thus used most widely
for clustering. The drawbacks of this traditional encoding for clustering are pre-
sented in [5]. The remedy proposed in [5] is to use a length variable encoding
scheme. It reduces redundancy of chromosome population but adds redundancy
inside a chromosome; it needs more genes to encode a solution than traditional
encoding. Another deficiency of the length variable encoding is that it cannot
take advantage of conventional simple crossover and mutation operators. The
linear linkage (LL) encoding method we present in this section is a fixed length
encoding scheme without any type of redundancy.

4.1 Linkage Encoding (LE) Scheme

Under LE scheme, although each gene stores an integer number, it no longer
directly tells the membership of an object but its fellowship - this is the funda-
mental difference between GNE and LE. Each gene is a link from an object to
another object of the same cluster. Given n objects, any partition on them can
be described as a chromosome of length n. Two objects are in the same group
if either object can be directed to the other object through the links. Without
any constraint, the state of redundancy is just as bad as that of GNE because
the number of feasible chromosomes is still nn.

4.2 LL Encoding Scheme

LL encoding is a restricted LE. Let the n genes inside a chromosome be indexed
from 1 to n. Each gene in a LL chromosome allows one integer value to store the
index of a fellow gene in the same cluster. We can also treat the stored index as
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an out-link from a node. If a gene stores its own index, it depicts an ending node.
To qualify an unrestricted linkage as a valid LE chromosome, the chromosome
must comply for these constraints:

1. The integer value stored in each gene is greater than or equal to its index but less
than or equal to n.

2. No two genes in a chromosome can have the same value; the only exception is
index of an ending node.

LL encoding gets its name because the objects in a cluster construct a pseudo
linear path with only a self reference on the last node allowed. It can be repre-
sented by the labeled oriented pseudo (LOP) graph.

Definition 1 (LOP Graph). A LOP graph is a labeled directed graph G(V, E),
where V contains n vertices. A composition of G is a partition of V (G) into dis-
jointed oriented pseudo path graphs G1, G2, ..., Gm with the following properties:

1. Disjoint paths:
⋃m

i=1
V (Gi) = V (G) and for i �= j, V (Gi)

⋂
V (Gj) = ∅

2. Non-backward oriented edges: If there is an edge e directed from vertex vl to vk,
then l ≤ k.

3. Balanced connectivity:
(a) |E(G)| = 2 × |V (G)|;
(b) each Gi must have only one (self referencing) ending node, which has an in-

degree of 2 and an out-degree of 1;
(c) each Gi must have only one starting node whose in-degree=0 and out-degree=1.

4. All other |V (Gi)| − 2 vertices in Gi have in-degree=out-degree=1.

Some straightforward observations regarding LOP graphs: 1) Given a set of
objects S, there exists one and only one composition of LOP graph G(V, E) for
each partition scheme of S, where |V | = |S|. 2) The number of LOP graphs is
given by the nth Bell number. 3) Linear LE is an implementation of the LOP
graph.

Based on these observations, it is clear that LL encoding makes a one-to-
one mapping between chromosomes and clustering solutions. Compared to LL
encoding scheme, traditional GNE demands the GA to work in a solution space
of nn

B(n) times larger.
Although LL encoding keeps only fellowship in gene, it also implies the mem-

bership of each object. As each cluster must have one starting node and one
ending node, both nodes can be used to identify clusters. In practice, ending
node is treated as the membership identifier for clusters because it is easier to
be detected. Apparently, finding the membership of an object in LL encoding
requires only linear time.

4.3 Initialization

The initial population should include diverse chromosomes. It is intuitive to
achieve this goal by generating random chromosomes. However, such chromo-
somes may violate the restrictions of LL encoding. Table 1 illustrates what would
happen if we use this approach to initialize the population. Suppose we are to
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Table 1. Chromosome and partition mapping

Non-LL chromosomes
(27)

Non-LL chromosomes
without backward
out-links (6)

LL chromosomes
(5)

Partitions (5)

(1, 2, 3) (1, 2, 3) (1, 2, 3) (a)(b)(c)

(1, 2, 2) (1, 3, 2) (1, 3, 3) (1, 3, 3) (1, 3, 3) (a)(bc)

(1, 2, 1) (3, 1, 3) (3, 2, 1)
(3, 2, 3)

(3, 2, 3) (3, 2, 3) (ac)(b)

(1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 2) (1, 3, 1)
(2, 1, 1) (2, 1, 2) (2, 2, 1)
(2, 2, 2) (2, 3, 1) (2, 3, 2)
(2, 3, 3) (3, 1, 1) (3, 1, 2)
(3, 2, 2) (3, 3, 1) (3, 3, 2)
(3, 3, 3)

(2, 3, 3) (3, 3, 5) (2, 3, 3) (abc)

find an optimal for three objects a, b, and c. Column one in Table 1includes
all 27 different chromosomes. If LL encoding restrictions are applied, only five
of them survive in column three. And there is a one-to-one mapping between
column three and column four, which is the actual partition the chromosomes
represent. From Table 1, it can be easily seen that the partition scheme {(abc)}
will dominate the initial population produced. Based on LL encoding constraint
one, each integer should be equal to its index or the maximum integer index
number. Therefore, the chromosome generator must create each gene based on
this constraint. However, we should be aware that the chromosomes produced
by such chromosome generator are not fully complied with the constraints laid
for LL encoding. Obviously, those chromosomes do not have backward links but
allow multiple nodes link to the same node. The last chromosome in column 2 of
Table 1 is such an example. Generally, this chromosome generator will produce
chromosomes that tend to have small number of clusters.

Although constructors ensure that there are no backward links in each chro-
mosome, multiple links directed to the same node are still possible. Therefore,
a recovery process is needed after the constructors to rectify a chromosome into
its legitimate format. This process is also required after crossover and mutation
operations where the structures of the population are modified. The rectify algo-
rithm used for the recovery process employs two correction steps. First, backward
links are eliminated from a chromosome. Then, multiple links to a node (except
for the ending nodes) are replaced with one link in and one link out.

4.4 Selection, Crossover and Mutation

The selection process is very similar to that of Niched Pareto GA described
in [8]. One chromosome is said to be fitter than other when all objective values
of the former beat those of the latter. If only parts of the objective values of one
chromosome are better than the other’s, the two chromosomes are deemed equal.
A chromosome can be compared with a set of chromosomes. If any individual in
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the set is fitter than the chromosome, the chromosome is dominated by the set.
Otherwise, the chromosome is not dominated by the set.

When two randomly selected chromosomes compete for a spot in the parent
pool, they are not directly compared with each other. Rather, each is compared
with a comparison set of chromosomes sampled from the current generation. If
one of the competing chromosomes, say A, is dominated by the comparison set
and the other, say B is not dominated, then B advances to the parent pool.
However, when both A and B are either dominated or not by the set, the niche
count of each chromosome is compared. The chromosome with smaller niche
count gets advantage. Niche count is an indicator of the solution density around
a chromosome in a certain solution population. This approach encourages even
distribution of solutions in the GA population.

As cross-over is concerned, we adapted one point crossover. It allows different
clusters to exchange partial contents and also may split a cluster into two.

Classical mutation operation would modify the value of a gene, one at a time.
When the classical GNE is applied to clustering, such mutation causes a reas-
signing of at most one object only. However, if this approach is to apply to LL
encoding, more than just one object could be moved to a different cluster. This
classical mutation was tested for LL-encoding and the results show that it does
not work well. The solution is to make sure that every time a gene gains link to
a different cluster instead of just a different node. In our new mutation operator
we also accommodate splitting by allowing the new out-link point to its own
cluster, and the cluster splits. The following is the description of our grafting
mutation operator:

Grafting Mutation:

1. Select a gene (a node) G1 at random. Find the ending node E1 in the same cluster
C1 of G1.

2. Pick a random number m from 1 to n, where n is the number of clusters.

3. If m = n, make G1 an ending node. C1 is thus split into two clusters with exception
that the splitting will not occur when G1 is E1.

4. If m < n, make G1 ending node. Thus, C1 is divided into two clusters, ending with
G1 and E1, respectively. Either link G1 or E1 to its mth ending node to its right
(loop), and one of the half clusters of C1 is graft to another cluster.

5 Experimental Results

The Ruspini and Iris data sets have been chosen as test-beds in order to analyze
LE. The former is an artificial dataset of two attributes; its 75 data points
naturally form 4 clusters. The latter is a real dataset recording 150 observations
of the three species (setosa, Versicolor, and Virginica) of Iris flowers, all described
in four features.

Originally, data points in both datasets are sorted so that the clusters are
easily perceived. To obtain unbiased result, we reorganize the datasets and all
the data points are randomly placed. In addition, data standardization process
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is applied to the dataset to neutralize the effects brought by data attributes of
disparage magnitude. We divide each data element by the maximum value of its
dimension to scale all data elements ranging from 1 to 0.

The proposed new representation is compared with the classic GNE scheme.
In our experiments, two GAs are developed. Apart from the encoding schemes,
all GA operators are kept the same as described in Section 4. The following
genetic parameters are fixed for all GA runs: Number of Experiments is 10,
Number of Generations is 2000, Population Size for Iris is 800, Population Size
for Ruspini is 500, Niche Comparison Size (selection) is 5, Nitch Radius is 5,
Nitch Count Size is 25, Crossover Rate is 0.9, and Mutation Rate is 0.2.
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Fig. 1. LE versus GNE on a) Iris-data; b) Ruspini-data. The broken lines denote the
performance of LE

The comparison of the two methods for the two data sets is presented in
Figure 1. The multi-objective GA tries to minimize TWCV for all the possible
number of clusters, and reported in Figure 1 are TWCVs obtained by the two
methods for up to 20 clusters. Note that the optimal number of clusters is 3 and 4,
respectively, for the two data sets. Hence, TWCVs obtained for smaller number
of clusters is of more interest. As seen in the two graphs, LE clearly dominates
the classical approach. More interestingly, TWCVs found by LE rapidly increase
for cluster numbers smaller than the optimal clustering. On the other side, it is
not possible to observe such a clear distinction for GNE approach presented in
the same graphs. Hence, it is possible to derive conclusions about the optimum
number of clusters by considering the pareto optimal set obtained at the end
of GA search. However, this is possible due to the characteristics of the data
sets used. In both data sets the optimum clusters are well separated from each
other. In a domain where the cluster borders are not very clear, the leap after
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Fig. 2. Standard deviation of LE and GNE on a) Iris-data; b) Ruspini-data. The broken
lines denote the performance of LE

Table 2. CPU Time Statistics for execution of GA using LE on Iris. The other processes
item denotes the cost of reading and printing files, statistical computing etc.

Iris Total CPU Time Iris % Ruspini Total CPU Time Ruspini %

Total Runtime 1h 44m 28.7s 100 24m 35.0m 100

Initialization 5.8s 0.09 1.0s 0.07

Crossover 13.7s 0.22 6.3s 0.43

Mutation 15.9s 0.25 6.3s 0.43

Rectification 3m 25.0s 3.27 44.1s 3.00

Selection 17m 3.5s 16.33 2m 14.7s 9.13

Evaluation 1h 2m 45.7s 60.07 13m 12.7s 53.70

Other processes 20m 23.8s 19.52 7m 59.5s 32.50

the optimum number of clusters may not be as clear as the result obtained in
these two domains.

The deviation that appears throughout different runs is another important
indicator about GA performance. In Figure 2, the standard deviation of LE
and GNE are compared. As seen in the graphs, the deviation with the classical
encoding is quite high compared to the new scheme. This is due to the high
redundancy in the classical encoding. However, a more consistent output set is
obtained with the newly proposed scheme.

Clustering is an off-line process. Therefore, even though an approach is supe-
rior to another one in terms of the average output it produces, the success of the
method could still be questioned if the two approaches do not differ in terms of
the best solution they can find. It is essential to compare the minimum TWCVs
obtained by the two schemes. This comparison is presented in Figure 3 for both
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Fig. 3. Minimum TWCVs obtained by LE and GNE on a) Iris-data; b) Ruspini-data.
The broken lines denote the performance of LE

data sets and it has been observed that the new encoding is superior in terms
of the best solution it can find throughout different experiments.

As described in Section 4, GA operators are updated according to the new
encoding scheme. What is more, a rectification process is used in order to de-
crease the redundancy of the representation. These processes bring in some extra
computation cost to the classical execution of GA. If this extra cost increases the
initial running cost of GA considerably, then the success of the method would
be questionable. Therefore, we have analyzed the average real time CPU statis-
tics of different processes in GA runs using the new scheme. The results for the
two data sets are presented in Table 2. Note that the rectification process re-
quires only 3 percent of the total execution time. There are extra computational
costs in mutation and crossover operations. However, as seen in the tables their
share in the total execution cost is quite small, too. The fitness evaluation is still
the most dominant process in terms of computational time. Hence, it can be
concluded that the extra execution time required by the new scheme is within
acceptable limits.

6 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, a new encoding scheme is proposed for GA based clustering. This
new scheme is successfully used with multi-objective GA. The results obtained
on two well-known data sets provide a good insight about the contribution of
the new scheme. These results are compared with the output of the classical
GNE. The analysis carried out clearly notifies that the new scheme is more
advantageous. Although some extra processes are needed in order to keep the
redundancy low, it has been observed that the computational cost of these pro-
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cesses is not significant. The leap in TWCV after the optimum number of clusters
seems to be an important issue about the technique proposed. It is expected to
observe such a leap for datasets with well separated clusters. It would be inter-
esting to observe the change in TWCV, in domains where cluster borders are
not clear. In such domains, probably it would not be possible to directly observe
the optimum number of clusters. However, an automatic analysis of the change
in TWCV might be helpful to determine the optimum point.

Reference
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Abstract. A common issue in cluster analysis is that there is no sin-
gle correct answer to the number of clusters, since cluster analysis in-
volves human subjective judgement. Interactive visualization is one of
the methods where users can decide a proper clustering parameters. In
this paper, a new clustering approach called CDCS (Categorical Data
Clustering with Subjective factors) is introduced, where a visualization
tool for clustered categorical data is developed such that the result of
adjusting parameters is instantly reflected. The experiment shows that
CDCS generates high quality clusters compared to other typical algo-
rithms.

1 Introduction

Clustering is one of the most useful tasks in data mining process for discovering
groups and identifying interesting distributions and patterns in the underlying
data. The clustering problem is about partitioning a given data set into groups
(clusters) such that the data points in a cluster is more similar to each other
than points in different clusters. The clusters thus discovered are then used for
describing characteristics of the data set. Cluster analysis has been widely used
in numerous applications, including pattern recognition, image processing, land
planning, text query interface, market research, etc.

Many clustering methods have been proposed in the literature, and most of
these handle data sets with numeric attributes where proximity measure can
be defined by geometrical distance. For categorical data which has no order
relationship, a general method is to transform it into binary data. However, such
binary mapping may lose the meaning of original data set and result in incorrect
clustering as reported in [3]. Furthermore, high dimensions will require more
space and time if the similarity function is involved with matrix computation
such as the Mahalanobis measure.

Another problem we face in clustering is how to validate the clustering results
and decide the optimal number of clusters that fits a data set. For a specific ap-
plication, it may be important to have well separated clusters, while for another
it may be more important to consider the compactness of the clusters. Hence,
there is no correct answer for the optimal number of clustering since cluster
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analysis may involve human subjective judgement and Visualization is one of
the most intuitive ways for users to decide a proper clustering.

In this paper, we present a new approach, CDCS (Categorical Data Cluster-
ing Using Subjective Factors) for clustering categorical data. The central idea in
CDCS is to provide a visualization interface to extract users’ subjective factors,
and therefore to increase the clustering result reliability. CDCS can be divided
into three steps. The first step incorporates a single-pass clustering method to
group objects with high similarity. Then, small clusters are merged and displayed
for visualization. Through the proposed interactive visualization tool, users can
observe the data set and determine appropriate parameters for clustering.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the ar-
chitecture of CDCS and the clustering algorithm utilized. Section 3 discusses
the visualization method of CDCS in detail. Section 4 presents an experimental
evaluation of CDCS using popular data sets and comparisons with two famous
algorithms AutoClass [2] and k-mode [4]. Section 5 presents the conclusions and
suggests future work.

2 The CDCS Algorithm

In this section, we introduce our clustering algorithm which utilizes the concept
of Bayesian classifiers as a proximity measure for categorical data and involves
a visualization tool of categorical clusters. The process of CDCS can be divided
into three steps. In the first step, it applies “simple clustering seeking” [6] to
group objects with high similarity. Then, small clusters are merged and displayed
by categorical cluster visualization. Users can adjust the merging parameters and
view the result through the interactive visualization tool. The process continues
until users are satisfied with the result.

Simple cluster seeking, sometimes called dynamic clustering, is a one pass
clustering algorithm which does not require the specification of cluster num-
ber. Instead, a similarity threshold is used to decide if a data object should be
grouped into an existing cluster or form a new cluster. More specifically, the
data objects are processed individually and sequentially. The first data object
forms a single cluster by itself. Next, each data object is compared to existing
clusters. If its similarity with the most similar cluster is greater than a given
threshold, this data object is assigned to that cluster and the representation of
that cluster is updated. Otherwise, a new cluster is formed. The advantage of
dynamic clustering is that it provides simple and incremental clustering where
each data sample contributes to changes in the clusters.

However, there are two inherent problems for this dynamic clustering: 1) a
clustering result can be affected by the input order of data objects, 2) a similarity
threshold should be given as input parameter. For the first problem, higher
similarity thresholds can decrease the influence of the data order and ensure
that only highly similar data objects are grouped together. As a large number
of small clusters (called s-clusters) can be produced, the cluster merging step is
required to group small clusters into larger clusters. Another similarity threshold
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is designed to be adjusted for interactive visualization. Thus, a user’s views about
the clustering result can be extracted when he/she decides a proper threshold.

2.1 Proximity Measure for Categorical Data

Clustering problem, in some sense, can be viewed as a classification problem for
it predicts whether a data object belongs to an existing cluster or class. In other
words, data in the same cluster can be considered as having the same class label.
Therefore, the similarity function of a data object to a cluster can be represented
by the probability that the data object belongs to that cluster. Here, we adopt
a similarity function based on the naive Bayesian classifier [5]. The idea of naive
Bayes is to computed the largest posteriori probability maxj P (Cj |X) for a data
object X to a cluster Cj . Using the Bayes’ theorem, P (Cj |X) can be computed
by

P (Cj |X) ∝ P (X |Cj)P (Cj) (1)

Assuming attributes are conditionally independent, we can replace P (X |Cj)
by
∏d

i=1 P (vi|Cj), where vi is X ’s attribute value for the i-th attribute (X =
(v1, v2, ..., vd)). P (vi|Cj), a simpler form for P (Ai = vi|Cj), is the probability of
vi for the i-th attribute in cluster Cj , and P (Cj) is the priori probability defined
as the number of objects in Cj to the total number of objects observed.

Applying this idea in dynamic clustering, the proximity measure of a incom-
ing object Xi to an existing cluster Cj can be computed as described above,
where the prior objects X1, . . . , Xi−1 before Xi are considered as the training
set and objects in the same cluster are regarded as having the same class la-
bel. For the cluster Ck with the largest posteriori probability, if the similarity is
greater than a threshold g defined as

g = pd−e × εe × P (Ck) (2)

then Xi is assigned to cluster Ck and P (vi|Ck), i = 1, . . . , d, are updated ac-
cordingly. For each cluster, a table is maintained to record the pairs of attribute
value and their frequency for each attribute. Therefore, to update P (vi|Ck) is
simply an increase of the frequency count. Note that to avoid zero similarity, if
a product is zero, we replace it by a small value.

The equation for the similarity threshold is similar to the posteriori proba-
bility P (Cj |X) =

∏d
i=1 P (vi|Cj)P (Cj), where the symbol p denotes the average

proportion of the highest attribute value for each attribute, and e denotes the
number of attributes that can be tolerated for various values. For such attributes,
the highest proportion of different attribute values is given a small value ε. This
is based on the idea that the objects in the same cluster should possess the same
attribute values for most attributes, even though some attributes may be dissim-
ilar. For large p and small e, we will have many compact s-clusters. In the most
extreme situation, where p = 1 and e = 0, each distinct object is classified to
a cluster. CDCS adopts a default value 0.9 and 1 for p and e, respectively. The
resulting clusters are usually small, highly condensed and applicable for most
data sets.
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2.2 Group Merging

In the second step, we group the resulting s-clusters from dynamic clustering into
larger clusters ready for display with our visualization tool. To merge s-clusters,
we first compute the similarity scores for each cluster pair. The similarity score
between two s-clusters Cx and Cy is defined as follows:

sim(Cx, Cy) =
d∏

i=1

[
|Ai|∑

j

min{P (vij |Cx), P (vij |Cy)} + ε] (3)

where P (vij |Cx) denotes the probability of the j-th attribute value for the i-the
attribute in cluster Cx, and |Ai| denotes the number of attribute values for the i
attribute. The idea behind this definition is that the more the clusters intersect,
the more similar they are. If the distribution of attribute values for two clusters
is similar, they will have a higher similarity score. There is also a merge threshold
g′, which is defined as below:

g′ = (p′)d−e′ × εe′
(4)

Similar to the last section, the similarity threshold g′ is defined by p′, the average
percentage of common attribute values for an attribute; and e′, the number of
attributes that can be neglected.

For each cluster pair Cx and Cy , the similarity score is computed and recorded
in a n×n matrix SM , where n is the number of s-clusters. Given the matrix SM
and a similarity threshold g′, we compute a binary matrix BM (of size n × n)
as follows. If SM [x, y] is greater than the similarity threshold g′, cluster Cx

and Cy are considered similar and BM [x, y] = 1. Otherwise, they are dissimilar
and BM [x, y] = 0. When parameters p′ and e′ are adjusted, BM is updated
accordingly.

With the binary matrix BM , we then apply a transitive concept to group
s-clusters. To illustrate this, in Figure 1, clusters 1, 5, and 6 can be grouped
in one cluster since clusters 1 and 5 are similar, and clusters 5 and 6 are also
similar (The other two clusters are {2} and {3,4}). This merging step requires
O(n2) computation, which is similar to hierarchical clustering. However, the
computation is conducted for n s-clusters instead of data objects. In addition,
this transitive concept allows the arbitrary shape of clusters to be discovered.

3 Visualization with CDCS

Simply speaking, visualization in CDCS is implemented by transforming a cluster
into a graphic line connected by 3D points. These three dimensions represent
the attributes, attribute values and the percentages of an attribute value in the
cluster. These lines can then be observed in 3D space through rotations. In the
following, we first introduce the principle behind our visualization method; and
then describe how it can help determine a proper clustering.
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1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 1 1 0 0
4 0 0 1 1 0 0
5 1 0 0 0 1 1
6 0 0 0 0 1 1

Resulting groups:
{1,5,6},
{2},
{3,4}

Fig. 1. Binary similarity matrix (BM)

3.1 Principle of Visualization

Ideally, each attribute Ai of a cluster Cx has an obvious attribute value vi,k such
that the probability of the attribute value in the cluster, P (Ai = vi,k|Cx), is
maximum and close to 100%. Therefore, a cluster can be represented by these
attribute values. Consider the following coordinate system where the X coordi-
nate axis represents the attributes, the Y-axis represents attribute values corre-
sponding to respective attributes, and the Z-axis represents the probability that
an attribute value is in a cluster. Note that for different attributes, the Y-axis
represents different attribute value sets. In this coordinate system, we can denote
a cluster by a list of d 3D coordinates, (i, vi,k, P (vi,k|Cx)), i = 1, . . . , d, where d
denotes the number of attributes in the data set. Connecting these d points, we
get a graphic line in 3D. Different clusters can then be displayed in 3D space to
observe their closeness.

This method, which presents only attribute values with the highest propor-
tions, simplifies the visualization of a cluster. Through operations like rotation
or up/down movement, users can then observe the closeness of s-clusters from
various angles and decide whether or not they should be grouped in one clus-
ter. Graphic presentation can convey more information than words can describe.
Users can obtain reliable thresholds for clustering since the effects of various
thresholds can be directly observed in the interface.

3.2 Building a Coordinate System

To display a set of s-clusters in a space, we need to construct a coordinate system
such that interference among lines (different s-clusters) can be minimized in order
to observe closeness. The procedure is as follows. First, we examine the attribute
value with the highest proportion for each cluster. Then, summarize the number
of distinct attribute values for each attribute, and then sort them in increasing
order. Attributes with the same number of distinct attribute values are further
ordered by the lowest value of their proportions. The attribute with the least
number of attribute values are arranged in the middle of the X-axis and others
are put at two ends according to the order described above. In other words, if the
attribute values with the highest proportion for all s-clusters are the same for
some attribute Ak, this attribute will be arranged in the middle of the X-axis.
The next two attributes are then arranged at the left and right of Ak.
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After the locations of attributes on the X-axis are decided, the locations of
the corresponding attribute values on the Y-axis are arranged accordingly. For
each s-cluster, we examine the attribute value with the highest proportion for
each attribute. If the attribute value has not been seen before, it is added to the
“presenting list” (initially empty) for that attribute. Each attribute value in the
presenting list has a location as its order in the list. That is, not every attribute
value has a location on the Y-axis. Only attribute values with the highest pro-
portion for some clusters have corresponding locations on the Y-axis. Finally,
we represent a s-cluster Ck by its d coordinates (Lx(i), Ly(vi,j), P (vi,j |Ck)) for
i = 1, . . . , d, where the function Lx(i) returns the X-coordinate for attribute Ai,
and Ly(v) returns the Y-coordinate for attribute value v.

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8
a 90% P 100% S 40% x 60% M 100% α 100% G 100% B 99%

s1 b 10% F 30% q 40% C 1%
D 30%

a 100% O 80% S 100% x 40% M 100% α 100% H 100% B 100%
s2 P 20% q 30%

z 30%

(a) Two s-clusters and their distribution table

A2 A4 A1 A6 A5 A8 A3 A7

(b) Rearranged X coordinate

s1 (1, 1, 1) (2, 1, 0.6) (3, 1, 0.9) (4, 1, 1.0) (5, 1, 1.0) (6, 1,0.9) (7, 1, 0.4) (8, 1, 1.0)

s2 (1, 2, 0.8) (2, 1, 0.4) (3, 1, 1.0) (4, 1, 1.0) (5, 1, 1.0) (6, 1, 1.0) (7, 1, 1.0) (8, 2, 1.0)

(c) 3-D coordinates for s1 and s2

Fig. 2. Example of constructing a coordinate system

In Figure 2 for example, two s-clusters and their attribute distributions are
shown in (a). Here, the number of distinct attribute values with the highest
proportion is 1 for all attributes except for A2 and A7. For these attributes, they
are further ordered by the lowest proportion. Therefore, the order for these 8
attributes are A5, A6, A8, A1, A3, A4, A7, A2. With A5 as center, A6 and A8 are
arranged to the left and right, respectively. The rearranged order of attributes
is shown in Figure 2(b). Finally, we transform cluster s1, and then s2 into the
coordinate system we build, as shown in Figure 2(c). Taking A2 for example,
the presenting list includes P and O. Therefore, P gets a location 1 and O a
location 2 at Y-axis. Similarly, G gets a location 1 and H a location 2 at Y-axis
for A7.
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Fig. 3. Three s-clusters (a) before and (b) after attribute rearrangement

Figure 3 shows an example of three s-clusters displayed in one window before
(a) and after (b) the attribute rearrangement. The thickness of lines reflects the
size of the s-clusters. Comparing to the coordinate system without rearranging
attributes, s-clusters are easier to observe in the new coordinate system since
common points are located at the center along the X-axis presenting a trunk for
the displayed s-clusters. For dissimilar s-clusters, there will be a small number
of common points, leading to a short trunk. This is an indicator whether the
displayed clusters are similar and this concept will be used in the interactive
analysis described next.

3.3 Interactive Visualization and Analysis

The CDCS’s interface, as described above, is designed to display the merging
result of s-clusters such that users know the effects of adjusting parameters.
Instead of showing all s-clusters, our visualization tool displays only two groups
from the merging result. More specifically, our visualization tool presents two
groups in two windows for observing. The first window displays the group with
the most number of s-clusters since this group is usually the most complicated
case. The second window displays the group which contains the cluster pair with
the lowest similarity. The coordinate systems for the two groups are conducted
respectively.

Figure 4 shows an example of the CDCS’s interface. The dataset used is
the Mushroom database taken from UCI [1]. The number of s-clusters obtained
from the first step is 106. The left window shows the group with the largest
number of s-clusters, while the right window shows the group with the least
similar s-cluster pair. The number of s-clusters for these groups are 16 and 13,
respectively, as shown at the top of the windows. Below these two windows, three
sliders are used to control the parameters for group merging and visualization.
The first two sliders denote the parameters p′ and e′ used to control similarity
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Visualization of the mushroom dataset (a) a strict threshold (b) a mild threshold

threshold g′. The third slider is used for noise control in the visualization so that
small s-clusters can be omitted to highlight the visualization of larger s-clusters.
Each time the slider is moved, the merging result is computed and updated in the
windows. Users can also lock one of the windows for comparison with different
threshold.

A typical process for interactive visualization analysis with CDCS is as fol-
lows. We start from a strict threshold g′ such that the displayed groups are
compact; and then relax the similarity threshold until the displayed groups are
too complex. A compact group usually contains a long trunk such that all s-
clusters in the group have same values and high proportions for these attributes.
A complex group, on the other hand, presents short trunk and contains different
values for many attributes. For example, both groups displayed in Figure 4(a)
have obvious trunks which are composed of sixteen common points (or attribute
values). For a total of 22 attributes, 70% of the attributes have the common
values and proportions for all s-clusters in the group. Furthermore, the propor-
tions of these attribute values are very high. Through rotation, we also find that
the highest proportion of the attributes outside the trunk is similarly low for all
s-clusters. This implies that these attributes are not common features for these
s-clusters. Therefore, we could say both these groups are very compact since
these groups are composed of s-clusters that are very similar.

If we relax the parameter e′ from 2 to 5, the largest group and the group with
least similar s-clusters are the same group which contains 46 s-clusters, as shown
in Figure 4(b). For this merging threshold, there is no obvious trunk for this
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group and some of the highest proportions outside the trunk are relatively high
while some are relatively low. In other words, there are no common features for
these s-clusters, and this merge threshold is too relaxed since different s-clusters
are put in the same group. Therefore, the merging threshold in Figure 4(a) is
better than the one in Figure 4(b).

In summary, whether the s-clusters in a group are similar is based on users’
viewpoints on the obvious trunk. As the merging threshold is relaxed, more
s-clusters are grouped together and the trunks of both windows get shorter.
Sometimes, we may reach a stage where the merge result is the same no matter
how the parameters are adjusted. This may be an indicator of a suitable cluster-
ing result. However, it depends on how we view these clusters since there may
be several such stages.

4 Experiments

We presents an experimental evaluation of CDCS on five real-life data sets from
UCI machine learning repository [1] and compares its result with AutoClass [2]
and k-mode [4]. The number of clusters required for k-mode is obtained from
the clustering result of CDCS. To study the effect due to the order of input
data, each dataset is randomly ordered to create four test data sets for CDCS.
Four users are involved in the visualization analysis to decide a proper grouping
criteria.

The five data sets used are Mushroom, Soybean-small, Soybean-large, Zoo
dataset and Congress Voting which have been used for other clustering algo-
rithms. Table 1 records the number of clusters and the clustering accuracy for
the 5 data sets. As shown in the last row, CDCS has better clustering accuracy
than the other two algorithms. CDCS is better than K-mode in each experiment
given the same number of clusters. However, the number of clusters found by
CDCS is more than that found by AutoClass, especially for the last two data
sets. The main reason for this phenomenon is that CDCS reflects users’ view
on the degree of intracluster cohesion. Various clustering results, say 9 clusters
and 10 clusters, can not be observed in this visualization method. In general,
CDCS has better intracluster cohesion for all data sets, while AutoClass has
better cluster separation (smaller intercluster similarity) on the whole.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a novel approach for clustering categorical data
based on two ideas. First, a classification-based concept is incorporated in the
computation of object similarity to clusters; and second, a visualization method
is devised for presenting categorical data in a 3-D space. Through interactive
visualization interface, users can easily decide a proper parameter setting. From
the experiments, we conclude that CDCS performs quite well compared to state-
of-the-art clustering algorithms. Meanwhile, CDCS handles successfully data sets
with significant differences in the sizes of clusters. In addition, the adoption of
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Table 1. Number of clusters and clustering accuracy for three algorithms

# of clusters Accuracy

AutoClass CDCS AutoClass K-mode CDCS

Mushroom 22 21 0.9990 0.9326 0.996
22 attributes 18 23 0.9931 0.9475 1.0
8124 data 17 23 0.9763 0.9429 0.996
2 labels 19 22 0.9901 0.9468 0.996
Zoo 7 7 0.9306 0.8634 0.9306
16 attributes 7 8 0.9306 0.8614 0.9306
101 data 7 8 0.9306 0.8644 0.9306
7 labels 7 9 0.9207 0.8832 0.9603
Soybean-small 5 6 1.0 0.9659 0.9787
21 attributes 5 5 1.0 0.9361 0.9787
47 data 4 5 1.0 0.9417 0.9574
4 labels 6 7 1.0 0.9851 1.0
Soybean-large 15 24 0.664 0.6351 0.7500
35 attributes 5 28 0.361 0.6983 0.7480
307 data 5 23 0.3224 0.6716 0.7335
19 labels 5 21 0.3876 0.6433 0.7325
Voting 5 24 0.8965 0.9260 0.9858
16 attributes 5 28 0.8942 0.9255 0.9937
435 data 5 26 0.8804 0.9312 0.9860
2 labels 5 26 0.9034 0.9308 0.9364

Average 0.8490 0.8716 0.9260

naive-Bayes classification makes CDCS’s clustering results much more easily
interpreted for conceptual clustering.
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Abstract. Visualization techniques provide an outstanding role in KDD
process for data analysis and mining. However, one image does not always
convey successfully the inherent information from high dimensionality,
very large databases. In this paper we introduce VSIS (Visual Set of In-
formation Segments), an interactive tool to visually explore multidimen-
sional, very large, numerical data. Within the supervised learning, our
proposal approaches the problem of classification by searching of mean-
ingful intervals belonging to the most relevant attributes. These intervals
are displayed as multi–colored bars in which the degree of impurity with
respect to the class membership can be easily perceived. Such bars can be
re–explored interactively with new values of user–defined parameters. A
case study of applying VSIS to some UCI repository data sets shows the
usefulness of our tool in supporting the exploration of multidimensional
and very large data.

1 Introduction

Visualization techniques provide an important support to extract knowledge
from huge amounts of data incorporating ingenuity, analytic capability, and ex-
perience of the user in order to steer the KDD process [15]. From graphic rep-
resentations of a query or data set, the user carries out an interactive visual
exploration from which interesting subsets and data relationships can be identi-
fied, and new hypotheses and conclusions can be drawn. Such hypotheses can be
later verified by data mining techniques. Through a visual exploration, the user
can intuitively have a good idea of the result interpretation. Different graphic
views of the same data set can give the user a better understanding about it,
and an easy way to detect patterns, outliers, and noise. In addition, visualization
tools can be also used to reduce the search space and therefore, to obtain simpler
models for complex sub–domains.

An important concern for multidimensional data visualization techniques is
to avoid different entities overlapping on the screen. These individual entities can
be data–items or examples, data–values or attribute–values, or data aggregations
based on the former ones. If the values are directly displayed, they usually are
a significantly small portion of the entire available data. Otherwise, it is likely
that the resulting image cannot convey the data properties appropriately and the
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Fig. 1. Wave–Form database (40 attributes, 5000 examples, 3 class labels) in Parallel
Coordinates.

exploration becomes a difficult task. As an example, Figure 1 shows the Wave–
form data set displayed using the well–known Parallel Coordinates technique
[11]. Because of the high width and depth of this data set, individual examples
cannot be clearly seen from this display, also preventing the detection of relevant
patterns and attributes. We think it is more interesting to display as few graphic
entities as possible in order to represent as large amount of data as possible. The
smaller number of graphical entities containing higher number of examples, the
easier and more meaningful interpretation of results.

In addition, many visualization techniques have restrictions regarding the
data size, with respect either to the number of examples or the number of at-
tributes. In this paper we introduce VSIS (Visual Set of Information Segments),
an interactive tool to explore multidimensional and very large databases. Han-
dling enormous amount of data might seem risky to graphically represent every
different value in only one image, not only because of the screen limitations, but
also the human ability to understand a complex image. Therefore, our goal is
also to incorporate user’s constraints, so the display can become more significant
for the expert.

2 VSIS: Visual Set of Information Segments

Within the supervised learning, the problem of classification is generally defined
as follows. An input finite data set of training examples is given. Every training
example is a pair e = (x, y) where x is a vector of m attribute values (each
of which may be numeric or symbolic) and y is a class discrete value named
label. The goal is to obtain a model y = f(x) to classify or decide the label
for new non–labelled test examples named queries. VSIS supports the problem
of classification with numerical attributes by displaying only the most relevant
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attributes with only the most meaningful intervals. The set of intervals is as
small as possible depending on the user demand. For each interval is displayed
the distribution of labels within it and the relationship with other intervals. We
name these graphic entities information segments.

Henceforth, the next notation is used to describe VSIS. Let m be the number
of continuous attributes (A1, . . . ,Am). Let Y = {y1, . . . , yz} be the set of class
labels from one nominal attribute previously selected by the user. Let T be the
training set so that: T = {e1, . . . , en}; ei = (xi, yi); xi ∈ Rm; yi ∈ Y ; i ∈
{1, . . . , n}; m, n ∈ N .

Definition 1 (Empty Segment) An empty segment Sj,k represents an inter-
val I of the jth attribute Aj for which no training example has a value within I:
∀ ei ∈ T · xij /∈ I.

Definition 2 (Pure Segment) A pure segment Sj,k represents an interval I
of the jth attribute Aj for which all the training examples are associated with
the same class label: � ei, ei′ ∈ T · xij ∈ I ∧ xi′j ∈ I ∧ yi 
= yi′ .

Definition 3 (Impure Segment) An impure segment Sj,k represents an in-
terval I of the jth attribute Aj for which there are training examples associated
with different class labels: ∃ ei, ei′ ∈ T · xij ∈ I ∧ xi′j ∈ I ∧ yi 
= yi′ .

The segments are displayed as colored bars. The color represents the class label
and it is previously selected by the user. Empty segments are not displayed,
pure segments are displayed with one color and impure segments are displayed
with a number of colors. Every color takes up an area inside a rectangle which
is proportional to the number of examples with the label associated to such a
color in the respective information segment.

The process is divided into two steps: first, an initial set of segments is calcu-
lated; second, the minimal set of segments meaningful for the user is obtained.
Both sets are displayed and can be interactively re–explored.

2.1 ISIS: Initial Sets of Information Segments

This first phase builds m initial sets ISISj (j ∈ {1, . . . , m}), one per attribute.
Each set ISISj is formed by α information segments and provide the user with
insight about the label distribution of input data. α is a user parameter (integer)
which splits the continuous attributes of T into α equal–width intervals. The
higher value for α, the higher accuracy is obtained.

Each information segment Sj,k (k ∈ {1, . . . , α}) is composed by three ele-
ments:

– Ij,k = [lj,k, uj,k) is a left–closed, right–open interval in R, such that uj,k =
lj,k+1 (∀k < α).

– Hj,k = {Hj,k1 , . . . , Hj,kz} is a histogram with the number of examples for
each label that are covered by Sj,k. An example ei is covered by a segment
Sj,k if the jth attribute value of the example (xij) belongs to the interval
Ij,k.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the data structure used to build the initial sets of information
segments (α = 25).

– IHj,k is a set of m−1 elements SIHj,k,j′ , one per each attribute Aj′ different
to Aj . Each element SIHj,k,j′ is composed by a set of pairs (k′, H∩

k′), related
to segments for other attributes containing examples covered by Sjk. The
element k′ is the index of a segment Sj′,k′ , and H∩

k′ is the histogram of class
labels for examples in the intersection Hj,k ∩Hj′,k′ . The purpose of this data
structure is to compute the minimal set of segments in the next phase.

The initial sets of segments are built by one only scan, previously generating
α empty segments Sj,k for each attribute with Hj,kp = 0 (p ∈ {1, . . . , z}) and
IHjk = ∅. Then every example ei = (xi, yi) updates the class–labels histogram
Hjk of the segment Sjk that covers xi (increasing by one Hjkyi ), and the rela-
tionships IHjk among such updated segments. The computational cost of the
process is not expensive since the index k of the segment Sjk associated to a
value xij can be calculated directly:

k = &norm(xij) ·α'; norm(xij) = xij−MINj

MAXj−MINj
; MINj = lj1; MAXj = ujα

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the data structure used to build the initial
set of information segments, using α = 25 initial intervals and 4 class labels
(Y = {A, B, C, D}). For each attribute Aj , each ISISj has 25 equal–width
segments. The last segment of the last attribute (Sm,25) is associated to the real
interval [0, 0.24]. This interval covers 17 examples, 9 of them with label A, 3 with
label C, and 5 with label D. These 17 examples are covered by three segments in
the attribute 1 (S1,1,S1,8 and S1,25). The first segment, S1,1, covers 7 examples
(4 with class A, 0 with class B, 1 with class C and 2 with class D), 2 the second
and 8 the third one.

When all the examples have been processed, all the empty segments are re-
moved. Next, every pair of consecutive segments with equal label distribution is
joined ( |Hj,k−1p |∑

z
p=1 |Hj,k−1p | = |Hj,kp |∑

z
p=1 |Hj,k| , ∀p ∈ {1, . . . , z}). Given Sj,k−1 and Sj,k as

consecutive segments, Hj,k−1 and IHj,k−1 are updated with Hj,k and IHj,k, re-
spectively, and the right segment Sj,k is removed. Finally, when all the attributes
have been examined, a ranking of them is obtained as a function of the number
of pure segments, the number of impure ones, and the impurity level of them,
by means of the next heuristic:

Weight(Aj) = n−nsj

nsj∑
k=1

(
z

max
p=1

|Hj,kp |)
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Fig. 3. Wave–Form database. Initial seg-
ments for the three most significant at-
tributes (x7, x15, and x16), using α = 25.
There are not empty segments in any at-
tribute.

Fig. 4. Wave–Form database. Initial seg-
ments using α = 200. There are empty
segments in every attribute: x7 (32 seg-
ments), x15 (25), and x16 (29).

where n is the number of training examples, z is the number of different class
labels and nsj is the number of non–empty initial segments in Aj .

Figures 3 and 4 show the initial segments obtained from Wave-form data
set, for the three most significant attributes according to the above heuristic:
x7, x15 and x16. Attributes are graphically shown in order of relevance, from
top to bottom. The display shows similarities among attributes -when two or
more of them have similar shapes- and their relevance -when the distribution is
homogeneous, that is, intervals are impure-. The higher value for α, the greater
number of empty intervals are displayed. That is the reason why in Figure 4
the number of initial segments are not equal to the number of initial intervals.
Having a look to the images, we can know the label distribution and the overlap
level inside the attributes. It is interesting the correlation between attributes x15
and x16 (two at the bottom of figure on the left). That correlation is stronger
when the class orange is present, and we can observe that shapes for class green
are different for these two attributes from the middle of the attribute until the
right bound. In addition, the initial segments provide the user with an insight
about the potential complexity of the Minimal Set of Information Segments.

2.2 MSIS: Minimal Set of Information Segments

In the second phase, consecutive segments belonging to the attributes selected
in the first phase are joined, trying to take advantage of attributes with least
number of segments and smaller intersection among them. The goal now is to
find the least number of segments from which to describe the label distribution,
transforming thousands of examples with dozens of attributes into several colored
segments clearly separated in the image.

Definition 4 (Support) The support of a segment Sj,k is the number of ex-
amples covered by Sj,k.
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Definition 5 (Purity) The purity of a segment Sj,k is the percentage of exam-
ples covered by Sj,k with a majority label with respect to its support.

Definition 6 (Minimal Support γ) The minimal support γ is the lowest sup-
port that a segment must surpass to belong to the MSIS.

Definition 7 (Minimal Purity δ) The minimal purity δ is the lowest percent-
age of examples with a majority label with respect to the number of covered ex-
amples that an impure segment must surpass for to it be a part of the MSIS.

Therefore, a pure segment Sj,k takes δj,k = 100 whereas an impure segment
Sj′,k′ takes δj′,k′ = 100maxz

p=1(|Hj′,k′p |)∑
z
p=1 |Hj′,k′p | . γ and δ are two user parameters.

The MSIS is built from the ISISj sets by two iterative procedures. For each
attribute Aj , the algorithm looks for the two consecutive impure segments in
ISISj whose union is possible and whose resulting support is the highest. Two
consecutive impure segments can be joined if the resulting purity is greater than
or equal to the minimal purity δ.

Next, another iterative procedure adds joined segments from the ISISj sets
to MSIS. In each iteration, a new segment is included in the MSIS: the one with
the largest number of examples that are not yet covered by another segments
already included in the MSIS. Thus, the first segment to be included will be the
one with the highest support. The procedure ends when either all the examples
have been covered or there is no segment that covers examples uncovered by the
MSIS. The number Δ of examples that a segment Sj,k in ISISj can provide for
the MSIS is computed by the intersection among IHj,k and the histograms H∩

k′

associated with the segments Sj′,k′ already included in the MSIS, according to
the equation 1:

Δ = (
z∑

p=1

|Hj,kp |)− |
⋂

∀ Sj′k′∈ MSIS

(SIHj,k,j′ , Hj′,k′) | (1)

In each new iteration, the number of examples uncovered by non–included seg-
ments may change with respect to the earlier iteration, and every segment is
re–visited again. If a segment Sj,k ∈ ISISj does not contain examples uncov-
ered by MSIS, then it is removed from ISISj so that the next iteration will have
lower computational cost.

When the above procedure ends, the MSIS is displayed. For each attribute
with at least one information segment, a horizontal attribute–bar shows its seg-
ments in increasing order of values, from left to right. Every attribute–bar is
equal in size, both in width and height. To the left of each bar, the name of
the associated attribute is displayed, along with the total number of examples
covered by the segments belonging to such an attribute, and the total number of
exclusive examples that all the segments provide. We allow interactive capability
to VSIS tool so that the user can keep on exploring the examples belonging to
impure segments (both in ISIS and MSIS) until finding a meaningful visual de-
scription, through both Parallel Coordinates technique and new segments over
different dimensions with higher purity.
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10

x16 [0.0, 0.36]
Majority label: ORANGE
Goodness: 70.48%
505 own examples about 1406 covered:
308 examples for labelBLUE
991 examples for label ORANGE
107 examples for label GREEN
1 conect. in x5               1 conect. in x6
1 conect. in x7               1 conect. in x9
1 conect. in x13             1 conect. in x15

10
75

Fig. 5. Wave–Form data set. To the left, first exploration level using α=25, γ=1000
and δ=70. To the right, second exploration level after selecting one segment from the
image to the left, using α=25, γ=10 and δ=75.

An example of this capability of VSIS is shown in Figure 5. To the left, we try
to get more insight from Figure 3. To select the most significant segments we set
γ=1000, so only segments containing at least 1000 examples will be displayed.
In addition, as the label distribution provides many impure segments, we will
relax the criterion by setting δ=70, so only segments containing at least 70%
of examples with the same label must be displayed. Only four attributes were
selected by the algorithm (x6, x13, x15 and x16), and one segment for each one.
Attribute x7 appeared in Figures 3 and 4, but not in Figure 5, because the new
intervals offer fewer intervals with better label distribution.

Now we are interested in the last attribute x16 (bottom), so we can click on
it and set new values for δ and γ. This means we are going to analyze only that
segment, and therefore, the examples covered by it (exploration level = 2). The
new values for δ and γ are 75 and 10, respectively. The result is shown on the
right, where more segments are displayed due to the reduction of the value of
γ (only 10 examples). However, the purity has been increased up to 75. New
attributes appear in this image (x4, x5, x6, x9, x10, x11, x13, x15, x17, x18, x19
and x38), and also new segments (some of them were already in the exploration
level =1 ), which provide more insight about the data, as this might mean that
x6 and x13 are decisive for class green and x15 for class orange.

Re–exploring impure segments gives a powerful insight of data, as we can
achieve a higher accuracy on a specific domain. In this way VSIS cedes the
control to the user in order to find, group and validate decision rules with the
detail level needed. When a segment is explored, the new segments represent sub–
domains satisfying new user specifications. Each new exploration level gives a
new description of one attribute condition in a decision rule, since when we decide
to explore a segment, the subset defined by that attribute condition is visualized.
The process is completely interactive, reducing the support and increasing the
accuracy every time.

3 Displaying Very Large Databases

We have selected two databases from the UCI repository [5] to show the useful-
ness of our tool for visualizing great amount of data: one with large number of
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Fig. 6. Covtype database (581012 ex-
amples, 54 attributes, and 7 class la-
bels). Initial segments for the best five
attributes according to ranking: a01, a12,
a14, a36, a37 (α=50).

Fig. 7. Covtype database: MSIS using
α = 50, γ = 1000 and δ = 70. Fifteen
information segments (5 pure segments
and 10 impure segments).

examples (Covtype) and another one with large number of attributes (Isolet).
Figures 6 and 7 show two visualization examples of Covtype database. Such dis-
plays represent the manner to explore and detect significant sub–domains and
irrelevant attributes, and to validate patterns or rules extracted by learning al-
gorithms. These displays also give a good estimate with respect to accuracy and
complexity of the model to be extracted by a learning algorithm.

In Isolet database, the high degree of overlapping among different class labels
(most of segments are impure with a very low purity) shows the difficulty to
obtain both a non–complex and accurate knowledge model for (Figures 8 and
9). To tackle 617 attributes and 26 class labels is computationally expensive for
many visualization techniques, however VSIS performance is satisfactory.

4 Related Work

In [15], Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining techniques are clas-
sified according to three criteria:

– The data type to be visualized: one–dimensional data [19], two–dimensional
data [20], multidimensional data [16], text & hypertext [19], hierarchies &
graphs [6,4], and algorithms & software [8].

– The data representation: standard 2D/3D displays [20], geometrically trans-
formed displays [1,10,11], icon–based displays [7], dense pixel displays [14],
stacked displays [12], and hybrid techniques.

– The user interaction way: projection [3], filtering [20], zooming [17], spherical
& hyperbolic distortions, and linking & brushing.

According to the data type, our proposal VSIS can visualize multidimensional
data sets with numerical attributes. With respect to the second group, VSIS
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Fig. 8. Isolet database (7797 examples,
617 continuous attributes, and 26 class
labels). Initial segments for the best
seven attributes using α = 200.

Fig. 9. Isolet database: MSIS using α =
200, γ = 10 and δ = 50.

belongs to standard 2D techniques. Regarding the third category, VSIS pro-
vides data projections to the user, zooming and filtering to detect and validate
relevant and meaningful attributes and subdomains. Dimensionality reduction
has been dealt by three major approaches: Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[13], Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [18], and Kohonen’s Self Organizing Maps
(SOM) [9]. Recently, new dimensionality reduction techniques have been pro-
posed to process very large data sets with high dimensionality [2]. VSIS reduces
the dimensionality in an interactive manner so as to find meaningful subdomains
according to user measures.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

VSIS is a visualization tool to explore multidimensional numerical data. Through
visual interaction and feedback, the user decides how many examples and what
level of purity a segment must fulfil to be considered representative of a signifi-
cant subdomain. The information segments can be seen as decision rules with a
number of disjunctions equals the number of exploration levels, whose support
is greater than or equal to the last value of γ, and whose purity is greater than
or equal to the last value of δ. This representation helps the user with the iden-
tification of the most relevant attributes. Results are very interesting as the tool
is very flexible and allows the user to go into the level of exploration needed.

We are currently improving VSIS by using dense pixel approach to display
segments with variable color intensity degree in such a way the support of the
segments can be easily perceived. Several similarity measures are being addressed
to re–order segments on the display regarding the number of shared examples,
making the graphical information understandability easier.
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Abstract. Data warehousing is a collection of concepts and tools which aim at 
providing and maintaining a set of integrated data (the data warehouse – DW ) 
for business decision support within an organization. They extract data from 
different operational data sources, and after some cleansing and transformation 
procedures data are integrated and loaded into a central repository to enable 
analysis and mining. Data and metadata lineage are important processes for data 
analysis. The first allows users to trace warehouse data items back to the origi-
nal source item from which they were derived and the latter shows which opera-
tions have been performed to achieve that target data. This work proposes inte-
grating metadata captured during transformation processes using the CWM 
metadata standard in order to enable data and metadata lineage. Additionally it 
presents a tool specially developed for performing this task. 

1   Introduction 

Metadata has been identified as a key success factor in DW projects. It represents all 
knowledge captured from the DW processes, providing accurate mechanisms to gen-
erate more precise information, so crucial for decision support. Metadata captures all 
sort of information necessary to extract, transform and load data from source systems 
into the DW. This information will be used later to interpret the DW contents. 

Data transformation is an important process in DW. However, knowledge trans-
formation is scattered in programs source code, procedures, or stored as proprietary 
information of exclusive use of the data transformation tool. At this point, we may 
raise the following question: “How is it possible to follow a data item step by step 
since its source system, before extraction, until its complete integration to the DW, 
after being submitted to all kind of transformations?” The ability of visualizing data in 
a reverse order, following its transformation step by step is called lineage data process 
[5]. Current commercial ETL (Extraction, Transformation, Load) tools offer neither 
lineage data mechanisms, nor back tracing, i.e., the reverse track submitted by a data 
item at some granularity level (table, file, register, document or element), which turns 
the data transformation activity into a complex process. Due to the heterogeneity of 
transaction and legacy systems as well as the diversity of data transformation solu-
tions, the use of a metadata standard becomes an important requirement. It provides a 
way to represent all the metadata captured during data transformation process, which 
is necessary for data and metadata lineage. The Common Warehouse Metamodel 
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(CWM – [12]) is a metadata standard specifically used in DW domain, which offers 
essential packages and metamodels to represent data transformation, assuring seman-
tic metadata equivalence. 

This paper presents two main contributions: the first concerns the use of the CWM 
standard to support transformations and data and metadata lineage processes in a DW 
environment. This task will be achieved by integrating some of the CWM metamod-
els, and additionally including new transformation capabilities. The resulting meta-
model can also be represented in XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)1 to provide 
metadata interchange between other repositories. In order to validate this proposal, we 
have developed a tool to perform transformations and data and metadata lineage in a 
DW environment, which is also considered as a second contribution. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main con-
cepts of data transformations operators in a DW and an example that will be used as 
use case throughout the paper. Section 3 presents the main algorithms to perform data 
and metadata lineage. Section 4 presents the CWM metamodel and how it is has been 
extended to support data lineage. Section 5 presents the tool developed to support 
transformation and lineage functionalities. Section 6 reviews some related work, and 
finally section 7 concludes the paper. 

2   Transformations 

ETL is a well-known process cycle inherent to a warehousing environment. When-
ever it occurs it generates a new materialized view of the DW, involving data trans-
formations under different levels of granularity (table, column, file, etc.). In order to 
ensure data quality whenever a new view is produced, it is important to establish a 
metadata management strategy, whose aim is to integrate all the metadata in the data 
warehousing environment.This process will be achieved by the CWM metamodel, 
whose main characteristics will be presented in section 4. Therefore, in order to un-
derstand how metadata is integrated using this model, it is essential to describe some 
important lineage and transformation concepts, as these are relevant in the integration 
process. 

Our work was based on a previous study made by Cui and Widom [5][6], where a  
data set is defined as any set of data items - tuples, values, complex objects - with no 
duplicates in the set. A transformation T is any procedure that takes data sets as input 
and produces data sets as output. For any input data set I, the application of T to I 
resulting in an output set O, denoted T(I)=O, is an instance of T. Given transforma-
tions T1 and T2 (both components of T), T= T1  T2 is the transformation that first ap-
plies T1 to I to obtain I’ and then applies T2 to obtain O. A transformation that is not 
defined as a composition of other transformations is atomic. Additionally, a transfor-
mation can be of three types: Dispatcher: for each input data, a dispatcher transfor-
mation produces zero or more output data items, independently; Aggregator: an ag-
gregator transformation T for any input data set I generates  a resulting output set O 
and I is composed of disjoint partitions I1,..,In of I such that T(Ik)={ok} for k=1,…n. 
Furthermore, an aggregator operator can be Context-Free (if any two input data items 

                                                           
1  www.omg.org/technology/documents/formal/xmi.htm 
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either always belong or not to the same input partition, regardless of the other items in 
the input set) and Key-Preserving (giving any input set I and its input partition I1,..,In 

for output T(I)=O{o1,…,on}, all subsets of Ik produce a single output item with the 
same key value as ok, for k=1,…n); Black Box: it is an atomic transformation that is 
neither a dispatcher nor an aggregator, and it is not possible to generate a lineage 
tracing procedure. 

The purpose of data lineage is to implement the reverse operator from the set of 
canonical operators, ASPJ (Aggregation, Selection, Projection and Join), in order to 
present the subset of original relations that derived a specific tuple in a resulting rela-
tion. Intuitively, they define data lineage as following: “given a data item in a materi-
alized warehouse view, determine the set of source data items that produced the view 
item”. Fig. 1 shows an example of tuple derivation that uses the aggregation operator 
α. Given a relation R and a tuple t=<5,7>∈ α X,sum(Y) R , a tuple derivation t is ex-

pressed by α X,sum(Y)
-1 R(<5,7>) = {<5,2>,<5,4>,<5,1>}. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The Aggregation Operator. 

2.1   A Use Case 

This section presents an example of transformation operations based on Cui and 
Widom classification [6]. In the scope of ASPJ operations, transformations will be 
integrated into the CWM model, as well as they will be used as basis to implement 
data lineage process in our tool. To exemplify such a situation, consider the relations 
Sales and Shops presented in Tables 1 and 2.The column Product of Sales table con-
tains a list of information about name marktrade and category of a product.  

Suppose a marketing manager wants to analyze a promotion result implemented in 
March 2003 for cleaning and drinking products. 

In order to extract the required data it is necessary to perform the following list of 
transformations, illustrated by the graph of Fig. 2: T1: selects cleaning and drinking 
products from V1, producing relation V2. This is a Dispatcher operator; T2: joins V2 
and Shop. where V2.shopcd = Shop.Id followed by a projection, producing the rela-
tion VL1 with the following schema: <shopname, city, state, product, marktrade, 
category,total,date>. This is a Dispatcher operator; T3: selects from VL1 sales oc-
curred in ‘March’, producing the relation VL2;T4: aggregates in VL2 sales by ‘shop’ 
and ‘category’, generating the resulting relation VL3, illustrated in Table 3. In these 
examples it is intuitive verifying that, according to the previous definitions T1, T2 and 
T3 are transformations of type dispatcher, whereas T4 is of type aggregator.  
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Table 1. Sales Table. 

Product Mark 
Trade 

Category Shop 
Cd 

Customer 
Cd 

Date 
(m/d/y) 

Qty Price Total 
(U$) 

Coco Soap Jax Cleaning L3 C3 3/2/03 1 3.00 3.00 
Cream Soap Tox Cleaning L3 C1 3/2/03 20 1.00 20.00 
cheese Minas Frozen L2 C1 2/2/03 4 3.62 14.48 
Soap Neutral Cleaning L1 C1 2/10/03 10 2.50 25.00 
Soft drink Coke Drinking L2 C2 2/15/03 5 4.50 22.50 
Light soft  Coke Drinking L4 C2 3/3/03 1 6.22 6.22 
Paper Soft Cleaning L5 C2 3/4/03 20 6.00 126.00 
Chicken Perdigao Frozen L6 C3 3/4/03 3 12.00 36.00 
Almond Sadia Frozen L6 C2 3/4/03 2 4.35 8.70 
Coco soap Ruth Cleaning L5 C3 3/10/03 1 8.30 8.30 
Phosphorate Lux Cleaning L2 C1 3/15/03 5 2.00 10.00 
English Tea Leao Drinking L4 C2 3/15/03 8 0.80 6.40 

Table 2. Shop Table. 

Id ShopName Address City State Manager 
L1 ACME Botafogo 11XXX  Street Rio de Janeiro RJ João P. Souza 
L2 ACME Flamengo 22 YYY Street Rio de Janeiro RJ Maria Silva 
L3 ACME Copacabana 33 ZZZ  Street Rio de Janeiro RJ Paulo Pereira 
L4 ACME Pituba 44 KKK Street Salvador BA Carlos José 
L5 ACME Barra 55 HHH Street Salvador BA Ana Silva 
L6 ACME Leblon 66 TTT  Street Rio de Janeiro RJ Bianca Souza 

 

 

Fig. 2. Graph of Transformations. 

Table 3. Resulting Relation VL3. 

Name Category Total (U$) 
ACME Pituba Drinking 12.62 
ACME Barra Cleaning 134.30 
ACME Flamengo Cleaning 10.00 
ACME Cobacabana Cleaning 23.00 

Table 4. Original Tuple from Shop Table. 

Id ShopName Address City State Manager 
L3 ACME Copacabana 33 ZZZ Street Rio de Janeiro RJ Paulo Pereira 

 
Now suppose the marketing manager wants to see details about the tuple <ACME 

Copacabana, Cleaning, 23,00 >. In fact, he wants to visualize the data subsets that 
produced tuple t from its original relations, such as those shown in Tables 4 and 5. 
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Table 5. Original Tuples from Sales Table (2.5). 

Product Mark 
Trade 

Category ShopCd Customer 
Cd 

Date Qty Price Total 
(U$) 

Coco Soap Jax Cleaning L3 C3 3/2/03 1 3.00 3.00 
Cream Soap Tox Cleaning L3 C1 3/2/03 20 1.00 20.00 

3   Data and Metadata Lineage Processes 

Lineage tracing solution does not provide the visualization of all transformations this 
data item has been submitted to. This issue justifies the necessity of a metadata line-
age, since data lineage concerns only data, where only content is evaluated. In this 
work, data lineage is considered as a relational data based approach, as it is applied 
over a data space considered minimal of ASPJ transformations. However, other types 
of transformations (out of the relational range) may usually occur in a warehousing 
environment. Consider, for example, transformations that can be represented as a tree 
expression, such as (ASSIGN(Product.IdProd, SUM(ProductPartition.UPC, 
1000000000)) – see fig. 6). In this context, metadata lineage raises as an important 
issue. 

Metadata lineage is an orthogonal approach when compared to data lineage. The 
combined solution of applying data tracing with intensive use of metadata provides 
great benefit concerning the quality of data produced in a warehousing, as it is neces-
sary to represent the set of metadata related to each transformation. Intuitively the 
idea is: given a data item, resulting from an ETL process (column, table or material-
ized view), the metadata lineage procedure will show all transformations applied to 
that item, whenever navigation is achieved across an integrated metadata repository.  

Consider W a warehousing. m the ETL processes used to produce data in a DW 
and M a metamodel to represent the metadata of W. Assume Pk  k<=m. ({k,m,n,i} ∈ 
N, N:natural numbers) is an ETL process and wi a column of a materialized view Vi. 
Consider also the transformation operator Op applied to the column wi, generating the 

column wi+1 of the materialized view Vi+1, such that Op(wi ) � wi+1.  
If n transformation operators have been applied to generate a column in a view, 

ML(wi ,Pk) – the metadata lineage of wi and Pk – is the list � of all transformations 

that participated in the column wi generation, such that: ML (wi ,Pk) = �(Op(wi) � 
wi+1), i=1..n; k<=m.  An operator (Op) can also be applied to a materialized view (Vi) 
generating a view into another level (Vi+1), i.e., Op(Vi)  � Vi+1.  

Thus, the metadata lineage is also applied at a materialized view granularity level, 
where the list of all transformations � applied to a view in a determined ETL process 
Pk is defined as:  ML (Vi, Pk ) = � ( Op(Vi)  � Vi+1) i = 1. …. n;  k <= m. 

Hence, total metadata lineage is defined as TML (W,M)= � (ML(Vi | wi,Pk)), 

k=1,...m i.e., lineage can be applied to both a column or a view. Fig. 3 presents an 
algorithm to generate metadata lineage. This algorithm receives a target item as pa-
rameters of a data transformation at a granularity level (table or column), and for each 
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transformation T (T(Es)�Et) that originated the current target, the adjacent matrix2 
that represents the graph of transformations is updated and the routine MetaLineage 
containing the data source item Es is recursively called. The procedure is executed 
until the whole graph is generated. 

Fig. 4 shows an algorithm to visualize metadata or data lineage after being submit-
ted to a set of transformation operations, represented through a graph. The algorithm 
initially checks the transformation category (represented by the edge in a transforma-
tion graph ). If the transformation is of type Dispatcher, the tree expression containing 
the structure and the semantic of the transformation is presented (fig. 6, window 2), as 
well as the lineage tracing that generated these data items. In case of a Black-Box 
transformation, its description (that can be a script or a program) is also shown.  Oth-
erwise, the algorithm enables data lineage for data cubes. This procedure takes into 
account that all metadata concerning ETL processes definition are stored in a CWM 
based repository, and in the case of hypercubes, these can be accessed from metadata 
interoperability standards such as XMI (XML Metadata Interchange). 
 

 

Fig. 3. The Metadata Lineage Procedure. 

 
 
                                                                            Fig. 4. Visualizing Data and Metadata Lineage. 

4   Using CWM to Integrate Metadata 

Metadata plays an essential role in the process of data integration in a warehousing 
environment. The idea of using a metadata standard to provide a generic model to 
represent metadata independently of platform, and ensuring metadata semantic 
equivalence among all the warehousing components emerges as an interesting inte-
gration solution, and provides interoperability between metadata repository.  

The CWM (Common Warehouse Metamodel) [12,14] is a specific standard com-
pletely oriented to provide DW main requirements, such as metadata representation. 
Its main purpose is to provide a metamodel that enables integration and interoperabil-
ity of metadata between components (tools, software programs, and repositories) in a 
warehousing environment. It provides a framework to represent metadata captured 
from different data sources, transformations, analysis, processes and operations to 
create and manage the DW. It is composed of specific packages, which are responsi-
ble for performing each one of these functionalities: The Relational Package: this 

                                                           
2  An element A

i,j 
of an adjacent matrix A is an edge that connects a node i to a node j in a 

graph. 

Procedure MetaLineage  
(Target Et) 
T: Transformation 
for each T | T(Es)  � Et
do 
 UpdateGraphNodes(T,Es ,Et); 
 MetaLineage(Es); 

Procedure MetaLineageView  
(Target Es , Et) 
T: Transformation 

  for T | T(Es)  � Et  do 
  if T is Dispatcher 
   enableTreeExpression() ; 
  else 
   if T is BlackBox 
    showTransformation () ; 
   else 
     enableLineageCube() ;  
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package provides a metamodel to represent metadata from relational interfaces, and it 
uses standard SQL to access relational DBMS catalogs; The Transformation Pack-
age: the Transformation Package of CWM implements a hierarchy of data 
transformation (Activity-Step-Task), grouping a set of transformations into a logical 
unit represented by Transformation, TransformationTask, TransformationStep and 
TransformationActivity classes. In this way, an activity contains a set of steps, which 
have a set of tasks, and each task implements a set of data transformations. The CWM 
transformation metamodel has been extended in order to provide data and metadata 
lineage implementation. Each transformation associates a data item source with a 
target data item in different granularity levels (Column, Table or View). The trans-
formation is then categorized according to one of the types Aggregator, Dispatcher or 
BlackBox; The OLAP Package: the CWM OLAP Package defines a metamodel to 
represent multidimensional structures so employed in OLAP applications.   

5   The Lineage Tool 

The MetaL Tool (Metadata Lineage Tool) developed in the context of this work can 
be seen as a module embedded in the warehousing architecture. It has been developed 
in a relational framework, where data from flat files or semi-structured documents are 
not managed in the first version of this tool. Fig. 5 represents the star schema used in 
the example. It will serve as a case study to build the DW of an organization called 
ACME.  

In order to show the way the tool manages metadata according to the Activity-Step-
Task-Transformation CWM hierarchy, consider the following list of SQL queries, 
whose purposes are extracting, transforming and updating DW dimensions. In this 
simple example, dimension Product is generated from two other tables of a database 
(not shown in the example), named respectively ProductPartition01 and ProductParti-
tion02. These tables contain transactional data that will be used to perform the initial 
load of the DW product dimension. 

 

 

Fig. 5. The Star Schema Example. 

Activity: Load_Dim (Load the dimensions Product, Date, Shop and Customer). 
• Step 1:Load_Dim _Product (Load table Product from table ProductPartition01). 

It is composed of the following task: 
��Task 1: Load_from_Partition01  

“INSERT INTO Product (IdProd, Desc, TradeMark, Category, 
SKU) SELECT UPC + 1000000000, Description, TradeMark, 
Categ, SKU FROM ProductPartition01”. 
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This task is composed of five transformations, each one applied to a different  
column of Product table. For example, it is possible to define the transforma-
tion applied to IdProd column as:  
ASSIGN(Product.IdProd, SUM(ProductPartition.UPC, 1000000000)). This  
transformation can be represented as a tree expression (see window 3 of 
Fig. 6);  

5.1    The Data and Metadata Lineage Module 

This module allows the user to perform the back tracing of data and metadata trans-
formation processes when lineage mechanisms, such as those described in section 2 
are applied. Figure 7 presents the derivation graph for a column. This graph shows 
that the column IdProduct of Product table has been generated from UPC and SKU 
columns of ProductPartition01 and ProductPartition02 tables.  

5.2   The XMI Interoperability Module 

The set of CWM metadata captured during transformations can be exported into XMI 
metadata standard, a very appropriate mechanism to provide metadata interoperability 
with other systems [3]. 

6   Related Work 

Significant work has been developed on data transformation and integration tech-
niques in DW [1,16]. Some focused their efforts on implementing lineage information 
in different contexts: at schema level [2,8,11]; at instance level [5]; for data cleaning 
[7]; or embedded in a framework to provide metadata information about data items 
from multiple data sources [2,11].  Additionally, Hachem et al. in [8] propose a sys-
tem to manage derived attributes from a scientific database named Gaea, extended to 
object oriented modeling, where semantic constructors are also supported.  

Another set of works have concentrated their efforts on using metadata to improve 
and standardize most of warehousing processes. In this context Jarke et al.[9] present 
a framework to improve management quality in Warehousing environment, whereas 
in [10] they describe a metamodel to represent complex activities within a DW opera-
tional process. It is based on the language Telos, and uses a metadata repository.  A 
very good overview on metadata management in DW environment is done in [17], 
where important aspects about standards, tools and metadata categorization are em-
phasized. This paper has similar characteristics to the works developed in [2,4,5]. In 
[2] the OIM (Open Information Model), a repository schema that covers the metadata 
needed for DW scenarios, is used to support DW transformations. The others are 
focused on data lineage tracing based on transformation properties, taking into ac-
count transformations performed in the ASPJ space at fine-grained level (or instance 
level). 
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Fig. 6. Transformation and View Expression. 

 

Fig. 7. The Metadata Lineage Graph. 

7   Conclusion 

This work presented the problem of data and metadata lineage, as well as it described 
important concepts of transformations required in the data lineage process. The pur-
pose was to represent and integrate the metadata generated by these processes using 
the CWM metamodel. In order to provide these functionalities, a tool including algo-
rithms to support data transformations and data and metadata lineage tracing at differ-
ent levels of granularity has been developed. Additionally, this tool provides: techni-
cal and ETL processes metadata management; the ability of visualizing a 
transformation through its expression tree; and the integrated metamodel that can be 
exported in XML, based on XMI. This latter functionality represents an important 
mechanism to provide interoperability between other DW systems. As future work we 
intend to implement other aggregation transformations not contemplated in this work, 
as well as to provide lineage at other granularity levels (XML document, for example) 
and to extend the tool to other CWM packages.  
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Abstract. The decision tree learning algorithms, e.g., C5, are good at dataset 
classification. But those algorithms usually work with only one attribute at a 
time. The dependencies among attributes are not considered in those algo-
rithms. Thus, it is very important to construct a model to discover the depend-
encies among attributes and to improve the accuracy of the decision tree learn-
ing algorithms. Association mining is a good choice for us to concern with the 
problems of attribute dependencies. Generally, these dependencies are classi-
fied into three types: categorical-type, numerical-type, and categorical-
numerical-mixed dependencies. This paper proposes a CAM (Classification 
based on Association Mining) model to deal with such kind of dependency. The 
CAM model combines the association mining technologies and the traditional 
decision-tree learning capabilities to handle the complicated and real cases. Ac-
cording to the experiments on fifteen datasets from the UCI database repository, 
the CAM model can significantly improve both the accuracy and the rule size 
of C5. At the same time, the CAM model also outperforms the existing associa-
tion-based classification models, i.e., ADT (Association-based Decision Tree) 
and CBA (Classification Based on Association). 

1   Introduction 

One important application of data mining is the ability to perform classification in a 
huge amount of data [1]. The decision-tree learning algorithm is one of the most im-
portant results [2]. Basically, they build decision trees by recursively partitioning the 
dataset according to the selected attributes. In this framework, they usually deal with 
only one attribute at a time. The dependencies among attributes are not considered. 
Unfortunately, in real world, most datasets contain attributes, which are dependent. 
Thus, it is very important to construct a model to discover the dependencies among 
attributes and to improve the accuracy of the decision tree algorithms. 

Association mining is a good choice for us to concern with the problems of attrib-
ute dependencies. Generally, these dependencies are classified into three types: 
categorical- type, numerical-type, and categorical-numerical-mixed dependencies [3]. 
This paper proposes a CAM (Classification based on Association Mining) model to 
deal with such kind of dependency. The CAM model combines the association rule 
mining technologies and the traditional decision-tree learning capabilities to handle 
the complicated and real cases. 
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Several related works concerned about categorical-type dependency and associa-
tion-based classification. Chen [4] firstly proposed the concepts for categorical-type 
dependencies. However, they did not describe how these dependencies could be ob-
tained efficiently. Liu, Hsu and Ma proposed a CMAR (Classification based on Mul-
tiple Association Rules) model based on association rule mining [5]. Basically, this 
method firstly generated a complete association rule set, and then pruned the remain-
ing rules based on the correlation analysis. Wang, Zhou and He also proposed an 
ADT (Association-based Decision Tree) model to generate decision rules using asso-
ciation rule mining [6]. ADT firstly generates a complete set of association rules 
satisfying only minimum confidence threshold, and then prunes over-fitting rules on 
an accuracy-driven basis. In general, CMAR and ADT proposed novel techniques to 
replace the traditional decision tree learning algorithms, e.g., C5. Besides, they only 
compare the classification accuracy with C5. The comparisons on decision tree size 
are ignored. The decision tree size is also an important criterion to evaluate a classifi-
cation system. The differences among our CAM model and the above models are 
described as follows. First, our CAM model is proposed to enhance the traditional 
decision tree algorithms, e.g., C5. Second, our goal is to reduce both the classification 
error and the decision tree size. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the concept of attribute dependency. Section 3 then describes our CAM model. 
Before concluding, the experimental results are demonstrated in Section 4. 

2   Attribute Dependency 

To describe the concept of attribute dependency, Table 1 shows a transportation data-
set with 8 tuples. It illustrates the relations among gender (male or female), income 
(low or high), distance (away from home) and the target – vehicle (bike or car). 

Table 1. Transportation Dataset with 8 Tuples 

Gender Income Distance Target: Vehicle 
Male Low Far Car 
Male Low Far Car 
Female High Far Car 
Female High Near Car 
Male High Near Bike 
Male High Near Bike 
Female Low Near Bike 
Female Low Far Bike 

 
Based on the entropy-based decision-tree learning algorithm, i.e., C5, a decision 

tree with tree size 6 is returned by the algorithm. It is shown in Fig. 1. If we consider 
and combine more than one attribute, e.g., gender and income, at a time, a more com-
pact decision tree with tree size 4 can be obtained. It is shown in Fig. 2. A compact 
decision tree is preferable, since it is more general and its predictive power is often 
higher than that of a complex decision tree. 
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Fig. 1. The Decision Tree for the Concept Vehicle 

 

Fig. 2. A Compact Decision Tree for the Concept Vehicle 

This example illustrates the drawbacks of the traditional decision tree algorithms, 
because they usually work with only one attribute at a time. That is, the dependencies 
among attributes are not considered in those algorithms. 

Because both gender and income in this example are all categorical-type attributes, 
we call this kind of dependency is the categorical-type dependency. If the depend-
ency is among numerical-type attributes, we call this kind of dependency is the nu-
merical-type dependency. Moreover, the dependency among categorical-type and 
numerical-type attributes is called the categorical-numerical-mixed dependency. In 
next section, we’ll propose a model to discover these three kinds of dependencies. 

3   CAM (Classification Based on Association Mining) Model 

The major difficulty to discover attribute dependency is how these dependencies 
could be obtained efficiently. If we consider and combine any kinds and any number 
of attributes to find the best one, this is a combinatorial explode problem. Thus, our 
CAM (Classification based on Association Mining) model is proposed to overcome 
this problem. The architecture of our CAM model is depicted in Fig. 3. In this archi-
tecture, the training data is firstly sent to the module of association rule mining. As-
sociation rule mining has been studied popularly in data mining research [7, 8, 9, 10, 
11]. In this paper, the multidimensional association analysis is used to find the 
dependencies among attributes. 
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Fig. 3. The Architecture of the CAM Model 

The training data and the results obtained by the module of association rule mining 
are then sent to the traditional decision-tree learning algorithm, i.e., C5, to improve 
the performance of C5. The followings illustrate the rule extraction steps in CAM 
model over the numerical-categorical-mixed dataset. 

 

Step1. Because the module of association rule mining cannot accept the numerical-
type attributes as input, we must to discretize the attribute value of each numerical-
type attribute into the categorical-type attribute value. Thus, we use C5 to transform 
each numerical-type attribute into the categorical one according to the relationships 
between the numerical-type attribute and the target attribute. 
 

Step2. We create an attribute-value hierarchy according to the relationships between 
the attributes and the attribute values. In this hierarchy, we give each attribute value a 
unique number. Based on this attribute-value hierarchy, we encode each attribute 
value into its corresponding number for multidimensional association analysis. 
 

Sep3. According to the encoded dataset and a predefined minimum support count, the 
frequent itemsets are generated. 
 

Step4. Using the attribute-value hierarchy created in Step 2 and the frequent itemsets 
generated in Step 3, the attribute dependencies for conditional attributes are identified 
according to the strength of the association between conditional attributions and tar-
get attribute. Finally, the attribute dependencies for conditional attributes are depicted 
by a linkage diagram. 

 

Step5. Based on the linkage diagram, the new dataset is formed. The new dataset is 
sent to the C5 to generate the decision tree. 

 

To clearly describe these steps, the followings describe the details about how to in-
fer the decision tree and rules for Table 2. In Table 2, “Income” is a numerical-type 
attribute. Thus, a dataset for “Income” is generated. It is shown in Table 3. Based on 
Table 3, a decision tree is generated by C5. It is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Table 2. Transportation Dataset with 8 Tuples 

Gender Income State Target: Vehicle 
Male 32,000 NY Car 
Male 13,000 CA Car 
Female 53,000 NY Car 
Female 61,000 NY Car 
Male 90,000 CA Bike 
Male 74,000 CA Bike 
Female 23,000 NY Bike 
Female 33,000 CA Bike 

Table 3. Dataset for “Income” 

Income Target: Vehicle 
32,000 Car 
13,000 Car 
53,000 Car 
61,000 Car 
90,000 Bike 
74,000 Bike 
23,000 Bike 
33,000 Bike 

 

 

Fig. 4. The Decision Tree for Table 3 

Table 4. Transformed Dataset 

Gender Income State Target: Vehicle 
Male Low NY Car 
Male Low CA Car 
Female High NY Car 
Female High NY Car 
Male High CA Bike 
Male High CA Bike 
Female Low NY Bike 
Female Low CA Bike 

 
According to Fig. 4, if the attribute vale of “Income” is greater than 50,000, we 

transform it into “High”; otherwise, we transform it into “Low”. After this treatment, 
the original dataset are transformed into a new one. It is shown in Table 4. 
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Next, we create an attribute-value hierarchy according to the relationships between 
the attributes and the attribute values. It is shown below. In this hierarchy, we give 
each attribute value a unique number from 1 to 8. 

Based on this attribute-value hierarchy, we then encode each attribute value into its 
corresponding number. The encoded results are shown in Table 5. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Attribute-Value Hierarchy 

Table 5. Encoded Dataset 

Gender Income State Target: Vehicle 
1 4 5 7 
1 4 6 7 
2 3 5 7 
2 3 5 7 
1 3 6 8 
1 3 6 8 
2 4 5 8 
2 4 6 8 

 
According to this encoded dataset and a predefined minimum support count, the 

frequent itemsets are generated. It is shown in Table 6. In this case, the minimum 
support count is set to 2. The support count for each frequent itemset in Table 6 is 
listed in the parenthesis. 

Table 6. Frequent Itemsets 

 Frequent Itemsets 
L1 {1} (4), {2} (4), {3} (4), {4} (4), {5} (4), {6} (4), {7} (4), {8} (4) 

L2 
{1,3} (2), {1,4} (2), {1,6} (3), {1,7} (2), {1,8} (2), {2,3} (2), {2,4} (2), 
{2,5} (3), {2,7} (2), {2,8} (2), {3,5} (2), {3,6} (2), {3,7} (2), {3,8} (2), 
{4,5} (2), {4,6} (2), {4,7} (2), {4,8} (2), {5,7} (3), {6,8} (3) 

L3 
{1,3,6} (2), {1,3,8} (2), {1,4,7} (2), {1,6,8} (2), {2,3,5} (2), {2,3,7} (2), 
{2,4,8} (2), {2,5,7} (2), {3,5,7} (2), {3,6,8} (2) 

L4 {1,3,6,8} (2), {2,3,5,7} (2) 

 
For discovering the attribute dependencies, only L3 and L4 are considered. At the 

same time, only the itemsets correlated to the target attribute are reserved. According 
to these treatments, the reserved frequent itemsets are listed in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Reserved Frequent Itemsets 

 Frequent Itemsets 

L3 
{1,3,8} (2), {1,4,7} (2), {1,6,8} (2), {2,3,7} (2), {2,4,8} (2), {2,5,7} (2),  
{3,5,7} (2), {3,6,8} (2) 

L4 {1,3,6,8} (2), {2,3,5,7} (2) 

 
Based on the attribute-value hierarchy in Fig. 5, we then translate each frequent 

itemset in Table 7 into its attribute level. For example, we translate the frequent item-
set {1, 3, 8} into its attribute level {Gender, Income, Vehicle} with support count 2. 
After translation, the same itemsets are merged into one and we sum their support 
counts. After these steps, the results are listed below. 

Table 8. Attribute Associations 

 Frequent Itemsets 

L3 
{Gender, Income, Vehicle} (8), {Gender, State, Vehicle} (4), 
{Income, State, Vehicle} (4) 

L4 {Gender, Income, State, Vehicle} (4) 

 
In Table 8, “Gender” and “Income” have stronger association with “Vehicle” (the 

strength of the association is 8). The “Gender”, “Income” and “State” have the secon-
dary stronger association with “Vehicle” (the strength of the association is 4). Ac-
cording to the strength of the association, we depict the linkage diagram shown be-
low. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Linkage Diagram for Conditional Attributes 

According to Fig. 6, the following steps are adopted for clustering and combining 
conditional attributes. Initially, we select the number of cluster is 3 (maximum num-
ber of cluster). Then, we set the number of cluster to 2, and verify whether the accu-
racy of C5 in two clusters is better than three clusters or not. If two clusters get better 
performance than three clusters, we set the number of cluster to 1, and repeat the 
same processing; otherwise stop it. In this example, when the number of cluster is 2, 
the best performance can be reached. Thus, we cluster three attributes into two clus-
ters (Cluster 1: “Gender” and “Income”; Cluster 2: “State”). That is, “Gender” and 
“Income” are merged into a new attribute “Gender-Income”, and a combined dataset 
is formed. It is shown in Table 9. 

After putting this combined dataset into C5, we get a compact decision tree with 
tree size 4 (Before applying the CAM model, the decision tree size is 6). Thus, it is 
obviously that the CAM model can actually discover the dependencies among attrib-
utes. In next section, we’ll demonstrate the CAM model in several UCI datasets. 
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Table 9. Combined Dataset 

Gender-Income State Target: Vehicle 
Male-Low NY Car 
Male-Low CA Car 
Female-High NY Car 
Female-High NY Car 
Male-High CA Bike 
Male-High CA Bike 
Female-Low NY Bike 
Female-Low CA Bike 

Table 10. Experimental Results (Error Rate) 

Error Rate (%) Dataset Name # 
C5 CBA ADT CAM 

Australia 690 14.69% 15.08% 14.49% 14.05% 
Balance 625 21.53% 31.68% 20.32% 17.86% 
Cars 392 02.71% 06.18% 07.94% 02.26% 
Diabetes 768 25.15% 27.06% 26.14% 24.93% 
Flare 1066 17.20% 19.88% 16.99% 17.10% 
Iris 150 05.79% 08.00% 08.00% 04.81% 
Monk-1 432 0.07% 00.00% 00.00% 00.00% 
Monk-2 432 32.90% 23.66% 27.00% 32.90% 
Monk-3 432 00.00% 02.88% 01.09% 00.00% 
New-Thry 215 06.93% 05.60% 04.65% 05.49% 
Nursery 10344 04.30% 01.87% 01.73% 04.30% 
Post-Ope 90 30.33% 47.66% 28.88% 28.80% 
Voting 290 10.28% 05.96% 05.05% 09.45% 
Wine 178 07.28% 08.02% 06.86% 05.20% 
Zoo 101 07.34% 06.00% 06.00% 03.93% 
Average 12.43% 13.96% 11.67% 11.40% 

4   Experimental Results 

We evaluate CAM model using fifteen datasets from UCI database repository [12]. 
These datasets can be obtained from the following web site: http: //www1.ics.uci.edu 
/~mlearn/MLRepository.html. Based on these datasets, we compare our CAM model 
with C5, ADT, and CBA. In the experiments, we adopt the 5-fold cross validation 
scheme. Table 10 shows the error rate for all models, i.e., C5, CBA, ADT and CAM. 
The last row contains the average error rate of each model. From Table 10, CAM 
model is superior in several ways. First, CAM model has the lowest average error 
rate, i.e., 11.40%. Second, there are ten datasets that CAM model is better than the 
other models in error rate. Table 11 shows the rule size for all models. The last row 
contains the average rule size of each model. From Table 11, CAM model is also 
superior in several ways. First, CAM model has the smallest rule size, i.e., 27.47%. It 
means that CAM model can generate more compact rules. Second, there are twelve 
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datasets that CAM model is better than the other models in rule size. From the above 
experiments, the CAM model remarkably improves both the classification accuracy 
and the decision tree size of C5. Interestingly, the CAM model also outperforms the 
existing association-based classification models, i.e., ADT and CBA. 

Table 11. Experimental Results (Rule Size) 

Rule Size Dataset Name # 
C5 CBA ADT CAM 

Australia 690 20.02 129.2 43.80 12.61 
Balance 625 40.73 117.2 22.20 18.05 
Cars 392 28.37 168.8 194.4 28.30 
Diabetes 768 29.11 38.80 16.00 22.95 
Flare 1066 01.50 28.80 01.00 01.00 
Iris 150 04.71 05.60 04.60 04.17 
Monk-1 432 27.92 10.20 15.00 27.84 
Monk-2 432 01.00 117.8 111.8 01.00 
Monk-3 432 14.00 16.60 04.20 13.50 
New-Thry 215 08.10 11.40 11.20 08.10 
Nursery 10344 269.0 411.6 269.8 250.0 
Post-Ope 90 01.33 23.40 01.00 01.00 
Voting 290 12.80 31.80 25.20 11.28 
Wine 178 05.37 10.20 15.00 05.26 
Zoo 101 08.36 08.60 15.20 07.00 
Average 31.48 75.33 50.02 27.47 

5   Concluding Remarks 

This paper proposes a CAM (Classification based on Association Mining) model to 
deal with the problems of attribute dependencies. It combines the association rule 
mining technologies and the traditional decision-tree learning capabilities to handle 
the complicated and real cases. In experiments, we use the real datasets from UCI 
database repository. We compare CAM model with C5, ADT, and CBA. The experi-
mental results show that the CAM model remarkably improves the classification 
accuracy and the decision tree size based on C5. At the same time, the CAM model 
also outperforms the existing association-based classification models, i.e., ADT (As-
sociation-based Decision Tree) and CBA (Classification Based on Association). 
However, this paper adopts the linkage diagram for combining attributes. The CAM 
model needs to perform several trials for searching the best result. How to reduce 
these additional trials need to be investigated further. 
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Abstract. Web data extraction systems are the kernel of information
mediators between users and heterogeneous Web data resources. How
to extract structured data from semi-structured documents has been a
problem of active research. Supervised and unsupervised methods have
been devised to learn extraction rules from training sets. However, try-
ing to prepare training sets (especially to annotate them for supervised
methods), is very time-consuming. We propose a framework for Web data
extraction, which logged users’ access history and exploit them to assist
automatic training set generation. We cluster accessed Web documents
according to their structural details; define criteria to measure the im-
portance of sub-structures; and then generate extraction rules. We also
propose a method to adjust the rules according to historical data. Our
experiments confirm the viability of our proposal.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the volume of data on the Web has overran the capability of
manual processing. Many information agents have appeared as mediators be-
tween users and heterogeneous Web data resources to assist users to manage
data on the Web. The main objective of these agents is to extract structured
data from semi-structured documents, such that data on the Web can be pro-
cessed efficiently and automatically. For instance, if one extracts structured data
from pages A, B and C in Figure 1 and store them in the relational tables as
shown in Figure 2, then a query such as “return the list prices of the top sellers”
can be very easily expressed in SQL and be automatically processed.

There is an observation that many semi-structured documents are generated
by applying the same set of rules to the underlying structured database, e.g.,
page B and C. This suggests that some schemata exist in the set of documents.
However, unlike structured data, those schemata in semi-structured documents
are usually hidden from the users. How to detect the schemata from such doc-
uments and to figure out the informative portions is a core problem for Web
data extraction systems. Figure 3(a) shows a typical framework for Web data

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 269–278, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Sample Pages: (a) Top selling books; (b) the details of each book.

BookTitle Author Price ...
Mac... David... 20.97 ...
C++... Jasmin... 31.49 ...

... ... ... ...

BookTitle Author ListPrice ...
Mac... David... 29.95 ...
C++... Jasmin... 44.99 ...

... ... ... ...

Fig. 2. Extracted data stored in relational database.

extraction systems. In this framework, the process of Web data extraction is ab-
stracted into two phases. First, extraction rules are learnt from sets of training
documents. Here, extraction rules include the knowledge of document schema
and the know-how to extract structured data from each document. In the second
phase, the learnt rules are applied to target documents (i.e., the new documents)
to complete the remaining extraction. While there are many research to learn
extraction rules from training sets, the task of preparing training sets and target
sets is seldom addressed by current literature. In this paper, we suggest a frame-
work that uses access history to generate document sets automatically. We also
introduce methods that detect informative contents from documents to assist
extraction rule generation.

Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a framework for Web
data extraction. Section 3, introduces our approaches to prepare document sets,
including training sets and target sets. Section 4 describes how extraction rules
are learnt from generated training sets. Section 5 discusses the experimental
results, and Section 6 presents our conclusions and future works.

2 OWDEAH’s Framework

We begin with an introduction of our OWDEAH framework. OWDEAH is
the acronym for Online Web Data Extraction based on Access History. In this
framework, we analyze the access history of users – including Web documents
accessed and those parts in a document that users see as important. When a
document arrives, we select a set of documents that are most similar with the new
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Fig. 3. (a) a typical extraction frameworks; (b) the OWDEAH framework.

document from the historical data. Extraction rules learnt from this document
set are then applied to the new document. This is what Online means, i.e., we
can figure out extraction rules corresponding to the new document on-the-fly,
instead of collecting a set of documents to train the extraction rule generator.
Figure 3(b) shows the OWDEAHframework.

Currently, our target documents (to be extracted by our system) are re-
stricted to those with a hidden schema. Such documents have some kind of
schemata, i.e., the same type of data in the documents would be organized by
the same set of structures. These schemata are hidden from the users. To dis-
cover these schemata, we need to collect documents containing records of the
same type of information. For example, page A in Figure 1 contains information
records of 4 books; and that both page B and page C have a record with the
same type. In current systems, these documents are collected manually. How-
ever, it is very time-consuming and error-prone. To overcome this shortcoming,
we prepare these documents by analyzing access history from users and cluster
similar documents together automatically. The history may be a crawl history
of crawlers, or the browse history of individual users.

Training Set Generator first detects common structures from history doc-
uments, then clusters documents based on these structures and each cluster will
be maintained as a training set. Here we make an assumption that if two frag-
ments in documents have similar structure, then they contain the same type of
information in all probability. This is also the background assumption of most
current methods; e.g., ExAlg [1], IEPAD [2], etc.

Given training sets generated and common structures detected, we devise
some methods to measure the importance of these structures. Important struc-
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tures will be encoded into extraction rules by Extraction Rule Generator.
In this paper, we only discuss importance measurement. The detailed process
of encoding is not covered in this paper; readers can refer to [3] about detailed
introduction to extraction rules of our system.

So far, we have obtained a series of training sets and important structures
corresponding to history documents. We introduce a unified method to represent
a document or a document set as a vector of structures detected, and to measure
the similarity among those vectors. Corresponding documents or document sets
of most similar vectors will be treated as the most similar. Given an incoming
document to be extracted, Extraction Rule Selector finds the most similar
document set of the new document, and uses the corresponding extraction rules
of this document set to execute extraction.

Extraction Engine is the very component in our system that extracts data
from documents and transforms them into structured format. It interprets ex-
traction rules applied to a given documents, decodes these rules to structures,
matches these structures with structures included in the document and reorga-
nizes those matched parts.

The comprehensive framework of OWDEAH is designed to cover more as-
pects in the whole process of Web data extraction. It is more serious to provide
efficient and practical approaches to implement components than just to suggest
the framework. In following sections, we will formally formulate problems to be
solved and introduce our solutions.

3 Training Set Preparation

In OWDEAH, we cluster those structural similar documents together to prepare
training sets. To collect structure information of semi-structured documents, e.g.,
HTML, XML documents, we first model them as trees, as defined below:

Definition 1. A document tree is a rooted, labeled tree, which can be defined as
a 4-tuple: T = (V, E, r, γ), where V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges
and r is the root node, γ is a function that labels each node. An edge e=(u, v),
where u is the parent node of node v.

It is straightforward to parse HTML and XML documents to document trees.
We can use any HTML, XML parser to build DOM trees according to them.
Each DOM tree is a document tree, in which γ labels each node with the name
of corresponding element, i.e., we will label all text elements as the same. Some
systems [4, 5] match text contents in text elements with some regular expressions,
elements matched with the same expression are given the same label. In this
paper, we will not consider details of these methods.

Some works [6, 7] addressed the problem of measuring similarity among doc-
uments using a tree structure, which is based on the concept of edit distance [8].
However, these methods do not consider common structures appearing in doc-
uments, which is very important to extract data. In the following sections, we
shall introduce a method to measure document similarity based on common
structures in documents.
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Algorithm 1
1: Initialize an empty array of BETCs – D. We use the subscript of a BETC

as its class ID.
2: Read all leaf nodes in F . If any node t does not belong to any BETC in D,

insert BETC(t) to D. Assign class ID to all those leaf nodes.
3: If all child nodes of a node p in the forest have been read, read p. If p does

not belong to any BETC in D, insert BETC(p) to D.

3.1 Common Structure Detection

We hope that documents in the same cluster have similar information. As website
builders tend to use the same or similar structures to organize the same kind
of information, we can assume that there exist many common subtrees in the
document forest corresponding to a cluster. “Common subtree” is a concept with
different definition in various papers [9, 10]. We will formally define a class of
common subtrees that can represent Web documents very well. Before that, we
give some preliminary definition.

Definition 2. In a document forest F , an exact Equivalent Tree Class (ETC)
is a set of subtrees that are isomorphic to one another. The ETC size of a class
C, denoted with ‖C‖ETC , is equal to the cardinality of the node set of any tree
belonging to C. If t ∈ C, we call t as an object of C. Each ETC can be identified
with a unique integer ID, denoted as ID(C). We assign this ID as identifier to
object belonging to the ETC, which is so-called the Class ID of t, denoted as
id(t), i.e., if t ∈ C, then id(t) = ID(C). A corresponding document tree with
Class ID d is denoted as tree(d), and we say it is a common subtree in F .

Intuitively, we can measure the similarity between two documents by com-
puting the ratio of the number of ETCs appearing in both documents to the
number of ETCs appearing in anyone. However, the problem of to detect all
common subtrees can be reduced to the problem of detecting the largest com-
mon subtrees from a forest (LCST problem), which is an NP-hard problem [11].
Some methods [9, 10] consider only those subtrees appearing with large frequency
using data mining techniques. In our system, we only consider common subtrees
appearing in a limited locality. Based on the observation that most contents to
be extracted in Web document trees is near leaf nodes, our restriction may not
lose much information, as defined below:

Definition 3. Given a document forest F , a Bottom ETC (BETC) is an ETC,
in which all leaf nodes of every object are also leaf nodes in F . If C is a
BETC and tree t ∈ C we say BETC(t) = C. We can represent BETC(t)
as [γ(r), BETC(t1), ..., BETC(tn)], where t1 to tn are child trees of root node r.

Given a forest F , we use Algorithm 1 to detect all common structures be-
longing to BETCs. In Definition 3, all common subtrees belonging to the same
BETC are isomorphic to one another. This may make subtrees containing same
kind of information to be inserted to different BETCs. For example, the first
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and the second records in page A both contain information of a book. However,
the second entry does not contain secondhand price; according to Definition 3,
corresponding subtrees will be assigned different class ID. To solve this problem,
we define a class of common subtrees as below:

Definition 4. Two BETCs C1 = [γ(r1), BETC(t1.1), ..., BETC(t1.n)] and C2

= [γ(r2), BETC(t2.1), ..., BETC(t2.n)]. Let S1 = {BETC(T1.1) , ...,
BETC(t1.n)}, S2 = {BETC(T2.1) , ..., BETC(t2.n)}, Sun is the union of S1 and
S2, Sin is the intersection of S1 and S2. Given a value between (0,1), we say C1

and C2 belong to the same Approximate BETC (ABETC), if
∑

Ci∈Sin
‖Ci‖ETC >

s ×
∑

Ci∈Sun
‖Ci‖ETC

To detect all those common subtrees belonging to ABETCs and assign class
ID to them, we only need to modify Step 3 in Algorithm 1: If all child nodes of
a node p in the forest have been read, read p. If p does not belong to any BETC
that belongs to the same ABETC as anyone in D, insert BETC(p) to D.

3.2 Clustering Based on Document Structure

After detecting all ABETCs C1 to Cn from a forest, we give a class weight to
each ABETC in each document tree as:

ω(Ci) = ln(|Ci|/maxn
j=1|Cj |) × ‖Ci‖ETC /maxn

j=1 ‖Cj‖ETC (1)

where |Ci| is the cardinality of Ci. Equation 1 reflects those classes with larger
ETC size have larger weight and classes containing more objects have larger
weight. So far, we may represent a document as a vector of ABETCs [ω(C1), . . . ,
ω(Cn)] and the similarity between two document trees can be measured by
computing the Cosine Similarity between two vectors:

S(T1, T2) =
∑k

i=1(ω1(Ci) × ω2(Ci))√∑k
i=1 ω1(Ci)2 ×

∑k
i=1 ω2(Ci)2

where ω1(Ci) and ω2(Ci) are class weight of Ci in document tree 1 and 2 re-
spectively. In the similarity calculation phase, we can obtain similarity square
matrix Mm×m, where m is the number of document trees and Mi,j is the sim-
ilarity between document i and document j. Given the similarity matrix, we
choose bisecting k-means clustering algorithm, implemented in CLUTO toolkit
[12, 13], which can cluster documents into k clusters, from C1 to Ck, such that
the maximum value of the following is obtained

k∑
i=1

√ ∑
T1,T2∈Ci

S(T1, T2)

where S(T1, T2) is the similarity between document tree T1 and T2.
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4 Extraction Rule Generation and Selection

In our system, extraction rules are encoded subtrees that are stored in XML
format [3]. In last section, we introduced how to detect common subtrees from
document trees and how to cluster document trees to generate training sets.
We can analyze training sets and select those important common subtrees to
encode them to extraction rules. In this section, we introduce how to measure
the importance of common subtrees. We also introduce how to use feedback from
users to adjust this importance value.

In Figure 1, we suppose each record in page A, B, C is organized using a tree
– “book”; page title in page A is organized using a tree – “title”; each search box
in page C, D is organized using a tree – “search”. Obviously, book information
is the most important in those pages. If we cluster these three documents in
Figure 1 together as a training set, let us consider how to figure out the subtree
“book” is the most important.

In our system, we suggest a method that represents the relation between
common subtrees and documents as weighted graph and uses link analysis tech-
niques like HITS [14] to figure out important common subtrees. We introduced
how to use a vector of weighted common subtrees to represent a document,
e.g., those documents in Figure 4(a). Thus, we can represent all documents in
a training set as a matrix. For example, page A, B, C can be represented using
the matrix in Figure 4(b). We build an auxiliary matrix Mw as that in Figure
4(c), where M

′
is the transposed matrix of M . We see that Mw is the adjacency

matrix of the weighted graph in Figure 4(d). In this graph, if a common subtree
appears in a document, then there is an edge between them, which is weighted
with the weight of the subtree in the document.

page A=[1 1 0]
page B=[0 1 1]
page C=[0 1 1]

(a)

M =

⎡
⎣1 1 0

0 1 1
0 1 1

⎤
⎦

(b)

Mw =
[

0 M
′

M 0

]

(c)

PAGE C

PAGE B

1

0

1

0
1

1
0

1
1

PAGE A title

book

search

(d)

Fig. 4. The Relation among Common Trees and Documents: (a) documents; (b) doc-
ument space; (c) auxiliary matrix; (d) link relation.

So far, we represent relation among common subtrees and documents as a
weighted graph. We know the basic idea of most graph link analysis, such as
HITS [14] and PageRank [15], methods is to compute principal eigenvector of
corresponding matrix, and to denote vectors corresponding to the largest items
in the eigenvector as the most important. The different point is how to assign
weights to elements in the matrix. We compute weight using Equation 1.
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Having generated the auxiliary matrix, we calculate its principal eigenvec-
tor. The rank result of eigenvector can be treated as rank of the importance
of corresponding common subtrees. In the matrix in Figure 4(c), we find that
“book” ranks first in the principal eigenvector. We adjust this rank based on the
idea that we can emphasize a node in the graph by adding links or improving
the weight of its input links. In our system, we provide an interface that allows
users to do the feedback. For example, in Figure 1, users access book informa-
tion much more than the search box. We will analyze users’ access history and
improve the weight of incoming links to “book” accessed with high frequency.
Thus, we obtain a new importance rank of common subtrees. Based on this rank
list, we encode a given ratio of common subtrees to extraction rules.

Given some document sets, we can classify a document tree to a set that
is most similar with it. In our system, when a new incoming document arrives,
we can classify it to a training set, and use the extraction rules learnt from the
training set to extract data from this document. We can refer to XRules [10]
for some initial works of documents classification based on tree structure of
documents. XRules mines some rules like t ⇒ C, which describes the relation
between appearance of a tree structure t in a document and the document be-
longs to class C. During classification phase, XRules combine the evidences of
structures appearing in a document and suggest a class for it.

However, XRules does not consider the occurrences of structure T in docu-
ments to be classified. Here, we suggest a generic method: From the results of
clustering phase, we can use a vector WC = [ωC(C1), ..., ωC(Cn)] to represent a
cluster, where ωC(Ci) is the weight of ABETC Ci in cluster C. Previously, we
also introduced how to represent a document tree using a weight vector. Assume
that WT = [ωT (C1), ..., ωT (Cn)] is the weight vector of document tree T , the
similarity between a document tree and a cluster is:

S(T, C) =
∑k

i=1 (ωT (Ci) × ωC(Ci))√∑k
i=1 ωT (Ci)2 ×

∑k
i=1 ωC(Ci)2

(2)

5 Experiments

We conducted some experiments to show the practicability of our framework. To
set up the experiments, we choose datasets used by some important Web data ex-
traction systems – ExAlg1, IEPAD2, RISE3, RoadRunner4, WIEN5. These
datasets collect Web documents from various websites and each document can
be assigned a category. We mix up documents from various categories to gener-
ate MIX dataset. We also crawled Amazon.com to get some documents and to
generate the ETC dataset.
1 http://www-db.stanford.edu/˜arvind/extract/
2 http://140.115.156.70/iepad/
3 http://www.isi.edu/muslea/RISE/
4 http://www.dia.uniroma3.it/db/roadRunner/index.html
5 http://www.cs.ucd.ie/staff/nick/home/research/wrappers/
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Table 1. Results of our accuracy experiments.

D T CLUTO

E1 90% 47.5%

R1 100% 66.7%

E2 100% 100%

W 100% 72.5%

R2 89.6% 70.8%

All 95.7% 71.2%

DataSet E1 E2 W R1 R2 Total

T(%) 97.5 100 100 100 100 99.5

R(%) 77.08 86.78 89.58 89.58 87.66 86.14

(a) (b)

We chose the bisecting k-means algorithm to cluster our documents. Ta-
ble 1(a) shows the results of our accuracy test obtained from the MIX dataset,
which is a set of documents drawn from datasets including: E1 (ETC), E2 (Ex-
Alg), W (WIEN), R1 (RISE), and R2 (RoadRunner). We used CLUTO’s imple-
mentation of bisecting k-means on the text documents. Our choice for CLUTO is
its suitability for clustering free texts [13]. From the table, except for documents
from ExAlg, our methods outperforms CLUTO. On the instance that CLUTO
performs better than our method, it is due to the presence of long paragraphs
in the documents from ExAlg. Meanwhile, the ETC dataset are crawled from
Amazon.com, and the structures of these documents are complicated without
long paragraphs. In this case, CLUTO perform poorly.

Table 1(b) lists the comparison results of Rainbow6 and our classification
method. Row 1 indicates those datasets: E1 (ETC), E2 (ExAlg), W(WIEN), R1
(RISE), R2 (RoadRunner). The second row and the third row are results of our
method and Rainbow respectively. Rainbow is a toolkit for free-text document
classification. We performed a 4-fold cross-validation strategy to evaluate Rain-
bow and record its average accuracy. The accuracy results obtained by Rainbow
vary from 77.08% to 89.58%. On the other hand, our method classifies documents
based on Equation 2 and delivers 100% accuracy on all dataset except ETC, and
the average accuracy of our method is about 13% higher than Rainbow.

On the ETC dataset that includes documents with complicated structures,
Rainbow’s results are poor; although in other datasets it achieves an accuracy
higher than 85%. Our method is almost unaffected by the differences among
datasets. On the ETC dataset, one page was classified to the error class by our
method. This is a page linking other sub-categories, which makes it difficult to
judge its class.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a similarity measure based on the structural information
embedded in semi-structured documents. We introduced an efficient technique

6 http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/˜mccallum/bow/
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to discover frequent common structures embedded in Web documents by clus-
tering and classifying the results using this similarity measure. Experimental
results show that our approach performs well across different real-world data
sets. Unlike present Web data extraction systems, our method allows training
data preparation and Web data extraction to be integrated into one coherent
system. As part of our future work, we plan to improve our system by considering
the semantic information embedded in the Web documents.
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Abstract. This paper presents a comprehensive study of gene expres-
sion patterns originating from a diffuse large B–cell lymphoma (DLBCL)
database. It focuses on the implementation of feature selection and clas-
sification techniques. Thus, it firstly tackles the identification of relevant
genes for the prediction of DLBCL types. It also allows the determina-
tion of key biomarkers to differentiate two subtypes of DLBCL samples:
Activated B–Like and Germinal Centre B–Like DLBCL. Decision trees
provide knowledge–based models to predict types and subtypes of DL-
BCL. This research suggests that the data may be insufficient to accu-
rately predict DLBCL types or even detect functionally relevant genes.
However, these methods represent reliable and understandable tools to
start thinking about possible interesting non–linear interdependencies.

1 Introduction

Lymphomas are divided into two general categories: Hodgkin’s disease (HD)
and non–Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL). Over the past 20 years HD rates have
declined, accounting for only 1% of all cancer. By contrast, NHL cases have
increased by more than 50% during the same period in the United States [10].
They represent 4% of all cancer cases, becoming the fifth most common malig-
nancy in that country. An analysis of NHL incidence trends between 1985 and
1992 in seven European countries showed an average increase of 4.2% per year,
in the absence of an increase in the incidence of HD. In Spain, their death rate
per 100.000 people during the periods 1965–69 and 1995–98 increased 212.7%
for men and 283.9% for women [13]. These figures reveal the significance of
developing advanced diagnostic and prognostic systems for these diseases.

In the last two decades, a better understanding of the immune system and
the genetic abnormalities associated with NHL have led to the identification
of several previously unrecognized types of lymphoma. However, this is a com-
plex and expensive task. For instance, distinctions between Burkitt’s lymphoma

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 279–288, 2004.
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and diffuse large B–cell lymphoma (DLBCL) often prove to be difficult, since
High–grade B–cell Burkitt–like lymphoma appears to be clinically similar to
DLBCL [17]. DLBCL is the most common type of NHL. There are no reliable
morphological or immunohistochemical indicators that can be used to recognize
subtypes of DLBCL. Moreover, it is fundamental to develop treatments specially
tailored to the individual requirements and profiles of patients [9].

Others authors, such as Shipp et al. [16], have studied the distinction between
DLBCL and a related germinal centre B–cell lymphoma, known as follicular
lymphoma (FL), which over the time acquires morphological and clinical features
observed in DLBCLs.

Technological advances now allow to screen the expression of thousands of
genes in parallel. Thus, gene expression profiling has become crucial for the devel-
opment of powerful diagnostic and prognostic methods for these types of cancers.
It offers an opportunity to characterise the biological behaviour of specific tu-
mours. Such an approach, which is based on the use of micro–array techniques,
may provide massive amounts of information. Therefore, there is a need for so-
phisticated algorithms capable of extracting novel and useful knowledge from a
biomedical point of view. In fact, gene–expression profiling is thought to be a
revolutionary technique to support the diagnosis of cancers [1].

A basic approach to the study of expression data consists of applying tradi-
tional statistical techniques. In many problems these methods have shown to be
unable to extract relevant knowledge from data. Thus, the Knowledge Discovery
in Databases approach (KDD) [8] represents a useful framework for addressing
the challenges of gene expression analysis. In particular, feature selection tech-
niques may significantly support diagnostic studies, based on the identification of
relevant genes or biomarkers. Clustering is another important task within KDD,
which aims to organize the information in terms of their similarity patterns [6].
Supervised classification has also become an important goal in this type of stud-
ies [5]. Techniques such as decision trees [4] or decision lists [15] may represent
more effective and understandable tools for aiding in the prediction of types or
subtypes of diseases.

In this paper, we carry out a broad study of a well–known database generated
by Alizadeh et al. [2], who investigated the identification of lymphomas and
DLBCL subtypes based on expression patterns. The data comprise 96 samples
described by the expression values of 4026 genes.

Firstly, feature selection techniques are implemented to identify relevant
genes for the prediction of lymphoma cancer types. Moreover, it allows the de-
tection of biomarkers to distinguish two subtypes of DLBCL: Activated B–Like
and Germinal Centre B–Like Lymphomas. The following methods have been im-
plemented: Information gain criterion, based on the entropy measure, the Relief
method and χ2 ranking and filtering. Decision trees are constructed to perform
classification tasks initially based on the original classes, and afterwards using
the DLBCL subtypes.

This study reveals that not only the genes identified by Alizadeh et al. are rel-
evant for the prediction of the two subtypes of DLBCL, but many others groups
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Table 1. Most relevant genes provided by Relief, InfoGain and χ2, ordered by ranking.

ReliefF Freq. InfoGain Freq. χ2 Freq.

GENE1610X • • • GENE707X • • GENE2400X • • •
GENE1636X • GENE655X • • • GENE788X • •
GENE1648X • GENE694X • • • GENE3639X • •
GENE1622X • • • GENE1622X • • • GENE707X • •
GENE1702X • GENE844X • • GENE655X • • •
GENE653X • • • GENE1635X • • GENE1992X •
GENE1637X • GENE2400X • • • GENE1675X • •
GENE712X • • GENE1610X • • • GENE694X • • •
GENE1607X • GENE717X • • GENE3767X •
GENE611X • GENE711X • GENE769X • •
GENE1647X • GENE639X • • GENE2387X • •
GENE708X • • GENE2402X • • GENE1622X • • •
GENE1651X • GENE769X • • GENE1610X • • •
GENE2402X • • GENE641X • GENE2032X •
GENE537X • GENE628X • GENE467X • •
GENE1658X • GENE669X • GENE3685X •
GENE654X • • GENE2403X • • • GENE2403X • • •
GENE1608X • GENE647X • GENE1371X •
GENE2393X • GENE712X • • GENE2033X •
GENE1641X • GENE783X • • GENE646X • •
GENE721X • GENE653X • • • GENE753X • • •
GENE651X • • GENE691X • GENE783X • •
GENE1644X • GENE753X • • • GENE764X •
GENE1635X • • GENE2495X • GENE639X • •
GENE753X • • • GENE651X • • GENE2428X •

may also be considered as relevant markers. In general, KDD techniques demon-
strate to be efficient for extracting valid and useful knowledge from biomedical
data.

2 Feature Selection for Gene Expression Data

Feature subset selection is the process of identifying and removing irrelevant or
redundant attributes. Decreasing the dimensionality of the data reduces the size
of the hypothesis space and allows learning algorithms to operate faster and more
effectively. It leads to smaller and easy–to–understand knowledge models of the
target concept. Feature selection techniques produce ranked lists of attributes,
providing the data analyst with insight into their data by clearly demonstrating
the relative merit of individual attributes.

In this study, we used three feature selection techniques, both belonging to
the filter category [7], Information Gain Attribute Ranking, ReliefF [11, 12] and
χ2 [14]. The information gain attribute ranking is often used where the sheer
dimensionality of the data precludes more sophisticated attribute selection tech-
niques, as the case being investigated here, which consist of 4026 attributes.
ReliefF works by randomly sampling an instance from the data and then locat-
ing its nearest neighbour from the same and a different class. When dealing with
noisy data the k nearest neighbours should be obtained. If the data contains mul-
tiple classes, the contributions of the k nearest neighbours can be weighted using
the prior probabilities associated with each class. The values of the attributes of
the nearest neighbours are compared to the sampled instance and used to up-
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Table 2. Most relevant genes provided by Relief, InfoGain and χ2, ordered by ranking.

ReliefF Freq. InfoGain Freq. χ2 Freq.

GENE717X • • GENE467X • • GENE2202X •
GENE2403X • • • GENE646X • • GENE2199X • •
GENE2270X • GENE3639X • • GENE844X • •
GENE784X • GENE2395X • • GENE777X • •
GENE2486X • GENE2668X • • GENE654X • •
GENE1603X • GENE788X • • GENE1990X •
GENE2489X • GENE1672X • GENE2424X • •
GENE703X • GENE2379X • GENE276X •
GENE692X • GENE770X • • GENE2862X •
GENE2271X • GENE648X • GENE794X •
GENE2401X • GENE642X • GENE770X • •
GENE1653X • GENE593X • GENE768X •
GENE1646X • GENE1606X • GENE2778X •
GENE2244X • GENE734X • GENE3764X •
GENE694X • • • GENE604X • GENE2395X • •
GENE655X • • • GENE777X • • GENE2374X • •
GENE538X • GENE1673X • GENE1324X •
GENE731X • GENE2374X • • GENE1343X •
GENE2668X • • GENE2199X • • GENE2795X •
GENE584X • GENE649X • GENE653X • • •
GENE1776X • GENE708X • • GENE1320X •
GENE713X • GENE1675X • • GENE3334X •
GENE2400X • • • GENE2387X • • GENE2000X •
GENE710X • GENE2424X • • GENE473X •
GENE714X • GENE706X • GENE1323X •

date relevance scores for each attribute. The rationale is that a useful attribute
should differentiate instances from different classes, and has the same value for
instances belonging to the same class. χ2 statistic conducts a significance test
on the relationship between the values of an attribute and the classes.

This study presents results based on the original set of genes (4026), and
on a subset of 50 relevant genes extracted from them, in order to compare our
result to that identified by Alizadeh et al. [2].

2.1 Lymphoid Malignancies

The three methods provided different results and they were compared to find
coincidences. Tables 1 and 2 show the genes selected by each method, and or-
dered by their relevance from top to bottom. The genes are represented with the
identifiers used by Alizadeh et al. Figure 1 provides the gene names associated
with each identifier. We found 8 common genes for the three methods, 25 com-
mon pairs of genes and 76 genes that were selected by only one method. Note
that there are 105 different genes in Tables 1 and 2, from 150 possible selections.

Figure 1 shows these genes in terms of degrees of relevance: Very high and
high relevance. Very highly relevant genes are those which have been selected
by all of the feature selection methods. Highly relevant genes are those which
have been identified by any two of the methods. In total, there are 8 very highly
relevant genes and 25 highly relevant genes.

The next task is to know whether these 8 very highly relevant genes or, in
the worst case, the 33 genes including the highly relevant ones, can predict a
cancer class. This will be shown using decision trees in section 3. Alizadeh et al.
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      ID Name

GENE653X Lactate dehydrogenase A
GENE655X GRSF-1=cytoplasmic G-rich mRNA sequence binding factor
GENE694X Cyclin A
GENE753X Similar to MCM2 = DNA replication licensing factor
GENE2400X Unknown
GENE2403X Unknown
GENE1610X Mig=Humig=chemokine targeting T cells
GENE1622X CD63 antigen (melanoma 1 antigen)

GENE467X C-1-Tetrahydrofolate Synthase, cytoplasmic
GENE639X hepatoma-derived growth factor
GENE646X nm23-H2=NDP kinase B=Nucleoside dephophate kinase B
GENE651X tubulin-beta
GENE654X dystrobrevin B DTN-B2=dystrophin-associated protein A0
GENE707X Topoisomerase II alpha (170kD)
GENE708X Ki67 (long type)
GENE712X Cyclin B1
GENE717X aurora/IPL1-related kinase
GENE769X 14-3-3 epsilon
GENE770X 14-3-3 epsilon
GENE777X semaphorin V=homologue of nerve growth cone guidance signaling proteins
GENE783X Glycyl tRNA synthetase
GENE788X SRPK1=serine kinase
GENE844X ets-2=ets family transcription factor
GENE1635X osteonectin=SPARC=basement membrane protein
GENE1675X FCERI=Fc epsilon receptor gamma chain=High affinity immunoglobulin epsilon receptor gamma
GENE2199X Unknown  UG Hs.71252  ESTs
GENE2374X PKC beta =Protein kinase C, beta
GENE2387X Unknown  UG Hs.181297  ESTs
GENE2395X Unknown  UG Hs.59368  ESTs
GENE2402X Unknown
GENE2424X Similar to neuropathy target esterase
GENE3639X KIAA0053
GENE2668X Mad2=MXI-1=MAX-binding protein=antagonizer of myc transcriptional activity=
                                    =Mxi-1/Max heterodimers repress c-myc targets
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Fig. 1. Relevant genes to differentiate the lymphoma classes from the complete dataset
(96 patients and 4026 attributes). The 50 most relevant genes for each feature selection
method were selected. very highly relevant means that the gene was relevant for the
three methods; highly relevant means that it was relevant for any two methods. There
is no order of relevance in the list.

discovered 50 relevant genes to differentiate the GC B–Like from the Activated
B–Like subtypes of DLBCL. However, only one of them, GENE2395X, has been
identified in our analysis.

It is important to note that several attributes are strongly correlated with
others (Pearson’s correlation coefficient greater than 0.90), even among those
genes selected as very highly or highly relevant in Figure 1. This fact shows
that most methods for feature selection do not take into account the corre-
lation among extracted features. Therefore, this information needs to be post–
processed, removing genes of similar functionality. For instance, GENE769X and
GENE770X, shown in Figure 1, or GENE1719X and GENE1720X, in Figure 2.

2.2 DLBCL Subtypes

In this section the 45 DLBCL samples are analysed. This category is divided
into to subtypes: Activated B–like DLBCL (ACL) and Germinal Centre B–like
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      ID Name

GENE1296X MCL1=myeloid cell differentiation protein
GENE1719X TTG-2=Rhombotin-2=translocated in t(11;14)(p13;q11) T cell acute lymphocytic leukemia=cysteine rich protein with LIM motif
GENE1720X TTG-2=Rhombotin-2=translocated in t(11;14)(p13;q11) T cell acute lymphocytic leukemia=cysteine rich protein with LIM motif
GENE3228X JNK3=Stress-activated protein kinase
GENE3254X Unknown  UG Hs.145058  ESTs
GENE3255X Unknown
GENE3256X JAW1=lymphoid-restricted membrane protein
GENE3258X JAW1=lymphoid-restricted membrane protein
GENE3259X Unknown  UG Hs.124922  ESTs
GENE3261X Unknown
GENE3314X Unknown
GENE3315X FMR2=Fragile X mental retardation 2=putative transcription factor=LAF-4 and AF-4 homologue
GENE3318X CD10=CALLA=Neprilysin=enkepalinase
GENE3325X Unknown  UG Hs.120245  Homo sapiens mRNA for KIAA1039 protein, partial cds
GENE3326X Unknown  UG Hs.105261  EST
GENE3327X Unknown  UG Hs.169565  ESTs, Moderately similar to !!!! ALU SUBFAMILY SB WARNING ENTRY !!!! [H.sapiens]
GENE3328X Unknown  UG Hs.136345  ESTs
GENE3329X Unknown  UG Hs.224323  ESTs, Moderately similar to alternatively spliced product using exon 13A [H.sapiens]
GENE3330X Unknown
GENE3331X Unknown  UG Hs.208410  EST, Moderately similar to !!!! ALU SUBFAMILY SB WARNING ENTRY !!!! [H.sapiens]
GENE3332X Unknown  UG Hs.120716  ESTs
GENE3335X myb-related gene A=A-myb
GENE3355X Unknown
GENE3939X Unknown  UG Hs.169081  ets variant gene 6 (TEL oncogene)
GENE3968X Deoxycytidylate deaminase
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Fig. 2. Relevant genes to differentiate Activated B–like DLBCL from Germinal Centre
B–like DLBCL (45 patients and 4026 attributes). The 50 most relevant genes for each
feature selection method were selected. There is no order of relevance in the list.

DLBCL (GCL). Among these 45 examples, 22 belong to class GCL and 23 to
class ACL.

The Relief algorithm, InfoGain and χ2 methods have been applied to select
the most relevant attributes to differentiate these sub–classes. These methods
provided 25 common attributes, which will be considered as very high relevant,
and they are enumerated in Figure 2.

Figures 1 and 2 do not include genes in common. It suggests that the genes re-
quired to differentiate among types of lymphoma cancer may be different to those
distinguishing DLBCL subtypes. Nevertheless, several genes which experts had
identified as having some functionality associated with lymphoma, are present
in the subset, among them, TTG–2 and CD10. Furthermore, others like MCL1,
JNK3 or FMR2, have not been linked to DLBCL.

3 Decision Trees

Decision trees are a useful technique in the context of supervised learning. They
perform classification by a sequence of tests whose semantics are intuitively clear
and easy to understand. Some tools, like J48, construct decision trees selecting
the best attribute by using a statistical test to determine how well it alone
classifies the training examples. Our experiments were performed by using the
WEKA library for machine learning [18].

To avoid over–estimating the prediction accuracy that occurs when a model
is trained and evaluated with the same samples, the “leave–one–out” testing
method has been used. In this case 96–fold cross–validation and 45–fold cross–
validation procedures are implemented when the lymphoma types and DLBCL
subtypes are analysed respectively.
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GENE1602X <= -0.44

| GENE2426X <= 0.59

| | GENE3959X <= 0.33: FL

| | GENE3959X > 0.33: GCB

| GENE2426X > 0.59: CLL

GENE1602X > -0.44

| GENE563X <= -0.52

| | GENE3701X <= -1.2: RAT

| | GENE3701X > -1.2: RBB

| GENE563X > -0.52

| | GENE717X <= -0.5: ABB

| | GENE717X > -0.5

| | | GENE694X <= 1.54: DLBCL

| | | GENE694X > 1.54: TCL

Tree Size = 15

Number of genes = 7 (from 4026)

Training Error = 2.08%

96-Fold CV Error = 20.84%

(a)

GENE646X <= -0.61

| GENE844X <= -1.02: CLL

| GENE844X > -1.02

| | GENE2387X <= -0.68: RAT

| | GENE2387X > -0.68

| | | GENE2374X <= 0.61: FL

| | | GENE2374X > 0.61: RBB

GENE646X > -0.61

| GENE717X <= -0.5

| | GENE3639X <= -0.28: NIL

| | GENE3639X > -0.28: ABB

| GENE717X > -0.5

| | GENE694X <= 1.54

| | | GENE2402X <= 1.45: DLBCL

| | | GENE2402X > 1.45: FL

| | GENE694X > 1.54: TCL

Tree Size = 17

Number of genes = 8 (from 33)

Training Error = 5.38%

96-Fold CV Error = 26.05%

(b)

GENE1622X <= -1.17

| GENE753X <= 0.61

| | GENE753X <= -0.88

| | | GENE653X <= -2.24: CLL

| | | GENE653X > -2.24

| | | | GENE655X <= -1.34: RBB

| | | | GENE655X > -1.34: CLL

| | GENE753X > -0.88: FL

| GENE753X > 0.61

| | GENE694X <= 0.6: RAT

| | GENE694X > 0.6

| | | GENE2403X <= 0.06: DLBCL

| | | GENE2403X > 0.06: GCB

GENE1622X > -1.17

| GENE694X <= -0.83: ABB

| GENE694X > -0.83

| | GENE694X <= 1.54

| | | GENE1610X <= -0.79: ABB

| | | GENE1610X > -0.79: DLBCL

| | GENE694X > 1.54: TCL

Tree Size = 21

Number of genes = 7 (from 8)

Training Error = 6.79%

96-Fold CV Error = 19.80%

(c)

Fig. 3. Decision trees to differentiate lymphoma classes. All of the decision trees were
generated using 96 patients. In (a) 4026 genes were used (the whole set); in (b) 33
genes (very high and high relevant); and in (c) only 8 genes (very high relevant).
Labels were assigned to each type of lymphoma cancer, based on the study by Al-
izadeh et al.: Diffuse large B–cell lymphoma (DLBCL), Germinal centre B (GCB), NI.
lymphoma node/tonsil (NIL), Activated blood B(ABB), Resting/activated T (RAT),
Transformed cell lines (TCL), Follicular lymphoma (FL), Resting blood B (RBB) and
Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL).

3.1 Prediction of Lymphoid Malignancies

Three decision trees were generated to differentiate among types of lymphoma.
The first decision tree algorithm (Figure 3a) used the complete set of genes as
input. However, the resulting tree comprises only 7 genes, producing an error
rate of 2.08% (training set as test set), and 20.84% (leave–one–out method). The
second decision tree (Figure 3b) selected 8 genes among the 33 genes extracted
by the feature selection methods, making an error rate of 5.28% (training) and
26.05% (leave–one–out). The third decision tree (Figure 3c) provides an error
rate of 6.79% (training) and 19.80% (leave–one–out). Thus, from a prediction
point of view, only those genes categorized as very higly relevant allow the gen-
eration of the best decision trees.

The gene GENE694X (cyclin A) seems to be decisive in the prediction of
lymphoma types, as it is the only one that appears in all of the decision trees. In
the first one, differentiates DLBCL from TCL; in the second one, DLBCL and FL
from TCL; and in the third one, RAT from DLBCL and GCB, and ABB and TCL
from DLBCL (although the gen GENE1610X plays an important role to separate
ABB from DLBCL). This machine learning method has remarkably recognised
a key gene, which has been previously linked to the process of cell proliferation.
Furthermore, a high protein expression of cyclin A has been associated with
prognosis outcomes in non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas [19].
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GENE3330X <= 0.38

| GENE518X <= -0.23: GCL

| GENE518X > -0.23: ACL

GENE3330X > 0.38: GCL

Tree Size = 5

Number of genes = 2 (from 4026)

Training Error = 2.23%

45-Fold CV Error = 17.78%

(a)

GENE3330X <= 0.38

| GENE3939X <= -0.82: GCL

| GENE3939X > -0.82: ACL

GENE3330X > 0.38: GCL

Tree Size = 5

Number of genes = 2 (from 25)

Training Error = 2.43%

45-Fold CV Error = 17.78%

(b)

GENE3330X <= 0.38

| GENE3512X <= -0.61: GCL

| GENE3512X > -0.61: ACL

GENE3330X > 0.38: GCL

Tree Size = 5

Number of genes = 2 (from 2)

Training Error = 2.23%

45-Fold CV Error = 8.89%

(c)

Fig. 4. Decision trees for DLBCL sub-classes. All of the decision trees were generated
using 45 patients. In (a) 4026 genes were used (the whole set); in (b) 25 genes (very
high relevant); and in (c) only 2 genes (1 was randomly chosen from the data).

3.2 Prediction of DLBCL Subtypes

Figure 4 illustrates three decision trees generated to differentiate among the
DLBCL subtypes, ACL and GCL. Two genes were sufficient to build the trees.
The gene GENE3330X has been included in all of the trees, which indicates its
relevance to achieve this classification.

However, this gene can be combined with many others without considerably
increasing the error rate. In fact, we randomly selected an a priori non–relevant
gene, the gene GENE3512X, and the error rate was even lower than earlier, about
8.8% (leave–one–out). Therefore, one may state that the difference among the
more important genes in terms of their relevance is very slight.

Based on medical research about the significance of specific genes to differen-
tiate subtypes of DLBCL, 5 genes have been selected. They are those encoding
CD10 (GENE3317X, GENE3318X and GENE3319X), BCL–6 (GENE3340X and
GENE3341X), TTG–2 (GENE1719X and GENE1720X), IRF–4 (GENE1212X
and GENE1213X) and BCL–2 (GENE2514X, GENE2536X, GENE2537X, GE-
NE2538X), and some genes belonging to the BCL–2 family (GENE385X, GE-
NE386X, GENE387X, GENE3619X and GENE3620X). The importance of these
genes has been demonstrated by Azuaje by means of the simplified fuzzy ART-
MAP model, which is a neural network–based model [3].

Results provided by the decision tree used only four genes (GENE1719X,
GEN3318X, GENE3340X and GENE385X) and the error rate was 0% (training)
and 26.67% (leave–one–out). The overfitting was very high, and therefore, these
genes are not appropriate to predict accurately the subtype of DLBCL by using
a decision tree.

4 Conclusions

A broad study of the database generated by Alizadeh et al. [2] was presented in
this paper. It focused on both the feature selection and classification tasks.

From a biomedical point of view, the relevance of specific genes reported
by Alizadeh et al. is not observed in our results. This is perhaps because other
genes may also play an important role in processes associated with this disease.
However, this conclusion may not be strongly supported by results, as these have
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been obtained from a small amount of patients, in comparison to the number of
genes.

These analyses indicate that the data are insufficient to state indisputable
conclusions. Many subsets of genes can achieve a good prediction performance,
although most of them would provide an overfitted decision tree. From a classifi-
cation point of view, some genes are indeed very important, but more data should
be included to support these observations. Alizadeh et al. inferred that a subset
of genes could accurately differentiate among two subtypes of DLBCL. Never-
theless, none of such subsets have been identified by our KDD framework. The
results also suggest that several subsets can attain the same classification aims.
In fact, many decision trees can be built by using non–identified–as–relevant
genes, producing similar error rates for the classification task. Furthermore, this
research indicates that a deep study on the non–linear inter–relationship among
genes might reveal interesting properties, as it has been discussed in [3]. With
regard to the analysis of non–linear inter–relationships among genes for distin-
guishing lymphoma subtypes, we have recently built a neural network classifier
based on 25 genes selected by the Relief method (with 3 nearest neighbours).
This model, which consisted of two hidden layers and was tested with 45–fold
cross–validation, produced an error rate equal to 0%.

This study highlights the importance of data mining techniques to extract in-
teresting patterns from biological data, the significance of the results in contrast
to statistics, and their future projection.
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Abstract. Information retrieval can be greatly enhanced if the seman-
tics of document contents are made explicit as labels that can be queried
by markup-sensitive languages. We focus on labelling small text frag-
ments, such as parts of sentences or paragraphs, with frequent topics.
We propose WORDtrain, a sequence miner that builds topics for small
document regions, such as sentences with many subsentences. WORDtrain
splits regions in such a way that non-overlapping fragments are built and
the topics derived for them are frequent.
WORDtrain discovers frequent topics rather than choosing from a pre-
defined reference list. This raises the issue of evaluating the quality of its
resuls. To this purpose, we have designed two evaluation schemes, one re-
quiring expert involvement and an automatic one. Our first experiments
with these schemes show that WORDtrain yields promising results.

1 Introduction

Information seekers that pose queries against large collections are often con-
fronted with ranked lists of complete documents, in which they must browse to
find those (potentially few) text fragments of relevance. A solution to this prob-
lem lays in identifying the topics of text fragments and making them explicit,
e.g. as surrounding labels in XML, upon which a question-answering system or
any markup-sensitive query language like Xquery or Xpath can be applied.

Document annotation with labels from an existing ontology is an often pur-
sued target [2, 3, 6–8]. However, acquiring an appropriate set of concepts for se-
mantic labelling is not trivial. Hence, many researchers focus on the automated
establishment of ontologies through the discovery of concepts and relationships
among them from the documents themselves [1, 9, 10, 12]). Hotho et al show that
a conceptual graph structure, such as an ontology, is useful in finding documents
or regions associated with a specific concept [7].

However, deriving topics that describe arbitrary document fragments is in-
verse to finding the fragments associated with a given ontology by browsing the
ontology. Topic derivement poses the challenge of simultaneously (a) partitioning
the document into fragments and (b) discovering frequent topics for them. This
problem is apparent for even small document regions like sentences: They may
be so heterogeneous that no single frequent topic can describe them properly.
� Work funded by the German Research Society, grant no. SP 572/4-3 DIAsDEM.
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This problem is relevant to cluster labelling, as addressed e.g. in [11]. How-
ever, Rauber and Merkl derive labels for whole documents rather than regions
[11]. In our previous work [4], we have designed an algorithm that derives topics
for sentences by clustering them on term similarity, evaluating cluster quality
and deriving labels for qualitatively acceptable clusters. However, the issue of
topics inside the sentences is not addressed. In a different thread, Handschuh et
al discover entities with help of automatically derived metadata [5, 6], using in-
formation extraction techniques to this purpose. Since they focus on recognition
and subsequent tagging of entities, they are interested in finding the components
of those entities rather than deriving topics that describe the surrounding parts
of the documents, nor in specifying the borders of these parts.

To solve the problem of finding frequent topics that describe arbitrary por-
tions of document regions and can be used as labels for them, we propose
WORDtrain, a sequence miner that builds topics as frequent sequences of words
inside regions or region partitions. WORDtrain is singular in satisfying two inter-
dependent constraints: First, the derived topics must describe non-overlapping
fragments of each document region, because they are intended as XML tags.
Second, the sizes of the partitions and the spliting points must be chosen in
such a way that the derived topics are frequent enough for querying. Currently,
WORDtrain focusses on sentences as regions.

When meta-information is extracted automatically without a reference to
compare with, one faces the question of proper evaluation of the results. We
have designed two evaluation schemes, one with expert involvement and one
without, in which we build a framework for evaluation in the absence of a priori
background knowledge. Using these schemes we performed a preliminary evalu-
ation of WORDtrain, acquiring promising results.

The paper is organised as follows: In section 2, we present the overall process
of WORDtrain and then the individual modules and their tasks. In section 3, we
describe the evaluation methodology, used in the experiments of section 4. The
last section concludes with a summary and important subjects for future work.

2 Building Semantic Labels with the WORDtrain Algorithm

Goal of WORDtrain is the discovery of topics to label small document regions.
Each topic/label (i) must reflect the content of the region or a partition of it
and (ii) must be frequent. Currently, we define a “region” as a sentence.

We observe the document archive D as the collection of all small regions of
the documents. We map each region into a sequence of descriptors from a given
list. In the absence of a pre-compiled list, we use a utility described below to
create a simple one. We then find frequent sequences within each region, starting
with single frequent descriptors and expanding iteratively (obviously remaining
inside the region borders). These frequent sequences become topics/labels in the
regions, thereby preventing overlapping labels.

We depict the overall process at the left of Fig. 1. For the detailed description,
we use the example long sentence at the right of the same figure.
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Fig. 1. Deriving region-level topics for semantic labelling with WORDtrain

2.1 Linguistic Preprocessing

The first processing phase encompasses region (currently: sentence) splitting,
POS-tagging and stemming, for which standard NLP tools can be used, like the
GATE toolsuite (www.gate.ac.uk) or the multilingual TreeTagger (www.ims.uni-
stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/treetagger/). Named-entity extraction may also
be performed but is optional since it is orthogonal to topic discovery.

At the end of this phase, the archive is mapped into a collection of re-
gions/sentences D. Adjointness of regions is no more taken into account. Since
a region may appear more than once in D, we assign invisible identifiers to the
regions, so that we can observe D as a set. At the right side of Fig. 1, we show
these preprocessing steps for an example text excerpt.

2.2 Mapping Document Regions to Sequences of Descriptors

In the second phase, we need a thesaurus or at least a list of descriptors as feature
space. At the right side of Fig. 1, a tiny list of descriptors and non-descriptors
is used, according to the terminology of the ISO 2788-1986 standard.

Building a Vector Space for the Document Regions. In many appli-
cations, there is no precompiled list of descriptors. Occasionally, ontologies or
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thesauri exist but do not fit well to the collection content. A collection-based list
of descriptors is more appropriate in such cases.

For WORDtrain, we derive such a list using word statistics and a general
purpose lexicon: We first compute the term frequency (TF) and the inverse
document frequency (IDF) of all words upon D. We then remove very frequent
and very rare words and those with low TF/IDF, retaining the rest into a list
W . We then use a general purpose lexicon L that contains synonyms: Scanning
W from the word with the highest TF/IDF value downwards, we attach to each
word w those synonyms from L that also appear in W but are less frequent than
w in D. Further synonyms from L are ignored as infrequent. The synonyms from
W attached to w are removed from W . This module outputs a list T of frequent
descriptors and their less frequent synonyms as associated non-descriptors.

Document Regions as Sequences. We use the list T to map each region
to a sequence of descriptors, whereby a non-descriptor appearing in a region is
mapped to its corresponding descriptor. We build sequences rather than vec-
tors, because we need the order of appearance of terms to derive multiple non-
overlapping topics inside small regions. In such a sequence, a descriptor may
appear more than once, but adjacent appearances are collapsed to a single one.

Hereafter, we use the term “original region” for the original document regions
from D, the term “region” for the sequences of descriptors to which the former
are mapped and the term “sequence” for an arbitrary ordered list of descriptors.
We denote the set of regions as D′. D′ is a subset of the set of all sequences T ∗.

2.3 Deriving Frequent Topics for Regions

WORDtrain derives topics as frequent sequences of consecutive descriptors upon
the document regions. We first formalise the notion of frequency.

Frequency of Sequences. Let s ∈ T ∗ be a sequence of descriptors, let n be
its length and let r ∈ D′ be a region of length nr. The set C(s, r) consists of all
starting positions of s in r.

C(s, r) = {i ∈ {1, . . . , nr}|∀j = 1, . . . , n : s[j] = u[i + j − 1]} (1)

For the example in Fig. 1, let two sequences s1 =< company, agreement > and
s2 =< company, ceo >. Then, C(s1, r) = {4} and C(s2, r) = ∅.

For s ∈ T ∗, the non-normalised number of appearances of s in a set of regions
X ⊆ D′ is:

appears(s, X) =
∑
r∈X

card (C(s, r)) (2)

where card(·) denotes cardinality. For the example above, appears(s1, {r}) = 1
and appears(s2, r) = 0.
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For a sequence s ∈ T ∗ of length n and a set of regions X ⊆ D′, the frequency
of s in X is defined as:

freq(s, X) =
appears(s, X)∑

y∈T n appears(y, X)
(3)

with the simplification freq(s) ≡ freq(s, D′).

Input Parameters for WORDtrain. Before describing WORDtrain in detail,
we must introduce the parameters governing its behaviour. To this purpose,
we temporarily observe WORDtrain as a conventional sequence miner: It starts
by finding all frequent sequences of length 1 (i.e. single descriptors), subject
to a threshold τappears (cf. Eq. 2) and then expands them iteratively, until the
expansions are no more frequent. Although the expansion phase of WORDtrain
has no equivalent among conventional sequence miners, this oversimplification
is adequate for the discussion of its input parameters.

First, we note that frequent sequences upon partitions of document regions
reflect the topics of these partitions. Occasionally, a topic consisting of a single
descriptor might be too simplistic. Hence, the user may specify that a topic
should consist of at least l0 ≥ 1 descriptors, with default l0 = 1.

After the first mining iteration, the frequent sequences of length l0 will be
expanded. Each expansion is at most as frequent as the original sequence. There
is a tradeoff between shorter and more frequent topics/labels versus longer
ones, which are intuitively more informative. WORDtrain uses a cutoff param-
eter, τexpand, which determines the percentage of sequences to be expanded in
each iteration. If τexpand is set to 1, WORDtrain will build sequences of maximal
length, as done in conventional sequence mining. Since sequence frequency is
bounded by τappears, values of τexpand close to 1 will result in a few long labels,
while values close to 0 will result in many short labels.

Building Candidate Topics Iteratively. In the first iteration, WORDtrain
traverses each region r ∈ D′ and generates all n-grams in it for n = l0, i.e. for the
minimum label length. An n-gram s is retained only if appears(s, D′) ≥ τappears.
The output of this step is a set of frequent l0-long sequences Rl0 .

In each further iteration i = l0 +1, . . ., WORDtrain expands each sequence by
one descriptor from T , building a set of expansions Ei, from which sequences
with appears(s, D′) < τappears are immediately removed. Then, we juxtapose Ei

and Ri−1 to built the set of retained i-long sequences Ri:

1. A sequence s ∈ Ei contributes at most contributions(s) = appears(s, D′)
topics. This is the maximum contribution potential only, because some ap-
pearances of s in regions may overlap.
We retain the m sequences with the largest contribution potential, where
m = card(Ei) × τexpand, using the threshold on the percentage of sequences
to expand τexpand. We remove the remaining sequences from Ei.
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2. We compute the contribution factor of Ei vs Ri−1 as the ratio:

fi =

∑
x∈Ei

contributions(x)∑
s∈Ri−1

contributions(s)
(4)

reflecting the maximum portion of D′ that could be labelled if the sequences
in Ei were used for labelling and those in Ri−1 were not used at all. Since a
sequence is at least as frequent as all its expansions together, fi ∈ [0, 1].

3. We traverse Ei from the most frequent sequence downwards. For each x ∈ Ei,
let s be the subsequence consisting of the first i−1 descriptors in x; obviously,
s ∈ Ri−1 and x is its expansion.
(a) We compute the relative contribution of x as w(x) := contributions(x)−

fi × contributions(s).
If w(x) ≤ 0, we retain s in Ri−1 and we remove from Ei all expansions
of s, not just x.
Otherwise, we append x to Ri, we remove x from Ei and we adjust the
value of contributions(s) by subtracting contributions(x).

(b) If contributions(s) < τappears, we remove s from Ri−1.

In the internal loop of step 3, WORDtrain considers each retained sequence s
against its expansions: An expansion x is retained if it appears an adequate
number of times in regions. Then, x will be used as label in these regions instead
of s, so that the contributions of s should be reduced accordingly. Thus, if many
expansions of s are retained, contributions(s) may drop below τappears.

This procedure stops at iteration k, for which Rk+1 is empty. Then,
WORDtrain outputs all topics/labels as the union of all sets of retained sequences
∪k

i=l0
Ri.

2.4 Topic Selection for Overlap-Free Labelling

The frequent sequences in ∪k
i=l0

Ri may overlap, while labels may not. To select
an appropriate subset of sequences for labelling, we first order the sequences in
each Ri on their contributions(·) values. Then, starting with Rk and moving
towards l0, we consider for each Ri the sequences in descending order of their
contributions. For each sequence s, let s[j] denote the descriptor at position j,
where j = 1, . . . , length(s).

The document regions are labelled with the longest sequences first: For each
sequence s, we scan each region in D for pieces of text that match s, i.e. consisting
of adjacent terms that are either the descriptors in s or their associated non-
descriptors in the same order of appearance. A matching piece of text may not
contain any additional terms, but can contain stopwards, instances of named
entities etc. Matching pieces of text that already contain a previously inserted
opening or closing tag are ignored, because tags may not overlap. The remaining
matches are still unlabelled, non-overlapping region partitions; s becomes their
label. The tag positioning for labels is explained below.

At this point, we count these matching partitions into labels(s, D). This
number may be less than contributions(s), because labels may not overlap and
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because some other sequences may have prevented the use of s as label. If it is
even less than τappears, then s is too rare to be used a label. Then, WORDtrain re-
moves the labels from the regions again. Since WORDtrain scans ∪k

i=l0
Ri towards

Rl0 , the most frequent (but shortest) sequences are considered last. Hence, the
affected regions may be labelled by another frequent sequence.

To position the opening and closing tag for s, we use two rules: (i) The first
tag appears just before the first term of the partition, unless this is the first
term of the region, in which case the opening tag appears at the beginning of
the region. (ii) The closing tag is placed just before the first term not belonging
to the partition, if any, i.e. after all text following the last term associated with
the topic. At the right side of Fig. 1, the lowermost box shows the two topics
built for the sentence and how their surrounding tags are positioned.

3 Evaluation Schemes for Derived Labels

The evaluation of the WORDtrain results against a manually annotated set of sen-
tences is not appropriate: The expert may assign a label to a region that consists
of rare terms or terms that not appear in the region. Moreover, WORDtrain may
build topics that the expert was not aware of. Hence, we propose two evaluation
schemes. The first one derives quality indicators, while the second one specifies
how a “controlled set” of labels and region partitions can be built by the expert.

3.1 Evaluation Scheme Without Expert Involvement

In this scheme, WORDtrain is evaluated across the following guidelines:

1. The larger part of the archive is assigned labels, the better.
2. Long topics are more informative and thus preferable to short ones.
3. Each topic should appear in a minimum number of regions.
4. The more labels a region has, the better.

Using these guidelines, we derive the following quality indicators: (i) Coverage
as portion of the labelled regions within the archive, (ii) total number of labels,
(iii) length of these labels and (iv) number of labelled partitions per region.

3.2 Evaluation Scheme with Expert Involvement

In this evaluation scheme, the expert identifies region partitions and labels them.
To prevent labels from terms unknown to WORDtrain, less frequent than the
expert-specified τappears or shorter than the minimum length l0, we require that:

1. The labels assigned by the expert must be among those proposed by
WORDtrain.

2. A label assigned by an expert inside a region can only be a sequence of
adjacent terms in the region; this determines the partition to be tagged,
spanning from the label’s first term to the last (cf. 2.4).

3. Labels assigned by the expert may not be nested nor overlapping.
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Despite being restrictive, the above requirements still allow for multiple al-
ternative labels in each region: The expert may decide to split the region in
different ways, thus assigning different labels to the resulting partitions. We fur-
ther distinguish between the case that the expert takes the same decision as
WORDtrain vs approving the decision of WORDtrain. In particular, the expert
may approve the partitions and labels proposed by WORDtrain as correct, al-
though she may herself decide to split and label the region differently. We thus
come to the following definition of precision and recall:

Definition 1 For a region v ∈ D, we denote as WT (v) the set of labels pro-
posed by WORDtrain for v, Expert(v) the set of labels assigned by the expert
and Approved(v) ⊆ WT (v) the set of WORDtrain labels that the expert has ap-
proved for v. We define “precision” as the ratio of approved to proposed labels
and “recall” as the ratio of common labels to those assigned by the expert.

precision =
∑
v∈D

card(Approved(v))
card(WT (v))

recall =
∑
v∈D

WT (v) ∩ Expert(v))
card(Expert(v))

4 Testing WORDtrain

The Document Collection. We have experimented with WORDtrain on one
of the archives of the German Commercial Register (GCR). Companies with
seat in Germany are obliged to report in the GCR all activities of relevance to
contractual agreements, such as company establishments and seat relocations. A
GCR entry has one structured part and one unstructured document of typically
one (often large) paragraph. In our experiments, we process only the latter.

We used a subcollection of 1145 documents from the GCR of the city of Pots-
dam, the 1999 company foundations. These documents have many sentences with
more than one topics, e.g. target areas of a company or functions of an appointed
manager. For sentence splitting we used a previously developed sentence split-
ter that takes abbreviations, dates and other expressions with delimiters into
account [4]; it produced 10705 sentences. For POS-tagging and stemming, we
applied the TreeTagger1. We then used an existing list of 127 descriptors and
111 non-descriptors for the feature space [4].

Running WORDtrain. For the experiments, we have used a slight variation of
our algorithm, in which τappears was used only in the first iteration of label
construction (cf. 2.3). Despite this simplification, the topic selection (cf. 2.4)
uses τappears and thus guarantees that no infrequent topics become labels.

We run a Java 1.4.2 implementation of WORDtrain on an AMD Athlon 2400
MHz with 512 MB RAM under Linux. The execution time was between 9 and 15
seconds. It was mostly influenced by the minimum topic length l0, reaching the
maximum of 15 seconds for l0 = 1, i.e. when the largest number of candidates
was considered. The number of descriptors in a topic varied between 1 and 23
with an average length of 3.36.
1 http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/corplex/treetagger/
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Evaluation Without Expert Involvement. We set τappears = 50 and varied
the minimum length of candidate topics l0 and the percentage cutoff for sequence
expansions per iteration τexpand. First, setting τexpand to 0.1, we varied the value
of l0. Table 1 shows the effects upon the coverage in labelled sentences, the
number of labelled (sub)sentences and the total number of output labels.

Table 1. The impact of l0

Number of labels
l0 Coverage of length

Num Percent 1 2 3 4 ≥5

1 10395 97.10% 10 7 2 2 2
2 7585 70.85% – 20 8 0 0
3 4440 41.47% – – 12 4 1
4 3875 36.19% – – – 11 5

The coverage in labelled sentences drops
when one-descriptor topics are not con-
sidered. The number of labels does not
drop, though; it rather reaches its max-
imum for l0 = 2. These 28 labels have
still a large coverage of 70%. This is
important because multi-descriptor top-
ics are more informative. Hence, we set
l0 = 2 for the rest of the experiments.

For a minimum label length l0 = 2, we varied the τexpand between 0.05 and
0.3 with a step of 0.05. The impact of τexpand upon the number of sentences
with none, one or more labels (i.e. the number of labelled partitions) and upon
the absolute coverage in labelled sentences are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The impact of τexpand

Labels Coverage Coverage
in sentence τexpand = 0.05 τexpand ≥ 0.1

1 3435 3531
2 2185 2273
3 1659 1635
4 72 88
5 10 52
≥6 2 6

none 3342 3120

We see that any τexpand value in [0.1,0.3]
results in both a larger coverage and
in more labelled partitions. However,
varying τexpand between 0.1 and 0.3
has no effect. One explanation is that
only the 10% most frequent sequences
have expansions with adequately high
contribution factor (cf. Eq. 4).

Evaluation with Expert Involvement. Finally, we used the evaluation
scheme of subsection 3.2 on a random sample of 1% of the collection’s sen-
tences. We have provided the expert with the 28 labels proposed by WORDtrain
for l0 = 2, τappears = 50 and τexpand = 0.3 (cf. Table 1). 30 sentences could
not be labelled, because there was no frequent pair of descriptors in them. For
the remaining 74 sentences, the precision was 0.96 and the recall was 0.93 (cf.
Def. 1).

5 Conclusion

We have proposed WORDtrain, a miner for topic discovery and subsequent la-
belling of document regions and region partitions. The major challenge mastered
by WORDtrain is the splitting of regions into non-overlapping partitions for which
frequent topics are built as sequences of adjacent terms. We have further pro-
posed two schemes for the evaluation of such an algorithm which discovers new
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topics and cannot be juxtaposed to a gold standard. Our experiments using these
schemes show that WORDtrain is good in region partitioning and frequent topic
discovery for the partitions.

We plan to extend WORDtrain for the derivement of nested topics on re-
gions of varying granularities and also improve the tag positioning mechanism.
We further intend to generalise our evaluation schemes for further methods on
unsupervised topic discovery and ontology learning.
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Abstract. Modern information system architectures place applications
in an application server and persistent objects in a relational database. In
this setting, we consider the problem of improving application through-
put; our proposed solution uses data prefetching (read-aheads) to mini-
mize the total data-access time of an application, in a manner that affects
neither the application code nor the backend DBMS. Our methodology
is based on analyzing and automatically merging SQL queries to produce
query sequences with low total response time, in ways that exploit the
application’s data-access patterns. The proposed approach is indepen-
dent of the application domain and can be viewed as a component of
container managed persistence that can be implemented in middleware.
This paper describes our proposed framework for using generic data-
access patterns to improve application throughput and reports prelimi-
nary experimental results on discovering key parameters that influence
the trade-offs in producing efficient merged SQL queries. The approach
is evaluated in the context of a financial domain, which yields the kinds
of natural conceptual relationships where our approach is valuable.

1 Introduction

Three-tier application architectures place business logic on an application server
and the necessary persistent objects on backend relational database-management
systems (RDBMSs). Applications issue requests to the RDBMS for stored data;
accessing persistent objects as they are requested may result in unacceptable
physical disk access and network processing overheads. In current practice, pro-
grammers can spend inordinate amounts of time tuning their applications to
reduce the overhead; an additional drawback of tuning is that it must be re-
peated each time the database schema or application logic are modified.

An alternative way to reduce the data-access overhead is to reduce the num-
ber of database roundtrips required to fulfill an application’s request for stored
objects. There are two types of possible approaches – caching and prefetching.
Caching [8, 11, 12] refers to storing recently accessed objects, thereby avoiding
� This research is supported under NCSU Center for Advanced Computing and Com-

munication Grant 11019.

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 299–308, 2004.
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unnecessary requests to the database. Prefetching [9, 2, 14, 10] stands for fetch-
ing data based on a prediction of an application’s future requests. (Cooperative
query answering [7] is a related methodology.) Both caching and prefetching can
result in significant payoffs in data-access performance [13, 1, 2]. Simple prefetch
mechanisms, which create read-ahead threads for certain queries that return
large quantities of data sequentially from a single table, are already used by
commercial data servers and by object managers or containers in application
servers.

In this paper we propose an adaptive prefetching approach [3] to reducing the
number of data-access roundtrips. The approach can be used to automatically
iteratively improve data throughput without modifying the application code or
the DBMS; as such, the approach can be used in middleware in managed object
environments. The proposed framework comprises interactive query exploration
and automatic query analysis based on application behavior, and can be used
as a component of autonomic self-tuning data-access systems for data-intensive
applications.

We develop our approach for settings where an application’s likely next few
queries are known beforehand (e.g., canned interfaces); application domains that
will benefit from our approach include health care, financial domains, human re-
sources, and all domains with decision and analysis support. For these settings,
we propose a set of techniques for automatically analyzing an application’s data-
access patterns and for using the results of the analysis and predefined guide-
lines to prefetch the answers to the future queries using sequences of read-ahead
queries (in SQL) with low total response time. Our results are not meant to be
used by individual applications to rewrite queries in a static fashion; rather, the
objective is to create application-independent techniques that a middleware sys-
tem would use as the basis for providing an online, adaptive way of implementing
read-aheads. Thus, our contributions are to autonomic computing, namely to the
development of automated systems in managed object environments, with the
ability to iteratively analyze data-access patterns and choose the appropriate
guidelines for merging application queries, at application runtime and with no
human intervention. The main feature of our approach is the discovery and use
of guidelines for selecting, based on an application’s access patterns and addi-
tional parameters, efficient ways of merging the application’s data requests into
read-ahead statements. The proposed framework can also incorporate additional
(empirical) rules added by experts or developers.

In this paper we describe the proposed framework for using generic data-
access patterns to improve application throughput (Section 3), and report pre-
liminary experimental results on studying the key parameters that influence the
trade-offs in producing efficient merged SQL queries (Section 4). The approach is
evaluated in the context of a financial domain, which yields the kinds of natural
conceptual relationships where our approach is valuable.
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2 Problem Formulation and Assumptions

Many applications have structure: they access mutually related objects, whose
relationships are expressed in the schema of the underlying database. Stored
data are accessed according to these associations, and most of the time the asso-
ciations are intuitive and work just as you would expect. Many important appli-
cations, including those in health care, financial domains, or human resources,
use the same query templates repeatedly. For example, an application can re-
quest the due date of a credit-card payment after requesting the balance, or it
can request the transactions of the same card in the last billing period. Such as-
sociations and dependencies that can be found in different domains form a basis
for formulating useful application-independent data-access patterns. Moreover,
in many applications, the likely next few queries are known beforehand.

In settings where persistent objects are stored in a RDBMS and where an ap-
plication’s likely next few queries are known beforehand, we consider the problem
of reducing the number of data-access roundtrips in furnishing the application’s
data requests, by generating efficient sequences of read-ahead queries (in SQL).
Our goal is to develop application-independent methods that could be automati-
cally applied and tuned both for multiple unrelated applications and for a single
application over time in a changing environment. Specifically, our goal is to come
up with a set of general guidelines and techniques for automatically analyzing
the data-access patterns of each given application and constructing a sequence
of read-ahead queries with low total response time. We assume that for each
application, we have available a graph of the application’s data-access requests
(for an example, see Figure 1), which expresses the dependencies between the
likely queries in the application. We discuss this structure in more detail later
in this section.

Problem Formulation. Given (1) an application’s data-access request graph,
(2) a database, (3) application-independent guidelines for obtaining efficient
merged read-ahead queries, and (4) values of parameters1, in the application
and its environment. Produce: sequences of read-ahead queries that maximize
the likelihood of furnishing the application’s future data requests and have min-
imal total response time on the database. Formally, for a database D, for a set
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} of queries in an application, and for all sets Si = {si1, . . . , siki}
of read-ahead queries that return at least the same information as Q on D, the set
Si of queries that has minimal response time on D is argminiΣ

ki

j=1cost(sij , D),
where cost(q, D) is the response time of a query q on a database D.

We consider read-ahead queries that result from merging two or more SQL
queries as posed by the given application. The sequence of merged read-ahead
queries produces at least the same outputs as the original queries, but because
there are fewer of them, the results are obtained with fewer DBMS calls and
network round-trips. Note that devising a single read-ahead query for all the ap-
plication’s queries is not guaranteed to produce a query with minimal response
1 We discuss parameters in detail in Sections 3 and 4; examples of parameters include

the number of joins in a query and the size of a query answer.
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time. One reason is that in many realistic settings the resulting read-ahead query
will be extremely complex and thus not amenable to significant optimization.
Instead, we are looking for break-even points between the extremes of multiple
individual SQL statements (low complexity but high number of queries) and a
single complex read-ahead query (minimal number of queries but high complex-
ity). In our current work, we seek to improve the application throughput.

Assumptions. We restrict our attention to applications making individual, rather
than batch, queries: We focus on queries such as find the name of the customer
with given ID and not find the name of all customers. We assume that appli-
cations generate unnested select-project-join SQL queries, possibly with aggre-
gation. In addition, we assume that we are given a graph of the application’s
data-access requests (for an example, see Figure 1), which expresses the proba-
bilistic transitions between the likely queries in the application; the graph can
be used to predict which queries the application is likely to use next.

3 The Proposed Framework

Determining, in a general, automated, and cost-based manner, which read-ahead
queries to use, involves (1) a module for generating merged queries by combining
two or more SQL queries; (2) a module for answering the original query from
the merged queries; and (3) a cost-based query optimizer.

In our approach, we use the query optimizer in the RDBMS that stores
persistent objects, and we do not consider the problem of answering the original
query from the combined queries (for possible solutions to this problem see, e.g.,
[8]).

We focus on the problem of determining beneficial and efficient read-ahead
queries based on the knowledge of the likely future queries of a given application
and on the general knowledge of how certain values of parameters, in queries
and in the application’s environment, affect the efficiency of read-ahead queries.
There are two main components of the problem. The first is to design application-
independent – generic – guidelines for determining efficient sequences of read-
ahead queries. The second component is to develop scalable algorithms for fine-
tuning the generic guidelines. Specifically, we are taking the following steps:

1. Use case studies to determine application-independent parameters, includ-
ing generic data-access patterns, that can affect the efficiency of read-ahead
queries.

2. Develop automatic methods for merging two or more SQL queries into a
single query that provides the answers to the input queries.

3. Develop application-independent guidelines for generating read-ahead query
sequences – specifically for obtaining read-ahead queries merging two or more
queries in an application – based on the values of the parameters.

4. Given specific applications and databases, validate the parameters and guide-
lines, by checking whether they produce sequences of read-ahead queries that
maximize the likelihood of furnishing the application’s data requests and
have minimal total response time on the database.
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In Section 4, we report preliminary results on discovering some parameters
that could influence the trade-offs in producing efficient merged SQL queries,
in the context of a financial domain. Our next step is to study the degree of
performance improvement given for frequently occurring query sequences, in
setups with multiple clients and application servers and with a single database
server.

We study application-independent data-access patterns and generate SQL
queries that implement access patterns that are part of the given access sequence.
To generate various types of read-ahead queries, we can use various prefetch
methods such as (1) prefetch only primary keys of the associated objects, and
(2) prefetch via traversing the inheritance-extension, one-to-many associations.

While generic data-access patterns help determine useful read-ahead
sequences, they are not adequate for determining sequences with minimal to-
tal response time. Finding such sequences involves determining:

1. How much to read ahead? Answering this question requires figuring out which
tables and columns may be subsequently accessed, and how the structure of
the stored data (e.g., presence of indexes) and relational constraints affect a
read-ahead query.

2. How deep to read ahead? Answering this question requires figuring out the
levels of the hierarchy that may be subsequently accessed. One question is
how the number of joins affects the efficiency of a sequence.

3. In what direction to read ahead? In each level of the hierarchy, each object can
be associated with many objects. Answering this question requires figuring
out the trade-off among the potentially many data traversal directions.

In our current experiments we consider sequences of queries with 100% prob-
ability that each future query will be issued by the application. We are also
working on methods for determining read-ahead queries for more general set-
tings, such as those in Figure 1. In these settings, for each sequence that may be
considered, there is a probability that it will be useful, there are penalties that
will be incurred from the execution of queries, and there is an expected bene-
fit. We are working on a cost-benefit analysis of the utility of merged queries,
which will take into account these factors to determine promising read-ahead
sequences.

4 Research Methodology and Experiments

We construct a testbed by using a slightly modified version of a standard data
model for financial services (e.g., banking and investment services) [15] to ex-
periment with the parameters that affect the cost of read-ahead queries. A more
complete set of information about the testbed and results can be found in [4].
The data model has 55 tables and maximum fan-out of 7 relationships. We
chose finance domain, because it features complex queries, meaningful relation-
ship traversals and diverse set of meaningful query sequences.
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4.1 Methodology

We model frequent data accesses that can be issued by the applications in one
directed graph, whose vertices correspond to simple SQL queries and edges cor-
respond to transition probabilities between the queries. Figure 1 shows a sample
graph with six SQL queries. The edge from A to B means that whenever A is ac-
cessed there is a 40% chance that B will be accessed next. We assume an acyclic
graph that can have multiple sources and sinks.

There are two principal ways to combine two or more requests:

– Merged execution, when the requests are executed at the same time. The
corresponding operator * is commutative and associative. We use outer joins
to merge the requests.

– sequential execution, when the requests are executed one after the other.
The corresponding operator + is associative. For convenience, + has lower
syntactic precedence than *.

For example, an access sequence ABEF can be supported by a variety of
prefetch sequences, including A*B*E+F, A*B*E*F, A*B*D+D*E*F,
A*B+E*F, and so on. Figure 2 represents the level-by-level formation of read-
ahead sequences as a directed graph. Here, each vertex represents the set of
SQL queries that can be executed at the same time or one after the other. This
representation reduces the number of vertices that we must consider.

Let the cost of evaluating an SQL query Q be the response time of Q. The
efficiency ratio of a read-ahead SQL query is the fraction of the minimal cost
of the previous level read-ahead SQL sequences to the cost of the current read-
ahead SQL query. The previous level read-ahead SQL sequences are computed by
applying dynamic programming on the current node. For example, the efficiency
ratio of the read-ahead query A*B*E*F is the fraction of min(cost(A+B*E*F,
A*B+E*F, A*B*E+F)) to cost(A*B*E*F). In our experiments, our goal is to
find the read-ahead SQL queries whose have efficiency ratio is close to 1.0 or
greater than 1.0 by estimating the cost of the read-ahead SQL sequences. If
the efficiency ratio of the previous level read-ahead sequences are all smaller
than 1.0, then we should stop exploring down the graph to find more efficient
read-ahead SQL queries that can be used for the given SQL sequence.

By testing the possible read-ahead scenarios for the SQL queries in Figure 1,
we can come up with many meaningful linear sequences of queries (X and Y are
variable names). A more detailed list of SQL statements for the queries can be
found in [4].

A Find the IDs and balance of the accounts that customer X ‘owns’
B Find the IDs and balance of the accounts, where another account Y uses as

‘overdraft’ account(s)
C Find the account IDs and balance of the customer, who is ‘co-owner’ of the

account Y
D Find the IDs, feature name, and the value of the products that account Y is

linked
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Fig. 2. The read-ahead scenarios graph
for Fig. 1

E Find the IDs and amount of the transactions on account Y
F Find the agreement IDs, the parties and the roles of these parties that are

linked to these agreements, where account Y is linked via an ownership or
co-ownership relation

Queries A+B+E could arise in a situation where the customer representative
first issues A to learn the account information for customer X , then he chooses
one of these accounts, and inquires the ’overdraft’ accounts that is related to this
account via B. In the end, he issues E to learn the transactions of an account.
The above list can be extended by using more complex query transition graphs.
However, simple SQL queries are enough to derive complex and meaningful read-
ahead scenarios, which help us in determining the rules of thumb regarding what
strategies to use for efficient sequences of read-ahead SQL queries.

4.2 Experiments and Results

We generated our test scenarios for the first set of experiments according to the
following incremental methodology:

– Merge two simple queries with n unshared join tables (n>=1)
– Add one shared join table to the queries. For example, we have Account
for A*B
– Add one more unshared table to one of these tables which is the case for
B*E so that we can understand the effect of the number of unshared tables
in queries.
– Add more than one shared join table as in A*C

– Merge more than two queries via using simple (e.g. A) and compound queries
A*B
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– Merge the compound query with simple queries with different number of
shared join tables. For example, A*D can be merged with E to form A*D*E
with no shared join tables, A*B can be merged with F to form A*B*F with
one shared join table, and so on.
– Merge compound queries to form more complex compound statements
with different number of shared join tables such as ABCF and ADEF. For
example, ABCF can be formed by merging AB and CF that have two shared
tables.

The tests were done on 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 2GB memory and 6x36
SCSI 10K RMP hard drive under Windows NT server. We use Oracle 9i to host
our database. Above methodology assumes that each added table results in an
addition of a join restriction. We also varied the cardinality of the tables (10K,
100K, 1M), the cardinality of returned data-set for each simple query (1, 1%,
10% selection). Table 1 lists the small subset of the results. We list the following
situations according to the result of our preliminary experiments [4]:

– The increase in the number of joined tables did not increase the efficiency
ratio of the merged query. For example, A and C have three common join
tables, and A and B have only one, but A*B has better efficiency ratio than
A*C which is mainly due to the wider intermediate tuples which results from
extra joins. On the other hand, with small table sizes we get slightly better
efficiency for A*B*C than for A*B which is due to the extra savings from
database latency.

– The efficiency of A*B is not affected by the cardinality of shared joined table
(Account), but decreases if we increase the cardinality of the tables that
are not shared in A and B. Also the efficiency increases with the increase
in the number of the returned tuples that was selected by the selection
predicates or join restriction via keys. For this situation, for relations R and
S, the selection predicates such as R.key=X and S.key=Y have more negative
impact than R.key=S.key. Also the bigger merged query may not result
in better efficiency. For example, A*B*F has slightly better efficiency than
A*B*C*F for small query answer size, because A*B*C*F requires require
complex query optimaztionby the db engine.

– For A*B*F, its efficiency is much worse than A*B+F, although all the tables
have one common table. Here, the main problem is the size of the redundant
data (extra null fields ) that returns as a result of the join. This inefficiency
is especially affected by the cardinality of the result data-set of F.

5 Related Work

Most relevant approach to our work is semantic prefetching which considers the
efficient query execution strategies for nested queries via predicting the corre-
lations among these nested queries and then merging them according to these
correlations [5]. Their main parameters are the transition probabilities among
queries in the same context. They also consider in detail how to answer client
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Table 1. The efficiency ratio of different merged SQL queries with different variables
including shared table’s size(Account) and the query answer size

Table Size
SQL Query Result Selection Cardinality 10K 100K 1M

A*B 1 1.04 1.05 1.04
10% 1.24 1.23 1.23

A*C 1 0.98 0.96 0.96
10% 1.03 1.02 1.04

A*B*C 1 1.08 1.07 1.04
10% 1.11 1.09 1.09

A*B*F 1 0.98 0.09 <0.01
10% 0.03 <0.01 <0.01

A*B*C*F 1 0.96 0.14 0.03
10% 0.11 0.02 <0.01

queries using prefetch results. Other approaches include (1) optimizing comput-
ing overlapping queries that generate Web pages (e.g., online shopping, where
users narrow down the search space as they navigate through a sequence of pages)
[9]; (2) predicate-based caching, where the cache content is used to answer future
queries [12]; and (3) prefetch the objects whose object identifiers were returned
as part of the query [10]. Curently, our approach takes into account the cost of
the data-access queries and various parameters that affect this cost for the given
data-access sequences. We also consider unnested queries.

The context of an object can be used as a predictor for future accesses in
navigational applications, where future access to the data can be unpredictable.
[2] describes an approach that uses context in which an object O is loaded;
when an object’s state is loaded, similar state for other objects in O’s context
is prefetched. The prefetching methods include heuristics such as prefetching all
the attributes of the requested objects. However, this work performs only one-
level prefetching for referenced objects, and does not answer the question of how
deep to read ahead. Further, this work seeks to minimize database latency for
future queries and does not explore the cost of efficient sequence of data-access
queries.

6 Discussion and Future Work

Previous work does not consider the prefetching problem in terms of both query
optimization parameters and navigational access patterns. By providing a mech-
anism for merging simple requests to find an efficient sequence of data-access
queries, we use a different aspect for multi-query optimization [6] where de-
pendencies or common subexpressions between the queries in a sequence are
exploited. Our work can also be integrated with Container Managed Persistence
containers or Java Data Object drivers as a performance tuning technique.

We use applications’ common behaviors and the cost of database interactions
to generate read-ahead rules that can provide a significant performance gain
for systems where many concurrent data-intensive read-only applications access
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huge databases. We plan to accommodate considerations such as network latency
and complex index structures for our rules. It is also necessary to use another
domain for verifying the correctness and increasing the diversity of our rules. We
also plan to find the threshold of the transition probabilities to use in the read-
ahead scenarios efficiency formula. In further research, we will explore the effect
of object-to-relational mapping techniques on our generic rules and will develop
and test learning algorithms to increase the efficiency of our generic rules for the
data-access patterns of particular applications.
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Abstract. Ensembles of learnt models constitute one of the main current direc-
tions in machine learning and data mining. It was shown experimentally and 
theoretically that in order for an ensemble to be effective, it should consist of 
classifiers having diversity in their predictions. A number of ways are known to 
quantify diversity in ensembles, but little research has been done about their 
appropriateness. In this paper, we compare eight measures of the ensemble di-
versity with regard to their correlation with the accuracy improvement due to 
ensembles. We conduct experiments on 21 data sets from the UCI machine 
learning repository, comparing the correlations for random subspacing ensem-
bles with different ensemble sizes and with six different ensemble integration 
methods. Our experiments show that the greatest correlation of the accuracy 
improvement, on average, is with the disagreement, entropy, and ambiguity di-
versity measures, and the lowest correlation, surprisingly, is with the Q and 
double fault measures. Normally, the correlation decreases linearly as the en-
semble size increases. Much higher correlation values can be seen with the dy-
namic integration methods, which are shown to better utilize the ensemble di-
versity than their static analogues. 

1   Introduction 

A popular method for creating an accurate classifier from a set of training data is to 
construct several classifiers, and then to combine their predictions. It was shown in 
many domains that an ensemble is often more accurate than any of the single classifi-
ers in the ensemble. Dietterich [6] has presented the integration of multiple classifiers 
as one of the four most important directions in machine learning research. 

Both theoretical and empirical research have demonstrated that an ensemble is 
good if the base classifiers in it are both accurate and tend to err in different parts of 
the instance space (that is have diversity in their predictions). Another important issue 
in creating an effective ensemble is the choice of the function for combining the pre-
dictions of the base classifiers. It was shown that if the integration method does not 
properly utilize the ensemble diversity, then no benefit arises from integrating multi-
ple models [3]. 
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One effective approach for generating an ensemble of diverse base classifiers is the 
use of different feature subsets, or so-called ensemble feature selection [12]. By vary-
ing the feature subsets used to generate the base classifiers, it is possible to promote 
diversity. One efficient way to do ensemble feature selection is the random subspace 
method or random subspacing [9]. 

Measuring diversity is not straightforward – there are a number of ways to meas-
ure diversity in ensembles of classifiers, and not much research has been done about 
the appropriateness and superiority of one measure over another. 

In this paper, we consider different measures of the ensemble diversity, which 
could be used to measure the total ensemble diversity, as a general characteristic of 
ensemble goodness. The goal of this paper is to compare the considered measures of 
diversity in the context of random subspacing with different integration methods and 
with different ensemble sizes. In the existing literature, comparing different measures 
of the ensemble diversity is normally done by analyzing their correlation with various 
other ensemble characteristics. Such characteristics are the ensemble accuracy, and 
the difference between the ensemble accuracy and the average or maximal base clas-
sifier accuracy [11,15]. In this paper, we compare eight measures of diversity with 
regard to their correlation with the accuracy improvement due to ensembles. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review ensemble feature selec-
tion and random subspacing. In Section 3 we consider the question of integration of 
an ensemble of classifiers and review different integration methods. In Section 4 we 
present eight different measures for diversity in classification ensembles. In Section 5 
we present our experiments with these measures and conclude in the next section with 
a summary and assessment of further research topics. 

2   Ensemble Feature Selection and Random Subspacing 

The task of using an ensemble of models can be broken down into two basic ques-
tions: (1) what set of learned models should be generated?; and (2) how should the 
predictions of the learned models be integrated? [6].  

One way for building models with homogeneous representations, which proved to 
be effective, is the use of different subsets of features for each model, also known as 
ensemble feature selection [12]. 

Ho [9] has shown that simple random selection of feature subsets may be an effec-
tive technique for ensemble feature selection because the lack of accuracy in the en-
semble members is compensated for by their diversity. This technique is called the 
random subspace method or simply Random Subspacing (RS). 

Instead of selecting a fixed number of features as in [9] (she used approximately 
half of the features for each base classifier) we use probabilistic feature selection in 
our implementation of RS. We consider all the features as having equal probability of 
being selected to the feature subset. This probability is selected randomly from the 
interval (0,1) before defining each feature subset. Thus, the initial feature subsets 
include different numbers of features. It was shown in experiments in [18] that this 
implementation of RS provides ensembles with greater diversity, and consequently, 
greater accuracy. 
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RS has much in common with bagging [17], but instead of sampling instances, one 
samples features. Like bagging, RS is a parallel learning algorithm, that is, the gen-
eration of each base classifier is independent. This makes it suitable for parallel im-
plementation for fast learning. It was shown that, like in bagging, the ensemble accu-
racy could be only increased with the addition of new members, even when the 
ensemble complexity grew [9]. 

3   Integration of an Ensemble of Models 

Brodley and Lane [3] have shown that simply increasing diversity of an ensemble is 
not enough to insure increased prediction accuracy. If an integration method does not 
utilize diversity, then no benefit arises from integrating multiple classifiers. 

A number of selection and combination approaches have been proposed in the lit-
erature. One of the most popular and simplest techniques used to combine the results 
of the base classifiers, is simple voting [1]. Weighted Voting (WV), where each pre-
diction receives a weight proportional to the estimated generalization performance of 
the corresponding classifier, works usually better than the simple majority voting [1]. 

One of the most popular and simplest selection techniques is Cross-Validation Ma-
jority (CVM, we call it simply Static Selection, SS, in our experiments) [14]. In 
CVM, the cross-validation accuracy for each base classifier is estimated, and then the 
classifier with the highest accuracy is selected.  

The described above approaches are static. They select one “best” model for the 
whole data space or combine the models uniformly. In dynamic integration each new 
instance to be classified is taken into account. Usually, better results can be achieved 
with dynamic integration. 

We consider in our experiments three dynamic integration techniques based on the 
same local accuracy estimates: Dynamic Selection (DS) [13], Dynamic Voting (DV) 
[13], and Dynamic Voting with Selection (DVS) [19]. At the learning phase, they 
estimate the local classification errors of each base classifier for each instance of the 
training set according to the 1/0 loss function using cross validation. The learning 
phase finishes with training the base classifiers on the whole training set. The applica-
tion phase begins with determining k-nearest neighbourhood for a new instance using 
a distance metric. Then, weighted nearest neighbour regression is used to predict the 
local classification errors of each base classifier for the new instance. 

Then, DS simply selects a classifier with the least predicted local error. In DV, 
each base classifier receives a weight that is proportional to the estimated local accu-
racy. In DVS, the base classifiers with highest local errors are discarded (the classifi-
ers with errors that fall into the upper half of the error interval of the base classifiers) 
and locally weighted voting (DV) is applied to the remaining base classifiers. 

4   Measures of the Ensemble Diversity 

In this section we consider eight different measures of the ensemble diversity, six of 
which are pairwise as they are able to measure diversity in predictions of a pair of 
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classifiers. The total ensemble diversity is the average of the diversities of all the 
pairs of classifiers in the ensemble. The two non-pairwise measures evaluate diversity 
in predictions of the whole ensemble (entropy and ambiguity). 

The plain disagreement measure is probably the most commonly used measure for 
diversity in the ensembles of classifiers with crisp predictions. For example, in [9] it 
was used for measuring the diversity of decision forests, and its correlation with the 
forests’ accuracy. In [18] it was used as a component of the fitness function guiding 
the process of ensemble construction. For two classifiers i and j, the plain disagree-
ment is equal to the proportion of the instances on which the classifiers make differ-
ent predictions: 
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where N is the number of instances in the data set, )(C ki x  is the class assigned by 

classifier i to instance k, and Diff(a,b)=0, if a=b, otherwise Diff(a,b)=1. 
The fail/non-fail disagreement is the percentage of test instances for which the 

classifiers make different predictions but for which one of them is correct [16]: 
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where Nab is the number of instances in the data set, classified correctly (a=1) or 
incorrectly (a=0) by the classifier i, and correctly (b=1) or incorrectly (b=0) by the 
classifier j. (2) is equal to (1) for binary classification problemsIt can be also shown 
that jii,j plaindivdisdiv ,__ ≤ . 

The Double Fault measure (DF) [8] is the percentage of test instances for which 
both classifiers make wrong predictions: 
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where Nab has the same meaning as in (2). In [11,15] DF was shown to have reason-
able correlation with the Majority Voting and Naïve Bayes integration methods. 

The following measure is based on Yule’s Q statistic used to assess the similarity 
of two classifiers’ outputs [11]: 
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where Nab has the same meaning as in (2) and (3). In [11] Q was recommended as the 
best measure for the purposes of developing ensembles, taking into account the ex-
perimental results, and especially its simplicity and comprehensibility. 

One problem, which we have noticed with this measure in our pilot studies, was its 
insensitivity on small data sets. For a small number of instances N00 is often equal to 
0. Q in this case is equal to –1 (maximal diversity) no matter how big the values of 
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N01 and N10 are, which is not a good reflection of the true differences in classifiers’ 
outputs.  

The correlation coefficient between the outputs of two classifiers i and j can be 
measured as [11]:  
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where Nab have the same meaning as in (2), (3) and (4). The numerator in (5) is the 
same as in (4), and for any two classifiers i and j, div_corri,j and div_Qi,j have the 

same sign, and it can be proven that jiji Qdivcorrdiv ,, __ ≤  [11]. This measure, as 

well as the fail/non-fail disagreement, the DF measure, and the Q statistic were con-
sidered among the group of 10 measures in the comparative experiments in [11]. 

Let Nij be the number of instances in the data set, recognized as class i by the first 

classifier and as class j by the second one, Ni* is the number of instances recognized 

as i by the first classifier, and N*i is the number of instances recognized as i by the 

second classifier. Define then 1 and 2 as  
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where l is the number of classes and N is the total number of instances. 1 estimates 

the probability that the two classifiers agree, and 2 is a correction term for 1, which 

estimates the probability that the two classifiers agree simply by chance. The pairwise 
diversity div_kappai,j is then defined as follows [5]: 
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Dietterich [5] used this measure in scatter plots called “ -error diagrams”, where 
kappa was plotted against mean accuracy of the classifier pair. -error diagrams are a 
useful tool for visualising ensembles. 

A non-pairwise measure of diversity, associated with a conditional-entropy error 
measure, is based on the concept of entropy [4]: 
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where N is the number of instances in the data set, S is the number of base classifiers, 

l is the number of classes, and i
kN  is the number of base classifiers that assign in-

stance i to class k. This measure was evaluated on a medical prediction problem and 
was shown to predict the accuracy of the ensemble well [4].  
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The next non-pairwise measure of diversity is associated with the variance-based 
measure of diversity proposed for regression problems in [10], called ambiguity. This 
diversity has been proven to have a direct relation with the ensemble error and this 
motivated us to use an associated diversity measure for classification also. The classi-
fication task can be decomposed into l regression tasks, where l is the number of 
classes. The output in the regression tasks will be the class membership of the in-
stance (binary output 0/1 in the case of crisp classification considered in this paper). 
The diversity of the classification ensemble can then be calculated as the average 
ambiguity over these pseudo-regression tasks for each of the instances: 
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where l is the number of classes, N is the number of instances, S is the number of base 

classifiers, j
iN  is the number of base classifiers that assign instance j to class i, 

)(C jk x  is the class assigned by classifier k to instance j, and Is() is a truth predicate. 

In our experiments we normalize all the measures to vary from 0 to 1, where 1 cor-
responds to the maximum of diversity for the sake of simplicity and to avoid the un-
necessary complication in understanding the results of correlations with different 
signs. 

5   Experimental Investigations 

The experiments are conducted on 21 data sets taken from the UCI machine learning 
repository [2]. These data sets include real-world and synthetic problems, vary in 
characteristics, and were previously investigated by other researchers. For our ex-
periments, we used an updated version of the experimental setting presented in [18] 
to test the EFS_SBC algorithm (Ensemble Feature Selection with the Simple Bayes-
ian Classification). We extended it with an implementation of seven new measures of 
diversity besides the existing plain disagreement. 

We used Simple Bayes (SB) as the base classifier in the ensembles. It has been re-
cently shown experimentally and theoretically that SB can be optimal even when the 
“naïve” feature-independence assumption is violated by a wide margin [7]. Second, 
when SB is applied to the sub-problems of lower dimensionalities as in random sub-
spacing, the error bias of the Bayesian probability estimates caused by the feature-
independence assumption becomes smaller. It also can easily handle missing feature 
values of a learning instance allowing the other feature values still to contribute. Be-
sides, it has advantages in terms of simplicity, learning speed, classification speed, 
and storage space. It was shown [18] that only one “global” table of Bayesian prob-
abilities is needed for the whole ensemble when SB is employed in ensemble feature 
selection (for each feature of the base classifiers the corresponding probabilities from 
this table are simply taken). We believe that dependencies and conclusions presented 
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in this paper do not depend on the learning algorithm used and would be similar for 
most known learning algorithms. 

To estimate the ensemble performance with random subspacing, we have used 70 
test runs of stratified random-sampling cross validation with 70 percent of instances 
in the training sets. We experimented with five different ensemble sizes: 5, 10, 25, 50, 
and 100. At each run of the algorithm, we collect accuracies for the six types of en-
semble integration: Static Selection (SS), Majority Voting (V), Weighted Voting 
(WV), Dynamic Selection (DS), Dynamic Voting (DV), and Dynamic Voting with 
Selection (DVS). In the dynamic integration strategies DS, DV, and DVS, the number 
of nearest neighbors (k) for the local accuracy estimates was pre-selected from the set 

of seven values: 1, 3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127 ( 7,...,1,12 =− nn ), for each data set sepa-

rately, if the number of instances in the training set permitted. Heterogeneous Euclid-
ean-Overlap Metric (HEOM) [13] was used for calculation of the distances (for nu-
meric features, the distance is calculated using the Euclidean metric, and for 
categorical features the simple 0/1 overlap metric is used). 

 

 

Fig. 1. The correlations for the eight diversities and five ensemble sizes averaged over the data 
sets and integration methods 

In Figure 1 the correlations between diversity and improvement in the classifica-
tion accuracy due to ensembles (the difference between the ensemble accuracy and 
the average base classifier accuracy) for the eight diversities and five ensemble sizes 
averaged over the data sets and integration methods are shown (Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient r is used). It can be seen from the picture that the highest correlation is 
with div_dis. Div_plain, div_ent, and div_kappa are very close to the best div_dis (the 
difference is at most 0.03 for each ensemble size). The lowest correlation values are 
with div_corr, div_Q, and div_DF. Surprisingly, the worst correlations are with the 
div_Q and especially div_DF measures. As could be seen from the results, Div_Q and 
div_corr behave in a similar way, which reflects the similarity in their formulae. An-
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other interesting finding is that the correlations decrease approximately linearly with 
the increase in the ensemble size. The best correlations are shown for 5 base classifi-
ers. This is not true for the div_DF measure, where there is no clear pattern in the 
change (probably because the correlation is not significant for this measure). 

In Figure 2 the correlations between diversity and improvement in the classifica-
tion accuracy due to ensembles for the eight diversities and six integration methods 
averaged over the data sets and ensemble sizes are shown using Pearson’s r correla-
tion coefficient. The ranking of the diversities is the same as previously reported (in 
order of goodness): div_dis, div_plain, div_amb, div_ent, div_kappa, div_corr, div_Q, 
and div_DF. We also noticed that the correlation values are almost the same for 
div_plain and div_amb. The difference was at most 0.001, probably due to rounding 
in the computations. Supposedly, this similarity can be explained theoretically. The 
correlations differ significantly with the six integration methods. Always the dynamic 
methods (DS, DV, and DVS) have better correlations than the static ones (SS, V, and 
WV). Normally WV has better correlations than the other two static methods (SS and 
V). We believe that these differences can be explained by the fact that the dynamic 
methods make better use of diversity than the static methods, and WV makes better 
use of diversity than SS and V. These dependencies do not hold true for div_DF 
again, because of the same reason of low correlations.  

To check the presented dependencies we recalculated the correlations using 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (RCC) as suggested in [11]. All the trends 
remained the same, and the difference in the averaged values was at most 0.01 and in 
the particular correlation values - at most 0.05. 

 

Fig. 2. The correlations for the eight diversities and six integration methods averaged over the 
data sets and ensemble sizes 
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To validate the findings and conclusions presented before and to check the de-
pendency of the results on the selection of the data sets, we divided all the data sets 
into two groups in the following two ways: (1) with greater than the average im-
provement due to ensembles (10 data sets), and with less than or equal to the average 
improvement (11 data sets); and (2) with less than 9 features (10 data sets), and with 
greater or equal to 9 features (11 data sets); and checked all the dependencies for 
these groups. 

The results for these groups supported our previously reported findings in this pa-
per (the ranking of the diversities, the correlation decrease with the ensemble size’s 
increase, and the ranking of the integration methods). Expectedly, the correlations for 
the group with better improvements were greater than for the other group (by up to 
0.15 on average). Unexpectedly, greater correlations (by up to 0.15 on average) were 
for the group with larger amounts of features than for the group with fewer features. 
This needs further research. 

We noticed also interesting behaviour with the selected k-neighbourhood values 
for dynamic integration. DS needs higher values of k. This can be explained by the 
fact that its prediction is based on only one classifier being selected, and thus, it is 
very unstable. Higher values of k provide more stability to DS. The average selected k 
is equal to 33 for DS, and it is only 14 for DV. For DVS, as a hybrid strategy, it is in 
between at 24 (for the ensemble size of 5). The selected values of k do not change 
significantly with the change of the ensemble size. The only change noticed is that 
DS with more ensemble members needs even greater k (up to 43 for 100 ensemble 
members). 

6   Conclusions 

In our paper, we have considered eight ensemble diversity metrics, six of which are 
pairwise measures (the plain disagreement, div_plain; the fail/non-fail disagreement, 
div_dis; the Double Fault measure, div_DF; the Q statistic, div_Q; the correlation 
coefficient, div_corr; and the kappa statistic, div_kappa), and two are non-pairwise 
measures (entropy, div_ent; and ambiguity, div_amb). To integrate the base classifiers 
generated with random subspacing, we used six integration methods: Static Selection 
(SS), Majority Voting (V), Weighted Voting (WV), Dynamic Selection (DS), Dy-
namic Voting (DV), and Dynamic Voting with Selection (DVS). We considered five 
ensemble sizes: 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100. 

In our experiments, to check the goodness of each measure of diversity, we calcu-
lated its correlation with the improvement in the classification accuracy due to en-
sembles. The best correlations were shown by div_plain, div_dis, div_ent, and 
div_amb. Div_Q and div_corr behaved in a similar way, supported by the similarity 
of their formulae. Surprisingly, div_DF and div_Q had the worst average correlation. 
The correlation coefficients for div_amb were almost the same as for div_plain. All 
the correlations changed with the change of the integration method, showing the dif-
ferent use of diversity by the integration methods. The best correlations were shown 
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with DV. The correlations decreased almost linearly with the increase in the ensemble 
size. The best correlations are for the ensemble size 5.  

It would be interesting to check the presented dependencies and conclusions in 
other contexts in the future. For example, other ensemble generation strategies and 
integration methods can be tried. 
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Abstract. Database mining is the process of extracting interesting and previ-
ously unknown patterns and correlations from data stored in Data Base Man-
agement Systems (DBMSs). Association rule mining is the process of discover-
ing items, which tend to occur together in transactions. If the data to be mined 
were stored as relations in multiple databases, instead of moving data from one 
database to another, a partitioned approach would be appropriate.  This paper 
addresses the partitioned approach to association rule mining for data stored in 
multiple Relational DBMSs. This paper proposes an approach that is very effec-
tive for partitioned databases as compared to the main memory partitioned ap-
proach. Our approach uses SQL-based K-way join algorithm and its optimiza-
tions. A second alternative that trades accuracy for performance is also 
presented. Our results indicate that beyond a certain size of data sets, the accu-
racy is preserved in addition to improving performance. Extensive experiments 
have been performed and results are presented for the two partitioned ap-
proaches using IBM DB2/UDB and Oracle 8i. 

1   Introduction 

Association rule mining [3, 4, 5] makes correlation between items that are grouped 
into transactions deducing rules that define   relationships between itemsets. Here an 
attempt is made to identify if customer who buys item ‘A’ also buys item ‘B’. Asso-
ciation rules are of the form A => B where A is the antecedent and B is the conse-
quent. Several association rule algorithms have been proposed that work on data in a 
file [5, 6, 7]. Data base approach to association rules using SQL have been explored 
as well [8, 9, 11, 13, 14]. 

Parallel mining algorithms have been developed to overcome the limitations of 
main memory approaches by using the aggregate power and memory of many proces-
sors. A multi-database system [1, 2] is a federation of autonomous and heterogeneous 
database systems. Data is distributed over multiple databases (typically 2 or 3) in 
many organizations. Each of the databases may get updated frequently and independ-
ently. Most of the organizations today have multiple data sources distributed at differ-
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ent locations, which need to be analyzed to generate interesting patterns and rules. An 
effective way to deal with multiple data sources (where data to be mined is distributed 
among several relations on different DBMSs) is to mine the association rules at dif-
ferent sources and forward the rules to other systems rather than sending the data to 
be mined which is likely to be very large. Interactive mining has been proposed as a 
way to bring decision makers into the loop to enhance the utility of mining and to 
support goal oriented mining. Partitioned and incremental approaches can be applied 
to each of the data sources independently, which would require the transmission of 
intermediate results between the databases. 

If the raw data from each of the local databases were sent to a common database 
for mining and generation of rules, certain useful rules, which would aid in making 
decisions about local datasets, would be lost. For example a rule such as “50% of the 
branches in the north saw a 10% increase in the purchase of printers when digital 
cameras and memory cards were purchased together” would not be generated if the 
raw data was transferred and processed as a whole. In such a case the organization 
may miss out certain rules that were prominent in certain branches and were not 
found in the other branches as in the above example. Generating such rules would aid 
in making decisions at each branch independently.   

This paper addresses the problem of directly mining data stored in multiple rela-
tions or multiple databases.  The main memory approaches are not applicable here 
unless data is siphoned out of each relation/database which is what we are trying to 
avoid in the first place. The cost models for data transfer in our case are very different 
from that of partitioned main memory algorithms. Furthermore, the utility of mining 
each data set independently as well as together is important for many applications. In 
this paper, we address the partitioned approaches to discover association rules on data 
residing in multiple databases. Although incremental approaches have been devel-
oped, we will not discuss them for lack of space. Please refer to [17] for details. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 discusses some of the re-
lated work in this area. Section 3 discusses the inefficiency of the main memory parti-
tioned approach when directly used for multiple databases.  Section 4 presents our 
approaches and their performance evaluation. Section 5 has conclusions. 

2   Related Work 

The partition algorithm for association rules presented in [7] makes at most two 
passes over the input database to generate the rules. In the first phase of the algorithm 
the database is divided into non-overlapping partitions and each of the partitions are 
mined individually to generate the local frequent itemsets. At the end of the first 
phase the local frequent itemsets are merged to generate the global candidate itemsets. 
In the second phase of the algorithm a TIDLIST is created and used to calculate the 
support of all the itemsets in the global candidate itemset to generate the global fre-
quent itemsets. The algorithm could be executed in parallel to utilize the capacity of 
many processors with each processor generating the rules. 

SQL-Based approaches map transactions into  relations with (TID, Item) attribute 
format [3, 13]. The (TID, Itemlist) format was not chosen because the number of 
items for a particular transaction may exceed the number of attributes a DBMS can 
support. SQL-92 and SQL-OR approaches [13, 14, 16] were introduced for mining 
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data in relational DBMSs. The SQL-92 based approaches correspond to k-way join 
and its optimizations such as the Second Pass Optimization (SPO), Reuse of Item 
Combinations (RIC) and Prune the input table (PI). It has been shown [11, 16] that, of 
all the SQL-based approaches, K-way join and its optimizations have the best per-
formance (as compared to query-sub query and group by approaches). 

Most of the times data is already stored as relations in different databases belong-
ing to the same organization. If one were to mine the data present in multiple data-
bases, there are two options. [2] presents a weighted model for synthesizing high-
frequency association rules from different sources. A high-frequency rule is the one 
that is supported by most of the data sources. The proposed model assigns a high-
weight to a data source that supports/votes more high-frequency rules and a lower 
weight to a data source that supports/votes less high-frequency rules. [1] discusses a 
new multi-database mining process. The patterns in multi-databases are divided into 
the three classes as Local patterns, high-vote patterns and Exceptional patterns. The 
mining strategy identifies two types of patterns, high-vote patterns and exceptional 
patterns. The discovery of these patterns can capture certain distributions of local 
patterns and assist global decision-making within a large company.  

3   Performance of the Partitioned Approach 

The partition algorithm [7] is an efficient main memory algorithm for mining associa-
tion rules in large data sets that could be partitioned as needed. This approach when 
used for multiple databases results in poor performance as will be shown in the paper.  
For its implementation, relational operations (using SQL) were used. There was no 
change in Phase I of the algorithm. Each database was considered an individual parti-
tion and the frequent itemsets were generated for each of the databases. In Phase II of 
the algorithm the frequent itemsets from each of the partitions were merged to form 
two sets of itemsets. The first set is the global frequent itemsets, which correspond to 
itemsets that are large in all the partitions (databases). The second set is the set of 
global candidate itemsets, which is the union of all the frequent itemsets from each of 
the partitions (not included in the global frequent itemsets). A TIDLIST is created for 
the entire database. As the data is assumed to be distributed over different databases, 
each partition needs to be shipped to a single database to create the TIDLIST. The 
TIDLIST was used for counting the support of the itemsets in the global candidate 
itemsets and the itemsets satisfying the user specified support were added to the set of 
global frequent itemsets. 

3.1   Methodology for Experiments 

The performance results presented in this paper are based on datasets generated syn-
thetically using IBM’s data-generator. The nomenclature of these datasets is of the 
form “TxxIyyDzzzK”, where “xx” denotes the average number of items present per 
transaction, "yy" denotes the average support of each item in the dataset and "zzzK" 
denotes the total number of transactions in “K”(1000s). The experiments have been 
performed on Oracle 8i and IBM DB2 / UDB V7.2 (installed on a machine running 
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server with 512MB of RAM). Each experiment has been 
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performed 4 times. The values from the first run are ignored so as to avoid the effect 
of the previous experiments and other database setups. The average of the next 3 runs 
was used for analysis to avoid any false reporting of time due to system overload or 
other factors. For the purpose of reporting experimental results in this paper, due to 
space constraints, we have shown the results only for three datasets – T5I2D100K, 
T5I2D500K, and T5I2D1000K. 

Figure 1. shows the performance of the TIDLIST approach for a T5I2D1000K 
dataset. The dataset is divided into two equal partitions each of size 500K. The analy-
sis of the time taken for the different phases shows that the Phase II is the most time 
consuming. In Phase II, the TIDLIST is created for the whole dataset. The TIDLIST 
creation time increases exponentially as the size of the dataset increases. The parti-
tioned approach although seems to work well for main memory databases, its per-
formance for partitioned databases is not acceptable. The creation of the TIDLIST and 
the shipping of the partitions to a single database need to be avoided.   

 

 

Fig. 1. Performance Of TIDLIST Approach On T5I2D1000K Dataset 

4   Proposed Algorithms for Multiple Databases 

This section discusses two partitioned approaches – DB-Partition I (or approach I in 
figures) and DB-partition II (or approach II in figures) – that have been developed and 
tested for multiple databases. Notations used in the remainder of this paper are shown 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Notation used for the Partitioned Approach 

Notation Meaning 

CP
K Set of local candidate k-itemsets in partition P. 

FP
K Set of local frequent k-itemsets in partition P. 

CG
K Set of global candidate k-itemsets. 

FG
K Set of global frequent k-itemsets. 

NBd(FP
K) Set of local non-frequent k-itemsets in partition P. 
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The negative border of frequent k-itemsets corresponds to those itemsets that did 
not satisfy the support in pass k. That is, NBd(FP

K) =  CP
K  - FP

K. Given a collection F 
⊆ P(R) of sets, closed with respect to set inclusion relation, the NBd(F) of F consists 
of the minimal itemsets X ⊆ R not in F. 

4.1   DB-Partition I 

In the TIDLIST approach, the TIDLIST was created as a CLOB. In DB-partition I, 
the TIDLIST is not at all created and the k-way join approach is used instead.   Some 
of the k-way join optimizations reported in [14, 16] have been used. The two k-way 
join optimizations used are: Second-pass Optimization (SPO) and Reuse of Item 
Combinations (RIC). In a multiple database scenario, each of the individual databases 
is considered as a partition and the merging is done by choosing one of the databases. 
The changes made to the partition algorithm are described below. 

Phase I: In this phase the frequent itemsets FP
K are generated for each of the parti-

tions. Along with the frequent itemsets in each of the partitions, the negative border of 
the frequent 2-itemsets NBd(FP

2) is also retained. These itemsets are used for count-
ing the support in the Phase II of the algorithm. Only the negative border of the 2-
itemsets is retained because when the second pass optimization is used, the generation 
of the 2-itemsets is the first step in each partition. Since the 2-itmeset generation is the 
first pass, there is no loss of information and the negative border of the 2-itemsets will 
have all possible 2-itemsets, which did not satisfy the support.  

After the frequent itemsets from all the partitions (databases) are generated, the 
frequent itemsets and the negative border of the frequent 2-itemsets from all the parti-
tions are shipped to one of the databases to do the remaining computation. This step is 
shown as an edge with label “1” in   Figure 2. Merging the frequent itemsets from all 
the partitions generates the global candidate itemsets CG

1, C
G

2, …,  CG
K.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Data Transfer Using DB-partition I 

Phase II: In this phase, the global frequent itemsets – itemsets that are large in all the 
partitions – are generated. Merging the count obtained from the negative border and 
the frequent 2-itemsets from all the partitions generates the count for the remaining 2-
itemsets in CG

2. The itemsets satisfying the support are added to FG
2. FG

2 and             
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∪ k=3 to nC
G

K are shipped to all the databases to generate the counts of the remaining 
candidate itemsets. This is shown as an edge with label “2” in   Figure 2.  

Each of the databases generates a materialized table from the global frequent 2-
itemsets using the Reuse of item combination optimization. The materialized table is 
used in the successive passes to generate the counts of the itemsets in the global can-
didate itemsets. Once the counts are generated in all the partitions they are shipped 
back to one database to do the final counting. This is shown as an edge with label “3” 
in   Figure 2.  

Figure 2 shows the data transferred in each of the steps. Database 1 and Database 2 
are considered the 2 partitions. Database 2 is chosen for merging the frequent itemsets 
from all the partitions to global candidate itemset and for generating the final cumula-
tive count of all frequent itemsets obtained from all the partitions in step “3”.  

Performance Analysis:  Performance experiments were done on datasets of different 
sizes. Each data set divided into 2 or 3 non-overlapping partitions. Figure 3. shows the 
performance of a T5I2D1000K dataset divided into 2 equal sized partitions each of 
size 500K. It can be seen from the graph that the improvement in performance in DB-
partition I compared to TID LIST approaches 58% for a support values of 0.20% and 
the improvement increases to about 78% for a support value of 0.10%. As the support 
value decreases the percentage improvement in the performance increases.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Performance Comparison Of TIDLIST And DB-partition I 

Figure 4. shows the data transfer when there are 3 partitions. At the end of each 
phase the intermediate results are transferred to one of the partitions to do the remain-
ing computations.  

The performance for T5I2D500K is shown in Figure 5. The dataset is divided into 
3 partitions of size 200K, 200K and 100K. The performance is shown for Oracle and 
DB2. For DB2 the percentage improvement in performance decreases from 80% to 
53% as the support value decreases from 0.30% to 0.20%. The performance in Oracle 
shows an increase from 18% to 75% as the support value decreases from 0.20% to 
0.10%.  
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Fig. 4. Data Transfer Using DB-partition I For 3 Partitions 

 
Fig. 5. Performance Comparison Of T5I2D500K For TIDLIST And DB-partition I 

Data Transfer: Table 2 shows the number of records transferred between the data-
bases in each step. The input data denotes the transactional data. It is assumed that the 
dataset is divided into 2 equal sized partitions. The numbers in the Table 2 indicate 
the number of records transferred. For example, for the T5I2D10K dataset the input 
data has 27000 records and the total records transferred using DB-partition I between 
the two databases is 51845. It is observed that transferring the intermediate results is 
better for the datasets, which have more than 100K transactions (which is typically 
the case).   

In DB-partition I only the negative border of the frequent 2-itemsets was retained 
in all the partitions. In phase II, a materialized table was created to do the support 
counting. The time taken to create a materialized table increases as the size of the 
dataset increases. In this approach the data is transferred 3 times between the parti-
tions. DB-partition II alternative was proposed to overcome the above drawbacks.  
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Table 2. Data Transferred Using DB_partition I 

Dataset 
 

Step 1 
[F1

K + NBd (F1
2)] 

 

Step 2 
[FG

2 + UK = 3 to N C
G

K] 
Step 3 

UK = 3 to N C
G

K 
Total 

records 
 

T5I2D10K 50360 1393 92 51845 
T5I2D100K 199455 678 101 200234 
T5I2D500K 319677 638 76 320391 

T5I2D1000K 356696 632 75 357403 

4.2   DB-Partition II 

During the Phase I of this approach, the negative border of all the frequent itemsets in 
each of the partitions are retained as compared to the previous approach where only 
the negative border of the frequent 2-itemsets were retained. When the frequent item-
sets are generated the data is transferred to one of the partitions (or databases) to form 
the global candidate itemsets and the global frequent itemsets. The global frequent k-
itemsets are generated by merging the counts of the frequent k-itemsets and the nega-
tive border of the frequent k-itemsets. Figure 6 shows the data transfer in DB-
partition II.  

DB-partition II is different from DB-partition I with regard to the number of times 
data is transferred between the databases and the itemsets that are retained. In DB-
partition I, only the negative border of the frequent 2-itemsets is retained. Since re-
taining the negative border does not require any additional computation, in DB-
partition II, the negative border of all the frequent itemsets are retained for all the 
databases. In Phase II of DB-partition I, the global frequent 2-itemsets are generated 
using the local frequent 2-itemsets and their negative border from all the databases. 
The results have to be transferred to the individual databases to generate the remain-
ing (3 to k) – itemsets, which requires the scanning the input data in each of the data-
bases to generate the counts. But in DB-partition II, all the global frequent itemsets 
are generated using the local frequent itemsets and their negative border from all the 
databases. An additional scan of the database is not required and the intermediate 
results are transferred only once as compared to 3 times in DB-partitition I.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Data Transfer In DB-partition II 
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Fig. 7. Performance Comparison Of All The Approaches With 2 Partitions 

 
Fig. 8. Performance Comparison Of All The Approaches With 3 Partitions 

Figure 7 shows the performance comparison of the TIDLIST, DB-partition I and 
DB-partition II. A T5I2D1000K dataset was divided into 2 partitions of size 500K 
each. From the graph it is noted that the performance of DB-partition II improved 
from 16% to 18% as the support value decreased from 0.20% to 0.10%. Figure 8 
shows a similar performance graph for 3 partitions. 

We compared the data transfer between DB-partition I and DB-partition II (Table 
3) and they were not much different as the size of the data is large for the second pass 
(2-itemsets). It was noted that DB-partition II performed better than TIDLIST and 
DB-partition I for almost all the cases. This was because the creation of materialized 
table was eliminated and retaining the negative border does not require any additional 
computation. However there is a tradeoff associated with the DB-partition II. This 
approach may miss out the count of itemsets, which are globally large but locally 
small in a few partitions. The count of some k-itemsets whose subset did not appear 
either in the frequent itemsets or its negative border in the earlier passes may be 
missed. Our intuition was that this was the case only for small data sizes that too 
when the support is extremely low. 

In order to verify this, we conducted experiments using DB-partition II for differ-
ent data sizes.  Figure 9 shows the error observed in the frequent itemsets generated. 
The frequent itemsets generated using the TIDLIST approach and DB-partition I was 
compared with the itemsets generated in DB-partition II. This approach showed some 
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error in the number of frequent itemsets generated in each pass. However, it was seen 
that there was some error only for the smaller datasets with lower support values. No 
error was noted beyond datasets of size T5I2D100K and above. 

Table 3. Data Transfer For DB-partition II 

Dataset 
 

Input data 
Records 

Step 1 

[F1
K + NBd (F1

K)]  

records 

DB-partition II 
 

T5I2D10K 27000 50481 50481 
T5I2D100K 273000 199521 199521 
T5I2D500K 1368500 319740 319740 

T5I2D1000K 2736000 356761 356761 
 

 

Fig. 9. Error Analysis 

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we have focused on the partitioned approach to association rule mining 
that can be used for multiple databases. The partitioned approach to association rule 
mining is appropriate for mining data stored in multiple DBMSs. The  partition algo-
rithm proposed in this paper provides an efficient way of discovering association  
rules in large multi-database.  This paper presented two approaches – DB-partition I 
and DB-partition II using the negative border concept which possesses slightly differ-
ent performance characteristics. Extensive experiments have been performed for the 
partitioned approach on Oracle 8i and IBM DB2. 
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Abstract. All methods of association rule mining require the frequent sets of 
items, that occur together sufficiently often to be the basis of potentially inter-
esting rules, to be first computed. The cost of this increases in proportion to the 
database size, and also with its density. Densely-populated databases can give 
rise to very large numbers of candidates that must be counted. Both these fac-
tors cause performance problems, especially when the data structures involved 
become too large for primary memory. In this paper we describe a method of 
partitioning that organises the data into tree structures that can be processed in-
dependently. We present experimental results that show the method scales well 
for increasing dimensions of data, and performs significantly better than alter-
natives, especially when dealing with dense data and low support thresholds. 

1   Introduction 

The most computationally demanding aspect of Association Rule Mining is identify-
ing the frequent sets of attribute-values, or items, whose support (occurrence in the 
data) exceeds some threshold. The problem arises because the number of possible sets 
is exponential in the number of items. For this reason, almost all methods attempt to 
count the support only of candidate itemsets that are identified as possible frequent 
sets. It is, of course, not possible to completely determine the candidate itemsets in 
advance, so it will be necessary to consider many itemsets that are not in fact fre-
quent. Most algorithms involve several passes of the source data, in each of which the 
support for some set of candidate itemsets is counted. The performance of these 
methods, clearly, depends both on the size of the original database and on the number 
of candidates being considered. The number of possible candidates increases with 
increasing density of data (greater number of items present in a record) and with de-
creasing support thresholds. In applications such as medical epidemiology, where we 
may be searching for rules that associate rather rare items within quite densely-
populated data, the low support-thresholds required may lead to very large candidate 
sets. These factors motivate a continuing search for efficient algorithms.  

Performance will be affected, especially, if the magnitudes involved make it im-
possible for the algorithm to proceed entirely within primary memory. In these cases, 
some strategy for partitioning the data may be required to enable algorithmic stages to 
be carried out on primary-memory-resident data. In this paper we examine methods of 
partitioning to limit the total primary memory requirement, including that required 
both for the source data and for the candidate sets. We describe a new method of 
partitioning that exploits tree structures we have previously developed for Association 
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Rule Mining. Experimental results are presented that show this method offers signifi-
cant performance advantages. 

2   Background 

Most methods for finding frequent sets are based to a greater or lesser extent on the 
“Apriori” algorithm [2]. Apriori performs repeated passes of the database, succes-
sively computing support-counts for sets of single items, pairs, triplets, and so on. At 
the end of each pass, sets that fail to reach the required support threshold are elimi-
nated, and candidates for the next pass are constructed as supersets of the remaining 
(frequent) sets. Since no set can be frequent which has an infrequent subset, this pro-
cedure guarantees that all frequent sets will be found.  

A problem of Apriori is that it requires the source data to be scanned repeatedly, 
which is especially costly if this cannot be contained in primary memory. Attempts to 
reduce this cost include the “Partition” algorithm [12], which partitions the data into a 
number of equal-sized segments of manageable size, and the strategy introduced by 
Toivonen [13], which first processes a small random sample of the data to identify 
candidates for counting across the full database. The drawback of both these ap-
proaches highlights the second weakness of Apriori: that the number of candidates 
whose support must be counted may become very large. Both methods increase the 
size of the candidate set, and also require all candidates to be retained in primary 
memory (for efficient processing) during the final database pass. Other methods [3] 
[4] [1] [14] aim to identify maximal frequent sets without first examining all their 
subsets. These algorithms may cope better with densely-populated databases and long 
patterns than the others described, but again usually involve multiple database passes. 
The DepthProject [1] algorithm bypasses the problem by explicitly targeting mem-
ory-resident data. The method of Zaki et. al. [14] partitions candidate sets into clusters 
which can be processed independently. The problem with the method is that, espe-
cially when dealing with dense data and low support thresholds, expensive pre-
processing is required before effective clustering can be identified. The partitioning 
by equivalence class, however, is relevant to the methods we will describe. 

Our methods begin by performing a single pass of the database to perform a partial 
summation of the support totals. These partial counts are stored in a tree structure that 
we call the P-tree [9], which enumerates itemsets counted in lexicographic order. The 
P-tree contains all the sets of items present as distinct records in the database, plus 
some additional sets that are leading subsets of these. To illustrate, consider a data-
base with items {a,b,c,d,e}, and a set of 20 records: {abcde,abce,abd,abde,abe,acde, 
ace,ade,b,bcde,bce,bd,bde,be,cd,cde,ce,d,de,e}. (Not necessarily in this order). For 
convenience, we will use the notation abd, for example, to denote the set of items 
{a,b,d}. Figure 1 shows the P-tree that would be constructed. The counts stored at 
each node are incomplete support-totals, representing support derived from the set and 
its succeeding supersets in the tree. For example, suppose the record cde is the last to 
be added. The tree-construction algorithm will traverse the nodes c and cd that are 
subsets of cde, incrementing the count for each, before appending cde as a child of cd.  

We apply to this structure an algorithm, Apriori-TFP, which completes the summa-
tion of support counts, storing the results in a second set-enumeration tree (the T-tree), 
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which finally contains all frequent sets with their complete support-counts. The algo-
rithm used, essentially a form of Apriori that makes use of the partial counting that 
has already been done, is described in [6], where we explain the rationale of the ap-
proach, and present experimental results that demonstrate performance gains in com-
parison both with Apriori, and also the FP-growth [10] algorithm, which has some 
similar properties. The FP-tree used in [10] is a more pointer-rich structure than the 
P-tree, leading to greater difficulties in dealing with non-memory-resident data, al-
though strategies for this have been proposed, which will be discussed further below. 
The CATS tree, an extension of the FP-tree proposed in [5], also assumes no limita-
tion on main memory capacity. In this paper we consider implementations of Apriori-
TFP when we cannot contain all the data required in main memory, requiring some 
strategy for partitioning this. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of a P-tree 

3   Strategies for Partitioning 

The natural implementation of Apriori, when source data cannot be contained in pri-
mary memory, requires all the data to be read from secondary memory in each pass. 
The equivalent for Apriori-TFP, because the first stage of the method involves the 
construction of a P-tree, requires a partitioning of the data into segments of manage-
able size. We will refer to this form of partitioning, in which each segment contains a 
number of complete database records, as ‘horizontal’ partitioning (HP), or segmenta-
tion. We first take each segment of data separately and create for it a P-tree that is 
then stored in secondary memory. Each pass of Apriori-TFP then requires each of the 
P-trees to be read in turn from secondary memory. The method creates a single final 
T-tree in primary memory, which contains all the frequent sets and their support-
counts. 
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The drawback of this simple approach is that it replicates the two weaknesses of 
the Apriori methodology: all the data (now in the form of P-trees) must be re-read 
from secondary memory in each pass, and the entire T-tree, which contains candidates 
and, finally, all the frequent sets, must be kept in primary memory while counting 
proceeds. As we have noted, this tree may be very large. Even when it can be held in 
primary memory, a large set of candidates leads to slower counting, in Apriori-TFP 
just as for Apriori. The P-tree structure offers another possible form of partitioning, 
into subtrees that represent equivalence classes of the items represented. However, it 
is not possible to compute the support for a set by considering only the subtree in 
which it is located. Although succeeding supersets of a set S in the P-tree are located 
in the subtree rooted at S, predecessor supersets are scattered throughout the preced-
ing part of the P-tree. For example, consider the support for the set bd in the data used 
for Figure 1. In the subtree rooted at b, we find a partial support total for bd, which 
includes the total for its superset bde. To complete the support count for bd, however, 
we must add in the counts recorded for its preceding supersets bcde, abd (incorporat-
ing abde) and abcde, the latter two of which are in the subtree headed by a. 

The problem can be overcome by a different partitioning of the P-tree structure. 
Our Tree Partitioning (TP) method begins by dividing the ordered set of items into 
subsequences. For example, for the data used in Figure 1, we might define 3 se-
quences of items, {a,b}, {c,d} and {e}, labelled 1,2,3 respectively. For each sequence 
we define a Partition-P-tree (PP-tree), labelled PP1, PP2 and PP3. The construction 
of these is a slight modification of the original method. The first, PP1, is a proper P-
tree that counts the partial support for the power set of {a,b}. PP2, however, counts all 
those sets that include a member of {c,d} in a tree that includes just these items and 
their predecessors. The third tree, PP3, will count all sets that include any member of 
{e}. The three trees obtained, from our example, are illustrated in Figure 2. The PP-
trees are, in effect, overlapping partitions of the P-tree of Figure 1, with some restruc-
turing resulting from the omission of nodes when they are not needed. 

The effect of this is that the total support for any set S can now be obtained from 
the PP-tree corresponding to the last item within S; for example, we now find all the 
counts contributing to the support of bd are included in PP2.  The drawback is that the 
later trees in the sequence are of increasing size; in particular, PP3 in our example is 
almost as large as the original P-tree. We can overcome this by a suitable reordering 
of the items. In descending order of their frequency in the data, the items of our ex-
ample are e,d,b,c,a. Using the same data as for Figures 1 and 2, we will construct PP-
trees using this ordering, for the sets of items {e,d}, {b,c} and {a} respectively.  

The results are shown in Figure 3. Now, because the less frequent items appear 
later in the sequence, the trees become successively more sparse, so that PP3 now has 
only 13 nodes, compared with the 23 of PP3 in Figure 2. Our previous work has 
shown  [7] that ordering items in this way leads to a smaller P-tree and faster opera-
tion of Apriori-TFP. The additional advantage for partitioning is that the PP-trees 
become more compact and more equal in size. The total support-count for bd (now 
ordered as db) is again to be found within PP2, but now requires the addition of only 
2 counts (db+edb). 

This form of partitioning offers us a way of dividing the source data into a number 
of PP-trees each of which may then be processed independently. The partitioning, as 
illustrated in Figure 3, is essentially similar to that obtained by the construction of 
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conditional databases described in [10] and [11], and the COFI-trees proposed in [8]. 
The latter method also creates subtrees that can be processed independently, but re-
quires an initial construction of an FP-tree that must be retained in primary memory 

 

Fig. 2. Partition-P-trees from figure 1 

 

Fig. 3. PP-trees after reordering of items 
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for efficient processing. The partitioning strategy proposed in [11] for dealing with an 
FP-tree too large for primary storage, would first construct the a-conditional database 
corresponding to PP3, and after building the FP-tree for this, would copy relevant 
transactions (e.g. edbca), into the next (c-conditional) database, as edbc. The method 
we describe avoids this multiple copying by constructing all the trees in memory in a 
single pass, during which we also partially count support. With a sufficiently large 
data set, it will of course still not be possible to construct the PP-trees within primary 
memory. We can, however, combine this approach with a (horizontal) segmentation 
of the original data into segments small enough to allow the corresponding PP-trees 
to be contained in primary store. This approach is possible in our case because the P-
tree structure is simpler and less pointer-rich than the corresponding FP-tree. Our 
method also allows us to define PP-trees which are, in effect, the union of a sequence 
of conditional databases, allowing more flexibility of partitioning. 

The overall method is as follows: 
 

1. Obtain an (at least approximate) ordering of the frequency of items, and using 
this ordering, choose an appropriate partitioning of the items into n sequences 1, 
2, 3,..etc. 

2. Divide the source data into m segments. 
3. For each segment of data, construct n PP-trees in primary memory, storing fi-

nally to disk. This involves just one pass of the source data. 
4. For partition 1, read the PP1 trees for all segments into memory, and apply the 

Apriori-TFP algorithm to build a T-tree that finds the final frequent sets in the 
partition. This stage requires the PP1 trees for each segment of data to be read 
once only. The T-tree remains in memory throughout, finally being stored to 
disk. 

5. Repeat step 4 for partitions 2, 3, ..n. 
 

The method offers two advantages. First, we have now effectively reduced the 
number of disk passes to 2: one (step 3) to construct the PP-trees, and a second pass 
(of the stored trees) to complete the counting (steps 4 and 5). The second advantage is 
that we are now, at each stage, dealing with smaller tree structures, leading to faster 
traversal and counting.  

4   Results 

To investigate the performance of the method, we used synthetic data sets constructed 
using the QUEST generator described in [2]. The programs were written in standard 
C++ and run on a 1.3 GHz machine with 256 Kb of cache, and 512 Mb of RAM. The 
data was stored on an NFS server (1Gb filestore). 

We first establish that the method scales acceptably; i.e. the partitioning strategy 
successfully constrains the maximum requirement for primary memory, without lead-
ing to unacceptable execution times. For this purpose we generated data sets with 
parameters T10.I5.N500, i.e an average record size of 10 items. We divided the data 
into segments of 50,000 records, and within each segment generated 500 partitions, 
i.e. a PP-tree for each item. In all our experiments, the tree partitioning is naïve: after 
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ordering the items, we partition into sequences of equal length (in this case, 1). In 
fact, our experiments seem to show that increasing the degree of partitioning always 
reduces the primary memory requirement (as would be expected), and also almost 
always reduces execution time. The latter, less obvious result arises because the in-
creased time taken to construct a greater number of PP-trees (step 3 above) is usually 
more than compensated by the faster processing of smaller T-trees (steps 4 and 5). 
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Fig. 4. Execution times for T10.I5.N500 (0.01% support) 

Figure 4 shows the overall time to generate frequent sets, with a support threshold 
of 0.01%, for datasets of increasing size, i.e. 1,2,3,4 and 5 segments. The figure com-
pares the performance of the Tree-partitioning method (TP) with the simple method 
involving horizontal partitioning (segmentation) only (HP). The times illustrated 
include both the time to construct the trees and to execute the Apriori-TFP algorithm.  
As can be seen, TP offers substantially better performance than HP, and its perform-
ance scales linearly with the size of the dataset.  

Importantly, this performance is achieved within conservative memory require-
ments.  In steps 4 and 5 of the TP method it is necessary to contain in memory all the 
PP-trees for one partition, and the corresponding T-tree for that partition. In the ex-
periment of Figure 4, this led to a maximum memory requirement for the TP method 
that varied from 1.38Mb (1 segment) to 1.6Mb (5 segments). In general, larger data 
sets, requiring greater horizontal segmentation, lead to some increase in the combined 
size of the PP-trees, but this is relatively slight. By contrast, the HP method requires 
the P-tree for one data segment and the whole of the T-tree to be contained in primary 
store, leading to a maximum memory requirement of between 116 and 128 Mb in the 
case illustrated. 

The combined sizes of the PP-trees for any one segment are, of course, greater 
than the size of a corresponding P-tree, which could be a constraint during the con-
struction of the PP-trees. If so, the problem can be overcome by imposing a greater 
degree of horizontal segmentation. We found that the total memory requirement to 
contain all the PP-trees for any one segment decreases from 7.8 Mb, when no seg-
mentation is applied, to a maximum of 0.22 Mb when there are 50 segments, with 
almost no overall increase in execution time. The method scales well with increasing 
number of items, also. We found execution time increased slowly and linearly as the 
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number of items increased from 500 to 2500, with no general upward trend in mem-
ory requirement. This is because the P-tree is a conservative structure, which stores 
(in general) only those itemsets that are actually needed, so increasing the number of 
items with no increase in density has little effect. Conversely, the simple HP method 
has a rapidly increasing memory requirement in this case because of the greater size 
of the unpartitioned T-tree. 

The performance of the method when dealing with more dense datasets is shown in 
figures 5 and 6. In these experiments, we generated databases with D=50000, N=500, 
varying the T and I parameters, and divided into 5 segments, with 10 items/partition. 
The small database size was chosen for convenience, but we imposed a requirement 
that only one partition can be retained in memory.  We compared the TP method both 
with HP and with a method based on the “Negative Border” approach of [13] (la-
belled NB in the figures). In the latter, P-trees are first constructed for all segments, as 
for the HP method. Then, all the proportionately-frequent sets in the first segment of 
data are found, using a support threshold reduced to 2/3 of the original, and also re-
taining the negative border of the sets found, i.e. those sets which, although not them-
selves frequent, have no infrequent subsets. The frequent sets, with their negative 
border, are stored in a T-tree which is kept in store to complete the counts for these 
sets for the remaining segments. The reduced support threshold, and the inclusion of 
the negative border, make it very likely that all the finally frequent sets will be in-
cluded in this tree, in which case the method requires the disk-stored P-trees to be 
read once only. 
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Fig. 5. Execution times for various database characteristics 

The figures show results for a support threshold of 0.1%, at which level (higher 
than in the previous experiments) there is little difference in the total execution times 
for the T10.I5 data. In this case, the faster computation of the frequent sets by the TP 
method is offset by the longer time taken to construct the PP-trees. With more dense 
data, however, the latter factor becomes decreasingly significant, and the advantage of 
the TP method becomes increasingly apparent. This is principally because of the 
much smaller candidate sets that are involved. This is apparent from the comparison 
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of maximal memory requirements, shown in Figure 6. This reflects the growing size 
of the candidate sets (and hence the T-tree) as the data density increases, leading both 
to larger memory requirements and to longer times to find candidates. The problem is 
particularly acute with the ‘Negative Border’ method. This works well with relatively 
sparse data, but at high density the reduced support threshold and the inclusion of the 
negative border lead to very large candidate sets. A similar pattern was observed in 
experiments varying the support threshold (for the T10.I5 set). At a threshold of 1.0, 
the overhead of constructing the multiple PP-trees for the TP method leads to rela-
tively poor execution times, and in this case, the NB method is fastest. As the support 
threshold is reduced, however, the increasing cost of servicing a growing candidate 
set leads to rapidly increasing memory requirements and execution times for the al-
ternative methods, whereas the TP method scales much better, becoming faster than 
either at a threshold of 0.05, and twice as fast at threshold 0.01.  
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Fig. 6. Memory requirements for various data 

5   Conclusions  

In this paper we have examined ways of partitioning data for Association Rule Min-
ing. Our aim has been to identify methods that will enable efficient counting of fre-
quent sets in cases where the data is much too large to be contained in primary mem-
ory, and also where the density of the data means that the number of candidates to be 
considered becomes very large. Our starting point was a method which makes use of 
an initial preprocessing of the data into a tree structure (the P-tree) which incorporates 
a partial counting of support totals. In previous work we have shown this method to 
offer significant performance advantages. Here, we have investigated ways of apply-
ing the approach in cases that require the data to be partitioned for primary memory 
use. We have, in particular, described a method that involves a partitioning of the tree 
structures involved to enable separate subtrees to be processed independently. The 
advantage of this approach is that it allows both the original data to be partitioned into 
more manageable subsets, and also partitions the candidate sets to be counted. The 
latter results in both lower memory requirements and also faster counting.  
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The experimental results we have reported here show that the Tree Partitioning 
method described is extremely effective in limiting the maximal memory require-
ments of the algorithm, while its execution time scales only slowly and linearly with 
increasing data dimensions. Its overall performance, both in execution time and espe-
cially in memory requirements, is significantly better than that obtained from either 
simple data segmentation or a method that aims to complete counting in only two 
passes of the data. The advantage increases with increasing density of data and with 
reduced thresholds of support – i.e. for the cases that are in general most challenging 
for association rule mining. Furthermore, a relatively high proportion of the time 
required by the method is taken up in the preprocessing stage during which the PP-
trees are constructed. Because this stage is independent of the later stages, in many 
applications it could be accepted as a one-off data preparation cost. In this case, the 
gain over other methods becomes even more marked.  
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Abstract. Association and classification are two data mining techniques tradi-
tionally used for solving different kind of problems. Association has been ap-
plied in knowledge discovery and classification in predictive tasks. Recent stud-
ies have shown that knowledge discovery algorithms can be successfully used 
for prediction in classification problems. The improvement of association rules 
algorithms is the subject of many works in the literature, whereas little research 
has been done concerning their classification aspect. On the other hand, meth-
ods for solving the problems of the association rules must be tailored to the par-
ticularities of the application domain. This work deals with the predictive use of 
association rules and addresses the problem of reducing the number of rules 
generated in the software project management field. We propose an algorithm 
for refining association rules based on incremental knowledge discovery. It 
provides managers with strong rules for decision making without need of do-
main knowledge.  

1   Introduction 

Association and classification techniques have been recognized as useful tools in 
making decisions in many application domains. Association is considered an unsu-
pervised data-mining task, so it is mainly used in the area of knowledge discovery in 
databases, while classification problems are treated by means of supervised learning 
algorithms. This is a predictive modeling task, where the goal is to build a classifica-
tion model (classifier) that relates the value of one attribute called the class label and 
the values of other attributes. The model is used later to make predictions about new, 
unlabeled data. 

Traditionally, both kinds of techniques have been used to solve different classes of 
problems. However, recent studies show that knowledge discovery algorithms can be 
successfully used for predictive tasks in classification problems [12] [11] [22]. The 
improvement of the knowledge discovery algorithms, especially association rules, is 
the subject of many works in the literature, whereas little research has been done 
concerning their classification aspect. Association rule algorithms discover patterns in 
the form “IF X THEN Y”. If the consequence part (Y) of the rule is a class, these 
patterns can be used to predict the class of unclassified records. 

The main application area of the association rules is market management. Deriving 
association rules from a sales transaction database provides managers with informa-
tion about products that customers tend to buy together. This information can be used 
to drive promotional campaigns and to lead to more effective marketing. The purpose 
is to find items that imply the presence of other items in the same transaction. A pur-
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chase consisting of several articles (items) can be considered as a transaction. The 
process of deriving rules is simple [8], but it often generates a large set of rules, most 
of which are not useful. So, it is necessary to evaluate their validity. Most of the exist-
ing methods consider two factors, support and confidence, which capture the statisti-
cal strength of a pattern.  

The problem of finding interesting rules has been widely studied [5] [18] [19]. The 
goal of these proposals is to obtain a reduced number of rules with high support and 
confidence. Subjective measures such as unexpectedness and actionability can be also 
used for determining the interestingness of a rule [18] [19] [14]. Unexpectedness 
indicates that rules are interesting if they are unknown to the users or contradict exist-
ing knowledge. Actionability means that users can take advantage of the rules [14]. 
Unfortunately these subjective factors cannot be easily obtained in some application 
areas such as project management, especially when a large number of quantitative 
attributes are involved and, so, it is very difficult to acquire domain knowledge. These 
applications present additional problems such as the discretization of continuous 
(quantitative) attributes that can take a wide range of values. In order to reduce the 
number of rules generated it is necessary to split the range of values into a manage-
able number of intervals.  

On the other hand, a rule that is actionable in one application may not be in an-
other. Therefore, methods for solving the problems of the association rules must be 
tailored to the particularities of each case. 

This work deals with the predictive use of association rules and addresses the prob-
lem of reducing the number of rules generated in the project management field. We 
propose an iterative process to refine association rules, based on the generation of 
unexpected patterns. The principal feature of our approach is the incremental knowl-
edge discovery from a gradual generation of the unexpected patterns by taking a sin-
gle attribute in each iteration. We take advantage of knowledge of good attributes for 
classification and use them progressively, beginning with the best. This simplifies the 
selection of patterns and the refinement process. Besides, the algorithm not only pro-
vides a reduced number of rules but also selects the most useful rules for classifica-
tion purposes. Another important aspect of the method is that the generation of unex-
pected patterns does not require domain knowledge. In our study context, it is very 
difficult to acquire experience due to the use of quantitative attributes. For this reason, 
the refinement method is very suitable for our purposes. We intend to predict the 
software size expressed in lines of code (LOC) in initial stages of a software project 
by using attributes that can be obtained early in the life cycle. This is necessary for 
estimating the project effort. Accurate estimations are critical in software project 
management because they lead to a good planning and reduce project costs.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes existing related 
research. In Section 3 the proposed method is presented. The experimental study is 
showed in section 4 and conclusion are exposed in section 5. 

2   Related Work 

Since Agrawal and col. introduced the concept of association between items [2] [1] 
and proposed the Apriori algorithm [3], association rules have been the focus of in-
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tensive research. Most of the efforts have been oriented to simplify the rule set and 
improve the algorithm performance. 

The first pass of the Apriori algorithm consists of counting the number of occur-
rences of each item to determine the large itemsets, whose supports are equal or 
greater than the minimum support specified by the user. There are algorithms that 
generate association rules without generating frequent itemsets [12]. Some of them 
simplifying the rule set by mining a constraint rule set, that is a rule set containing 
rules with fixed items as consequences [5] [6]. The procedure causes loss of informa-
tion, but it does not represent a drawback for predictive purposes when a single item, 
the class, constitutes the consequence part of the rules. Many other algorithms for 
obtaining a reduced number of interesting rules have been proposed, however this 
work is focused in the use of the rules in classification problems. The number of pa-
pers in the literature that consider this aspect is lesser. A proposal of this category is 
the CBA (Classification Based on Association) algorithm [13] that consists of two 
parts, a rule generator for finding association rules and a classifier builder based on 
the discovered rules. In [22] the weight of the evidence and association detection are 
combined for flexible prediction with partial information. The main contribution of 
this method is the possibility of making prediction on any attribute in the database. 
Moreover, new incomplete observations can be classified. The algorithm uses the 
weight of the evidence of the attribute association in the new observation in favor of a 
particular value of the attribute to be predicted. This approach uses all attributes in the 
observation, however in many domains some attributes have a minimal influence in 
the classification, so the process can be unnecessary complicated if they are taken in 
consideration. Our proposal evaluates the importance of the attributes on the classifi-
cation.  

Most of the commented methods consider two factors, support and confidence, 
which capture the statistical strength of a pattern, in order to select the best rules and 
reduce the generated rule set. However, these factors are useful neither for informing 
about rules convenience nor for detecting conflicts between rules. It is necessary to 
consider other factors in order to obtain consistent and interesting patterns. This is the 
motivation for rules refinement.  The topic of knowledge refinement has been treated 
in the literature, but in the area of association rules little research has been done. In 
[18] and [19] the concept of unexpectedness is introduced in an iterative process for 
refining association rules. The authors have proposed methods to discover unexpected 
pattern in data. They use prior domain knowledge to reconcile unexpected patterns 
and to obtain stronger association rules. Domain knowledge is fed with the experience 
of the managers. This is a drawback for the use of the method in the project manage-
ment environment because the rules are numeric correlations between project attrib-
utes and they are influenced by many factors (size and complexity of the software, 
programming language, etc.). It is very difficult to acquire experience in this class of 
problem. For this reason, in this work we present a refinement method more suitable 
for our purposes that does not need use managerial experience. It is also based on the 
discovery of unexpected patterns, but it uses “the best attributes for classification” in 
a progressive process for rules refinement. The best attributes are obtained by the 
technique  of  “importance of columns” [15] based on the amount of information 
(entropy) that the attributes provide in discriminating the classes (intervals of values 
of the label attribute LOC). 

Our aim is not to improve the performance of the existing algorithms but propose 
an effective procedure for classification problems that is very suitable for applications 
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that manage quantitative attributes where domain knowledge cannot be easily ob-
tained. The aim is to provide managers with a convenient number of good association 
rules for prediction, which help them to make right decisions about the software pro-
ject. 

3   Association Based Classifier 

In this work, an algorithm for generating and refining association rules is proposed in 
order to solve a classification problem. We fix the class label as the only item of the 
consequent part of the rules but we generate incrementally the rules by adding items 
progressively to the antecedent part. We use information about good attributes for 
classification and take them progressively, beginning with the best. 

3.1   Finding the Best Attributes for Classification 

The label attribute is the target of prediction in classification problems. A model that 
relates the label and the other attributes can be used for making predictions about 
new, unlabeled data. Importance of columns is a technique that determines the degree 
of utility of the descriptive attributes (columns) in discriminating the different values 
of the label attribute. The purity measure (a number from 0 to 100) informs about how 
well the columns discriminate the classes (different values of the label attribute). It is 
based on the amount of information (entropy) that the column (attribute) provides 
[15]. The expression for that information (I) is: 
                                                                                                     n 

 I (P(c1), ..., P(cn)) = Σ  - P(ci) logn P(ci)  
                                                                                             i=1 

where P(ci) is the probability of the class i  and n is the number of classes. 
The information is 1 when the classes have the same probabilities. 

The purity is defined as 1 – I. Every set in the partition has its own purity measure, 
and the purity of the partition is a combination of these individual measures. For a 
given set in the partition, the purity is 0 if each class has equal weight and 100 if 
every record belongs to the same class.  

3.2   Association Rules and Unexpectedness 

Mining association rules from data is very useful in many applications domains, 
mostly for finding purchase patterns in commercial environments. Algorithms for 
discovering rules, such as “Apriori” [2], are not complex; however, they usually gen-
erate a large number of rules representing obvious or irrelevant patterns, even restrict-
ing them with high values of support and confidence. In this work, we present a re-
finement algorithm that generates the association rules in an incremental way and 
produces the best rules considering their predictive purpose. The process is based on 
the concept of unexpectedness. This concept was introduced by Padmanabhan and 
Tuzhilin in order to generate useful patterns by using manager domain knowledge. 
They generate unexpected patterns  versus the managerial experience and use them to 
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refine rules representing beliefs [18]. We also use that concept but without needing 
domain knowledge . The foundations of association rules and unexpectedness [19] are 
introduced below. 

A set of discrete attributes At={a1 ,a2 ,.... ..,am } is considered. Let D={T1 ,T2 ,.... 
..,TN } be a relation consisting on N transactions T1 ,.... ..,TN over the relation schema 
{a1 ,a2 ,.... ..,am }. Also, let an atomic condition be a proposition of the form value1 � 
attribute � value2 for ordered attributes and attribute = value for unordered attributes, 
where value, value1 and value2 belong to the set of distinct values taken by attribute in 
D. Finally, an itemset is a conjunction of atomic conditions. In [19] rules and beliefs 
are defined as extended association rules of the form X → Y, where X is the conjunc-
tion of atomic conditions (an itemset) and Y is an atomic condition. The strength of 
the association rule is quantified by the following factors: 

Confidence or predictability. A rule has confidence c if c% of the transactions in D 
that contain X also contain Y. A rule is said to hold on a dataset D if the confidence of 
the rule is greater than a user-specified threshold. Support or prevalence. The rule has 
support s in D if s% of the transactions in D contain both X and Y. Expected  predict-
ability. This is the frequency of occurrence of the item Y. So the difference between 
expected predictability and predictability (confidence) is a measure of the change in 
predictive power due to the presence of X [15]. 

In [18] unexpectedness is defined by starting with a set of beliefs that represent 
knowledge about the domain. A rule A → B is defined to be unexpected with respect 
to the belief X → Y on the database D if the following conditions hold: 

 

• B and Y logically contradict each other (B AND Y |= FALSE); 
• A AND X holds on a ‘‘large’’ subset of tuples in D;  
• The rule A, X → B holds. 
 

The discovered unexpected patterns are used in the refinement the initial rules or 
beliefs. 

3.3   Refining Association Rules 

The proposed refinement algorithm uses the best attributes for classification in order 
to find the more suitable rules for prediction. 

The algorithm requires generating initial beliefs and unexpected patterns. In [18] 
the beliefs can either be obtained from the manager domain knowledge or induced 
from the data using machine learning methods. In our case, those beliefs were gener-
ated from the available data of projects by an association rule algorithm [15]. We 
found in an earlier work that the best attributes for classification give good results in 
the refinement of association rules in the area of projects management [17]. Taking as 
reference these previous results, we propose now a complete procedure for solving 
classification problems. We start with a set of beliefs which relate a single attribute 
with the class label. Then we search for unexpected patterns that could help us to 
increase the confidence or to solve ambiguities or inconsistencies between the rules 
representing the beliefs. 

The steps to be taken in the refinement process [17] used for software size estima-
tion are described below: 
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1. Obtain the best attributes for classification and create the sequence:  seqA = < Ak 
>, k = 1…t (t: number of attributes). The attributes in the sequence are ordered 
from greater to lesser purity. 

2. The values of the attribute Ak are represented as {Vk,l} , l = 1…m (m: number of  
different values).  

3. Set k = 1 and establish the minimal confidence cmin and minimal support smin. 

4. Generate initial beliefs with confidence c � cmin and support s � smin. 

5. Select beliefs with confidence near cmin or with conflicts between each other: 

 Let Xi → Yi  and Xj → Yj   be two beliefs,  Ri and Rj  respectively. There is a 

conflict between Ri and Rj  if  Xi = Xj   and  Yi  ¬= Yj. 

6. With the selected beliefs create the rule set  setR = {Ri}, i = 1…n (n: number of 

selected beliefs) 
7. For all beliefs Ri ∈ setR do: 

7.1. Use the values {Vk,l} of the attribute Ak for generating unexpected pattern 

fulfilling conditions of unexpectedness and confidence � cmin . The form of 

the patterns is: Vk,l → B. 
7.2. Refine the beliefs by searching for rules R’ like: 

  Xi , Vk,l → B 

  Xi , ¬Vk,l → Yi 
7.3. Let setR’ be the set of refined rules, then the beliefs refined in step 7.2  

    should be added to it:  
 setR’ = setR’ ∪ { R’u}, u = 1…f (f: number of refined rules obtained in the 
iteration i).  

8. Set k = k + 1 and setR = setR’. 
9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 until no more unexpected patterns can be found. 

   
A significant advantage of the algorithm is the incremental knowledge discovery 

by means of the gradual generation of the refined rules. Good attributes in discrimi-
nating the classes are taken one by one in the iterative process, beginning with the 
best. This simplifies the selection of patterns, the refinement process and generates 
the best rules for class prediction. In other approaches a great set of rules is generated, 
which is pruned later without considering classification criteria.  

3.4   Building the Classifier 

The associative model obtained in the previous step is very suitable for classification 
purposes. Thus, it is used for making predictions. This model is composed by rules at 
different levels of refinement. The most refined rules are used in the first instance. If 
an observation to be classified has attributes coincident with the antecedent part of the 
rule, the label class assigned to the observation is the consequent part. If there are not 
rules that match the observation, previous level of refinement is used for searching 
suitable patterns.  

The problem of finding more than one rule matching the observation is solved tak-
ing the more confident rule. 
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The simplicity of the models obtained with the refined rules lead to their efficient 
application for prediction. Another benefit is the lesser number of descriptive attrib-
utes needed with respect to traditional classification methods.  

4   Experimental Study 

Software size estimation is a critical issue in the project management area. Good early 
estimates are essential for a reliable prediction of project effort and cost as well as for 
an efficient planning and scheduling. Most of the software size estimation methods 
provide functional measures of the software size such as functions points [4], func-
tions blocks [10] and object points [7]. Those functional variables should have a cor-
respondence with the final product size expressed, for example, in lines of code. We 
have previously applied [16] several supervised data mining techniques in software 
size estimation taking as reference a component-based method [21] and a global 
method (Mark II) [20]. A correlation between the lines of code (LOC) and other 
attributes was found in the study.  In this work we attempt to optimize the use of these 
atributes in the software size prediction. 

4.1   Data Description 

The data set used in the empirical study was obtained from experiments carried out by 
Dolado [9]. The data originate from academic projects in which students developed 
accounting information systems that have the characteristics of commercial products.  

The information available was divided in two groups. One group containing global 
data from each project (42 records) and other group containing attributes from each 
component of the projects (1537 records). The code of the applications was classified 
into three types of components according to Verner and Tate [21]. 

The component attributes are: TYPECOMP (type of component, 1: menu, 2: input, 
3: report/query), OPTMENU (number of choices, for menus), DATAELEMENT 
(number of data elements, only for inputs and reports/queries), RELATION (number 
of relations, only for inputs and reports/queries) and LOC (lines of code). 

The project attributes described below are those used in Mark II method [20]: LOC 
(lines of code), NOC (number of components), NTRNSMKII (number of transactions 
MKII), INPTMKII (number of total inputs), ENTMKII (number of referenced enti-
ties), OUTMKII (number of total ouputs), UFPMKII (number of unadjusted functions 
points  MKII). 

New project attributes calculated from the module attributes of each project are: 
NOC-MENU (total number of menu components), NOC-INPUT (total number of 
input components), NOC-RQ (total number of report/query components), OPTMENU 
( total number of menu choices), DATAELEMENT (total number of data elements), 
RELATION ( total number of relations).  

4.2.   Appliying the Refinement Algorithm 

We aim to build a model that relates some project attributes that can be obtained early 
in the life cycle with final software size. Thus, LOC-bin (the intervals of lines of 
code) can be considered as the class label. The first step is to search the best attributes 
for discriminating the LOC-bin label by calculating their cumulative purity. The at-
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tributes found by means of the Mineset tool [15] were RELATION, NTRNSMKII, 
OPT_MENU and OUTMKII. These attributes were used in the refinement of the 
association rules.  

We started with a set of beliefs which relate lines of code with UFPMKII due to 
MKII function points (UFPMKII) are good software size predictors [16]. The initial 
beliefs were generated by using the available data from 42 software projects. Figure 1 
is a Mineset graphical representation of these rules on a grid landscape with left-hand 
side (LHS) items on one axis, and right-hand side (RHS) items on the other. Attrib-
utes of a rule (LHS → RHS) are displayed at the junction of its LHS and RHS item. 
The display includes bars, disk and colors whose meaning is given in the graph. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Rules representing the initial beliefs 

Some of the initial rules presented conflicts between them and showed software 
size intervals with a weak correlation between lines of code and Mark II function 
points. Then we searched for unexpected patterns and applied the refinement process 
in order to solve these conflicts and obtain stronger rules that reinforce the relation 
between LOC and MKII FP by using the refered good attributes for classification that 
can be obtained early in the project life cycle. Figure 2 shows the refined rules 
obtained in the first iteration. It reveals that the refined rules have greater confidence 
than the initial ones. Most of them have 100% of confidence. After the entire process 
of incremental refinement we obtained a set of strong rules very useful for software 
size estimation. 

5   Conclusions 

In this work a classifier based on the predictive use of association rules is presented. 
We propose an algorithm for refining association rules based on incremental knowl-
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edge discovery that addresses the problem of producing a reduced number of useful 
rules in the software project management field. It provides managers with high confi-
dent rules for decision making without need of domain knowledge. The identification 
of weak rules representing beliefs and conflicts between them is the starting point to 
the iterative refinement process. 

Our proposal evaluates the importance of the attributes on the classification. The 
algorithm produces the most useful rules for prediction, due to the fact that it uses the 
most important attributes in discriminating the different values of the class attribute, 
which is the target of the prediction. Other rule refinement methods do not consider 
this issue, thus they reduce the number of rules, but they do not obtain the most suit-
able rules for the desired objectives. With respect to the advantages of using associa-
tion instead of classification, the first is the lower number of attributes required and 
the second, the greater efficiency of the association algorithms. 
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Abstract. Mining association rule in event sequences is an important
data mining problem with many applications. Most of previous studies on
association rules are on mining intra-transaction association, which con-
sider only relationship among the item in the same transaction. However,
intra-transaction association rules are not a suitable for trend prediction.
Therefore, inter-transaction association is introduced, which consider
the relationship among itemset of multiple time instants. In this paper,
we present PROWL, an efficient algorithm for mining inter-transaction
rules. By using projected window method and depth first enumeration
approach, we can discover all frequent patterns quickly. Finally, an exten-
sive experimental evaluation on a number of real and synthetic database
shows that PROWL significantly outperforms previous method.

1 Introduction

Mining frequent patterns in event sequences is a fundamental problem in data
mining areas. There are many emerging applications in pattern mining, includ-
ing stock market price movement, telecommunication network fault analysis and
web usage recommendation. Therefore, there are various directions in pattern
mining, such as frequent itemset, sequential pattern, frequent episode [2], peri-
odic pattern [1] etc. Some of them are on mining intra-transaction association
rules like “The price of 3Com(COMS) and Cisco(CSCO) always go up together
on the same day with 70% confidence”. Such information can be used for sale
purposes such as decision making because the co-occurrence patterns of records
can be used to infer another record. Despite the above rule reflects some relation-
ship among the prices, it is not a suitable and definite rule for trend prediction.
The investors may be more interested in a rule like “When the price of COMS
goes up, the price of CSCO will go up with 60% probability three days later.”
Therefore, we need a pattern that shows the relationships between items in dif-
ferent transaction records. In order to classify these two rules explicitly, we call
the former rule as intra-transaction associations, the latter rule as inter-
transaction associations.

In addition to inter-transaction association rules, there are two other kinds
of association mining from different transaction records, frequent episodes and
periodic patterns. An episode is defined to be a collection of events in a specific
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Fig. 1. Event Sequence S.

window interval that occur relatively close to each other in a given partial order
[2]. Take Figure 1 as an example, there are six matches of episode {A, B}, from E1

to E6, in event sequence S. Mannila et al. proposed an algorithm, WINEPI [2],
for finding all episodes that are frequent enough. This algorithm was an Apriori-
like algorithm based on the “anti-monotone” property of episodes. They also
presented MINEPI, an alternative approach, to the discovery of frequent episodes
based on minimal occurrences of episodes. Note that an episode considers only
the partial order relation, instead of the actual positions, of events in a window.

Unlike episodes, a periodic pattern [1] considered not only the order of events
but also the exact positions of events. To form periodicity, a list of k disjoint
matches is required to form a contiguous subsequence with k satisfying some
predefined min rep threshold. As illustrated in Figure 1, pattern {A, ∗, B} is a
periodic pattern that matches D1, D2, and D3, three continuous while disjoint
matches, where A (resp. B) occurs at the first (resp. third) position of each
match. The symbol “*” (the “don’t care” position in a pattern) is introduced to
allow partial periodicity. Sometimes, we use a 4-tuple (P , l, rep, start) to denote
a segment of pattern P with period l starting from position start for rep times.
In this case, the segment can be represented by ({A, ∗, B}, 3, 3, 1).

The concept and definition of inter-transaction association rules are first in-
troduced in [4] by Tung et al. A frequent pattern in inter-transaction association
rule is similar to a periodic pattern, but without the constraint on the contiguous
and disjoint matches. To distinguish the frequent patterns in inter-transaction as-
sociation rules from the frequent patterns in intra-transaction association rules,
we use the term “frequent continuities” for the frequent patterns in inter-
transaction association rules. Let us return to our previous example in Figure 1.
{A, ∗, B} is a continuity with four matches D1, D2, D3, and D4.

Inter-transaction association rules can be mined by the FITI algorithm pro-
posed in [3]. FITI consists of two phases: intra-transaction and inter-transaction
itemsets mining. Similar to Apriori-like algorithms, FITI could generate a huge
number of candidates and require several scans over the whole data sequence
to check which candidates are frequent. To illustrate, if there are I frequent
1-patterns, the FITI algorithm will generate approximately IW 2-pattern can-
didates for window size W . Experimentally, the bottleneck of the FITI method
comes from its step-wise candidate pattern generation and test. Therefore, it
is desirable to develop an algorithm which avoid candidate generation and re-
duce the search space. With this motivation, we devised a two-phase algorithm,
PROWL, for mining frequent continuities from event sequences. We introduce a
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projected window mechanism and employ depth first enumeration approach to
discover all frequent continuities.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. We define the
problem of frequent continuity mining from event sequence in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 presents our algorithm for mining frequent continuity in event sequence.
Experiments on both synthetic and real world data are reported in Section 4.
Finally, conclusion is made in Section 5.

2 Problem Definition

In this section, we define the problem of frequent continuity mining. The problem
definition is similar to [3] but is restricted to a sequence of events. Let E =
(e1, e2, . . . , en) be a set of literals, called events. A event sequence S is a set of
time records where each time record is a tuple (tid, xi) for time instant tid and
event xi (xi ∈ E). A sequence stored in form of (tid, xi) is called horizontal
format (e.g. Figure 1).

Definition 1. A continuity pattern (or a continuity in short) with window W
is a nonempty sequence P = (p1, p2, . . . , pW ) where p1 is an event and others
are either an event or *, i.e. pj ∈ E or {*} for 2 ≤ j ≤ W .

The symbol “*” is introduced to allow mismatching (the “don’t care” position
in a pattern). Since a continuity pattern can start anywhere in a sequence, we
only need to consider patterns that start with a non-“*” symbol. A continuity
P is called an i-continuity or has length i if exactly i positions in P contain
event. For example, {A, ∗, ∗} is a 1-continuity; {A, ∗, C} is a 2-continuity which
has length 2.

Definition 2. Given a continuity pattern P = (p1, p2, . . . , pW ) and a subse-
quence of W slots D = (d1, d2, . . . , dW ) in S, we say that P matches D (or D
supports P ) if and only if, for each position j (1 ≤ j ≤ l), either pj = * or pj

= dj is true. D is also called a match of P .

In general, given a sequence of events and a pattern P , multiple matches of
P may exist. In Figure 1, D1, D2, . . . , D4 are four matches of pattern {A, ∗, B}.

Definition 3. An inter-transaction association rule is an implication of
the form X ⇒ Y , where

1. X, Y are continuity patterns with window w1 and w2, respectively.
2. The concatenation X · Y 1 is a continuity pattern with window w1 + w2.

Similar to the studies in mining intra-transaction rules, we also introduce
two measures of inter-transaction association rules: support and confidence.

1 The concatenation of two continuity patterns P = (p1, . . . , pw1) and Q =
(q1, . . . , qw2) is defined as P · Q = (p1, . . . , pw1 , q1, . . . , qw2).
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Definition 4. Let |S| be the number of transactions in the event sequence S.
Let Sup(X · Y ) be the number of matches with respect to continuity X · Y and
Sup(X) be the number of matches with respect to continuity X. Then, the support
and confidence of an inter-transaction association rule X ⇒ Y are defined as

support =
Sup(X · Y )

|S| , confidence =
Sup(X · Y )

Sup(X)
. (1)

The problem is formulated as follows: given a minimum support level minsup
and a minimum confidence level minconf , our task is to mine the complete set of
inter-transaction association rules from an event sequence with support greater
than minsup and confidence greater than minconf . We illustrate the concepts
with an example. Let minsup and minconf be 25% and 60% respectively. An
example of an inter-transaction association rule from the event sequence in Fig-
ure 1 will be: {A, ∗} ⇒ {B}. This rule (Event B occurs two slots later after
event A.) holds in the sequence S with support 25% and confidence 67%.

3 The PROWL Algorithm

In this section, we explore methods for mining frequent continuities in an event
sequence. Our algorithm, PROWL (PROjected Window Lists), uses a recursive
depth first enumeration strategy to discover all frequent continuities from an
event sequence. To avoid candidate generation, we use a vertical data format
together with a horizontal format for efficient continuity generation. Table 1
shows the vertical format for the event sequence S in Figure 1, where a time list
is maintained for each event. A time list of an event records the time slots where
the event occurs in the sequence.

Definition 5. Given a sequence of events S and a continuity P with window W ,
let Ii denotes a subsequence of W time slots Ii = (S[si], S[si+1], . . . , S[si+W−1]
in S that supports P . Suppose there are k matches of P in S. The time list of
P is defined as P.list = {s1 + W − 1, s2 + W − 1, . . . , sk + W − 1}.

By definition, each event is itself a continuity with window 1. The time list
for a 1-continuity pattern is consistent with the time list for an event. Now, we
define the projected window list of a continuity from its time list as follows.

Definition 6. Projected Window List (PWL): Given a time list of a continuity
P , P.list = {o1, o2, . . . , ok} in the event sequence S, the projected window list of
P is defined as P.PWL = {w1, w2, . . . , wk} , wi = oi + 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Note
that a time slot wi is removed from the projected list if wi is greater than |S|,
i.e. wi ≤ |S| for all i. If an event X is frequent in the projected window list of
pattern P , we refer to the concatenation P · X as an extension of P .

The PROWL algorithm mines frequent continuities by the following phases.

– Initial phase: The sequence S is first read into memory and scanned once.
For each event, a time list is maintained to record its occurring time slot.
The number of occurrences is also accumulated for frequent event filtering.
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Table 1. Vertical format of the event sequence S in Figure 1.

Event Time List Projected Window List

A 1, 4, 7, 8, 11, 14 2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 15

B 3, 6, 9, 12, 16 4, 7, 10, 13

C 2, 10, 15 3, 11, 16

D 5, 13 6, 14

– Recursive phase: For each frequent 1-continuity, we calculate a projected
window list (PWL) from the pattern’s time list and find frequent events in
its PWL. We then output the frequent continuity formed by current pattern
and the frequent events in the PWL. For each extension pattern, the process
is applied recursively to find all frequent continuities until the projected
window list becomes empty or the window of a continuity is greater than
the maximum window.

3.1 An Example

The PROWL algorithm can be best understood by an illustrative example de-
scribed below and its corresponding flowchart is depicted in Figure 2.

Example 1. Given Sup = 3 and maxwin = 4, the frequent events for Table 1
include A, B and C. For frequent 1-continuity {A}, the projected window list
is PA.PWL = {2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 15}. Note that PA.PWL is also the time list of
continuity {A, ∗}. By examining the time slots of PA.PWL in Figure 1, all the
continuities with window 2 having prefix {A} can be generated by concatenating
{A} with a frequent event in PA.PWL or the don’t care symbol. For instance,
the corresponding events for the time slots in PA.PWL are C, D, A, B, B, C,
respectively. For each event Ei, a time list is constructed accordingly. Since D
is not frequent in S, it is simply ignored. Furthermore, as there are no frequent
events in PA.PWL, the only frequent continuity generated from {A} is {A, ∗}
(with 6 matches).

Recursively, we apply the above process to continuity {A, ∗}. The projected
window list of {A, ∗} is P{A,∗}.PWL = {3, 6, 9, 10, 13, 16}. In this layer, we
find a frequent event B in time records of P{A,∗}.PWL. Thus, two continuities:
{A, ∗, B} and {A, ∗, ∗} are generated with time list P{A,∗,B}.list = {3, 6, 9, 16}
and P{A,∗,∗}.list = {3, 6, 9, 10, 13, 16}, respectively. The extensions of the con-
tinuities can be mined by applying the above process respectively to each con-
tinuity as shown in Figure 2. Note that the projected window list of {A, ∗, B}
is {4, 7, 10}, because time record 17(16+1) is greater than sequence length 16.
Similarly, we can find all frequent continuities having prefix {B}, respectively,
by constructing PB.PWL and mining them respectively. The set of frequent
continuities is the collection of patterns found in the above recursive mining
process.
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Fig. 2. The overall process of PROWL for Figure 1.

3.2 The PROWL Algorithm

The main idea of PROWL is to utilize the memory for both the event sequence
and the indices in the mining process. The event sequence S is read once from
disk and each event is associated with a time list containing indices to the time
slots where it occurs. Based on the concepts of projected window list and “anti-
monotone” property, we can generate all frequent continuities by depth-first
enumeration. PROWL discovers all frequent continuities recursively by searching
the time slots in the projected window lists immediately. Figure 3 outlines the
proposed PROWL algorithm.

In the first phase, we scan event sequence S once and transform S into vertical
format (Step 1∼2 in the Prowl). To reduce the number of events for enumera-
tion, the number of occurrences for each event is accumulated during sequence
reading and non-frequent events are masked (Step 3∼5 of Prowl). Therefore,
non-frequent events will not be enumerated in the recursive phase. In the second
phase, the procedure Project is applied recursively to enumerate all continuities
with known frequent continuities as their prefixes. For each frequent continuity
P , we transform its time list into a projected window list and examing the time
slots of it’s projected window in S (Step 4∼8 in the Project). Note that the
horizontal format of sequence S is maintained in main memory for fast access to
the event at each time slot oi ∈ P.PWL. The function TempEvent(e).insert(oi)
insert time slot oi into the time list of event e. If an event Ei is frequent, the
continuity P · Ei is output (Step 10∼13 of Project). The recursive call stops
when the layer is greater than maxwin (Step 1 of Project).
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Given event sequence S, Sup, maxwin;

Procedure of Prowl()
1. for i = 1 to |S| do
2. EventSet[S[i]].insert(i);
3. for each event Ei ∈ EventSet do
4. if (EventSet[Ei].size < Sup) then
5. for each time instant oi ∈ EventSet[Ei] do
6. S[oi] = ∗;
7. for each event Ei ∈ EventSet do
8. if (EventSet[Ei].size >= Sup) then
9. Pattern[0] = Ei;
10. for j = 1 to maxwin − 1 do
11. Pattern[j] = *;
12. Project(EventSet[Ei], Pattern, 1);
13. end

Subprocedure of Project(T imeList, Pattern, Layer)
1. begin if (Layer <= maxwin) then
2. PWL = NULL;
3. TempEvent = NULL;
4. for each time instant Ti ∈ T imeList do
5. if (Ti < |S|) then
6. PWL.insert(Ti + 1);
7. for each time instant oi ∈ PWL do
8. if S[oi] �= ∗ then
9. TempEvent[S[oi]].insert(oi);
10. begin for each event Ei ∈ TempEvent do
11. if (TempEvent[Ei].size >= Sup) then
12. Pattern[Layer] = Ei;
13. Project(TempEvent[Ei], Pattern,Layer + 1);
14. Output Pattern;
15. Pattern[Layer] = *;
16. Project(TempEvent[Ei], Pattern,Layer + 1);
17. end
18. end

Fig. 3. PROWL: Frequent Continuity mining algorithm.

In contrast with Apriori-like algorithms, we only generate longer pattern by
shorter ones. It does not generate any candidate patterns for checking. Besides,
the projected window lists are actually smaller than the original ones. The sit-
uation will be illustrated in the scale-up experiments discussed later.

4 Experimental Result

In this section, we report a performance study of the algorithm proposed in
this paper and applications of frequent continuity in real world data. We first
investigate the performance of PROWL and compare the result with the FITI
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algorithm proposed in [3] using synthetic data. The PROWL algorithm is then
applied to real world data for frequent continuity mining.

4.1 Synthetic Data

To obtain reliable experimental results, the method to generate synthetic data
we employed in this study is similar to the ones used in prior works [1]. We use a
synthetically generated event sequence consisting of |N | distinct symbols and |S|
events. A set of candidate continuities C is generated as follows. First, we decide
the window length of a continuity from a geometrical distribution with mean W .
Then L (1 < L < W ) positions are chosen randomly for non-empty events. The
number of occurrences of a continuity follows a normal distribution with mean
Avg Sup. The continuity is then inserted into the sequence Avg Sup times with
gap between W to 2W . A total of |C| complex patterns are generated. After all
candidate patterns are generated, events are picked at random from the symbol
set N for empty time slots. The default parameter is S20K-N1K-C10-L4-W10-
Avg Sup=0.5. The experiments are conducted on a computer with a CPU clock
rate of 1G MHz and 1.5G MB of main memory, the program is written by visual
C++ in windows 2000 platform.

4.2 Comparison of PROWL with FITI

We reported experimental results on the default data set. For comparison with
PROWL, we implement FITI algorithm which is proposed in [3]. Both PROWL
and FITI algorithms show linear scalability with the size of a sequence from
10K to 80K as shown in Figure 4(a). However, PROWL is much more scalable
than FITI. As the size of a sequence grows up, the difference between the two
methods becomes larger and larger.

Figure 4(b) shows that the running time of PROWL and FITI with vari-
able number of candidates. It shows that the running time of PROWL increases
smoothly while FITI increases exponentially as the number of candidates in-
creases. To test the scalability with the pattern length, we also execute an ex-
periment with varying pattern length. The results are presented in Figure 4(c).
Overall, PROWL is about an order of magnitude faster than FITI. This is be-
cause the large number of candidates that need to be generated and tested in
FITI as the pattern length grows. Figure 4(d) shows the scalability of the algo-
rithm over the varying window size. Note that the parameter maxwin is set to
the window size W of dataset. As the window size becomes larger, more candi-
dates need to be generated in FITI. On the contrary, PROWL doesn’t generate
any candidate for checking. Thus, for a fixed pattern length, the running time
of PROWL is smooth with the varying window size.

4.3 Real World Data

We also run PROWL on a variety of different real world data sets to get a better
view of the usefulness of frequent continuities in event sequences. The data sets
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Fig. 4. Scale-up performances with (a) sequence size (b) number of candidates (c)
pattern length (d) window size.

Table 2. Dataset Characteristics.

Data Set Events Event Types Support Maximum Window # of continuity

UNIX User0 8974 197 100 10 341
UNIX User1 19881 288 200 10 711
UNIX User2 18738 310 200 10 2183

Protein Sequence 296 22 10 12 10165

are taken from the UNIX user usage logs in UCI Machine Learning Database
Repository. The UNIX user usage logs contains 9 subsets of sanitized user data
drawn from the command histories of 8 UNIX computer users at Purdue over
the course of up to 2 years. We show only the data of User0, User1 and User2
due to space limitation. The description of the data used, the parameters, and
the number of frequent continuities discovered are presented in Table 2.

Finally, we apply PROWL to protein sequences to discover tandem repeats,
which is an important problem in bioinformatics. We used data in the PROSITE
database of the ExPASy Molecular Biology Server (http://www.expasy.org/).
We selected a protein sequence P13813 (110K PLAKN) with a known tandem
repeats “{E,E,T,Q,K,T,V,E,P,E,Q,T}”. As expected, several continuities which
are related to the known tandem repeat are discovered. It is indicated that our
algorithm can be used in protein sequence mining.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm, PROWL, for mining frequent continu-
ities in event sequence. The idea is to utilize memory for storing event sequence
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in both horizontal and vertical data format. PROWL generates frequent con-
tinuities by applying a projected window method recursively. The experiments
show that the method is efficient and flexible. We compared PROWL with pre-
vious research, and the result reported that Prowl outperformed than FITI. We
have applied the method in the analysis of the UNIX user usage log and min-
ing tandem repeats in protein sequences. There are several directions for future
work. The first direction is to develop techniques for mining inter-transaction
association rules from a sequence of eventsets, or a transaction database. The
second direction is to develop techniques for managing the large number of fre-
quent continuities discovered, by introducing the concept of maximal or closed
continuities. More research will be reported in the near future.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel mining task: mining frequent su-
perset from the database of itemsets that is useful in bioinformatics, e-learning 
systems, jobshop scheduling, and so on. A frequent superset means that it con-
tains more transactions than minimum support threshold. Intuitively, according 
to the Apriori algorithm, the level-wise discovering starts from 1-itemset, 2-
itemset, and so forth. However, such steps cannot utilize the property of Apriori 
to reduce search space, because if an itemset is not frequent, its superset maybe 
frequent. In order to solve this problem, we propose three methods. The first is 
the Apriori-based approach, called Apriori-C. The second is Eclat-based ap-
proach, called Eclat-C, which is depth-first approach. The last is the proposed 
data complement technique (DCT) that we utilize original frequent itemset min-
ing approach to mine frequent superset. The experiment study compares the 
performance of the proposed three methods by considering the effect of the 
number of transactions, the average length of transactions, the number of dif-
ferent items, and minimum support. 

1   Introduction 

Frequent itemset mining algorithms have been investigated for a long time, such as 
Apriori[1], FP-growth[2], Eclat[3], Tree-Projection[4], H-Mine[5], DHP[6], and so 
on. The essence of frequent itemset mining is to discover frequent subsets from a set 
of itemset. In our study, we propose a novel mining task to discover frequent super-
set. We want to find patterns that are superset of a certain number of transactions. For 
the clarity of description, we use the term “frequent subset” to denote the traditional 
frequent itemset, and “frequent superset” to this new problem. 

Definition 1. Let D={T1, T2, …, Tk} be a transaction database with k transactions, X 

be an itemset, and minimum support is h. If 
jiT ⊆ X, where 1 ≤ ij ≤ k, for each j=1, 2, 

…, m, m is referred to as the support of itemset X. If m ≥ h, we say that X is a frequent 
superset. 

Example 1. In Fig. 1, the support of itemset {1, 3, 5} is 3, because there are three 
transactions, {3, 5}, {1, 5}, and {5} which are subsets of {1, 3, 5}. Given the value of 
minimum support 3, the frequent supersets are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 
5}, {1, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, and {1, 3, 5}. 
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Fig. 1. An Example 

Intuitively, the basic approach to solve the problem of frequent superset mining is 
just a little modification of the original Apriori-based algorithm for frequent subset 
mining. The original Apriori property states that all nonempty subsets of a frequent 
subset must also be frequent. In other words, if an itemset is not frequent, then its 
superset is not a frequent itemset. Therefore, in the Apriori-based algorithm, the 
level-wise generation of frequent itemsets is employed.  

However, the Apriori property cannot be directly applied to the problem of fre-
quent superset mining. Because if an itemset X is not a frequent superset, it is possible 
that the itemset which is a superset of X is frequent. Therefore, we can not use k-
itemset to prune and explore (k+1)-itemset in the same way as the original Apriori-
based algorithm does.  

Certainly, we can utilize the property that if an itemset X is not a frequent superset, 
then the itemset which is a subset of X is not frequent either. Based on this property, 
we can develop the algorithm that (k+1)-itemset are used to prune and explore k-
itemset. However, this algorithm starting the exploration from a long pattern is ineffi-
cient. This method is used as the baseline approach for performance comparison. 

In order to solve this problem, we design three algorithms to discover such fre-
quent supersets. These are Apriori-based, Eclat-based, and data complement tech-
nique (DCT), presented in section 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively.  

In our experiments, we assess the performance of these algorithms based on the 
following four parameters, minimum support, number of transactions, number of 
items, and the average size of transactions.  

2   Discovery of Frequent Superset 

In this study, we design three algorithms, Apriori-C, Eclat-C, and data complement 
technique (DCT), which are all based on the set complement view of point. We do 
not find frequent supersets directly, but the complement of frequent supersets, and 
then obtain frequent supersets by taking the complement of those patterns. First of all, 
we give some related definitions. 

Definition 2. Let I={i1, i2, …, in} denote the set of all items, X={j1, j2, …, jm} be an 

itemset, where jp∈I, for all p=1~m. An itemset X’={iq | ∀ iq∉X, q=1~n} is defined 

as the complement of X, denoted as X’. Moreover, given a database D={T1, T2, …, 

Tk}, the complement of D is defined as D’={ T1’, T2’, …, Tk’ }. 
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Example 2. Let I={1, 2, 3}. Suppose we have a database D={{1, 3}, {2, 3}}, and the 
complement of D, D’={{2}, {1}}. 

2.1   Algorithm Apriori-C 

This algorithm is an Apriori-based method, which is the level-wise discovery process 
starting from 1-itemset, 2-itemset, and so on. Each level is also a join-and-prune proc-
ess. We first define some terms and properties before describing the algorithm. 

Definition 3. Consider two itemsets X1 and X2, if ∀ Y∈P(X1), the powerset of item-

set X1, Y ⊄ X2, Y��φ, we say that X1 complement-contains X2, denote as X1 c⊇ X2. 

Example 3. Let X1={1, 3} and X2={2, 3}. Because {1}, {3}, and {1, 3} are not con-

tained in X2, we say that X1 complement-contains X2, represented as X1 c⊇ X2. 

Definition 4. Let D={T1, T2, …, Tk} be a transaction database with k transactions, and 

h be the minimum support. If an itemset X, X c⊇
jiT , where 1 ≤ ij ≤ k, for each j=1, 2, 

…, m, we say that m is the complement-support of X. If m ≥ h, we define X to be a 
complement-frequent superset of D. 

Example 4. Consider the database in Example 1, suppose that the minimum support 
is 3, the complement-frequent supersets are {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, and {2, 4}, and their 
complement-support are 3, 4, 3, 3, and 3, respectively. 

Lemma 1. Consider two itemsets X1 and X2. If X1 c⊇ X2, then X1’ is a superset of X2. 

That is, X1’ ⊇ X2. 

Proof. Suppose X1={a1, a2, …, ai}, X2={b1, b2, …, bj}, and X1 ∩ X2 ={c1, c2, …, ck}, 

where cn∈X1 and cn∈X2, for all n=1~k. Because X1 c⊇ X2, we can get ∀ Y∈P(X1), 

Y ⊄ X2. But the itemset that containing cn , n=1~k, must be a subset of X2 and must 

belong to P(X1).  It is known that any cn, n=1~k does not exist, that is X1 ∩ X2= φ, I-

X1 ⊇ X2, and X1’ ⊇ X2. 

Example 5. Suppose we have a transaction T={1, 5} and two itemsets X1={2, 3} and 

X2={1, 3}. Let I={1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we can obtain the powerset of X1, P(X1)={{2}, {3}, 

{2, 3}}, and X2, P(X2)={{1}, {3}, {1, 3}}. Because {1} ⊆ {1, 5}, X2’={2, 4, 5} is not 

a frequent superset of T, while X1’={1, 4, 5} is a frequent superset of T. 

There are two steps consisted in each passes of proposed algorithm Apriori-C. This 
algorithm adopts the Apriori property based on the following observation: if an item-
set X is not a complement-frequent superset, the superset of X is not a complement- 
frequent superset either. At the kth pass, first, the candidates with size of k are gener-
ated from complement-frequent superset with size of k-1 using the original aprior-gen 
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methods. Next, scan database once and count the complement-support of candidates 
to determine the complement-frequent supersets. Fig. 2 gives the algorithm of Apri-
ori-C. In order to count complement-support efficiently, we build a prefix trie, which 
is modified from [7] to record the candidates. Fig. 3 shows the algorithm for counting 
complement support using the prefix trie for each transaction. After the execution of 
this algorithm, we have obtained the complement-frequent superset, so we must take 
the complement of the complement-frequent superset to get the frequent superset. 

1) L1 = {frequent superset with size of 1} 

2) L’ = I – L1; 

3) for ( k = 2 ; L ≠ φ ; k++) do begin 

3)   Ck = apriori-gen(L’); 

4)   forall transactions t∈D do 
5)     compSupp(root,t,0); //count complement support 
6)   Lk = {c∈Ck|c.count ≥  minsup} 

7)   L’= Ck - Lk 

7) end 

8) Answer = �k kL ; 

Fig. 2. Apriori-C algorithm 

Procedure compSupp (Node:n,Transaction:t,Int:i) 
1)  if(n is internal node) then begin 
2)    forall children c of n do begin 
3)      if(c < t[i]) then begin 
4)        call compSupp(i,c); 
5)      else if(c > t[i]) then 
6)        if(exist t[i+1]) then 
7)          i++; 
8)        else 
9)          forall leaf node f large then c do 
10)           f.counter++; 
11)     else 
12)       if( exist t[i+1]) then 
13)         i++; 
14)     end 
15)   end 
16) else 
17)   n.counter++; 
18) end 

Fig. 3. An algorithm for counting complement support 
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Example 6. Consider the database in Fig. 4 and assume that minimum support is 3 
transactions. At the first pass, we determine the complement-frequent superset with 
size of 1 showed in L1. At the second pass, there are 6 complement-supersets gener-

ated, but only {2, 4} is frequent. There are three transactions, which are complement-
contain {2, 4}, {3, 5}, {1, 5}, and {5}. At last, we obtain the frequent superset by 
taking the complement of each frequent-complement superset, showed in the table 
Answer. 
 

 

Fig. 4. An example for Apriori-C 

2.2   Algorithm Eclat-C 

According to the characteristics of complement-frequent superset, the shorter the 
frequent supersets are, the longer the complement-frequent supersets are. To find 
shorter frequent supersets, we have to go more passes to obtain longer complement-
frequent supersets. Eclat is an algorithm which is beneficial for mining frequent sub-
set when the patterns are long[8], owing to its depth-first and transaction-list intersec-
tion mechanisms[3][9].  

Eclat maintains the transaction list for each frequent itemset. Each transaction list 
records the set of transaction ID corresponding to the itemset. When generating 2-
itemset, Eclat intersects two transaction lists to obtain the transaction list of each 2-
itemset. In our study, we design an Eclat-based algorithm, named Eclat-C, which 
finds complement-frequent superset, and then obtain the frequent superset. 

To find complement-frequent superset, we maintain transaction list to record the 
TID of transactions that are complement-contained in the candidates. 

Example 7. Consider the database in Fig. 5, and let the minimum support be 3 trans-
actions. The transaction list records the transaction ID that is complement-contained 
in the items. For example, the itemset {2} complement-contains the transactions, 100, 
200, 300, and 400. The complement-support of {2} is 4, which is more than the 
minimum support. Because {2} is complement-frequent, the complement of the item-
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set {2}, that is {1, 3, 4, 5}, is a frequent superset. The right of Figure 5 shows the 
search path for generation of itemsets with the prefix 2. The final results are shown in 
the second column of the table Answer. 
 

 

Fig. 5. An example for Eclat-C 

2.3   Data Complement Technique (DCT) 

The other proposed method is so called the data complement technique (DCT). DCT 
utilizes the original frequent itemset mining algorithms. All of Apriori, FP-growth, 
Eclat, Tree-Projection, H-Mine, DHP, or other frequent subset mining algorithms can 
be adopted as the black box of our algorithm without any modification. We do not 
need to develop a new data mining system, but adopt the well-developed one. In our 
experiments, we choose Apriori and Eclat as instances of black boxes to compare the 
performance with Apriori-C and Eclat-C. 

Lemma 2. If X is a frequent subset of database D with minimum support h, X’ must 
be a frequent superset of database D’ with minimum support h. 

Proof. If X is a frequent subset of database D with minimum support h, there are k 
transactions, T1, T2, …, Tk, k ≥ h, that Ti ⊇ s, where 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We can get I-Ti ⊆ I-X, 

that is Ti’ ⊆ X’, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and k ≥ h. This means X’ is a superset of each Ti, where 

1 ≤ i ≤ k, and k ≥ h. In other words, X’ is a frequent superset of D’. 
According to this lemma, we can first transfer the database D into its complement, 

D’, and then explore the frequent subsets of D’. Finally, the frequent supersets are 
obtained by taking the complement of those explored frequent subsets. The following 
gives an example. 

Example 8. Fig. 6 gives an example for illustration of DCT-Apriori. Consider the 
database D and assume the minimum support is 3 transactions, where CompData is 
the complement of database. L1 and L2 are frequent itemset of CompData, and also 

frequent complement-superset of original database (See the previous example of 
Apriori-C). The frequent supersets are shown in the table Answer. 
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Fig. 6. An example for DCT-Apriori 

3   Experiment Results 

We evaluate the time efficiency of the proposed algorithms. Four parameters may 
affect the performance of the algorithms for discovering frequent superset. The first is 
the effect of minimum support. The second is the number of transactions. The third is 
the number of items, while the fourth is the average length of transactions. We choose 
Apriori and Eclat as the black box for DCT algorithms to compare with Apriori-C 
and Eclat-C. To inspect the performance of these five algorithms, baseline, Apriori-C, 
Eclat-C, DCT-Apriori, and DCT-Eclat, under the four parameters, we performed 
several experiments to measure them on an Intel Xeon 2.4GHz computer with 2GB 
main memory, and running FreeBSD 5.2-CURRENT. We first describe the genera-
tion of the synthetic datasets used in the assessment. Then we show the performance 
results of the five frequent superset discovery methods. 

3.1   Synthetic Data Generation 

The synthetic data was generated using the dataset generator from IBM Almaden 
Quest research group[10]. To create a dataset, we take the parameters for generation 
program shown in Table 1. Table 2 gives the descriptions for the abbreviations of 
values of parameters. 

Table 1. Parameters for dataset generator 

Parameters Description 
|D| The number of transactions 
|T| Average size of the transactions 
N Number of items 
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Table 2. Descriptions for the abbreviations of values of parameters 

Name |D| |T| N Size in Megabytes 
D100kT25N50 100k 25 50 7.3 
D10kT25N50 10k 25 50 0.75 
D10kT5N40 10k 5 40 0.12 
D10kT5N10 10k 5 10 0.07 
D10kT25N40 10k 25 40 0.6 

3.2   Performance Analysis 

Table 3 depicts the execution times in seconds for the five algorithms at different 
support from 10% to 90%, using the D10kT10N20 dataset. According to this figure, 
the Eclat-based methods are much faster than all Apriori-based algorithms, especially 
in lower minimum support. It is because the lower the minimum support is, the more 
the shorter the minimum frequent superset is, and in turn, the longer the complement- 
frequent superset is. Besides, the Eclat-C is a little faster than DCT-Eclat. 

Table 3. Execution times in seconds for the five algorithms in different minimum support, the 
dataset is D10kT10N20 

Minimum 
Suppport (%) 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

Baseline 150.11 163.37 168.49 171.11 172.32 173.75 173.93 174.08 174.05 
Apriori-C 1.66 0.4 0.21 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02 
DCT-Apriori 1.72 0.46 0.25 0.1 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.02 
Eclat-C 0.26 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 
DCT-Eclat 0.27 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 

The second experiment is the evaluation of influence of the number of transac-
tions.  Table 4 shows the execution times for different number of transactions from 
10k to 100k. The test dataset is T5N15 and the minimum support is set to 60%. We 
can see that the execution times are increasing linearly with the number of transac-
tions. 

Table 4. Execution times in second for five algorithms in different number of transactions from 
10k to 100k and the datasets are T5N15 

Number of 
Transactions (k) 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Baseline 2.8 3.04 3.27 3.32 3.42 3.55 3.65 3.68 3.73 3.8 
Apriori-C 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.25 0.28 
DCT-Apriori 0.06 0.11 0.18 0.24 0.29 0.35 0.42 0.48 0.54 0.6 
Eclat-C 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.2 0.23 0.26 
DCT-Eclat 0.03 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.21 0.26 0.31 0.36 0.4 0.46 

 
The third parameter is the total number of items in the transaction database. Basi-

cally, when the number of items increases, the size of the complement of a itemset 
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increases, too. Table 5 shows the execution times for different number of items from 
10 to 40, and use D10kT5 datasets. When the number of items is more than 25, the 
baseline algorithm falls into memory exhausting. 

Table 5. Execution times in second for five algorithms in different number of itmes from 10 to 
40 and the datasets are D10kT5 

Number of Items 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Baseline 0.08 2.78 226.2 NA NA NA NA 
Apriori-C 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.44 7.61 55.53 
DCT-Apriori 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.22 0.99 6.88 62.75 
Eclat-C 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.1 0.28 0.94 
DCT-Eclat 0.01 0.04 0.54 0.08 0.14 0.33 0.99 

The last is the average size of transactions. When the average size of transactions 
increases, the size of the complement of an itemset decreases. The execution becomes 
slow, especially when |T| are small. Table 6 shows the result, and we can see that the 
depth first approach, Eclat-based algorithm, is more efficient when the average size 
of transactions is small. 

Table 6. Execution times in second for five algorithms in different average size of transactions 
from 10 to 30 and the datasets are D10kN50 

Average Size of  
Transactions 

10 15 20 25 30 

Baseline NA NA NA NA NA 
Apriori-C 473.37 26.42 1.08 0.24 0.17 
DCT-Apriori 518.99 19.25 1.71 0.37 0.17 
Eclat-C 4.88 0.53 0.22 0.12 0.11 
DCT-Eclat 4.92 0.57 0.23 0.13 0.09 

4   Conclusion and Discussion 

In this paper, we proposed three methods, Apriori-C, Eclat-C, and data complement 
technique (DCT) for discovering frequent superset, which are all based on the set 
complement view of point. We do not find frequent supersets directly, but the com-
plement of frequent supersets. We performed several experiments to evaluate our 
three algorithms in different dataset and diverse support. In DCT, we choose Apriori 
and Eclat to compare with Apriori-C and Eclat-C. We modify the original Apriori 
algorithm as a baseline in addition. The experiment results show that all of these three 
algorithms are more time efficient than the baseline, and the Eclat-C is most time 
efficient. When the number of transactions increase, the execution time of the three 
algorithms increase linearly. Due to the Eclat-based algorithm is depth first algorithm, 
so the transaction size does not influence the execution time of Eclat-based approach 
too much. 
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Abstract. During the last ten years, many algorithms have been pro-
posed to mine frequent itemsets. In order to fairly evaluate their behav-
ior, the IEEE/ICDM Workshop on Frequent Itemset Mining Implemen-
tations (FIMI’03) has been recently organized. According to its analysis,
kDCI++ is a state-of-the-art algorithm. However, it can be observed from
the FIMI’03 experiments that its efficient behavior does not occur for low
minimum supports, specially on sparse databases. Aiming at improving
kDCI++ and making it even more competitive, we present the kDCI-3 al-
gorithm. This proposal directly accesses candidates not only in the first
iterations but specially in the third one, which represents, in general,
the highest computational cost of kDCI++ for low minimum supports.
Results have shown that kDCI-3 outperforms kDCI++ in the conducted
experiments. When compared to other important algorithms, kDCI-3 en-
larged the number of times kDCI++ presented the best behavior.

1 Introduction

Association rules represent an important type of information extracted from data
mining processes that describe interesting relationships among data items of a
specific knowledge domain. Market basket analysis is the typical application of
association rule mining (ARM) and consists in identifying relationships among
products that significantly occur in customers buys. For instance, the rule “a
customer who buys bean, in general buys rice”, represented by {bean} ⇒ {rice},
would certainly be extracted from a market database in Brazil. Formally, an
association rule, defined over a set of items I = {i1, i2, . . . , in}, is an implication
of the form X ⇒ Y , where X ⊂ I, Y ⊂ I, X 
= Ø, Y 
= Ø, and X ∩ Y = Ø. We
say that X is the antecedent and Y is the consequent of the rule.

Let D be a set of transactions (a transactional database) defined over I,
where each transaction t is a subset of I (t ⊆ I). Then, the rule X ⇒ Y holds in
D with support s and confidence c if, respectively, s% of the transactions in D
contain X ∪ Y , and c% of the transactions in D that contain X also contain Y .
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The ARM problem is commonly broken into two phases. Let minsup and
minconf be, respectively, the user specified minimum support and confidence.
The first phase, the frequent itemset mining (FIM) phase, consists in identify-
ing all frequent itemsets (sets of items) that occur in at least minsup% of the
transactions. The second phase outputs, for each identified frequent itemset Z,
all association rules A ⇒ B with confidence greater than or equal to minconf ,
such that A ⊂ Z, B ⊂ Z, and A ∪ B = Z. The FIM phase demands more
computational effort than the second one and has been intensively addressed [3].

1.1 Previous Work

During the last ten years, many algorithms have been proposed to efficiently
mine frequent itemsets. Most of them are improved variations of Apriori [1]. In
this strategy, the set F1 containing all frequent itemsets of length 1 (1-itemsets)
is initially identified. Then, at each iteration k ≥ 2: (a) the set Ck of candidates
of length k (k-candidates) is generated by combining all pairs included in Fk−1

(frequent (k− 1)-itemsets) that share a common (k− 2)-prefix; (b) Ck is pruned
in order to eliminate candidates that have at least one (k − 1)-subset that is
not frequent (all subsets of a frequent itemset are also frequent); (c) then, in
the counting phase, the database D is read and, for each transaction t of D,
the support of all k-candidates contained in t is incremented. After reading the
whole database, Fk is identified. If this set is empty, the termination condition
is reached. In the Apriori algorithm, the candidates are stored in a hash-tree.

Subsequent proposed algorithms have improved Apriori by reducing: the num-
ber of database scans [11, 12], the computational cost of the counting phase [2,
7–9], and the number and size of transactions to be scanned [7–9].

Another class of FIM algorithms mines frequent itemsets by adopting a
depth-first approach. The Eclat algorithm [14] uses an in-memory vertical layout
of the database and an intersection-based approach to determine the supports
of the candidates. The FP-growth algorithm [5] does not generate candidates. It
builds a compact in-memory representation of the database, called FP-tree (fre-
quent pattern tree), from which the support of all frequent itemsets are derived.
According to experiments presented in [5], FP-growth is very efficient. However,
it did not show good performance on sparse databases [15].

OpportuneProject [6], PatriciaMine [10] and FPgrowth* [4] are recent FIM al-
gorithms that have improved the ideas adopted by FP-growth. OpportuneProject
is able to choose between two different data structures according to the database
features. PatriciaMine uses only one data structure (Patricia trie) to represent
both dense and sparse databases together with optimizations that reduce the
cost of tree traversal and that of physical database projections. FPgrowth* in-
troduces an array-based technique also aiming at reducing FP-trees traversals.

DCI (Direct Count & Intersect) [8] and its recent version kDCI++ [7] are
apriori-like algorithms. During their first iterations, they exploit database prun-
ing techniques, inspired in [9], and efficient data structures to store candidates.
When the vertical layout of the pruned database fits into main memory, the sup-
ports of the candidates are obtained by an intersection-based technique. Both
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of them can adapt their behavior according to the database features. Moreover,
kDCI++ uses a counting inference strategy based on that presented in [2].

A recent and efficient proposed method called LCM-freq [13] mines all fre-
quent itemsets from frequent closed itemsets (an itemset is a closed itemset if
none of its supersets have the same support).

1.2 Motivation

As pointed out in [3], every new proposed FIM algorithm is many times eval-
uated by limited experimental tests. In order to fairly evaluate the behav-
ior of these algorithms, the IEEE/ICDM Workshop on Frequent Itemset Min-
ing Implementation (FIMI’03) has been recently organized. All the accepted
FIM implementations can now be found in the FIMI repository (available at
http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/) together with an extensive performance evaluation.

According to the FIMI’03 Workshop experiments, kDCI++ is a state-of-the-
art algorithm. However, it can be observed from its analysis [3] that its highly effi-
cient behavior is not true for low values of support, specially on sparse databases.

Aiming at evaluating kDCI++ under these specific circumstances, we per-
formed experiments on different combinations of databases and minimum sup-
ports also used in [2–8, 10, 13, 15]. We observed that the third iteration presented
a very high computational cost compared to the other iterations.

Table 1 presents, for different databases and low minimum supports, the
total execution times (in seconds) of kDCI++ and its third iteration execution
times (in seconds). The databases are described in Section 4. The last column
represents the ratio between the third iteration execution time and the total
execution time. We observed that, on average, the third iteration represented
65% (ranged from 34% to 83%) of the total execution time of kDCI++ runs.
This is due to the huge number of 3-candidates that must be evaluated. Indeed,
as already observed in [7, 8], the third iteration may represent a bottleneck in
apriori-like algorithms.

In this work, in order to improve the kDCI++ algorithm, we propose a strat-
egy, called kDCI-3, that enables the direct counting at the third iteration, one
of its most time consuming iterations for low minimum supports, specially on
sparse databases. This proposal is based on a directly accessible data structure
to store candidates, which allows a more efficient 3-candidate counting.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the kDCI++ algo-
rithm. In Section 3, we present the kDCI-3 algorithm. The experimental results
are reported and discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, some concluding
remarks are made and future work is pointed out.

2 The kDCI++ Algorithm

The kDCI++ algorithm [7] is an apriori-like strategy. During its first iterations,
it exploits directly accessible data structures together with database pruning
techniques that reduce the number and size of transactions to be scanned.
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Table 1. Execution times of kDCI++

Database (minsup - %) Total time 3rd iteration time (%)

T20I10N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.1) 544 353 65
T20I10N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.3) 51 34 67
T10I5N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.01) 298 220 74
T10I5N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.03) 104 70 67
T30I15N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.25) 655 541 83
T30I15N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.5) 139 116 83
T25I10D10K (0.1) 26 21 81
T25I10D10K (0.2) 4 1.9 47
T40I10D100K (0.5) 386 271 70
T40I10D100K (0.75) 133 101 76
T10I4D100K (0.01) 307 103 34
T10I4D100K (0.03) 36 28 78
T30I16D400K (0.4) 775 487 63
T30I16D400K (0.6) 234 161 69
BMS-POS (0.1) 422 156 37
BMS-POS (0.3) 47 22 47

For k = 2, kDCI++ builds a prefix table P2 of
(|F1|

2

)
entries. Each entry of P2

is a counter that represents a 2-candidate and accumulates its support.
To directly access the entry (counter) associated with a generic candidate

c=(c1,c2), where c1 < c2, kDCI++ maps c into a pair {x1,x2} where x1=T (c1),
x2=T (c2), and T is a strictly monotonous increasing function defined by T :
F1 → {1, . . . , |F1|}. Equation 1 is thus adopted by kDCI++ in order to find the
entry of P2 that represents c={c1, c2}, called here EP2(c1, c2). This equation is
derived considering that the counters associated with pairs {1,x2}, 2 ≤ x2 ≤ |F1|
are stored in the first (|F1|-1) positions of P2, the counters associated with pairs
{2,x2}, 3 ≤ x2 ≤ |F1|, are stored in the next (|F1|-2) positions, and so on.

EP2(c1, c2) =
x1−1∑
i=1

(|F1| − i)+(x2−x1) = |F1|(x1−1)−x1(x1 − 1)
2

+x2−x1 . (1)

At the end of the counting phase, if the corresponding entry of c is greater
than or equal to minsup, c is included in F2.

When k > 2, another data structure was proposed. A prefix table Pk of(|Mk|
2

)
entries is built, where Mk is the set of items at iteration k that were not

pruned during execution progress. Each entry of Pk contains a pointer to the
beginning of a memory section that stores the ordered k-candidates having the
same 2-prefix. The entry of Pk that represents the prefix {c1, c2} of a candidate
c={c1, c2, . . . , ck} is obtained similarly to the second iteration.

To obtain the support of each k-candidate, for each transaction t, kDCI++
determines all possible 2-prefixes of all k-itemsets in t. Then, for each 2-prefix,
the entry i of Pk is obtained and the section of ordered candidates that must be
evaluated will be delimited by Pk[i] and Pk[i + 1].
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At each iteration k ≥ 2, kDCI++ checks whether the vertical layout of the
pruned database fits into main memory. The vertical layout can be seen as a set
of |Mk| bit vectors of size |Tk|, where Tk is the set of not pruned transactions
at that iteration. If the bit vector associated with an item i has its jth bit equal
to 1, item i is present in the jth transaction. If the database is small enough, its
vertical representation is built and the supports of the (k +1)-candidates is thus
obtained by the intersections of the k bit vectors associated with their items.

3 The kDCI-3 Algorithm

Aiming at improving the performance of kDCI++, in this section, we propose the
kDCI-3 algorithm, which uses an efficient direct counting technique to determine
the support of all 3-candidates.

The data structure used by kDCI-3 during the third iteration is based on the
prefix table P2 and on a new array C which represents all 3-candidates.

In the kDCI-3 algorithm, an entry of P2 related to the frequent 2-itemset
{c1,c2} stores two values. The first one, represented by Pt(c1, c2), is a pointer to
the first entry of the contiguous section in C associated with all 3-candidates (in
lexicographic order) having the same 2-prefix {c1,c2}. This value is null if there
is no 3-candidate with that 2-prefix. The second value is the order, represented
by Ord(c1, c2), in which the frequent 2-itemset {c1,c2} is represented in P2.
Ord(c1, c2) is null if {c1,c2} is not a frequent 2-itemset. To access P2, kDCI-3
utilizes Equation 1, similarly to kDCI++.

The entry of C which corresponds to a generic 3-candidate c={c1,c2,c3},
called here EC(c1, c2, c3) and defined by Equation 2, can be found from the
pointer Pt(c1, c2) together with an offset value. This offset is defined by the
number of frequent 2-itemsets represented between {c1,c2} and {c1,c3} in P2.

EC(c1, c2, c3) = Pt(c1, c2) + ((Ord(c1, c3) − Ord(c1, c2)) − 1) . (2)

Figure 1 illustrates how kDCI-3 identifies the entry associated with a given
3-candidate. In this example, F1={0,1,3,7,9} and F2={{0,1},{0,3},{0,7},{0,9},
{1,3},{1,9},{3,9}}. The set of 3-candidates (C3), represented by C, is generated
in lexicographic order by the combination of the frequent 2-itemsets that share
a common 1-prefix. For instance, the frequent 2-itemset {0,1} will be combined
with all subsequent frequent 2-itemsets in P2 that have 0 as their first item, in
order to generate all 3-candidates with {0,1} as their 2-prefix. Since the frequent
2-itemset {0,9} is the third one after {0,1}, it is easy to conclude that the candi-
date {0,1,9} is the third candidate in C having {0,1} as their 2-prefix. Then, the
3-candidate {0,1,9}, generated by {0,1} and {0,9}, is located in C two entries
after the first 3-candidate sharing the prefix {0,1}. Indeed, this two entries are
given by ((Ord(0, 9)−Ord(0, 1))−1) and the first 3-candidate sharing the prefix
{0,1} is identified by Pt(0, 1).

To obtain the support of each 3-candidate, for each transaction t, kDCI-
3 determines all the possible 3-itemsets included in t. After that, for each 3-
itemset {c1,c2,c3} in t, it identifies the entries of P2 that represents the 2-itemsets
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EC(0,1,9) = Pt(0,1) + ((Ord(0,9) − Ord(0,1)) − 1)

EC(0,1,9) = 1 + ((4 − 1) − 1) = 3

3

Fig. 1. Data structure used by kDCI-3 to access 3-candidates

Table 2. Databases used in the experiments and its corresponding characteristics

Database Items Transactions Avg. Length References

T20I10N1KP5C0.25D200K 1000 197,437 20.1 [3]
T10I5N1KP5C0.25D200K 1000 192,889 10.3 [3]
T30I15N1KP5C0.25D200K 1000 199,093 29.6 [3]
T25I10D10K 1001 9,219 27.7 [2, 5, 7, 8]
T40I10D100K 1000 100,000 39.6 [4, 10, 13]
T10I4D100K 1000 100,000 10.1 [10, 13]
T30I16D400K 1000 397,487 29.7 [7, 8, 10]
BMS-POS 1657 515,597 6.5 [3, 6, 10, 13, 15]

{c1,c2} and {c1,c3}. If the identified entries represent frequent 2-itemsets, the
entry associated with {c1,c2,c3}, in C, is found from Equation 2 and is then
incremented. At the end of the candidate counting, if an entry in C is greater
than or equal to minsup, its corresponding candidate is included in F3.

4 Performance Evaluation

The computational experiments reported in this work have been carried out on
a 600 MHz Pentium III PC with 256 MB of RAM memory under the RedHat
Linux 9.0 (kernel version 2.4.20) operating system.

The databases used in the experiments are described in Table 2. The first
three databases were generated by the IBM dataset generator [1]. The databases
T40I10100K, T10I4D100K and BMS-POS (real database) were downloaded from
the FIMI repository, and finally, T25I10D10K and T30I16D400K were down-
loaded from the DCI site (http://miles.cnuce.cnr.it/~palmeri/datam/DCI).

This section is organized as follows. In Subsection 4.1, we compare the ef-
fectiveness of the new technique used by kDCI-3 with that adopted by kDCI++
during the third iteration. In Subsection 4.2, we compare the performance of
kDCI-3 with recent FIM algorithms evaluated in the FIMI’03 Workshop.
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4.1 Effectiveness of the New Direct Counting Technique

For kDCI++, we used the source code available at the DCI site, now also available
at the FIMI repository. For kDCI-3, we adapted the source code of kDCI++ in
order to implement kDCI-3 features and to allow a fair comparison between them.

Table 3 shows, for the same combinations of databases and low minimum
supports presented in Table 1, the total execution times (in seconds) and the
third iteration execution times (in seconds) of kDCI++ and kDCI-3, respectively.
The fourth column represents the ratio between the third iteration execution
time of kDCI-3 and that of kDCI++. The seventh column represents the ratio
between the total execution time of kDCI-3 and that of kDCI++.

Table 3. Execution times of kDCI++ and kDCI-3

3rd iteration times Total times

Database (minsup - %) kDCI++ kDCI-3 (%) kDCI++ kDCI-3 (%)

T20I10N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.1) 353 40 11 544 191 35
T20I10N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.3) 34 10 29 51 27 53
T10I5N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.01) 220 12 5 298 90 30
T10I5N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.03) 70 7 10 104 48 46
T30I15N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.25) 541 86 16 655 209 32
T30I15N1KP5C0.25D200K (0.5) 116 31 27 139 60 43
T25I10D10K (0.1) 21 4 19 26 9 35
T25I10D10K (0.2) 1.9 1.3 68 4 3.7 93
T40I10D100K (0.5) 271 69 25 386 208 54
T40I10D100K (0.75) 101 39 39 133 72 54
T10I4D100K (0.01) 103 6 6 307 202 66
T10I4D100K (0.03) 28 3 11 36 16 44
T30I16D400K (0.4) 487 132 27 755 478 63
T30I16D400K (0.6) 161 67 42 234 154 66
BMS-POS (0.1) 156 9 6 422 216 51
BMS-POS (0.3) 22 5 23 47 25 53

Due to the large number of 3-candidates generated in these tests (up to
11,051,970 on T10I4D100K (0.01%)), kDCI++ presented a poor performance in
the third iteration. We can note that kDCI-3 efficiently reduced the execution
time of this time consuming phase. We can observe, for instance, that in the
first line of Table 3, while kDCI++ executed the third iteration in 353 seconds,
kDCI-3 executed it in 40 seconds. This represents a reduction of 89%. Since the
third iteration represents in this run a great part of the total execution time
(as observed in Subsection 1.2), kDCI-3 total execution time was 35% of that of
kDCI++ (a reduction of 65%).

The elapsed times of kDCI-3 were, for the third iteration, on average, 23%
(from 5% to 68%) of that of kDCI++ (a reduction, on average, of 77%). We
can also observe the impact produced by the proposed direct counting technique
during the third iteration in the total execution times. The relative total execu-
tion times of kDCI-3 ranged from 30% to 66% (with a discrepant value of 93%)
representing, on average, 51% of the total execution times of kDCI++.
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4.2 Performance Comparison

This section reports a performance comparison among kDCI-3 and four preem-
inent algorithms: kDCI++, PatriciaMine, FPgrowth*, and LCM-freq. According
to [3], kDCI++ and PatriciaMine are considered state-of-the-art algorithms. We
also selected FPgrowth* and LCM-freq since they showed a good behavior in the
FIMI’03 experiments, specially for low supports. For PatriciaMine, FPgrowth*
and LCM-freq, we used the source codes available at the FIMI repository.

Figure 2 shows the relative execution times of kDCI-3 and the other algo-
rithms. In each picture, the value 1 (in y-axis) represents the relative execution
time of the worst algorithm for the correspondent minimum support. The value
in brackets beside the minimum support (in x-axis) is the absolute execution
time of the worst algorithm (in seconds).

We observe that kDCI-3 was better than kDCI++ for almost all combinations
of databases and minimum supports. In graph (e), for the highest support (0.9%),
and in graph (f) for the three highest supports (0.5%, 0.4%, and 0.3%), kDCI++
was slightly better than kDCI-3 due to a not relevant number of 3-candidates.

For lower values of minimum support in graphs (e) and (f), when the number
of 3-candidates increases, kDCI-3 performs much better than kDCI++. In some
cases, as pointed out in [7], the bad behavior of kDCI++ can be justified by the
size of C3, which can lead to “a lot of useless work to determine the support of
many candidate itemsets which are not frequent”.

In graphs (g) and (h), kDCI++ was always the worst algorithm. For all values
of support, kDCI-3 was better than kDCI++, making it more competitive.

In graphs (a)-(d), we observe that for higher minimum supports, kDCI-3 runs
faster than kDCI++, which was the best algorithm in these situations. For lower
minimum supports, however, kDCI++ performance decreases, but kDCI-3 is still
better than kDCI++, also making it more competitive. In these graphs (and also
in graph(e)), for some values of support, kDCI++ was the worst algorithm (or
almost the worst), while the improvements of kDCI-3 made it the best one.

5 Conclusions

In this work we proposed kDCI-3, an extension of the kDCI++ algorithm – a
recent and important method for the FIM problem. kDCI-3 provided an efficient
direct counting of candidates when dealing with a huge number of 3-candidates,
a consequence of low minimum support values, specially in sparse databases.

From the conducted computational experiments, we observed that kDCI-3
presented a very efficient behavior. kDCI-3 reduced the execution times of the
third iteration of kDCI++ and, consequently, its total elapsed times in almost
all executed experiments. We believe that these results represent an important
contribution that improves a state-of-the-art algorithm.

Based on the encouraging observed results, as future work, we intend to inves-
tigate the use of the proposed direct counting of candidates in other iterations.
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Fig. 2. Relative execution times of kDCI-3 and other algorithms
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Abstract. Mining sequential patterns is to discover sequential purchasing be-
haviors for most customers from a large amount of customer transactions. Past 
transaction data can be analyzed to discover customer purchasing behaviors.  
However, the size of the transaction database can be very large.  It is very time 
consuming to find all the sequential patterns from a large database, and users 
may be only interested in some items. Moreover, the criteria of the discovered 
sequential patterns for the user requirements may not be the same.  Many unin-
teresting sequential patterns for the user requirements can be generated when 
traditional mining methods are applied.  Hence, a data mining language needs 
to be provided such that users can query only interesting knowledge to them 
from a large database of customer transactions.  In this paper, a data mining 
language is presented. From the data mining language, users can specify the in-
terested items and the criteria of the sequential patterns to be discovered.  Also, 
an efficient data mining technique is proposed to extract the sequential patterns 
according to the users‘ requests. 

1   Introduction 

The definitions about mining sequential patterns are presented as follows [2, 3, 4, 5]: 
A customer sequence is the list of all the transactions of a customer, which is ordered 
by increasing transaction-time. A customer sequence c supports a sequence s if s is 
contained in c. The support for a sequence s (or an itemset i) is defined as the ratio of 
the number of customer sequences that supports s (or i) to the total number of cus-
tomer sequences. If the support for a sequence s (or an itemset i) satisfies the user-
specified minimum support threshold, then s (or i) is called frequent sequence (or 
frequent itemset). The length of an itemset X is the number of items in the itemset X, 
and the length of a sequence s is the number of itemsets in the sequence. An itemset 
of length k is called a k-itemset, and a frequent itemset of length k a frequent k-
itemset. Also, a sequence of length k is called a k-sequence, and a frequent sequence 
of length k a frequent k-sequence. A sequential pattern is a frequent sequence that is 
not contained in any other frequent sequence.  

For designing a data mining language [6], two important issues need to be consid-
ered: the easy-to-use user interface and the efficient data mining language processing.  
This paper is concerned with the two issues.  We present a data mining language, 
from which users only need to specify the criteria and the interested items for discov-
ering the sequential patterns.  
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2   Data Mining Language and Database Transformation 

In this section, we propose a data mining query language and transform the original 
transaction data into another type to improve the efficiency of query processing. 

2.1   Data Mining Language 

In this section, we present a data mining language.  Users can query sequential pat-
terns by specifying the related parameters in the data mining language.  The data 
mining language is defined as follows: 

 
Mining  <Sequential Patterns> 
From  <CSD> 
With  <{D1},{D2}, …,{Dm}> 

Support  <s%> 
 

1. In the Mining clause, <Sequential Patterns> is specified because the discovered 
knowledge is sequential patterns. 

2. In the From clause, <CSD> is used to specify the database name to which users 
query the sequential patterns. 

3. In the With clause, <{D1},{D2}, …,{Dm}> are user-specified items which ordered 

by increasing purchasing time, Besides, the notation “*” can be in the itemsets Di, 

which denotes any itemsets and {Di} can be the notation “*”, which represents any 

sequence. 
4. Support clause is followed by the user-specified minimum support s%. 

2.2   Database Transformation 

In order to find the interesting sequential patterns efficiently, we need to transform 
the original transaction data into another type. Each item in each customer sequence 
is transformed into a bit string. The length of a bit string is the number of the transac-
tions in the customer sequence. If the ith transaction of the customer sequence con-
tains an item, then the ith bit in the bit string for this item is set to 1. Otherwise, the 
ith bit is set to 0. 

For example, in Table 1, the customer sequence in CID 1 contains items A, C and 
E. Because item A is contained in the second and the third transactions in this cus-
tomer sequence, the second and the third bits in the bit string for item A in this cus-
tomer sequence is 1s and the other bits in the bit string is 0s. The bit string for item A 
in CID 1 is 011. Hence, we can transform the customer sequence database (Table 1) 
into the bit-string database (Table 2). 
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Table 1. customer sequence database (CSD) 

CID Customer sequence 
1 {C}{AC}{ACE} 
2 {AE}{A}{ACE}{CE} 
3 {C}{E}{E}{CE} 
4 {BD}{AE}{BC}{AE}{ABE}{F} 
5 {D}{DEF}{CEF}{AD}{BD}{DF} 

Table 2. bit-string database 

CID Items Bit string for each item 
1 A, C, E 011,111,001 
2 A, C, E 1110,0011,1011 
3 C, E 1001,0111 
4 A, B, C, D, E, F 010110,101010,001000,100000,010110,000001 

5 A, B, C, D, E, F 000100,000010,001000,110111,011000,011001 

2.3   Sequential Bit-String Operation 

Suppose a customer sequence contains the two sequences S1 and S2. We present an 

operation called sequential bit-string operation to check if the sequence S1S2 is also 

contained in this customer sequence. The process of the sequential bit-string opera-
tion is described as follows: Let the bit string for sequence S1 in customer sequence c 

is B1, and for sequence S2 is B2. Bit string B1 is scanned from left to right until a bit 

value 1 is visited. We set this bit and all bits on the left hand side of this bit to 0 and 
set all bits on the right hand side of this bit to 1, and assign the resultant bit string to a 
template Tb. Then, the bit string for sequence S1S2 in c can be obtained by performing 

logical AND operation on bit strings Tb and B2. If the number of 1’s in the bit string 

for sequence S1S2 is not zero, then S1S2 is contained in customer sequence c. Other-

wise, the customer sequence c does not contain S1S2. 

For example, consider Table 1. We want to check if sequence {A}{C} is contained 
in customer sequence CID 1. From Table 2, we can see that items A and C are con-
tained in customer sequence CID 1, and the bit string of items A and C in CID 1 are 
BA=011 and BC=111, respectively. We scan the bit string BA from left to right, and 

generate the template bit string Tb=001. By performing logical AND operation on Tb 

and BC, we can obtain that the bit string for sequence {A}{C} in customer sequence 

CID 1 is 001, in which the number of 1’s is not zero. Hence, the sequence {A}{C} is 
contained in the customer sequence CID 1, and the resultant bit string 001 is the bit 
string for the sequence {A}{C} in the customer sequence CID 1. 
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3   Mining Interesting Sequential Patterns 

In this section, we describe how to process user’s query and find the interesting se-
quential patterns. For a user’s query, if there is no notation “*” specified in the With 
clause, then this query is to check if the sequence followed by the With clause is a 
frequent sequence. We call the type of user’s queries the Type I query. If the user 
would like to extract the sequential patterns which contain other sequences except the 
sequences specified in the With clause, then the notation “*”s have to be specified in 
the With clause. We call this type of user’s queries the Type II query. In the follow-
ing, we discuss the query processing for the two types of user queries. 

3.1   Query Processing for Type I Query 

Suppose the specified sequence S={D1}{D2}…{Dm} in the With clause, where Di is 

an itemset. The method to check if sequence S is a frequent sequence is described as 
follows: 

Step 1. Scan the bit-string database and find the number of customer sequences 
which contain the sequence S. 

For each record in the bit-string database, if the customer sequence contains all 
items in sequence S, then scan sequence S from left to right. For each itemset Di (1 ≤ 

i ≤ m) in sequence S, perform the logical AND operation on the bit strings for all 
items in Di, and the resultant bit string is the bit string for itemset Di, If the bit string 

for itemset Di is not zero, then perform the sequential bit-string operation on the bit 

strings for Di and Di+1. The resultant bit string is the bit-string for sequence 

{Di}{Di+1}. Then, perform the sequential bit-string operation on the bit strings for 

sequence {Di}{Di+1} and itemset Di+2, and so on. During performing those opera-

tions, if the resultant bit string is zero, then we do not need to continue the process, 
because we can sure that the customer sequence does not contain sequence S. If the 
final resultant bit string is not zero, then we increase the number of customer se-
quences which contain the sequence S. 

Step 2. Determine if the sequence S is a frequent sequence 
The support for the sequence S can be obtained by dividing the number of total 

customer sequences from the number of customer sequences which contain the se-
quence S. If the support of the sequence S is no less than the minimum support 
threshold, then sequence S is a frequent sequence. 

3.2   Query Processing for Type II Query 

For Type II query, there is the notation “*” specified in the With clause. For exam-
ple, in Query 1, the user would like to find all the sequential patterns which contain 
the sequence {E}{A}{B} from the customer sequence database (Table 1) and the 
minimum support threshold is set to 40%. 
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Query 1: 
Mining  <Sequential Patterns> 
From  <CSD> 
With  <*,{E},*,{A},*,{B},*> 
support <40%> 
 
Suppose the user specifies a sequence which contains m itemsets D1, D2, …and Dm in 

the With clause and S = {D1}{D2}…{Dm}. We divide the algorithm for this type of 

queries into two steps: the first step is to find (m+1)-frequent sequences which con-
tains sequence S, and the second step is to find all the q-frequent sequences q ≥ m+2
which contains sequence S. In the following, we describe the two steps: 

Step 1. Find all the frequent (m+1)-sequences. 
Step 1.1. Scan the bit-string database, if all items in S are contained in a record, then 
output the items in this record and the bit string for each item into 1-itemset database. 
If S is a frequent sequence, then find all 1-frequent itemsets. The frequent itemsets 
are found in each iteration. For the kth iteration (k≥1), the candidate (k+1)-itemsets 
are generated, and scan the (k+1)-itemset database to find (k+1)-frequent itemsets. 

The method to generate the candidate (k+1)-itemsets is described as follows [1]: For 
every two k-frequent itemsets A={a1, …, ak-1, r} and B= {a1, …, ak-1, t}, the candi-

date (k+1)-itemset {a1, …, ak-1, r, t} can be generated. For each record in the k-itemset 

database, we use the k-frequent itemsets in this record and apply the above method to 
generate candidate (k+1)-itemsets. Suppose the two frequent k-itemsets X and Y in a 
record generate candidate (k+1)-itemset Z. We perform AND operation on the two bit 
strings for the two frequent k-itemsets X and Y, and the resultant bit string is the bit 
string for the candidate (k+1)-itemset Z. If this bit string is not zero, then output the 
candidate (k+1)-itemset Z and its bit string into (k+1)-itemset database. Besides, we 
also output the frequent k-itemsets and its bit string in each record into the frequent 
itemset database. 

Table 3. 1-itemset database 

CID Items Bit string for each item 
4 A, B, C, D, E, F 010110,101010,001000,100000,010110,000001 
5 A, B, C, D, E, F 000100,000010,001000,110111,010000,010001 

Table 4. 2-itemset database 

CID 2-itemsets Bit string for each 2-itemset 
4 {AB},{AE},{BC},{BD},{BE} 000010,010110,001000100000,000010 
5 {AD},{BD},{DE},{DF},{EF} 000100,000010,010000,010001,010000 

 
For example, in Table 2, the records which contain the sequence {E}{A}{B} in 

the With clause in Query 1 are CID 4 and CID 5, Hence, the 1-itemset database can 
be generated, which is shown in Table 3. Then, the 1-itemset database is scanned to 
generate frequent 2-itemsets and 2-itemset database. The 2-itemset database is shown 
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in Table 4. Finally, we can generate the frequent itemsets {A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {E}, 
{F} and {B, D}, and the frequent database which is shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Frequent itemset database 

CID Frequent itemsets Bit string  
for each frequent itemset 

4 {A},{B},{C},{D} 
{E},{F},{BD} 

010110,101010,001000,100000, 
010110,000001,100000 

5 {A},{B},{C},{D} 
{E},{F},{BD} 

000100,000010,001000,110111, 
010000,010001,000010 

 
Step 1.2. Each frequent itemset (i.e., frequent 1-sequence) is given a unique number, 
and replace the frequent itemsets in the frequent itemset database with their numbers 
to form a 1-sequence database. 

For example, the numbers for the frequent itemsets {A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {E}, {F} 
and {B,D} are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively, and the 1-sequence database is 
shown in Table 6, which is generated from Table 5. 

Table 6. 1-sequence database 

CID 1-sequence Bit string for each 1-sequence 
4 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7 
010110, 101010, 001000, 100000, 

010110, 000001, 100000 
5 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, 7 
000100, 000010, 001000, 110111, 

010000,010001,000010 
 
Step 1.3. Generate candidate 2-sequences, and scan 1-sequence database to generate 
2-sequence database and find all the frequent 2-sequences. 

The candidate 2-itemsets are generated as follows: For each frequent 1-sequence f 
except D1, the itemset D1 is combined with the frequent 1-sequence to generate a 

candidate 2-sequence. If there is a notation “*” appears before the itemset D1 in the 

With clause, then the candidate 2-sequence {f}{D1} is generated. If the notation “*” 

appears after the itemset D1, then the candidate 2-sequence {D1}{f} is generated. If 

the reverse order of a candidate 2-sequence is contained in the specified sequence S, 
then this candidate 2-sequence can be pruned. 

For each record in the 1-sequence database, we use the frequent 1-sequences in the 
record and apply the above method to generate candidate 2-sequences. Suppose that 
the two frequent 1-sequences X and Y in a record generate candidate 2-sequence Z. 
We perform the sequential bit-string operation on the two bit strings for the two fre-
quent 1-sequences X and Y, and the resultant bit string is the bit string for the candi-
date 2-sequence Z. If this bit string is not zero, then output the candidate 2-sequence 
Z and its bit string into 2-sequence database. After scanning 1-sequence database, the 
2-sequence database can be generated and the candidate 2-sequences can be counted. 
If the support for a candidate 2-sequence is no less than the minimum support thresh-
old, then the candidate 2-sequence is a frequent 2-sequence. 
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For example, in Query 1, the first itemset specified in the With clause is {E} 
whose number is 5, and there are notation “*”s which appear before and after the 
itemset {E}. Hence, the generated candidate 2-sequences are {1}{5}, {5}{1}, 
{2}{5}, {5}{2}, {3}{5}, {5}{3}, {4}{5}, {5}{4}, {6}{5}, {5}{6}, {7}{5}, and 
{5}{7}. From these candidate 2-sequences, {1}{5} and {2}{5} can be pruned, be-
cause the reverse order of the two sequences are contained in the specified sequence 
{5}{1}{2}. After scanning 1-sequence database (Table 6), the generated 2-sequence 
database is shown in Table 7, and the frequent 2-sequences are {5}{1},{5}{2}, 
{4}{5}, {5}{3} and {5}{6}. 

Table 7. 2-sequence database 

CID 2-sequence Bit string for each 2-sequence 

4 {3}{5},{4}{5},{7}{5},{5}{1},{5}{2}, 
{5}{3},{5}{6} 

000110, 010110, 010110, 000110, 
001010, 001000, 000001 

5 {4}{5},{5}{1},{5}{2},{5}{3},{5}{4}, 
{5}{6},{5}{7} 

010000, 000100, 000010, 001000, 
000111, 000001, 000010 

 
Step 1.4. Generate candidate 3-sequences, and scan 2-sequence database to generate 
3-sequence database and find all the frequent 2-sequences. 

The method to generate candidate 3-sequences is described as follows: For every 
two frequent 2-sequences S1={D1}{r} which is a sub-sequence of S and S2={D1}{t} 

(or S1={D1}{r} and S2={t}{D1}), we can generate the candidate 3-sequences 

{D1}{r}{t} and {D1}{t}{r} or {t}{D1}{r}. 

For the above example, the generated candidate 3-sequences are {5}{1}{2}, 
{4}{5}{1}, {4}{5}{2}, {5}{3}{1}, {5}{1}{3}, {5}{3}{2}, {5}{2}{3}, {5}{6}{1}, 
{5}{1}{6}, {5}{6}{2} and {5}{2}{6}. After scanning each record in 2-sequence 
database (Table 7), the candidate 3-sequences in each record can be generated, and 
the candidate 3-sequences can be counted. Finally, the generated frequent 3-
sequences are {5}{1}{2}, {4}{5}{1}, {4}{5}{2}, {5}{3}{1}, {5}{3}{2}, 
{5}{1}{6} and {5}{2}{6}. 

Step 1.5. Frequent (h+1)-sequences (3≤h≤m) are generated in each iteration. For the 
(h-2)th iteration, we use frequent h-sequences to generate candidate (h+1)-sequence, 
and scan h-sequence database to generate (h+1)-sequence database, and find all the 
frequent (h+1)-sequences. 

We use the following method to generate candidate (h+1)-sequences: For any two 
frequent h-sequence S1={s1}{s2}…{sh-1}{r} and S2={s1}{s2}…{sh-1}{t}, in which 

{s1}{s2}…{sh-1} is a sub-sequence of S or {r} and {t} are contained in S, the candi-

date (h+1)-sequences {s1}{s2}…{sh-1}{r}{t} and {s1}{s2}…{sh-1}{t}{r} can be gen-

erated. If a generated candidate {h+1}-sequence contains more than one itemsets 
which are not contained in S, then the candidate {h+1}-sequence can be pruned. 
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For each record in the h-sequence database, we use the frequent h-sequences in 
this record and the above method to generate candidate (h+1)-sequences, and perform 
the sequential bit-string operation on the two bit strings for the two frequent h-
sequences which generate the candidate (h+1)-sequence. The resultant bit string is the 
bit string for the candidate (h+1)-sequence. If the resultant bit string is not zero, then 
output the candidate (h+1)-sequence and its bit string into (h+1)-sequence database, 
and count the support for the candidate (h+1)-sequence. After scanning the h-
sequence database, the (h+1)-sequence database can be generated and the supports for 
the candidate (h+1)-sequences can be computed. If the support for a candidate (h+1)-
sequence is no less than the minimum support, then the candidate (h+1)-sequence is a 
frequent (h+1)-sequences. If there are frequent (m+1)-sequences generated, then step 
2 need to be performed. Otherwise, step 3 is performed directly. 

For the above example, according to step 1.5, the generated candidate 4-sequences 
are {4}{5}{1}{2}, {5}{3}{1}{2}, {5}{1}{6}{2} and {5}{1}{2}{6}. After scanning 
3-sequence database, the generated frequent 4-sequences are {4}{5}{1}{2}, 
{5}{3}{1}{2} and {5}{1}{2}{6}. Because there are frequent 4-sequences generated, 
we need to perform the next step. 

Step 2. The frequent (m+n+1)-sequences (n≥1) which contain the specified sequence 
S are generated in each iteration. For the nth iteration, we use the frequent (m+n)-
sequences to generate candidate (m+n+1)-sequences and scan the (m+n)-sequence 
database and 1-sequence database to generate (m+n+1)-sequence database in which 
the candidate (m+n+1)-sequences are contained in each record but the bit string are 
not, and find the frequent (m+n+1)-sequences. 

The method to generate candidate (m+n+1)-sequences is as follows: For every two 
frequent (m+n)-sequences S1 = {s1}{s2}…{si}{r}{si+1}…{sm+n-1} and S2 = {s1} 

{s2}…{sj}{t}{sj+1}…{sm+n-1} (i≤j), in which {r} is not contained in S2 and {t} is not 

contained in S1, a candidate (m+n+1)-sequence {s1}{s2}…{r}…{t}…{sm+n-1} can be 

generated. For each record in (m+n)-sequence database, we also use every two  fre-
quent (m+n)-sequences in this record and apply the above method to generate a can-
didate (m+n+1)-sequence, and perform the sequential bit-string operations on the bit 
strings for the itemsets in the candidate (m+n+1)-sequence by scanning the 1-
sequence database. If the resultant bit string is not zero, then output the candidate 
(m+n+1)-sequence into the (m+n+1)-sequence database, and count the support for the 
candidate (m+n+1)-sequence. After scanning (m+n)-sequence database, the (m+n+1)-
sequence database can be generated and the frequent (m+n+1)-sequences can be 
found. 

For the above example, according to step 2, the generated candidate 5-sequences 
are {4}{5}{3}{1}{2}, {4}{5}{1}{2}{6} and {5}{3}{1}{2}{6}. For each record in 
the 4-sequence database, we use the frequent 4-sequences in this record to generate 
candidate 5-sequences for this record, and perform the sequential bit-string operations 
on the bit strings for the itemsets in the candidate 5-sequence to generate the bit string 
for the candidate 5-sequence. If the resultant bit string is not zero, then count the 
support for the candidate 5-sequence. After scanning the 4-sequence database, the 
generated frequent 5-sequences are {4}{5}{3}{1}{2}, {4}{5}{1}{2}{6} and 
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{5}{3}{1}{2}{6}. These frequent 5-sequences can further generate candidate 6-
sequence {4}{5}{3}{1}{2}{6}. After scanning 5-sequence database, the generated 
frequent 6-sequence is also {4}{5}{3}{1}{2}{6}, and there is no candidate 7-
sequence generated. Hence, the algorithm for mining frequent sequences terminates. 

Step 3. For each frequent sequence, the code for each itemset in the frequent se-
quence is replaced with the itemset itself. If a frequent sequence is not contained in 
another frequent sequences, then this frequent sequence is a sequential pattern. 

For the above example, the frequent sequences which satisfy the user requirement 
in Query 1 are {E}{A}{B}, {D}{E}{A}{B}, {E}{C}{A}{B}, {E}{A}{B}{F}, 
{D}{E}{C}{A}{B}, {D}{E}{A}{B}{F}, {E}{C}{A}{B}{F} and {D}{E}{C}{A} 
{B}{F}, and the sequential pattern is {D}{E}{C}{A}{B}{F}. 

4   Experimental Result 

The synthetic database of sales transactions is generated to evaluate the performance 
of our algorithm. The method to generate synthetic transactions is similar to the one 
used in [2]. The parameters used in our experiments are shown in Table 8. 

First, we generate four synthetic transaction databases C5-T10-I10-R10, C10-T10-
I10-R10, C20-T10-I10-R10 and C10-T10-I10-R20, in which C is the number of cus-
tomers (in 000’s), D is the number of transactions (in 000’s), |T| is the average num-
ber of the transactions for each customer, |I| is the average size of the transactions, 
and R is the percentage of the repeated items between every two neighbor transac-
tions. We also generated 3 general cases of TypeII queries. Figure 1 shows the rela-
tive execution time for PrefixSpan [4] and our algorithm for a generated Type II 
query. Figure 2 shows the relative execution time for the generated three queries in 
the database C20-T10-I10-R10 for different minimum support thresholds. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Relative execution time 

The experimental results show that our algorithm outperforms PrefixSpan algo-
rithm, and the performance gap increases as the minimum support threshold de-
creases because when the minimum support decreases, the number of the frequent 
sequences increases, the number of the projected databases increases and the size of 
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each projected database also increases, such that the performance is degraded for 
PrefixSpan algorithm. Besides, PrefixSpan algorithm needs to take extra time to pick 
the frequent itemsets from the large amount of frequent itemsets to match the user 
queries. 

However, for our algorithm, we only focus on the items specified in user queries, 
that is, there is no redundant frequent sequence can be generated. Hence, our algo-
rithm can significantly outperform PrefixSpan algorithm. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Relative execution time for database C20-T10-I10-R10 
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Abstract. In this paper we use the novel concept of minimal cube
transversals on the cube lattice of a categorical database relation for
mining the borders of the difference of two datacubes. The problem of
finding cube transversals is a sub-problem of hypergraph transversal dis-
covery since there exists an order-embedding from the cube lattice to the
power set lattice of binary attributes. Based on this result, we propose a
levelwise algorithm and an optimization which uses the frequency of the
disjunction for mining minimal cube transversals. Using cube transver-
sals, we introduce a new OLAP functionality: discovering the difference
of two uni-compatible datacubes or the most frequent elements in the
difference. Finally we propose a merging algorithm for mining the bound-
ary sets of the difference without computing the two related datacubes.
Provided with such a difference of two datacubes capturing similar in-
formations but computed at different dates, a user can focus on what is
new or more generally on how evolve the previously observed trends.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Hypergraph transversals [8, 10] have various applications in binary data mining
and various kinds of knowledge can be discovered: minimal keys and minimal
functional dependencies [13], connection between positive and negative borders
of theories [14]. When mining minimal transversals, we show in [4] that the
power set lattice is not really suitable when addressing multidimensional data
mining problems, and suggest, as an alternative, an algebraic structure which
is called cube lattice of a categorical database relation. Cube lattice is a set
of tuples representing multidimensional patterns, provided with a generalization
order between tuples. A similar lattice has been independently proposed by Lak-
shmanan et al. [12]. Based on this structure, the authors define the quotient cube
lattice, a succinct summary of the datacube, preserving the Rollup/Drilldown
semantics of cube.

Cube lattice provides a sound basis and a graded search space for extracting
semantics from the datacube such as Roll-Up dependencies [3], multidimensional
associations [5], iceberg cubes [2, 11], concise representation of hight frequency
multidimensional patterns [6] and reduced cubes [12, 5]. In this paper, following
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from this semantics trend, we use the concept of cube transversals [5] in order
to compute the borders of the difference of two uni-compatible datacubes. More
precisely, we make the following contributions.

– We propose an optimization for mining minimal cube transversals based
on the Bonferroni inequalities and a levelwise algorithm which enforces the
optimization.

– We formally define borders of the difference. Computing the difference of
two uni-compatible datacubes is closely related to the discovery of emerging
patterns originally proposed by [7] in the power set lattice framework. Our
characterization and algorithm differ from the approach of emerging patterns
since they are based on minimal cube transversals and fit in the cube lattice
framework.

Because data warehouses are regularly refreshed, it is specially interesting to
observe how evolves the mined knowledge: are great trends (for instance in con-
sumer behavior) still increased or are they decreasing? Provided with two ver-
sions of a datacube computed at different dates, a user can answer these question
very easily.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Cube lattice framework
[4] is described in section 2 as a graded search space for multidimensional data
mining. In section 3, we recall the concept of cube transversal and a merging
algorithm for mining minimal relation transversals from categorical database re-
lations. In section 4, we propose an application using the minimal cube transver-
sals: the “difference of two uni-compatible datacubes” and characterize its bor-
ders.

2 Background: The Cube Lattice Framework [4]

Throughout the paper, we make the following assumptions and use the intro-
duced notations. Let r be a relation over the schema R. Attributes of R are
divided in two sets (i) D the set of dimensions, also called categorical or nomi-
nal attributes, which correspond to analysis criteria for OLAP, classification or
concept learning and (ii) M the set of measures (for OLAP) or class attributes.
Moreover, the set of attributes called D is totally ordered (the underlying order is
denoted by <D) and for each attribut A ∈ D, Dim(A) stands for the projection
of r over A.

The multidimensional space of the categorical database relation r groups all
the valid combinations built up by considering the value sets of attributes in D,
which are enriched with the symbolic value ALL. The latter, introduced in [9]
when defining the Cube-By operator, is a generalization of all the possible values
of any dimension (∀A ∈ D, ∀a ∈ Dim(A), {a} ⊂ ALL).

The multidimensional space of r is noted and defined as follows: Space(r)
= {×A ∈ D(Dim(A) ∪ ALL)} ∪ {<∅, . . . , ∅>} where × symbolizes the Carte-
sian product, and <∅, . . . , ∅> stands for the combination of empty values. Any
combination belonging to the multidimensional space is a tuple and represents
a multidimensional pattern.
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Example 1. - Table 1 presents the categorical database relation used all along
the paper to illustrate the introduced concepts. In this relation, Sky, AirTemp
and Humidity are dimensions and EnjoySport is a class. The following tuples
t1 = <S, W, ALL>, t2 = <S, W, N>, t3 = <S, C, N>, t4 = <S, ALL, N>, t5 =
<S, ALL, ALL>, t6 = <ALL, W, ALL> and t7 = <ALL, W, H> are elements of
Space(r).

Table 1. Relation example r

Sky AirTemp Humidity EnjoySport

S W N Yes
S W H Yes
R C H No

The multidimensional space of r is structured by the generalization order be-
tween tuples which is denoted by ≥g. If u ≥g v, we say that u is more general
than v in Space(r). In the multidimensional space of our relation example, we
have: t5 ≥g t2, i.e. t5 is more general than t2 and t2 is more specific than t5.
Moreover any tuple generalizes the tuple <∅, ∅, ∅> and specializes the tuple
<ALL, ALL, ALL>. When applied to a set of tuples, the operators min and
max yield the tuples which are the most general ones in the set or the most
specific ones respectively.

The two basic operators provided for tuple construction are: Sum (denoted by
+) and Product (noted •). The Semi-Product operator (noted () is a constrained
product used for the candidate generation in levelwise algorithms.

– The Sum of two tuples yields the most specific tuple which generalizes the
two operands. If t = u + v, then we say that t is the Sum of the tuples u
and v. In our example of Space(r), we have t2 + t3 = t4. This means that t4
is built up from (or aggregates data of) the tuples t2 and t3.

– The Product of two tuples yields the most general tuple which specializes
the two operands. If it exists, for these two tuples, a dimension A having
distinct and real world values (i.e. existing in the original relation), then
the only tuple specializing them is the tuple <∅, . . . , ∅> (apart from it, the
tuple sets which can be used to construct them are disjoined). If t = u • v,
then we say that t is the Product of the tuples u and v. In our example of
Space(r), we have t1 • t4 = t2. This means that t1 and t4 generalize t2 and
t2 participates to the construction of t1 and t4 (directly or not). The tuples
t1 and t3 have no common point apart from the tuple of empty values.

In some cases, it is interesting to know the attributes for which the values as-
sociated with a tuple t are different from the value ALL. This is why the func-
tion Attribute is introduced. In our example, we have Attribute(t1) = {Sky,
AirTemp}.

The Semi-Product operator is a constrained product operator useful for can-
didate generation in a levelwise approach [14]. Provided with multidimensional
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patterns at the level i, we only generate candidates of level i+1, if they exist (else
the constrained product yields <∅, . . . , ∅>). Moreover, each tuple is generated
only once. In our example, we have t5 ( t6 = t1 and t5 ( t7 = <∅, . . . , ∅>.

By providing the multidimensional space of r with the generalization order
between tuples and using the above-defined operators Sum and Product, we de-
fine an algebraic structure which is called cube lattice. Such a structure provides
a sound foundation for multidimensional data mining issues.

Theorem 1. [4] - Let r be a categorical database relation over D ∪ M. The
ordered set CL(r) = 〈Space(r),≥g〉 is a complete, graded, atomistic and coato-
mistic lattice, called cube lattice in which Meet (

∧
) and Join (

∨
) operators are

given by:

1. ∀ T ⊆ CL(r),
∧

T = +t∈T t
2. ∀ T ⊆ CL(r),

∨
T = •t∈T t

Through the following proposition, we characterize the order-embedding from
the cube lattice to the powerset lattice of the whole set of attribute values. For
avoiding ambiguities, we choose to prefix each value by the name of the concerned
attribute.

Proposition 1 - Let L(r) be the powerset lattice of the attribute value set, i.e.
the lattice 〈P(

⋃
A∈D

A.a,∀a ∈ Dim(A)),⊆〉 1. Then it exists an order-embedding:

Φ : CL(r) → L(r)

t "→
{ ⋃

A∈D
A.a,∀a ∈ Dim(A) if t = <∅, . . . , ∅>

{A.t[A] | ∀A ∈ Attribute(t)} elsewhere.

Consequently, we can associate to each categorical relation r a binary relation
Φ(r) = {Φ(t), ∀ t ∈ r}. The latter can be used to apply binary data mining
technics. Let us underline that Φ is not the single order-embedding Φ. We can
construct other order-embedding by associating to each value ai in the dimension
of the attribute A a single binary attribute in the power set lattice of the attribute
value set.

Finally, we have to highlight two important elements in the cube lattice: its
atoms and coatoms. An atom of the cube lattice is a concept similar to the
one-itemsets in the power set lattice (one-itemset are the atoms of the power set
lattice). We denote by At(CL(r)) the atoms of the cube lattice (i.e. {t ∈ CL(r) :
|Φ(t)| = 1}). The atoms of a tuple t, denoted by At(t), constitute the set of the
atoms of the cube lattice which are more general than t (i.e. {t′ ∈ At(CL(r)) :
t′ ≥g t}). The coatoms of the cube lattice, denoted by CAt(CL(r)), represent the
concept dual to the one of atoms of the cube lattice (i.e. {t ∈ CL(r) : |Φ(t)| =
|D|}).
1 P(X) is the powerset of X.
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3 Cube Transversals

When considering the power set lattice L(r) as the search space, a binary pat-
tern X is a transversal of Φ(r) if and only if each transaction t of Φ(r) contains
at least one value of X (X is a transversal of Φ(r) if X is not a subset of any
transactions t of Φ(r) respectively). For example, using our relation example and
the order-embedding Φ, the binary pattern {Sky.S, AirT emp.W} is a transver-
sal of Φ(r). Moreover, this pattern is a minimal transversal of Φ(r) because none
of its subsets is transversal of Φ(r). Unfortunately, in the binary framework, in-
valid multidimensional patterns are computed. For example, the binary pattern
{Sky.S, Sky.R} is a minimal transversal of Φ(r) but it is not a valid multidi-
mensional pattern because each value of this pattern belongs to the very same
attribute Sky. And we know that a multidimensional pattern can only encom-
passes a single value for any given attribute. This is why we have introduced [5]
the concept of minimal cube transversal:

Definition 1. (Cube Transversal) - We define the relation r as the difference
of the coatoms of the cube lattice and the relation r (r = CAt(CL(r))\r). Let
t ∈ CL(r) be a tuple, t is a cube transversal of r over CL(r) iff ∀t′ ∈ r, t + t′ 
=
<ALL, . . . ,ALL>. t is a cube transversal of r iff ∀t′ ∈ r, t �g t′.

Lemma 1. Since the contraint “t is a cube transversal of r (or r)” is a mono-
tone constraint on the cube lattice, the set of cube transversals is a convex space
and thus it can be represented by its minimal border [4]. The set of minimal cube
transversals of r and of r are denoted by cT r(r) and cT r(r) respectively and
defined as follows:

– cT r(r) = min≥g ({t ∈ CL(r) | ∀t′ ∈ r, t + t′ 
= <ALL, . . . ,ALL>})
– cT r(r) = min≥g ({t ∈ CL(r) | ∀t′ ∈ r, t �g t′})

Due to the convex space property, an unseen tuple t is a transversal of r (or r
respectively) if it exists at least a tuple t′ in cT r(r) (cT r(r) resp.) which gen-
eralizes t. Let A be an anti-chain of CL(r) (all tuples of A are not comparable
using ≥g). We can constrain the set of minimal cube transversals of r using A
by enforcing each minimal cube transversal t to be more general than at least
one tuple u of the anti-chain A. The new related definitions are the following:

– cT r(r, A) = {t ∈ cT r(r) | ∃u ∈ A : t ≥g u}
– cT r(r, A) = {t ∈ cT r(r) | ∃u ∈ A : t ≥g u}

Example 2. By considering the multidimensional space of the relation example,
the set of minimal cube transversals of r is {<S, C, ALL>, <S, ALL, H>, < R,
W, ALL >, <ALL, W, H>} and the set of minimal cube transversals of r is
{<S, C, ALL>, <R, W, ALL>, <R, ALL, N>, <ALL, C, N>}. If we constrain
the set cT r(r) with the anti-chain composed by the single tuple <S, C, H>,
we obtain cT r(r, <S, C, H>) = {<S, C, ALL>, <S, ALL, H>}.
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3.1 Optimizing the Discovery of Minimal Cube Transversals

Assessing if a tuple t is whether a cube transversal of r or r can require |r|
evaluations. Minimizing the number of evaluations improves, in practice, the
performance of the algorithm CTR. We introduce a new optimization based on
the Bonferroni inequalities which are applied within the cube lattice framework.
When the sum of the frequency of atoms of t is lower than 1, no condition is
evaluated because t cannot be a cube transversal of r. A dual property is given
for testing if t is a minimal cube transversal of r.

Definition 2. (Frequency) - Let t ∈ CL(r) be a tuple, the frequency of t
(denoted by Freq(t, r)) is the ratio between the number of tuples of r which
are more specific than t and the number of tuples of r. Thus we have:

Freq(t, r) =
|{t′ ∈ r | t ≥g t′}|

|r|

Proposition 2 Let t ∈ CL(r) be a tuple, if t is a cube transversal of r then∑
t′∈At(t)

Freq(t′, r) ≥ 1 and if t is a cube transversal of r then
∑

t′∈At(t)

(1 −

Freq(t′, r)) ≥ 1.

3.2 Finding Minimal Cube Transversals

In [10], it is shown that levelwise mining of minimal hypergraph transversals
improves complexity results proposed by [8]. Using the cube lattice framework,
we propose a levelwise algorithm called CTR (Cube TRansversal) algorithm
which computes minimal cube transversals. The candidate generation step does
not need any backtrack because we update the set cT r at each level and we
use it for the pruning step. We improve our algorithm by a frequency-based
optimization. A levelwise approach works very well when the underlying search
space is a graded lattice, which is case of the cube lattice.

For mining minimal cube transversals of r, we must replace conditions at
lines 9 and 13 by

∑
t′∈At(t)

(1 − Freq(t′, r)) ≥ 1 and l ≥g t respectively.

Complexity of CTR: The complexity of a levelwise algorithm for finding min-
imal transversals of an hypergraph H on a set E is O(2k|E||Tr(H)|) where
k = max({|X | : X ∈ H}) [10]. Using the cube lattice as the search space, this
complexity is preserved with E =

⋃
A∈D

A.a,∀aDim(A), k = |D| and |cT r(r)| <

|Tr(H)| since Φ is an order-embedding but not an order isomorphism.

4 Diff Cube Operator

In ROLAP databases, the relational operator difference is fundamental for an-
alyzing changes betwwen two uni-compatible datacubes (computed at different
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Algorithm 1 CTR Algorithm
Input: Categorical database relation r over D [and an anti-chain A]
Output: cT r(r[,A])
1: i := 1; cT r := {∅}
2: C1 := {t ∈ At(CL(r))}
3: L1 := {t ∈ C1 | t is a cube transversal }
4: C1 := C1\L1

5: while Ci �= ∅ do
6: cT r := cT r ∪ Li

7: Ci+1 := {v = t � t′ | t, t′ ∈ Ci, v �= <∅, . . . , ∅>, �u ∈ cT r : u ≥g v [ and
∃u ∈ A : v ≥g u] }

8: for all t ∈ Ci+1 do
9: if

∑
t′∈At(t)

Freq(t′, r) < 1 then C∗
i+1 := C∗

i+1 ∪ t; Ci+1 := Ci+1\t

10: end for
11: for all t ∈ r do
12: for all unmarked l ∈ Ci+1 do
13: if l + t = <ALL, . . . , ALL> then mark l
14: end for
15: end for
16: Li+1 := {l ∈ Ci+1 | l is unmarked }; Ci+1 := (Ci+1\Li+1) ∪ C∗

i+1

17: i := i + 1
18: end while
19: return cT r

instants by using the function COUNT) of two categorical database relations
(denoted by r+ and r− for uniformity). However, the difference of the two dat-
acubes is not the datacube of the difference of the two relations (datacube(r+)\
datacube(r−) 
= datacube(r+\r−)). We propose a merging algorithm which com-
putes the boundary sets of tuples which are in the difference. Such tuples provide
a condensed representation of (i) the difference of the two related datacubes or
(ii) the most frequent elements in the difference.

4.1 Emerging Tuples

Let minfreq ∈ ]0, 1] a threshold given by the user, a tuple t is emerging if and
only if it satisfies the two following constraints (C1 and C2):

– (C1) Freq(t, r−) = 0 and
– (C2) Freq(t, r+) ≥ minfreq

The set Diff Cube(r+, r−) encompasses all the emerging tuples of r = r+ ∪ r−;
i.e. Diff Cube(r+, r−) = {t ∈ CL(r) | t is emerging}. Thus Diff Cube(r+,
r−) is exactly the difference of the two datacubes of the relations r+ and r−.

In RDBMSs provided with OLAP functionalities, such as IBM DB2 or Mi-
crosoft SQL Server, Diff Cube(r+, r−) can be computed by using the Group
By Cube operator [9] as follows:
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SELECT A1, ..., An

FROM r+

GROUP BY CUBE (A1, ..., An)
HAVING count(*) ≥ minfreq ∗ |r+|

MINUS
SELECT A1, ..., An

FROM r−

GROUP BY CUBE A1, ..., An;

We assume that |r+| and minfreq are thresholds given by the user. Due to the
underlying Cube-By operations, it is obvious that this query is specially time
and space consuming, thus avoiding to evaluated it and instead computing the
borders of its result can be of great interest.

4.2 Finding Borders

The constraint C1 (C2 resp.) is monotone (antimonotone resp.) w.r.t. ≥g, con-
sequently Diff Cube(r+, r−) is a convex space of CL(r) [4] and thus it can
be represented by the sets (borders) S = max≥g (Diff Cube(r+, r−)) and G =
min≥g(Diff Cube(r+, r−)).

The following proposition characterizes the borders of the Diff Cube set:

Proposition 3 Let Diff Cube(r+, r−) be the set of emerging tuples of a cate-
gorical database relation r = r+∪r− and M = max≥g ({t ∈ CL(r+) | Freq(t, r+)
≥ minfreq} then:

1. G = {t ∈ cT r(r−) on CL(r+) | Freq(t, r+) ≥ minfreq}
2. S = {t ∈ M | ∃t′ ∈ G : t′ ≥g t}

With the following propositions, the borders S and G of Diff Cube(r+, r−)
can be computed in an efficient way and a merging algorithm can be designed
to enforce such a computation.

Proposition 4 Let Diff Cube(r+, r−) be the difference of the datacube of r+

and the one of r− and M = max≥g ({t ∈ CL(r+) | Freq(t, r+) ≥ minfreq}
thus: ∀t ∈ cT r(r+), t ∈ G ⇒ �u ∈ M\S : t ≥g u.

Proposition 5 Let r = r1 ∪ r2 be a categorical database relation, cT r(r1) and
cT r(r2) the minimal cube transversals of r1 and r2 respectively. If cT r(r1) is
empty, we consider that cT r(r1) = {<∅, . . . , ∅>} (idem for cT r(r2)), thus we
have: cT r(r) = min≥g({t • t′ 
= <∅, . . . , ∅> | t ∈ cT r(r1) and t′ ∈ cT r(r2)}).

For finding S and G in our new context, we propose the merging algorithm
Diff Cube. Our algorithm includes the function Max Set Algorithm which dis-
covers maximal frequent multidimensional patterns. It could be enforced by mod-
ifying algorithms such as Max-Miner [1]. The correctness of Diff Cube algorithm
is given by propositions 3, 4 and 5. Its complexity is similar to the complexity
of the CTR algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm Diff Cube
Input: r+, r− = r−1 , ..., r−

p �= {∅}
Output: S, G
1: M := Max Set Algorithm(r+, minfreq)
2: S = {t ∈ M | t is a cube transversal of r− on CL(r+)}
3: G := {<∅, . . . , ∅>}
4: for i := 1 to p do

5: G′ := {t ∈ cT r(r−i , S) on CL(r+)} \\ use CTR algorithm
6: G′ := G′\{t ∈ G′ | ∃u ∈ M\S : u ≥g t}
7: if G′ �= {∅} then
8: for all t ∈ M do
9: for all tuple t′ ∈ G′ unmarked do

10: if t′ ≥g t then mark t′

11: end for
12: end for
13: G′ := {t ∈ G′ | t is marked }
14: G := min≥g ({v = t • t′ | v �= <∅, . . . , ∅>, t ∈ G and t′ ∈ G′})
15: end if
16: end for
17: return S, G

Example 3. - Let us consider r+ = {t ∈ r | t[EnjoySport] = ‘Y es′}, the relation
r− = {t ∈ r | t[EnjoySport] = ‘No′} and minfreq = 1/2. Then, we have:

– M = {<S, W, N>, <S, W, H>}
– G = {<S, ALL, ALL>, <ALL, W, ALL>, <ALL, ALL, N>}
– S = {<S, W, N>, <S, W, H>}

5 Conclusion

The presented work results from a cross-fertilization between the research fields
of discrete mathematics, database and machine learning. We introduce the con-
cept of the cube transversals of a categorical database relation. This concept
is used to the problem of computing the difference of two uni-compatible dat-
acubes, a new OLAP functionality which can provides users with a focus on new
trends emerging from data sets collected at different points along the time. To
the best of the author knowledge it is the first time that the problem of the dif-
ference of two uni-compatible datacubes (without computing the two cubes) is
studied. Set operations on convex spaces of cube lattices are an interesting future
work. They allow a merging approach for mining boundary sets of constrained
multidimensional patterns (with arbitrary monotone and/or antimonotone con-
straints).
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Abstract. Periodic pattern mining is the problem that regards tempo-
ral regularity. There are many emerging applications in periodic pattern
mining, including web usage recommendation, weather prediction, com-
puter networks and biological data. In this paper, we propose a Pro-
gressive Timelist-Based Verification (PTV) method to the mining of pe-
riodic patterns from a sequence of event sets. The parameter min rep,
is employed to specify the minimum number of repetitions required for
a valid segment of non-disrupted pattern occurrences. We also describe
a partitioning approach to handle extra large/long data sequence. The
experiments demonstrate good performance and scalability with large
frequent patterns.

1 Introduction

Pattern mining plays an important role in data mining tasks, e.g. association
mining, inter-transaction rule [6] sequential pattern and episode mining [4], etc.
However, temporal regularity also plays an important roleIn association mining,
we may specify a frequent pattern called the “Beer and Diaper” with support
level of 10% and confidence level of 70%. If we consider the influence of time, we
may find that the pattern, “Beer and Diaper”, occurs at every Friday night for 20
weeks in a row. This cyclic association rule is a kind of periodic pattern which
can be applied in period predictions. Besides, periodic patterns in biological
data is also an important issues [3]. Periodic patterns in biological data may be a
mechanism that provides regular arrays of spatial and function groups, useful for
structural packing or for one to one interactions with target molecules. Periodic
conservation of amino acids may be useful in structural packing of two or more
polypeptide chains of the same or different proteins. Periodically placed amino
acid side chains can also facilitate one to one interactions with target atoms
showing similar periodicity” [3].

There have been a number of recent studies in periodic pattern mining. For
example, cyclic association rules proposed by Ozden, et al. [5], partial periodic
patterns by Han, et al. [1], and asynchronous periodic patterns by Yang, et al.
[7, 2]. The so called full periodicity specifies the behavior of the time series at
all points in period, while partial periodicity specifies the behavior at some
but not all points in time. Ozden, et al. define the problem of discovering cyclic
association rules that display regular cyclic variation over time [5]. This mo-
tivation is based on the observation that an association rule may not have the

Y. Kambayashi et al. (Eds.): DaWaK 2004, LNCS 3181, pp. 401–410, 2004.
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user-specified minimum confidence or support over the entire time spectrum, but
its confidence and support may be above the minimum threshold within certain
time intervals. Note that what Ozden, et al. considered are partial periodic pat-
terns with perfect periodicity in the sense that the pattern reoccurs in every
cycle, with 100% confidence. By studying the interaction between association
rules and time, they applied three heuristics: cycle pruning, cycle skipping and
cycle elimination to find cyclic association rules in temporal data.

Since real life patterns are usually imperfect, Han et al. [1] presented sev-
eral algorithms to efficiently mine partial and imperfect periodic patterns, by
exploring some interesting properties related to partial periodicity, such as the
Apriori property and the max-subpattern hit set property, and by shared mining
of multiple periods. In order to tame the restriction of cyclic association rule,
Han, et al. used confidence to measure how significant a periodic pattern is.
The confidence of a pattern was defined as the occurrence count of the pattern
over the maximum number of periods of the pattern length in the sequence. For
example, (a, ∗, b) is a partial pattern of period 3 (The character “*” is a “don’t
care” character, which can match any single set of events); its occurrence count
in the event series “a{b,c}baebaced” is 2; and its confidence is 2/3, where 3 is
the maximum number of periods of length 3. Nevertheless, the proposed mining
model works only for synchronous periodic pattern mining.

Therefore, Yang et al. [7] proposed to mine for asynchronous periodic patterns
that are significant using a subsequence of symbols. Two parameters, min rep
and max dis, are employed to qualify valid patterns. The intuition is that a
pattern needs to repeat itself at least a certain number (min rep) of times to
demonstrate its significance and periodicy. On the other hand, the disturbance
between two valid segments has to be within some reasonable bound (max dis).
A two-step algorithm is devised to first generate potential periods by distance-
based pruning, followed by an iterative procedure to derive and validate candi-
date patterns and locate the longest valid subsequence for 1-pattern (called LSI).
The second step then applies a level-wise search to generate the subsequences
of i-patterns based on valid subsequences of all (i − 1)-patterns with the same
period length. Note that in order to discover the longest subsequence, a longer
segment can be broken into small segments when two segments overlap. For some
applications, such as biological data sequence, users might be more interested
in the maximum segments that a periodic pattern can extend. In additions, the
level-wise search for (i − 1)-patterns might degrade for data sequences of event
sets.

To address these problems, Huang and Chang in [2] propose a general model
for mining asynchronous periodic patterns, where each valid segment is required
to be of maximum and at least min rep contiguous matches of the pattern.
They decompose the problem into two subproblems, valid segment discovery
and asynchronous subsequence composition. Valid segments include single-event
1-patterns, multi-event 1-patterns, and complex i-patterns (i > 1). Three al-
gorithms SPMiner, MPMiner, and CPMiner are devised respectively. Finally,
all valid segments with respect to a pattern can be combined to form an asyn-
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chronous sequence by APMiner. Just like association rule mining, the computa-
tion load occurs at valid segment discovery. In this paper, we focus on the mining
of valid segments and devise a progressive timelist-based verification algorithm
(called PTV), which improve the performance of SPMiner and MPMiner. Ex-
perimental results show that this method offers better performance than the
previous research when there are many periodic events.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. In Section 2,
we define the problem of periodic pattern mining for sequence of event set.
Section 3 presents our algorithm for mining periodic patterns from sequence
data. Experiments and performances of the algorithm study are reported in
Section 5. Complexity analysis and comparison to previous work are discussed
4. Our conclusion are presented in Section 6.

2 Problem Definition

In this section, we define the problem of periodic periodic mining. The problem
definition is similar to [2]. Let E be a set of all events. An event set is a non-
empty subset of E. A eventset sequence S is a set of time records where each
time record is a tuple (tid, X) for time instant tid and event set X . A eventset
sequence stored in form of (tid, X) is called horizontal format (see Fig. 1). We
say that an event set Y is supported by a time record (tid, X) if and only if
Y ⊆ X . An event set with k events is called a k-event set.

Definition 1. A pattern with period l is a nonempty sequence P = (p1, p2, . . . ,
pl) where p1 is an event set and others are either an event set or *, i.e. pj ∈
(2E − ∅) ∪ {∗} for 2 ≤ j ≤ l.

Since a pattern can start anywhere in a sequence, we only need to consider
patterns that start with a non-“*” symbol. A pattern P is called an i-pattern if
exactly i positions in P contain event sets.

Definition 2. Given a pattern P = (p1, p2, . . . , pl) with period l and a sequence
of l event sets D′ = (d1, d2, . . . , dl), we say that P matches D′ (or D′ supports
P ) if and only if, for each position j (1 ≤ j ≤ l), either pj = * or pj ⊆ dj is
true. D′ is also called a match of P .

Fig. 1. The matches of (AC,*,*) in eventset sequence S.

In general, given a sequence of event sets and a pattern P , multiple matches
of P may exist. In Fig. 1, D1, D2, . . . , D11 are 11 matches of (AC, ∗, ∗).
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Definition 3. Given a pattern P with period l and a sequence of event sets D,
a list of k (k > 0) disjoint matches of P in D is called a segment with respect to
P if and only if it forms a contiguous subsequence of D. Here, k is referred to as
the number of repetitions of this segment. A segment is maximum if there are
no other contiguous matches at either end. For convenience, we use a 4-tuple
(P , l, rep, pos) to denote a segment of pattern P with period l starting from
position pos for rep times.

In Fig. 1, D1, . . ., D5 are continuous and disjoint matches. Therefore, we can
use S1 = {(AC, ∗, ∗), 2, 5, 1} to indicate a segment with period 2 starting from
position 1 for 5 times. Note that D1, D2, D3 and D4 also form a segment but it
is not maximum.

Definition 4. A maximum segment S with respect to a periodic pattern P is a
valid segment if and only if the number of repetitions of S (with respect to P )
is at least the required minimum repetitions (i.e., min rep).

For Fig. 1, if we set min rep = 3 and consider only pattern AC with pe-
riod 2, there will be two valid segments S1 (D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5) and S2

(D6, D7, D9, D10 and D11) returned. The problem is formulated as follows: given
a eventset sequence and the parameters min rep, the problem is to find all valid
segment of periodic pattern with significant periods between Lmin and Lmax

specified by the user.

3 Progressive Timelist-Based Verification

In this section, we explore a 2-phase algorithm, Progressive Timelist-Based Ver-
ification (PTV), for mining periodic patterns in eventset sequence. In the first
phase, we modify the data structure of the SPMiner in [2] to discover single-
event 1-patterns. In the second phase, we devise a timelist-based verification
mechanism to combine all probable segments of multi-event 1-patterns.

The inputs to PTV include a vertical format database V D and the interesting
period interval specified by Lmin and Lmax. The timelist in V D is maintained
for each event. Essentially, PTV checks the time lists of each eventset for each
possible period p (Lmin < p < Lmax) by a procedure called PeriodicyCheck. It
starts by checking possible valid segments from the timelists for each single events
(Phase I). If there exists a valid segment for an event, such events are enumerated
in depth first order to form event sets. Duplicate enumerates are avoided by
forcing an alphabetic order on the events. For each combined event set, the
timelist is obtained by timelist intersection from the constituent events (Phase
II). Again, the PeriodicyCheck procedure is applied to see if valid segments
exist for the event set. Enumeration stops whenever no valid segment exists for
an event set.

Given a timelist and period p, the task of PeriodicyCheck is to output valid
segments with period p. This is implemented by keeping tracks of p independent
segments in a data structure called CSeg, where each CSeg records the start
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Procedure of PTV (V D, Lmin,Lmax)
1. /* Phase I */
2. for p=Lmin to Lmax do FListp= NULL;
3. for each event Ei ∈ V D do
4. if (|Ei.T imeList| < min rep) then continue;
5. for p=Lmin to Lmax do
6. if (PeriodicyCheck(Ei, Ei.T imeList, p))==true) then
7. Append Ei to FListp;
8. /* Phase II */
9. for p=Lmin to Lmax do
10. if (|FListp| > 1) then
11. for each event Ei ∈ FListp do
12. Node.Head = Ei; Node.Tail = all event Ej ∈ FListp (j > i);
13. Node.T imeList = Ei.T imeList; DFS(Node, p);

Procedure of PeriodicyCheck (EvtSet, T imeList, p)
1. Allocate data structure Cseg[p];
2. /* Initialization */
3. for i=1 to p do
4. CSeg[i].LP = −Max; CSeg[i].SP = −Max;
5. /* Validation */
6. V alid = false;
7. for each time instant Ti ∈ T imeList do
8. pos = Ti%p;
9. if (Ti − CSeg[pos].LP ) == p) then CSeg[pos].LP = Ti; continue;
10. if (CSeg[pos].LP − CSeg[pos].SP ≥ (min rep − 1) ∗ p) then
11. Output (EvtSet, (CSeg[pos].LP−CSeg[pos].SP )/p + 1, CSeg[pos].SP );
12. V alid= true;
13. CSeg[pos].SP = Ti; Cseg[pos].LP = Ti;
14. /* Rechecking */
15. for i = 1 to p do
16. if (CSeg[pos].LP − CSeg[pos].SP ≥ (min rep − 1) ∗ p) then
17. Output (EvtSet, (CSeg[pos].LP−CSeg[pos].SP )/p + 1, CSeg[pos].SP );
18. V alid = true;
19. return V alid;

Procedure of DFS(Node, p)
1. for each Ei ∈ Node.Tail
2. newC.Head = Node.Head ∪ Ei;
3. newC.Tail = Tail(Node.Tail);
4. newC.T imeList = Intersection(Node.T imeList, Ei.T imeList);
5. if (PeriodicyCheck(newC.Head, newC.T imeList, p)== true) then
6. DFS(newC, p);

Fig. 2. PTV: Progressive Timelist-Based Verification algorithm.

position (SP ) and last position (LP ) for current segment. For each time instant
Ti in the timelist, we compute the offset position pos = Ti%p and compare Ti to
CSeg[pos].LP . If Ti − CSseg[pos].LP is exactly p, it implies that this event set
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Fig. 3. Execution process for event D with period 3.

has occurred at (Ti − p)-th time instant. In this case, we update Cseg[pos].LP
by Ti. If otherwise, Ti −CSseg[pos].LP is not p, it implies the last segment has
been interrupted. In this case, output this segment if length of current segment
(CSeg[pos].LP − CSeg[pos].SP ) is greater than (min rep − 1) ∗ p and reset
CSeg[pos].SP and CSeg[pos].LP to Ti (Step 6∼13 in the PeriodicyCheck in
Fig. 2). Step 3∼4 of PeriodicyCheck initialize the allocated data structure. In
order to check the unfinished segments, we recheck CSeg again and output valid
segments (Step 15∼18 in the PeriodicyCheck).

Let us use an example to illustrate this algorithm. Given the eventset se-
quence in Fig. 1, with parameters min rep = 4. The singular periodic pattern
can be mined by the following steps.

– Phase I: For each period p, from Lmin to Lmax, use PeriodicyCheck pro-
cedure to check whether an event contains valid segments. Take period
3 and event D for example, three CSeg are created and initialized with
SP = −Max and LP = −Max. For each time instant Ti in D.T imeList,
the offset is computed by pos = Ti%3. As shown in Fig. 3, time instant 3 has
an offset at position 0, therefore CSeg[0] is set with SP = 3 and LP = 3.
Since time instant 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 all have an offset 0, CSeg[0].LP is
updated five times. For time instant 2 and 11, both of them have an offset
at position 2. However, time instant 11 − CSeg[2].LP does not equal 3, in-
dicating an interrupt of the previous segment. Finally, segment (D, 3, 6, 3)
is output as valid. Since event D contains valid segment, it will be inserted
into FList3.

– Phase II: For each period p, from Lmin to Lmax, enumerate possible event
sets from FListp in depth-first order by a recursive procedure DFS. The
input to DFS is a Node data structure which contains head event set, tail
event list, and the timelist for head event set. Take period 2 for example.
FList2 contains three events {A, C, D}. Assume an alphabetic order, {A, C}
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is first enumerated by combining Node.head = {A} with the first element
from Node.tail = {C, D}. The timelist for Node.head is the intersection
of A.T imeList and C.T imeList. With the timelist information, Periodi-
cyCheck procedure is then called to check if valid segments exist for this
event set {A, C}. Since valid segments exist for this event set, DFS is called
recursively with new node ({A, C}, {D}, {A, C}.T imeList).

4 Discussion and Algorithm Comparison

In this section, we analysis the algorithms time/space complexity and discuss
the solution when the sequence data is too long/large to fit in memory space.

4.1 Comparison

In this paper, PTV(I) is devised to discover all valid segments for each single
event. Therefore, we compare the mining procedure of our proposed algorithm,
PTV(I), with the LSI algorithm proposed in [7].

The overall time for processing PTV(I) for a given event e is ne, where ne is
the number of occurrences of event e. For a given period length l, the time to find
the singular periodic pattern for all events is hence

∑
∀e ne which is equivalent

to one database scans. Let D denotes the number of time instants and T be
the average number of events in each time instant. The database size can be
represented by D ∗ T . Consequently, the time complexity to discover all valid
segments of 1-pattern for all periods is O(S ∗ T ∗ Lmax) while Lmin = 1. The
data structured used for PTV(I) when processing an event is CSeg. The size
of the data structure is a multiple of Lmax, which can be reused for all events.
Therefore, the space complexity is O(Lmax).

The discovery process of LSI’s first step moves among three phases for seg-
ment validation (phase A), segment growth (phase B) and sequence extension
(phase C). Therefore, LSI(A+B) is equivalent to PTV(I). We analyze the time
complexity and space complexity of the PTV(I) below. The time complexity of
LSI to discover the “longest” single event subsequence from a event sequence
is k ∗ M ∗ Lmax, where Lmax is the maximum period length, M is the event
sequence size and k is abbreviated for min rep + max dis + Lmax [7]. For a
eventset sequence, the size of the database can be represented by D ∗ T for D
time instants, each with an average of T events (M = D ∗ T ).

The space complexity of LSI is (max dis + Lmax) ∗ N ∗ Lmax + min(N ∗
Lmax, min rep ∗ L2

max ∗ N) as analyzed in [7]. To discover valid segments as
defined in this paper, the space of LSI can be approximated by O(L2

max ∗ N).
PeriodicyCheck in PTV is similar to the hash based validation (HBV) in

SPMiner. In SPMiner, the access to CSeg is two reads and write for Last and Rep
updating; but the access to CSeg needs only last position updating (Step 9 in the
PeriodicyCheck). The MPMiner use a segment-based combination to generate
all multi-event 1-pattern. However, segment-based combination technology is not
a robust method while the number of the valid segments are large. PTV(II) use
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a timelist-based validation method, but the time complexity is hard to analysis.
Therefore, we compare PTV(II) and MPMiner by experiment result later.

4.2 Extra Long/Large Sequence

Sometimes, the sequence data is too long/large to fit in memory space. In
this case, we mine the periodic patterns by a partition-and-validation strat-
egy. Firstly, the algorithm subdivides the extra-large sequence data into n non-
overlapping partitions. Each partition can be handled in memory by PTV. Fur-
ther, each partition is transformed into vertical format. For the fist partition, the
valid segment can be mined by Initialization and Validation step in procedure
PeriodicyCheck. For the succeeding partitions, the initial start (last) position is
inherited from the last partition and valid segment pattern is explored by val-
idation phase. In the final partition, valid segment is discovered by Validation
and Rechecking step.

5 Experimental Results

To assess the performance of algorithm PTV, we conduct several experiments
on a computer with a CPU clock rate of 1.13GHz and 256MB of main memory,
the program is written by visual C++ in windows XP platform.

5.1 Biological Data

We first apply PTV to discover periodic conservation of the protein sequences,
which is an important problem in bioinformatics. We used data in the PROSITE
database of the ExPASy Molecular Biology Server (http://www.expasy.org/).
We selected a protein sequence P17437 (Skin secretory protein XP2) with a
known periodic pattern {A,P,A,P,A,*,*,E,*,*}, which reported in [3]. As ex-
pected, several periodic patterns which are related to the known periodic conser-
vation are discovered. It is indicated that our algorithm can be used in protein
sequence. It is worth to note that we also discover an interesting and longest
pattern {A,P,A,P,A,E,G,E,A,P} occurring 11 times (approximately 46%) in the
known periodic pattern. It may be a core pattern, since the partial slots of the
pattern allow some mutations.

5.2 Synthetic Data

For the purpose of performance evaluation, we use the same synthetic data as
[2]. The default parameters of synthetic generator are data size D = 50K, event
N = 1000, Avg. event in a time slot T = 10, potential pattern C = 3, pattern
length L = 4, frequent event in a time slot I = 4, number of segment for each
pattern S = 10. In order to make PTV more efficiency, we also use the PCD
pruning strategy to reduce unnecessary period checking [2]. We have run a series
of experiments using PTV. The general performance, the effect of parameters,
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and the scalability of our methods are considered here. We start by looking
at the performance of the PTV with parameter min rep = 25, Lmin = 1 and
Lmax = 20.

5.3 Valid Segments for Single Event 1-Patterns

In this section, we compare the scalability of the three segment validation algo-
rithms, including PTV(I), SPMiner and LSI. The scalability of PTV(I) is shown
in Fig. 4(a). The total running time for PTV(I) increase smoothly, as analyzed
in Section 4.1; whereas the running time for LSI increases dramatically since the
distance-based pruning technique has comparatively less to prune. The scalabil-
ity for PTV(I) was also better than SPMiner. In Fig. 4(b) the total running time
for PTV(I) is linear to T , whereas the running time for LSI increases dramati-
cally. It is also evident that the number of pruned patterns is rapidly decreasing
when the T increasing.

5.4 Valid Segments for Multi-event 1-Patterns

Since LSI is devised for event sequence. Therefore, we demonstrate the efficiency
of PTV(II) by comparing PTV(II) with MPMiner for multi-event 1-patterns.
Fig. 4(c)(d) shows the execution time of these two methods. As we can see,
MPMiner outperforms PTV(II) while S is small (S less than 15). However,
when S is large, the execution time of PTV(II) increases smoothly. But the
running time of MPMiner increases sharply. This is because the time complexity
of MPMiner has an exponential relation to the number of segments in the worst
case. In contrast, PTV(II) is comparably stable with respect to the number of
segments. Fig. 4(d) shows the overall execution time of PTV(II) and MPMiner to
find all valid segments for eventset. The x-axis shows the value of average event
in the pattern, whereas the y-axis shows the overall execution time of PTV(II)
and MPMiner. The execution time of PTV(II) increases more smoothly than
MPMiner in Fig. 4(d).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient method for periodic pattern mining is defined. An
algorithm progressive timelist-based validation (PTV) algorithm is devised to
discover all valid segments in data sequence. The PTV algorithm the vertical
database once and keeps only those timelists for events with valid segments. The
experiments show that our algorithm outperform previous research. Periodic pat-
tern mining can be used for data characteristics summarization and periodicity
predication.
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